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PEEFACE

Until within a recent j^eriod the Student of Medicine

was launched into his j)rofessional studies and floated

onwards towards his professional degree or qualifications

without his receiving, so far as the regulations of the

General Medical Council were concerned, any explicit

direction that he must of necessity turn his attention to

the subject of Physics. The consequence of this was

that he mostly came unprepared to tlie consideration of

matters involving in many cases the application of phys-

ical principles ; and this he did to the embarrassment

l^oth of himself and of his teachers.

During the continuance of this state of things much
was said as to the absolute necessity of a knowledge of

Physics on the part of the Student of Medicine ; and
considerable discussion was evoked. In this I took some
part; and I did some pioneering work between 1878
and 1883 by delivering courses of lectures in the School
of Medicine, Edinburgh, on " Medical Physics."

Since then it has been gratifying to find that, under
their new regulations which came into force in 1892,
the General Medical Council ordained that the study of

Physics was thenceforward to form part of the extended
course of professional study.
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Under the new order of things, it was suggested to

me, by members of the medical profession to M'hose

opinion I felt bound to defer, that I might render a

service if I prepared a smaller book on Physics for the

use of Students of Medicine ; and I have had great

j)leasure in acting upon this suggestion as opportunity

offered.

The following pages are not a mere abstract of my

larger work on the Principles of Physics (London :
Mac-

millan). There must naturally be considerable parallel-

isms : but there are also considerable divergences in the

mode of treatment ; and some portions of this small book

are even fuller than the corresponding portions of the

larger.

This little volume is obviously not intended to be

exhaustive ; from its size there must inevitably be omis-

sions : but I trust that none of these are such as to

interfere seriously with its usefulness. Again, since the

book is intended for a special class of students, the sub-

jects which most closely concern them will be found

treated in greater detail than those which are of less

direct utility. On the other hand, it is to be noted that

this volume does not profess to discuss moot points in

the application of physical principles to medical science,

or to anticipate any practical directions as to methods of

treatment or the like : the proper time for the discussion

of such topics is reached in subsequent stages of the cur-

riculum, when a general preparatory course of Physics

has already been gone through.

Further, this work is not designed in any way to

supersede but rather to clear the ground for practical

teaching and demonstration. The Student of Medicine
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is something like a Student of Engineering, and liis

knowledge of Pliysics ought above all things to be real

and actual. He ought to become personally acquainted

with each piece of apparatus, and to satisfy himself as to

how it works ; and he ought to see phenomena for him-

self. No book, and no mere lectures, can supply this

practical knowledge ; and on this ground I venture to

think that the subject of Physics, looked at from a medical

point of view, ought in every case to form an experi-

mental part of the professional curriculum.

I trust that this book may be found to combine two

main functions ; that of giving the Student of Medicine

a broad general view of Elementary Physics as a whole,

and that of providing a satisfactory course of preparatory

matter, which shall prove interesting to him and put him in

a position better to understand the specialised instruction

which he will receive during the later stages of his study.

I shall l)e grateful for any suggestions which may tend

to increase the utility of the book, to cure any defects, or

to remove any blemishes from it.

ALFRED DANIELL.

S Nkw Coltrt, Lincoln's Inv,

I/ONDON, W.C!.
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COEEIGENDA

Page -2, 1. 10 from foot : One sq. cm. =0-1550 sq. in. =0'00107G-1

sq. ft.

One sq. ft. =929-014 sq. cm.

One cub. cm. =0-0610254 cub. in.

One litre = 1-7607 British pint.

Page 4, 1. 17 from foot : One British gallon = 4-5436 litres.

,, ,,
pint = 0-56795 or nearly

0-568 litre.

One fluid ounce= 28 -4 cub. cm.



CHAPTEE I

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

Scientific men use the centimetre, tlie second,
and the gramme as their units of length, time, and
mass

; and by adhering to this—or indeed by adhering to
any system of units, snch as the Foot, the Second, and
the Pound, or tlie foot, the minute, and the grain, so long
as all measurements are effected in terms of the same
fundamental units—a great advantage is secured, namely,
that when a problem is solved by means of a known
mathematical e(|uation which sets forth the law of the
phenomenon in question, the answer comes out in terms
of the same system of units, and needs no farther reduc-
tion. Physical quantities measured in terms of the Centi-
metre, the Gramme, and the Second, are said to l)e measured
in units of the O.G.S. system, or in C.G.S. units.
We shall, in the main, adhere to this

; for the student
wdl find it a labour-saving device to stand steadfastly by
one system.

The Position of a point on a Line may be stated in
terms of its distance, along the line, from a starting-point
agreed upon. That of a point on a Surface may be stated
by a method analogous to the statement of the Latitude
and Longitude of a place on the earth's surface

; and thus
we may have the "log" of any particular object in a
microscopical preparation, which may be found again at
any time if we record the amount by which the sta<'e must
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o—

be shifted forward, and to one side, wlien the slide is put

upon it in a definite position. The position

of a point in Space may be specified in an

anah^gous way by stating its height and its

distance in horizontal and lateral directions ;

and on this principle it has been found pos-

sible to devise apparatus for recording the

outline of statuary, etc., or even for mechani-

cally reproducing these.

The unit of length usually employed in

physical work is the Centimetre.

One centimetre (cm.) = 0-3937 inch = yV deci-

meti-e = x^iT metre.

One decimetre = 10 cm. =xt metre.

^ One metre = 100 centimetres = 1000 millimetres

fE =3-28087 feet = 3 ft. 31" less inch.

One millimetre (mm.) = rV cm. -^1^ inch.

71, One micron (/i) = TWTF millimetre (Royal Micro-

S scop. Soc.'s standard) =0-0001 cm. The same

symbol fx is also appHed to 0-000000,1 cm., as

O where it is said that the wave-length of a par-

ticular kind of light is 600 /j., or 0-00006 cm.

One"tenth-metre" = lraetre^lOi°= 0-000,000,01

cm. .
^

One inch = 25-1 mm. =2-54 cm. ;
one foot =

30--18 cm.
, .

An English half-penny is 1 mcli in diameter

;

a penny 1-2 inch; a French sou (5

0 „-! centimes) is 2h, a two -sous (10 c.) 3

centimetres in diameter.

One kilometre = 1000 metres = 100,000 cm. =
0 -021377 mile.

One mile = 1-6093 kilometres.

One square cm. = 0-1496 sq. iuch=

1 "3 0-0010417 sq. ft.

_3 One sq. inch = 6 -4516 sq. cm. ; one
°

sq. ft. =929-0304 sq. cm.

One cubic cm. = 0-0610-325 cub. inch= 0-00035317

One cub. inch = 16 -386 cub. cm. nooois
One cub. ft. = 28,315 cub. cm.=28-31o litre = 0-02b31o

cub. metre.
i „ ,i.

One cubic decimetre = one Litre = 1000 cub. cm. = ru07 cuo.

metre = 0-035317 cub. ft. =1-7657 British pint.



LENGTH

One cubic meti'e = 1000 cub. decimetre^ 1,000,000 cub.
cm. -1000 litres = 35 -SI? cub. ft. =61025-386 cub. inches.

In careful measurement a Vernier has often to be employed,
in addition to the measuring scale made use of. Verniers are

small subsidiary scales which may be slij^ped up and down the
main scale. In the Barometer-Vernier (Fig. 3), ten divisions
on the vernier are equal to eleven on the main scale

;

and the numbers on the vernier run ba^k, against
the numbers on the main scale. Suppose we have
to find the height of the mercury in the barometer, e

and that it stands somewhere between 29 '5 and
29 '6 on the main scale. We slip the vernier down s—
until its zero coincides as exactly as possible with
the top of the mercury ; then wc look down the
vernier nntil we find the vernier mark coinciding

3-
2-

with a graduation mark of the main scale. Say
that the vernier mark 6 does this (coinciding with

scale:vernieh

oo.n j-1 • 1 \ ii ji • ° 1 (Barometer
Ati 9 on the mam scale), then the missing number

.

is 6, and the reading of the instrument is 29 '56.
°"

In the Sextant-Vernier, largely used in instraments of Con-
tinental make, ten divisions on the vernier are eqnal to nine on

the main scale
; and the numbers on the vernier run

in the same direction as those on the main scale (Fig.

4). Again the zero of the vernier is laid opposite
the level of the mercury, and the mark up the scale
which first coincides with a graduation mark of the
main scale gives the number required in the second
place of decimals.

In all cases of measurement care must be taken
that the eye looks directly, not obliquely, at both

—

o

I

2
-3
-4
— 5

6

7
8
9
-10

scale;vernieb the object and the scale. If this is neglected errors
(Sextant) induced through parallax, or apparent mutual
Fig. 4. displacement of the object and the scale.

The least visible white granule on black paper
seems to be about inch, or -^^ mm., in diameter, not quite
twice the greatest diameter of a red blood corpuscle.

In Nobert's latest test-jjlates for microscopic lenses, the
finest graduation consists of parallel lines ruled on glass at
about 225,200 lines to the inch.

V'^^j;
-^ngle in Rotation is the "Radian"

= 57° 14' 44"-8, the angle whose arc is equal to the
Kadms (Fig. 5).

One " Centrad " = radian; used in ophthal-'
mology.
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The Mass of an object is the Quantity of Matter

ill it. This is measured by the quantity of matter wliich

it will counterpoise in a Balance. The unit of mass is

the Gramme, which is the mass of one cubic cm. of

water at 3-9° G. (39° Fahr.)

Decigramme =iV g™i.
;

centigramme =i-jTy grin. ;
milU-

gramme=iT3inj- g™-
Kilogramme = 1000 grms. =mass of 1 Litre of water at 3 '9° C.

= 15432-35 grains.

One Gramme = 15 •43235 grains ; 1 Kilogramme = 2 "20462 lbs.

1000 kgr. =1 "tonne " = 2204 -62 lbs. =0-9842 English ton=
1-10231 American or "short" ton of 2000 lbs.

French 20 centimes silver= 1 centime bronze= 1 gramme.

German 1 pfennig bronze = 2 grammes.

U.S. dime= German 5 pf. nickel = 2^ grammes.

German 10 pf nickel = 4 grammes.

French franc - French 5 c. bronze = U.S. 5 c. nickel = 5

grammes.
Fi-ench 2 fr. silver= French 10 c. bronze = 10 gi-ammes.

Thus grammes may be weighed out with newly-coined French

bronze coinage at 1 gramme per centime.

One lb. avoirdupois= 16 ounces = 7000 grains = 453 -593

erms. =tV British gallon of water at 62" F.

One oz. avoird.=l fluid oz. water at 62° F.= 28 -34956

grms. =437i grains.

Three British pennies (new) = l oz. avoirdupois.

One grain = 0-064799, or nearly 0-0648 gramme.

One British gallon = 10 lbs. water at 62''F.=8 pints=

277-274 cub. in. = 4-53228 litres.

One British pint= 20 fl. oz.=li lb. water at 62° F. =
0-566535 litre.

^ ^

One fluid ounce = 1 oz. avoird. of water at 62 i.-^s
British pint= 227-1642 cub. cm.

American gallon= 8 lbs. water; American pint = l ib.

water.

For prescriptions, etc., the grain is at present the basis
;
480

grains= 24 scruples= 8 drachms=1 Old Apothecaries ounce.

The old apothecaries' ounce is not now in use, except in pre-

scriptions ;
" an ounce " of any chemical, bought at a chemist s,

is the avoirdupois ounce of 437^ not of 480 grains.
^ _ .

The fluid ounce ( = 437i grains weight of water at bi i.)

is divided into 8 fluid drachms, or 480 minims. Each minim

of water, at 62° F., weighs 0-901146 grains.

In solutions, say of "10 per cent" strength, distinguish as
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follows : A solution, say of bromide of potassium of 1 to 10
"

is KBr 1 gramme, water 10 grammes or 10 cub. cm. ; or
KBr 1 oz., water 10 fluid ounces ( = 10 oz. wt.) A solution
of "1 in 10" is KBr 1 grm., water 9 grms. or 9 cub. cm.
These assume that for use the solution is to be weighed out.
But when the solution is to be measured out, the possible
difference in volume between the water used and the solution
produced has to be kept in mind. Hence, for measuring out,
" 1 in 10 " would l)e 1 part by weight of the salt contained' in 10
parts by volume of tlie solution ; thus take KBr 1 gramme,
water to make up to 10 cub. cm. ; or KBr 1 oz., water to make
up to 10 H. oz.

; and read the cpantity, measured out in cub.
cm. or in fl. oz. of the solution, as fractions of a gramme or of
an avoirdupois ounce of the salt dissolved. Frequently what
is wanted is "1 grain in 10 minims" ; for this take KBr one
apothecaries' ounce ( = 480 grains), water to make up to 10
fl. oz.

The unit of time is tlie Second.
This is •ETrlfrn- the average length of a solar day, that is,

from noon to noon
; noon being the time when the sun, lying

directly south, is highest in the heavens.



CHAPTER II

MOTION OP BODIES

There are three ways in which a body may move : it

may iindergo Translation, mere travelling from one

place to another along a straight or a curved path ; or it

may Rotate round some axis either within its own

substance or outside the same; or it may become

deformed, and if it be deformed it may or may not

ultimately regain its original form, or nearly its original

form, with or without Vibration ; and it may do any

or all of these things simultaneously.

A minute particle is said to have three degrees of

freedom to move : it may, for example, move up-and-

down, side-to-side, or fore-and-aft. If it be restricted to

a given surface, it has only two degrees of freedom, for

it°cannot leave that surface ; if it be restricted to one

surface and at the same time to another surface, it can

only move back -and -fore along the line where these

surfaces intersect, and has only one degree of freedom.

A body, as distinguished from a particle, has these three

degrees of freedom and also three others : it can spin,

for example, round an axis situated up-and-down, an

axis lying from side-to-side, and an axis lying fore-and-

aft. If one point of the body, and one point only, be

held fixed, the body can rotate in any way round axes

passing through that point. If two points be held hxed

the body can rotate round an axis which passes through
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these two points. If three points be held lixed, it cannot

move at all.

If a piece of apparatus be mounted on three sharp points

laid in conical sockets ou a baseboard, it can be lifted off the base-

board, and it can always be put back in tbe same position on

that board. If its lower face bear a V-shaped projection, and

if this be laid iu, or better, pressed by a spring into a corre-

sponding Y-shaped hollow in the baseboard, the apparatus can

only slide to-and-fro along the groove, or else be lifted or tdted

off 'the board ; and when the V-shaped projection is run np
against a stop-pin in the V-shaped groove, the position of the

apparatus is again delinite with respect to the board. The
same fixation by deprivation of degrees of freedom may be seen

in aseptic removable knife - blades, interchangeable iu a

spring-handle.

In what follows we shall first concern ourselves with

the movements of Translation of a body.

Translation

In every body or object there is some point whose

position is the average of all the positions of all the

several particles of the body. This point is called the

Centre of Figure of the body. Again, in every body

there is some point which corresponds to the average

position of the whole Matter of which the body is made
up ; and this point is called the Centre of Mass. If

the body be of uniform substance throughout, the Centre

of Figure and the Centre of Mass of the body are identical

;

if not, the centre of mass and the centre of figure may
be at different points, as in the case of the moon, which

is to some extent like a loaded billiard ball, heavier

towards one side though symmetrical in form, and there-

fore having its centre of mass, as it were, displaced

towards the heavier side.

When parallel Forces act on the several particles of

a body, on each in proportion to its Mass, the aggregate

result is as if a single force had acted on a single
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pai-ticle situated at the centre of mass ; and the bodv
as a whole undergoes a corresponding Translation. When
we say that a material body undergoes Translation, we
may therefore confine our attention to the movements
of its centre of mass ; and this simplifies matters

considerably.

When a body moves in a Straight Line, its Direction

of Motion is the straight line itself. When it moves

(, in a Curve, its direction of motion at any
point of that curve is the direction of the

tangent to the curve at that point.

In Fig. 6, when the body is at the point

P in the path AB, the direction of move-
^' ment is for the moment in the direction

PC : PC is "the tangent to the curve " at P.

The Velocity of a moving body, moving uniformly

in any direction, is the number of cm. traversed by it

per second. If it move 60 cms. in 10 sec, the velocity

is 5 cms.-per-second. Of a body not moving uniformly,

the "mean velocity" is the average velocity, the

whole space traversed divided by the whole time : a

railway train which reaches a point 36 kilometres away
in one hour, has a mean velocity of 36 kiloms. jier

hour, or 1000 cms. -j^er- second. At any particular

moment the train may, however, be covering say 40

metres in 2 seconds
;

during that time its velocity is

2000 cms.-per-second.

If a body be by any means affected with two
velocities simultaneously, and if these velocities

be constant in direction and amount, the result or "re-

sultant " is a single velocity in a Straight Line.

Let a steamship steam eastwards and drift northwards

.simultaneou-sly, starting from the point 0. It will, in a given

time, reach a point A which lies both so far to the north and so

far to the east ; in twice the time it will reach a corresponding

point P) : after successive equal intervals it I'caches the points

0, D, etc. ; tlie points A, P., C, D, etc., all lie in a straight line, and

that straight line describes the actual direction and velocity of
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movement of the steamship. Tlie steamship travels along the

line OD in the same time as it would have taken ^

to steam to E or to drift to N if there had been

no drifting or no steaming respectively. Tliere-

fore the Resultant of the two velocities is a single

velocity along a line OD, which is the Diagonal

of the Parallelogram OD (Fig. 7).

The angle NOE need not be a right angle :

the resultant is still in a line, which is the

Diagonal of the "Parallelogram of Veloci-

ties " (Fig. 8).

It is not necessary to draw the complete

parallelogram : it will suffice to draw from 0
a line which, in magnitude and direction,

represents one of the velocities ; then from
the other end of this line draw a line

representing the other velocity. Join

the free end of this line with 0 : the

line thus drawn represents the result-

ant in its magnitude ; and the result-

ant velocity is along that line, in a

direction opposed to the direction of

the components taken successively round tins so - called

Triangle of Velocities, as will be seen from the figure (Fig. 9).

By reversing the process we may break up or "resolve"
OD into its components in any two directions. Let the jiroblem

_/ be to resolve OD into components in

any two given directions GH, IJ. From
0 draw a line parallel to one of these

directions, and from D draw a line

parallel to the other ; these two lines

cross one another in the point E. Mnrk
the lines OE and DE with arrows op-

posed, in their direction round the

triangle, to the direction of OD ; the

lines OD and ED represent the com-
ponents sought for.

If we know two sides of the triangle of velocities it is always
easy to find the third side. For example, sup-
pose we know the actual course of a steamer to
he, that it is travelling with uniform velocity in
the direction OD (Fig. 11) : but we alsolenow that
it is being steered in the direction OE, .so that in
the same time it ought to have reached E : what
is the drift? It is represented liy Hie line ED.

Fi". 10.

of a drift more or less directly athwart the line

The addition

in which tho
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boat is being steered gives tlie actual movement a different
direction.

Two equal and opposed velocities balance one another,
and the resultant velocity is nil. If a man walk astern on
board a ship at the rate of 4 miles an hour while the ship is

sailing at the same rate, he will be really marking time in the

same place.

Tlie Momentum of a body is the product of its

mass (in grammes) into its velocity (in cms.-per-sec.)

If a shell explode while travelling in a particular direction,

the aggregate momentum of the fragments in that direction is

the same as that of the shell.

Let two bodies, freely suspended, strike one another : if they

be inelastic they divide their joint momentum and move in

the same direction with a common velocity ; if we could

obtain perfectly elastic balls, such balls would, upon collision

in a line joining their centres, recoil from one another, the one

gaining by the collision as much momentum as the other loses
;

and two equal and perfectly elastic balls, striking one

another directly in the line joining their centres, would
exchange their velocities. If balls strike one another other-

wise than directly in that line, they will spin as well as rebound.

A perfectly elastic ball would rebound from a wall with the

same speed as it reached it, and the momentum would be the

same as at first, but reversed in direction ; that is, assuming

that there were no vibration or spin set up in that ball ; but in

actual cases the ball rebounds only with a certain fraction of

the original velocity ; and this fraction is called the CoefBcient

of Restitution.

Acceleration.—This is a gain or loss of Velocity,

per second.

A train, making up speed from 36 kiloms. to 54 kiloms. per

horn- in five minutes, gains speed, in the course of 300 seconds,

to the amount of 18 kiloms. per hour, or 500 cms.-per-sec. If

the gain in speed be uinform, the train gains in velocity to the

amount of 1§ cm.-per-sec, during each second
;
and, as the

phrase goes, its Acceleration is 1§ cm.-per-sec. per second. If,

on the other hand, it slacken down in the same time from 36 to

18 kiloms. per hour, it undergoes retardation or negative

acceleration ; and its Acceleration is said to be -Ig cm.-per-

sec. per second, a negative quantity. If there be no accelera-

tion, positive or negative, the velocity remains unchanged.
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Tlie Acceleration (in cms.-per-sec. per second) if3 usually

represented by the symbol a.

If i'o be tlie original velocity in a given direction, Vt the

velocity attained in the same direction at the cud of a certain

time t seconds ; and if s be the space traversed during the time

t : the relation between these terms Vo, v,, t, s, and the uniform

Acceleration a (or retardation - a as the case may be) arc given

by the equations :

Vt = r„ ±at (1)

s = Vot±ha(- (2)

Vf = \Jvo-±2as (3)

Exam2}les.—(1) Let a body fall from rest (^0 = 0) from the top

of a cliff 100 metres (s= 10000 cm.) high : what speed will it

attain just before reaching the ground, and how long will it take

to reach the bottom ? Note, as a fact, that a falling body gains

a velocity of 981 cm.-per-sec. in one second, 2x981 cm.-per-

sec. in two seconds, and so on : that is, for a falling body, a = 981

downwards. The problem therefore is, given s, and a, to

find Vt and t. To do this we must pick out the most

useful of the three equations above. The third equation is

Vt = \/vJ+2as = Vo + (2 X 981 X 1000¥)= Vl9620000 = 4429 cm.-

per-sec, the velocity ultimately attained. The first equation

isvc= Vo + at; that is, 4429 = 0 + 981< = 981< ;
and i = ^if^=i-5l

seconds, the time taken to fall the given height.

(2) Let the same body be thrown down from the top of

the cliff with an initial velocity of 20 metres per second

(y<, = 2000 cm.-per-sec.) Then Vt = V(2000)24- 19620000 =

V23620000 = 4860 cm. -per -second ; and 4860 - 2000 + 981;;;

whence ^ = 2'91 seconds.

(3) Let the same body be .shot up from the top of the cliff

with an upward velocity of 20 metres per second {Vg— -2000
cm.-per-sec.)

;
V/, is again 4860 cms.-per-sec, because (-2000)-

is equal to(-f2000)2; but in the first equation 4860= -2000
4-981<; whence i=6'99 seconds. The body, sent upwards
with an upward velocity of 2000 cms.-per-sec, ascends, comes
to rest for an instant, and falls back, passing the starting-point

with a downward velocity of 2000 cms.-per-sec.

(4) A cricket-ball is thrown up into the air. It rises say 30

metres (s = 3000 cm.) What is its initial velocity "What
time will it take to ascend ? Here the acceleration is nega-
tive, being ojiposed to the direction of the initial motion

;

it is therefore - 981 cms.-pcr-scc. per second; and the body
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vises until it has no velocity, and is "on the turn" (i.e.

Vt= 0). Hence the problem is, given s, a, and Vt, find v„ and t.

From equation (3), 0 = \/vo^ -{2 + 981 +SOO) = \/vo-~ 588600
;

u/= 5886000; ^= 2426 cms.-per-second, the initial velocity.

From equation (1), 0 = 2426-981/!; whence t = 2-A7 seconds,
the time taken in the ascent.

(5) A train travelling at 72 kilometres (say 45 miles) an hour
is abruptly stopped by a collision : what height would the pass-

engers have had to fall in order to receive a similar blow ? That
is, what height would they have had to fall from rest {Vo=0)
before the speed attained would be 72 Idioms, per hour {vi =
2000 cms.-per-sec. ) ? Here we know I'o, Vt, and a, and we
want to find s. By the third equation, 2000 = Vo + (2 x 981 x s)

= \/l962s ; 1962s = 4000000 ; s = 2038 cm. or 20-38 metres (say

67 feet), the required height of fall.

(6) If a man step out of a car running at 266 cms.-per-sec.

(6 miles an hour), and do this at a run so that he takes two
seconds to stop, what must be the retarding acceleration ?

What must it be if he stumble and have to recover himself

within ^ sec? In the first case, 'yo= 266, 1^ = 0, and t= 2,

whence a= -133 cm.-per-sec. per second. In the latter,

t — -}^; whence a = - 2660, twenty times as great. The effort

necessarj' to cause such a prompt pull-back, or negative accel-

eration, sometimes fractures bones.

If a body moving in one direction be subjected to an

acceleration in another, lying more or less athwart its

direction of motion, it swerves from its course.

A body A moving in a circle is continuously subject to an

acceleration always at right angles to its direction of motion

at any and every instant, tliat is towards the

? centre of the circle ; and this Acceleration (in

\ cms. -per. -sec. per second) is equal to i^jr, where
/" )»-'^ actual Velocity (in cms.-per-sec.) in the

(
.--''Y

circle, and r is the length (in cms. ) of the Radius

I y of that circle. If it had not been for this accel-

oration the body would, after leaving any given

Fig. 12. point, say A, have travelled straight on in the

direction AB, the tangent to the circle at that

point A. So for every other point ; at every point the path is

bent inwards ; and the circular path is the resultant of the

composition, at each point, of a tangential path with a fall

or movement towards the centre.

If a body be by any means subjected to different accclera-
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tions simultaneously, what is true of Velocities in general is

true of veloeities-imparted-iu-uuit-of-tinie, that is, of Accelera-
tions ; and thus we have a series of propositions concerning
the composition and resolution of Accelerations exactly-

parallel to the similar propositions concerning the composition
and resolution of Velocities.

Force.—The product of the Mass of a body (in

grammes) into its Acceleration (in cms.-per-sec. per
second), if it have any, is called the Force sujDposed to

be acting upon the body, so as to make it go faster or

slower, or to change its direction of motion. If there be
no acceleration there is no Force acting. The unit of

Force is called a Dyne, and the Dyne is the Force
observed when a gramme -mass gains or loses a unit
velocity (1 cm.-per-second) during one second ; that

is, when a Unit Mass undergoes a Unit Acceleration.

In a particular case Force has a special name. When
a body is allowed to fall freely in a vacuum, it gains
steadily in speed, acquiring a velocity of 981 cms.-per-sec.

at the end of one second, twice 981 at the end of two
seconds, and so on. The acceleration downwards is

therefore 981 cms.-per-sec. per second, whatever be the
mass of the falling body. The downward Force acting
on .say 10 grammes is the product (Mass x Acceleration)
=^(10 X 981) = 9810 dynes; and the force acting on
1 gramme = 981 dynes. This downward Force of Gravi-
tation, acting on any given mass, is called the Weight
of that mass ; the Weight of one Gramme is equal
to 981 Dsmes ; whence the Dyne

Force imply that the body moves •

freely. But take the case of a
railway train running on a level ; it does not run freely

;

it continuously tends to slacken speed by reason of
Friction, e.xactly us 7/ it had a heavy mass of say 1

kilo, per 320 kilos. ( = say 7 lbs. per ton) of train-load to

is found to be ^ the weight of
one Gramme.

The above statements regarding

I
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pull vertically up over a pulley ; und if the train run

at a uniforni velocity, the duty the engine is performing

is that of preventing slowing off in speed.

Let the train weigh 160 tonnes of 1000 kilogr. each ;
the

retarding force is equal to the Weight of tonne or 500

kilogr. or 500,000 grammes. This Weight is equal to 500,000

X 981 = 490,500,000 dynes; and the engine must exert a pull

equal to 490,500,000 dynes in order to neutralise the retarding

force of friction and keep the speed constant. The Weiglit of

500,000 grammes, considered as a retarding Force acting on a

mass of 160,000,000 grammes, would have produced a backward

or negative acceleration a ; this is prevented by the force

exerted by the engine; this force E = the mass acted upon

xa; that is, 490,500,000 dynes = 160,000,000 grammes x a
;

hence a = 3-065625 cm.-per-sec. per second. The Force exerted

by the engine is the product of the mass moved into the accelera-

tion prevented, which is 3-065625 cm.-per-sec. per second.

If the train gain speed, the force or pull exerted by the engine

is the product of the whole mass of the ti-ain into the negative

acceleration prevented, plus that of the mass into the positive

acceleration produced . Let the engine work up speed steadily, so

as to gain a velocity of 18 kiloms. per hour m 5 minutes
;
the

acceleration produced is | cm.-per-sec. per second ;
the product

of this into the mass is the force producing acceleration,

namely % x 160,000,000 = 266,666,666 dynes. The sum of this

and the preceding is 757,166,666 dynes ;
and tins is the total

Force or pull exerted during the gain of speed. The pull upon

the couplings is therefore the same approximately, whatever

the speed may be, provided that the speed remains uniform
;

but the pull upon the couplings is increased when the train

is gaining speed, and falls otf when it is slackening.

But there may be cases in which there is no move-

ment whatever, and therefore no acceleration ;
in such a

case all that a Force does is to prevent an opposite

acceleration being produced by an opposing force.

Take the case of two wrestlers, equally strong and at

equal grips
;
they may exert violent pressure upon one an-

other without being able to push or displace one another a

single inch. Take the case of a stone held m the hand
;

lie

stone continuously tends to fall, but yet docs not fall
;
neither

does the hand lift the stone. In the latter of hese two cas

the Weight of the stone would, were it not for the hand, lesult
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in a downward motion of the stone ; on the other hand, the
upward Pressure exerted by the hand would, were it not for

the weight of the stone, result in the stone being hurled up-
wards. Between the two tendencies the stone remains at rest

;

if either of these flagged the stone would move ; but as the
tendency downwards, the so-called gravitational attraction or
the "Weight, is unflagging and unwearied, the natural result is

that the hand may grow wearied and flag in its upward pres-
sure, and then the stone will sink or fall. So long, however,
as the hand can hold out, there is equilibrium between the
downward Weight of the stone and the upward Pressure of the
hand, and each of these prevents the Acceleration which the
other tends to produce.

Where a man faints and is about to fall to the ground, and
others help him by letting him down easily, they exert an
upward force whicli partially prevents that downward accelera-
tion which gravity tends to produce.

Let a man fix a stout spring into a wall and slowly
pull the other end towards himself. At first he can pull
it. There is a resisting counter-force which pulls

against him
; but he can overcome this. As lie pulls,

and the deformation of the spring increases, the resisting

force goes on increasing. At length the resisting counter-
force becomes equal to the task of preventing him from
pulling the spring out any farther. At this moment we
have the spring pulling the man and the man pulling the
spring

; and neither of them is then able to make the
other move. The force exerted by the man and the
counter-force exerted by the spring are then
in equilibrium

;
they are equal and opposite

to one another.

To the spring it does not matter, nextly,
whether the stretching force be exerted by'a
man or by the weight of a sufficiently heavy body, as in
Fig. 14 ; and if a weight be applied, as in the figure,

such as will stretch tlie spring to the same extent as
the man had done, we at once find the value of the Force
exerted by the man.

For example, let the weight required to produce an equal
exten.sion of the spring be the weight of 80 kgrs., or 80,000
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grammes; then the man's force was 80,000 x981=78,480,000

dynes. Conversely, if that man apply this maximum force of

his to the task of pulling up heavy masses by means of a cord

slung over a pulley, supported by any convenient means, he can

only lift 80 kgrs. olf the ground ; and the weight of a mass of

80 kgrs. on the one hand, and on the other hand the counter-

force^of the spring at the fullest extension of it which the man

can compass, are equivalent and equal.

We may therefore measure Forces by finding tlie

deformations whicli they can produce in spring?, and

then ascertaining what weights are rec^uired in order to

produce the same deformations.

For example, in estimating the power of grasp of the hand

in the diagnosis of nervous diseases, such as partial or general

paralysis, an instrument called a dsmamometer is used, in

which the hand is set to squeeze a spring out of shape :
the

deformed spring actuates a pointer which points to a certaui

figure on a scale ; and the scale is graduated in terms of the

different weights which, acting upon the same spruig, will pro-

duce the same deformations of that spring. The same principle

is applied in the common spring balance, in which known

weights produce known deformations ; and the weight of a given

body or the value of any given pull may thus be read oft on a

scale attached to the instrument.

A stretched spring is in a condition of stress : it

pulls upon both its ends equally and oppositely.

A compressed spring, again, is in a condition of stress :

it pushes both its ends apart, equally and oppositely.

In every case where Force is exerted there is a con-

dition of Stress : for wherever an object A is pressed or

pulled towards or from or attracted towards or repelled

from an object B, the object B is equally pressed or pulled

towards or from or attracted towards or repelled from the

object A. As Sir Isaac Newton put it :
" To every action

{i.e. to every Force) there is always an equal and contrary

Reaction ; or the mutual actions (i.e. forces) of any two

bodies are always equal and oppositely directed." The

force acting upon A and the opposite force actmg on

B are equal ; but if the Masses of A and B be not equal

the respective Accelerations of the two bodies towards one
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another will not lie equal ; for it is, in regard to each of

the objects A and B, the Force, that is the lyrodud of the

Mass into the Acceleration, which is the same in both.

If a light and a heavy ball be connected by an indiarubbev

cord, and^'if they be pulled apart and let go simultaneously, each

^Yill move towards the other, but the heavier one will move
more slowly.

When a shot is fired from a gun, if the gun be free to move,

the sliot moves forwards and the gun moves slowly backwards.

If the bullet and the gun had been of equnl weight, they would

have flown apart with equal velocities
;
and, short of this, tlie

heavier the bullet the greater is the tendency for the gun to fly

backwards upon discharge.

The earth attracts the moon and the moon equally attracts

the earth ; but the moou, being the lighter of the two, has

more acceleration towards the earth than the earth has

towards it.

When a stone is thrown upwards from the earth, the earth

is equally throwu downwards : but the earth is so much larger

tlian the stone that its downward movement is inappreciably

small. Similarly a man pushes the earth down at every step :

Archimedes needed no lever to move the Earth. If the earth

be soft locally, the pedestrian's foot is driven into it as it

yields ; and in boggy soil every effort causes him to sink more
deepl}-.

When a horse is inexperienced he may be found trying to

pull a heavy tramcar suddenly forward with a jerk ; but as the

traces tighten, he is jerked backwards as much as the car is

jerked forward, and with a greater acceleration on account of

his smaller weight. When a locomotive is suddenly started

with a heavy train the wheels may go round uselessly ; the

reaction of the traiu is equivalent to a backward pull upon the

locomotive, considered as already iu motion.

Pressure.—If we rest a heavy body on a surface it

produces Pres.sure, which is equal to its own Weight in

dynes : and pressure produced by any cause may be

measured in dj'ues, by comparison with the Weights

which can produce the same effect. Such pressure is a

Total Pressure, and does not depend on the area of the

body pressed upon ; but Pressure is also often specified as

an Intensity of Pressure, or a Pressure (d' so iiuiny dynes

per sq. cm. of Area.

0
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The distinction between a Total Pressure and a Pressure per

sq. cm. of Area is a matter of importance. Cutting instru-

ments, such as knives, chisels, or scissors, are instruments

with a very restricted area or areas, through which the pressure

of the hand may be exerted : and when we "sharpen" a knife

we diminish the area of its edge. The cutting power of a knife

depends directly on the pres.sure per sq. cm., which may

become extremely great when the knife is extremely sharp. A
blow on the skull by a round stone may subject the .scalp to

pressure over a very small surface, and cause it to give way

almost as if it had been cut with a knife. A person finding

himself straying into a quicksand or into boggy soil should

throw himself down horizontally and creep back into safety,

for he is not so likely to sink when he lies on a broad surface

as when his weight is concentrated upon the narrow surface

afforded by his feet alone. A person does not sink in snow

when his weight is distributed over a large area by means of

large Canadian snow-shoes. Ice will bear a plank with a man

standing upon it, when it could not bear the weight of the man

standing directly on the bare ice ; and sledges can travel over

snow in which cart-wheels would sink. In massage-rollers

there are grooves and comparatively sharp annular protuber-

ances between these ;
when the roller is used, the local inten-

sities of pressure are comparatively great. The penetrating

power of a needle depends on the intensity of pressure
;
and it

is greater if the needle have a triangular section, so that it

presents cutting edges. When the weight of the body is borne

by limited areas of the skin, the intensity of pressure may

be great: whence bedsores, etc., and the necessity of even

support uniformly applied, as in a water-bed, which is

mechanically, an appliance for equalising the intensity ot

pressure over the whole area of support.

Tension.—If we hang a mass m grammes on a wire,

we cause a Pull or Tension in that wire equal to the

Weight of the suspended mass, that is 981 m dynes. For

comparison it is often convenient to find the cxoss-

sectional area of the wire, and to state the tension as

a "traction" of so many dynes per sq. cm. of cross-

sectional Area.

Thus if we hang 50 grammes upon a wire whose cross-section

h.s a aieaof^l^sq. cm., the Total Tension is 49050 dynes;

and l^ie teLToiM- sq. cm. is (49050 ,1.) = 490500 dynes per

sq. cm. Where a cord, stretched by a weight, happens to be
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thinnest, there the tension per sq. cm. of cross-sectional area is

greatest ; and there, at the thinnest part, the cord has most

tendency to give \vay and snap.

Centrifugal Force.—Suppose a stone to be Avhirled

round, like a slingstone, by means of a string, but in a

perfectly circular path. The acceleration towards the

Centre is (p. 12) equal to v-jr, the square of the velocity

divided by the radius : the force acting upon the stone,

to make it travel in the Circle and not escape along some

Tangent, is mv-jr dynes, where vi is the mass of the stone,

in grammes. In the case of the slingstone this force is

exerted by means of the tension of the string : and if

the Velocity exceed a certain limit, this tension will

become too great, and the string will snap. The stone

will then fly off at a tangent.

A fl}' will be hurled off a rapidly rotating wheel, for it cannot

adhere firmly enough to the rim by means of its feet. The
cohesion of a rapidly rotating wheel may fail, and the wheel
fall to pieces, each of which flies off' at a tangent. If the earth
rotated seventeen times as fast as it does, loose objects would
fly olf its surface at the Equator : their weight would then fail

to hold them down. Railway trains tend to fly the track as

they come rapidly round curves, and to run off' at a tangent

:

the pressure of the flange on the outer rail prevents this.

A drop of oil, rotated, spreads out into a flattened spheroid
;

and for the same reason the earth is itself an oblate spheroid,

its Polar axis being the shortest. In the trundling of a wet
mop the drops fly off'. If a man were placed on a revolving
table, with his feet towards the centre, the blood in his body
would be impelled towards his head ; and this has actually been
proposed as treatment for anaamia of the brain.

^Vhen light and heavy particles are mixed and whirled the
lieavier fly outwards : thus milk is separated by a "centrifugal
machine" from cream, or blood corpuscles from blood plasma.

The circus rider stands on horse -back slanting inwards.
His own weight tends to make him fall inwards : centrifugal

force tends to throw him off on the other side : his actual

position is one of equilibrium between these two tendencies.

Resolution of a Force.—Where a force acts in a

particular direction, the motion or pressure or tension

produced in another direction is ascertained by "resolving"
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the force in the direction in which that motion or

pressure or tension is to be ascertained or measured.

For example, if the body is thrown forward and upward in

walking, the forward and the upward components of the force

may be considered so]iarately : the former gives the

body a forward motion ; the latter acts as if it were a

single force lifting the body against its own weight.

"When a child's head is being delivered by midwifery

forceps, the pull on the head by means of the forceps

is inclined at some 29° to the maternal passages, and

the effective component along these passages is less

than the pull exerted by the accoucheur. At the same time

the other component is one at right angles to the walls of the

maternal passages, and induces a detrimental pressure. On

the principle that two sides, of a triangle are greater

than the third side, it will be seen that the resultant n
components, if added together, would seem to be greater /

than the force applied ; but it is not a legitimate mathe-

matical operation so to add them together, for forces m Fig. IG.

different directions cannot be added. They may, how-

ever be compounded. For example, the two forces AB, Ai) ot

Fig. 15 may be compounded into their resultant, represented by

the diagonal AC.

Work.—This is the product of the force acting or

overcome into the space through which it acts or is

overcome. The C.G.S. unit of work is the Erg = one

dyne x one centimetre.

Examvles.^il) The mean pressure of steam on the piston in

a steam-ingine is, say, equal to the Weight of 1000 grm. per sq.

cm. ; the area of the piston is, say, 480 sq cm. ;
the stroke of the

piston is, say, 60 cm. What is the Work done at each stroke ?

It is the product of the whole mean force or pressure, [(1000 x

981) X 480] dynes, into the stroke 60 cm. ;
it is therefore

(1000 X 981 X 480) X 60 = 28,252,800000 ergs.

(2) Let a man whose weight is 72 kilogr. (say 11 st 4i lbs.),

and who presents an area of say 4500 sq cm. to the wind,

make his way through 1-6 kilom. ( = 1
Vl^j SSt ot'

storm which produces a mean pressiire equal to the ^ig t o

2\ crrammes per sq. cm. ( = about 50 lbs. per sq. ft.), ^^hat

Work must he do against the wind ? The Pressure overcome is

(9-fix 981 x 4500) dynes; it is overcome through 1600 cm. ,

theM done is (2^'5 x 981 x 4500 x 1600)= 17658,000000 ergs.
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(3) To what Height woukl the same work have lifted him
verticall}' ? In that case the Force resisted woiUd have been hi«
Weight, (72,000 x 981) dynes. The Height = the Work ^ the
Force resisted = i^BM-Sfg-"-^ = 250000 cm. = 2500 metres = 8202
ft. From this we see how unexpectedly great an effort it is to
battle against heavy wind.

(4) If the mean or average force required to pull a vehicle
along a rough road be equal to the weight of 50 kgr. when
there are no elastic springs between the draught animal and the
vehicle, and of 40 kgr. when there are, what is the ratio between
the amounts of Work which must be done in pulling the
vehicle a given distance in the two cases? Here the space
traversed is the same in both cases, and the work is propor-
tional to the mean forces directly : that is, it differs in the two
cases in the ratio 50 : 40.

English engineers usually measure Work in foot-
pounds. This is again the product of the Space
traversed (feet) into the Force acting (pounds) ; but the
Force acting is measured as so many units of Weight.

On this method a Force equal to the Weight of 10 lbs. is
called a force of 10 lbs. This would be satisfactory were it not
that the weight of a lb. -mass is a bad unit of Force, for it is not
constant from place to place ; but the error is barely over -h

per cent over the earth's surface.

Example.—The mean pressure of steam on the piston in a
steam-engine is equal to the weight of say 30 lbs. per sq
inch

: the area of the piston is say 30 sq. inches
; the stroke

ot the piston is say 16 inches. What is the Work done at each
stroke ? It is the product of the whole pressure (equal to the
weight of 30 X 30 = 900 lbs.) into 1^ feet ; it is therefore 900 x
1^ = 1200 foot-pounds.
When the acceleration of gravity is 981 cm.-ricr-sec. per

second, one foot-pound= 13,562,691 ergs.
The maximum work that muscle {i.e. frog-muscle) appears

able to do at each contraction is such as would raise its own mass
400 cm.

;
that is, 400 x 981 = 392400 ergs per gramme of muscle.

The circumstance that the Work done is erpial to the
product of the Force into the Space traversed enables us,
111 many cases, knowing tlie Work done and the Space
traversed, to measure the force acting. The work
which we can make any mechanical contrivance do is
never greater than the work which is expended upon
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it ; and if any contrivance be so made as to enable ns to

get a given amount of Work done by a longer and less

direct path, we find it easier to do that work, for the

force along the longer path is less in proportion to the

increased length of path.

In an Inclined Plane, suppose a heavy body is pushed

up from A to B, where AB = 61 cm., so as to make it gam
vertical height equal to CB = 11 cm. ; the Work
done (apart from friction ) = Weight of the body

^ W^^^ I
" xllcm. But this has been effected by exert-

* ^° ° ing a force less than the Weight, through a
Fig. 17.

greater distance AB ; the Force exerted up the

slope is therefore || times the Weight of the body lifted
:
in

the instance supposed, it is to the Weight of the body lifted as

11 * 61

if tiie force applied be kept parallel to AC, on reaching the

ton the liorizontal force will have been kept up through a

horizontal distance AC ( = 60 cm.) ; the force exerted hori-

zontally is therefore smaller than the Weight of the body, in

the ratio 11 : 60.
i ,i i „

If the inclined plane be pushed under the heavy body, a

movement of the wedge horizontally through, say 6 cm would

correspond to an upward movement of the heavy Y tl o'agh

1-1 cm. ; and the Force necessary to accomplish this would be

4+ the Weight of the heavy body. This is the principle of the

wedge. In practice more work than this would have to be

done on accoiint of friction ; but friction is useful m respect

that it prevents the wedge from slipping back.

The thread of a screw corresponds, as may be seen m any

snecimen to a narrow inclined plane wrapped round a cylinder

In a copying-press, say of arms 12 inches each, screw U mch

thick?Tth ^threads' * Inch apart, when either hand move

throucrh 1 inch the point of the screw moves ^ inch .
hence

the Force which can be exerted by such a screw-press is blS

times that which can be directly applied by the hands. This is

awUed in table -clips, in presses for separating muscle

from muscle, in clipping the points ol forceps, etc.

The Screw is also used as a means of measuring small

thicknesses. For example, in measuring the thickness ol a

nSscoS cover-glass, the cover-glass is grasped by a pair ol

TenSe steel jaw! whose mutual position is contro led by a

crew If the icrew have 20 threads to the inch each turn o

the Icrew will separate the laws through i"ch
;
and if the
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sercw-liead (which is made of siilTlcient size and is graduated)

have to be turned back tlirough say 65° in order to enable tlic

cover-glass to be grasped between the movable jaws, the thick-

ness ot' the cover-glass is ^"/t tV = 0'009 inch. When the

screw-head is turned through equal angles {e.g. when succes-

sively ei[ual numbers of teeth on a nulled head are caught by a

pawl and ratchet and arm) we have equal amounts of travel of

the screw in its nut ; and this is applied in the Microtome, an
instrument for cutting successive very thin slices of tissue (as

thin as ^irAuir inch) for microscopic examination
; and in the

Dividing Engine, which makes marks at equal distances apart
upon a scale or tube which it may be desired to graduate, as in

the ordinary thermometer. The jiushing in of a wedge to a
greater or less extent in some fine adjustments of microscopes,
etc., essentially depends on the same principle. A vernier may
be used at the edge of a large graduated screw-head in order to

ascertain precisely what the rotation of the screw is.

In tlie Differential Screw (Fig. 18) we have two screws of
different pitches cut on the same rod. A is a milled head : B
is a fixed nut : C is a movable nut kept apart
from a fixed base E by the springs D, and pre-

vented from rotating. Let the upper piart of
the screw have 10 turns to the inch and the
lower part 12 turns. Let the milled head bo
turned, so as to lower the screw as a whole,
through one complete turn ; the screw as a
whole descends xV inch, and tends to carry C |~

~~;
j

down through that distance. But C, being
pushed upwards by the springs, and not being p^„_ is_
able to rotate, tends to travel upwards as
against the descending screw : it can only do this, however,
through inch. On the whole, therefore, C is carried down-

wards yV iiT-'h less jV inch = ^V inch for each complete
turn of the milled head. TJiis construction, which
is sometimes used in microscope adjustments, enables
relatively coarse and strong screw-threads to be used
for delicate work.

In Pulleys there are many varieties of form ; but
in all cases we may ascertain the ratio between the
Force applied by the operator and the force trans-

mitted by the machine, by finding the ratio between
the Space traversed by the hand at A and tlie space
traversed by the pulling hook or ring attached to
the pulley at B. If B move upwards through 1 inch

wIk^u the hand pulls A downwards through 8 inches, B is

pulleii up with a force 8 times that applied to A.
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In tlic Knee the same principle is applied. Wlien tlic lod

AB, jointed at 0, and sliding between guides at A and l'>, lias

its joint 0 pressed in, so as to straighten the rod

or knee AB, a considerable movement of 0 cor-

lesponds to a very small movement of A and 15.

This is utilised in some copying-presses, rail-

' way -ticket endorsing machines, etc. On the

Fig. 20. same principle the pull on the walls is great and

the tension of the wire considerable when an

overhung telephone wire is swung by the wind.

Another form of pressing apparatus is that of Fig. 21. OA
is a lever jointed at 0 ; the lower part is fashioned so that the

])late BC is pressed farther down the I'arther A is pu.shed over,

for the radii of the curve at the bottom of the

lever, round the point 0, increase steadily from

point to point. A contrivance with varying

radii is called a cam. As before, the ratio

between the movement of the hand at A and

that of the plate BC gives the mechanical

advantage of the device.

In many surgical instruments the same prin-

ciple is illustrated. In all cases the mechanical advantage

is the ratio between the travel of the hand and the travel of

the ultimate moving part of the apparatus. For example, in

bone pliers, if the hand contract through 3 inches, while the

blades move through J inch, the mechanical advantage is

= 6. Where scissors' present a form like that of Fig. 22, we

have only to look at the small terminal blades

and compare their relative movement with

that between the thumb-ring and finger-ring

A and B. We need not concern ourselves

with the intermediate linkage. In mouth-

stretchers the blades A and B are moved

asunder by pushing up a plate G, which is propelled by a screw

D : the screw exerts a great pressure upon the jilate C ; but the

small movement of C as compared with the move-

ments of A and B causes the mechanical advantage

of the screw largely to disappear, so that the instru-

ment is not as formidable as it looks. In dis-

secting forceps the point of the blade moves

more than the fingers do, and the grip on the struc-

tures seized is relatively lax ;
while with forceps of

the ordinary kind, the grip by the short arms is

firmer than" the squeeze of the hands on the long arms. In

stretchers, e.g. kid-glove stretchers, the short arms separate

as the long ones are squeezed together : and the same principles
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ajtply. Where pincers consist of hooks pulled through a
tube, when they liave taken liold a very small mutual a{)proxi-

niation of the hooks will correspond to a mucli
greater ])ull through the tube ; and the transverse ^
grip of such appliances is very firm. Where a

~"

snaring-wire is pulled through a tube, the amount Fig. 24.

by which the wire is pulled tlirough the tube is

usually greater than the distance by which the wire cuts
througli the polypus ; and it is greatest, and the appliance
accordingly most effective, when one of the two ends of the wire
is fixed while the other is pulled through.

Activity.—The -work done per second i.s called

the Activity
; and this is equal to the iDrodnct of the

Force, acting or overcome, into the Velocity.

British and American engineers call 550 foot - pounds
( = 7459,480050, or in round numbers 7460,000000 ergs) per
second a Horse-Power : they define it as 33,000 foot-pounds a
minute. The cheval-heurc of the French engineers is 75 kilo-
gramme-metres or 7357,500000 ergs per second. But a horse
could not keep up this rate of working : a good horse can do
about 436 foot-pounds per second. A labourer can do from
about 8 (lifting earth with a spade) to about 70 (treadmill
exercise, lifting his own weight). But during a spurt a man
may do work at a rate far greater than he can keep up.

Exam2ilcs.—{1) Let a man weighing 90 kgr. (say 14 st. 2 lbs.)
run upstairs rapidly, at such a rate as to gain height equal to 90
cm. (say 3 ft.) per second ; what will be his Activity? His
Weight X the Height gained per second = (90,000 x 981 ) dynes x
90 cm. per sec. =7946,100000 ergs per second = 1 -065 "horse-
]>ower. This is far more than a horse can keep up, and is about
seventy-six times what a labourer continuously lifting earth
with a spade can sustain. The danger of over-strain to heavy
Jieople is thus obvious.

(2) In the railway traiu of p. 14, what is tlie Activity if the
unitorm speed be 3C kilometres ]icr hour ? This speed'is 1000
crn.-per-sec.

; and the retarding force overcome is, as wc saw,
490,000000 dynes. The Activity is the work done ]m- secmid

;and this is e(iual to Force x \''elocity, = 490, 500000 x 1000 =
490.000,000000 crgs-por-.second = fi5-8 liorso-iiower. When the
train jiuts on steam so that it begins to gain speed at the rate
ot Is cin.-per-sec. per .second, the force exerted by the engine
is /o7,166666 dynes, and at lirst the velocity is still 1000
cm.-pcr-second

: so that the activity is at first 757,166666 er<'s-
per-second = 101-4 horse-power. When the speed has come up
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to 5-i kiloiii. per hour ( = 1500 cm.-per-sec), the force exerted

is still the same, but the activity is now Force x Velocity =
757,166666 x 1500 = 113575,0000000 ergs -per -second = 154-2

horse-power. When the engine ceases to urge the train beyond

this speed, and contents itself with maintaining it, the retard-

ing force falls back to 490,500000 dynes, aud the activity is

now 490,500000 x 1500 = 735750,000000 ergs-per-sec. = 98-6 h.-p.

There are other units of Work and Activity, not the C. G.S.

,

but others, based on the so-called Practical System of Electrical

Units. These are the Joule = 10,000000 or W ergs, and the

Watt^W ergs-per-second. One British horse-power is thus

equal to 746 Watts nearly.

Energy.—Work done in lifting a body can be restored

on letting the body down again tlirongli suitable mechan-

ism ; the body lifted possesses, in its elevated position, a

stored-up Power of doing Work. This power of

doing work is called Energy. Again, a rifle-bullet, if it

be caught by appropriate mechanism, has, in virtue of

its motion, a power of doing work through that

mechanism ; and it also, therefore, possesses Energy.

Energy of the former type, stored-up Energy, associated

with Displacement, is called Potential Energy
;
energy

of the latter type. Energy associated with Motion, is

called Kinetic Energy.

A body or a system of bodies possessing Potential

Energy is in a condition of stress : work must be

done upon it in order to give it this condition of stress

;

wlien so stressed a body continuously tends to move
or the component parts of a system of bodies always

tend to move—so as to get rid of the potential energy in

the shortest time and by the shortest path. Thus a body

on a height always tends to fall, vertically if it can. The

Potential Energy which a body placed at a height gives

up when it falls to a lower position is exactly equal to

the Work which would have to be done in order to

raise it from the lower position to the higher.

Example—k rock weighing 1000 kilogr. falls 100 metr<

what Potential Energy does it sacrifice? This is the Weif
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( = (1000,000 X 981) dynes) x the Height ( = 10000 cm.) =
9,810000,000000 ergs.

On a smaller scale, the molecules or particles of a

body may have work done on them in order to efl'ect

relative displacement of them, and may tend in an

analogous way to restore that work at the first opjjortunity,

and resume their former relation to one anothei'.

A coiled or stretched spring, a quantity of compressed air

iu an air guu, the bent bow ot an archer, all possess Potential

Energy and can do "Work.

The Kinetic Energy of a moving body is (in ergs)

equal to hnv-, where m is the Mass (in grammes), and v

is the Velocity (in cms.-per-second).

Example.—If a rock weighing 1000 kilogrs., falling freely

from a height, reach the ground with a velocity of 4429 cms.-
per-second, what is its Kinetic Energy just before touching
j,a-ound? It is Awy- = i x 1000000 grammes x (4429)-

=

9,810000,000000 ergs.

Since the Kinetic Energy depends on the sqiuirc of the
Velocity, a projectile moving with doubled velocity can bury
itself four times as deeply in earth as one of the same weight
moving with single velocity : it then does four times the Work.

Kinetic Energy depends only on the actual Velocity, and on
the Mass : and it does not depend on gravitation or on the
direction of motion.

The Kinetic Energy which a falling body acquires

through falling down is equal to the Potential Energy
which it sacrifices during its fall ; so that the energy is

not lost or destroyed ; it has only changed its form
and become kinetic instead of potential.

Example.—In order that an object mny, on falling freely,

acquire a velocity of 4429 cm.-per-sec, it must (by equation 3
of p. 11) fall through a height of 10000 cm. This connects the
last two exanq)les, and shows that they refer to tlic same falling
rock, and that the potential energy at tlie height is equal to
the kinetic at the end of the fall.

At each and every intermediate point during the fall of an
object, the sum of the potential energy not yet lost, and that ol

the kinetic energy already acquired, is equal either to tlie

original potential energy or to the linal kinetic energy.

1
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When the body strikes the ground its motion is

arrested : it no longer possesses kinetic energy : but still

the Energy has not disappeared : it has assumed other

forms ; it has become converted into Heat, into the

energy of a flash of Light, or into that of Sound ; and

the sum of these different forms of energy remains

equal to the quantity of Potential Energy sacrificed by

the falling stone.

A man ascending a staircase gains potential energy : but in

Ids doing this, his muscles do work, and according to Hirn his

body is perceptibly cooler for a moment, that is, until the

excitement of the circulation causes him to become warm again,

which occurs almost immediately. When he descends he

sacrifices potential energy, and according to Hirn this has a

jierceptible effect iu warming his body : the i)oteutial energy

lost has reappeared in the form of Heat.

When a plant is shone upon by the sun, or the light of day,

it absorbs Energy in the form of Light and Radiant Heat :

jiart of this energy it expeuds, by means of its chlorophylh iu

breaking up carbonic acid and forming less highly oxidised

substances ; and that energy will be restored when these sub-

stances are again completely oxidised, as when they are burned

by fire, or by the slower process of oxidation which takes jilace

on putrefaction, or within some animal which has fed upon the

plant.

Energy is thus capable of assuming difl'erent forms,

but it cannot be destroyed : and this is the doctrine of the

Conservation of Energy.

It may assume, and always tends to assume, a form

which may be of no use to us ;
namely, that of uniformly

distributed Heat. In the working of a steam-engine

a great deal of the potential energy which is liberated

when the particles of the coal combine with the oxygen

of the air is, as we say, wasted and lost, by escape of

Heat to the condenser, by heating the air, and so on.

We cannot recover that waste Heat and, as it were, it

slips from our grasp : but though it has become useless to

us it is not destroyed ; it still exists somewhere, warming

the Universe at large.
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When a niilway train lins the brakes put on, and the train
is being bronght to a stand-still, the train is losing its Kinctie
Energy : that kinetic energy becomes converted into Heat, and
is presently dissipated as tlio brake cools down : but the Heat
is not destroyed, though we cannot recover it again.

In every phenomenon with which we are accjuainted

there is some transformation of Energy into this reLatively

useless form; and this is the doctrine of the Dissipation
of Energ^y.

Rotation

A body may be caused to rotate round a point
within its own substance, as the bar in Fig.

o 25 rotates round the point 0
; "^>g<f^

or it may rotate round a point
/' \^_^^' outside its own substance. In

Fig. 26 the rod AB has moved into the

Fi^ 2G
position A'B' by rotation round the external
point 0, which is .similarly situated with

respect to both AB and A'B'.

_

More generally, a body I'otates round some axis, either jiass-
ing through its own substance or not ; and rotations may be
compoujided, as in the movements of the eyeball under the
action of the ditlerent muscles, each of which tends to rotate it
round a particular axis. If there be, as there is in the case of
the eyeball, a single point through which all these axes pass,
that point IS called the centre of rotation. The result of
the composition of rotations round different axes is a siut^le
rotation round a resultant axis.

The rotational analogue of Translational Displacement
along a linear path is Angular Displacement. In
Figs. ^25 and 26 the rod has turned through an angle
AOA', and this angle is the measure of the Angular Dis-
placement.

Angular displacements are measured in radians, Ficr. .5 a
complete rotation round 360° is a rotation throutrir G-2832
radians.
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The analogue of Linear Velocity is Angular Velocity,

measured in radians -per -second ; and the analogue of

Linear Acceleration is Angular Acceleration, radians-

per-sec. per second.

The rotational analogue of Mass in translational

kinetics is a quantity called the Moment of Inertia.

For a single particle rotating round an outside axis

or centre of rotation, this is mr\ where m is the Mass

(in grammes) and r the Distance of the particle from

that centre. For a solid body it is the sum of all

the (m9-2)'s of all the particles : and it needs mathematical

calculation to find what this sum is in particular cases.

But this sum is always definite, whatever the form of

the body and wherever the axis of rotation may be.

Suppose we took a given mass, say a disc, and spread

it out into a thinner disc, so that while the mass rn.

remained the same, we increased the average value of r,

the distance from the centre of rotation : by doing this

we would increase the Moment of Inertia; and from the

rotational point of view this would be equivalent to

making it more massive, through making it more un-

wieldy, more difficult to rotate.

A singular example of this is furnished by the movements

of a cat while falUng. As is well known,
^

.'^f
l^f^^^

on her feet if she have sufficient space m which to turn befoie

reaching the ground. When she falls, back clown^^'al•ds she

brinrher foi^paws close to her ears and spreads her hind legs

she thus renders her hindquarters ^"1-1^1^]^=*^^^'
,

gives her vertebral column a twist : in consequence of this he

foreciuarters rotate in one direction and her hiudqi.arters n

he iroosite direction ; but the W^fq-^ters, being relaU^^^^^^^

unwieldy, do not rotate as much as the forequarters do and the

foremws are turned into a position beneath the animal Then

heC ads out her forepaws, thus making her foreqiiart.rs

unwieldy, while she brings her hindquarters together stre ch-

h™ le<^s out behind her ; she now gives her vertebral coluinn

a r Opposite twist: the result is that win e«ie

animal, and she lands on her feet.
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The analogue of Linear Momentum is Angular
Momentum, the product of the moment of inertia into
the angnlar velocity. This, like linear momentum, tends
to remain uniform, except in so far as the motion is

retarded l)y Friction.

Hence if whirling water 1)0 bronglit from a circumference
towards tlie centre, as the water approaches the centre the radius
diminishes, and therefore the Moment of Inertia also diminislies

;

hut since the Angular Momentum remains the same, the Angular
Velocity must increase

; the water therefore wdiirls more rapidly.
Tliis may be seen in a toilet basin wdiile emptying itself after
the withdrawal of a central pluo-.

In Rotational Mechanics the analogue of Force is

Torque or Moment. Let the force F be ^
applied at A, and let the point round which n^^^
rotation can be efi'ected be 0 ; the Torque or ^ \f
Moment, tending to produce rotation round 0,

is the product F x AO, where F is measured
in dynes and AO in cm.

;
i.e., the Torque =

the force x the distance from the point of
rotation.

Fi" 2S
If the direction FA l^e not at right angles to

the line OA, the Torque is the product of the force
F into OA', the shortest distance between 0 and the
line FAA' (Fig. 28).

K the Force be constant in direction, this product will
diminish in amount as the body turns from the position OA
to the position OE. At A it is F x OA : at B it is F x Oi

;at O It IS F X Otf ; at E it is nothing. Hence, for
example, the forearm moves with the greatest |
readiness at the middle of flexion. In order to
maintain a maximum turning power, the force i/.Jr^"
applied mu.st be kept changing in direction, so as o¥i^^
to be always at right angles to the bar turned, or \^Y'>('\\to the shortest line between the point moved and I M IIf

the centre round which it is moved. Fi- «o
As a Force is the product of the Ma.ss into the

Acceleration so a Torque is tlie product of the Moment of
Inertia into the Angular Acceleration.

_ D
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If there be no TransLation accompanying the rotation,

the reaction or pressure at the point or hinge 0 must

be equal and opposite to the force F, Fig.

Ji 30, but it is not in the same straight

^t'^^ line with it.

Examflci. triceps muscle pulls llic

olecranon process back at the elbow-joint ;
the weight ot the

head causes the head to nod backwards or forwards, as tlie

case may be, on a transverse axis at the occipito-atlantoul jouit.

Two eciual and parallel oppositely-directed forces, not

in the same line, form a couple, as in Fig. 30. The

torque of a couple is the fvoiUd of either Force i-

(in dynes) into the Distance AO (in cms.) between the

points of application of the two Forces which make up the

Couple.

This Torque is the same round whatever point it may be

taken; but the Moment of Inertia of the body acted upon is

not the same with regard to all axes of

the other term of the product which measures the Toique,

nlely h Angular Acceleration, is not the same when the

body i pivoted" on different points. The least moment of

inertia, the least unwieldiness, is that round the centre of

Tss and a body acted upon by a couple te- s o rotate o

its own accord, round its centre of mass. But lonncl tliat

its shortest axis.

To produce rotation a couple is necessary ;
but one of

the terms of the couple may be the Reac-
^

tion or Pressure on the hinge or axis ot ^ —§

rotation. To prevent rotatiou a second
|

Couple is necessary. In the lever of U..

the first order, Fig. 31, a weight 12 at Fig. 3i.

A tends to produce rotation round the

fulcrum utV; the Couple consists o the downwai^

Weight 12 at A and the upward Resistance, 12, ot tlie
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fulcrain at F. Opj^osecl to this is another Couple, 4

at B and 4 at the fulcrum. Together, the upward
reaction of the fulcrum is 16, and the Pressure upon
the fulcrum is 16. If the moments of the two

couples, tlie opposed Torques, be numerically equal
there will be no rotation : the lever is balanced when
A F : B F : : 4 : 1 2, so that the product 1 2 x AF = the pro-

duct 4 X BF.

If we invert the figure and suppose a heavy mass, say 16
Icgr. , at F to be borne on a stick by two porters at A and
B, we see that the porter at A has to carry 12 kgr. while the
porter at B has to bear the weiglit of only 4 kgr.

When the Forces applied and the Lengths of the arms
are adjusted so that the Moments round F are ecj^ual,

the lever is balanced. Any excess in either of the

forces applied will then overcome the other force applied.

When movement occurs, the work done by the one
weight in descending is equal to that done in pulling up
the weight lifted.

The common balance is a lever of the order just

described. It lies even when the Moments on both .sides

of the suspension are the same. For this, if the effective

arms be eijual, the Masses counterpoised must be equal.

If they be not, the apparent weight of the body weighed
will be erroneous.

For example, let the one arm be 20 cm. in length and the
other 20-1 cm. If 20 grammes be put at the end of the 20 cm.
arm, the moment is 400 grm.-cm. ; to produce an equal moment
in the other arm, the mass put in the scale will be = 19-9
gi'ammes.

The Principle of Moments is illustrated by several forms of
Levers, which are classitieil in three orders :

I. Fulcrnm between the Force applied and the liesistance
overcome. A crowl3ar, a handspike, ordinary pliers or forceps,
scissoi-s or shears, a poker, a dentist's lever, an American
clothes peg.

II. Resistance between Fulcrum and Force : nutcraekei's, oar
of a boat (water ]iractically fixed while the boat is pushed along),
claw-hammer used for extracting nails, wheelbarrow.

D
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III. Force liotvveeii Fulcrum and Resistance : Jis.sectiuK

forceps, sugar-tongs, coal-tongs, the bones of tlie body.
_

The

muscles must act on a point of the bone fairly near the joint,

else they would not pack within the skiu : and they have

accordingly to exert a greater pull upon the bone tlian the long

arm of the lever can effect. Thus the contraction of the bice].s

could, if applied directly, lift about six times the weight that

can be lifted in the palm of the hand : but the hand has a com-

pensating range of movement.
.

Wheel and Axle.—A form of continuous lever in which

acain the moments round the axis of rotation must be equal if

°
the instrument is to stand at rest, and one of tlie

moments must be somewhat greater than the other lu

(0 ] order to induce rotation. In the cap-

H-A Stan and the winch the principle is

the same. In the bell -crank, Fig.

33, the moments of the force A and o© a

Fig. 32. that of the resistance B, round the Fig. 33.

hinn-e 0, will be equal -when the crank

is in equilibrium ; and the one will be a little greater than the

other when the erank is in movement.

In all these cases the ratio between the Force exerted and

the Resistance overcome is the inverse of the ratio between then-

respective Distances from the fixed point or fulcrum round

which rotation takes place, or tends to take place._

In many cases mechanical power is not the desideratum, but

amplitude of movement : for example, in the sphygmo-

graph, in which the long arm of a lever ot the first order has a

writincr-point at its tip and is used to record the movements of

the pu!se, which actuate the short arm. The pen as used in

writing is a lever of the third order, and the point of the pen

moves more than the fingers do. Ross's lever for nieasunng

the thickness of microscopic cover-glasses is a lever of the thud

order, beneath which the cover-glass is inserted near Hie Jon t

or fulcrum, and the amount of displacement at the distant end

of the lever is measured on a scale.
_

As the kinetic energy of a bo.ly moving lineaijy is
^
a

,

so the kinetic energy of a rotating body is half the Moment

of Inertia into the square of the Angular A elocity. A flywheel

£ mo ion thus has Kinetic Energy with some of ^vhich it parr

when the machinery tends to slacken, and
^^j^

amount when tlie machinery tends to race ••
fl^^^heel tl^«

acts as a store or reservoir of Energy, and tends to equahse

the speed of running of the machinery.

Eotations and Translations can l^e compounded with
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one anotlier ; aiul the most general change of position ol' a

body can he resolved into one translation and one
rotation.

Deformations or Strains

When a body is deformed, its particles undergo
relative displacement.

The principal forms of Deformation are Shrinkage
or Dilatation, Lengthening or Shortening, Shear,
and Twist.

In Shrinkage or Dilatation, and in Shortening
or Lengthening, the particles of the body are crowded
together, or else the intervals between tliem become
larger.

Shear is shown by Fig. 34, in which successive

layers of the substance slip over one another like the
leaves of a book pressed out of shape.

In Twist or Torsion, one end of a bar i /
is made to rotate while the other is fixed : in-

termediate layers rotate through angles propor-
^'

tional to their distances from the fixed end. -"^'S-

If a body after being deformed or strained endeavour
to resume its original form or dimensions, it is said to be
elastic. An elastic body will, if deformed and left to

itself, oscillate or vibrate ; and we shall next consider
Oscillations and Vibrations, beginning with those of a
single particle, or of a small body which may represent
a particle.

Oscillations and Vibrations

If we have a very long pendulum, a small bob, say
a bullet, suspended by a cord, say a dozen feet long, and
if we set this oscillating through a very small arc, say
an inch or so, the path traversed is so nearly a straight
line that we may assume it is a straight line. We
observe

: (1) successive swings are accomplished in equal
times

; (2) the bob travels to equal distances on each
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side oC the niidpoiut or point of i-est
; (3) as it passes tlie

midpoint the bob travels most rapidly, and gradually

slows off as it nears the end of its swing. Two swings,

one back and one fore, make a complete oscillation.

The time taken to effect two swings, or one complete

oscillation, is the Period of the oscillation : and the period

of a seconds pendulum (eight-day clock) is two seconds.

The number of oscillations per second is the Frequency
of the oscillation ; thus the frequency of oscillation of a

seconds pendulum is ^. The distance between the mid-

point and either of the extreme positions (not the distance

between the extreme positions) is the Amplitude of the

oscillation : thus, if the whole path of the bob cover a

distance of 1 inch, the amplitude is J inch.

Motion of this kind, if in a straight line, is called

Simple Harmonic Motion, and it may be rendered

more intelligible by the use of what is
•1-1

called a circle of reference, as m Fig.

' 35. Assume a particle siti;ated at the

* point A to start on a journey in a circle

round 0, and assume that its speed in

that journey is uniform. Let it, in

equal periods of time, reach the successive

points h, r, o, e, f, g and H, and so on. From these points

draw lines perpendicular to the line AH ; we thus find

the points ABCDOEFGH. These are the points reached,

in successive equal intervals of time, by a particle moving

along the line AH in Simple Harmonic Motion : and on

the way back it reaches, again in equal intervals of time,

the points GFEODCBA. A complete oscillation, once

back-and-fore, thus corresponds to one complete journey

round the Circle of Eeference. Inspection of the figure

shows us that near the middle of the coiu-se the spaces

traversed in given intervals of time are greater than they

are towards the end of the course : that is, the particle

is moving with the gi'eatest velocity at the instant

when it is passing the midpoint. When it has passed
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the midpoint it continuously slows down : it is subject

to a Retarding or negative Acceleration ; and it can be

shown that the corresponding retarding force is, at

any and every point of the path, proportional to the
displacement, that is, to the distance between the

moving particle and the midpoint 0. The force tending

to bring the particle back to 0 thus increases as the

distance from 0 increases : when the particle is at H
or at A this force is at its maximum : when the particle

is at 0 there is no force pulling it toAvards 0, Ijut

the particle has moraentum and overshoots the mark
;

its kinetic energy is gradually transformed into poten-
tial energy as the particle recedes from 0.

In every case where the Force tending to bring a

particle back to 0 is thus proportional to the Distance of

that particle from 0, the particle will describe Simple
Harmonic Motion : and if the particle take a certain time
to oscillate in simple harmonic motion with a narrow
range of amplitude, it will take exactly the same time to

oscillate with greater amplitude, provided the amplitude
is not too great. Simple Harmonic Motion occurs in
elastic bodies when they vibrate after being deformed

;

and this principle underlies the phenomena of sound, of
light, of radiant heat, and of some parts of the science
of electricity.

We may compound Simple Harmonic Motions. To
illustrate this let us fit up a Black-
burn's pendulum, as shown in Fig.

36. A cord of sufficient length is

passed through two holes in the hori-
zontal cross-bar and also through a peg
P, which may be turned so as to pull
in or let out more or less cord. Both
ends are then passed through a ring R,
which may be slipped up or down, and
they are connected with a heavy bob B, wliich contains
some sand. Tlie bob drops lliis sand as it travels, and
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thus leaves its trail. If the bob B be moved parallel to

the cross-bar and let go, it will swing from R as a centre :

if B be moved at right angles to the cross-bar and let go,

the whole will swing from the cross-bar ; but if the bob

be pulled obliquely and let go, both these motions will go

on at the same time. Though adjusting by means of the

peg P and the ring R we may give the two motions, which

are at right angles to one another, any desired ratio of

frequencies ; and we may study the forms of the corre-

sponding lines of sand. If the ratio be exactly as 1 to 2,

that is, if the one oscillation be twice as frequent

as the other, the trail is of a form such as is

shown in Fig. 37. If A be the starting-point,

once up and down this curve corresponds to

once vertically up and down, and twice from

right to left and back. In this case the curve is a

parabola. With other ratios the figures are different ;

and they present a series of beautiful curves.

If the ratio be not exactly as 1 is to 2, the bob does not

trace and retrace its track, but covers the baseboard with

sand. The track gradually changes its form, and goes

through a series of modifications ; but the curve regains its

original form when one of the oscillations has gained one

complete period on the other. Thus if the ratio be

100 : 201, the curve will regain its form when the slower

oscillation has been effected 100 times. If the ratio be

101 -.200 it will do so when the slower oscillation has

been effected 101 times.

Suppose that we take a pendulum, free swinging and

free to swing in any direction, and that we displace its

bob say to the east : hold it there : then throw the bob to

the north, and watch what happens. The bob moves m an

ellipse, and may by a little management be made to move

in the particular form of ellipse known as a circle. If

it move in an ellipse, it moves more widely north-and-

south than it does east-and-west, or else vice rem? .• if its

motion be circular, its north-and-south movement is equal
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to its east-and-west movement. But, oliservo, in tlie case

of the circuhxr movement, that when the bob is say at tlie

point E, it is at the middle of its uortli-

and-soutli movement wlien it is at the

end of its east-and-west movement. As
regards east-and-west, it is on the turn :

as regards north-aud-sonth, it is still in

full swing. The latter movement is

therefore \ period in arrear of the

former. Circular movement is the result

of the composition of two equal Simple Harmonic
Motions which are at right angles to one another, and
which differ by ^ period in their stage of progress or

their "phase."
Suppose a body is moving in a Circle, and that we could

cut out one of the two simple harmonic motions (S.H.M.'s)

which make up its circular motion, we ought
to have the other S.H.M. left. This we
can actually accomplish. Suppose we have
a Avlieel uniformly rotating, and that on
this wheel there is a peg : this peg runs
in a transverse slot in a frame which runs
in guides. As the wheel rotates uniformly
the frame will travel up and down : and
it will execute a S.H.M. Conversely, if

we could work the frame in S.H.M., we
would make the wheel go round uniformly :

and the piston and crank, acting on a

driving-wheel, form a sort of an ap-

proximation to this ideal

A Simple Harmonic Motion in a
line AE may be resolved into two
S.H.M.'s at right angles to one another.
The line OB is the diagonal of the

parallelogram YX ; and OX, OY repre-
sent the respective amplitudes of the
line.s XX' and YY

steam-engine

oscillations in

If by any means the S.H.M. in

the

the
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line AB were so hampered that no niotioix could ocrur

in the line X'X or parallel to it, the S.H.M. in the line

YY' would not be interfered with, and would remain : but

the rest of the movement would be extinguished.

If we carry a swinging pendulum through the air at a

uniform rate in a direction at right angles to the direction

of its oscillations, the actual path of the bob

^
ifWKMJWUinr will be a wavy line. If the pendulum be

Fi-. 41. carried slowly the path will be as in Fig. 41 ;

if it be carried rapidly, the path will open

out into a less wavy line (Fig. 42). We may make a

pendulum draw this kind of line for us if

it be provided with a sand - dropper or a ^'"VX'X.y

writing-point, not by moving the pendulum Fig. 42.

itself, but by drawing a piece of paper at a

uniform rate under the bob. In the same way a sound-

ing tuning-fork, with a little writing-point attached

to one of its prongs, will write on smoked glass, drawn

past the tip of the writing-point, a wavy line like Figs.

41 or 42, according to the speed with which the smoked

glass is made to run. And this not only shows that the

tuning-fork is in a state of Vibration, but also enables

us to find the niimber of oscillations it makes per

second, by counting the number of alternations in the

wavy line which is described during a known time.

The curved line thus drawn is the "Harmonic

Curve," or " Curve of Sines." It is also called the

Simple Vibrational Curve : and it presents itself in

all parts of the study of vibrations or oscillations.

Waves.—If we have a very long string, of which

one end is attached at a distant point, say to an opposite

wall, and if we give it a few rapid jerks up-and-down at

the free end, we see waves of transverse vibration

running along the string. If the string be thin and

flexible, the waves have exactly the outline of the

Harmonic Curve. Let us draw one of these waves, from A

to B (Fig. 43V The slope at A and B, and at the inter-
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mediate jxiiut C, is steeper than it is elsewliere ; ami tlie

slojie gradually falls off as we come from A to 11, or from

B to E, so tliat at D and E tliere is
^

no slope. The wave-form is re- j;^^frtT>\---^';.^/^.

- peated behind A and in front of B.
"'

Tlie points D and E are farthest Fi-. 43.

from their original positions d and

e : and the distance Del, or the distance Ee, is the

Amplitude of the oscillation. Any given point in tlie

string executes a simple harmonic motion across the

original line of the string; and the wave-form travels

along the string. Observe that it is only a form or shape

that travels along the string : each jmrticle simjaly

oscillates in the immediate neighbourhood of its original

position.

The distance between the two similar points A and

B is called the Wave-Length : and on the analogy of

waves of the sea, if the point D be called the crest of

the wave, E is called its trough.

If the wave travel witli a velocity v cm.-per-scc, and if the

wave-lengtli be X cm., n waves will pass any given point per

second ; the equation which gives the relation between these is

Suppose further that in a string, along which a wave-

form travels in this way, another wave -form had

been induced by some means to travel simultaneously
with the former. Let the two

M'ave-forms for one complete wave

be represented by the curves a

and b (Fig. 44) ; then in order to

find what happens we have, for

Fit;. 4.1. every point such as /, to add
together the displacements in

the curves a and b : we thus find a series of points

such as F, which together make a new curve c, and
this again is a harmonic curve. If the two curves
arc opposed in tlieir ]ihasc, the curve c. corresponds
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to the differences between them ; and if the two
waves be of equal amplitude and opposed in phase, the

result will be rest. Two waves may thus neutralise

one another.

The same principle of addition of the displacements, for

each point of tlie string, may be carried out to any extent.

Suppose we have five waves running along the string,

with periods which are in the proportions 1 : 2 ; 3 : 4 : 5,

so that the same length of string which contains five of

the most rapidly recurring waves contains one of the

slowest, two of the next, and so on. On adding the dis-

placements for each point we find, as one result, that the

string assumes a form which is apparently most complex,

but which is the same both erect and upside down, and

which also recurs in front of B as well as behind A.

This form, since it recurs at equal intervals of time,

is said to be " periodic "
; and " Fourier's Theorem "

is that any vibrational motion or form whatever, pro-

vided that it be periodic, can be resolved into simple

oscillations or waves, which occur simultaneously, and

whose frequencies bear a simple numerical rela-

tion to one another.

In some cases we have, instead of transversal vibra-

tions, Longitudinal Vibrations. In these the particles,

say of a rod, are not displaced transversely, but back-and-

fore along the direction of the rod. Here again the

harmonic curve comes in, not as showing the form

assumed by the rod, but as showing the Amount of Dis-

placement undergone hy each particle of it. In Fig. 46

if the rod AB be in longitudinal vibration, of which one
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Fig. 4G.

wave-length only is shown, and if upward portions of

the curve indicate displacements forwards while downward
portions of it in-

dicate displace-

ments hackwardf, -

the amonnts of dis-

placements would

be measured by

such lines as clD, cE, and the real positions of the particles

originally at d and e would be at D', E'. Hence the

particles of the rod are crowded together towards C
and separated away from A and from B, and there

are thus alternate points of maximum Compression

and maximum Rarefaction. The particles originally at

F and G have undergone maximum displacements
;

but the particles originally at these points have, in their

new positions, undergone no sej^aration from or approxi-

mation towards one another.

In a membrane which is uniform in all directions,

the waves from a point of disturbance are mostly trans-

verse to the surface, and run from that point

in concentric circles. The front of the

wave is thus always circular in form, and

the Direction of Propagation of the wave is

at right angles to the wave-front.
In a tridimensional substance, if that

substance be similar in all directions, tlie

waves from a point of disturbance travel

in concentric spheres ; and the direction

of propagation of the wave is again always

at riglit angles to the wave-front. Each
point in the wave-front acts as the centre
of a new disturbance ; and the aggregate

eh'ect is the formation of a continuously

propagated Wave-Front.
When a broad Wave-Front meets an apertui'e there

are lliree cases: (1) Fig. 48, tlie wave-length is great in

Fis. 47.
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FiK. 40.

comparison with the aperture, in which case tlie Aperture

itself acts as a Centre of Disturljance, from wliich a wave-

motion spreads
; (2) Fig. 49, the wave-

lengtli is very small in comparison with

the aperture, in wliich case the wave is

continued only within the limits imposed

by the aperture, as shown by the figure,

and does not spread laterally
; (3)

intermediate conditions, in which there

is some spreading of the wave - front

beyond the limits indicated by Fig. 49.

If a wave-front, limited as in Fig. 49, be concave as

in Fig. 50, it will first bear down on a

point F, and then, after passing through

that point, will diverge from that point

as from a centre. Such a point is called

a Focus.
If we attend to the directions in

which the wave-front is propagated,
we may make diagrams to rejiresent these directions in the

cases of Figs. 49 and 50. These diagrams are shown in

Fig. 51. The lines which represent the

directions of propagation of the wave-

front are called Rays. It is in many
ways more convenient to study the rela-

tions of these rays than it is to follow

up the Wave-Front itself : but the use of

this device implies that the Wave-Length

in comparison with the oi

-When waves y^>-^-='^^

upon a smooth surface, the %vave- JT^

or turned back,

a point 0 before

ray

is very short
actual breadth of the wave-front.

Reflexion of Waves.
impinge

motion may be reflected

If a wave diverge from

striking, it diverges after reflexion (/.s

it had come from a point I. Each

is reflected in such a way that the "angle of inci

Fis;
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dence " (' is equal to lliu " angle of reflexion

'

(Fig. 53).

If a Plane Wave-Front (one in wbicli

tlie "rays" are parallel to one another)

meet a parabolic mirror placed squarely

oj^posite to it, the rays, after reflexion, all

converge upon and pass through

a single point F, from whicli

they afterwards diverge as from

a single centre ; and conversely,

if the waves at first radiate

from F they will, as they recede from the

mirror, present parallel rays and a plane

wave-front (Fig. 54).

If the same plane wave -front encounter

a spherical mirror, the result is approxi-

mately but not exactly the same.

The rays reflected from the outer part of

the mirror cross one another too near the

mirror ; but those very near the axis of the

mirror cross one another in the immediate

neighbourhood of a point F, which is half

way between the surface and the centre of

curvature, C, of the mirror. From this

two consequences follow : (1) there is no
true focus for all the rays

; (2) there is a double curved

line called a caustic, Fig. 56, along

which all the foci for all the rays lie.

Along this Caustic the reflected wave-

. motion will be most energetic, and will be

.c most concentrated at or near the tip F

;

' and the tip F of this Caustic is called the

Focus of the Mirror. II' we take a strip

of bright metal, bend it into a curve, and

hold it upon a piece of paper in front of

the sun, we shall see the Caustic curve, pro-

duced by reflexion of the waves of sunlight upon the paper.
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Fig. 57.

Refraction of Waves.—If a wave enter a niediuiii

in Avliich it travels more slowly, one part of tlie wave-

front may be retarded as it enters,

and may swivel round before the rest

of the wave-front has arrived. Fig.

57 (rt) shows such a wave-front in the

act of entering the hampering medium

through a plane surface : Fig. 57 {h),

shows the same wave-front after it has

entered the medium. It is deviated

from its former direction ; it is " re-

fracted." In the same way a line of soldiers, walking

obliquely into a heavy field, tends to turn its front.

The relation between the Angle of Incidence i and the

"Angle of Refraction" r is explained by Fig. 58. If the

angle of incidence be i, from tlie point 0 where

the ray strikes the glass we draw a circle, cut-

ting the incident ray at I. To the Hue NN',

which is at right angles to the refracting surface,

we draw In parallel to that surface ;
then we

measure off a line R?i' which bears to In the

same ratio as the velocity of wave-propaga-

tion in the second medium bears to that in

the first; and, lastly, we contrive to find a

direction for the line OR, which will enable
_

R?i' to be fitted in, parallel to the refractmg surface, m tlie

way shown in the figure. OR is the direction of the refracted

ray The ratio (I?t4-R)i'), which is a number, is called the

Index of Refraction of the second medium
s' with respect to the first.

For each Angle of Incidence there

is a corresponding Angle of Refraction :

and when rays from a centre S strike a

hampering medium they are severally

so refracted that the whole wave-front

(tliough really hyperboloidal in form)

is very nearly spherical in form,

with its centre S' behind the source S, at a distance

S'A = SA X the Index of Refraction : and the wave
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therefore travels in the second medium approximately

us I'f it had come from the point S'.

When these refracted rays regain the original mediiun

through a second surface, each of them re-

gains its original direction, if the second

surface he parallel to the first : hut the rays

are not all directed as if from the original point

S
;
they travel as if from a caustic curve whose

tip is at S. The emergent wave -front is not

quite sjjherical.

If a plane wave-front (parallel rays) strikes

a convex spherical surface of the hampering medium,

it is made to converge, ajDproximately, towards a j^oint

S', Fig. 60. If it strike a concave surface, it

ji is made to diverge, approximatel}', as if from a

jioint S', Fig. 61. If we have a spherical wave
made to pass in this way through two or more
spherical surftices of different media, there is

^k-LW always some point from which the emergent

^.^^
wave-front seems to diverge, or towards which

°' "it really does converge, as the case may he ; in

hoth cases approximately only. This is the principle

of the action of lenses in Oj^tics.

"When a wave is refracted there is generally a ]iart of its

motion reflected at the same time : but wlienevcr a reflected
wave is produced in a denser medium at the bounding surface
of the less dense medium, there is loss of half a wave-length,
so that an impinging condensation is reflected as a rarefaction,
and vice versa.

Stationary Vibrations. ^—-A cord may he set in

transverse vibration between fixed ex-
tremities. It vibrates as a whole : ^prrr: Trr^
and its form as it vibrates is that of

Kj""'''
half a wave as its upper linat of dis-

°'

tortion, and the other half of a wave as its lower limit.

The frequency of the oscillation is such that a wave of
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the same frequency, running along a free string, would

have a Wave Length, equal to twice the length of the

fixed string.

It' the midpoint of the string be liold fast, the string

vibrates in two segments, oppositely distorted : and the

_
Frequency is twice as great as at first. If

icd a point one-third of the length from the

pj„ end be held fixed, a point oue-third of the
°'

length from the other end assumes a posi-

tion of rest, and the string vibrates in three segments,

oppositely distorted and pivoting round two stationary points.

A string may similarly be made to vibrate _
in 4, 5, etc., such oscillating segments or ^—-^ *^—

"Loops" equal in length, ofjpositely dis- Fi- C4.

torted, and pivoting round stationary points

or " Nodes "
; and the length of each loop is half the wave-

length of the corresponding oscillation.

A rod, or a string, can vibrate longitudinally. If it be

fixed at both ends it obeys the same laws as a string vibrating

transversely : it can have Nodes and Loops in the same way :

and the wave-lengths of the various undula-

__^.J_^.^_^ i_ tions into which it may enter are f,

-I,
.a etc., times the length of the rod.

p.^, ' If it be free at both ends, with the centre
"

fixed, the numerical ratios are again the

same ;
but tlie rod lengthens and shortens at the free ends, so

that each free end is always the centre of a

loop (Fig. 65). ,...-"r.-.-.i^-i

If it be fixed at one end only, it is as it we —i
—

-

took half of Fig. 65 ; the wave-lengths of the :

respective longitudinal vibrations are
-f-, -J, i, Fig. Ci5.

4, etc., times the length of the rod ;
and as

before, the free end of the rod is always the centre of a Loop :

but no oscillation which would tend to set the fixed end in

motion can be present : for which reason the 2ud, 4th, 6th, etc.,

vibrations are necessarily absent.

Interference of Waves takes place between waves

from different sources. If in Tig. 67 we represent

crests of waves crossing one another by dark lines, ;uid

the intervening troughs by dotted Unes, we may mark

by black circles the spots where crests coincide or

concur with crests, or troughs with troughs, and by
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Fig. (57

j)laiu circles tlie spots where crests of the one wave-

system are thwarted by the ti'oughs belonging to the

other. Where crest meets crest, or

troughs troughs, there is a double ampli-

tude : where crests meet troughs there

is approximate c[uietude. We see that

there are alternate lines of black circles

and lines of plain ones. Along the

former of these lines there is double
movement : along the latter there is

approximate rest. If we trace this out in a large

diagram, we find that when two points, A and B, Fig.

68, act as sources of wave
motion, there are alternating

lines or fringes of alternate

rest and motion at a, b, c, d,

etc. The smaller the wave-
length, the nearer to one
another will the fringes be.

If Ave take a wave -front
diverging from 0 and passing througli an aperture AB :

if the wave-lengths be very small in

comparison with the breadth of AB,
we shall find, on similar principles, that

at a point P well to one side of the o<

rays OA or OB, the effect of the wave-
front is nil : for the different parts of

the wave -front act as centres of dis-

turbance, and as they are at difterent

distances from P, the waves from these different centres,
even if they had been formed, would interfere with one
another so as to produce Best at that point.

At the same time the points A and B act as centres producing
waves, wliich in the case of Light interfere with tlie sharpness
of outhne of the bright disc formed on a screen beyond tho
aperture AB.

Diffraction-Grating.—If a plane wave-front strike

B

Fig. C9.
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a gridiron-structure, represented in section in Fig. 70,

thei-e will he waves transmitted directly through ;
but

, there may also be waves sent in other

directions, as shown.

These directions make certain angles o',

,
5", S'" with tlie original direction of yn'opaga-

tion : and these angles are such that sin 5' = n\,

e-f,
sin 5" = 2n\: sin 5"' = 3?iX, etc., where n is the

number (integral or fractional) of grids per cm.,

and X is the wave-length in cms. There is no angle whose

sine is cjreater than 1 ; and hence if any of the products n\,

2nX, Sn\, etc., be greater than 1, the corresponding deflected

waves are not formed at all : for example, in the figure, as

drawn, there cannot be a fourth such direction.

Tlie energy of Vibration and Wave Motion is

equally divided between the kinetic and the potential

forms ; and it is proportional to the square of the

Amplitude.



CHAPTER III

FRICTION

Let us rest a mass m (say 1000 grammes) on a board
T, and let ns endeavour, by pulling it by means of a
spring-balance, to make it slide on the board. The spring
is stretched out somewhat, and yet the block m is not
moved. It will slide, but only when
the spring-balance gives a certain read- I

"' hi^^wir—

o

ing
; let this be, say, 600 grammes. ^

'

This is i of the 1000 grammes in in. ^'S-

The Coefficient |, as found by this experiment, is the
Coefficient of Statical friction between the sub-
stance of which the mass m and that of which the table
T consists.

The Total Pressure upon the table is 981,000 dynes
;

the pull on the spring is 981 x 600 dynes : the latter is

I tlie former. Generally, the Pull on the spring which
IS required to start sliding movement is equal (in
dynes) to the product of the Coefficient of Statical
Friction into the Total Pressure (in dynes) between m
and T.

Let us squeeze m against T, as, for example, by a
screw table-clip which embraces both m, and T ; we thus
increase the Total Pressure between m and T ; the pullincr
force to be applied througli the spring must still be equal
to the increased pressure before there will be any
sliding

;
and it must therefore be greater than before.
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"We may increase the Total Pressiu-e in another way, namely,

by multiplying the sm-faces. Take two pamphlets : arrange

them with their leaves alternately interplaced : the one can be

pulled out of the other. If, however, a small weight be laid

upon them they cannot be pulled asunder without a very great

effort. The Total Pressure is practically nndtiplied by multi-

plying the number of surfaces on which the same pressure acts.

Let us tilt up the table T of Fig. 71 until the mass

m just begins to slide. There will be no sliding until the

angle BAG becomes such that the ratio BO/AC = f,

ACB being a right angle. Upon the

B angle BAG depend the angles at which

saud, heaps of grain, etc., can stand.

A c If m be pressed upon T by a stick, which

Fig. 72. is at first held vertical, and which is gradually

inclined to the vertical, sliding begins when

the stick is inclined to the vertical at an angle equal to the

angle BAG.

Different substances have between them different

Goefficients of Statical Friction ; and even between the

same substances the coefficient depends also upon the

condition of the surfaces : it is greatly reduced by

lubrication, and it is somewhat increased by keeping

the surfaces in contact for a long time.

The Total Friction does not depend at all upon

the area by which m rests on T ; the pull upon the

spring-balance must be the same in order to make m
start, whether it rest on T by a large surface or by narrow

runners only.

Friction is like a Force preventing sliding, and

itself called into being by the effort to make the mass m
slide ; but this preventing force, or Frictional Resistance,

cannot exceed a certain maximum. For example, Friction

may prevent a microscope tube from sliding dovrn

by its own Weight merely, but we can overcome its

resistance, and pull or push the tube up or down.

When a rope is tied round a post, it will not slip if it be

held liy a very slight force ; and the security of knots and
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bandages doponds veiy Largely upon the Statical Friction,
which holds iu check their tendency to pull loose or to slip.

Next, let the experiment of Fig. 71 be contimicd by
keeping tlie block m, sliding : it will be found that tlie

reading of the Spring-Balance is now materially smaller,
say 400 grammes only. This is f the weight of m; and
thus M-e now have a new coefficient, the CoefScient of
Kinetical Friction. It is thus easier to keep the mass
m sliding than it is to start it.

Within wide limits the Coefficient of Kinetical Friction
is the same—there will be the same tension on the spring-

balance— whatever the speed may be ; but if the
speed be allowed to become very small, this coefficient

tends to increase.

Kinetic Friction is like a Force, tending to retard
the sliding when once this sliding has been started : and
this Retarding Force is constant, whatever, within wide
limits, may be the actual velocity of movement.

The arrest of the foot at each step is, when the walk is
glidmg, an example of kinetic friction.

This Retarding Force is, numerically, equal to the
2vndiid of the Coefficient of Kinetic Friction into the
Total Pressure between m and T.

_

In the case supposed, this coefficient is |, and tJie Pressure
IS the Weight of 1000 grammes = 981, 000 dynes; whence the
Ketardmg Force = 392,400 dynes.

This retarding Force acts, in the case supposed, on a mass of
1000 grammes

; whence tlie retarding Acceleration ( = retarding
h orce ^ Mass) = 392 -4 cm. -per-sec. per second. All problems of
Inctional retardation may be dealt with by using the ordinary
equations for Accelerated Slotion, p. 11, the value of the
rrictional negative acceleration being determined as just
shown, and used in the formula'.

The Pressure between the sliding .surfaces may be
produced by any means ; and if it be increased, as by
clamping down a brake, the retardation increases.

Kmmple.~^Yha.t must bo the total i^ressure init on the
brake m order to stop {v, = 0) a train of 160,000 kilogrs. (w=
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160,000000 grammes) running at 54 kiloms. an hour (i;o= 1500
cms. -per -sec.) within 1 kilometre (a' = 100,000 cm.)? The
Retarding Acceleration required, - a, must lirst be found. By
equation (3), p. 11, O= VTlSOOp - 200000^, whence a = 11 -25

cm.-per-sec. per second. But in railway work there is always a

frictioual Retarding Force equal to, say, ^J-j- the Weight of the
train ; this Force is ^^hi x 981 x 160,00006o' = 490,500000 dynes.

There is, therefore, already a retarding or negative Acceleration of

•}-S^fn-o?TTr==
3 -065625 cm./sec.^ What is wanted, then, is a

supplementary negative Acceleration of 8 •184375 cm.-per-sec.

l)er second, or a retarding Force of 160,000000 x 8-184375 =
1309,500000 dynes. This Force is, as we have seen, also equal

to the product of the Pressure into the Coefficient of Kinetic

Friction between the rubbing surfaces of the brake. Say that

between the wood and the iron this coefficient is * ; then the

jiressure must be 3273,750000 dynes = the weight of 3,337156

grammes. If the rubbing area be small the pressure must be

intense ; if it were only 1 sq. cm. the pressure would have to

be 3229 times the atmospheric pressure (which is 1,013663

dynes per sq. cm.) : if 10 sq. cm., 322-9 atmospheres; if 1000

sq. cm., 3-229 atmos. ; if 3229 sq. cm., 1 atmo. Observe

carefully that the Pressure which has to be applied is the

Total Pressure ; and that the pressure which must be applied

per sq. cm. will depend on the rubbing Area of the brake.

If a vehicle run down a slope (Fig. 73), such that

AC/BC is equal to the Coefficient of Kinetical Friction,

^ it will run at a uniform velocity -without

^^0^"^ any propulsion ; for the negative Accele-

B"^— 'c ration due to Friction is then exactly

balanced by the positive Acceleration

due to Gravity, resolved in the direction AB.

Tlie work done against Friction is the 2^roduct of

the frictional resistance or retarding Force into the

space traversed. When an engine takes a train uphill, it

lias to do lifting work as well as work against friction
;

and if it go up from B to A, in Fig. 73, it has to do the

work of lifting the weight of the train through the height

CA plus that of overcoming the frictional resistance

through a distance BA. The Energy expended in doing

work against Friction is always converted into Heat.

Kinetic Friction thus always acts as if it were a
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retanling Force ; but it does not exist unless uud until

there is an actual Velocit}'.

Of all forms of motion, rolling upon well-lubricated

wheels is that which presents the least friction : in this

case the coefficient of kinetical friction is much smaller

than it is in the case of sliding.

At very high speeds or pressures the coefficient of friction

may differ from what it is within ordinary limits. For low
speeds thick oils make the best lubricants ; for very high
speeds, thin oils or water.

When solids move in liquids at low speeds the law
is the same as when solids move upon solnls ; but at high

speeds the Eesistance itself tends to vary as the Velocity.

"When oscillatory movements are subjected to

Friction always proportioned to the Velocity, the oscillations

are slower than they would have been in the absence of

friction, and they continuously diminish in amplitude
;

but they will be executed always in ec[ual times. If

the frictional resistance be very great, there will be no
oscillatory movement ; and the distorted or displaced body
will simply return slowly to its normal form or position.



CHAPTER IV

MATTER

The " essential " Properties of Matter are :

—

(1) Definite Quantity or "Mass" iu each object.

(2) Indestructibility of Matter, so far as we
know.

(3) Definite Quantity of each Chemical element.
The chemical elements cannot, as yet, be

transformed into one another.

(4) Matter made np of Molecules, or small

particles.

(5) These molecules mutually non-interpene-
trable.

Hence Matter is said to be impenetrable ; and if we have,

for example, a "penetrating wound" of the body, the

penetrating weapon has gone between molecules, not thi-ough

them or into them.

The " general " properties of ilatter are :

—

(1) Inertia.

(2) Weight — the force of Gravitation upon

Matter.

(3) Divisibility down to the molecular condition.

(4) Porosity.

The " contingent " properties of Matter are these

which depend upon the particular kind of substance

under consideration, such as Density, Colour, etc.
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The " General " Properties op Matter

Inertia.—To say tliat matter is inert, or " lias

Inertia," is another way of saying that it will not move it'

. at rest, nor cease moving if in motion, unless some force
be applied to it. If it be in motion, in a given direction,

it tends to continue in motion in the same direction ; if it

be rotating it tends to go on rotating in the same plane

in space. In the case of a moving body, friction is

considered as equivalent to a Force.

Exavvplcs.—It is difficult to set a heavy gate swinging on
its hinges ; when in motion, it is ditlicult to stop it. It is

difficult to pull up a railway train or a heavy van promptly.
A rider may be thrown forward olf his horse, if the animal stop
abruptly under him ; his body continues to move forward. If
a horse abruptly stop or fall in front of a heavy waggon or
coach moving rapidly, the vehicle comes on and runs upon him.
A hare abruptly moves out of her 2">ath, but the pursuing grey-
hound cannot at once stop or change his course and is carried
past. When dust is shaken off a book, or snow is kicked off

the shoes, the book or the shoes are set in rapid motion, and
this rapid motion is abruptly stopped ; but the dust or the snow
flies onwards. "Water in pipes, set a-flowing and then suddenly
turned off, may pour on so as to produce, with a jerk, a great
pressure within the pipes. Mercm-y used in tubes ibr measuring
variable pressure will often run forward, once it is in motion',
and give readings which are too high.
When a man stands at the stern of a boat or the back of a

car, and the boat or the car suddenly moves forward, he may
fall backwards. When a carpet is dusted by beating it, the
carpet is suddenly propelled forward, but the dust remains. A
bad rider may get his body jerked so as to throw the compara-
tively stationary mass of blood backwards against the valves of
his veins. When a mass is suspended on a spring balance,
and the balance is suddenly lifted, the sjning will be unduly
.stretched, for the suspended mass does not at once participate
in the movement.
A hammock in a ship tends to remain in the same place

while the ship swings round it. A heavy fly-wheel, rotating,
refpiires some force to make it turn the plane of its rotation.

Gravitation and Weight. — Every particle of
Matter in the Universe is attracted directly towards every
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other particle with a Force varying dirvrtly as tliu mass
of each particle, and inversely as tlie square of the
distance between them. This proposition is called the
" Law of Gravitation."

The Force in question is called the Force of Gravi-
tation

; and the Force of Gravitation acting on any
particular body, pulling or tending to pull it towards the

Earth, is called the Weight of that body.

It is very singular that the Weight of a body de])eiids only
on its Mass and exactly on its mass, and not in the least upon
the quality or kind of matter. If it were otherwise, difierent
kinds of material would fall at difierent rates ; but in a vacuum,
where the friction of the air does not interfere with the fall of
a falling body, a feather falls with precisely the same speed as
a piece of lead ; and a light body falls at the same rate as a
heavy one. In the last case, though a smaller Force of
gravitation acts on the lighter body, the Mass, or the quantity
of matter in that lighter body, is smaller in exactly the same
proportion ; and the downward acceleration is the same in

both.

We have used the number 981 as being the Accelera-

tion (in cms. -per -sec. per second) due to Gravity acting

on a falling body. This number is, however, not the

same at all points of the earth's surface ; it varies from

9 7 8 • 1 0 2 8 at the Equator to an estimated value of 9 8 3 • 1 0 8 4

at the Poles. The value 981 is intermediate between the

Paris and the Greenwich values, which are respectively

980-94 and 981-17. At Edinburgh it is 981-54. A
spring balance will therefore be slightly more dis-

torted by the Weight of a given mass in Edinburgh than

in London, more in London than in Paris, and so on.

At any one place the force of gravity appears to be constant

;

and gravity may be applied for the purpose of securing a

constant unvarying pull say upon a spring (see Fig. 14).

Tension produced by the spring itself might not have been so

uniform, for tlie spring might weaken as time went on.

The Force of Gravity may be roughly measured by an

Atwood's machine. In this two equal masses, say of 49^
grammes each, are balanced over a pulley : then a mass, saj' of

1 gramme, is jjut upon one of tlicse, and the whole masses begin
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to move. The nvIioIg ninss moved is 100 grammes ; tlio space
traversed iu one second is found to be 4-9 cm. ; therefore (p.

11, equation 2) the acceleration is 9'8 cm.-per-sec. per
second ; whence the Force acting on the masses is

(100 grammes x9"S cm./sec.- = ) 980 dynes ; but this

force acting is the Weight of one gramme. This is

a very rougli method : and the better metliod is by
means of a pendulum. We measure tlie length, / pj,-,

cm., of tlie pendulum ; and we also count the number
of oscillations (to-and-fro) in a given time, and thus ascertain

the period [l seconds) of each complete oscillation. Then the
number 981, or whatever it may be, is ec[ual to 39 '4785 Ijfi.

A pendulum, when pulled to one side, is restored

to position by its weight ; and as it oscillates, its

kinetic energy always carrying it past the point of rest,

its period of oscillation depends on its length and on
the local Force of gravity. If the force of gravity be
increased, the time of swing is shortened, for the force

acting is greater : if the length of the pendulum be in-

creased the time of swing is also increased, being pro-
portional to the square root of the length of the pendulum,
so that a pendulum one-fourth as long oscillates twice as fast.

The true length of a pendulum oscillating at a given rate
is measured not by measuring the length of a simple pen-

^ dulum consisting of a bob suspended on a cord, but by
c[T|

li'iding the distance between two points C and D (on
opposite sides of the midpoint of the rod) on a solid rod
or "compovmd pendulum" AB, such that the rod
oscillates in equal times wliether suspended on the one

^ point or on the other. This can be effected to anyV nicety, and by taking a sufficient number of oscillations

Fig. V5.
the period t can also be found exactly ; whence by this
method the Acceleration of gravity can be measured to

any degree of accuracy desired, with the aid of the above fonnula.
In walking, the swing of the leg or arm tends to resemble

that of a compound pendulum : but it is interfered with, bein^
generally shortened, by muscular effort.

A pendulum oscillates in approximately equal
periods, whether its arc of oscillation be great or small,
so long as the angle through which it swings does not
exceed some 2' or 3° at most
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The motion of a i^enclulum is approximately simple
harmonic

; for so long as the peudulnm is displaced

only through a very small angle, the Force tending to

bring the pendulum back is very nearly proportional
to the displacement. This, it will be remembered,
is the criterion of Harmonic Motion.

When gravity acts on a falling object, it acts as if it

were concentrated at the centre of mass of that object.

The centre of mass moves steadily, but the object as a

whole may rotate round that centre of mass : and it may,
especially if it have a bias (that is, if it he not uniform,

so that the centre of mass does not coincide with the

centre of figure), rotate and swerve round the centre of

mass in a puzzling way. The Centre of Mass is also

known as the Centre of Gravity.
The Centre of Gravity of a body always tends to

assume the lowest possible position.

Hence if any body be freely suspended by a cord, a vertical
line drawn from the point of suspension passes through the

centre of gravity : and if we take more than one such point of

suspension, we may find the point at which such vertical lines

intersect. This is the Centre of Gravity of the hodj. Thus
the centre of gravity of any plane figure may be found by
cutting it out in cardboard of uniform thickness, suspending
the cardboard figure from two different points, drawing the

vertical lines passing through tlie respective points of support,

and finding the point of intersection of these lines.

The head generally tends to rotate and fall forward on the

chest ; the trunk forward on the pelvis ; the head, trunk, and
thighs backwards round the knee joints ; the whole body for-

ward over the ankle joints. When a patient is cai'ried

there is a tendency for the body to sag dowTiwards and for

the head to rotate backwards : hence he should be properly

supported.

In every case the Centre of Gravity must lie over the

base of support, else the body will topple over.

When a man stands, the base of support is bounded by the

heels, the balls of the great toes, and lines joining these ; if he

bear a burden the centre of gravity may not be brought over

this base without his stooping ; if he be very obese he may liave
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to assume a very erect gait. Under normal conditions his

centre of gravit_v is at a point about the front of liis last lumbar

vertebra. An old man broadens his base of support by the use

of a staff.

Other illustrations are afl'orded by the sleeping of quad-

rupeds on their feet, by the kangaroo supporting itself with

the aid of its tail, by the waddling walk of a person with a

broad pelvis, by the lateral bend of the body when a burden

is carried in one arm, and by the erect attitude assumed when
burdens are carried on the head.

If an object have its Centre of Gravity relatively high

or its base narrow, a slight displacement will bring the

centre of gravity to a position in which a vertical line

drawn from it falls outside the base of

support : and then the object tends, unless

propped up, or unless its base of support

be moved up under it, to topple over.

Examples of this are furnished by children Fig. 76.

and young animals learning to walk, or by
persons moving or standing on a rope or wire, or stilts, or

skates, or a narrow rail, or on one footf and by boats in which
people stand, high chairs in which children are seated, cars

heavily loaded atop, or by deckdoaded ships. The bringing up
the base of support to a position beneath the centre of gravity-

is illustrated by the forward step a person takes on reaching

the ground when alighting from a tramway car.

If the Centre of Gravity of a body be in the lowest
possible position, work must be done in disturbing it

;

for any displacement lifts the centre of gravity. In such

a case the body is said to be in stable equilibrium.

This is illustrated by a ball lying in a bowl ; when' displaced

it rolls back, and oscillates in the bowl until it comes to rest.

The same thing is seen in a pendulum, a swing, a cradle, a
rocking-horse, a ship well ballasted ; in the last case the
oscillations are somewhat like those of a pendulum whose point
of suspension and whose length both vary.

The most stable equilibrium is ensured when the

greatest amount of work has to 1:)e done before over-
turning can occur ; and hence the base should be as

broad as possible, so as to make it necessary to raise the
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Centre of Gravity to the greatest height before upsetting
the object

; and the distribution of matter sliould be such
as to make the lowest parts of the object tlie heaviest.

If a microscope stand be narrow, or not sufllciently
weighted at the base, a shght disturbance may upset the

instrument
: for all the work it would be necessary to

do would be to lift the centre of gravity C up to D by
rotation round the point A along the arc CD. If, on
the other hand, the base be broad and heavy, the lift-

ing work is greater, and the object is

A—B Jiot so readUy upset. Many micro-

Fig. 77. scope stands have the foot light and
narrow ; and such instruments are

easily overset laterally. When the stand is a
tripod, it is virtually a triangular stand, and

^ the instrument is somewhat more
readily upset in the direction CE than in the direc-

/c '^f tion CA. If the stand be broad, heavy, and cir-

cular, it is equally difficult to upset in all directions
Fig. 79. SO long as the Centre of Gravity of the

instrument is over its centre ; but if the
centre of gravity come to lie over some other poiut
C, the instrument is most readily upset iu the
direction CE. For steadiness an instrument should
stand on three points, because three points are sure
to adapt themselves to the roughness or warp of
any table, while four points on a surface may not do
so ; but these points should be no longer than is absolutely
necessary, so that any tilt may cause the edge of the broad and
heavy base to press upon the table.

A lamp-stand should be either heavily loaded at its base, or

else should be mounted on a very broad base ; most of the large

drawing-room floor lamp-stands are very dangerously designed,

and should, if used at all, always be screwed to the floor.

A photographic camera supported on three legs may be

rendered less easily overset by hanging a bag of stones from the

three tripod legs : the centre of gravity is thus lowered.

When a body is poised so that its Centre of Gravity is

in the highest possible position, it always tends to turn

over so as to bring it to the lowest ; but it ma}- remain

at Rest. Wlien thus at rest it is said to be in unstable
equilibrium ; and the slightest displacement oversets it.
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Where, as in the case of a uniform wooden sj^here

floating in -water, the centre of gravity is neither raised

nor lowered on tlie occnrrence of a displacement, the

Equilibrium is said to be neutral. No work is done,

either by or against gravity, during disjilacement in such

"a case.

The upper part of a body always presses, in virtue

of its Weight, upon the lower.

In some cases it is essential, in surgical practice, to relieve

the lower part of the body from the Weight of the ni)per part :

and this is sometimes effected by suspending the npi)or part

of the body by means of .strap>s.

Density.—Quantity of Matter, or Mass, per unit
of volume (grammes per cub. cm.) E.xample : Density
of lead (11 "35 gramnres per cub. cm.)= 11 '35.

Specific Gravity.—Weight of a given bulk of a

sirbstance as compared with the Weight of the same
bulk of water. Take 3 cub. cm. of lead ; the Weight
of this is 33403-05 dynes ; the Weight of 3 cub. cm! of

water is 2943 dynes ; the ratio between these is !1%'L0^^^0A

= 11-35.

Density and Specific Gravity are thus numerically
identical.

To find the Densities, or the Specific Gravities, of

substances the following methods are in use :

—

Solids.—1. Weigh in air (say m grammes) : drop into water
in a gi-adiiated tube and see by how many cub. cm. the water
rises in the tube (say v cub. cm.) ; then we know the mass
m and the volume v, and the Density is tlie quotient oii/v.

Graduated tubes for this purpose are called pycnometers.
2. Find the -weig-ht of -water which is necessary to fdl a

little flask (a "specific gravity flask") up to a certain mark
on the neck. Find the vc^elght in air of the body in question.
Drop the body into the flask

; then bring the level of the water
to the same mark, with the aid of a ptpette and some filter-
pajicr if necessary

; and find the -weight of the contents of
the flask. We can th>is find the -weight of the quantity of
water which has had to be removed in order to maintain "the
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original level. The weight of the body itself, divided by tlio

weight of the quantity of water removed, gives the sp. gr.

3. Weigh the body in air : then liang it from the pan of the
balance, so as to suspend it in water, and again weigh. It now
weighs less : it has apparently lost weiglit equal to the weight
of its own bulk of water (Archimedes' Principle). Therefore
divide its weight in air by the apiiarent loss of weight in
water ; and this gives the sp. gr.

In Jolly's spring balance for measuring sp. gr., a long
spiral of wire is made to act as a spring balance, first when the
object to be examined is in free air, and then when it is im-
mersed in water. The water can be raised or lowered until the
object stands in the water, just immersed and no more.

The ajiparent loss of weight in water may also be found by
a Nicholson's Areometer. This is a bulb with a vertical

stem, so loaded that it may float vertically in water, with the
stem vertically upwards. The stem bears two little pans ; and
in the upper pan we place the body to be tested, along with

' masses sufficient to make the instrument sink in the water to a

certain level. The lower pan is then under water, and w-e

transfer to this pan the body we are testing. The instrument

does not now lie so low in the water ; but we add masses in

the top pan until the former level is restored. The Weight
of these masses, added in the upper pan, exactly represents the

Weight which the solid body under examination has apparently

lost through being submerged.

4. If the solid be lighter than water, such as cork, apply

the method No. 1 above ; but sink the cork by letting down after

it into the graduated tube a j^iece of lead of previously ascer-

tained volume. The Volume of the cork can thus be found
;

and it is supposed that we know its Mass ; whence we can find

its Density.

5. If the solid be acted upon by water, find by any of

the above methods its sp. gi'. in comparison with any suitable

liquid of known sp. gi'. If a solid substance be 1"3 times as

heavy as chloroform, and chloroform 1"5 times as heavy as

water, the solid is 1-3x1 '5 = 1 "95 times as heavy as water;

that is, its sp. gr. is 1'95.

6. If a solid float in water, it will float, supposing its sp. gi-.

to be 0'8, with 0'8 of its whole bulk beneath the water-level

and 0'2 above it. This would not, however, form a practical

basis for the estimation of the sp. gr. of a solid ; but it is applied

in the estimation of that of a liquid.

Liquids.—1. Find the weight of the quantity of water

necessary to fill a specific gravity flask up to the marked

level ;
empty and thoroughly dry the llask (as for example by
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rinsing successively lirst with alcohol and then with ether, and
sucking air through the llask by means of a glass tube) ; relill

to the same mark with the liquid to bo tested, and iind the

weight of the quantity necessary. Then the weight of the

liquid, divided by that of the equal volume of water, gives the

sp. gr.

In Ostwald's specific gravity flask, for determining the

sp. gr. of liquids, the liquid is sucked in until it

stands with one end at a and the other at b ; and
the whole is tlion weighed.

Schmaltz's capillary pycnometer, for ascer-

taining the sp. gr. of blood, is a small straight tube
with tine-drawn ends, containing in all about cub.

cm. This is filled with water and weighed, then
refilled with blood and again weighed. The weight of the tube
itself being known, this gives the requisite data.

2. If a solid immersed in water appears to lose 2 grammes
of its weight, while if immersed in chloroform it appears to
lose -3 grammes, then the sp. gr. of the chloroform is f = l-5
(Archimedes' Principle).

3. On the principle of paragraph 6 above, an object which
sinks to a certain depth in water will sink more deeply in
a liquid lighter than water, not so deeply in a heavier liquid.
Hydrometers, alcoholometers, galactometers, urinometers,
etc.,^ are objects wdiich float : they consist of a bulb of glass
bearing a graduated stem above and loaded with mercury below,
so that they may Hoat with the stem vertical. The instrument-
maker ascertains at what heights they stand in liquids of known
specific gravities, and graduates them accordingly. When such
instruments are used, the liquid is placed in a glass vessel, and
a piece of black paper may be arranged to serve as a background,
in order to facilitate the reading of the level at which the
instrument stands. If a liquid be muddy, its density, as
ascertained by a hydrometer, urinometer, or the like, is the
den.sity of the muddy liquid as a whole, not that of the pure
Uquid in which the mud-particles float.

4. Rousseau's Densimeter is a similar instrument which
IS floated in water. At its summit there is a little cavity, which
can hold 1 cub. cm. of the liquid to be tested. The heavier
that liquid, the deeper will the densimeter sink : and the instru-
ment is graduated accordingly.

5. Fahrenheit's Areometer is similar, but bears a little
pan at its summit. Suppose it weighs 80 grammes, and that
wlien it IS floated in water, an additional weight of 20 grammes
in the pan, making 100 in all, will .sink it to acertain level

; and
if on its being floated in ammonia solution, 8 grammes arc found

!<
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sufficient to sink it to the same level, making 88 grammes
in all ; then the sp. gr. of the ammonia solution is

'i'jnj-
= 0'88.

6. Specific gravity bulbs are sold, marked with numbers,

which sink in liquids of sp. grs. less than that marked on them,

and float on heavier liquids. In liiiuids of the correct sp. gr.

they float at any depth. A handful of these bulbs is let down
into a liquid ; some sink, some float ; the one exactly corre-

sponding, if there be one, is at rest anywhere within the liquid.

Gases.—Usually by finding the weight of the quantity of

air which occupies a given copper vessel, and then finding that

of the quantity of the given gas which occupies it at the same

temperature and pressure.

The Density of gases varies from that of hydrogen

(0 •0000895682 grammes per cubic cm.) to that of heavy vapours

of liquids. The density of air is 0-0012932 grras. per cub. cm.

That of liquefied acetylene is 0-34
; that of iodide of methylene

is 3-33 ; that of a saturated solution of cadmium borotungstate

is 3-6
; that of mercury is 13-596. That of lithium is 0-5936,

and that of hammered platinum is 21-25.

Divisibility.—Siuce Matter consists of distinct and

separate molecules, it is possible to obtain matter in a

state of very fine division.

The sodium compounds floating about in the air of a

room perceptibly affect the spectroscope flame : a grain of musk
will perfume a room for years without perceptible loss ;

the

escape of a minute bubble of sulphuretted hydrogen into a

large room is distinctly perceptible.

The molecules of matter stand more or less apart

from one another in the Ether ; and the properties and

states of Matter very largely depend upon the relations

of Molecules to one another and to this all-pervading

Ether.

The Ether

It is difficult for us to realise that hardly more than

seven generations liave passed away since people first fully

grasped the idea that our atmosphere exists, and that

we live and move at the bottom of an ocean of atmospheric

air, the weight of which presses upon us and upon all
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objects which are within our reach. When this was first

stated it created considerable stir among the scientific

circles of the time ; but it has now become a commonplace

of human thought. At the present time we are in much
the same position with regard to one of the fundamental

facts of tlie Universe, the existence of an all-pervading
Ether. The existence of this is only an inference
from the facts observed by ns, but so also is the existence

of the Atmosphere, or of any familiar external object ; we
believe it to exist because its existence would explain the

facts of our own consciousness.

The Ether, then, is an all -pervading medium, in

which the sun, the earth, the moon, the planets, and the

stars move ; which is something like or analogous to a

thin jelly, though it would not be safe to say that it is

structureless, for it is probably not so ; which can be set

in oscillatory movement, with the consequence that

longer or shorter waves are projmgated in it, which
Waves we come to know of from their giving rise to tlie

phenomena of Light, of Radiant Heat, of Actinic
radiation, and of Electromagnetic Oscillations

;

which can be put under stress, with production of what
are called Electrostatic Phenomena

; whicli can on
being released from stre.ss, have a thrill propagated
through it, which gives rise to the phenomena of
Electric Discharge and the Electric Current ; and
which can be set in whirlpool or vortical motion, with
the production of phenomena which we associate with the
name of Magnetism.

This Ether is considered, though not with certainty, to be
about TiTu triMi-iTTnrT)'! il S o o o u ru (nro inr times as heavy as water

;and it IS believed that in order to effect a given transverse de-
formation in it, the force required would be ^^...^ that
required to effect a similar deformation in steel. The conse-
quence of this is that a comparatively slowly-moving' bodv
may travel in this Ether with ease, for 'the Ether readily closes
up behind it and leaves no trace of any rupture. A rapidly
vibrating molecule of Matter mav, on the other hand, move
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too fast to allow the Ether to flow round it, and the Ether may
thus be set in Vibration ; and waves may be set up in the

Ether corresponding to the vibrations of that molecule.

A seriou!? difRcnlty in the examination of the Ether is

])resented by the circumstance that by no means known

to us can we extract it even partially from a given

space : nothing of the nature of an air-pump can remove

it, and even what we call a perfect Vacuum is still filled

with this Ether. Even if we could produce a perfect

vacuum, we would only have taken out the ordinary

Matter, none of the Ether. The necessary consequence of

this is that we cannot compare the conditions say of a

flask containing Ether, and of a flask containing none or

containing less than the former. With Air we can do

this ; and this enables us to study the properties of the

air by direct observation : but with the Ether this is not

yet possible.

The best vacuum is produced by applying the air-pump as

far as we can, and extracting the remaining molecules chemi-

cally : for example, if carbonic acid gas be highly rarefied, we

may use caustic potash to absorb almost the last traces of it.

Molecules and Atoms

In his study of Chemistry the student will have

learned that we have no means of destroying

Matter, though we may make it change its combina-

tions and sometimes become invisible, as for instance

when a candle is burned and its material becomes con-

verted, by combination with the oxygen of the air, into

invisible carbonic acid gas and water-vapour. He will

also have learned that Matter in all its forms is composed

of, and may be resolved or analysed into some, more or

fewer, of about seventy different Kinds of Matter or

Elements, and that we have no means as yet of

transforming one element into another. He will also

have been told what the chemical evidence is on the
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ground of which chemists believe tliat all matter is made
up of very small particles, called Atoms, which we do not
know how to split up any further

; and that by far the
most part of the Matter in Nature is made up of at^glomera-

tions or combinations of these atoms into Molecules,
which are the smallest masses or quantities of any given
kind of substance that can normally exist in the free
state.

For example, a piece of chalk might, in our imaginatiou, be
cut down and scraped until we had arrived at the smallest
possible mass of chalk

; this would be a molecule of chalk : but
if we tried to cut this down any further, the most we could do
would be to break the molecule up into an atom of calcium,
one of carbon, and three of oxygen. Of course the student
understands that this does not refer to anything whicli we
could actually do with a knife or the like instrument

; the
molecules are so small that we could not get at them sin^dy
by any such means. And in truth, what we know about Mole-
cules and Atoms is, that it is impossible to understand how
the actual phenomena can occur without assuming that they
exist

;
and on that footing we feel justified in saying that they

do exist. If we take that plunge, if we say boldly that they do
exist, then the whole series of phenomena becomes stateable with
comparative ease.

In a molecule the atoms range in number from 1 in mercury
to over 30,000 in protoplasm.

_

The Chemist says he knows that Atoms and Molecules
exist, because he could not otherwise explain how matter
enters into combination in accordance with the Law of
Fixity of Proportion and the Law of Multiple
Proportions

;
and further, he arrives at Avvogadro's

Law—that in all Gases there are, within equal volumes,
always the same number of molecules, provided that the
temperature and the pre.ssure are the same. For ex-
ample, a cubic centimetre of hj-drogen contains the same
number of molecules as a cubic centimetre of alcohol-
vapour at the same temperature and pressure, thoufrh
each molecule of alcohol-vapour contains more atoms (two
of carbon, six of hydrogen, and one of oxygen) than a
molecule of liydrogen does (t^\o atoms of hydrogen).
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Apparent exceptions to Avvogadro's Law he explains in

two ways : (1) there may be an abnormal number of atoms
in the molecule of an element, as in the case of ozone, in which

the molecule contains three atoms instead of two as in ordinary

oxygen, with the consequence that a given bulk or volume of

ozone (that is, a given number of molecules) weighs U times as

much as the same bulk or volume (that is, the same number of

molecules) of ordinary oxygen : and (2) there may be a break-up

or dissociation of the molecules, as in the case of the vapour

of chloride of ammonium, NH4CI, which vapour occupies twice

as much volume as it ought to do according to the theory.

This vapour is therefore supposed to contain not molecules of

(NH4CI) at all, but a mixture of molecules of (NH3) and (HCl)

separately. This last supposition would double the number of

molecules in a given mass of the vaporised (NH4CI), and would

therefore double the volume which a given quantity of chloride

of ammonium vapour should occupy ; and it would thus make

the theory fit the facts. That this is a sound hypothesis is

shown by the circumstance that if we try to pass the vapour of

chloride of ammonium through a long tobacco-pipe stem,

ammonia oozes through the porous clay more rapidly than

hydrochloric acid does ; which shows that the ammonia and

the hydrochloric acid are not united, but are separate in the

vapour of ammonium chloride, for each gets through the

porous clay in its owu way, independently of the other.

The Chemist does not usually concern himself much

with the structure of an atom : what he is concerned

with is its relation to other atoms in its combinations

with them to form a comi^lex Molecule. But he is clear

that atoms of different elements differ in their mass,

that is to say, in the Quantity of Matter in each, and

therefore in their weight ; and he is also clear as to

this, that whatever the physicist may tell him is the mass

or weight of a single atom, all the atoms of any given

element, whatever be their mass, have exactly the

same mass, so that they all have the same weight, and

are like manufactured articles, all similar and mutually

replaceable. How this comes to be is a question which

transcends both Chemistry and Physics; but the fact

simplifies the phenomena of Nature to an extraordinary

extent.
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So far, tlien, the Clieiuist ; but tlie Physicist has liis

own conclusions also. Except in such matters as Electro-

lysis he has not hitherto concerned himself much with

the chemist's distinction between Atoms and Molecules
;

but during recent years the distinction has become one of

importance in Physics also, for dissociation has had to

be called in in order to exjdain many abnormal phe-

nomena. Tlie physicist has definitely concluded that

matter is not homogeneous, but must have some kind
of grained structure.

Many years ac;o Lord Kelvin, then Prof. Wm. Thomson, set
before liimself the question : If there be this grained structure,
what is the size of the grains ? If a wall be built of bricks,
and therefore cannot be made less than one brick thick, we get
an idea as to the size of the bricks if we can find what is the
thickness of the thinnest possible brick wall. Similarly we get
an idea as to the size of the molecules if we can find the thick-
ness of the thinnest possible sheet of Matter. Prof. Thomson
traced this subject out along different lines.

Firstly, we may melt together zinc and copper to form brass
;

it is clear that not more than a certain amount of Energy is

liberated in the form of Heat, through the satisfaction of the
mutual attractions, in this operation

; but zinc and copper are
known to attract one another when brought in contact, a
phenomenon which is dealt with under Electricity. A great
number of sheets of copper and zinc would evolve a great deal
of Energy through the satisfaction of this mutual attraction :

and as such an amount of Energy is not forthcoming upon
melting copper and zinc together to make brass, we infer that
the number of such possible sheets is limited, and find by
calculatiou that it cannot exceed some 1000,000000 to the
centimetre. A molecule of copper or zinc will therefore have a
maximum diameter of ^^^^^^^ cm.

becondly, a soap film has a certain mininnim possible thick-
ness, beyond which any further stretching would volatilise it.

This IS again about j^^^ i^-^^ cm. There are other considera-
tions which point in the same direction.

In 1883 Sir William Thomson revised his previous estimates,
and concluded that if a globe of water the size of a foot-
ball were magnified to the size of the Earth, the molecules
o_t the water would each occupy a space magnified to a
size something between that of a small shot and that of i

lootball.
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Next, as to the nature of these molecules. It will

not do to look upon them as hard balls or anything of

that kind, because they are too capable of entering into

vehement vibration, and because they have considerable

action upon one another. The most promising

suggestion which has been made is Lord Kelvin's, that

they are made np out of the Ether itself : that they are

essentially analogous to the smoke-rings which are

blown from cannon or from the lips of a skilled smoker, or

from exploding bubbles of phosphuretted hydrogen, thorigh

they may have more entwined and complicated forms than

these simple rings. Such smoke-rings have jDioperties

which very closely remind us of those which Molecules

appear to have. They are due, in the air, to Friction
;

but in a frictionless fluid such " vortex -rings " could

not be formed at all ; and it appears that Molecules of

this kind, in the Ether, could not originate except by an

act of special creation of some kind. But once granted

that such "vortex-rings" exist in the Ether, they could

move about freely in it
;
they would each have an

invariable volume : if two of them struck one another

they would rebound and oscillate, undergoing vibra-

tions : they could not be cut, for they would be

repelled from the edge of any conceivable knife ; and

they would be capable of considerable changes of

form.

This theory explains many other facts with great readiness ;

but we are still in ignorance as to the cause of Gravitation and

as to the real inner meaning of the term physical Mass, as well

as of the relation of the cliemical Atom to the chemical Mole-

cule in a compound.

Let us take it, then, that Matter, as we know it, is made

up of molecules of some kind. We liave still to learn

something about the behaviour of these. In the first

place, there is no case, apparently, in which the molecules

are so close together that they cannot move ;
they always

do move. Their movement is of three kinds, trans-
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lational, rotational, and vibrational : unci tliesc

movements together correspond to a certain amonnt of

Energy, mostly Kinetic, which energy is itself known hy

the name of Heat. Then again, the vibrations of the

molecnle set the surrounding Ether in motion
;
and the

Energy imparted to the Ether from the vibrating molecules,

and transmitted through the Ether to a distance by means

of Ether-waves, is called Eadiant Heat, or the Energy

of Light, or Actinic Eadiant Energy, or the Energy of

Electro-magnetic Waves, as the case may l^e, according

to the length of the waves piroduced.

If the particles are thus to a certain extent free to

undergo a movement of Translation, they must each be

able to travel for a certain distance before colliding with

any other molecule ; and the average length of this dis-

tance is called the mean free path.

Ultragaseous Matter

Suj^pose that a very few such Molecules are intro-

duced into a perfect Vacuum. How will they comport

themselves ? They will, in virtue of their kinetic energy

of translation, hurl themselves against the wall of the

vessel containing them
;
by this they will tend to break

the A'essel, by impact from within : they will thus exert a

certain pressure upon the vessel, which will depend

upon the number of them and upon their average
velocity. After meeting the M'alls of the vessel they

will rebound
; but their numbers are so small, and their

diameters also so small, that each molecule has only a

very slender chance of encountering any other molecule,

and at any rate the most part of the molecules will again

encounter the walls of the vessel containing them, and
will again rebound. When they rebound they spin and
vibrate

; and tlieir viljration sets the surrounding Ether
in motion.
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Mr. Crookcs has succeeded iu realising a condition something
like this; he managed to extract about 99,999999 molecules
out of every 100,000000 in a given bulk of air in a glass tube;
and then the mean free patli of the molecules was sometliing
like 4 inches. Up to that limit of distance, the particles, once
repelled, iu his api)aratus, from an electrically charged surface,
seemed to travel uninterruptedly in Straight Lines ; and for this
reason he gave this form of matter, which is in reality no more
than an exceedingly rarefied form of Gas, the name of Radiant
Matter. He has devised a number of very attractive experi-
ments, the conduct and result of whicli all depend upon the
long free path and on each molecule being independent of every
other : there are so few molecules present, that any given mole-
cule remains unhampered by any impacts with its colleagues,
or by any attraction towards or repulsion from them.

As we go on increasing the number of Molecules within

our given space, the mutual impacts or collisions of

the molecules themselves become more frequent. On
the average, any given molecule will not be able to travel

so far without colliding with some other molecule

;

and the mean free path is thus shortened. When
the molecules have become as numerous as they are

in ordinary hydrogen gas, under ordinary conditions

(somewhere about 1000,000000,000000,000000 in a

cubic centimetre) their mean free path is reduced to about

TooVoo" ^^^^ ^^^^ number of impacts between any

given molecule and its fellows becomes about 17,750

millions per second. "We have then arrived at the

condition of ordinary Gas, in which the Molecules have

only a very small mean free path.

Gases

We may distinguish in ordinary Gases two conditions

which merge into one another ; and we may take as

illustrating these conditions tlie two extremes, a highly-

rarefled gas (one in which there are comparatively few

molecules to the cubic centimetre), and a highly com-
pressed gas (one in which there are relatively many).
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The ditYerence between tliese is, that in the former the

molecules do not appreciably afl'ect one another Ijy their

mutual action ; in the latter they do, because they are

more crowded together.

In speaking of Gases we may, in the first place, deal

with them as if they all acted as highly-rarelied gases

practically do ; in other words, we may deal with them
as " ideal perfect gases " ; that is, we may neglect
in the meantime all those properties which depend upon
the mutual actions of their Molecules. We are thus

enabled to state the properties of Gases in the least com-
plicated manner : and then we shall see that the niutnal

actions of the molecules of a gas cause anomalies in its

behaviour, which render the properties of a gas less simple
than those of an ideal perfect gas would be.

A Gas has no free surface, and occupies any
space within Avhich it may be confined : that is to say, its

Molecules find their way into every part of the cavity and
strike against every part of the bounding walls. If the

cavity be enlarged, the gas expands so as to fill it.

It exerts upon every part of the bonnding walls the
same pressure per sq. cm. ; or rather, it practically

does so within vessels of moderate size.

If we set ourselves the problem, M'hat the average
speed of the Molecules in their free path must be belbre
they can produce the observed Pressure, we find that it

can be solved : but it turns out that this average speed is

enormous. In hydrogen it is 184,260 cm. per second, or
over 4000 miles an hour : in oxygen it is over 1000 miles
an hour.

T^otc, however, that this is an average speed. 11' tlic speed
of any given molecule in our atmosphere happened to exceed
about 25,000 miles an hour, a departure from the average which
in the case of hydi-ogen seems quite conceivable, and if it
happened to have a clear path before it, the molecule in
(|uestioii might dash away from our atmosphere and escape : for
the eartli's retarding attraction would not be sufficient ever to
bring Its velocity down to nothing. It has been suggested that
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by this means we may liave lost all the hydrogen in our atmo-
sphere, molecule by molecule. In the case of the moon the

corresponding necessary velocity would be only about 2600
miles per hour—a circumstance whicli would render all its

atmosphere able to escape very readily and to leave the moon
atmosphereless, as it appears now to be.

If we take a volume of Gas in a cylinder, with a piston

of a given weight or loaded by the weight of a given mass,

I

the piston will not sink beyond a certain depth.

I I I

The Weight of the piston tends to pull, and the

P"j Weight of the external atmosphere tends to push,

the piston downwards ; but the Moleciiles of

g2
within the cylinder bombard the piston

;

they thus press upon it and tend to move it

upwards. Between these opposed forces the piston

remains at rest.

Let ns now put a heavier mass upon the piston ; the

downward pull due to gravity is now greater, and tire

piston sinks ; but its downward motion is arrested when

the molecules per cubic centimetre become so numerous in

the gas within the cylinder that their increased bom-

barding effect on the piston, that is, the increased

pressure of the Gas, is equal to the increased comj)ressing

Force. But the gas in the cylinder must be compressed
before this condition of things is reached. Gas is there-

fore compressible ; and the law of its compression is

that its volume varies (if its temperature remain the

same) inversely as the pressure to which the gas is

exposed. Conversely, the pressure which a given quan-

tity of gas exerts is inversely proportional to the

volume which it is made to occupy. These are different

forms of what is called " Boyle's Law."'

Next, we must define the Absolute Temperature of

any substance as its Temperature * (in Centigrade degrees,

* We have no hesitation in assnniiiig tliat llio student is acquainted

•witli Die ordinary meaning of the word Temperature as shown by^an

ordinary tliermometer. On the Centigrade Scale water freezes ai 0° C.

( = 32° Fahrenheit), and hoils at 100° C. ( = 212° F.)
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or degrees on an ordinary Centigrade thermometer)

reckoned on the footing that — 273" C. is an Absolute
Zero. Thns a temperature of 15° C. is 288° Abs. Then,

the volume of a gas, if the pressui'e remain the same, is

directly propoi'tional to its Absolute Temperature
;

and if its Volume be compelled (by increasing the external

pressure or by confining the gas \vitliin a rigid vessel) to

remain the same, the pressure varies directly as the

Absolute Temperature. If the Pressure and the Volume
both vary, then their product is proportional to the

Absolute Temperature (Charles' Law).

There is a reason for all this. The Absolute Temperature is

itself a measure of, it is proportional to, the average kinetic
energy of the molecules ; and so is the product of the Pressure
into the Volume. That product and the Absolute Temperature
are therefore proportional to cue another.

In oixler. to prevent the pressure within a heated gas or
vapour from becoming excessive, a safety valve is often used.
Here there is a plug which is scpieezed into an orifice in the
boiler by a spring or weight : tlie internal pressure is not able
to eject the plug until it attains a certain amount. When this
occurs the valve is forced open. Gas or vapour then escapes,
and relieves the internal pressure.

'

In expansion drop -bottles a little groove is cut in the
stopper and bottle-neck

; the bottle is inverted and held in the
hand

;
the hand warms the contained air, which thereupon

expands and drives out the liquid in drops. The same result
may sometimes be seen in fountain pens, especially when
nearly empty.

Since the Volume of a perfect gas (when the pressure
is kept constant) is proportional to the Absolute Tempera-
ture, and since a rise of temperature from 0° C. to 1° C.
would be a rise from 273° Abs. to 274° Abs., a ri.se of
temperature from 0° C. to 1° C. would correspond to an
increase of volume in the ratio of 273 to 274, or 1 to 1^.-.
The proportionate increase in volume is tlins, for 1°" a,
efpral to and this fraction is the Coefflcient of
Expansion by Heat. If all gases were perfect this
would be the same in all gases

; and if air were a perfect
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gas, we conld use a quantity of air enclosed in a flask as an
air thermometer, for it would not be difficult to find

means for ascertaining how mucli it expanded during a
given change of temperature.

Suppose that on beiug heated from 10' C. to an unknown
temperature, the volume of the enclosed air rose in the ratio
1 : 1-04

; the Absolute Temperature is 1-04 times what it was at
10° C, that is, it is 1-04 x 283 ; this is 294-32° Abs. or 21-32° C.

The absolute volume of expansion per degree would, in a
perfect gas, be the same for each successive degree of tempera-
ture : and equal increments in the volume of such a gas would
indicate equal increments of temperature.

If we mix two quantities of the same gas at the

same temperature, the Temi^erature of the whole
remains equal tliroughout ; that is to say, the average

Kinetic Energy of the molecules remains the same through-

out, and the molecules have the same average velocity in

all parts of the gas.

If we mix two quantities of the same gas at

different temperatures, the Temperature of the whole

becomes equalised, tliroughout ; the average Kinetic

Energy of the molecules becomes tlie same throughout,

and the molecules come to have the same average velocity

in all parts of the gas.

If we mix two quantities of different gases at the

same temperature, again the Temperature of the whole

remains equal throughout : and if we mix difl'erent kinds

of gases, say oxygen and hydrogen, at different tem-
peratures, the mixture again comes to a common
temperature. In either case the average kinetic energy of

the molecules again remains or becomes the same through-

out. But the average translatory velocities of the

oxygen and of the hydrogen molecules respectively are

not the same. In order to have equal average amounts

of Kinetic Energy, the lighter molecules must have higher

average velocities, and the heavier molecules smaller

velocities. The velocities of the molecules of each kind
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must be inversely proportional to the square roots

of their respective relative molecular weig-hts. The
mean velocity of oxj^gen molecules is thus one-fourth as
great as that of hj^drogen molecules, because their mass is

sixteen times as great.

If we consider two gases, again say oxygen and
hydrogen, at the same temperature, but apai't from one
another, the same principle applies. Tlie mean Kinetic
Energy of the several molecules in the two respective gases
is the same

; and the mean translational velocities are
inversely proportional to the square roots of the respective
molecular weights.

From tliis it follows that equal volumes of all Gases
contain the same number of molecules ("Avvo-
gadro's Law"); and from this again it follows that
gases which are made up of heavier molecules are them-
selves heavier in exactly the same proportion

; that is
that the density of a Gas is directly proportional to
the molecular weight of its component molecules.

Gases thus differ in specific gi-avity
; and a heavier mssuch as carbonic acid gas, can be poured out of one vessel into

in w l!i^pS 7 "r"'-
'-^"--^ t° accumulate

wn h
' .1° ^'V'y J"«t as a heavy liquid

To pI nf'T^
°^ '"PP^^ Constantly active, tlie

pioce.ss of Diffusion (p. 80) may not be sufiicient to carry theaccumulation of gas away.

If we have a mixture of gases, the Pressure which it
exerts on the vessel containing it is (still on the
assumption that the mixture is so far rarefied that there
IS no appreciable mutual action between molecules of
different kinds) the snrn. of the pressures due to the mole-
cules of each kind

; and the pressure exerted by eachcomponent of the mixture is independent "^of thep«s exerted by the rest of the components (" Dalton's

If we have the molecules in one region of a gas movincwith greater average velocities than those in anoth™Xf
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inequality will be brought to an end : more rapidly-

moving molecules will by collision part with their energy

to other.s, and these again in the same way to others

beyond them ; and thus we have Transference of Energy

from one part of a gas to another. This process is

what is known as Conduction of Heat in a Gas
;
for

the Heat of a gas is itself the kinetic energy of the

molecules.

It is convenient to use this phraseology though it is slightly

in error. The Energy of translation of molecules is kiuetic ;

the energy of rotation of molecules is again kiuetic ;
but the

energy o1' oscillation or vibration of molecules is half kiuetic,

half potential. This last renders the above phraseology to

that extent erroneous ; but the error has no consequences so far

as we are concerned here.

Further, if we have two layers of gas, one of one kind,

another of another, and leave thera to themselves, we find

them become mixed. The molecules of one kind

wander among those of the other : and the result will, if

sufficient time be allowed, be com]3lete mixture by this

process of Diffusion of Gases. But the time taken

to effect complete admixture in the air of a room, or in

the coal-gas in the interior of a gas-holder where rich and

poor gases are let in, is far greater than the time required

to ensure complete admixture in experiments on tlie

laboratory scale.

Diffusion is illustrated by the exchange between the tidal air

and the residual air in the lungs
;
by ventilation through

openincr the window on a calm day, a process whereby the air is

o-radually exchanged, but the dust in the room is not affected,

for the process is a molecular one merely
;
by the diffusion ot

odours iu an apartment : by the diffusion of oil-of-pepperinint

vapour through a leak in drain pipes into which the oil lias

been poured ; or by the diffusion of disinfecting gases.

Again, if we drive a current of a gas through a bulk

of gas, we find the stream slacken off: some of its

molecules wander off into the comparatively - still

surrounding gas, and some of the comparatively-slowly
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moving particles of that gas wander into it ; and tluis the

momentum of the stream continually diininitihes. This

phenomenon is known as the viscosity of gases, the

apparent Resistance to the onward Flow of streams of gas.

To this viscosity or Internal Friction of the air is to be

attributed the resistance which objects encounter to motion

throusfh the air. The film of air nearest the surface of a

moving body practicall}^ remains unchanged, and the

moving body has to drag this film of air past the surround-

ing air. Falling water is thus broken up into mist.

Conversely, when a body falls through air it drags some

air down with it.

This circumstance is turned to account in Sprengel's and
Bunsen's air-pumps, in which mercury or water respectively,

falling in a stream down a tube A, drag air or other
gas with them from a side -tube B, and may thus
exhaust air or other gas from any vessel with which
that side-tube B may be connected.

The Bunsen pump is used in the filtration of
lifpuds, aud the Sprengel for such purposes as the
exhaustion of the bulbs of incandescent electric Fig. S3,

lamps or of Geissler tubes. If in a Sprengel the lower
end of the tube A be bent upwards aud immersed under mercury,
the gas withdrawn through B may be collected in a test-tube.
When a body moves in air, the air in front of it is pushed

forward, the air at the side is dragged along with the moving
object, and the partial vacuum left behind is readjusted by
an inrush of air particles from all sides. The last may, as in
the case of rifle bullets, be so abrupt as to cause a noise, through
mutual impact of the molecules ; and this noise is the " sing-
ing " of the bullet as it flies. All this causes resistance to the
onward movement. A rain drop, as it falls, cannot acrpure more
than a definite limited velocity : no more can a balloon para-
chute, when once it has opened out under the expanding
action of the air through which it falls ; and a rotating vane
(Foucaiilt's vane) is very generally used to regulate the speed
of rotation of clockwork, of physiological drum recording
apparatus, etc., for its speed cannot exceed a certain maximum,
which varies with the force exerted by the driving spring.

If we make the Temperature and Pressure of a gas
undergo alterations, then, assuming always that there is
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no chemical change induced thereby, if we restore the

original temperature and pressure we restore, simultane-

ously and completely, the original volume. The previous

history of a gas thus makes no mark on its condition

at any moment. If we induce a gas to become com-

pressed by increasing the external Pressure, we must

keep up that external pressure if we mean to keep up

the compression ; and if we let go, and allow the pressure

to fall back to its original value, the gas expands to its

original volume. All this is expressed by saying that the

elasticity of volume of a gas is perfect ; its tendency

to restitution is continuous, and its restitution is

perfect when the surrounding conditions are again the

same as at first.

Suppose that we have a given mass of gas confined

within a given volume, as in Fig. 82, and that we

suddenly force the piston in. We have done a certain

amount of work in forcing the piston in, against a con-

tinuously increasing pressure, through a certain distance.

What becomes of the Energy corresponding to this work 1

It has been imparted to the gas, and makes its molecules

move more rapidly; that is to say. Heat has been

imparted to the gas. This Heat, being a form of Energy,

can be measured in ergs or in foot-pounds, and the Heat

imparted to the gas would, in ergs or in foot-pounds, be

exactly equal, in a perfect gas, to the Work done upon it.

The gas therefore becomes heated when it is suddenly

compressed by the application of an exterior pressure.

Conversely, if we allow a gas to expand, doing work

against an exterior pressure, it loses molecular kinetic

energy ; that is to say, it loses Heat, and becomes

cold.

In both these cases it is assumed that the operation is so

conducted that Heat cannot escape from the compressed gas

or travel towards the expanding gas ; and compression or ex-

pansion of this kind, in which there is no travelling of Heat

either from or towards the gas dealt with, is called Adiabatic

compression or expansion.
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If, on the other liaud, the gas be suddenly compressed or

expanded in a metal vessel surrounded by a mixture of ice and
water at 0" C. , it will be maintained at the same temperature :

in the case of compression, by the escape of heat from it to

the mixed ice and water : in that of expansion, by the travelling
of heat from the ice and water to it. In the former case some
of the ice melts : in the latter some of the water freezes. In
such a case as this the gas itself gains or loses nothing in the
way of molecular kinetic energy, and all the Energy correspond-
ing to the Work done is as it were passed through the gas,

without accumulating or diminishing within it.

If there be mere expansion of a perfect gas, as where such
a gas is allowed to how from a full vessel A to a vacuum -chamber
B, the whole being surrounded by rigid walls, so that the
external pressure plays no part in the phenomenon, the perfect
gas would retain on the whole the same average temperature,
but the portion left in the vessel A will be colder, while that
in the vessel B will be warmer than the average.

It will take a certain quantity of Heat, a certain number of
ergs or foot-pounds of Heat, to raise a given quantity of a gas
through 1° C. of temperature. To raise its temperature through
2° C. will take twice as much

; and so forth. In this there are
two cases to be noted.

1. If our perfect gas be not allowed to expand while being
heated, then the whole of the Heat supplied goes towards
raising the Temperature

; and the amount of Heat (the number
of ergs of Heat) which must be supplied, in order to raise
the Temperature of a unit of mass, namely, one gramme, of
the gas in question by one degree C. is called the Thermal
Capacity of that gas : in this case the Thermal Capacity at
Constant Volume.

2. If the gas be allowed to expand freely while being heated,
the external Pressure being maintained constant, work is being
done, and Energy expended at the same time, in overcoming the
external pressure. Therefore, in this case, more Heat must be
supplied before we can succeed in raising the temperature of our
one gi-amme through 1° C. ; and thus a Gas has at Constant
Pressure a different Thermal Capacity from that which it has at
Constant Volume. In a perfect gas the Thermal Capacity at
Constant Pressure would bear to the Thermal Capacity at
Constant Volume the ratio of 5 to 3, or 1-66(5 to I'OOO.

The thermal capacity in a perfect gas would depend only on
the amount of energy which would be required in order to
increase the energy of translation, spin, and vibration of each
molecule by a certain amount : and it would therefore be in-
dependent of the pressure or of the already-existing temperature
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If a local compression be set up in a Gas, its

Molecules will there be more closely crowded together.

This compression will be propagated through the gas

witb a Velocity which has been computed for a perfect gas,

by Clerk Maxw^ell, at times the average traiislational

velocity of the molecules themselves. Similarly for a

rarefaction ; and if the local disturbance be an alterna-

tion of compressions and rarefactions, the result will be

the propagation of a wave-motion through the gas. In

this wave-motion, at any point, the direction of displace-

ment of the particles is backwards and forwards in the

same direction as that in which the wave is itself travelling ;

that is, the vibration is not of the transverse but of the

longitudinal type.

The velocity of propagation varies according to the law

that the square of that Velocity is directly proportional to the

Absolvite Temperature, and inversely proportional to the

density, of the gas. In o.xygen, for example, which is 16 times

as heavy as hydrogen, the velocity of the propagation of waves

of compression and rarefaction would be i as great as in hydro-

gen at the same temperature,—a ratio which would be exact if

those gases were perfect gases, or were so far rarefied as to act as

perfect gases.

When we confine ourselves to one and the same gas, it

does not matter what the degree of rarefaction or compres-

sion of that gas may he ; the velocity of propagation of a wave-

motion is not affected by this, at any rate in perfect gases, for

the velocity of propagation depends upon the speed of ti-avel ot

single molecules: if the gas be rarefied, though there are

fewer molecules to do the work, each has a longer free path :

and this provides complete compensation.

It must be remembered that the actual Temperature of the

gas at a place where it is subjected to sudden compression is

increased : and therefore the actual Velocity of propagation ot

compressional Waves is the same as the velocity through a gas

heated by a compression during which no heat is allowed to

escape. This was for a long time a puzzle, smce the speed ot

propao-ation of wave-motions in gases, as found experimentally,

did not agree with the early theory of Sir Isaac Newton, in

which this consideration had been lost sight of, with the con-

sequence that the calculated velocities of propagation of waves

were materially smaller than those actually observed.
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We know that the molecule has three kinds of

Energy, that of Travel or Translation, that of Spin, and

tliat of Vibration. These three remain steadily propor-

tionate to one another, so tliat if one falls off, the

others fall off too. In the steam-engine the jjiston is

driven along the cylinder by the bombardment of the

molecules as they travel and hit the piston ; and as their

Energy of Translation is being transferred to the jsiston,

the other forms of Energy are being drawn upon, and
contribute to the work done upon the piston.

In some departments of Physics the vibrations of

the molecules assume leading importance. In a gas

each vibrating molecule, as it executes its free path between

one collision and the next, vibrates freely, like a sounding

tuning-fork thrown through the air; and as it can, in

virtue of its oavu vibration, impose Anbration upon the

surrounding Ether, we may be able to detect the existence

and learn something about the nature of the vibration of

the molecule itself. This we do through the phenomena
of Radiant Heat and observations made with the

prism (p. 259), Avhich show that the Ether-waves which
radiate from highly rarefied heated Gases correspond
to comparatively simple and regular vibrations of

the respective Molecules themselves. But the frequency
of these vibrations of molecules is exceedingly great

:

those which give rise to the undulations in the Ether
which are perceptible to us as Light are on the average
about 550 millions of millions per second*—the
reason being that the Molecules are so elastic and so

extremely .small.

From the nature of a perfect gas it would follow
that in such a gas there could be none of the results of
molecular interaction or molecular forces ; no .sticki-

ness or toughness, no hardness, no capacity for being in
any way stretched, or bent, or twisted, or anythuig of the
kind. If any such operations were effected on the con-
taining vessel, the gas would simply still continue to fill
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it, and each molecule would wander freely, coUidinj^ as it

went, from one part of the containiiif^ cavity to another.

Ordinary gases, in bulk, behave in many respects

as if they were Perfect Gases ; and we shall therefore now
go on to consider their behavioiu? when at Rest and when

in Motion.

General Statics of Gases

A gas is similar in all directions ; if a little plane

be put anywhere within a gas, it will he ec[ually bom-

barded in whatever direction it is made to turn : the

Pressure within a gas is therefore the same in all

directions. And apart from the Weight of the gas

itself, the Pressure throughout a gas is the same at all

points, that is if we compare equal areas ; it is the same

at the surface as in the substance of the gas ; and Pres-

sure of this kind is called Hydrostatic Pressure. At

the surface it is directed always at right angles to the

surface, no matter what the form of the surface may be.

If we increase the Pressure over the surface, the increase

of pressure is felt throughout the gas : and the pressure

per sq. cm. on the surface is reproduced as an equal pres-

sure per sq. cm. at any point in the interior of the gas,

in any direction. This principle is known by the

name of the Transmissitaility of Gaseous or of Fluid

Pressure.
But it must be noted that what is here said of Pressiu?e

applies only to pressure per unit of area : so that if

we compare larger and smaller areas we shall obtain larger

and smaller Total Pressures -wiihrn the

same gas.

.„„ If for example we drive the piston A into

Fig 84 the tube B filled with a gas, the plug C will

be driven against the spring D with a Force

equal to the Pressure upon A, if the Area of C be equal to that

of A If C be larger than A, the pressure per unit-area ot O

remains equal to that per unit-area of A ;
but as C is larger, the
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total pressure on C and on the spring is greater in direct
proportion to tlio larger area of C ;

and the spring C must eitlier

be stronger, or will be more distorted

when A is pushed in with the same force

as at tirst. If a man W'ere to spend his

whole strength in driving A, a pressure

will be exerted upon C mucli greater

than his unaided efforts would enable
him to apply. If this apparatus be put
into the form of Fig. S6, we see that a
smaller weight at A will balanee a larger

one at C ; and a small excess weight at A will cause considcrablj'
more distortion of the spring at C than it could have caused
directly if acting alone. In such a contrivance we have, while
A is being pushed in, three things to observe : Work done

upon the gas at A, Work absorbed by the gas
during compression on becoming compressed
and heated, and Work done by the gas upon
the spring at C : and the two latter are equal
to the first. We observe, therefore, that the
gas does not act as a simple Transmitter of
Energy, for it itself absorbs some and becomes

Fig. 86. heated
; then as it cools down, if A be fixed in

its position, the pressure on the spring D relaxes.
So long, however, as the operation is not too rapid, or the
fluctuations of pressure at A are not too extensive, so that the
gas between A and C does not become appreciably heated, the
relation between the Forces is that the product of the force
at A into the movement at A is equal to that of the Force at
C into the Movement at C ; that is, that the work done on
the gas at A is equal to that done by the gas at C.
A thin indiarubber bag or tampon, inserted into any of the

cavities of the human body and dilated by forcing air into it
will expand until the Pressure per unit of Area of its surface is
equal at all points, and equal at each point to the Resistance
locally offered by the walls of the cavity and by the bag itself
to any further distension. Even without the intervention of
an indiarubber bag such cavities may be inflated by air ; and
the extent to which they will be distended, both generally and
locally, follows the same law as when such a bag is used.

The pressure in a gas, p dynes per sq. cm., may be
measured in variou.s ways, of which the simplest is by
means of a Manometer, Fig. 87. In this there is a
glass tube, bent as .shown in the figure, and closed at C.
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d'

•b'

In CD there is a vacuum. Between B and D there is

mercury. If there be no gaseous pressure acting upon

the mercury B through the open end A, then

f the mercury will stand at the same level at

^ B and at D, if the tube have the same diameter

^ I

D at B and at D. If, however, there be a gaseous

^„ pressure at A the mercury rises past D ;
the

mercury at B sinks : there is then a certain

measurable difference between the levels of B and

of D, and the gaseous Pressure supports a column of

mercury whose height is B'D' cms. (Fig. 88). This

column of mercury has a Weight equal, in dynes, to

B'D' X 13-6 X 981 x cross- sectional area of the

tube : the Total gaseous Pressure through A is

p dynes per sq. cm. X the cross-sectional Area of

the tube; whence ^9 = {13-6 x 981 x B'D'} dynes =j] I

per. sq. cm. The only term in this which needs \J-

measurement is the Height B'D'; and it is Fig. ss.

quite sufficient to know this ; so that it is quite

common to specify the Pressure by this Height alone,

and to speak of a "pressure of so many cm., or so many

inches, of mercury."

Other contrivances may be adopted, iu which there is no

direct communication between the gas, whose pressure is to

he measured, and the interior of the measunng apparatus
_

Ot

this kind is the Aneroid Barometer, which may be put into

the gas in question. In this instrument there is a hollow

corrugated case of elastic metal, the interior of which has its

air removed: the varying external pressures cause varying

deformations of the metal case, and the varying deforma ions

are rendered measurable by being made to actuate wheel-

gearing and a dial-pointer : or they may be made to actuate

I leve? provided with a writing-point, whereby the variations

of pressiire may be recorded, on a rcyo vmg dmm, on smoked

or on white pajer. In some forms of Aneroid Barometer there

is a coiled closed tube, which tube is itselt eUiptical in

section and is exhausted of air. As the pressure of the gas

urrounding this coiled tube decreases, the tube tends to

straighten out and to become more circular ,n section ;

and This tendency is made to actuate a dial -pointer. Con-
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versely, as the pressure increases, tlie tube becomes more
piuched out or llattened, caud more coiled up. The material of

the walls of the tube does not stretch or shrink, and the change
of form to a more circular cross -section cannot be efTectccl

without a simultaneous straightening out ; and vice versd.

Archimedes' Principle.—Of a mass of gas uniform

in density, no part tends bodily to rise or sink ; and

thus it appears, so far as regards any tendency to fall in

obedience to the Law of CTravitation is concerned, to be

relieved of that tendency. If a part of the gas were
replaced by an equal bulk of anything else which has

precisely the same density, that substitute will again

neither rise nor sink, but will float in the gas.

For e.xample, suppose the air happened to be at such a
temperature that 5000 cub. ft. of it weighed 400 lbs., and
that a balloon were so constructed that, filled with hydrogen,
it would occupy 5000 cub. ft. and weigh exactly 400 lbs. ; such
a balloon would float in the atmosphere and would neither
rise nor sink, for it would simply replace an equal bulk of
the air. It would then appear entirely relieved of its Weight.

But the same thing happens even with bodies heavier
than air if they be suspended in air

;
they are, apparently,

partially relieved of their Weight, and that to the extent
of the weight of an equal bulk of the air in which they
are suspended.

Take, for instance, a brass "weight" of 1 kilogramme, used
in a pair of scales. It will occupy about 125 cub. cm., if we
take the density of brass as being eight times that of water :

and it will act like the balloon, to the extent that it is
apparently relieved of gravity to the extent of the weight of an
equal bulk of air, that is, to the extent of 0-16165 gramme. If
we are weighing out a lighter substance, .<iay water, the dis-
placement of air by this will be greater : in the case of a
kilogramme of water, it will correspond to an apparent loss of
weight of 1 -2932 gramme. Weighing out a true kilogramme
of water, therefore, involves .some arithmetical working, in order
to ascertain what weights should be put in the scale-jmn.

Now suppose our balloon to expand so as to become
lighter than an equal bulk of air. The heavier air
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aro\md it will flow under it, and will displace it, just

as mercmy poured into water will flow to the bottom and

lift the water. The balloon will thus rise. It has, of

course, no ascensional power of its own : the motive power

is the greater pull of gravity upon the denser surrounding

air. But the result is much the same as if it liad an

ascensional force of its own.

If our balloon weighing 400 lbs. came to occupy 5500

cub. ft., it would be 40 lbs. lighter than an equal bulk of

air ; and it would comport itself as an object of 400 lbs. Mass,

pushed up by a Force equal to the Weight of 40 lbs. ; that is

to say, it would move upwards with an Acceleration ^^V^ or

that with which an object would fall freely in vamio.

We need not, however, enclose our bulk of lighter gas

or air in a balloon. Suppose a mass of air in a chimney,

heated by the fire : it rises for precisely the same reason

as the light balloon does ; the heavier air flows under it

and pushes it up. If the air at any one point be con-

tinuously heated this operation is continuous, and we

have a continuous upward current of hot air; but

we have at the same time a continuous downpoiir of

colder air elsewhere, and it is this which causes the

hot air to be pushed up the chimney, to take the place

of the colder and heavier air which has descended.

General Kinetics of Gases

When a mass of gas is, by any means, exposed to a

pressure which is not the same at all points, the gas

flows from the point of greater pressure towards all

points of less pressure. A gas is therefore a Fluid, as

distinguished from a Solid. The tendency is for the

pressure to become equalised throughout the mass of gas :

but during this readjustment there will be a Flow of Gas.

For example, if the head be laid upon one end of an air-

pillow, the pressure under the head is greater than it is
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clsewlieve ; the air \yitlnn tlie pillow, therefore, flows from
under the head and distends the remainder of the pillow, with
the conseqiieiiee that the pressure elsewhere becomes equal to

that under the head. When this condition has been attained
the flow ceases, and thereafter there is equilibrium. The
actual Volume of the gas is less, and the Pressure within the
gas is greater than they had been before the local pressure was

- applied ; but the degree of compression is equal throughout
the air-pillow. It may be noted that an air-pillow is more
easily compressed when it is not than when it is fully dis-

tended. In the former case the air is under a certain moderate
pressure ; the additional pressure imposed, which is definite,

increases the pressure by a certain percentage : in the latter
case this percentage is smaller because the original pressure was
greater ; and therefore in this case the gas is less compressed.

During the process of reacljnstment tlie gas flowing
from a compressed region may be caused to pass through
a tube. This may be seen where a gasholder is

loaded and drives coal-gas through the gas-mains of a
town. The readjustment would come to an end when
the loaded top of the ga.sholder sank to its lowest level,

and the flow would then cease ; but the flow is kept up
by frequently or continuously forcing fresh supplies of
gas into the holder, and thus keeping the loaded top
of the holder continuously in action. There is thus
maintained a continuous difference of pressure
between tlie gas in the holder and tliat in the main.s.

When a stream is driven through a tube which is not
of uniform diameter throughout, the stream slackens in
the wider parts of the tube and runs more rapidly in
the narrower. But the quantity which flows past
any one point is the same at all parts of the stream

;

for if otherwise, there would be local congestion. The
presstu-e is, however, higher where a rapidly flowing
part of the stream has run into a wider space, and has
been obliged to assume a smaller velocity.

The gas is also hotter there : for the kinetic energy of the
gas as a whole is partly transformed into Heat.

If air be made to flow into a room through conically
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widening apertures, as in certain ventilating bricks, tlic

inflow is slowed down as the air jiasses through : there i.s thus

no such sharp, quick draught as would occur if the air came
through simple tubes.

There are many properties of Gases, considered as

masses capable of flowing in streams, wliich it is more con-

venient to consider when we come to Liquids, to which

the same propositions apply : these are the Law of Con-

tinuity, Torricelli's Law, the relation between Velocity-

Head and Pressure-Head, the Lateral Pressure in a stream,

and the Fall of Pressure along a stream.

When gas is made to flow from a vessel through a jet the

principle of action and reaction appHes; the gas is driven

forward from the jet, aud the jet tends to be driven_ back-

wards. This we may see applied in certain revolving window-

illuminating contrivances, in which the jets are so mounted

that they can rotate backwards round a central axis.

The Flow of gas under a given difference of pressure is

not instantaneous : it is measured by the volume

which passes per unit of time.

According to Barlow's Formula, if V be the number of

cubic feet which pass per hour, d the diameter of the pipe in

inches, h the pressure in inches of water, s the density of the gas

(that of air being reckoned as unity), and I the length of the

pipe in inches, Y= lS5QcP\/hdJsl. Otherwise^ the number of

cubic cm. in time t seconds is 222-83 t.sJiKpjplg, where |) is the

driving pressure (that is, the difference between the full pres-

sure aijplied and the pressure, if any, against which the gas is

driven) in dynes per sq. cm., d is the diameter and I the

length of the tube in cms., p is the density of the gas as com-

pared with ivcitcr, and g is 981, or the local number of dynes m
the weight of one gramme.

In order to measure a flow of gas, the quantity of gas

which flows may be actually collected in a balanced bell-

jar suspended over water like a small gasholder (Hutchi-

son's spirometer), or in a very large and thin flexible

caoutchouc bag (Boudin) ; or it may be made to drive

a registering train of wheelwork (gas-meter, Bonnet's

pneumatometer).
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The Velocity of the How of air in Wind is usually measured
by au Anemometer. This consists of a rotating vane, with
little cups at the ends of its arms. These ciqis are caught by
the wind and pushed hy it : on the whole the vane rotates,

and its rotation is measured by any appropriate mechanism.
Tlie rotating Torque on the vane may also be measured by the
distortion of a spring, which works a dial-pointer.

An important property of streams of gas is that when
they pass through other gas, while they themselves lose

part of their forward luomentum and are slowed, the gas

through which they travel has the missing momentum
imparted to it, and is as it were dragged forward.

A strong jet of steam A, driven through a cavity B and
out into the onter air, will, particularly if it be directed as in

Fig. 89 through a conical blow-tube, rapidly

abstract a large proportion of the air in B,

and tend to diminish the pressure of the gas

or air in B. If there be any way by which
other air can take the place of the an ex-

hausted from the chamber B, as by the tube Fig- S9.

C, air will flow up that tube C ; and if the
tube C have a lower end under water, water will rise in C and
fill B. "When the liquid rises to the level of the steam jet A,
the steam is suddenly condensed into liquid by passing into
the water : it loses Energy thereby : this energy becomes the
energy of forward momentum of the water in the blow-tube,
and water is driven out with great velocity, so as even to be
able to force its way against the steam-pressure in the boiler,

into the boiler from Avhich the steam itself has come. This is

the principle of M. Henri Giffard's steam injector, for filling

steam-boilers with water while working.
The first part of the above process is utilised in the spray-

producer. In Fig. 90 air is driven from a, bellows or two-

g way indiarubber ball, or steam is driven
'

c A ^ boiler, along a tube which termi-

—I I

—
'

nates near the end of an outer tube B,
Id with a conical nozzle C. The air or

Fig. 00. steam, as it rushes out at the nozzle C,
carries air with it from the tube B : and

this abstraction of air causes liquid to rise up the tube D, if
the lower end of that tube stand in liquid, and to travel up
and be hurled througli C by the blast of air or steam, which
breaks it up and converts it into a spray of small drops. The
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same principle is applied in apparatus for blo\Yiug powders,

such as iodoform or tannin.

The Pressure of the Atmosphere

The atmosphere, at the bottom of which we live, may

be described as a kind of Atmospheric Ocean which, by

reason of its superincumbent weight, exerts pressure

upon (and at right angles to) every surface exposed to it

It penetrates into the recesses of everything porous, and

there also it exerts Pressure, unless special appliances be

made use of in order to remove it wholly or in part.

We live without inconvenience at the bottom of such a

heavy atmospheric ocean, just as deep-sea phes do at the

bottom of the sea. The external pressure, about 15 /bs pei

square inch, is balanced by the internal pressure
f

« « gas^^

contained in and dissolved within our organism ;
and the loice

of the heart-beat and the condition of our arteries are such as

to suit this external pressure.
. .

If we eo into a diving bell, where the air is compressed,

the dram of the ear is pressed inwards :
we must then

swallow some saliva. In this action tdie Eus achmi tubejs

opened, and compressed air gets to the mner side oi the dium.

The pi'essure is thus equalised on both sides of that mem-

brane. The same precaution must be taken on emerging

If we were put into a vacuum, or even into 7"T l^gU

rarefied air, the gases within our organism would be liberated

and expand, and%ve would burst our blood-^vessels and break

up the'tissiles by internal etfervescence. Bleeding fro^^^^^^

nose or lungs is a well-known occurrence at high altitudes ,

?he w^ll of the blood-vessels are then not adequately sup-

ported, from without, against the internal blood-pressure.

When the air within a cavity is rarefied, the ex-

ternal atmospheric pressure will be ^eater than

the internal pressure within the cavity; and the walls o

the cavity may collapse or give way, or the fact that

there is an External Pressure will in some way become

more marked the greater the degree of rarefaction withm.

In the Magdeburg hemispheres, a couple of hollow bells

fitted TogeS so as to form a sphere, are separable mth ease
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until the air is extracted from between them : then they can-

not be separated without great force.

In the boy's sucker the wet leather is litted on the stone :

when the string is pulled, any remaining air is expanded and
rarefied, and the atmospheric pressure keeps the leather firmly
pressed upon the stone.

"When a rubber disc or cup, applied to a smooth surface,

has its centre portion retracted by a screw acting on a jnston,

the same elfect is observed— as in the appliances whereby
reading lamps are attached to railway carriage windows, or
aquarium microscopes to the glass walls of an aquarium.
In other cases the same result is secured by squeezing a
rubber ball before applying the disc or cup ; the disc or cup
is then firmly appressed when the rubber ball tends to re-
expand, as in the attachment of stethoscopes, or of surface
thermometers, to the moistened skin.

In the feet of tree toads, in the suctorial discs of Cephal-
opoda, in the suctorial mouth of Hemiptera, in the feet of
house-flies, we have the same thing : this being aided in the
last case by a viscid secretion, for liouse-flies can hold on even
in the receiver of an air-pump.

In the cupping glass the air is rarefied, either by a rubber
ball or by preliminary heating of the air within the cupping
glass before it is applied to the skin. The cupping glass is
then held on by atmospheric pressure ; and this Atmospheric
Pressure, acting on the parts of the skin not covered by the
cupping glass, squeezes blood— or in the case of suction
nipples, squeezes milk—into the partial vacuum.

If any object coutaining gas or air be jjlaced under the
bell of an air-pump, the internal pressure of the gas
or air within the object may overpower the diminished
pre,ssure of the rarefied air surrounding it, and the object
will then tend to become inflated and may even burst.

A little indiarubber balloon, a bladder, half filled with air
a shrivelled apple, a dish of soapsuds, swell up in this way
When dry wood, under water, is treated thus, it appears to
etlervesce, for its contained air expands and escapes

; when the
atmospheric pressure is restored, liquid is forced into the pores
ot the wood. An egg has generally an air-bubble at one end :

\[^^^, o[/'lie egg be pierced, under the air-pump

the shell
'^^'''"'^ ''"'^ "^^'^^ contents of

If the internal pressure at any part of our organisms become
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at any point less tlian tlie atmospheric, the fluids or tlio semi-
fluid tissues or masses of the liody must How towards tlie

region of diminished pressure. Hence a permanent vacuum
within ttie body, total or partial, is impossible.

The abdominal walls are closely appressed against the
viscera

;
and these are pressed together as compactly as their

contents will allow. There is a tendency to the formation of a
vacuous space between the chest walls and the lungs (the
" pleural cavity "), but Atmospheric Pressure prevents this by
dilating the lungs from within. If the chest walls be punc-
tured the atmospheric pressure acts eipially within and without
the lungs, and they collajise.

The Pressure exerted by the Atmosphere may be

measured by the apparatus of Fig. 87, by simply allowing

the external air to enter the tube at A. This pressure is

not constant, but at the sea-level it is never very much
greater or very much less than a pressure corresponding

to a column of 76 cm. of mercury in that apj^aratus
;

and a pressure corresponding to a so-called " Barometric

Height" of 76 cm. of mercury is called "Standard.
Atmospheric Pressure."

This Standard Atmospheric Pressure is, per sq. cm., equal

to the Weight of a column of mercury 76 cm. iu height resting

on each sq. cm. ; that is, it is equal, on each sq. cm., to the

weight of 76 cub. cm. of mercury.

This is equal to the Weight of (76 x 13-596) cub. cm. or 103:3-.3

grammes of water ; that is, it is 1,013663 dynes per sq. cm.

The apparatus of Fig. 87, thus used, is a simple form

of atmospheric-pressure-measurer or Barometer.

The Aneroid Barometer, described on p. 88, is also verj'

frequently used for determination of the atmospheric pressure.

In another form we may have a tube tilled with mer-

cury, and made to stand inverted in a vessel of mercury,

with its mouth helow the level of the mercury in the con-

taining vessel. In case (a), Fig. 91, the mercury fulls out

of the tube until it stands at a height of say 76 cm., with a

vacuum above it, the so-called Torricellian Vacuum.
In case (h), where the top of the tube is exactly 76 cm.
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above the level of mercury in the dish, and in case (c)

where the tube is shorter, the mercury does not leave

tiie tube, but continues to fill it. In all these

cases the mercury tends, by reason of its

Weiglit, to fall back into the dish, but the -
xitmospheric Press\ire, acting on the surface of

the mercury in the dish, tends to squeeze it up
[:

the tubes. The atmospheric pressure is limited, ,,1

and it can support a column of 76 cm. of

mercury or a column of 1033'3 cm. (over 33 feet) of

water, or anything less as in case (c), but no more.

Hence in case (a) there is nothing in the upper part of

the tube except the inevitable Ether and a little vapour
of raercury.

A common water-pump cannot act if it be so deep that

during its action the Atmospheric Pressure would have to force

up a column of water exceeding in height the above-mentioned
33 feet, more or less, according to the actual variations in the

atmospheric pressure.

lu the mercury air-pump a flask is filled with mercury,
and is connected with a flexible tube, which is also filled with
mercury, and which dips into a cistern containing mercury. If

the flask be raised high enough above the cistern mercury will

leave it, and a Torricellian vacuum will be formed in it. If

the flask be connected with another flask filled, say with blood,

the gases dissolved in the blood will be withdrawn and enter

the vacuum-flask, which may then be disconnected for examina-
tion of those gases.

The siphon (Fig. 92) is a bent tube, of which one end is

immersed in liquid which is to be transferred from one vessel to

another, while the other end reaches a lower
level B. The tube is filled with the liquid,

....A
and the end A is dipped in the tank D while
the lower end B is kept closed. The tube is

then opened at B, and the lif[uid flows out
\ in a continuous stream, which empties the
f\V""^ tank D down to the level of the lower end

Fit:. 02. of the shorter limb. The motive power is

the unbalanced Weight of the portion of the
liquid in the siphon between the levels A and B. The
preliminary filling of the siphon with liquid is somewhat
troublesome ; and in many cases there is, in AB, a branch

H
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tube which is used for sucking liquid over tlie bend C and
down the tube CB, and for thus starting the action, with Die

aid of a stopcock at B, wliicli is closed during the suction^

A siphon is often used for the automatic discharge of a
tank, which is being continuously hlled with water from a taji,

as in the washing of photographic plates or prints. The siphon

comes through the side of the tank, not over its edge. Then,
as soon as the water in the tank reaches the bend of tiie siphon,

it begins to flow down CB and the action is started. But the

action will not start, as a siphon action, unless the siphon tube

be narrow enough to become filled at the bend C with the out-

flowing stream ; otherwise the liquid simply trickles over the

bend C and the tank remains full. On the other hand the

siphon tube must, even when at the end of its siphon action,

take off a stream greater than the inflowing stream ; otherwise

the tank will not, when once emptied, again become filled.

In no case can a siphon action be set up if the height AC be

too great, for then a Torricellian vacuum is set up at the

bend C ; and a siphon will not act at all under the air-pump.

In ordinary cases, however, it is the cohesion of the liquid

itself which keeps it together and makes it move as a whole.

If liquid be poured into the stomach by means of an india-

rubber tube (whose lower end enters that viscus) and a filler,

and if the indiarubber tube when full have its free end de-

pressed below the level of the stomach, the liquid contents of

the stomach will pour out through the indiarubber tube, which

thus acts as a siphon ; and by this means the stomach is easily

washed out.

A wet cloth or rag or a wet skein of thread, if left with one

end in water and the other hanging over at a lower level, will

act as a siphon. The siphon tubes in this case consist partly of

the fibres, partly of the tough superficial film of the water itself.

Case (c) in Fig. 91 is illustrated by laying a card across the

mouth of a tumbler completely filled with water, and inverting

the whole : the card does not drop oft' : atmospheric pressure

keeps it in position.

Sometimes we need a cistern for the supply

of liquid to a vessel, the level of liquid in which

is to be maintained uniform. Fig. 93 will serve

to show how this may be obtained. A is a iiask

of water, filled and inverted into a dish B (also

Fig. 93. containing w^ater), and supported at a prede-

termined height above B. When the liquid in

B falls in the least degree below the level of the mouth of A,

some liquid escapes from A, its place being taken by air which

enters ; but no more liquid escapes than is requisite to block
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Fig. 94.

tlio mouth of A. Atmosplioric pressure keeps tlie liquid in A
iu its place.

If the tube (a) of Fig. 91 be tilted obliquely, its lower

end being kept immersed, the liquid will

move upwards in the tube ; the free

vertical height renrains unaltered.

If the tube of Fig. 94, with its lateral

manometer-tubes, be filled with mer-

cury and inverted into mercury, the mer-

cury in it will partly fall out if the height

exceed 76 cm., and the remainder will

stand as showai in the figure. The mano-

meter fitted at the topmost part of the

tube indicates, of course, no internal pressure in the

Torricellian vacuum ; and as we descend the tube, we find

the pressure, as indicated by the lateral manometers,

progressively increasing'.

If we replaced the manometers by little pieces of flexible

membrane, we should find these more bulged in at the upper
part of the twhe ; for the difi'erences between the internal

pressure and the external atmospheric pressure are there
greatest.

If an elastic bag be connected with a rigid cap, and if the
whole be filled with lir^uid, the bag may, if it be of sufficient

length, sag and dilate in its lower parts so as to form a
Torricellian vacuum in the rigid cap : if it be not of sufficient

length, there wiU be merely a diminution of pressure within the
rigid cap. If the rigid cap become flexible at its upper face, it

will bulge inwards more or less under the influence of the
Atmospheric Pressure : and the form assumed by the bag will be
more pear-shaped. The form assumed by the bag is determined,
at each level, by the weiglit of the superjacent liquid and by the
elasticity of the bag, together with the atmospheric pressure,
which acts uniformly over the surface.

The atmospheric pressure is difi'erent at different
altitudes. It is as if the air were made up of successive
layers, the lower of which are compressed by the
weight of those above ; the upper ones are less so. The
upper regions of the atmosphere are therefore, as compared
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with the lower ones, less dense or more rarefied, and the

atmospheric pressure there is correspondingly lower because

the superjacent weight is less.

Hence a Barometer (most conveniently an aneroid barometer

graduated for the purpose) may be used for the approximate

estimation of mountain heights. But in order to do this

accurately it is necessary to know the simultaneous pressure

at sea-level. In the lower regions of the atmosphere, near sea-

level, a vertical ascent of 100 feet corresponds to a fall in the

barometric pressure of about 0^29 cm., or 0-114 inch, of mercury.

The Atmospheric Pressure also varies at the same

place from one instant to another. The atmosphere is

continually undergoing local disturbances by currents, by

whirlpools, by superticial waves, and by local heating,

expansion, and overflow ; and all these affect the quantity

of air which lies, for the moment, over any given spot.

The weight of the superjacent column of air therefore

varies ; and thus the local atmospheric pressure at

any given place varies from one instant to the next.

"When any spot has a low barometric pressure the air tends

to flow in from all places where the pressure is greater. The

nearer tliese places are the more violent is the inrush of an-.

The inrush is modified by the rotation of the earth, so that

the air swirls round a centre in a direction which, m au ordinary

cyclonic storm, is in the northern hemisphere opposed to and

in the southern the same as that of the movement of the hands

of a watch. In anticyclones this direction is reversed.

One consequence of the variations in atmospheric

pressure is that we must always look at the barometer

when we are engaged in dealing with measurements of

the Volume of gases. Gases measured at the atmospheric

pressure have volumes which vary inversely as that

pressure; and in order to compare our experimental results

we have to reduce all our observations of volume to the

volume which would have been occupied if the gas had

been measured at the standard atmospheric pressure,

76 cm. barometric mercury column. The older standard,

30 inches of mercury, is now practically superseded.
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In many forms of manometer for finding the

pressure of a gas, what we really ascertain is not the true

Pressure within the gas, but the excess or defect of

that pressure above or below the atmospheric.

The most common form of Manometer is a simple U-tube

with open ends. The liquid used as a gauge comes to the

same level in both limbs when the pressure in the gas

is equal to that of the atmosphere : but if the pres-

sure to be measured be greater or less than the atmo-
spheric pressure at tlie time, the difference between U

the gas -pressure and the atmospheric (not the

absolute value of the gas -pressure) is shown by the p^^^ 35
Diflerence of Level assumed by the liquid in the two
limbs of the tube. Let the student make such a U-tube and put
some water in the bend ; let him connect this tube by means of

a jiiece of iudiarubber tubing with a gas-burner ; let him then
open the stopcock : the water will rise so as to show a diflerence

of level of say 1 inch or 2^ cm. The gas is said to be supplied at

"a pressure of 1 iuch of water," or 2^ cm. of water ; and this would
correspond to a ditference of pressure equal to the weight of 2^
cub. cm. of water or (2^ x 981) = 24503 dynes on a sq. cm. basc^

in favour of the gas, above the pressure of the surrounding
atmosphere at the time. If at the time the barometer be
standing at say 758 mm. or 75 '8 cm. of mercury, the atmo-
spheric pressure is (75'8 x 13-596 x 981) = 1, 010981 dynes per
sq. cm. ; and therefore the actual pressure inside the gas-pi])es

is 1,010981-^2450 = 1,013431 dynes per sq. cm.
In the tube A, which is a compression-manometer, there

is a certain cpiautity of air enclosed at C by means of a certain
quantity of mercury, which may be adjusted, by

^° c addition or withdrawal of mercury, so that it

y U 11 I ° comes to stand at the same level in both limbs

U ^ of the U-tube. Tlie pressure of the air in C is
A A tlien equal to tlie atmospheric. If an addi-

Fig. 9tj. tional pressure be applied at a mercury will be
liushed up the tube. The Pressure at a will be

partly balanced by the weight of the column of mercury raised
up m DE. The remaiuder of tlie pressure at a is sjieut in
balancmg the increased pressure of tlie compressed air in C.
By preliminary graduation, that is, by ascertaining and marking
at what height the mercury stands in C for various known
pressures, the instrument may be made to indicate the pres-
sures by direct reading on a scale.

The Bourdon steam-gauge resembles an aneroid barometer
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made with a coiled tube (p. 88) ; but the steam is admitted to

the interior of this tube, while the atmosplieric pressure is

external. Any pressure of steam greater than the atmospheric

tends to straighten out the coil, and to make the tube more

circular in section.

The Atmospheric Pressure acts through any mass of gas

without reference to its Temperature. The air iu a room

may be either hot or cold : this will not, of itseli', cause

any difference in the atmospheric pressure within the

room.

Where local differences are set up between the

atmospheric pressure and the pressures within or external

to any given object, there is a tendency to Flow, either

of gases or of liquids or of semi-solid substances as the

case may be.

The principal means of production of differences

between the atmospheric pressure and particular local

pressures are (1) the local production of gas ; (2) com-

pression of a given mass of air or gas ; (3) rarefaction

of a given quantity of air or gas.

Emmplcs.-{1) Production of gas, which must either find

an outlet or else accumulate in quantity and thereioie n

Pressure : for example, hydrogen m a liydrogen-^geneiating fla k

(zinc and dilute sulphuric acid), coal gas m a gas-retort, i ho

driving pressure is the excess above the atmospheric. Ii a

Ls evolution flask, the varying Height of liqu d in the

l^Z^Z measm-es the excess of intenial pi™
above the external atmospheric pressure : that is, if the delivery

tube be, directly or indirectly, open to the outer air

(2) Compression of a given mass of an oi gas, as m a

bellols or a"^ two-way nd.ber ball In ^X^Si" ^1.^1
limPlie-hts the bodv of the bellows is filled a\ tli gas ana a

SvvSs^is M^^ the stopcock IS opened and

tlir^as lushes out. The atmospheric pressure tends to drn^

; i, in b^t the contrary tendency is the stronger ;
and therefore.
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air ill the body of the liollows is Ibrccil out through the nozzle,

la a two-way rubber ball there are two valves, both opening

in the direction in which the air is intended to How, and

preventing back-llow ; when the ball is squeezed air escapes from

the cavity tlirougli the front valve : the hind- valve is at the same

time pressed back into its seat. When the pressure ceases the

clastic ball strives to regain its original form. Its pressure on

the contained residual air is therefore less than the atmospheric.

The atmospheric pressure forces the hind-valve, while at the

same time it closes the front valve. Air then flows into the ball

;

and the ball is free to resume its original form, which it does.

The ball is again squeezed by the hand, or by the foot, and air

is again driven out past the front valve.

In the plenum method of ventilation a local excess of

pressure is set up by forcing air into a building : and the air

is allowed to find its own way out.

When the thoracic walls contract air is driven out of the
lungs, and blood out of the thoracic organs in general.

In coughing we make an expulsive effort with closed

glottis, and thus produce within the chest a pressure greater

than the atmospheric : we suddenly open the glottis, and air

rushes out of the chest against the external atmospheric
pressure.

If we connect a flask with a cistern cf water situated at a

height, in such a way that water can flow down into the fiask

from the cistern, the water will tend to compress the air in the
flask, and will drive it forward through apparatus connected
with the flask. This is one form of aspirator.

In a gasholder, in its simplest form, there is an inverted
bell, floating in a tank of water and filled with gas. The bell

is more or less heavy and tends to sink in the water, but it is

more or less balanced by weights slung over pulleys. If these
weights were excessive the bell would be pulled upwards, the
gas would be rarefied, and the water would tend to rise in the
bell

; but under ordinary conditions the bell still tends to sink,
and the gas in it is somewhat compressed, while the water
stands at a lower level under the bell than in the tank out-
side it. If this diflereuce of level of water be 1 inch, the
gas in the holder is at a pressure corresponding to "one inch
of water" greater than the external atmospheric pressure. If
the bell be exactly balanced, a hole may be made—provided
that it be not too large— in the walls of the bell below water-
level, and yet no gas will escape, for the atmospheric pressure
keeps the whole in place.

In one form of wash-bottle we blow into a flask containing
liquid, through a single nozzle : we thus compress the air in
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llic flask. We suddeiily invert tlie lla.sk, aud liijuid is driven
out in a jet by the compressed air within.

In the dome of the fire engine, air which i.s coutiuuously
Ivcpt compressed acts in the same way.

(3) Exhaust-methods.—When we remove some of the air

from a conlined space we have a vohime of air of smaller Density,
and therefore under a smaller Pressure. If, for examjjle, we
have a flask containing air at the ordinary atmospheric pressure,

76 cm. of mercury, and if we contrive to take out one-fourth

the molecules, we shall have air whoso density is reduced to

three-fourths the oiiginal density, and whose pressure is corre-

spondingly reduced from 76 to 57 cm. of mercury. A manometer
connected with the flask would have a column of 57 cm. of mei'-

cury standing in it. We have thus made a " partial vacuum "

in the flask. This kind of operation may be effected by means
of Air-Pumps.
We have already mentioned the Sprengel and the Bunseu

pumps. In the ordinary air-pump in its simplest form we
have a cylinder A, out of which tliere

c conies a pipe B ]>rovided with a valve
1 ''

o ^ working inwards. In the cylinder

H
B ,/ there runs a piston C, through which

A there is an aperture protected by a

Fig. 07. valve working outwards. When the

piston is thrust home, the air in the

cylinder is squeezed out through C ; none can pass the valve

on B, which is pressed into its seat. When the piston is drawn
back the valve on C closes, so that no atmospheric air can

get in ; but the air in the vessel D, which is connected with

the pipe B, expands, lifts the valve, and fills both D and the

expanding cylinder. On thrusting the piston home again a

part of this air is driven out through C. This operation is

repeated until a considerable proportion of the air in D has

been extracted. It becomes more and more difficult to pull

the piston back, as the difl'erence between the internal pressure

and the external atmospheric pressure goes on increasing.

If we run a roller along a long rubber tube which is con-

nected with a flask, we squeeze air out in front of the roller, and

air from the flask follows the roller up as the rubber tube regains

its form. A second roller, following the first, will again drive

out some of this air ; and so on. On this principle apparatus

has been made in which a single roller acts successively ujiou

difi'erent parts of one and the same rubber tube coiled inside a

drum : and on rotating the drum, air is continuously with-

drawn from a flask or bell. The rubber tube nuist be yielding

enough to be perfectly closed by the squeeze of the roller,
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and at the same time clastic enough to regain its form when
the squeeze is over, in spite of the external atmosiilieric pressure

which tends to make it collapse.

"Suction."—Suppose we have a closed tube containing

some air or gas, standing in mercury as shown in Fig. 98, with

the mercury at the same level inside and out-

side the tube : the gas in A is at a pressure

equal to the external atmospheric pressure.

Let us now pull the tube up somewhat; two
things liapjien : the gas expands and is

rarefied, and the mercury ascends some-
what in the tube. The ascent of the mercury Fig. t'S.

and the expansion of the gas bear a necessary

relation to cue another. This may be illustrated numerically.
Let the external atmospheric pressure be that of 76 cm. of mer-
cury ; let the mercury rise 10 cm. in the tube : then the pressure

inside the tube, above the mercury, corresponds to a mercury
column of 66 cm. : and the gas, being subjected to this pressure,

must, by Boyle's Law, have expanded to a volume equal to

times its volume at the atmospheric pressure. This expansion
of volume and the corresponding ascent of mercury in the
tube, adjust themselves to one another at every instant
while the tube is being raised. Thus the gas is rarefied, and
the Atmospheric Pressure pushes mercury up the tube after

it. It comes to the same thing if we have a cyhnder with a
piston : pulling up the piston makes the gas follow the piston :

the gas is rarefied, and the liquid is pushed up after it by the
Atmospheric Pressure. This is applied in the ordinary and
well-known Sjrringe.

In the common pump a device is added for preventing
back-flow, and for thus taking advantage of the ascent of the
liquid column, when the object in view is the raising of liquids.

In this instrument the piston P (Fig. 99, there
represented, for the sake of simplicity, without the
rod by means of which it is inoved up and down) is

so made that fluids can flow upwards through it

;

ljut if they tend to flow back through it, a valve
(say a clapper-valve, or a ball resting in a cone)
closes, and ])revents their return. As the piston is

.
raised the air underneath it is rarefied ; the atmo-

Fig. 09. -spheric pressure closes the valve ; and water from
the well "\V follows the ascending piston, being

pressed up into the cylinder by the atmospheric pressure?
As the piston is sharply returned, some of the air beneath the
piston escapes upwards through the valve. As the piston is
again raised the water is again raised, this time to a higher
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level ; ami more air escapes at the next return of the iji.ston.

So on ; at length there is so little air left that on its return the

valvcd-piston dips into the water and some water comes up

above the valve. Wlicn the piston is next raised it lifts

that water bodily, and allows it to flow out at the spout S.

At the next return more water passes through the valve, again

to be poured out at S ; and so on. If the column of water to

be lifted exceeds about 33 feet in height, the utmost that could

follow would be the production of a Torricellian vacuum ; the

pump will fail to lift water to the piston, because the Atmo-

spheric Pressure could not push it up so high.

In the force-pump this inconvenience is obviated by

another arrangement of valves and pipes. The working piston I'

is quite near the water to be pumped up. The water comes \\\>

as in the ordinary pump, but it does not flow through the

piston, which is solid. It is forced by the

~|
I I

descent of the piston through an outward-

MP acting valve into a lateral chamber and tube,

/L' and it cannot return against that valve. If the

^'-^Tr valves and pipes be strong enough, water may
by this means be lifted to considerable heights.

If an aspirator (a form of syringe) for with-

7?-rr 100
Llrawing pus from an abscess be worked too hard,

°'
the pressure within the abscess-cavity may be too

far reduced. The external atmospheric pressure, acting through

the surrounding tissues, may then burst blood-vessels, and the

aspirator may fill with blood instead of with pus alone.

When a liquid is imbibed through a straw, the mouth-

muscles make a partial vacuum, and atmospheric pressure

pushes the liquid up from the tumbler into the mouth.

In a pipette, with a rubber cap, the expansion of the rubber

tends to produce a partial vacuum, and the liquid runs up to

a height where the Weight of the liquid jilus the partial Pressure

above the liquid are in equilibrium with the external Atmo-

spheric Pressure plus the surface-tension of the curved upper

surface, which is itself able to support a certain height of hquid

column.
When we take a breath we expand the chest and depress

the diaphragm. The air in the lungs tends to become rarefied
;

but the atmospheric pressure pushes air into the lungs, down

the trachea and bronchi. .

If a great vein be cut the atmospheric pressure may drive

air into the vein at each inspiration.

When a drowning man gasps for breath under water, tlie

atmospheric pressure may, in the same way, push mud, leaves,

etc., along with water into his respiratory tract.
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It' tlio lungs breathe into rarefied air tlic cliest-wulls arc

forcibly squeezed together by the atmospheric pressure.

When the boues of a joint are separated by extreme ile.xiou,

the atmospheric pressure tends to drive skin and tissues in-

wards, and thus make au external dimple.

If a test-tube be nested into a slightly larger one containing

water, it will float. If the whole be inverted, as the water

escapes the smaller tube-will be pushed up into the larger by

atmospheric pressure.

In the vacuum method of ventilation air is expelled from

the building by a fan : air is pushed in, by the atmospheric

pressure, to take its place. Exhaustion by a fan is applied in

the exhaust at gasworks, in the ventilating fan of a coal

mine, in the smolse-jack of a chimney.

If the air in a room be rarefied by a strong chimney-
draught, the atmosplieric pressure acting through the 'drains

may be able to force the trap of a toilet-basin.

In aspirators for drawing air through chemical apjiaratus,

water is allowed to flow out of a large jar ; air must take its

place, else the air within the apparatus will be rarefied ; and

this fresh supply of air is pushed by the atmospheric pressure

through the apparatus, aloug which a path has been provided

for it.

Dr. Braun of St. Louis has revived babies asphyxiated at

birth by fitting them in a box with au aperture exactly fitting

the face. The mouth and nose are thus exposed to atmosplieric

pressure ; the body is in the box. On rarefying air in the box,

air is driven into the lungs by the atmospheric pressure : on
'compressing it the chest walls are squeezed and air is expelled.

Artificial respiration is thus set up.

In all these cases the Driving Pressure is the clifTerence

between the actual local pressure and tlie general atmo-

spheric pressure.

It comes to the same thing, mechanically, whether the

driving pressure be due to the one or the other of these

causes ; the only difference is that by compression we
may attain any driving pressure we please, while

with exhaustion we cannot possibly attain a driving

pressure greater than the full atmospheric pressure
itself.

For example, if we promote filtration by connecting the
liask A with a Sprengel or Bunsen air-pump, we may make the
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atmospheric pressure, or any desired fraction tliei'eof, drive

I

the liquid through the filter-paper into the
v flask A ; but it' we were to enclose the

<_ V7 funnel within a casing (Fig. 102) and drive

l|-
-r air into that casing from a bellows or

/nr K rubber ball, we could make the com-
I

A
I pressed air within the casing drive the j'j,, iq.,.

Fig. 101. liquid through the filter -paper into the

outer air at any desired pressure.

Anomalies in Oedinary Gases

In Gases, as we usually have them at ordinary tem-

peratures and pressures, the Molecules come within the

range of one another's attractions ; and this interferes with

the relative movements of the molecules ; so that our

ordinary Gases are not " perfect gases."

Consequently Boyle's Law is only approximately obeyed
;

the product of the pressure into the volume tends to become too

small as the pressure increases ; that is to say, the Volume
diminishes, with increasing pressures, more rapidly than the law

would indicate : and this departure from Boyle's Law is more

marked the nearer the Temperature at which liquefaction or

condensation occurs. Again, the lower the temperature the

more marked are the departures from Boyle's Law ; but the

hotter the gas the more nearly it acts as a "perfect gas."

Again, the coefficient of expansion by heat is, at high

pressures, in most cases higher than the law previously given

would indicate.

When we mix two quantities of different gases at different

temperatures, there is in many cases a tendency to the resultant

temperature being higher than the theoretical mean ; for

there has been liberation of Energy through the satisfaction of

nuitual affinities between the molecules of different kinds.

There is also a tendency to Volumes smaller than the sum of the

component volumes, and to Pressures smaller than Dalton's

Law would indicate.

When gases are allowed to undergo mere expansion, with-

out doing work, the Temperature is not quite as high after the

expansion as it was before it ; and this circumstance has been

used by Lord Kelvin and Mr. Joule to prove that Energy is con-

sumed when gases expand, and that therefore no actual gases

are "perfect." It is as if the molecules attracted one
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another, and work had to be expended in pnlling tlicm apart.

In hydrogen, curiously, the molecules seem to repel one

another ; lor Energy is given out when the gas expands.

The thermal capacities of ordinary gases at constant

pressure and at constant volume respectively are not in the

ratio l'66tj to 1. The ratio is smaller than this ; and the

actual value of each Thermal Capacity is greater than it would
ha\e been in a "perfect gas." This is because a varying and
sometimes a very largo amount of Energy is used up in over-

coming intermolecular forces.

The speed of propagation of vibration in actual gases is

not as great as it would theoretically be in a f)erfect gas ; but it

approximates to the tlieoreticnl value as the gas is rarefied or

becomes hotter.

The Critical State and Liquefaction

As a Gas becomes more and more compressed, its Mole-
cules approach one another more and more nearly ; and
they are more and more hampered by one another in

their movements. As the compression goes on a time
comes when the gaseous properties of the substance are

lost, and the gas is compressed into a liquid. The hotter

the gas is the more difficult it is to compress it into a

liquid; and for every Gas there is a particular temperature,
the Critical Temperature, beyond which no amount
of compression can reduce it to a liquid

;
though com-

pressed into a very small bulk the gas remains a gas, if

its temperature be above that limit. For example, for

carbonic acid gas, CO^, the critical temperature is 30°-92

C.
;
and above 30°-92 C. carbonic acid gas cannot be lique-

fied by any amount of pressure. Below 30°-92 C. a
sufficient pressure will liquefy it. The pressure which
will liquefy it at 30°-92 C. is 73 atmospheres ; and this is

called the Critical Pressure. At temperatures below
30° -92 C. smaller pressures will liquefy the gas.

If our ordinary temperatures had been above 30°-92 C,
we would have said that carbonic acid gas was a gas
which could not be liquefied by any degree of pressure
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alone, and that in order to liquefy it we must cool as

well as compress it. Our ordinary gases, such as

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, are in tljis position, for

their critical temperatures are extremely low

(oxygen - 118° C.) ; and we must cool them below these

temperatures before we can condense them by pressure,

which, in such cases, has to be very great. Hence we

have usually to apply both Pressure and Cold in order to

condense gases into liquids. In other cases, however,

pressure alone at ordinary temperatures, or cold alone at

ordinary ]5ressures, will condense the gas into a liquid
;

and if a substance which is a gas when it is hot or

rarefied becomes liquid under ordinary pressures at

ordinary temperatures, as steam does when it con-

denses into water, we say that the gas is the vapour of

the liquid. The Liquid is then the more ordinary or

familiar form or state of that substance.

Steam, as it is usually formed, is an imperfect gas, for it is

near its condensing temperature : but if we rarefy it or make it

very hot it comes to act more like a perfect gas. The critical

temperature of steam is as high as 720° '6 C.

If we heat a certain bulk of a liquid to its Critical Tempera-

ture without allowiug it to expand, it becomes a gas or vapour

without any change of state being apparent.

Liquids

The Molecules of an ordinary Liquid being crowded

too-ether more than they usually are in a Gas, liquids are

denser than gases ; and the Density of Liquids varies

from that of liquefied acetylene, which weighs 0-34

crramme per cubic cm., to that of mercury, which weighs

15-596 grammes per cub. cm. at 0° C. Water weighs^l

gramme per cub. cm., human blood from 1-045 to 1-075

^average 1-055; abnormally, as in chlorosis, TOSO).

sulphuric acid about 1-875 ; and one of the heaviest

ordinary liquids is a solution of iodide of mercury with
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iodide of potassium in a niiuimnm of water, which has

a density over three times that of water. Tills solution

is an exceedingly powerful corrosive of the skin. A
mixture of equal parts of nitrate of thallium and nitrate

of silver, fused at 75° C, lias a density of 4 '5, and is

miscible in all proportions with water.

Lighter jiarticles rise in <a heavier fluid, r.g. cream in milk.

In Liquids the Molecules are so near one another tliat

tliey liave hardly any free path, but they retain a

power of slipping' past one another. The consequence
of this is that a Liquid can flow ; it is a Fluid as dis-

tinguished from a Solid.

Liquids can, accordingly, assume any form which
may be imposed upon them by the surrounding conditions,

but do not do this instantaneously. If we tilt up
one side of a dish of treacle, the treacle takes more time
to come to a level than water would, and water more
time than ether (C^H^pO) ; and the ether would oscillate

more in the dish than the treacle Avill. Tlie treacle flows
with more difficulty than the water, that is to .say, it is

more " viscous." The Viscosity of a liquid retards the
Flow of a liquid

; and the more viscous a liquid is, the
more time will it take to flow through a capillary tube
under given conditions.

Given suflicient time, however, all true Liquids will
ultimately assume the same form, and will fill the recesses
of any vessel of irregular form in which they may
happen to be j^laced.

_
Melted iron, being somewhat viscous, will take a sharper

nnpression on casting if it be subjected to pressure while in the
melted condition in the mould ; it is thus made to fill all tlie
mterstices before any outer hard skin has formed.

If a body vibrate within a liquid,—if, for example, a
bell be rung under water,—the vibrating body produces
alternating Compressions and Rarefactions in the
M'ater, and these are propagated tlirougli the water by a
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Wave-Motion. Tlie viscosity of the liiiuid afl'ects tlie

speed of propagation, sliglitly reducing it
;
and the

viscosity lias the further effect of gradually transforming

the Energy of Wave-Motion into Heat, so that the wave-

motion itself dies away.

Liquids are more resistant to rapid motion through them

than to slow; the Frictiou increases with the speed, ^\hell

the motion is rapid tlie liquid does not readily move out ot th<!

way, while when it is slow the liquid flows round to the

back of the moving object. Thus Ctenophora move about by

more swiftly bending and more slowly straightenmg the hau'-

like cilia which are arranged in bands on then- surface
;
and

spermatozoa travel by lashing a single cilunn, somewhat a te.-

the fashion in which an oarsman sculls a boat, llie lapid

rotation of an Archimedean Screw or a screw-propeller is

resisted by the water, which tends to damp the motion but

converselj', if the water he in motion the wheel will be set in

motion, as in the turbine.

To tlie same Intermolecular Forces which cause

Viscosity the Cohesion of Liquids is due. It is always

somewhat difficult to break a column or stream of liciuid,

as in the Siplion, Fig. 92, where the liquid does not part

asunder at C, but moves as a wlaole. And it is even

possible to set up a certain amount of rarefaction m a

Liquid, so that the Lateral manometric pressure may be

less than zero, the stream or column being then under a

certain amount of tension. A drop of liquid suspended

on a glass rod may be increased up to a certain size before

it breaks off.
, . t ;„=.f

If a liquid be compressed, work is done against

the Intermolecular Forces : and these intermolecular forces

are considerable, as is shown by the very small Com-

pressibility of liquids, that is, their very small shrinkage

under the application of compressing Forces.

Tf we had a cylinder of water, with a transverse sectional

area o7l sq cm- -nd if we were to apply a Force or l i-essure of

sh^^ S^JSss::;^^^^
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ouu atinosplicre pressure ( = 1,013663 dynes) the shrinkayu

would bo TTirWiTTre¥o = Tn5i(Tu- Water is tliereforc com-
pressible to the extent of ^-^zts of its volume per atmosphere

pressure.

The shrinkage is, for moderate pressures, propor-

tional to the pressure ; but in the case of water it is

so small, that for many practical purposes water may
be treated as if it were incompressible. When the

compressing Pressure on a liquid is relaxed, the lic[uid

perfectly regains its original Volume ; whence it is said

that the Elasticity of Volume of a Liquid is perfect.

Liquids generally expand when heated ; and the

Coefficient of Expansion by Heat (the ratio between the

expansion per degree Centigrade and the original

volume) varies slightly, but very slightly, with the

temperature ; so that on the whole the Expansion or

dilatation is proportional to the rise of temperature.
Conversely, there is a shrinkage or contraction pro-

portional to any fall of temperature.

A full kettle of water will thus overflow when heated.
It is a fortunate circumstance, in view of the needs of

the thermometer-maker, that the Coefficient of Expansion of
mercury is, between - 36" C. and 100° C, almost uniform,
being, for each °C., of its volume at 0° C. This enables the
degrees on the scale of an ordinary thermometer to be made
uniform in size ; but above 100° C. the expansion becomes
more rapid, and above that temperature the scale ought, for
extreme accuracy, to be specially graduated by comparison with
an ah-thermometer.

When a liquid is heated, as it expands it becomes
lighter ; and when a lamp is lit under a vessel of water,

the parts of the water nearer the lamp -flame become
lighter : then the cooler portions of the water, being
heavier, fall to the bottom. The heated portions of the
water thus rise to the top, and the portion exposed to

the heat is constantly being renewed. The currents thus
induced in the water are called convection-currents.

When the Temperature falls back to its original value
a liquid perfectly regains its original Volume.

I
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Below 3°'9 C. water conlructs when it is heated ; so

that water has a maximum density at that temperature.

Water is in this respect an exception to the general rule.

This retards the freezing of lakes, for the coldest part of

the water rises to the top, and lies there.

Free Surface.—A liquid, placed in a vessel wliicli it

does not entirely fill, has a free surface : and this surface

is usually level, at right angles to the direction of the

Force of Gravity.

Wliether level or not, it is always at right angles to the

Resultant of the Forces acting upon it. For example, if we

whirl liquid in a vessel, the forces acting at any point are (1)

the force' of gravity acting downwards ; and (2) centrifugal

force acting outwards : the resultant of these is inclined to the

vertical ; and the surface of the rotating liquid is therefore

sloped. The slope varies from point to point, so that the

whole surface of the rotating liquid assumes the form of a

"paraboloid."

The Form of the Surface of a Liquid is also affected by

Surface Tension, which may now be explained.

Any molecule in the interior of a drop of liquid is

equally acted upon on all sides by the neighbouring

molecules
;
and, consequently, it is not pulled by them in

any one direction more than in any other. But a molecule

at the surface is pulled upon only by molecules in-

ternal to it, while there is nothing to compensate this

attraction. The consecpience is that each and every

superficial molecule is pulled in towards the bulk of the

liquid. All the superficial molecules, therefore, get as near

as they can to the centre of the mass of the drop. The

surface of the drop thus tends to assume the least

possible area consistent with the quantity of liquid in

the drop. It is as if the superficial layer itself formed

a superficial film or skin, wliich was always under

Tension, and which endeavoured at all times to mould

itself into the least possible Area consistent vnth the exist-

ing conditions. This surface-film is as it were elastic
;
and

mercury globules can rebound when thrown on the table.
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As an example of this we may take the free surface

of water standing in a glass vessel. We iind, if the glass

be clean, that the water is not Hat over the whole of its

surface, but rises up round the rim, as may be seen in a

tumbler of water.

This is because we have to do with three surfaces, (1) the

surface between water and air, (2) that between water and glass,

and (3) that between glass and air. Along all these surfaces,

even the last, there is a superficial tension ; and the resultant

of these three tensions is such that the rim of the water tends

to be pulled up the clean glass ni a thiu layer.

The surface-film of the water being thus pulled out of

shape, the form of the water has to follow this distortion

of the snrface-filin.

If we dip a capillary tube—as, for instance, an

ordinary vaccine-lymph tube—into water, we observe two

things : (1) the upper surface of the water is deeply
curved, for the surface is as it were all rim and no flat

;

and (2) the pull upon the rim pulls water bodily up
the tube until the downward Weight of the water pulled

up balances the upward Pull on the rim. This pull of the

liquid up the tube is what is called capillary attraction.

The pull upon the rim, due to the Surface-tension,

thus determines the height to which the liquid will rise

in a capillary tube ; but it will be noticed that this

is a phenomenon which does not present itself unless the

liquid have a free surface.

It is vain to attempt to explain tlie rise of liquids in capillary
tubes, as in the vessels of plants, by this " capillary attraction"
unless there be a free surface. There may, however, be
' capillary attraction " in another sense : this is illustrated by
the rise of oil, pushing up water, in an oily capillar}' tube : the
walls of the oiled tube have a greater attraction for the oil than
they have for the water. When we put a porous object, such
as a lamp-wick or a lump of sugar, into water, the pores become
filled by the ascent of the liquid m them. This process, which
is called imbibition, may be partly due to ca])illary attraction
in the one sense, partly to capillary attraction in the other. A
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wetted rope becomes warm, partly because the attraction

between rope and water is satislied, partly because of the con-

current shrinkage. The flow through a lanipwick will not

be continuous unless the liquid be continuously removed
above.
We also see imbibition where moisture travels from brick to

brick from damp soil, where there is no " damp course " or im-

pervious layer of slate to prevent this, and in the cases of lint,

of absorptive cotton, and of starch and other drying jjowders.

In ordinary cases, where a mixture of oils of dilferent vola-

tilities is imbibed by the lampwick of an unlit lamp, the more

volatile evaporates away the more rapidly, and in course of

time the mixture in the reservoir becomes denser ; but where

the flame is lit and the wickholder is hot, the whole oils, if

none of them be too heavy, are evaporated together, each at the

point where it finds an appropriate temperature, and the oil in

the reservoir does not vary in its composition.

The height to which the liquid can rise in a capillary tube

varies inversely as the diameter of the tube. If we double

the diameter we double the length of the rim, and we therefore

double the mass of water which can be lifted by it ; but this

double mass, it will be found, will stand only at one-half the

original height in the wider tube.

In a tube we may equally well say that the actual Curva-

ture of the superficial film, which film always tends to be flat,

can only be maintained by suspending upon that tough or

elastic surface film a certain mass of heavy liquid.^
_

Between two plates the height is half what it is in a tube,

whose diameter is the same as the distance between the plates :

and if two flat pieces of glass be dipped in water, with one

vertical edge of each in contact with a vertical edge of the

other, the water stands between them at such heights that its

free edge presents the form of a curve known as an equilateral

hyperbola. . , ,

When water is drawn up into a pipette, or an animalcule

dipping-tube, and the whole pipette is freely exposed to the

atmosphere, it will be found that a certain quantity of water

tends to remain in the pipette, supported by the surface

tension of its upper free surface, while the more sharply-curved

and smaller lower surface tends to pull the liquid down towards

the point of the pipette.
r r -i „

The pull exerted by the curved surface of a liquid may also

be seen when we lay a cover-glass upon a microscopic slide, and

lead a drop of water up to the edge of the cover-glass :
the

water is pulled in between the slide and the cover-glass, and

there spreads.
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In the case of mercury in glass, the resultant of the surface-

tension is such as to make the jnercur}' stand, as may bo seen

in a glass bottle or tube containing mercury, with a surl'aco

convex U]i\varils, the pull on the mercury-rim being in this case

downwards. The ell'ect of this is the converse of that observed
in the case of water. Mercury, therefore, sinks in a capillary
glass tube.

In the same way tlie amount of depression of the surface of
mercury is, in capillary glass tubes, inversely proportional to

the Diameter of the tube. This circumstance necessitates the
application of a correction to the readings of manometers,
barometers, and tlic like, in wliich the height of a mercury
column is observed.

The correction for capillarity depends on the kind of glass,
and is not the same in all barometers

; so that the correction
depends not only on the diameter of tlie tube, but also on the
actual convexity of the surface.

A piece of camphor flies about when laid on clean water.
This is because the portions of the surface which happen to
have dissolved most camphor have least superficial tension
and pull least upon the floating lump : it is therefore pulled
in the direction of the least camphoraceous portion of the
surface. But if the finger, with a trace of grease on it, touch
the surface of tlie water, this eflect will not be produced : for
the surface-tension of the water is greatly reduced by this. If
the vapour of ether be poured upon the water the surface-
tension will be reduced in the same way. If a drop of alcohol
be laid on a film of water, the water will pull itself away from
the alcoliol, for its surface-tension is greater than that of alcohol.
Weakspirit has greater surface-tension than strong: hence, if a
quantity of strong wine in a glass be tilted so as to moisten the
sides of the glass, the film left will lose some alcohol by evapora-
tion, and will then pull itself up the sides of the glass. Cold
water has more surface-tension than hot

;
hence, if we heat

one point in a film of water, the water withdraws to the edges
of the film.

°

Surface-tension not only pulls water up against glass, but
pulls glass down in water. A floating hydrometer thus sinks
too deeply m the liquid, so that the liquid appears lighter than
it really is. If it be at all greasy the hydrometer is repelled
and stands too high

: but if the water be greasy and the hydro-
meter clean, the hydrometer stands more nearly at a proper

The contraction of a superfieial film is manifested, in
au inverse fasliiou, in the globular form wliicli a
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bubble ofgas in a liquid tends to assume. The bounding

surface of the bubble assumes the smallest possible area.

The "encral proposition, that a contracting film tends to as-

sume a globular form, is illustrated by any hollow contraotilc

viscns of the human body, which tends to assume such a glob-

ular form when it contracts.

The superficial film of many liiiuids presents, after

exposure for some time to the air, considerable tough-

ness, which in some solutions is very well marked.

A solution of saponine (from quillaia bark) or of soap will

permit an ascending bubble to tear o£f the superficial him,

which the upward pressure and the surface-tension are not able

to rip up. Not only, therefore, can the soap -water or the

saponine solution form froth when shaken, but bubbles can

'be blown with them. Solutions of albumen or gum arable will

froth, but bubbles cannot be blown mth them. Pure, perlectly

clean water has no superficial viscosity, and will therefore neither

froth nor form bubbles. Alcohol has a surface film less tough

than the liquid itself: hence the addition of alcohol reduces

the superficial film-toughness of a liquid ;
and for this reason

spirit is of service in checking frothing m pharmaceutical

Thetoughness of the superficial film accounts for the float-

ing of scum on water, for the floating of an oiled needle,

for the walking of an insect on water.

When oil is poured on troubled water the oil spreads into

a layer, for the surface-tension at the edge of the oil pulls it

coSnuously outwards. The new oily surface has litt e surface-

Lnsion and much toughness, and is therefore not readily broken

"^'Whenlfbubble bursts, it bursts explosively : it projects

its own substance and the contamed gas some three or lour

feet through the air. This occurs during the effervescence of

fermenting sewage.

Solution in Liquids.—If we pass a Gas into a Liquid,

a certain volume of the gas will generally be dissolved

by the liquid. In the resultant Solution the molecules

of the c.as are disseminated among those of the hquid.

The solubility of different gases in the same liquid and

that of the same gases in diflerent liquids vanes very

greatly; one cubic cm. of water will, at 0 C, dissolve
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1148 cub. cm. of ainmoiiia ,L,'as, but will dissolve only
0-0325 cul). cm. of oxygen. The "solubility" of these

. gases in uatcr i.s accordingly said to be 1148 and 0-0325

resi^ectively.

The solution of a gas in a liiniid is generally greater in
volume than the original lifjuid used.

Tlie higher the temperature, the less in general
is the solubility of any Gas : the gas -molecules in the
solution escape from, the surrounding molecules of the
solvent : and therefore if the solution be heated the gas
will leave it. In some cases, however, the gas does not
simply leave the solution upon heating : for example, on
heating a solution of hydrochloric acid gas in w^ater,

hydrochloric acid gas is at first given off, until a certain
degree of dilution is reached ; and after reaching this
limit the dilute hydrochloric acid solution distils over
bodily.

Diminution of pressure, again, enables dissolved
gases in many cases to leave their solvent : ammonia solu-
tion, for example, gives up its ammonia as gas when under
the air-pump

; but hydrochloric acid will not give up more
than a portion of it in this way.

We may regard such a solution as that of hydrochloric acid
gas m water as being in some respects analogous to a Chemical
Compound

;
and then we bring this behaviour of hydrochloric

acid solution into line with tliat of a solution of bicarbonate of
soda, which somewhat suddenly gives off' half its carbonic acid
when the pressure is greatly reduced. When blood is exposed
to continuously diminishing pressure, it first gives off such
carbonic acid and o.xygen as it may happen to hold in simple
solution (about k per cent by volume), and then, at a very low
pressure it begins to give off', somewhat rapidly, the carbonic
acid and the oxygen which it had held in feeble chemical
combination with its serum and with the hajmoglobm of its
blood corpuscles respectively. If the pressure be sufficientlv
reduced these gases will be entirely given off'. Carbonic oxide
absorbed by the red-blood corpuscles will not be given off in this
way, nor will hydrocyanic acid.

At an altitude of some 17; 000 feet the pressure falls to 30
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cm. of mercury : and at tliis pressure the blood begins to give

off the gases whicli it holds in sohition and in combination

with hremogkihin. Tliis is dangerous, for Ijubhles of these

gases, liberated in the blood-vessels, tend to interfere witli the

valves of the heart and to obstruct the circulation in the small

blood-vessels. lu a diving bell more of these gases are dis-

solved in the blood than can bo retained at ordinary atmospheric

pressure ; aud a similar risk of gas lieiug liberated in the blood-

vessels is encountered on emerging, unless the pressure be

reduced gradually. If any untoward .symptoms arise the

patient should be at once re-exposed to the high pressure : the

liberated gases will then be redissolved by the blood.

In many cases tlic Quantity, that is, the number of

grammes, of a gas whicli is dissolved by a given volume

of a liquid is directly proportional to the Pressure :

thus at five atmospheres' pressure water will dissolve five

times as many grammes of carbonic acid as it will do at

one atmosphere pressure ; that is to say, it will always

dissolve the same Volume of the gas at all Pressures.

This is Henry's Law. This law is interfered with if

there be any chemical combination between the solvent

and the gas dissolved, or when the solubility of the gas in

the liquid is very great.

The air respired by fishes is the air dissolved in the

water ; and as the atmospheric air is made up of oxygen 20-9,

nitrofren 78-28, and argon 0-82 per cent by volume, gases whose

respective solubilities are 0-03250, 0-01607, and 0-0.394, the

composition of the air dissolved is oxygen 20-8 x 0-032o0-

0-676; nitrogen 78-28 x 0-01607 = 1-258; and argon 0-82 x

0-0394 = 0-0323 ; or oxygen 34-38, nitrogen 63-98, and argon

1 -64 per cent by volume.

Mutual Solution of Liquids.—If we pass alcohol

vapour into cold water it will condense and dissolve

in the water ; and the same result will be reached if we

add an equivalent amount of Uquid alcohol to water.

In such a case there is some evolution of Heat and a con-

current shrinkage of volume : wdiile in some cases {e.g.,

alcohol and bisulphide of carbon) there is an expansion

and a concurrent cooling. Some pairs of liquids are

therefore mutually soluble. In other cases, as oil
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and water, the lii^uids will not mix. In others, again,

as in tlie case of ether (C^Hj^O) and water they will mix

in certain proportions ; water will dissolve a little ether,

and ether will dissolve a little water ; but if say equal

parts of ether and water he put into a bottle and shaken,

they will separate into two layers,—the one a saturated

aqueous solution of ether, the other a saturated solution

of water in ether.

Diffusion.—The power which the particles of a Liquid

retain of slipping past one another, though their free

path is extremely restricted, is manifested in the pheno-

mena of Diffusion, which may be best studied in solu-

tions of salts or other solid substances. If a phial filled

with a saline solution be wholly immersed some half an

inch under water and left to itself, the salt will slowly

diffuse out of the phial into the surrounding water. The

amount of the salt which leaves the jDhial will depend on

the length of Time, on the Strength of the solution, and

on the Temperature ; and it will also depend on the kind
of salt or substance dissolved.

Other tilings being equal, urea and common salt leave the

phial twice as fast as sugar, four times as fast 'as gum arable,

and more than eight times as fast as egg-albumen.

If it take a given weight of hydrochloric acid one day to

travel a certain distance in a column of water, it will take an

equal weight of common salt 2^ days
;
sugar, 7 ;

sulphate of

magnesia, 7
;
albumen, 49 ; and caramel, 98 days.

If a mixture of salts be treated in this way, each salt diffuses

out of tlje phiaf almost independently of the others, and at its

own rate of diffusion.

If a double salt be used, it is often found that there is

cbemical decomposition ; from alum, sul]iliate of potash and
sulphate of alumina diffuse out, each at its own rate.

Substances which diffuse slowly or not at all are mostly

amorphous or glue-like
;

e.g., jelly, glue, caramel. Sub-

stances which diffuse rapidly are mostly crystalline. The
former are called colloids ; the latter crystalloids.

Colloids have probably large molecules made up of large
numhers of atoms; e.g., protoplasm, which has more than
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30,000 atoms per molecule. Crystalloids luivc simpler mole-
cules, with fewer atoms

;
e.g., common salt.

Colloids are often in a state of unstable molecular equili-
brium, and arc ready to decompose wlien in a moist condition.

Colloids arc very tenacious and adhere firmly to other
colloids

;
e.g., isinglass to glass.

Colloids can often have their moisture replaced by alcohol
or olein. An animal tissue is in great jiart made up of colloids

;

and by repeated washing in alcohol it can have its moisture
expelled and replaced by alcohol.

Colloids, being very slightly diffusible, are tasteless : they
do not reach the nerve-ends. For the same reason they are ^'ery

indigestible

—

e.g. gelatine—unless peptonised
;
peptones being,

by exception, diffusible, though otherwise colloidal.

Hemoglobin, from the red-blood corpuscles, has a crystal-

line form though it is otherwise colloidal.

If a layer of pure jelly bo laid on a layer of jelly containing

salts, the salts will diffuse into the pure jelly. Were it not for

this diffusion of salts through jelly it would not be possible to

wash photographic gelatine plates.

Osmosis.— If a layer of colloid matter be laid be-

tween pure water and a solution containing both Colloids

and diiTusible Crystalloids, the latter will gradually pass
through the colloid septum, wliile the former, the

colloids, will not.

If a membrane or film of a colloid substance be laid between
two diflerent liquids, and if that layer or membrane or film

be more readily wetted or soaked by one of the liquids than by
the other, the wetting liquid will gradually travel through the

wetted colloid septum or partition, while the reverse passage of

the other liquid is barred. If alcohol and water be separated

by a thin layer of indiarubber, the alcohol will travel into the

water ; if by an organic septum, such as an animal membrane,
the water travels into the alcohol. If hydrochloric acid solution

and water be separated by an animal membrane, both liquids wet

the septum ; the hydrochloric acid is, however, more attracted

by the septum than the water is, and more hydrochloric acid

passes through iu the one direction than water in the other.

If a weaker and a stronger aqueous solution of the

same crystalloid substance be thus separated by a colloid

septum, and if the colloid septum be permeable to M-ater

but not to the dissolved substance {e.g. if it be a film of
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ferrocyanide of copper, sucli as is produced by bringing a

solution of copper into contact -with one of a ferrocyanide),

water will travel tlirougli tlic septum until tlie strength

of the solution is equalised tlirougliout ; this is the pro-

cess of Osmosis properly so called.

Let the arrangement be tliat of Fig. 103, in wliicli tlio

solution is contained in a flask, while the water is contained in

a jar surrounding it, and the solution and the

- water are separated by a ferrocyanide film C, im-

permeable to the crystalloid itself : and let the two

liquids have at first the same level E : the water

will flow through the ferrocyanide film into the

solution until the liquid in D has attained a

certain height. When that height has been Fig. 103.

attained, the liquid in A has become exposed to

a certain additional pressure. When the additional pres-

sure has been attained in A, no more molecules of water
come througli B. The pressure in question is called the

Osmotic Pressure of the solution in A. It keeps out any

further molecules of water, and balances any tendency they may
have to permeate the membrane. This pressure is due to the

molecules of the dissolved substance in A, and is measured by the

difference between the level of liquid in D and that at E. Very
curiously, this pressure is always proportional to the number
of molecules of the crystalloid in A, and varies directly as the

absolute temperature. That is to say, this Pressure obeys
the laws of gaseous pressure, and the crystalloid dis-

solved in A acts in every respect as if it were a gas, entirely

independent of the liquid throughout which its molecules are

disseminated.

Sometimes the Osmotic Pressure is too great for the number
of molecules of the crystalloid which can bo supposed to be
present : but a general comparative survey shows us that this

may be accounted for by inferring that whereas such a crystalloid

as sugar does not decompose upon solution in water, the mole-
cules, for example, of common salt are split up into atoms or

"ions" of jSTa and CI which float independently in the water,
but recombine to form crystalline chloride of sodium when the
water evaporates away.

The same name, Osmosis, is also given to transferences

of molecules in similar apparatu.s, through membranes
which are appreciably porous. In such a membrane the
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process involves streams of molecules in each direc-

tion thi'ougli the pores ; and this goes on until the

solution on hoth sides of tlie membrane (generally an

animal membrane or parchment paper) becomes imiform.

Oil globules of extreme sniallncss, floating in water, tend

more readily to pass bodily through the pores of animal

membranes if some alkali be mixed with the water ; for tlien

they have each a soajiy covering, and are not repelled by tlie

moist membrane, hut travel, like so much water, up the axis of

each minute pore of the mendu'ane.

If we have water on one side of the membrane and a saturated

solution on the other, we shall find that a certain weight of

water passes into the saline solution for every gramme of salt

that passes into this water, and the ratio between these lias

been called the Endosmotic Equivalent. This endosmotic

equivalent is increased (that is, more water passes into the

saline solution) when the pores of the membrane are narrowed,

as by chromic acid or by tannin.

Through cow's pericardium, between common salt and water,

the endosmotic equivalent is 4 ; with cow's bladder it is 6.

If blood-serum and a strong solution of suljihate of magnesia

be separated by an animal membrane, some sulphate goes into

the blood-scrum, and some water will enter the saline solution,

taking some albumen with it.

When a dead amceba, or a red-blood corpuscle, is put in fresh

water the structure swells up and becomes globular.

Curare and snake-poison will not readily pass through the

gastric or intestinal membrane : they are, on the other hand,

readily absorbed by the dermis or by serous membranes.

Diffusion through the skin, tlie tissues, etc., is illustrated by

the diffusion of solutions of carbolic acid in aseptic surgery.

These solutions diffuse more rapidly than septic germs can

travel ; and thus the septic germs, if any, can be caught up by

the antiseptic solution and killed.

In the circulation of the blood there is diffusion through the

walls of the capillary blood-vessels between the blood and the

surrounding lymph, and again between the lymph and the

tissues themselves.

Water travels more readily inwards through .frog-skin, more

readily outwards through eelskin.

Albumen more readily passes through a membrane soaked

with alkalies.

If the water into which the cryf?talloid may pass he

constantly or frec^uently renewed, the diffusion of the
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crystalloid is accelerated, and the crystalloid may tlius

be wholly extracted from the solution. If the solution
be agitated, the jJi'ocess is retai'ded.

If salts be laid upon tlio dermis they are very rapidly
absorbed, for the osmosis through the walls of the lymphatic
vessels and veins is accelerated by the flow of blood in tliesc

vessels. For tlie same reason substances are very rapidly
absorbed by the pulmonary epithelium.

If the solution be pressed against the membrane the

normal process of Osmosis is interfered with, and colloids,

such as proteids, may pass through as well as crystalloids,

along with liquid forced through by the pressure, even
though in the absence of such pressure they may be
indilfusible.

Heat favours rapidity of Osmosis ; and an electric current
tends to push the liquid bodily through the membrane, so that
even gelatine and the fatty matters of milk can thus be driven
through.

The separation of Crystalloids from Colloids by
means of a membrane is called Dialysis. When we
have to separate a crystalloid poison from the contents of
a stomach, for example, we make a dish with a false

bottom of animal membrane or of parchment paper, and
we stop up any leaks in this by means of albumen
coagulated by heat ; we float this on water and put the
stomach-contents into it. The crystalloid poison passes
into the water, while the colloid mucus, etc., remain in
the floating di.sh or " dialyser."

_
If we dialyse a solution of peroxide of iron in perchloride of

n-on, we obtam colloid hydrated peroxide of iron left behind in
solution. Neutral Prussian blue (as used in microscopic work)
may be purified in the same way

; so may sucrate of coppei-, a
soluble colloid compound of copper oxide with grape sn^ar
which IS reduced by heating. Albumen may also be purified
by dialysmg the contained salts out of it.

Osmosis through porous membranes is a some-
what irregular phenomenon, which depends on the relation
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between tlie pores and the solid parts of the membrane,

upon the width of the pores, upon the nature (colloidal or

otherwise) of the walls of the pores, upon the attraction

between these and the respective licpiids, upon the mutual

action of the liquids, upon the relative masses of the

molecules, upon the temperature, upon the electrical

conditions, and upon the relative pressures on both sides

of the septum ; and in physiological cases it seems to

depend on the influence of the nervous system, which

affects the condition of the walls of the blood-vessels.

There is, therefore, no simple physical law governing its

relations, as there is in the case of true Osmosis through

membranes or films devoid of perceptible pores.

When the pores are large, as in paper or paper

pulp or sand, the liquid passes through bodily if exposed

to Pressure. This pressure may be due to the Weight of

the liquid itself, as in ordinary filtration ;
or to the

partial removal of the atmospheric pressure on the side of

the filter opposite to the liquid, in which case the atmo-

spheric pressure drives the liquid through ;
or to a direct

squeeze, as in squeezing mercury through chamois leather ;

or to exposing the liquid to an increased gaseous pressure

In all cases there is a tendency for the substance dissolved

to be retained within the pores of the filter :
whence sea-

water, filtered through sand or canvas, is less saline tlian

at first.
. , , , f

When a gas is dissolved in a Liquid, and a layer ot

the same liquid free from gas is laid upon the solution,

the molecules of the Gas diftuse, so that the solution

rapidly becomes uniform. If two such layers be separated

by a membrane which is wetted by both, the diflusion is

rapid, particularly if there be relative flow past the

membrane.

Tlierc is tluis a free exchange of Gases, as well as of diffusible

Sou£ between the blood and the lyinpl^. and between the

^^^S;'Sif?a- liquid, running opposite ways past a
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membrane, may completely oxcliange their gases and dissolved

salts, if the length of path be sufticiently great.

Evaporation.—lu most cases, wlieu a litjuid is set

aside in the air it dries up : the lii^uid disappears ; its

molecules escape one Ijy one into the surrounding air,

and are carried oft' by air-currents. This is the process

of evaporation.

The air or gas in contact •with the liquid thus comes to con-

tain more or less of the vapour of the liquid evaporated ; as

for example in the charging of air with the vapour of chloro-
form or ether, evaporated from a handkerchief or sponge, for

anesthetic purposes ; or the saturation of coal-gas with ben-
zol-vapour to increase its lighting power, or with alcohol-
vapour to prevent the deposition of ice in the pipes in cold
weather.

Spheroidal state. — When a liquid is dropped upon a
heated surface, the rapid evaporation of the liquid may cause a
layer of vapour to lie between the drop and the heated
surface, which are, accordingly, not in contact. This is seen
when water is dropped on a heated flat-iron in order to find
whether the flat-iron is hot enough ; and it is even possible to
put the moist hand into melted metal without burning the
hand, on account of the development of this protective layer of
water- vapour.

If tlie liquid evaporated be a mixture of different

liquids, the general result is that the most volatile
component of the mixture escapes in greater proportion
than the less volatile components.

Chemical affinities, however, sometimes interfere with this:
thus if stilphuric acid be set aside to evaporate, it will not do
so, but increases in bulk

; it picks up water-molecules from
the air, and becomes more dilute. If a mixture of water and
alcohol be exposed in a confined space within which there is

unslaked quicklime, some water - molecules escape from the
liquid along with a greater proportion of alcohol-molecules : the
water-molecules are absorbed by the lime when they happen to
light upon it: more water-molecules thereupon leave the dilute
alcohol, again to find their way to the lime ; but the alcohol-
molecules attain a condition of equilibrium, in which as
many molecules return to the liquid as leave it. Strouc
alcohol may thus be very effectively dehydrated.

"
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The preceding example sliows us lliat evaporation of

the alcoliol conies to au end when the alcohol-molecules,

considered by themselves, come to produce a certain

pressure upon the liquid
; and if we were to raise the

pressure exerted by the alcohol-vapour upon the licpiid,

the temperature being kept the same, the Condensation
would become more rapid tlian the Evaporation, and then

alcohol would be deposited in the liquid form. Again,

at higher temperatures Evaporation is more rapid,

for the Molecules then have greater Velocities and more
readily escape. This we may see in the more rapid drying

of ink on paper in dry or hot weather. In damp weather, on
the other hand, there are already a great number of water-

molecules in the air, and the ink may take a long time to

dry ; for the number of these water-molecules wliich stick

to the ink, when they strike it, is nearly as great as tlie

number which leave the ink for the surrounding air.

On the same principle, when we wish an object—a muscle
preparation, a microscopic slide—not to dry up, we ma)' put it in

a " moist chamber," that is, under a bell-glass in the company
of a quantity of well -wetted blotting-paper. The air in the

bell-glass becomes charged with water-vapour, and the prepara-

tion remains moist, for it picks up as many water-particles as

it loses.

For each temperature the balance between Evapora-

tion and Condensation i.s reached at a different vapour-
pressure. For example, if the temperature be 10" C,

this balance exists, in the case of water, when the pressure

(so far as this is due to molecules of watei") is about

0'012 atmosphere, or about 0-916 cm. of mercury. If

there be so much moisture in the atmosphere that, of

the whole atmospheric pressure, 0-916 cm. of mercury-

column is due to the water-vapour aloue, wet objects will

not dry at all at 10° C. : there will not be any apparent

evaporation. The air will then be saturated with

water-vapour. If there were more moisture than this at

that temperature, the atmosphere would be supersatur-
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ated with moisture, and moisture would condense : il'

tliere were less, the iitmosjihere would be unsaturated,
and Evaporation would take place from wet surfaces.

Again, if water-vapour be in the air in such quantity

as to produce a pressure of exactly 0-916 cm. ; then if

the Temperature be 10° O. the air will be exactly saturated,

and there will be neither licjuefaction nor evaporation : if

it rise above 10^ C. the air will become unsaturated with
moisture, and there will be Evaporation : if it fall below
10° C. lliere will be Condensation of moisture from the
air, which is then supersaturated.

Let the temperature be say 20° C, and the pressure
of the water-vapour 0-916 cm. of mercury, and let a glass

of iced water be brought into the room : as soon as the
temperature of the air round the glass is reduced to 10°

C. there will be condensation of moisture on the glass

and on the surface of the iced water ; and at 0° C. there
will be all the more deposition of moisture.

The temperature of 10° C, and the aqueous-
vapour-pressure of 0-916 cm. of mercury, are tlius

related to one another
; and so are a series of pairs of

such term.s, which are to be found in " hygrometrical
tables."

In the case above mentioned the condensation of
moisture begins at 10° C. ;

10° C. is the moisture-
condensation -temperature, or the "Dewpoint."
When the air is damp the dewpoint is high

; when the
air is dry the dewpoint is low, and there must be con-
siderable cooling before there will be any condensation of
moisture.

When air containing water-vapour is cooled down to
its Dewpoint there is a deposit of de^w. If this dew is

first formed on floating particles of dust or smoke, the
minute droplets formed may float for a long time, form-
ing a haze or a fog, any one droplet within which may
take a long time to reach the ground, bearing its dust-
nucleus with it.

K
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Moisture is deposited from tlie iur, in the form of water,
about a water-bed, wluni tlie water in tlie water-bed is cold
and the dewpoiiit is liigh ; and from tlie breath u|)on a cool
mirror, such as a laryngoscopic mirror. In the latter the
proportion of moisture present in the breath is so great
that the mirror must be made distinctly warm in order to
prevent the deposition of moisture upon it. Similarlj', micro-
scopes ought to be fairly warm, else moisture is (ieposited
on the lens from the vapour transpired by the skin of the
observer.

At ordinary temperatures the air is usually far from being
saturated, aud evaporation from wet surfaces readily takes place.
But if ordinary air be heated without our adding moisture to
it, still less does it then contain enough moisture to saturate it
at its newly-acquired temperature

; and evaporation from the
moist surfaces of the lungs is then too rapid for comfort. On
the other hand, if the air be nearly saturated with moisture
evaporation from tlie skin is checked, and we feel the atmo-
sphere muggy and oppressive.

The amount of water-vapour in the air may be directly

determined by subjecting a known volume of the air to

the direct moisture-absorbing action of chloride of

calcium or of concentrated sulphuric acid, aud observing
either the decrease of volume ox the defect of
pressure induced, or the increase in the weight of

the absorbent.

It is, however, generally sufficient, and more conveni-

ent, to find the temperature at which condensa-
tion of moisture takes place. If we know this we can
refer to hygrometrical tables, and ascertain the

corresponding quantity of moisture in the air ; and by
comparing this cj^uantity with that which would be
necessary to saturate the air at its actual temperature, we
find the degree of humidity.

For cxamjile, if the air begin to deposit moisture at 10° C,
we know by the tables that the aqueous vapour in the air

exerts a pressure of 0 "91 6 cm. mercury. If the air be actually

at 20' C, we lind that at 20° C. the pressure of water-vapour
necessary in order to saturate the air would have been 1'740 cm.;
but there is only 0'916

; therefore the Humidity is f :fT§.. or
52 '04 per cent.
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Tlie Dewpomt may be measured directly by means
of a silver bulb containing ether (CjH-^qO) in which a

thermometer stands. Air is blown through the ether,

which is thus made to evaporate very rapidly ; the

bulb is thus rapidly cooled : when it reaches the dew-
point its surface becomes dimmed by the deposition of

moisture. Tlie temperature is noted, and is the Dew-
point required.

For e.vact readings we have to take the mean between a
series of alternate readings of the temperature at wliich the
dimming appears on blowing through, and tliat at wluch it

disappears when the apjiaratus is Icl't to itself.

The ether may also be made to evaporate in another way,
viz., by cooling' a second bulb connected by a tube with the
first. The ether -vapour in the second bulb is thus con-
densed: its place is taken by fresh ether-vapour from the
first bulb

; this in its turn is again condensed, and so on.
The ether in the first bulb is thus kept evaporating, and that
bulb becomes cold.

In a Leslie's "wet and dry bulb" (sometimes
called an August's psychrometer), it is not the Dew-
point wdiich is observed, but a phenomenon wliich depends
on the degree of Humidity of the atmosphere.

In this instruTuent we have two Thermometers : one (the
"dry bulb") an ordinary thermometer

; the other (the "wet
bulb ") a similar thermometer with its mercury surrounded by
a well-wetted wick. The readings of tlie dry and the wet
bulb are different : the wet bulb is cooler the greater the
evaporation from its wet coating; that is, the less the humidity
of the air

: but it never actually falls to the Dewpoint itself
Tables have been constructed which, from the readiness of
the dry and wet bulbs, show the amount of Humidity of the
air; and in the use of the instrument these have to be
consulted.

For rough observations of the state of the atmosphere
gelatine films, which straighten out when damp and curl up
when dry

:
hairs, which absorb moisture and lengthen • and

even paper, which does the same thing, may be used
'

The
hygroscopical properties of paper render it unsuitable for
accurate scales or thermometer-graduation

; for its leno-th mavvary as much as 1 per cent, according to the dami.ness or drv-
ness ot the weather. ^
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Boiling —The Condensation-Temperature correspond-

ing to a water-vapour Pressure of 1 atmosphere or 7G

cut of mercury, is 100" C. When water is brought to 100

C at standard atmospheric pressures it evaporates so

rapidly that the escaping molecules can bo.nhard and

drive away the surrounding atmosphere liftmg it

up acmiust its weight. When this takes place, mole-

cules escape into any cavity formed withm the liquid

and bubbles are formed, while rapid evaporation also

akes place at the inner surface f^^he bubble T^iese

bubbles rise up in the liquid, and the liquid bo Is.

Boiling takes place whenever the outward pressure from

the liquid is eiual to the atmospheric or other gaseous

pressure upon the liquid ; and hence at a height, wher

Te atmospheric pressure is less, the "boilmg-pomt

that is, the temperature at which boiling occurs is lower ,

fofit is not then necessary for the water to be so ho i

order to get up an adequate pressure of steaor Thus at

Quito, at a height of 9540 feet, water
Y^^^.f .l^^',

B c
°
op o°^^s s a vacuum ;

and when B is coo ed

/g 0 bv ice the vapour is so far condensed that the^ Unuid i. A ripidly evaporates, and may even

104. 3^V^ery moderate temperatures. A second^

arv effect is, howem-, thit the liquid in A very rapidly cools

^vSess^tbekeptatU^samete^^^^^^^^^^^

be^e3riu:^°i^sH^^^
.sin tl.ee«.iw»tio.iofs.>ga -solrt.o »

;

ring is averted.

On the other hand, if water be heated in a boiler

.it': ltded safety-valve, - thatf
^^^^^^^^ ^

come up say to 5 atmospheres before the steam
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escape, the water does not boil freely until a tenijjerature

of 152'2° C. is attained.

In sterilising water at 120° C. for Iialf an hour, the
pressure attained in the boiler will be 149"13 cm. of ruereur}',

or 1"962 atmos])heres ; and our boiler must be strong enough
to stand the excess pressure above the external atmosplieric

;

that is. an uncompensated internal pressure of 0'962 atmo-
sphere.

In a Papin's digester materials are heated in a boiler

with a loaded safety-valve, so that steam does not emerge
until the internal pressure is considerable. Under sucli con-
ditions water acts powerfully as a solvent, c.cj. on bones, on
glass, etc.

When the liquid to be boiled is a solution the

molecule.s of the liquid do not escape so readily, and the

needful temperature is higher : hence the boiling-point
of a solution is higher than that of the solvent liquid

alone, and rises with the concentration of the solution.

At the same temperatures, solutions have vn pour-pressures
which differ from the vapour-pressure of the pure solvent at
the same temperature by amounts directly proportional to
the number of molecules of the salt present in tlie solu-
tion, but independent of the natm-e of the salt or substance
dissolved.

Tlie boiling-point of a saturated solution of calcium chloride
is 179°-5 C, and that of one of caustic soda is 215° C.

Statics or Liquids

When a Liquid entirely fills the cavity in which it

is enclosed its behaviour M-hile at rest is, as regards
pressure, the same as tiiat of a gas which also fills the
containing space. Thus we have the Pressure always at
right angles to the surface

; the pressure the same in
all directions at any given point (Hydrostatic Pressure)

;

and the Transmissibility of Pressure to all parts of
the liquid, so that the Pressure per unit of Area becomes
the same all over the bounding surface and throughout
the liquid.
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In a water-bed or water-cushion tlie water yields, and

the bag dilates at the points not pressed upon, nntil the pressure

per unit ol' area (the " Intensity ol' Pressure ") is the same at all

points of the bag. The patient's skin is tlien exposed to a

pressure wliich is unironn all over, insteail of being concentrated

on particular regions of support. The brain itsell is pad<led on

a water-cushion of this kind : for the cerebro-spmal iluid m tlie

subarachnoid spaces supports it in this way.
_

If an indiarubber bag filled with lifiuid be inserted in any oi

the cavities of the human body, and if pressure be applied to

the liquid, the bag will dUate until the back-pressure at every

point is equal, per unit of area, to the pressure per unit ot area

at the point where the pressure is applied. Ihe back-pressure

is produced by the resistance of the tissues and of
.

'e
.

^^^g

itself to expansion : and therefore a distensible bag will ddate

more than one with companitively rigid wa Is. Ihe s^^^^^^^

priucii.le applies when the bladder is being filled wi h a solution

.say of boracic acid, poured in through a catheter tube by means

of a flexible tube and a funnel placed at a .sufficient heiglit.

It is imiwrtant to note that the mechanical properties ol

Licpiids are shared by the greater part of the soft masses o the

human body. Even the brain, withm very small hn its o

distortion, cin act as a practically incompressible liquid and can

transmit pressure from the arterial system to the skull, l lns

mavbe se^n in the pulsations of the fontanelles m a joung

chikl or by exposing a given area of the bram by trephining,

an applying L appropriate pressure -indicating apparatus.

irLSS Spon at one place, as by a blood-clot, the brain

villtPL "the pressure' by driving blood oiit throiigb tbe

veins and will thu's become comparatively bloodless, and there-

fo,-c inefficient : and variations in the ^Y'-ETn'tt"
brain cause corresponding outflows and mflows in the laige

venous blood-siuuses at the base of the bram.

Even wlmt was said about Gases, at Figs. 84 and 85,

that part of the Work expended upon a gas which trans-

mits pressure is expended in heating the gas, is true o

Liquids ; but the compressibility of liciuids is so smal

that we may neglect this altogether ;
and tlien we arrive at

the proposition that when a Licpiid transmits Pressure, the

work done by the liquid against a Resistance i.s equal to

the work done upon the liquid by the compressing Force.

In the Hydraulic Press the greater movenieut ot a

smaller piston induces a smaller movement of a larger
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piston, as in Fig. 86 ; but tlie Work done by the one

upon the liquid is equal to that done by the other against

the resistance overcome ; and the force resisted at C is

to the force applied at A as the area of G is to the

area of A. Thus if the area of C be 100 times as great

as that of A, the aggregate force which can be exerted

at C is 100 times as great as tliat applied at A. But it

must lie noted that per unit of area the Pressure at C
is the same as that applied at A.

In an arterial aneurysm tliero is a small aperture of com-
nmnieation between the inner lining of the artery and a false

cavity, into which the blood has escaped and worked its way.
This cavity has, upon each unit of area of its surface, a pressure

equal to that exerted by the blood at the small aperture, again
per unit of area. But the bounding surface of the cavity is

much larger than the area of the small aperture ; and hence the
total pressure tending to produce dilatation of the cavity is

nuicli greater than tlie pressure upon the small aperture of
communicatiou. Over any little area of the bounding surface,

equal in size to the aperture of comnnmication, the pressure
tending to produce dilatation at that area cannot exceed but
will be equal to the pressiu'e at that aperture.

When tlie ]iressure within a bag containing licpiid is great,
the bag itself is under stretch and tends to rip open, so that
it niay in some cases be readily ruptured by a comj^aratively
slight accidental blow or additional squeeze.

If the action of a hydraulic press be reversed, we find

that the total force exerted on tlie larger piston results

only in the transmission of a smaller total force to

the smaller piston.

In the same way a large total Ibrce exerted over the whole
surface of a contractile hollow viscus, such as the bladder, the
uterus, the stomach, will result oidy in the transmission of a
moderate total force to the limited area corresponding to the
outlet of that viscus.

Heavy Liquids.—In actual Liquids one feature forces
itself into prominence, which, though not absent, is of far
less importance in Gase.s—that is, the ellect of the Weight
of the liquid itself.
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ir there be a Free Surface the atmospheric or other

exterior Pressure will afl'ect the free surface ;
if there be

110 free surface, that is to say, if the li(|ui(l entirely fill

the vessel which contains it, the hydrostatic pressure at the

topmost point of the liquid may he taken as represent-

ing the pressure on the surface of the licpiid. At levels

below tire free surface or the topmost point, the Pressure

within the liquid, though at any given point it remains

" hydrostatic," that is, equal in all directions, is greater

and greater as we descend. The additional pres-

sure at any poiiit, due to the "weight of the liquid, de-

pends for its amount upon three things : it is equal in

dynes per sq. cm. to the j^rodnd of (1) the vertical depth,

into (2) the density of the liquid, into (3) tlie local

acceleration of gravity.

Thus at a depth of 10 cm. in heavy mineral oil (density =

0-870) it is 10 X 0-870 x 981 = 8534-7 dynes per sq. cm. Over

an area of say 8 sq. cm. tliis will be 8 x 8534-7 = 68277-6 dynes.

It does not matter in what direction the area pressed

upon may be sloped, so long as the Depth is measui-ed

down to the centre of figure of that area.

Thus the pres.sure on the iron tubes, boiler, and fittings at

the basement floor in the hot water piping of a lofty Innlding

niav be very great, being about one additional atmosphere

pressure for every 33 feet of height. When wood is dragged

under water, the water may be driven into its pore.s, so that

the wood becomes heavier than water and rises no more to the

surface In dropsy and varicose veins, keeping the teet up

diminishes the pressure on the veins, by diminishing the actual

heidit of the liquid blood-column. The pressure on tlie sides

of tanks is greater the greater their depth, whence it is often

preferable to make them broad and shallow.
, . , ,

Tlie pressure on the air within a diving-bell is about an

additional atmo.sphere per 33 »'«et of water ;
and thus those

engaged in pier and_ bridge building have, while at Nsoik, to

breathe compressed air. , .

When a man stands on his feet the blood lu Ins head s

exposed to the ordinary Atmospheric Pressure : when he stands

on his head the blood in his head is exposed to the atmospheric

pressure plus a pressure corresponding to the column of blood
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in the iiivorteil lioJy. Ilencc in tlio latter case tliere is a

tendency to congestion.

If a mixn were to Lloat in a liqniil of his own specific gi'avity,

head down, tlie prcssnre witliin the blood- vessels of the head
would be actually greater in the same way, but it would be
counterbalanced by an equal increase in the exterior pressure

at a depth within the lirj^uid : so that there would be no con-
gestion.

These two cases may be illustrated by taking a Ioo)i of very
distensible rubber tubing and tilling it with water

;
suspended

in air it is distended below, suspended in water it is relieved of
- distension.

In the case of a slack bag filled with fluid, lying on a ba.se

of support, the actual pressure ]ier unit of area depends on the
three terms given above

; and the Total Pressure on the base of
support depends on the area of that basis, together with the
pressure per unit of area. If the abdomen be considered as a
bag filled with practically fluid content.s, the pressure on the
pelvic basis of support remains the same whether the individual
be obese or not ; if he be, the contents not overlying the pelvic
floor have to be supi)orted by tlie abdominal walls, as in
Fig. 105 c.

The Pressure per unit Area is the same for all iTOints of
the liquid at the same horizontal level

; and the out-

ward pressure on the walls, at each level, is the same all
round the liquid. This outward pressure is always at

right angles to tlie walls of tlie vessel.

In no case does the intensity of pressure at a depth
within a liquid depend in any way upon the actual
Quantity of liquid which lies above the
area in question. For example, in Fig.

105 the pressure on the base of
the vessels is the same in all three

cases, the base being equal in all

these
; and if the bottom be a

,
false bottom of thin indiarubber, this will bulge
equally outwards in a, h, and c. If h M-ere re-

Fig. loo. tluced to the form shown in Fig. 106, a trifling

additional quantity of liquid in the capillary
column B would give rise to an increase in the total
Pressure on the base A far exceeding the Weight of
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wnthe quantity of liquid luUkd. Tliis i^ what is kiio

by the name of the Hydrostatic Paradox ;
hut Fi^,'.

106 is merely another form of the Hydraulic Press,

analogous to Y'v^. 86.

Tlic strength of any apparatus of the nature of a flask or

boiler may he tested by tilling it with water and bringing to

bear upon the water, through a manometer U-tube, the weight

of a sultieiently tall column of mercury. It does not matter in

the least whether the column of mercury be a thin or a thick

one.

The principle of Loss of apparent Weight on the part of

a body immersed in a fluid—Archimedes' Principle-

applies to Liquids exactly as it does to Gases. This

principle is applied to the determination of the Density of

a solid body, as we have already seen.

The vertical upward pressure within a liquid buoys up any

lloating body, such as a man swimming, and the Weight uf any

object 'immersed seems much reduced. Hence it is easy to lift

larr^e blocks of stone while these are under water, but much

more dithcult to lift them out of the water ;
and hence also a

stream in heavy flood can readily transport large masses of

rock. , ,

If we take two similar glass phials, two small rubber bands

aud four nails, we may construct a couple of rough models to

represent a man with his arms above his head, and a man with

his arms close to his sides. On putting these into water ttie

one will float, while the other may very well be submergecL

The tendency in both is to sink just so far that the weight ot

the whole is equal to the weight of the water displaced
;
but a

man with his arms above his head may get his mouth and nose

under water before this position of equilibrium is reached.

If we have two communicating vessels containing

the same liquid, the free surface of which is exposed to

the same Pressure, as in Fig. 107, the liquid

will stand at the same level in the two

vessels. If there be any difference in the

density of the liquids in tlie two vessels

Fig. 107.
(^^.^y tiiat the liquids are the same liquid at

different temperatures, or that they are different in their
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nature) the liquiil in the two vessels M'ill not stand iit

the same level. The pressure in the coniniunication-

pipe must he equal from both sides ; and as this is

proportional, in each column, to the product ol' the

Height of the liquid into the Density, it follows that if

the density of either liquid fall short the height must

be increased, and vice versa.

By observing such diflerences of lieiglit in two columns of the
same liquid, of which one is heated, we nitay ascertain wliat the
Change of Volume is which occurs when a liquid is heated
through an observed number of degrees Centigrade, and there-

fore we may find the Coefificient of Expansion by Heat per
degree C. The accuracy of the level is interfered with by capil-
larity or surface-tension, in the way already explaineil, so that
corrections have to be introduced in order to allow for this.

Measurement of Liquid Pressure is effected by
several instruments, of which many are forms specially

adapted for physiological work. We sliall mention some
of these separately.

1. Manometric tubes open at the top. The pressure
witliin A at the level a is ascertained from the height and the
tensity of the liquid column ab, which is up-
lield by the pressure at the level a. The 1]

'''

li(inid in the tube ab is continuous with that ^ I a I

rontained in A. If, for example, this liquid "
'•

[

" 'p^
be blood (density = 1-055), and if the height „.„ .V
of the column of blood sustained in ab be

°'

165 cm., the pressure at the level a is the product of the heiglit
f?)x density of the liquid x the local acceleration of gravity^
165 X 1 -053 X 98] =170768 dynes per sq. cm. We must add the
external atmospheric pressxire, whatever that may happen to
be, to tbe figure above in order to ascertain the full value of the
pressure within A : but if the atmospheric pressure also act upon

the contents of A, we do not make this addition.
2. Piezometer-tubes : the same principle is

applied
; bat the tubes do not bend below a, so

that the height ab has to be measured from the
level of the orifice a, that is to say, from the

Fig. 100. midpoint of the orifice. Piezometer -tubes are
usually applied, when it is possible so to apply

them, to the upper surface of the liquid whose pressure is to
be measured, as in Fi". 109.
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no.

Mercury manometers.—It i.s suldoin diisiraWo to allow

liquid itself to escape from A into manometer or

piezometer -tubes, and mercury is used as a

means of measuring the pressure. The height

of mercury - column measures the pressure.

Suppose the difl'erence between the levels at a

and h is 12 '8 cm. of mercury, then the jn-essnre

is 12-8 cm. (height) X 1.') -596 (density of mer-

cury) X 981 (gravity) = 170768 dynes per sq. cm.

4. Even in the preceding form some of the

liquid escapes into the manometer tube. This difficulty may

be got over by inserting into an aperture in the walls of A a

tube with an indiarubber cap 0. This cap should not be

too small in proportion to the size of the tube :

or conversely, the bore of the tube should be

small ; that is to say, the tube should be capil-

lary. The mercury should stand at the same
level in both limbs of the tube before being in- h

serted ; if it do not, the datum to be observed is Fig. m.
the rise of mercury in the limb aZ; under the pres-

sure of the air compressed by the caii 0. This cap 0 is itse 1

S(|ueezed by the pressure of the liquid into which it is inserted.

5. In Pick's Federmanometer the manometer is replaced

by a contrivance like a Bourdon's steam-gauge (p. 101) filled

with alcohol. The tube connecting this with the liquid whose

pressure is to be found, may or may not bear a cap of india-

rabber or similar material, as in No. 4 just mentioned, it the

indiarubber cap be absent, the instrument is used, m physio-

locdcal work, with the tubes filled with a solution of bicarljonate

of'soda of sp. gr. r083, this being the liquid which may be

most safely allowed to escape into the blood without^ producing

coatnilation of it. The steam-gauge tube or C-tube is made, as

it aUers its form, to work a lever which bears a winting-point

:

this recdsters the distortions of the C-tube, and herefore indi-

cates the amount of the pressure to be ascertained.

6 Sphygmoscope.— The liquid is continuous from the

vessel A to the interior of au indiarubber cap B. IMovemeuts

of the cap cause varying pressures m the

E_r\—L space C. These ])ressures are communicated
-—1

J*. re by the tube D to any contrivance which may

indicate or be made to record the varying

Fi". 112. air-pressures in C and D. If the cap B be

appreciably distended by the pressure, it

exerts an elastic back-pressure, and fails to communicate to

C and D the 'wlwhi pressure exerted upon it. The mstuiment

is therefore only adapted for small variations of pressure.
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7. Manom6tre metallique inscripteur. — This is, in

priueiple, precisely like the Spliygiiioseope, but the place of the

iiidiarubber cap 15 is taken by a metallic cap-

SLile B. This is surrounded by liquid, which ___n==r\__
is squeezed more or less through the tube D. zJzzLtd'

8. Tambours.—In these the sphygnioscope-
loji.-. ii3.

cap is made one lace of a little drum ; and as

it bulges out and in, it operates the short arm of a light lever,

whose long arm bears a writing-point.
9. Dr. Roy's apparatus. — In this the liquid pressure

operates an exceedingly light piston in a short side-cylinder.

The pressure tends to drive the piston along the cylinder ; but

this tendency is resisted by a light steel torsion-spring, whose
twist indicates the actual movement of the piston, and measures

the pressure which causes this movement.
10. Maximum and minimum manometers.—These are

manometers provided with cup and ball valves, so as to allow

liquid to flow freely in one direction, but not to return. The
greatest height of column occurring during an e.xperiment

(maximum manometer), or the greatest diminution of height of

liquid placed in the tube (minimum manometer), can then be
ascertained at the close of the observation.

11. Differential manometers.—In these, two tambours
are used, connected with different points, the pressures at which
have to be compared. Each tambour acts upon one ]ian of a

balance ; when the pressures are equal the balance is even ;

when not, it inclines to one side or the other.

Manometer and piezometer tubes are faulty when applied to

the measurement of Variable Pressure, in respect that the
liquid within them tends not faithfully to follow the variations
of pressure, but to oscillate. The mercury or other liquid,

on being set in motion in the tube, acquires Momentum : as the
]iressure varies, the mercury goes too far, and then falls back too
far

; and its movements are, besides, aflected by friction within
the tube. If the tube be very narrow (as a whole, or locally
only) these oscillations fade away ; but the instrument is then
slow in its response to rapid variations of pressure, and indi-
cates only the mean pressures. In Pick's instrument, No. 5
above, the writing levers have connected with them a small
disc immersed in glycerine

; the movements of the levers make
the disc move in the glycerine, and the viscosity of the
glycerine tends to prevent any oscillations. The sphygmoscope,
No. 6, and the metallic inscriptor, No. 7, and .specially Dr.
Roy's apparatus. No. 9, have little inertia to combat, and
hence their tendency to oscillation is small.

All these forms of pressure-indicator or pressure-recorder
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except Nos. 1, 2, and 3—must, liowevur, bi; graduated before-

hand by liuding wliat rcaJiii.t^s they give under known I'res-

Kurcs ; and they must be tested from time to time, to ascertain

how I'ar they 'maintain the original absolute values of their

readings.

Flow of Liquids

The Flow of Liquids presents many features of import-

ance to the. student of medicine, on account of its bearing

on the circulation of the blood.

We may see a Flow of Lii[uid when we lift one end of

a tank containing water : the water " seeks its level," and

tends to keep its free surface always at right angles to the

direction in which gravity acts, that is, always horizontal.

The whole mass of the water, in that case, brings its

centre of gravity as low down as possible ;
and any

given particle of the liquid becomes pressed upon

equally on all sides, which it would not be if the suri'ace

of the liquid were not level.

If an upper overflowing reservoir of water he

connected with a lower place of outflow by a straight open

channel, the water will flow down the channel in a

continuous stream. The water in contact with the

walls of the channel does not flow at all : the water

most nearly in contact with the walls moves

least : and the quickest part of the stream is

the central superficial portion A. Assume

l^'S-ii-i- that the slope of the channel is gentle, so

that there is no turbulence in the water ;
then the water

may be assumed to glide along smoothly in such a way

that all successive portions reaching the same point follow

the same course, which is parallel to the ________
walls of the channel so long as the walls —

:

of the channel are .straight and parallel.
^.^^

The Direction of Flow at any point of

the stream is a line of flow or stream line at that

point. Fig. 115 illustrates the lines of flow in a uniform
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steady stream. But if tlie cliaiinel widen out or narrow

down, the lines of How become farllier apart or nearer

. together, as in Fig. 1 1 (5. In all such cases

it is to be observed that where there is

widening the tlow must slow down,
and where tliere is narrowing the flow

must become more rapid : but the actual

amount of liquid flowing in the stream must be the
same in all parts of the stream, be these narrowed or

widened. Leonardo da Vinci, who was a gi'eat hydraulic

engineer as well as a great painter, formulated the law that

the velocity of the current at any point was inversely
proportional to its cross-sectional area there. All

this assumes, as has been exjilained, that there is no turbu-

lence or broken water in the stream.

A stream of liquid has, of course, momentum : it has also

a certain amount of cohesion : it is thus readily enabled to

leap over a chink when its volume or its velocity are consider-

able. This principle has sometimes been utilised, as in cases

where liquid sewage is allowed to fall through chinks in sloping
gutters, whereas when a shower of rain comes on, the greater
volume of water, running with greater speed, leaps over tliese

chinks, and thus does not dilute the sewage itself, but is directed
elsewhere.

In the water-supply of a city or town, a reservoir
is filled with water and placed in communication with the

water-mains. The water tends to reach the loAvest

possible position, and it flows along the pipes. At the

reservoir itself the water at the inlet to the mains is

subject to a Pressure corresponding to the Weight of a

superjacent column of liquid, extending upwards from the

level of the inlet to the level of the surface of tlie water.

And more than that, as the pipes come down the hill-side

from the reservoir, the pressure in the mains tends to

increase, for the vertical height of the water in the reservoir

above any given point of the main is greater and greater.

-But at the outlets there is no resisting pressure
; hence

there is a considerable diffference of pressure between
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the water in the mains and tlie water at the stop-

cocks ; and the consefiueiiee of tliis is a flow of watei-

through a tap when the stopcock is f)peiied.

Since lupiids tend to flow downwards, necessarily all

drainage-tubes sliould lead downwards ; and incisions for

surgical draina^^'e puri)oscs, as in dropsy or aljscess, should be

at the lowest suitable point.

When two liquids of dill'erent specific gravity are brougiit

into communication, the heavier one uppermost, the heavier

liquid tends to flow down through the lighter one, and thus to

lower the Centre of Gravity of the whole as much as possible.

For example, when mercury is poured into water it sinks to the^

bottom. If a bottle of water be inverted m a rpiautity ol

spirit, the water flows out and spirit takes its place.

Instead of our producing a difference of pressure by

means of a difference of water-level, we may do so by the

direct application of Force or pressure to the water at

one part of a .system of pipes. Thus we have water

made to flow with great velocity by means of the fire-

engine in which the water is firmly pressed upon m the

cylinder and allowed free exit at the nozzle of the hose.

Without multiplying examples, it may be .said broadly

that flow of Liciuid is caused or determined by a

Difference of Pressures between the different parts of

a mass of litpiid.

But it would not do to make this statement without quali-

fication It is not every difference of Pressure which wdl

cau e Flow. There is a difference of pressure in every case m
Xch liquid stands in a vessel or tank : the upper layers are

uS atmospheric pressure only, wlnle the lower are

s l b ect to the atmospheric pressure plus the weight of the

s Sacent layers ; and yet there is not flow, but Equilibrium

To induce Flow in a liquid contained m a tank it

w 11 suffice to open an orifice in the bottom or side of the

ve el then the iquid flows out and escapes ;
but by doing this

we haU se up a new difference of pressure, a difi-erence of

i^ssine wh ch did not previously exist, when the mass was m
^

t hvlm r Before oi/enin- the orifice there was equilibrium

b^tw eHh; liture 'of the° liquid on the walls of the ve.sse

and the Reaction of the walls of the vessel on he 1 quid ;
but

:f;:er opeS Ihe orifice, the pressure of the liquid outwards
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through the ovilicc is not countei'balanced by any such

reaction, and tlio liquid at the orilice Hows away, while its

plaee is continuously taken by fresh portions of liquid, which
are successively ex[)Osed to similar conditions ; the result is a

coutinuous stream. The Diflerencc of Pressure which pro-

duces Flow is tlierefore something superposed upon those

dilferences of pressure which naturally arise in a liquid exposed,

as all masses of Li(piid must be, to the influence of Gravity.

Should the pressure outside the tank be greater than that
inside it, then on opening the orifice liquid may be forced

into the tank, instead of issuing from it.

In the case of a tank of water with an orifice opened at its
" bottom or side, there is no doubt that the actual pressure at or

near the orifice internally is not equal to the hydrostatic
pressure ( — Height x Density x 981, per sq. cm.) which may be
measured tiiere wiien tlie orifice is closed : it is smaller ; but the
whole question is very much simplified by the circumstanco
that the outflow is the same, when once a steady stream has
been set up, as if we had to deal with a full and undiminished
Hydrostatic Pressure internally.

There are two ways of stating the amount of pressure

under wliich the liquid is being driven through an orifice.

Firstly, we may say that the Pressure per unit of Area is

equal to so many units of force or Dynes : or, secondly,

we may say what height of the liquid in question lies

above the orifice in question, and by its Weight forces

liquid out through that orifice. The usual way of giving
the last-mentioned particular is to state that tlie Head of
the liquid is so many cm. or inches : and the liquid is

said to issue from the orifice under a certain specified

"head," H.

\l p be the Pressure (in units of force per unit of area, dynes
per sq. cm.) and H the equivalent Head of liquid (in cms.), p^
Upg dynes per sq. cm., where p is the den.sity of the liquid and
the local acceleration of gravity. The Pressure on the orifice

IS, accordingly, greater in a heavy liquid than in a lighter one
under an equal Head.

According to what is known as Torricelli's Law, a
jet of liquid issues from an orifice with a velocity
exactly the same as that which any given portion of
the li(iuid would have acquired if it had fallen freely

L
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downwards from the level of the surface of the liquid to

the level of tlie orifice. Tlic actual speed is such that

this law is very nearly obeyed : tlicre is liardly one per

cent of error in the result.

Tills speed is v (cm. per sec.) = V2 x 981 x U = 44 -3\/li,

where H is measured in cms. It will be observed, on looknig

at this formula, that nothing is said in it about p, the density

of the Ihiuid ; the fact is that the velocity r for a given bead

H docs not depend on the density p ;
the velocity of the out-

ilowincr stream will be the same whether we fill our given tank

to a (dven height with water or with mercury, ihougli the

driviu" pressure is greater in a heavier Ihiid, the inertia of

the mass to be set in motion is increased in precisely the same

ratio : and thus nothing is gained in speed by endeavouring to

utilise the greater weight of the heavier liquid, so long as t e

liquid to be driven is the same as that whose weight drives the

stream. If, however, we try to drive a lighter liquid in a

stream by means of the fall of a heavier one, we may gne he

licrbter liquid an extreme velocity : for examp e, we may hll a

tvvo-corked flask with water and fit a fine nozzle into one cork

and a funnel into the other : then on pouring mercury into the

funnel, the water will rush with great velocity n-ough lie

nozzle. What potential energy the mercury has lost m falling

he water has gained : and as the mass of the water per unit of

vo ume is smaUer, its velocity must be greater than that of th

mercury. The wkter rises to a height greater than that f om

Xicl the mercury had fallen. The Velocity of Outflow does

e eiid however, inversely on the square root of the density ol

the 1 quid cxpos;d to a given actual driving pressure -. under

a c iven P ess ire a liquid four times as heavy wi 1 f^ow only one^

half a fast It also depends on the square root of the drmng

pressm-e so that a liquid under a four-fold pressure will flow

twice as fast.

All this applies, so far, to jets of liquid ;
and in jets

of liquid we have certain peculiarities to remark.

Tets of liquid mostly assume a parabolic form as they pass

ihat ihe flow takes the form of a continuous parabolic jet.
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Ai^aiii, the form of a jet is such tliat it is usually narrower
at a little distance from the oritice than it is wiicre it cinorgcs

from the vessel. But this narrowing may be greatly niodided
by the various I'orms of nozzles, or ajutages, which may be
iixed to the orilicc. A short cylindrical tube may make this
narrowing disapjiear.

Then when a jet has emerged into the air, as it falls it comes
to lall more and more rapidly, and therefore tends to thin
away ; for the stream is accelerated and, as it were, stretched in
its lower part. And it is hardly possible to prevent it from
\ibrating : but if it do so at all, any portion of the stream
which is in vibration tends to oscillate in portions alternately
thinner and thicker : and then, as the stream thins away, the
oscillation overpowers the tenacity of the stream, and the stream
breaks up into drops. These drops go on oscillating and
changing their form as they fall. The phenomenon is one of
free fall in air, and it does not explain the vibration of liquids
in tubes, though this explanation has been suggested. It
depends largely on the surface-tension of the liquid.
A jet sometimes seems to have a screw form. This will

occur when the jet issues from a linear orifice. The jet is
then flattened to begin with : but it tends, in virtue of its
surface-tension, to become cylindrical. It therefore contracts
as It travels : but the adjustment to a cylindrical form over-
shoots the mark, and the jet becomes flattened in a plane at
right angles to the former. The consequence of tins is that it
agam contracts, and again overshoots the mark : so that alternate
portions of the jet are flattened in difierent senses, and any
given portion of it oscmates through a number of diilerent
cross-sectional forms, while the jet as a whole seems, but is not
screw-shaped. '

If, nextly, we have to do not with an orifice in the
side of a tank, but with a pipe—for simplicity's sake, a
horizontal pipe—leading from the tank, we find that the
pressure within that pipe is not the
same at all points. If it be a
uniform pipe, smooth and rigid, we
find that a serie.s of little vertical
branch-pipes, piezometer-tubes, will
have water standing in them even
though liquid flows along the main pipe EF ; and this
water stands at heights which diminish regularly from
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the tank to the outlet, so that the upper ends of the

coliuiiii.s can all he joined hy a straight line, as in Fig.

117. All along such a pipe the velocity of flow is

constant
;
and the slope of the line (JF is also con.stant.

Take any one pie/.oiueter-tulje : water stands in that

tube at .1 certain height ; it does not fall away into the

main stream
;
up to a certain limit it is easier for water

to climb up the piezometer-tube than it is for it to flow

on with the stream— up to a certain limit, but not

beyond : and Avhen that limit has been reached, it is

easier for the water to flow along with the stream than it

would be for it to jjush or thrust more water up the

piezometer - tube, against the downward pressure or

Weight of the water which already stands in that tube.

The Height of the water in any given piezometer-tube

serves as a means of measuring the local pressure
M'ithin the pipe ; and if we look at the Pressure within

the stream at any point as being " back-pressure " at

that point, we see that it is the same thing as the local

Resistance which the stream offers, at that point, to its

own progress.

The Resistance olTerud to onward Flow, and the consequent
back-pressure, may be traced to several causes. Among these,

one is the viscosity of the liquid. When a liquid flows, it

always undergoes a Shear : each hiyer sli]is over the layer next

to it. In a tube each such layer is tubular. The outiuost

tubular layer remains in contact with the wall of the pipe,

and does not pass on, that is, if the wall of the pipe is wetted
by the liquid. The next slips upon this, and the next again

upon that, and so on ; so tliat tlie axial part of the .stream

moves the most rapidly : and in this axial part we see the red-

blood corpuscles travelling in capillary blood-vessels. This

slipping of one layer upon another brings Friction into play
;

and to overcome this requires the a]iplication of driving

pressure continuously applied. The Work spent in over-

coming tliis Friction apjiears as Heat in the liquid, which

becomes more or less warmed.
Under a given pressure, the Quantity of Liquid which will pass

through a pipe in a given time depends upon the amount of this

internal Friction : the less this is, the less will be the Resistance to
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flow : and in a very narrow tube the law expressing the relation

between this internal frietion and the coi-responding amount of

flow is a comparatively simple one : but in a wider pipe the
amount of flow is interfered with by another circumstance,
which is that in a wider pipe there are always swirls an(l

eddies formed. Tliese swirls and eddies obstruct the onward
flow, and induce waste of Energy in the production of Heat

;

and they are specially well marked wherever the pipe suddenly
widens or bends or divides into branches. They are also pro-
duced whenever the walls of tlie pipe are rough. Mere rough-
ness of tlie walls of the pipe would not tend to disj^lace a steady
stream once set up ; but it tends to prevent the setting up of a
steady stream, through deflecting the stream lines into one
another and causing eddies, particularly when the driving
pressure is itself variable or intermittent. Again, where the
liquid does not wet the walls of the pipe. Work must be done
in forcing the liquid along, past these walls ; so that in this
case we have surface friction ; and in order to overcome this,
Pressure must be continuously exerted.

_

Let us now look at any given length, say 300 cm., in such a
pipe, and by means of piezometer-tubes find what the heights
of the columns of liquid supported are, at the beginning and
very near the end of the 300 cm. in question. Let us say that
these are respectively 25 cm. and 15 cm. of water. We know
that a column of 25 cm. of water corresponds to a pressure of
24.525 dynes per sq. cm., and one of 15 inches to a pressure of
14/15 dynes per sq. cm. The Difference of Pressure per sq.
cm. is 9810 dynes along the whole 300 cm., or a difference of
32-9 dynes jjer sq. cm. along each single linear centimetre of the
pipe. This Difference of Pressure per linear cm. or, generally,
per Unit of Length, is directly represented by the slope of the
line C4r (Fig. 117).

In calculations we would have to use this Fall of Pressure or
of remaining Resistance, per unit of length. This is otherwise
known as the Pressure-Slope. Then the velocity v of flow of
the stream would be, according to the formula in use, such that
the Pressure-Slope, in proper units, is equal to pqiavVr+b/v-)
where p is the density of the liquid, ^ the acceleration of gravity
(-981), r the radius of cross-section of tlie pipe, and a and b
are constants which must be ascertained by experiment We
do not propose, however, to take in hand any algebraical calcula-
tions of this kind

; and it will be sufficient in the meantime to
examine the figure itself (Fig. 117) a little more closely, and tocome to some conclusions as to its possible variations.

As an experimental fact, the pressure in the first
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piezometer-tube of all, just outside the tank, is not

so great as the pressure within the tank would have

been, at thesame level, if there had been noilow. The IihukI

in the first piezometer-tube, therefore, stands at a lower

level than the liquid in the tank itself. Tliis is partly

due to eddies at and about the inlet of the pipe EF :

but the fall of pressure due to this may, for most purposes,

be neglected. The main cause, which we shall treat as

the only cause, of this fall of level is that the liqui.l does

acfiuire a certain Velocity, and issues at F as if a certain

amount of the original head of water were used up

in giving it that velocity. It is as if F were_ an

aperture in a vessel from which liquid was issuing m a

jet with the observed velocity v : then by Torricelli s

Law, the Head of liquid which must be maintained m

that vessel, in order to maintain that velocity of tt(.iw,

is H = 'y-/1962. This amount of Head has to be sub-

tracted from the original or driving Head of liquid m

the tank ; and it is only the remainder which can

possibly be eflective in producing pressure withm the

^'^If we completely drop from view all Eddies and all

their consequences, we reach the statement that the

pressure in the pipe as near as possible to the tank

corresponds to a certain portion of the original or driving

Head that the actual velocity of flow_ corresponds to

another portion ; and that these two l-f-"^^.<;7P
^

account for, and that their sum is equal to the o g a

Head of water in the tank. The portion of the original

W which corresponds to the actual Velocity of flow may

be called the Velocity -Head ;
the portion which is

expeiK cd in overcoming the Resistance to outflow f^^m

ihe ank or in setting up the various Pressures within

t Spe may be called \he Pressure -Head, or the

SLiBtance-Head ; and these are together equal to the

-^^re^"tep the Briving-Head the
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same, if we tliminish the Eesistance-Head we increase the

Velocity-Head; and rice versa. If we increase tlie Vekjcity-

Head, we of course increase the Velocity of oiitHow : if we
increase the Resistance-Head, we increase the Eesistance

and the Pressures within tlie outllow-pij^e. Again, if we
increase the Resistance offered by the pipe to onflow

throngli it, we increase the Resistance-Head at the expense

of the Velocity-Head, and therefore at the exjaense of the

Velocity of outflow : and this increase in the Resistance

offered by the pipe may be effected by narrowing it, or
- by lengthening it.

We have therefore to consider (1) the Driving-Head,
which corresponds to so much driving Pressure or Force

applied to the licjuid in the pipe
; (2) the Velocity-

Head, which corresponds to the actual Velocity of the

liquid in the pipe (this velocity being proportional to the

srfiare rout of the velocity-head)
; (3) the Pressure- or

Resistance-Head, which is measured by the height of
liquid column sustained in the first piezometer -tube

; (4)
the lateral Pressures at the piezometer-tubes, which
pressures sink uniformly from a pressure corresponding
to the full value of (3) in the first tube, down to a zero
value at the orifice of outflow ; and (5) the Resistances
to onflow, which depend on the conformation of the pipe
itself and which are measured, at any point, by the value
of the lateral Pressure at that point.

These things depend on one another. Let us, without
altering anything else, increase (1), the Driving-
Head

; then both (2) and (3) are increased, and accord-
ingly both the Velocity of onflow and the lateral
Pressures are increased; and the line of pressure -slope,
GF (Fig. 117), becomes steeper.

_
The increase of (2) is proportionately a little greater than the

mcrease of (3) ;
so that (2) gets a little more than its pro-

portionate share of the increase in (1).
It will be kept in mind that the Velocity-Head is propor-

tional to tlie sqvMvc of the Velocity : so that if we quarkiiple
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lliu driviii- pressure wc do a little more than double the veloeity

of How in -i pipe, while we at tlie .same time do a little lesstliau

ipiadruiiU', the ]ires.sures.

If tin; Driving-Head be diminislied Ihc velocity and

tlio pressures fall od' ; and tlie velocity -head falls some-

what jnore rapidly tlian llie pressure-head.

Next, Avith everything else as at first, let us increase

(5), the Resistances, by narrowing or lengthening the

pipe : this obstructs the onllow, diminishes the velocity

and the velocity-head, and correspondingly increases the

Pressure-Head and the lateral Pressures. If, on the other

hand, we widen or shorten the pipe, we increase the

onfloNv, and thus increase the Velocity and the Velocity-

Head, and diminish the pressure-head and the pressures.

Next let us both increase the driving pressure

and at the same time, increase the peripheral resist-

ance by narrowing or lengthening the pipe ;
we are sure

to raise the pressures in the piezometer-tubes ;
and

we may increase the Velocity or, by increasing the re-

sistances sufficiently, or by keeping down our increase o

driving pressure, we may on the whole dimmish it
;
but

it will be possible to adjust the peripheral Kesistance to

the actual increase of driving pressure (or else to restrict

the increase of driving pressure in accordance with the

actual increase of peripheral resistance) in such a way that

the velocity of onflow may remain as toetore.

hypertropliied.

If we reduce the driving pressure and at the same

time shorten or widen the ontflow-pipe, we are sure

to reduce the piezometer -pressures ;
we may,

sufficiently shortening or widening the pipe, or >

li,niting our reduction of driving V^<^''-''^
.^'''^X.L

Velocity, or bv not doing so we may decrease it
;
oi, b> due
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adjustment of the peripheral Resistance to the actual

ileci'ease of driving pressure (ov else by restrictiuL;- the

diminution of driving pressure in accordance M'ith the

actual decrease of peripheral resistance) we may leave the

velocity of onflow as at first.

Next let us increase the driving pressure, and at

the same time diminish the perijDheral resistance by

widening or shortening the outflow-pipe. We are sure to

increase the velocity of flow : and by suflicient widen-

ing, or by keeping down the increase of driving pressure,

we may dinnnish the Pressures : with insuflicient Avidening

or excessive increase of driving pressure, the jDressures are

on the other hand greater than at first ; but by suitably

adjusting the widening or shortening to the actual

increase of driving pressure (or else by restricting the

increase of driving pressure so as to suit the actual widen-

ing or shortening) we may cause the pressures to remain

as at first.

If we diminish the driving pressure and at the

same time increase the i)eripheral resistance, we
certainly diminish the velocity of flow ; and we may
increase the Pressures by sutficient narrowing of the pipe,

or by limiting the decrease in driving pressure, or may
diminish them by insufficient narrowing, or by allowing

the driving pressure to become too small ; but we may
again adjust the narrowing, or restrict the diminution in

the driving pressure, so as to leave the pressures as at
first. Hence, if we increase the peripheral Resistance

and thus diminish the onflow, but wish to keep the

Pressures the same, we must diminish the driving pressure

;

but we thereby still farther reduce the flow.

_
The heart has an automatic regulating mechanism of this

kind : when the blood-pressure in the blood-vessels is too liigh,
the nervous system makes the heart beat less frcipiently.

Observation of the Pressures or of the Velocity alone
is therefore insufficient to give us full knowledge of the
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variations in nieclianif^in of tliis nature, as rej^'ards tlie

driving pump or tliu condition of the pipes themselves.

Unchanged pressures with diminished velocity lif'iioto

dimini.shed driving,' pressure and a pressure -fouiiiciisatiiig in-

crease of peripheral Resistance
;

uiiehaufied ]iressures with

increased velocity indi('atu increased Uiivinj,' I'ressiu'e with a

pressurc-conipensatinr; decrease of resistance.

Unchanged velocity witli diminished pressures denotes

diminution of driving pressure witli a velocity-compensating

dinduutiou of resistance : with increased pressui-cs it denotes

increase of Driving Pressure with a velocity-compensating in-

crease of Resistance.
.

Increased pressures with increased velocity indicate

increase of Driving Pressure, not fully compensated as regards

pressure by a sufficient fall, oi^ as regards velocity by a sufficient

rise, in the resistance. With decreased velocity increased

pressures indicate a rise in the Resistance, not fully compen-

sated as regards pressure by a sufficient fall, or as regards velo-

city by a sufficient rise, in the driving power.

Decreased pressures wdth increased velocity denote

diminished Resistance, not fully compensated as jegards pres-

sure by a sufficient rise, or as regards velocity by a sufficient

fall iu driving pressure. With decreased velocity decreased

pressures indicate decrease of Driving Pressure, not fully com-

pensated as regards pressure by a snilicient rise, or as regards

velocity by a sufficient fall, in the resistance.

If the pipe be not uniform, but increase in its dia-

meter, being conical in its form, the velocity of the

stream falls off, and the pressure either increases or

else falls off less rapidly than it would do in a uniform

pipe. When the flow is from a narrow into a wide pipe

without any gradation of diameter, the pressure is

greater in the wider pipe than it had been m the

narrower one. The reason of this is that whereas we

might have expected the wider pipe to offer a facility

rather than an obstruction to the onward flow of the

licpiid, the reverse is the case : the rapidly moving liquid

in the narrower pipe is hurled against the comparatively

stationary licpiid in the wider pipe, and is brought to a

comparatively-slow velocity, with formation of swirls

and eddies. But the pressure so reached must always
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be less than tliat near the tank, else the liquid would not

How alon,^ the narrower pipe at all. If the pipe expand

gradually, in a conical form, and not abruptly, the con-

dition is more favouralde to the maintenance of a steady

flow ; tlie stream-lines may simply diverge without for-

mation of eddies ; and in that case the pressure may fall

olf steadily but more slowly tlian before, or may even

remain constant throughout the length of the expanding

tube.

If the Driving Pressure be not uniform but Varialde,

the pressures in tlie pipe and the velocities in the stream

follow the variations of the driving pressure.

The vai-iations of pressure in the pipe are, however, some-

what smaller, and tliose of the velocity of the stream are some-

what larger than the variations of the driving pressure would
themselves lead us to expect.

If the Driving Pressure applied to a liquid within a

rigid pipe be itself intermittent, the tendency is to

move a (juantity of liquid en masse at each impulse, like a

poker struck endwise by a hammer. An incompressible

fluid would move in this way within a rigid tube : any

actual liquid is slightly compressible, and its movement
is not quite so aljrupt : but if the pipe be rigid, or prac-

tically rigid, tins tendency is always well marked, as is

the case in atheromatous arteries, which are dis-

tinguished from normally extensible arteries by the abrupt

onflow of blood within them.

If liquid, flowing steadily along a rigid pipe, have its onward
flow abruptly checked, as by the sharp closing of a stopcock,
the onflow may continue in virtue of the onward momentum
of the flowing liquid : and the pipe may by this means be exposed
to a very severe internal pressure before the onward motion of
the liquid is arrested. This may cause severe jolts of tlie water-
pipes within a building. The principle lias been utilised in the
Hydraulic Ram, in which a stream of water is alternately set
up and suddenly cut off. At each cut-off the pressure becomes
very high

; tlie water is thus enabled to force a valve, which it

otherwise could not displace : it enters a small chamber con-
taining a limited volume of air ; and the air, becoming com-
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lii-usKcil, ill its turn drives the wiiter out ;ii a liif^li iiR-aii pressure

througli an exit pipe.

When the pipi? thouj^h rij,'id is not strait,'ht, ljut con-

tains a bend, this liend oilers an olistniction to the flow.

The li(|uid is driven up a;^aiiist it and

I'orins eddies ; and thus Energy is wasted.

After this obstruction has been passed,

tlie liquid is at a lower pressure llian

it had been inuncdiately bei'ore reacliiu^

the bend ; but the slope of the line GF
is equalile in all such portions of the

pipe as are straight and uninterrupted, and uniform in

diameter ; for tlie actual velocity of How is the same

throughout each such portion.

If in such a case the driving pressure be intermittent,

the bend is, as it were, hammered by the abrupt im-

pact of the liquid ; and if the bend be to some extent

distensible, it is driven forward by the blow. This

condition is exemplified by the locomotive pulse in

atheromatous arteries : the radial artery seems to plunge

forward at eacli pulsation.

Where we have to do not witli an unbranched but

with a branched pipe, there is a new element to be

considered, nauiely, the total amount of surface-area of

the walls. A proportionate increase of surface-area deter-

mines an increase in the resistance offered to the on-

ward How. It will not do to say that the liquid has to

rub against this increased surface ;
the liquid rubs only

against an immovable layer of liquid which adheres to

the walls of tlie channel : but in every case, the greater

the surface-area in proportion to the cross -section of the

channel, the more play is given to the viscosity of the

liquid and the more hampered is the onward flow. On

the other hand, a branched system may present on the

whole a <'reater cross-sectional area to the onflowmg liquid :

the tendency of this is to diminish the total Eesistance

offered liy tlie path which the li(iuid has to traverse, and
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tlui-s to diminish tlie Pressure near the Umk, iiiul to in-

crease tlie A'elocity of outilow from the tank. At the same

time, if the total cross-sectional area is being increased, there

will be a slowing-down of the stream at the branching,

and therefore a tendency to increase the Pressures ; and

conversely, if the branches come together again, so as to

converge upon a narrower area, the Velocity will lie in-

creased and there will be a tendency to diminish the

pressures. Accordingly, if a pipe brancli out into a

system of numerous pipes which, taken together, present

a wide channel for the stream, and if these pipes unite

to form again a single channel of the same dimensions as

the lirst, the pressure at the midpoint of the system

is greater than the average pressure throughout the

whole system.

This is exemplified in the circulatory system of vertebrates,
in which the pressure in the capillaries is greater than half the
mean pressure in the aorta.

If we have two such systems, one larger in scale than the
other, but about the same in the relative proportions of the
parts, measured linearly, so that the one may be reasonably
regarded as a model of the other, the Resistance offered by the
one system to the flow of liquid may be approximately the same
as that offered by the other, if the Velocities be the same in both.
Thus an elephant and a mouse may have approximately the
same blood-pressure in the aorta. The mouse has the smaller
vascular surface-area for the blood to be forced past : it has the
smaller distance to drive the blood from the heart to the extre-
mities

;
but the elephant has the compensating advantage of

the larger blood-vessels and a wider vascular system.

Suppose a tube to branch into two tubes of unequal
dimensions

: the resistances ofiered by these tubes
will in general be unequal : the pressures within the
entrance to each will be unequal ; and the flow through
the tubes M'ill be unequal. The greater flow will be
along the tube which oilers the less resistance.

Suppose again that in a branched system, in which a
How has been set up, some of the branches become
narrowed or obstructed. The narrowing of any part
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ul' tli(! total system (liininislius tlie carrying' power (jI'

tlic whole, and the total onflow is (jii tlu; whole

diminished. Tlie pressures throughout tlie whole

system are increased, in the uiuiarrowed as well as

in the narrowed branches. So I'ar as rei^ards eacli of tlie

uunarrowed branches, the .slope (j1 the line OF becomes

steeper in it ; and the velocity ol the How through each

unnarrowed branch is therefore increased, just as ii the

Driving Pressure itself had been increased. This state of

things is of importance in reference to the i:)athology of

congestion in the circulatory system.

In all How of liciuid through sufficiently wide tubes

there are swirls and eddies, and the streamdines are

not truly parallel to one another even in a uniform tube :

and the How is therefore not truly steady. It is only

perfectly steady in sufficiently narrow tubes. For

water a tube of less than inch diameter will be suffi-

ciently narrow to allow steady flow : for treacle a tube

an inch in diameter would do the same thing. This

steadiness in very narrow or " capillary " tubes, and the

w^ant of steadiness of flow in pipes of ordinary size, result

iu this, that the amount of outflow in the two cases is

regulated by very difl'erent laws.

In capUlary tubes it is proportioned not to the square but to

the fourth power of the diameter of the tube ; it is directly pro-

iiortional to the driving pressure, not to its square root
;

it is

inversely proportional to the length of the capillary tube
;
and

it is inversely proportional to what is known as the Coeihcient

of Viscosity. That is to say, the more viscous a fluid is. thc

less of it can you drive through a capillary tube under a given

iiressure in a given time ; and the comiiarative viscosities oi two

li(iuids under the same conditions, or of the same liquid under

different conditions, may be compared by seeing what quan-

tities can thus be forced through a capillary tube m a given

time The capillary tube employed must be of adequate length,

otherwise the conditions come to resemble those presented by a

wide tube.
. , , • i

The viscosity of a liqiud is usually less when it is warm ;
and

Dr Graham Brown has found that the blood, at fever tem-

peratures, is less viscous than it is at normal temperatures
;
and
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tliat to such an extent that tlic strain upon the heart in kceiiiiig

up the circulation is actually lessened by reason ol' the diniinu-

tioii oC viscosity induced by an abnornuilly high tenqieraturc.

Even wlien a stream has been set up in a capillary tube, it is

to be observed that it' the speed of onflow be sulllcicntly in-

creased, the stream may break up into eddies ; and thus one and
the same tube may act as a wide tube for rapid streams, and as

a narrow or capillary tube for slow streams.

Ill any case wliere the pressure at any point in a

stream has to be ascertained, it will not do to stop or
obstruct the stream in any way. The stream must
be allowed to flow on uninterrupted and unobstructed :

an<l the apparatus employed must be so contrived. The
piezometer-tubes employed must, therefore, not encroach
in the least on the lumen of the tube.

Where it is necessary to measure the velocity of a

stream various methods may be adopted, of which the

following are the principal :

—

1. Optical.—Determination of the speed of small particles
floating in the liquid

;
e.g., red-blood corpuscles in the capil-

laries. This is only an approximate method. If the particles
be of tlie same density as the liquid they will roll into the axial
stream, and the larger they are the more are they retarded by
the peripheral parts of the stream ; if not, tliey will float or
sink and roll upon the walls of the vessel, and their speed will
be alfected by rolling friction, which depends on their relative
lightness or heaviness and also on the stickiness of these
particles or of the walls of the vessel or tube. Alterations in
the density of the blood may cause red-blood corpuscles to float
or sink, and therefore to roll

; and the blood-vessels may become
abnormally sticky, so that the corpuscles tend to block up the
bends.

2. Chemical.— The time is found which elapses between
the introduction of a dissolved substance into the.'stream, and
the arrival, at a determined point, of li.piid in which that sub-
stance can be detected by chemical means, or else by the altera-
tion of the liquid in respect of its electrical conductivity.

3. Volumetric— (ft) Cutting the vessel and measuring the
outflow; hut this disturbs the pressures and increases the
velocity, while if the stream be a closed circuit loss of liquid
deranges the whole working.

{h) Interposing a tube of known cubical capacity, containing
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li(|uid, in tlic course of Llie Htn;;uii, iuul iimliiiy liow louj^ it

takes to replace the li(iui(l ia the tube by liciuul Iroiu the

stream. This is not easy to liml, and the iuterpositiuu of the

additional Resistance disturbs the velocity of ilow.

(e) Making' tlie tube of method {b) a vessel of large capa.nty

and small resistance, and so arranging the apparatus that when

the vessel is on the point of being completely cniptiwl the

course of liquid in it can be suddenly reversed. This is re-

peated several times, and the time necessary to pass a given

bulk of liipiid through the circulation is ascertained (Ludwig

and Dogiel's Stromuhr).
1. Mechanical Methods.— ((t) A very small pendulum

swuii"- in the stream is dellected by it in accordance with the

Velocity. This is applied in the engineers' hydrostatic

pendulum and, for physiological purposes, in the h^mo-

tachymeter; and in the hsemodromometer the pendulum

itself consists of the lower end of a needle thrust through the

walls of a blood-vessel.
. , , •

4. ii

(b) Pitot's Tubes.—Two tubes (Fig. 119) inserted into the

stream ; one with its lower end facing the stream,

the other turned away from it. The columns of

water in A and B arc at dillereiit heights : and the

difference of height depends upon the velocity.

(c) Wheelwork, like gas-meters. —A fan or

turbine is worked by the stream, and an indicating

°'
train of wheelwork works a dial-pointer.

(d) Venturi's Water-meters.—The piezometer-pressure at

a wide part of the tube is less than that at a narrow part, to an

extent which depends on the velocity.
, , i 1

All these mechanical instruments must be graduated by ex-

posinc^ them to streams of various known velocities, and marking

the corresponding positions at which the recording index

stands.

The work which is expended in driving a given

quantity of liquid in a jet or stream is equal (in ergs)

to tlie product of the Weight of that liquid (in dynes)

into the Driving - Head (in cms.) ;
or, otherwise ex-

pressed, the product of the Driving Pressure (m dynes

per sq. cm.) into the Volume (in cub. cm.) of that liquid

In either case, jet or stream, the Driving-Head is the total

head, that witliin the tank.

For example, let the question be to ascertain what Work the

human heart does. The data are : mean pressure in the left
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ventricle = 12 'S oin. inorcury-coliiniu = a driving presume of

170,722 dynes per sq. cm. =a driving hc;ul ol' 16C> cm. of blood
;

liquiil propelled at each .systole 170"(j cub. cm. or ISO grammes,
the Weight of whicii is 180 x 981 = 177,580 dynes, then the
Work done at each ,sy.slole is 177580 x 165, or 170722 x 170'C,
both = 29, 128000 ergs. If there are 72 pnl.sations per minute,
the work per minute is (29,128000 x 72) ergs

;
nearly 150 foot-

pounds per minute, or about ^}rj,- horse-power on the average, a
degree of activity which would raise the heart's own we'ight
about 22,000 feet in an hour, or raise a 200-lb. man about 45
feet in that time. It will be observed, however, that the heart
has not (30 seconds per minute in which to do this work : its

contractions only occui>y on the whole about 21 seconds out of
each minute ; so that its mean activity during its actual con-
tractions is as much as horse-power.

Part only of tlie work wliicli is done by the driving
pressure in keeping up a stream in a tube is converted
into kinetic energy in tlie liquid, the Energy of Flow

;

the remainder is tran.sfonned into heat, and the liquid i.s

warmed.

Tluus far we have considered the flow of liquid.s

in pipes or tubes wliich are rigid or practically so.

In many important cases— e.g. the arteries and other
vessels through which blood is propelled by the heart

—

the walls of the vessels are not rigid, but are more or less

elastically distensible. We have therefore noAv to con-
sider the Flow of Liquids in such elastic tubes.

In the first place, an elastic tube through which a
constant flow is maintained comes to act practically
like a rig-id tube. The internal pressure of the stream
has a certain effect in dilating the tube ; and this effect is

greater where the pres.sure is greater
; but a condition of

equilibrium is soon attained, and is thereafter main-
tamed

;
and then there is no variation in the dimensions

of the tube so long as the steady flow is kept up.
Next, if the flow be deliberately intermittent, each

inflow dilates the tube, and the dilatation dies away
as the inflow ceases. The tube itself thus has work done
upon it at each inflow

; and it then restores that work as it
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regains its iirimitive form \vlien each iullow ceases. But

let us suppose that the successive inflows follow one

another up with a certain rapidity. Then before the

elfect of one inflow has died away another has already

begun. The tube is thus never allowed to regain its

normal form ccjmpletely ; and the outflow and pressure

never sink to nothing. There is therefore always some

degree of continuous outllow, though there may be

throbbing and spurting as in an artery when cut ; and the

stream may thus present variations in velocity and

pressure, which keep time with the rhythm of the

interniittences of the driving pressure applied.
^

The

more rigid the tube, or the wider or the shorter it is, the

more difficult is it to keep up any degree of continuity

of outflow, and therefore the greater must be the

frequency of the intermissions ;
and, on the other hand,

the more distensible the tube, or the greater the resistance

offered to flow through it, the less frequent need the

interniittences be. If, however, we look into the matter

a little more closely, we see that it is an inadequate state-

ment of the fact to say merely that the tube dilates under

the sudden and brief impulse of a momentary driving

pressure. It is, in the first instance, not the whole tube

but the part of the tube nearest to the source of driving

pressure Avhich dilates : a distant portion of a long tube

may remain at first unaftected, and if it be very distant,

it may be some time before any disturbance reaches it.

The tube is thus locally distended ; a pouch is formed :

but this pouch tends to regain its primitive form
:

the

elasticity of the walls of the tube comes into play ;

and the liquid in the pouch is squeezed forward

along the elastic tube. The next moment, the liquid

which has been forced into the tube is found occupying a

loncrer and slenderer pouch farther along the tube
;
and

the" dilatation of the tube thus seems to travel along

in the same direction as the flow of liquid, the pouch

becoming continuously longer and slenderer as it travels.
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Suppose that instead of a sudden increase of pressure

we have a sudden defect of pressure in the tube,

which is still supposed to be tilled with tlie licjuid ; tlie

tube partly collapses in tlie neiglibourliood of the

source of defect of driving pressure, and liquid is with-

drawn from it : but the tube tends to regain its primitive

form, and the collapsed form is passed on from
portion to portion of the tube. The collapsed form is

better marked at first than it is when it lias travelled for

some distance
; as in the previous case, that of dilatation,

the change of diameter becomes smaller, but at the same
time longer and longer portions of the tube are affected, as
the disturbance travels along the walls of the tube. The
flow of liquid, to make up for what has been withdrawn
from one end of the tube, is in this case in a direction
opposed to that in which the distortion of the walls of the
tube travels.

If the finger-tip or the extremity of a lever be laid on
such a tube, the arrival of the dilatation or expansion can
be felt or observed : and the dilatation or expansion
(followed by a more gradual waning away of the distor-
tion) travels like a wave, which wave is called a Pulse-
Wave. The speed of travelling of this wave varies
according to circumstances

; it is greater tlie greater the
thickness of the wall : it is greater the greater the
resistance offered by the substance of the wall to
stretching-

;
it is less the greater the diameter of the

tube
: and it is less tlie greater the density of the

liquid within the tube.

The length of a single pouch or pulse-wave in such a tube is
tlie product of the speed of propagation of this kind of dis-
turbance into the time during which the inflow is being kept up •

for example, the tendency is for each pulse-wave in the blood-
vessels of a man to have a length equal to the product of the
velocity of propagation (10 to 18 metres per second) into the time
ot systo e of the heart (i second), or from 3^ to 6 metres Ofcourse there cannot be complete pulse-waves of such lengths asthese m the human body

; and what happens is that the blood-
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vessels injvtT ilu lelux and assuiiu; a cuiiiiileLely uoiinal loiin,

I'or the next pidse-wave is ui)on them before tliey have done so

The arteries are thus always iu a statu <;l' tension, tliough

this is varialile.

In the case of indiarubber, the elaslieity, or n^sistance to

stretching, remains much the same whether the deformation of

tlie tube°be great or small : and hence larger and smaller

iiouches arc propagated at al.iout the same speed ;
but m the case

(iC arteries the conditions are dilfercut. In an artery, tlie more

it is stretched the more it resists stretclung ; a wide ddatation

is therefore propagated more rapidly than a narrow one
;
a lull

pulse travels more rapidly tlian one of smidl expansion.

To arrest the passage of a pulse-wave a certain Pressure is

re.iuired. When this pressure is applied by means of an instru-

ment of the nature of a spring balance, we have the Sphygmo-

meter, used in measuring the pressure necessary to extmguisli

the radial pulse. 14.1 11

In a branched system with numerous branches tlie small

branches wear down the pulsations, and the pulse-waye disap-

pears Thus in the arterial blood-vessels we have pulsations ;

m the capillaries and veins normally none, except m such cases

as that of the activity of a salivary gland, during which the

arterioles are dUated, and there is a " venous piilse " continued

into the corresponding vein.

A driving pressure gradually applied will cause a

correspondingly gentle slope at the front of the pulse-

wave : a pressure abruptly applied will cause an abrupt

local expansion of the tube and a steep-fronted pulse-wave.

Bigidity of walls favours shallowness ot the wave,

for then the rate of propagation is great, and the dilatatioii

at any one point is correspondingly small. Peripheral

resistance hampers onward flow, and therefore favours

wide pouching of the elastic tube and a slow disappearance

of the pouch.

Still closer inquiry shows us that we generally cannot

confiue ourselves to smgle pulse-waves m elastic tubes

When an elastic tube is pouched by the sudden inflow of

liquid, the elasticity of the tube brings the tube back to its

normal dimensions ; and if the onliow be restricted, this

process will be a gradual one, so that the tube steadil>

J-e-^ains its normal form. But if the onflow be easy, it
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tlioro be little obstrucliou to tlio eseajie of tlie vigoidusly

injected lirjuid, the walls of the tube, in pvonip(l)' regain-

ing their normal luisition, generally overshoot the mark.

At the same time the licjuid itself tends to do the same in

virtue of its inertia. On the M'hole, the portion of the

elastic tube previously ijouchcd becomes more or less

collapsed for tlie moment. The tube then regains its

form : liijuid runs back to fill it ; but this may again

overshoot the mark. A series of secondary oscilla-

tions may thus be set up.

The human pulse shows ]ilipnomciia of tliis order. Some-
times the tirst of these secondarj' oscillations is not incom-
parable with tlie primary pulse-wave itself. This condition is

apt to occur when the walls of the vessels offer much resistance
to being stretched. In all cases, however, the second, third,
and succeeding secondary oscillations arc of very minor im-
portance.

It may perhaps be noted that in the arteries there sometimes
is, between the primary wave and the first secondary wave, a
sinking and a sudden recovery of pressure which gives the
;ippoarance of an interpolated undulation, and makes the pulse
•dicrotic." There has been some discussion as to the canse of
this: and it has been explained as being due to the sudden
l essation of pressure exerted by the ventricle of the heart,
followed by tlie sudden closing of the valves, which suddenly
:iiTest back -flow from the aorta or pulmonary artery into the
' Orresponding ventricle. The conditions for this are that the
arteries be highly distensible and elastic, the mean pressure low,
and the heart-stroke firm.

In any event the secondary waves are not so high as the
primary : and lience while in caoutchouc tubes they travel at
about the same speed, in arteries the secondary waves travel
more slowly than tlie primary, so that they lag farther and
farther behind them.

The elasticity of a tube may have still further con-
sequences. Suppose that a pouch travels along to the end of
a long tube, and that the liquid does not there find a ready
outlet, the tube will locally get rid of its deformation by
reflecting it backwards along the tube, and the front of
tlie rellected pulse-wave may meet and complicate the
hinder part of the primary pulse -w\ave : yet under such
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conditions the iictual small ouillow at the distal end of

the tube may be curiously unif(^rm. And more, the

amount of outflow from such a tube may, li tlie

pulsations be frequent enough, be more abundant than

from a rigid tube of the same normal width, and bearing

an equal terminal aperture, when exposed to exactly

similar conditions. The dilated elastic tube oilers on

the whole less resistance to How of liquid along it to

the terminal aperture than the unwidened rigid tube

does : and thus it gains an advantage over the rigid tube.

Consequently, if such a distensible tube should become

rigid, it would be necessary, in order to keep up the

same Flow, that the driving pressure should become

greater.

This necessity accounts for the hypertrophy of the left

ventricle of the heart when the distensible arteries become

comparatively rigid through atheroma : for the heart has then

to work harder in order to keep up the same flow, and its lelt

ventricle, which drives the blood through the arteries, conse-

quently becomes of abnormal size.

Solidification of Liquids

When a liquid becomes cold er.ough it will solidify or

" freeze." Even liquefied air will do this, and become

like snow.

In many cases we find that our ordinary temperatures

are low enough to enable the solid form or state of a sub-

stance to have become the one most familiar to us. For

example, we usually see iron as a solid ;
and we have to

cTo to an iron foundry in order to see it as a liquid. In

our temperate climates merciuy is a liquid; but in an

Arctic midwinter it is a solid, and can be hammered like

^^'"^

When a liquid becomes a solid its molecules largely, if

not wholly, lose their power of slipping past one anotlier
;

and their mean free path must become very restricted.
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Solids

A guLstaucc in a perfectly solid slate would iiossess

the following characteristics : (1) a definite Form of its

own
; (2) Resistance to Deformation

; (3) Per-

manence of Form so long as the surrounding conditions

remained unchanged. A Solid would not continuously

flow as water or treacle will ; it has a form of its own,

and does not necessarily come to fit the vessel in Avhich it

is placed, as water or treacle do : much less will it occupy

it wholly, pressing against all its sides, as a Gas will do.

There are, however, many substances, wliich we call

Solids, which do continuously flow, though extremely

slowly, under the iniiuence of suflicient causes : cobbler's

wax, sealing wax, Avill flow down hill : hot glass, paraffin,

wax, selenium, guttapercha, Canada balsam, a mixture of

glue and honey, all soften and become unable to retain

their shape long before they positively melt by heat ; even
metals, exposed to sufficient distorting stresses during
protracted periods, may slowly yield and alter their shape.

During the moulding of a bullet in a bullet mould,
during the stamping of a coin at the mint, the metal is

being so distorted that its particles flow past one another
;

and this flow is kept up until the metal has, under the
Pressure exerted, flowed into every crevice of the mould
or die. Such solids are said to be imperfectly solid,

or quasi-fluid, or plastic. Some metals can be drawn
into wire by being pulled through small holes in a hard
steel plate : here the molecules of the metal pass one
another, on their way through the steel plate, in the same
fashion as the molecules of water do when issuing in a
thin stream through a fine aperture in the bottom of a
tank. Such metals are said to be ductile. Some metals
are extremely ductile, e/j. gold, silver, and platinum.

Platinum wires of exceeding tenuity, ami only distinctly
visible wlien made redhot in a flame, are made, as for use in the
micrometer eyepiece of a microscope, by constructing a thick
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silver liiir will) ;i iilaUiiinii coi-e, drawiii;,' Uiis out, to :ni cxtreiiH;

lineiicss, ;inil icinuvin^' llic silver Ijy iiniiicrsiun in iiiliic acid.

Again, some Solids can lie (Ud'oi'im d liy ilic lianiuier

without In'cakiiig at the edj^^es : gold can hu ]jc;ati:ii to gold

leaf of extreme tenuity ; and such Kubstanees an' Kaid to

be malleable. During the inijjact of the hainnicr the

action in one of Flow, producing an irivvcrsiljlc deloi'niation.

Other substances there are, sucli as antiiiKiny, diamond,

glass, which lly to jiieces at the first blow of tlie hamnici',

and are said to be fragile. From these instances it will

be seen that the distinction between a Solid and a Licjuid

is a matter of degree ; and some substances stand in the

borderhxnd between solids and liquids.

Solids dill'er, again, in their rehitive hardness and

softness. The criterion of these properties is, that of

two sul)stances, that which is said to be the harder can

scratch the other ; and in this sense diamond and car-

borundum are the two hardest substances known.

The dptermination of liardness is aflected somewhat by the

form of the bodies : thus a pin can be made to scralcli glass,

though glass is harder than pin-metal : and if the relative

nioveinent be very rapid, very hard substances maybe cut into,

as in the sand-blast (a stream of sand rapidly blown through a

tube), which can cut through rocks and even through steel.

Most Solids are not without some degree of porosity,

nytlrogen diffuses through baked ungla/.ed clay, and wind

can even blow through bricks if unpainted :
and earth-

gases can travel even through hydraulic cement if not

tarred. Mercury can he squeezed through chamois leather :

water can be squeezed through gold or lead :
and petroleum

soaks through iron.

The .special properties of Solids seem to lie due to the

arrangement of their molecules. Tliese appear to be

morehiterlocked or mutually connected in some way

than they are in Liquids or Gases : and in this way they

form together a more connected .system. Even on bring-

ing two solids together the ]iarticles may come within the
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spliere of one aiiollier's forces, and then it may he dinicult

to pnll the two masses apart. Tims we ha\^e cohesion
of two masses of tlie same solid, as for instance where two

perfectly smooth I'aces of glass or of freshly cnt lead or of

polished steel cohei'c with great tenacity when the air is

si[nee/.ed out by jn'cssure from hetwuen tlicm ; or where

we have the cohesion of two \\ liite-hot surfaces of iron or

[)latinnni in the process of welding'. We may also have

adhesion between I wo dill'erent solids, as ibr examjile

the adhesion of glass to a dried-up solution of gum-
arabic, or the direct adhesion of silver to platinum at

oOO" C. From the same cause \ye lia\'e the tenacity cif

a steel wire, to which a great force jnust be ap)plied beibre

it can be broken by jnilling it lengthwise ; and even .such

a substance as marine glue is very tenacious.

Wo often find adliesioii of a solid to a moist surface
;
glass,

breathed upon, adheres to chamois leather, as is seen in the
cleaning of cover-glasses ; and slight damping of a surfsice often
greatly increases the friction 'between it and a body slid

over it.

Sometimes the Molecules are so aggregated as to form
a system which is in unstable equilibrium.

If a little mass of fused glass bo dropped into cold wntei' the
exterior is_ suddenly chilled: the interior has to accommodate
itself to this as it best can : it does so, so as to possess a greater
volume than it normally would have at its actual temperature

;

and when the product, a so-called Rupert's drop, has one end
broken off, the whole flies to ])owdcr. To prevent such strains
as this existing within a cooled mass it must he annealed, that
is, allowed to cool extremely slowly : large optical lenses are some-
times kept gradually cooling for weeks :"the particles then a<ljust
their mutual relations in the qunsi-fliiid or plastic state of the
glass, so that when the whole is cooled there is no such strain.
Steel, again, is apt to present similar phenomena, and un-
annealed steel may be as brittle as glass : and iron castings
which are not usually annealed with special care, are apt to
snap and fall to pieces if they be damaged, or if they bo
quenched with cold water when hot. Thick glass, blown in
the open au' m the usual way, is apt to be more or less in the
condition of a Rupert's drop : and the slightest scratch will
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often sliivcr a tuhc of tliick glas.s, or one presenting e.Ktreine

variations of tliickiicss : ami the practical rule is that apparatus

of glass presenting this feature should never be rubbed with

any metal harder tliau copper.

So long as a Solid reinaius luibrokeii or iindefornied,

its molecules seem to have no relative movement,

.such as that which the particles of a gas present.

This is, however, not absolutely the case. The particles of a

solid do, of their own accord, travel a little ;
powders may act

upon one another chemically to a slight extent wdieu mixed, as

if they were in solution : and if sulphur and a jwwdered metal ljc

mixed and pressed together, a certain proportion of the sulphide

of the metal may be formed. Again, the surface of a solid is not

indifferent to the chemical substances and compounds con-

tiguous to it ; hot iron oxide gives off oxygen to hydrogen, and

hot iron takes up oxygen from steam
;
phosphorus absorbs the

vapour of carbon disulphide and liquefies ;
boxwood charcoal

absorbs gases and causes them to combine chemically ;
platinum

black absorbs oxygen and hydrogen and causes them to combine

and it also has a powerful effect in promoting the clotting of

blood. Such facts seem to show that the movement ot the

molecules of a Solid, though limited in comparison with that of

the molecules of a Gas, is limited merely and not non-existent.

Deformations op Solids

By the application of sufficient Deforming Force it is

always possible to distort or deform a Solid more or less.

A Perfect Solid is an ideal not realised in practice.

If such an ideal perfect solid were exposed to any deform-

ing force or cause of deformation, the deformation set

tip" would remain the same so long as tlie cause of

deformation was kept up.

It is true that wires on which heavy masses arc suspended

not only stretch at first, when the Weight exposes them to

Tension first of all, but also go on stretching extremely slowly

when the action is continued ; and an analogous effec .

observed in many other cases: but these efiects a>-e «°

that it is more convenient to attribute them, as we have ahead)

done, to a certain degree of Fluidity existing even m the most
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rigid Solid. "We tlierofore. consider only l.lie I'ormer of these

effects, the deformation ju'oduced immediately and once Ibr all.

The deformation produced by a deforming force

is proportional to the Deforming Force applied :

Hooke'.s Law ;
" Ut tensio sicut vis." For example, if

the weight of 1 kilogr. will stretch a given thick piece of

indiarubber -L- cm., the weight of 4 kilogr. will stretch it

TO cm.

Deformations are of four main kinds : Shrinkage or
Dilatation, Lengthening or Shortening, Shear,
and Twist.

Shrinkage or Dilatation is scarcely entitled to the

name of Deformation in the usual sense of the term. It

means a change ofvolume ; and it may be brought about

eitlier by compression, through a hydrostatic pres-
sure being applied evenly all over the surface of the

solid, or by a change in the temperature of the solid.

All solids shrink when compressed ; and with
very few exceptions, such as indiarubber, solids expand
when heated and shrink when cooled ; so that bodies

which when cold exactly pass through certain apertures,

will not do so when hot.

Pressure,—If a solid be immersed in a liquid contained
in a strong steel cylinder, completely filled with the liquid and
closed by a screw stopper, which is screwed in so as to put the
liquid under liydrostatic Pressure, the solid immersed in the
liquid will shrink somewhat. Usually the Change of Volume
jjroduced is very small ; but the "Compression" is the ratio
between this change of volume and the original volume.
Let the original volume be 10 cub. cm., and let the volume
become 9-999 cubic cm. : the cliange of volume is O'OOl cub.
cm.

;
and the Compression is the ratio between the change of

volume 0-001 and the original volume 10, that is, ^-?fi- or
T?^""'„ Then, next, we have to consider the "Compressi-
bility "

; this is the amount of the Compression per unit of
h3^(lrostatic pressure applied

; that is, per sq. cm. of the sur-
face For example, if a compression of ^^f^ be produced by the
application of a uniform or hydrostatic pressure of 1,000000 dynes

per sq. cm., the Compressibility = "Compression"

Pressure applied per sq. cm.
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= TTn,Trrr-M 000000 = -,TnT7T7j;?,T)Tnnnr- Thus the Compressibility

of a sulistanco lias to distiiiguisheil from an actual Com-
pression jivoduccd in a ^'iven mass of that substance.

Heating.—In a precisely aualor;ous manner we give a iiajne

to the ratio between the change of volume and the original

volume, when the chan,[,'o of tcniperatui'c is 1" C. ; and we call

this the Coefficient of Cubical Expansion by Heat.

If a solid increase in volume from 1-0000 to 1 -0009 under a

rise of temperature of 3° C, the coelliciont of cuhicul exjiansion

by heat is 0-0003. If a block be cut from this material, th'-

volume of which is 10 cub. cm., Avhat will be its volume av

15" C? The coefllcient of cubical expansion is 0-0003 ; and

the increase of volume will be 0-0003 cub. cm. per cub. cm.

per degree C, or 0-0003 x 10 x 15 = 0-045 cub. cm. in all; .so

that tlic volume will rise from 10 cub. cm. to 10-015 cub. cm.

Examples of Expansion by Heating.—The stopper of a

stoppered bottle may be loosened by winding string round the

neck and pulling it 'backwards and forwards so as to develop

Heat by Friction : the neck dilates before the .stopper is affected.

When a flask is heated, it expands as if it -^vere solid

throughout ; if it contain liquid, the liquid may first shrink

back ?n the neck of the flask, on account of the dilatation of

the flask : and it is only if the dilatation of the liquid, when

it does become heated, be greater than that of the flask, that

the liquid will rise in the neck of tlie flask. To this cause we

may trace certain small errors of the Thermometer.

Heat applied to thick glass makes the surface expand,

wdiile the interior is still unatfected ;
the g]a.ss breaks. If

the glass be thin, as in a thin flask, there is no great ditterence

in the expansion of difi'erent parts of the glass, and thin flasks^

can be used for boiling liquids in. Where the Coefficient oi

Expansion by Heat is small, as in the zine-borate or the

baryta-borosilicate glass used in Jena fla.sks, thicker flasks can

be used to the same purpose.
, r i

The Coellicient of Cubical Expansion by Heat may lie found

by findiu" the Density of the substance at different tempera-

tures • then the volumes at the respective temperatures are

inversely proportional to the densities ;
and from the alteration

of volume, the original volume, and the difference of tempera-

ture, the coefficient of cubical expansion may be found.

Lengthening or Shortening is a change of

length of a Ijar or rod or Avire of a solid ;
and in any

given case the bar or rod or wire is lengthened or short-

ened by a certain fraction of its original length.
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In the case of lengthening, this fraction of the

original length is called the Elongation produced.

An elongation may be produced in two ways : (1) by

exerting a pull, or tension, on the solid ; or Ijy a

change of its temperature.

All solids lengthen M hen stretched ; and with

very few exceptimis, such as indiarul.iber, solid bars or

wires lengthen when heated, and shorten Avhen cooled.

Lengthening under Tension.— The stretching

Force or Tension required to produce a given propor-

tionate Elongation is the same, whether the rod or wire

be long or short, so long as its thickness remains the same.

For example, if a rod of say 100 cm. in length lengthen by
say 0"01 cm., a rod of 1000 cm., of the same tliicknesa and
under the same stretching-force, will lengthen by O'l cm. ; the

fraction, the "elongation," the ratio rlju oi" xiritr! remains the

same.

If, however, we alter the stretching force applied, we
tind that the Elongation is proportional to the Force so

applied ; and further, that the thinner the wire the greater

the elongation produced.

But we have at hand a convenient means of allowing for

the thinness or thickness of the wire or rod by specifying not
the Total Force applied, but the pull or traction upon the
wire, in dynes per srpiare centimetre of cross-sectional area of
the wire. Then we say that the Elongation is directly pro-
portional to the traction.

If the wire be 100 cm. long and the extension be O'OS cm. :

then the "Elongation" is ^^ = ^,V<r; and if tlie Total Force
applied so as to produce this elongation be the Weight of 10
kilogrammes or 100000 grammes (so that tJie total force ap-
plied is equal to 9,810000 dynes), and if the thickness of the
wire be such that its cross-sectional area is 1 sq. mm. or yuh
.sq. cm., then the "Traction" is "-"-r^"" =981,000000 dynes
per sq. cm.

; and accordingly the Elongation ( = ^i,to) is equal
to the Traction (981,000000) multiplied by a fraction, which
fraction is equal to T^.j^.r.ui.-inmujiu- This last fraction is

called the "extensibility" of the substance experimented on
;

and the "Extensibility" of a solid is measured by the Elonga-
tion produced by a unit traction (one dyne per sq. cm.

)
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Musulcis have ^'roaiur extensibility wlien tlicy arc in a state

of pliysiolo^fical contraction than when tlii'y arc at rest : and

a muscle loaded with a certain weight and then stimulated

to contract may actually lengthen for this reason. Muscles

also licconic more extcusible shortly after death.

In nearly all cases, wlicn a wire; or rod is stretched

by force it thins out ; but there are exceptions to this.

Cork, for example, if pulled upon and stretched, retaius

nearly the same diameter ; but this is a property closely

related to the altogether exceptionally great degree of

Compressibility which cork is found to present.

Lengthening by Heating.—In an analogous manner,

•we call the elongation produced by a rise in Tempera-

ture of one degree Centigrade, the Ooefflcient of

Linear Expansion by Heat.

This coefficient is very nearly erj^ual to one-third the co-

efficient of cubical expansion ; for if a cube dilate from 1-0000

to 1-0003 on being heated through 1°C., any of its edges must

lengthen from 1-0000 to very nearly 1-0001.

If a bar of 17A cm. in length, at a temperature of 0° C, be

cut out of a substance whose coefficient of linear expansion is

0-0001, what will be the length of the bar at 15°C. ? The

increase in length will be 0-0001 xl7i, or 0-00175 cm. per

degree C. ;
and for the 15° C, it will be 0-00175 x 15 = 0-02625

cm^ The bar therefore assumes a length of 17-52625 cm.

The coefficient of linear expansion of a solid may be found

by direct observation. The amount of lengthening of a bar or

rod, heated to a known temperature, may be measured directly

witii the aid of a traversing bar and micrometer ;
or it may be

made to cause a displacement of a mirror wdiich then reflects

lit^ht to a different spot on a screen ; or the bar, expanding

within a heated tube, may be made to push out a piece ol

porcelain which can move outwards, but cannot return.

In the laying of rail-way rails their summer expansion and

winter contraction must be allowed for, by not laying them in

contact with one another. Railway distance signal rods have

to be tightened up when they are warm, for they lengthen.

In the compensation pendulum the Centre of Gravity ot

the pendulum is kept at the same distance from the point of

suspension, whatever the temperature. The lengthening ot an

iron pendulum by heat would tend to lower it
;
but by nieans

of brass bars which expand in a contrary direction and with a
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greater eocflicieiit of expansion, Ihc centre ol' gravity may be

maintained at a constant level. Sonrntimes a

vessel of mercury is litted on the ])endulum ; as

this expands, its own centre of gravity ascends :

and the quantity of mercury may be so adjusted

as, by tliis ascent, to keep the centre of gravity uf

the whole peiuluhun at the same level.

AVhen a metal bar cools between two fixed

supports, the pull it may exert upon these sup-

ports is enormous ; for it is the same pull as

would be required in order to produce a lengthen-

ing equal to the contraction which the cooling tends to cause.

AYitliiu narrow limits the amount of shortening of

length, or longitudinal compression, produced by
making a heavy mass rest on the top of a rod, placed

vertically, is the same as the amount of lengthening which
\vould be produced by hanging the same heavy mass upon
the rod. Also, such shortening is usually accomijanied

by lateral dilatation, but not in the case of cork.

When a rod is bent there is a combination of lonffi-

tudinal stretching and longitudinal compression. Suppose
a rod to be arranged in a horizontal position, with one
end firmly fixed. It may be bent by its own Weight

;

and it will certainly be bent, to a greater or less extent, if

we hang a sufliciently heavy mass on the free end. The
upper side of the rod, Avhich is couA'ex upwards, is being
stretched and tends to crack ; so that if we take a knife
and make transverse scratches in it we may weaken it very
much. Gla.ss treated in this way may even be shivered
by letting sand drop on its upper surface. The lower
side, M-hich is concave downwards, is under longitudinal
compression : so that scratching the under aspect in the
same way, or even cutting notches in it, may do no harm.
Between the compressed and the stretched region there is

a neutral line, which is bent out of its original form,
l>ut is exposed neither to compression nor to extension,
and retains its original length.

A glass filament can be appreciably bent while a glass rod
cannot. Before we actually put the longitudinally stretched
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a.s[ii:c,t unili'i- a lircaking stress, the lluxure may ]n: coiisiderablo

ill till! case III' till' filaiiiinit, ImL Liui limiL is soiiii i L'arlicil in tliat

ol' till', foil.

Shear. -WIumi a solid is sliifai'i'd, its jiarls slip over

iiiii; auullier as tin: leaves oi' a Ijook may do wlieii Uu;

liiiok is s(|uec/,ed out of sliape. in Fij^f.

121 {ii) and (h) represent the orii^inal

and a sheared form of a culiical mas.s

of the solid. Tlie line AJ3 lias been

turned into the direi'tion A'li The

angle between AB and A'Jj i.s the

angle of shear : and a Shear is measured by the ratio

between the slip or displacement AA' and the distance

AB : that is, the shear is ef|ual to the tangent of the

angle ABA'.

If wo apply twice as great a deforming ibrce, we double the

shear ; that is, we do not double the angle A13A', but we double

the slip AA', and therewith we double the tangcut of the angle.

Therefore the Tangent of the angle of shear is proiiortional to

the Force applied : and if we find the value of the tangent of

this angle of shear when the shearing force applied is unity,

we reach the value of the " Shearability " of the substance m
question. ^ ,

How should Shearing Force be applied, and how is it to be

measvu-ed ? There is more than one mode of stating this.

One way is to consider the lower plane BC as held fast, and a

uniform inessure of so many dynes per .sq. cm. applied to the tace

AB in a direction parallel to the face BC and to the resultant

sheariiu' or slipping motion. If AC be a cubical block ot mdia-

rubber °and if the lace AB be pushed in the direction indicated

by the arrow, while BC is held fast, the rubber will undergo a

Shear and will thus assume the distorted form indicated in iig.

Vn (b) above. The amount of Shear (the tangent of the angle

of shear) will in this case be so much per unit of pressure

applied per sq. cm. of the face AB. If now instead of pushing

the face A B the linger be laid on the top of the block and be

pushed along in the^line AD, parallel to the previous direction,

a-ain there will be a Shear ; and if the Force so applied be the

s^me per sq. cm. of the face AD, as it had been per sq. cm. ot lie

face AB the Shear will be the same as helore. Or again instead ot

considering AD as being pushed along in this way and dragging

the subst-ance of the block along with it, we may distribute the
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pressure ami apiil}' luilt' ut' it to pushiiii,' tlio face AD in one

direction ami the other half to pullini,' the face BO backwards
;

an action wliich can be illu.stratcd by takiiif,' a book in tins

two luuuls, and pushini^ one cover laterally while pulling the

other in tlio o[)posite direction, so as to cause the book to be

sheared out of shape. The total Shear produced by applying

pressure to a given block of a shearablc solid in any of these

ways is the same, provided that the total Pressure applied is the

same in all.

The force which must be applied in order to produce a given
Angle of Shear i.s always the same whether the layer be thick
or thm ; but since the ti'avel from A to A' is greater when the

layei' is thick, a given small displacement of A in the direction

AA' is more easily efl'ected the greater the thickness AB of the

layer to be distorted.

Torsion.—Tlic next kind of deformation we have to

consider is Torsion or Twist. Suppose we have a rod of

metal, firmly fixed at one end to a solid support : we want
to twist that rod. If we tried to twist it by operating

upon its central or axial line we would fail ; we must
contrive to apply Force at some distance from that axial

line, so as to get leverage or purchase or torque. If,

then, we grasp the free end by means of a pair of grippers

and prise it round, we find that the farther away from
the axis we apply tlie force, the easier it is to pi'oduee a
twist ; so that our power of twisting depends npon the
moment of the Force applied round the axis of the rod
twisted. When the rod has been twisted, the end prised

round has been rotated through a certain angle : let us
call this angle the Angle of Twist of the rod. Then the
angle of twist is found to be proportional to the
moment of the force applied ; and it comes to the same
thing whether we use a smaller force applied at a greater
distance or a greater force applied nearer at hand.

The angle of twist also depends npon some other things.
It is directly proportional to the length of the wire

; it is less
the greater the thickness of the wire, and that in the sense
that it IS inversely proportional to the fourth jmvev of the
thickness, so that a wire half the thickness will undergo sixteen
times as great an angle of twist, other conditions being equal

;

N
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luiil it is tlii'eclly iiro)Mni,iiiiial (o tin; shearataility of tlic

iiiatfiial of which the wire consists.

When we gi.'t down to olijects as tliiii as silk fibres, or tlio.se

delicate quartz fibres which i'rofessor Vei'iion lioys has made
by melting a drop ol'(jnai tz and drawing that dro)i asnnder hy

means of liring oil' an arrow I'roni a how, their extreme thinness,

coupled with the circumstance that the force necessary to pro-

duce a given rotation is inversely pi'oportional to the funiilt,

power of the thickness, enables forces to be measured which

arc incredibly small.
If a long slender liar In; hung horizontally, suspended at its

luidpoint on a wire or tlu'cad or libre, and il' a gentle force be

applied to the end of the .susjiended bar, the bar will move i-ound

until the tendency of the suspending libre to untwist comes

to prevent any I'urther rotation. The liljre is itself twisted

during this operation. Wc observe the Angle of Twist : we

know from previous experiments on the same apjiaratus what

angle of twist a given Torque can produce ; we know the Distance

from the suspending libre at wdiich the force is applied ;
and we

easily find, from these data, the amount of the Force now
applied. For example, if a torque or moment, wdiose value is

600 dyne-ems., produce an angle of twist equal to 20", and if

an unknown small force, applied at a distance of 12 cm. from

the suspending fibre, cause a twist of 2°, we get the rule-of-three

statement that 20° :
2°

: : 600 dyne-cms. : (12 F) dyne-cms. , where

F is the value of the Force we wish to measure. From tliis we

find that F = 5 dynes. As might be expected, the delicacy of

apparatus constructed on this principle makes their use difficult
;

but Torsion, with fine filaments, affords us a most sensitive

means of measui'ing small Forces.

In most apparatus of this kind, it is not well to allow the

force to cause rotation of the suspended bar if it can be avoided:

for the change of position of the point of application of the force

may either cause a local variation in its amount, or may alter

the moment of the force by altering the eft'cctive leverage

(Fif. 29). It is therefore very common to provide that the

suspended bar, though subject to the action of the twisting Force,

shall retain its original position. This is effected by

twisting the upper end of the fibre in an opposite sense by

means of a milled head, graduated so as to show the amount of

its rotation. When it "has been rotated so as to twist the

suspended bar back into its original position against the efforts

of the twisting Moment applied to it, it is as if the suspended

bar had been fixed and the upper end of the fibre twisted : the

amount of rotation in the fibre is the same ;
but it is more

accurately measured, for the original cause of error is now
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c'linuuated. Agiiin, the total rotation in tlic liliiv ina\' \>o

divided between a rotation of tiie lower aii<l an ojiposito rotation

of the njiper end of tlio libre. Tlie whole rotation in the libre

is the arithnietieal snni of the two opposite rotations.

When the twisting force has a moment or "torque" equal
to 1 dyne-cm. (as, for example, where the force apjilied is one
dyne at a distance of one cm.), (he Angle of Twist will be a
certain fraction of a Kadian. This fraction is called the
" torsibility " of the wire employed.
When a rod or wire or fibre is twisted with one end fixed,

as we go from tlie rotated to the lixed extremity of it, we find
that each successive section of it is rotated through smaller
augles,_ each proportional t(j the distance fi'oni the fi.xed

extremity. Accordingly, if the rod had originally been marked
with longitudinal lines or ribs, these lines or ribs Avould, after
the twist, be found to have assumed a slanting form : and if

the tu'ist be such as to carry the free end several times round a
cii'cuit of 360°, these lines or ribs would each present the spiral
form of a screw-thread.

^Yc liave tluis considered the A'arious elementary
deformations Avliieli a body may undergo : and ^ye have
.«een tliat tlie Compressibility, the Exten.sibility, the
Shearability of a substance, the Torsibilitj of a ^^•ire, are
the respective Deformatioms undergone under the influence
of unit Forces or a unit Torcpie as the case may be.

Tlie next question is, What amount of Force (or of
Tor(|ue) is requisite in order to produce a given Deforma-
tion ? Let us take stretching- as an example. We
have seen that the Elongation is equal to the Extensibility
multiplied by the Traction: and therefore for a given
elongation the necessary traction is equal to the required
elongation divided by the extensibility, or multiplied by

E^tiiSibiliti/ &^ibiITFy' ^ constant for

each given substance, and is known as the "Young's
Modulus" of that substance. Plence to stretch any
substance so as to impart to it a given proportionate
elongation, the necessary Ti'action is e(pial to the required
Elongation multiplied by the Young's Modulus of that
substance.
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Thus in steol wiro the Extensibility is about .TTfT/Tjao oroosTTrm

and Youngs Modulus is thei-eibre about 2,400000,000000.

Accordingly, if wo want to stretch a 100 cm. wire to a length of

100 -1 eni., the required Elongation is oVtt. '''"l then the

necessary Traction is -. o^w x ^> 100000, 000000 or 2400,000000

dynes per sq. cm. of cross -section ; so that if our wire liave

1 sq. mm. ( = ri7 s'l- cross-section the necessary Force is

24,000000 dynes, or the Weight of about 54 lbs.

Necessarily, the greater tlie Extensibility the le.ss is

Young's Modulus ; and it may Le usel'nl to note a

few values of this modulus. ('ast steel, tempered,

2,470000,000000 ;
wrought iron, 1,960000,000000 ;

copper, 1,030000,000000 ;
wood, 9800,000000 ;

leather, 171,000000; fresh hone, 226000,000000 ;

tendon, 16000,000000 ;
nerves, 1790,000000 ;

living

muscle at rest, 93,200000; arteries, ' 5,100000. Thus

it will be seen how much less force is necessary to stretch

an artery than to stretch a rod of steel of the same thick-

ness to the same extent.

But we must carry this matter a step farther. Young's

Modttlus in any substance is also known as the Co-

efficient of Resistance to Extension of that sub-

stance. Young's Modulus may be said to measure, for any

substance, the property of that substance Avhich is the

inverse of its Extensibility, and ^vdiich may perhaps be

called its inextensibility, its unwillingness to stretch.

When a steel wire, for example, is stretched, it pulls back.

When we haug a heavy mass on a steel wire there is at hrst a

Yielding, a certain amount of "give," for the wire stretches ;

but presently there is equilibrium and rest : the heavy suspended

mass of course tends to sink, for its weight tends to pidl it

down • but this tendency is balanced by the upward Pull

exerted by the wire wdiich refuses, as it were, to stretch any

more unless a greater stretching Force be applied to it. ilien,

the Reaction or back-pull or Resistance to any farther stretch-

in<^ is equal to the stretching force which that resistance

balances ; and the Resistance per sq. cm. of cross-sectional area

of the wil'e is then equal to the Traction. But the Traction is

equal to the Elongation x Young's Modulus. Therefore the

Resistance, per sq. cm., is equal to Young's Modidus multiplied
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by the proportionate Elongation. Yountj's ]\lodulus tlnis servos

as a means of nieasurint; what tliis ]vesistanc(^ will bo : and
hence it gets the name of the Coelhcient of Jiosistanco to

Extension.

Similarly, the fraction ^
.. is called the

Loni]iressibihty

Resistance to Compression
; and it also goes by

the name of tlie Elasticity of Volnme.

Again, the fraction t-ttt— is called the Rigidity,° bhearability '

or the Resistance to Transverse Distortion.

Lastly, the fraction -—^—- is called the Resistance
lorsibility

.
to Torsion of the wire or fibre concerned.

The condition of equilibrium between a Force apijliecl

and the Eesistance ultimately developed in presence of
the action of that force is not attained instantaneously.
"When we press in a spring, as for example that of a
spring-gnn, we find that it is very easy to move it during
the first part of the movement ; but it is not so easy to
send it right home. The Force which we have to exert
increases as the arm travels ; for the Resistance which it

has to encounter goes on increasing until it attains its

maximum value, equal to the greatest force which we have
to exert.

Tlie Work done in producing a Deformation is always
equal to the average resistance overcome into the
space through which it is overcome.

Thus the "Work done in stretching a bar of steel, 10 sq. mm.
( = tV sq. cm.) in cross-section, from" a length of 100 cm. to a
length of lOO'l cm. is found as follows : the necessary Traction
per sq. cm. is the "Elongation" (i«oi= ToW) multiplied by
^ oungs Modulus

( = 2,-100000,000000), and is therefore equal to
•2400,000000 dynes per sq. cm. But the cross-sectional Area of
the rod IS not 1 sq. cm., but -^^ sq. cm.

; therefore the necessary
full upon the rod is 240,000000 dynes. This is equal to the
Ixesistance ultnnately offered by the rod to further extension •

but the average resistance is half this. The space tlu-oucrh
wliicli the Resistance has been overcome is O'l cm. Hence thework

( = average resistance k space through which it is over-
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come) is 120,000000 dyuos x O'l cm. = 12,000000 ergs, nearly one

root-pouiul. 'I'hc same principle applies to tlic work done in

cllcctini; llic other kinds of del'onnation.

ELASTICITY OF Solids

A Solid may oiler Eesistance to being deformed, Init yet,

when it is once did'ormed, it may evince no tendency to

return to its normal form. A bullet may bt; moulded

under sufficient pressure in a bullet-mould; but once

moulded it does not tend to sprin;.; back to its (uiginal

shape, and it exerts no continuous pressure upon the

mould. It is not necessary to clamp the bullet -mould

down in order to keep the IjuUet in shape. But if a

piece of indiarubber be treated in the same way, the

presstire on the bullet-mould must be maintained in

order to make the indiarubber maintain its acquired

form • and the moment this pressure is relaxed, the rubber

pushes the jaws of the mould apart and springs back

to its original form. It therefore not only oflers

Eesistance to change of shape, but keeps up that

resistance as long as the Deformation endures: and

the resistance so kept up is equal to the Resistance to

Deformation. It is so, at any rate, when the deforma-

tion is not kept up too long or is not excessive m amount

:

but we know at the same time that we cannot rely even

on a watchspring retaining its springiness if we keep it

habitually wound up too tight, or if we allow a watch

wound-up but stopped, to lie about for an indefinite period

of time If, however, the pressure which the deformed

body persistently keeps up were to remain steadfastly

and constantly equal to the Pressure which had caused

the deformation, or to the Resistance (that is, to the

ultimate resistance) oiTered to deformation, we would say

that the body is "perfectly elastic." If the pressure

so kept up by the deformed body be from the begmmng,

or if it after some time become, less than the de-
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lonHin;^- pressure, we f;iy that the body is " imperfectly

elastic.''

A perfectly elastic SoliM, therefore, will perfectly

ret^'aiii its sliai)e wlieii distorted : and in order to distort

it, a certain Force or Pressure or Tonpie must be oxerled
;

the body itself opposes a certain Eesislance to deformation :

and once deformed it must be kejit in its acqnired form

b\- the continuous ai)i>licatiou of a force or pressnrc or

ton|ue, which is continuously neutralised by the counter-

force or counter-pressure or counter- tor(|ue exerted by

the distorted body itself.

An ivory billiard ball is very slightly deformed by an

impact ; and it i.s very nearly perfectly elastic, for it almost

perfectly regains its original shape. The amount of its deforma-

tion may bo ascertained by dropping it on a ]]niiit-snieared slab :

the paint will spread over a certain area of the ball.

On the other hand, an imperfectly elastic body,

when subjected to a given deformation, does not tend to

reverse or undo that deformation completely when left to

itself After being distorted it may, therefore, spring liack

to something more or less resembling its original form,

but always retains a certain amount of the deformation

imposed upon it.

There is prolialdy no substance which is absolutely
perfect iu its Elasticity : all substances tend to remain

somewhat distorted after being once put out of shape :

but many substances, such as steel or indiarubber, can be

bent very much out of shape and yet tend to spring back
so nearly to their original shape that, for all ordinary

deformations, we cannot distinguish their newly-acquired

shape (after the deformation and elastic restitution of form)

from the original shape. Still, there is always a limit to

this : if we distort anything too much it will fail to

regain its original .shape. Hence we say that bodies have
Limits of Elasticity; and hy this we nn-an that there are,

for each object or substance, certain Limits of Distortion

within which the Restitution of Form is practically if not
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absolutely perfect, and beyond winch the restittition is

markedly and distinctly imperfect.

A strip of steel has wide limits of elasticity : it may be bent

upon itself a good deal bei'ore it will fail, when let go, to ix'gain

its original form : but a strip of lead lias very narrow limits of

elasticity, for a very slight amount of bending is sullieient to

impart to it a permanent deformation. Still, even a stii]) of

lead is not wholly wdthout elasticity: if it be very slightly

deformed, it will oscillate and vibrate when let go : and thus

the difference even between lead and steel is a question of

degree only.

When the elasticity is perfect, the elastic restitution-pres-

sure is equal to the resistance to deformation ; and hence Young's

Modulus, the Coefficient of Resistance to Compression, and the

Coefficient of Rigidity, all serve as means of measuring the

Forces exerted by perfectly elastic bodies deformed m the

aiipropriate ways : whence these terms are often called by one

and the same name, the Coefficient of Elasticity. This seems,

however, somewdiat confusing.

Applications of Elasticity.— The property of

Elasticity is one which is ntilised in a great variety of

ways. For example, we may contrast the rough jolting

of a cart withont springs, or of a railway carriage with

springs which are too stiff, with the smootli motion

of a carriage poised on good flexible springs. In general,

it may be pointed out that an impulse given through an

elastic intermediary is not spent in shattering or

jolting the body acted upon : and thus, if we tie a string

round a heavy mass of iron and pull sharply upon the

string, we may snap the string without making the heavy

mass of iron move ;
whereas if we arrange an indiarubber

band between the string and the mass of metal, and then

sharply pull upon the string, we find that first of all the

rubber band is stretched, and that then the rubber Imnd

tends to come back to its original length, and the heav)^

mass may be lifted without causing any detriment to any

part of the contrivance put in action. In the same M'ay,

if a patient have a limb put under extension by means

of a heavy mass suspended by a cord passed over a pulley,
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and if that limb undergo a muscular twitch consideraljle

pain may be induced by the jerk ; but if there be a

spring between the limb and t)ie suspended mass, the

twitch first extends the spring a little against a gradually

but continuously increasing Resistance, and then, when the

twitch has ceased, the liea\7 mass is slightly lifted and

gently let down again while the spring returns to its

normal length, so that the resultant movements are all

smooth. How far any such movement, the consef[uence

of a muscular twitch, can lie permitted at all, is of course

a question for the surgeon in any particular case.

In all kinds of apparatus we find elasticity applied. In

bulldog artery forceps the steel is so "fitted up that

it tends to press the blades firmly together : when the

blades have to be separated, the forceps are pressed by the

fingers and thumb : \mt when the separating pressure is

relaxed, the instrument springs back to its original form,

and can thus be made to take a firm and tenacious grip

of anything—an open artery—laid between its jaws. In

scissors, too, there is often a spring to make the blades

se]iarate sjjontaneously as soon as the pressure of the hand

is relaxed.

Again, a spring is very frer|uently used in order to

keep loose parts of apparatus in contact with one

another. Thus spring-clips are used in order to keep

microscopic object-slides in contact with the stage of the

microscope, or to secure them in position when the micro-

scope is tilted back or laid horizontally. In the fine

adjustment of a microscope a sjjring is used in order

to prevent there being any play, such as would cause

the parts of the niechanism, actuated Ijy the screw, from
lagging behind Mdien the fine screw is rotated. The fine

screw drives a part of the mechanism against a spring,

in which case the part of the mechanism so driven cannot
travel faster than the propelling screw : or the screw acts

along with the spring, in which case the spring expands
and enforces prompt and ready obedience to the movement
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of the screw. \n hnih cases tlic siiriii;4 keei)s up a per-

sisLont pressiu'o, and the luovalile pails ol' tlu; apparatus

have their relative pusitioii rigorously ileterniined l>y

this pressure, so that tluirc is uo scope for any irregular

play of uiovenieut Ijctweeu theui.

Tho teiuleiicy of an indiarubber ball to roj^ain its form

wlieii S(pieuze(l "is most useful in many forms of a]i]];iratus, as

in the indiarubbcr caps or fialls of pipettes, of fountain pen

tubes, of suction nipples, of spray producers, 'f lie leslitu-

tiou of form tends to jiroduco a partial vacuum or a defect of

air-pressure within tlic ball: and it takes place until tlie

tendency to elastic restitution plus the pai'tial air-pressure

within tlie ball arc together equal to the externally acting

atmospheric pressure. Tlierc will not he coniiilete restitution

of form unless the internal and external pressures are equal.

If such a ball be surrounded by a vacuum while tho Atmo-

spheric Pressure acts within it, it will tend to dilate and to lill

up the vacuum ; and this is the normal condition of the lungs

thenrselves, which are dilated by the Atmospheric Pressure so as

to lit the chest walls, though these are normally too large for

tliem. ,. ,

In spring mattresses each local spring yields to a dillerent

extent, according to the sliaro of the aggregate Weight which

falls to its lot to support. A spring mattress with independent

springs, therefore, assumes a sh'apc which fits the body : but it

docs not produce an equal intensity of pressure all over, as a

water-bed or an air-bed does.
_ ^ , , r i

In trusses wo see the torsional elasticity of steel applied ;

and in the pessary wo see the continuous application ot

pressure by the elastic material persistently tending to regaiu

its original form when distorted.
.

Ev"n the elasticity of hair has been made use of in some

delicate apparatus, for it tends to straighten out if bent
;
and

for many purposes a feeble spring made of a bent slip of paper

is very useful. i • i i

In the arteries there are circular elastic fibres which tend

to brin.'- the vessels back to normal diameters when dilated by

a cardiac imindse, and which cause the arteries to remain as

open tubes wlieu they are cut across.
_
In the crystalline lens

of the eye there is elasticity : the lens is kept thinner and fla tei

by the continuous tension of tho suspensory ligament
:
but when

this is more or less relaxed, the lens succeeds, more or less, m
rcrrainiiKr a thicker and more convexed form. In the great

li.^nienrat the back of the neck the elastic hbres are very
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luiidi on tho .stretch, and the head is tlm.s snslained a^-ainst lis

normal tendency to fall forward. The intervertebral cartil-

ages are very clastic, and tend to provciit direct shocks heiiif^

ciuried to the brain ; and the ribs and costal cartilages,

which iiiulei-cio both lle.xion ami torsion, are also very clastic.

The lii^ainents of a lamellibranch shell tend to keep the

shell 0[icn, and act in tlio shell as a ]iiecc of iiidianibber would

do if lifted between a door and its frame, near the hinges : the

animal, so long as it.s shell is shut, is engaged in ki'e)iing it

shut, and when it lets go tlio slicU oi)ens. In the tracliese of

insects an elastic s[iiral keeps air-supiily tubes open, as a steel

spiial does in rubber gas - pipes. In the trachea and

bronchi of man elastic rings serve a similar purpose.

Elasticity may also bo applied as a means of trans-

mitting energy. In the ordinary case of" tran.sniission

of power a long steel shaft, wliicli is set iu rotation

by a llywheel, and -which at its other end sets the

axle of a machine in rotation against a Eesistanee,

either directly or through the intervention of belting,

the shaft itself is supposed not to twist; but there

is hardly any case in whicli it does not twist to

some extent : and its tendency to recover its original

untwisted form causes it to overcome the Resistance

offered to its rotation, and thus to keep up a rotation which

keeps pace with the rotation of the flywheel. The same

principle may be applied in an exaggerated form, as -when

the shaft is reduced to a spiral of steel wire. The
actual tw^ist of the end remote from the driving wheel

may in this case be considerable ; but once this twist is

set up, the actual rotation against resistance tends to keej^

pace with the rotation of the driving wdieel. This form

of shaft, if such it may lie called, presents the advantage

of being flexible
; such a spiral spring may be bent to

any extent without interfei'ing with its power of trans-

mitting K.itation ; and this means of transiiiitling rotation

is utilised in the tooth-drilling ap}iaratus of dentists, as

also in a particular form of screw-propeller applied

to small boats.

Elasticity plays also a useful part in the transmission
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of Enei'f;y by hksuih ol' tin; \mi of ;iu elaslic, inLeruiediary,

when tiie .source of energy is itself fluctuating in its

character.

A horse pulling a car, for cxamjjle, is not a nrjifoi mly acting

motor ; it gives a tug at eacli stride. Ikit at p.aeh tug it gives

the car a certain jerk or jolt ; it is itself pulled back Ijy tins
:^

and the result is painful. Any one may verify this for liimsclf

l)y liarnossing himself to a heavy hand -cart and pulling it

rapidly across a rough pavement. If however a spring be in-

ter]iosed between the horse and the car, at each tug the horse

pulls upon the spring ; the spring then pulls upon the car : the

jolts are transformed into a series of gently undulating increases

'and diminutions of the pull upon the car, which accordingly runs

more smoothly. When a ear, fitted with a spring in this way,

is running, the spring can be seen to be continually lengthening

and short°ening. Professor Marey found that the average pull

upon the car was much less when a spring was used as an niter-

mediary than when there was none ; and the Energy expended

by the animal was 20 per cent less. Elasticity also plays an

important part, for similar reasons, in ambulance cars.

Vibrations.—When an elastic body is deformed

and let go, it does not, as a rule, simply return to its

original form and come to rest at once. It nsually

swings past its original form and becomes de-

formed in an opposite sense or direction.

Let us take a strip of steel and secure one end of it in a vice :

if we pull the free end aside so as to bend the strip, it will tend

to carry back the finger : if we relax the pull gently, we find

the strip gradually assuming its original form and then stop-

pinc. • it has then no Energy stored up in it, for it has done as

much Work in pulling the hand as the hand had done upon it,

in the first instance, in pulling it out of shape : it therefore

comes to Rest. On the other hand, if while it is distorted w-e

suddenly let it go, it syirings back, but passes through its

original form with great Velocity : at the moment of passing

throucrh its original form the Energy which was stored up in it,

in virtue of its'distortion, as potential Energy, now appears as

kinetic Energy; it goes on until it is distorted so far as to

store up that energy as the potential Energy of an opposite

distortion.

But it cannot retain the oppositely distorted form :
it

swings back : it again overshoots the mark :
and this
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is repeated over and over again. Tlie force iinpellin^f

tiiu-urd.s the original or median position or form is alwa^'s

proportional to tlie displacement or distortion : lience

the conditions are those that give rise to Harmonic
Motion.

A tuning-fork liiis its two liiulis alternately api>roacliing and

receding truni one another : its vibration is due, in this way, to

the ehaslicity of the steel ; and since tlie conditions are those

which give rise to Harnioinc llotion, the successive vibrations

aie cH'ccted in eipial times, whether they bo ample or of small

ranice.

Wlien a displacement and a cori-esponding vibration have
once been set up in any part of a solid, a wave is set up which
is propagated along or through the solid. The rate of propaga-

tion of this wave -motion depends on Avhetlier the original

disturbance was itself compressional-and-rarefactioual or trans-

verse in its character.

A tuning-fork, once set in vibration, gradiuiliy dies
away in the amplitude of its vibrations. In the first

place tliere is a drain upon its Energy in the j^roduction

of Sound ; it does "work upon the air and loses Energy
to a corresponding amount. But even in a vacuum the

vil)rations of a tuning-fork will gradually wane away, its

oscillations becoming more and more restricted ; the

waning away is not so rapid as in air, but still is distinct.

The reason of this is that the substance of the tunin"-

fork itself offers Resistance to the oscillation of the fork :

and this property goes by the name of the viscosity of

the solid. The consequence of this is that at each suc-

cessive transit through the mean position, a greater and
greater proportion of the Avhole original Energy imparted
to the substance during the original deformation has be-

come converted into heat, and tlie oscillations die away :

they do not become less frec^uent, but they become less

ample until at length all evidence of them disappears.
Steel presents little of this so-called Viscosity: lead
presents much of it: whence a tuning-fork made of lead
sounds for a very sliort time, while one made of steel
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will coniiiuK! to piiuiid for a iiuidi longer liiiu'. Ami

furkmsly (-nou.uli, if a Luuiu.i,'- fork of f-k-el be coniiicllcil

to lu:ci> its vihratioiis tor a vi'ry long time it may

Ijcconie very A'iscoiis, and may slop at once wlieii the

exciting cause is removed : tlie steel as it were Ijecomes

tlioronglily tired oi' vilirating : and tliis plienomenou is

known as tlie fatigue of elasticity.

There sccins to be sonic molecular change uiulerf;one durinf<

the oscillations : and this can l)e recovered from if tlie steel he

allowed sulllcient rest : but if there he not .sullicient rest allowed,

the steel liecomes viscous or even brittle, and may sna]! when

subjected to vibratory stresses far less than it could at first have

sustained with impunity. Tlie same kind of thing is_ seen in

railway axles which are ex]iosed to much vibratory jarring :

they may even become crystalline and brittle : and an iron^

bridge which may stand the passage of a limited number ol

trains per day for a long term of years may not be able to

recover from the vibratory stresses induced, at too frequent

intervals, by too great a number of passing trains, and may thus

become brittle and give way.

Strength of Materials

Strength of materials depends both npon their

substance and tlieir form, and also upon the direction in

which force is applied. To take the .simplest instance, a

rod of a substance may have a heavy mass suspended upon

it
• but if the Weight of the suspended mass exceed a

certain limit, the rod will snap. Tlie greater the thick-

ness of the rod, the greater (in direct proportion to the

cross-sectional area) will be the Weight which the rod can

stand For the sake of comparison, however, the standard

dimensions of the rod will be one square cm. of cross-

sectional area ; a rod of a given substance one sci. cm in

cross-sectional area will be able to stand a stress ec^ual to

the Wei<dit of so many grammes of matter, but can stand

no more^vithout snapping: and this number of grainnies

is, for each substance, the " breaking weight of that

substance.
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DiU'c'roiit fiiiljslaiice.s vary very iniicli in llicir lin'iildii<,'

weiglit.s : ami tlu' following arc ii lv\x cxaniiilfs. Stiud jiiaiiofoi-li'

wire, -i'i, 120000 graiunii's jicr S(|. cm. : lione, from l,r)()()()00

to -130,000, wifli ail avc>rai;o of 800,000 ;
tcmloii, (i2r<,000

;

nerves, 1.35,000
;
veins, 18, fi'oo

;
arleries, 13,700

;
iiiusele, l.'"iOO.

Conversely, if liea\'y iiia?ses lie laid u|ioii a lilnclc of a

sub.stance, or if Pre.~.sure lu' liy any ci|iuvaleiit means
applied (o it, it may lie crushed : and tlie inass wlio.su

^\'eight will briiii^ about tlii.s result in a cubical block,

cacli of ^^ lio.^e dimension.s is 1 cm., is the " ci'iishing
weight'' of the substance expeiinionted on.

Substances may also be broken by trying to bend
thorn, or by subjecting them to conditions in wliich if they
had been flexible they Avould have bent. Substances
M-hich " break rather than bend" are said to be brittle

;

substances which bend under a transverse force applied to
them are said to be flexible, like the gum clastic nsed in
catheters

;
and substances \\ hicli retain their form -without

blending are rigid.

A .short glass rod can be readily broken by the two hands : a
glass fibre of tlie same length or an extremely long glass rod can
readily be bent to a considerable extent ; the short glass rod is
not absolutely devoid of flexibilitv, hut before it could become
iiiaterialiy bent, the stretching of'oue .side and the eorrespond-
mg compression of the other would be considerable

; so the rod
does not come to bend to any material extent, but siiajis. The
gla.ss fibre, on the other hand, can be bent through a consider-
able angle before its opposite .sides or aspects become, to any
material extent, elongated or .shortened by the process of liendiii".
As a rule, an object does not break if it is flexible. Contrast
a pancake tossed in a pan with a china plate falling on the
lloor

;
the Forces are similar. If the pancake fall on "its edge,

it bends as it sinks into its new position : the china plate tends
to bend lu the same way, but it cannot bend ; it snaps.

Let a person f;ill with outstretched arm, but in a state of
nnrscular relaxation, as in a fit or in a state of intoxication, and
let us su]ipose that the hand reaches the ground lirst : when the
Juigers touch the ground the luind rotates on the wrist so as to
conie to lie flat on the ground : the forearm rotates at the
wrist-joint so as to come to do the same thing : the uiiiier arm
rotates freely upon the elbow-joint so as to come to lie flat upon
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tho forearm : ami Ijy Uiis tiiiio tlie lalliiif,' person lias sunk

upon the n;i.oun(l, with his arm limply folded under him. If, on

tho other liaud, he i'alLs with a conscious cifort to save himself,

tho outstretched arm has its mu.scles contracted and the joints

arc li.ved, so that the arm as a whole is stiff: it may in this

case readily happen that some of the bones of the limb are

snapped across.

Masses which are readily defonnable arc thus not readily

broken ; and if they be at the same time elastic, they may

be exposed to considerable violence without detriment.

Again, masses may be so built up as to ofler a maxi-

mum" of resistance to bending or crushing. A rod of

metal, for instance, is more easily bent or crushed than the

same quantity of material disposed in the form of a tube,

so long as the walls of that tube are not too thin. Hence

we find, as combining lightness with strength, that the

stems of plants, the feathers of birds, and the long

bones of the body are tubular : and we see in mechanics

that this principle is frequently applied, as in the frame-

work of bicycles.

Further, when rigidity is desired, a lamellated or

trabecular structure is often of advantage.

We see this in lattice-gh-der bridges, in which some bars

("stays") are in tension, while others (" struts )
are exposed

to compression : and bridges so made can span distances which

ol d b idges could not fetch, for these, even if we could suppose

them to have been built, would collapse through the effect of

lie" own Weight. In the spongy structine
fJo--^^-

™

thin- may be seen. In the upper part of the femur it is

necessary that the Weight of the body should not deform the

o^e and accordincrly we find an arrangement of trabeculae m

thich hmiSaf^ta,^ oblique struts, -;^J-tic^ stays fo.mi

1 framework, which transmits the weight to the shatt ot tne

Li e below much after the fashion of a " lanterne " lamp-post.

iiTthe aslragalus we have a eompaivatively lgit and porous

.structure but the trabeculfc are so arranged as to lesist and

dis S te the Weidit of the body and the counter -pressures

?iom th -n^^^mcL which are transmitted by those bones, he os

caTcls tcl t;^ scaphoid, that abut against the astragalus m
the arch of the foot.
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SOUND

The phenomena of Sound, are due to vibrations of

elastic bodies, solid, lii^iiid, or gaseous, and to the

propagation of compressional-and-rarefactional waves
in elastic media ; and were it not tliat we have special

sense-organs, the ears, i'or the detection of tliese vibrations

and waves the whole Theory of Sound would form merely a

part of ordinary Kinematics or Meclianics. As it is, how-
ever, the subject possesses an importance which the study
of vibrational motion and wave-propagation, in ordinary

elastic materials, might not of itself liave possessed.

Let us take an ordinary tuning-fork and set it in

vibration in the ordinary way, by striking it on tlie knee,

or by drawing a violin-liow across it, or by drawing a piece

of stick through it Ijetween tlie prongs. We liear a sound.

;

and we are able to note tliat the sound pioduced is a

nuisical note and not a Noise ; that it lias a certain

definite pitch
; that it has a certain loudness, which in

the beginning depends on tlie force witli which the fork
is set in vibration, and whicli gradually wanes away ; and
that the sound is the characteristic sound of a Tuning-
fork, not of a violin, a flute, a human voice, etc. Sounds,
as produced, may therefore differ in Purity, in Pitch, in

Loudness, and in Cliaracter.

If vre examine the tuning-fork while it is originatinir

a sound, we find that it is in vibration. TJiis we
O
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may asecvtaiu l.y a]iiilyin- llie yvow^^ to tlie lips, to the

teeth, to tlio surfaee of water, to a ])iece of [^Vdna
;
or hy

hriu^iiig the tuniiig-rork into contact witli a pith-hall

suspenckMl hy a thread, or hy 1. ringing it up iiiider a match

or splinter of wood laid across two points of support.

The tuning -i'ork vibrates as an elastic mass, as a

whole, and not in its nn^lecules. The ellVct of the

alternate approach and recession of the prcjugs towards

and from one another, is alternately to press upon tlie sur-

rounding air and to withdraw from it. Tlie air m the

neighhourhood ot the fork is thus alternately com-

pressed and rarefied by the movement of the Ihit

surfaces of the prongs. Such alternate compressions an.l

rarefactions of the air, in consequence of Vibration, resu t

in setting up waves in the air, which travel outwards

from the source of disturbance.

The Waves in the air strike upon a membrane in the

ear of the listener, the drum of his ear, his mevihrana

tympani : and this membrane is set in motion by the

waves This Motion corresponds to the original move-

ments of the tuning-fork ;
and the motion of the mem-

brane sets certain bony and liquid mechanism withm

the skull into a corresponding state of movement.

This shakes particular nerve-ends, and causes stimu-

lation of these ;
and the nerves connected witli these

convey impressions to the brain, which then experiences

a parUcular sensation. Our experience of what^
.^

have heard on previous occasions enables us to identify

the particular Sensation experienced, m tlie present ca^e,

as that associated with the sounding of a tuning-toik.

If anv part of this chain-the vibrating body the waves in

the ail the novenient of the drum of the car, the^ niovement.

aiSuo"; mechanism, the eQiciency -^.^^
ends the efficiency of the auditory "erve-st.nnds, the emcie c^

o fthe brain in respon se to the «tinnih coninuui cat. t o
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do in tliis volume ; but tlio earlier terms are purelj' plij-sical in

their eliaraeter.

Air-wiives may fail to reach our cars iliroiigli iliere

being no air-waves set up, and that for variouw

reasons. Fird : let us suppose our vibrating or sounding

bod)' is supported on wadding in tlie exhausted bell of

an air-puni[i. There is no air to be alternately com-

pressed and rarefied in the neighbourhood of the tuning-

fork ; and furtliei', the vibrations of the fork are not

communicated through the wadding to the baseboard of

the air-pump : so no air-waves are produced, and there is

no Sound heard. Second: if the air be only partially
exhausted, tlie effect may still be the same or nearly

the same, for it is not easy in that case to set up Waves of

compression and rarefaction in the air ; the air prefers to

flow back-and-fore round tlie fork at each oscillation,

surging round the fork, but not having any waves set up
in it. Third: even in ordinary air a result quite similar
to that of the last case will ensue if the sounding body
l ie too slender.

For examjile, if a stiiiig be stretched between two jioints in
the open air, say across a corner between two brick walls, and
if it be plucked or bowed with a violin-bow, the sound heard
will be extremely faint ; the air is not efiectively compressed
and rarelied by the vibrating string, but Hows or surges round
it back-and-fore.

If instead of rarefied air M'e have a light gas, such as
Hydrogen, the result will be similar ; a feebler sound
is produced when the sounding body is made to vibrate
in hydrogen than Avhen it vibrates in ordinary air, for
the hydrogen has a greater tendency to surge back and-
fore round the fork, and not to undergo effective com-
pression.

If, however, we vary our experiments in the contrary
direction, and produce more effective compressions
and rarefactions of the air by the vibrating body, we get
louder sounds.
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11' we have a licll or tuniiif^-fork sounding in a ve(;e])t!id(;, and

compress the air in tl.at recqiladc, the sound will becomft

loiulci' : a watch neonis to tick very loudly m a subincrKec

divinf^-bcll ; the air round the vihnitiuf,' body is denser and

more"nassive, and has eorrespondiuf^ly -greater inertia, so that

it does not so readily flow away to on(^ side ; it is tlierelore the

less able toevade thecompression and rarefaction imiiosed iiiiou it.

ir we suspend our vibratinf,' string with one end attached to tin:

panel of a door, and set it in vibration, the sound produced will

be very loud ; but it will ajjpear lo eoiue from the door, not Ironi

the vibrating string. The reason is, that the vibrations of the

strinc' five the door-panel a corresiionding .scries ol alternating

pulls and releases; the panel itself vibrates; and its vibra-

tions act upon the air near the surface of the panel.
_

lhat air

cannot move out of the way in time ;
and it is effectively sub-

iected to alternating compressions and rarelactions by tlie

alternating movements of the door. The door thus acts as

what is called a sounding'-board to the string : and though the

amplitude of its vibrations is small, its action upon the air is

very ellicient, so that the Sound produced is very loud. Ihe

same principle is applied in the sounding-board ot the piano-

forte, and in the belly of stringed instrument.s such as the

violin: and the experiment may readily be tried, of listening

to the sound produced by a tuning-fork suspended by a string

in the air, and to that produced by the same tuning-lork with

its shank pressed against the panel oi a door.
. ,

In the speaking trumpet, which is a conical tube the

mouth is applied to the smaller aperture, and words are spoken ;

the conical tube prevents lateral flow and rellow at the mouth

of tlie speaker, and makes the resultant air-waves broad-fronted

at the broad mouth of the trumpet.
. , i

The slower the vibration, the greater is the tendency to

lateral flow and reflow ;
and on the other hand, the moie

rapid the vibration the less necessity is there for I'veadth m a

vi n-atinc. body. This is illustrated by the chirping or stndu-

tet ng organs (two toothed bars and a sounding-board) ot

effects ;
kese, though very small, -t so rapuU^^som^^

19 000 complete oscillations per second-that they etiectneij

compreraml rarefy the air without allowing it time to flow

round.

It is not absolutely necessary tliat tlie means of propa-

.ration of the vibration from the vibrating body to the

listening ear .should be the intervening Air. The vibra-

tions may be communicated through solids, througli
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liquids, or through gases other tliau air. VMih surli

medium has its own Velocity of Propagation of

souncl-wavos, which is the same tiling as the Veh)city of

Propagation of compressional -and -rare factional Waves in

the particular medium.

For instance, in air the velocity is al>ont 33200 cm. or lOSO

feet per second (at 0" C), and sound-waves take one second to

travel 33,200 cm. Accordingly, if \vc see a lightning flash, and

then have to wait say live seconds before we hear the thunder
begin, we know that the source of sound is live times 33,200 or

160,000 cm. away ; a Httlc more than a mile distant.

Tlie velocity in air (and in other gases) is unaffected by
variations in the atmospheric pressure: but it is increased
by Heat, for it is proportional to the square root of the Absolute

temperature : and it is greater in damp than in dry air, for

damp air is less dense than dry air. In water the velocity is

greater, being 148,900 cm. per second.

In sound-waves, as in all other cases of wave-motion, the law
holds good that where is the velocity of pro]iiigation of

the wave motion, h is the number of vibrations per second
(the "frequency"), and X the length of each wave. Thus in

air, 33200 cm. ])ei' second ; if n be 500 ])er second, what is

the wave-length ''. Ans.—It is X='-'fg-^ = 66'4 cm.

As an exami^le of propagation of sound-waves
through Solids, we may take the transmission of sound

by the earth, Avhen we lay our ears to it to listen for

distant trains, distant marching, distant firing.

If one end of a long rod of wood be held by one end in the
teeth, and if a vibrating tuning-fork be held to the other end,
the sound will be distinctly heard ; and the schoolboy's trick of
speaking at one end of a long desk to a listener at the other
illustrates the same transmission of sound-waves by wood.

In auscultation of the chest in medical work, it is not
unfrequently found that sounds produced within the chest are
conducted to regions at some distance from the points at which
they originated.

In the ordinary stethoscope sound is conducted both along
the wood and by the air. If a guitar be laid by one edge on
the Ujiper end of the stethoscope, the heart-sounds may often be
heard strongly reinforced : for the guitar acts as a sounding-
board.

The Transmission of Wave-motion, which is purely
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mechanical in all cases, is obviously so if wc rest llic

shank of a vibrating,' tuning-fork af^'ainst one end of a

long- wooden rod and bring the otlier end of tliat rod

into contact with a door : the Vibrations propaj^ated from

tlie tnniiig-fork to the door, along the wood, cause the door

to sound out loudly. Sound-waves reailily run along

metal wires or along stretched threads.

In the ordinary toy telephone, two membranes stretclied

across rings liave tlicir midpoints connected by a stretclied silk

thread : when the one membrane is spoken to, the air-waves set

it in vibration, and tlie vibrations are connnunicated along the

side threads, with the consequence that tlie other membrane is

made to vibrate in a manner corresponding to that of tlie first

membrane ; then it acts as a sounding body, compressing and
rarefying the air in the neighbourhood of its opposite face,

and the listening Ear hears the original sound reproduced.

More elaborate apparatus of tliis Icind, in wliicli the parchment
membranes are replaced by heavier wood discs and tlie silk

threads by wires, will reproduce Sound in tliis way at great

distances.

The actual amplitude of vibration of such discs need not

be great ; an oscillation through no more than the ten-millionth

part of a centimetre is cpiite sufficient for the production of

audible sound, if the ear be held close to the vibrating object.

In Strebel's stethoscope, its chest-end is closed by a mem-
brane, which carries a little pointer : this pointer touches the

chest-wall and compels the membrane to take up vibrations the

same as those of the chest-wall. On the other side of the mem-
brane is a closed cavity containing air, aud running through the

body of the stethoscope to the ear-end, where it is terminated

by a second membrane. This membrane is set in vibration

similar to that of the first, aud the observer's ear, placed near

it, hears the chest-sounds.

In Liquids : divers wliile under water hear the sound

of waves beating against the shore ; and on an ice-floe

the sound of an approaching storm can be heard by

applying the ear to tlie ice. Waves of Sound can be pro-

duced by blowing an organ-pipe under water : the

organ-pipe acts under water just as it would in air
;
and

to the listening ear the surface of the vibrating water acts

as a sounding body.
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In the open air the waves, unk's.s cuiiliiied to narrow

channels, are splierical, si)rea(.liny e(|ually in all liirec-

tions when the source of soiukI is so very small that it is

practically a point.

"When the upper stiata of the iiir an; cooler than the lower,

the souiul-uaves travel nioie rapidly in the lower strata, and

the wave-front is bent upwards and may pass over the head

of the listener, so that he may not be able to hear the sound.

"Wlien the upper strata are wanner, the sound tends in the same
way to descend. When wind blows, the upper strata gener-

ally move more vapidly, and the wave-front is made to boar

downwards, so that in particular positions to windward tho

sound may be very distinctly heard, sometimes at a great dis-

tance.

The production of loud sound is associated with great

mechauical disturbance of the air ; the firing of a cannon may
break windows, through the impact of the air-waves produced.

Air-waves arc made to do actual worls in Edison's phono-
motor ; in this instrument a membrane is stretelied over a

frame ; at its posterior surface it is connected with a broad hook
which rests on the broad margin of a heavy Avheel : the margin
of this wheel is proviiled with roughnesses so shaped that it is

easy for the liroad hook to slip over tiiem in one direction, but
in one direction only. The membrane is spoken at ; it vibrates

;

the broad hook slips over some of the roughnesses, and on its

return gives them a backward pull ; this ]irocess is repeated at

eacli vibration, and continuous sound causes the heavy wheel to

rotate with considerable speed.

Air--\vaves are reflected by a smooth dense obstacle,

according to the ordinary laws of Reflexion of Waves.

Sound can therefore be reflected by a mirror : and a small
bell ringing round the corner of a house can be rendered audible
by a sufticiently lai'ge mirror, placed at a proper angle in reference
to the sounding bell and to the listening ear. Air-waves can
even be reflected, to some e.xtent, by a stratum or column of air
differing in density trom the surrounding air ; hence sound is

partly reflected at the surl'ace of each of the ascending and de-
scending columns of hotter and colder air wdiicli exist even durino-
apparently clear weather. In foggy or even in rainy weather
the air may be more uniform than in clear weather

; there is

then less of tliis reflexion, and less dissipation of the sound,
so that in such weather sound may actually travel farther!
Air-waves may be reflected from the walls or the i-oof of a
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l)uil(lini;' : and if llicso be so shaped lliat Uie I'eflocted iiir-waves

converge upon sonic point othei' tliiin iiiat IVoni wliicli llic

suund-wiivrs slai't, a listener situated at that point will Ije able

to hear what is said. This oeeurs mostly wlimi the roof is

ellipsoidal anil vaulted, or the walls clliptieal : a sound jiroduced

at the one focus of the ellipse can be distinctly heard at the

other, for the air-waves are rellected to that ])oint. The most

familiar case of rclle.xion of sound-waves is the ordinary Echo
from a broad cldf or wall. The sound-waves, travelling at 33200

cni. (1089 feet) per second, are rellected ; and if a jiei'son speak

in the jircsencc of a cliff or wall at the distance ol' say 1660 cm.

(54 '45 feet) and at the rate of ten syllables a second, by the

time he is beginning the second syllable the series of reflected

waves corresponding to the iirst syllable begins to reach his ear,

having travelled 33-20 cm. (108'9 feet), to the clilf and back,

during the tenth part of a second. If the sound be rellected

several times, to -and -fro from elilf to cliff, there may be a

Multiple Echo, which repeats a syllable or sound several times.

When the reflecting surface is too near to form a distinct

echo, the effect becomes merely a reinforcement of the sound

l)roduced ; as in the case of sounding-boards behind and above

pulpits and orchestras.

Sound can even be refracted, as for instance by a

large lens made of two sheets of collodion cemented at

their edges and inflated with carbonic acid. Such a lens

brings sound-waves, say from a ticking watch, to a focus

on the other side of it.

If the superposition or interference of air -waves

results in Kest, or in comparative quiescence, at any one

point, there will at that point be no sound, or but little

sound heard.

If two tuning-forks, not exactly in unison with one another,

that is, not vibrating exactly the same number of times per

second, be sounded together, as they vibrate they sometimes

concur in their direction of motion, and then come to be more

and moi'c opposed to one another : they thus pass through

alternate stages of concurrence and opposition. The conse-

quence is thMt the listening ear perceives fluctuations in the

loudness of the sound produced. Suppose one of the forks

vibrates 513 and the other 511 times a .second ;
the result is as

if the vibration were at the rate of 512 per second, with a

maximum and a minimum of loudness twice ( = 513-511)

every second. These fluctuations are called Beats.
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If in Fit;. (!S A ami V> represent two apertures in tlie siilo of

a patWetl Imx, within wliieh a whistle or organ-pipe or hell is

caused to produce sound, the ear ])lared successively at ii, b, r,

etc., perceives alternate sound and silence ; for in these successive

jio.silions the waves, l'r(un A and B respectively, alternately aid

and thwart one another.

Sound-waves in air arc generally long enougli to l>e

large in comparison with tlie obstacles they encounter,

(ir the apertures througli whicli tliey pass. When this

is the case they pass round cornel's, and tlie listening

Ear can hear the sound though the Eye may not be in a

position to see the source of sound (see Fig. 48). But

where the waves are ^-ery sho]'t, as they are in the case of

very liigli-pitched sounds, the obstacles they encounter or

the apertures througli wliicli they pass may be laige in

comparison vvitli them ; and in such ca.scs the Sound may
I'ail to come round corners, and there may be distinct

"sound-shadows" similar to, but not as sharp as the

Optical Shadows produced if the source of sound were re-

placed by a source of Light (see Fig. 09). In order lo

hear all the sound produced, the listeners to music ought

therefore to be in full view of the orchestra.

Sources of Sound.—In a violin string or a banjo

string played in the usual way, the vibrations are trans-
versal, as may l^e seen on looking at tlie string when
vibrating : each point of the string vibrates across the

line of the string itself. Tiie vibration is of the hind

previously described as Stationary Vibration (p. 47).

If we assume the string to he ]ierfect]y flexible, and to be
tightened up by a pull or Traction of I dynes per sq. cm. of its

cross-sectional area, the Frequency, n oscillations per second, is

')i = \/l/p-^2?, where p is the density of the string and I its

length. If we suppose the stretching Traction to lie exerted by,
or to be equivalent to, the Weight of ?» grammes of matter liung
on the string, or pulling upon it over a jadley as in Fig. 122,

this equation takes the form n= \17'67\/ni/p-^ Id] where d is

the diameter of the string. This formula enables us to work
out a great variety of problems relating to vibrating strings.

If a wire of steel (density /j = 7'8), 1 metre long (/=lo6 cm.)
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aiul 1'2 mill, thick — O'Ti cm.) i.s slretclicil by tlio weight ol'

40 kilo},framines (//(. = 40000 j^'rammcs) ami set iu traii.svurso

vibration, wiiat will bo thu frequency of its ruiidaiiuMital

vibration ? Aus.—h = 17-()7 x V^'-'b"
'' 00 x 0-l'2) = lOy-45

vibrations ]icr sccoml.

Tin; NuiubL'i' nf Transverse Vibrations per secoiul de-

yieiids : (1) invirsdi/ nn the length <ji' the stretclied

string
; (2) inver.-rJ.y on its thickness

; (3) directly on

the aqiuire root of the stretching force ajjplied
; (4)

inversely on the square root of the density of the

material of the string (or wire). All this can he verified

Avith the aid of the Monochord, coupled with the

knowledge otherwise derived (p. 214), that the utiniber of

vibrations per second, n, is told us by the pitch of the

Sound produced.

The Monochord is a bo.x; of light wood containing air.

Its lower side is open, and tliere are two apertures on eacli

side laterally. Upon this bo.x rest two

^ o bridges ("banjo-bridges"), one near each

; end. Over the bridges are stretched a

couple of wires ; both are passed round

pegs at the end A ; the other end of the one is connected

with a tuning-peg-, which may be turned by a pianoforte-

tuner's key ; while the corresponding end of the other is

passed over a pulley and made to support a weight.

We may use a movable bridge, slipped up and down

under either wire so as to limit the portion of it which is

free to vibrate, and we may thus vary the length, I ;
we

may vary the thickness, d, by fitting up different wires

successively of the same material ; we may vary m by

altering the load at B ; we may vary the density p

by fitting the apparatus up Avith wires of different

materials ; or we may vary any or all these terms at the

same time. The formula above given always applies, so

that if we know any four of the terms n, 1, d, m, and p,

we may find the fifth by calculation.

In the case of the reeds of a Harmonium or Concertina, or iu
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tho jironj^s ol";i Tiuiiiii,'-fork, wo liaxc "rods" lixed at oiio cud
ami IVc'oly s\vini;iiig Uadr tVou ends. Tho Rigidity of the

material comes very mtudi iuto phiy ; and tlio general rnlc is

that the Frequency is direetly jiroimi'tional to the thickness
and to the sijiuur roul of the Young's Modulus of the material,

and inversely proiiorlional to the sqnior of the lengtli and to

the sqiuor. niof. of the density. From this it follows that if we
have two tuning-l'orks of tho same material and the same shape,

but dillering in size, tho Fre(|ueney is ii/rcrsc/i/ proportional to

the linear dimensions, so that a 2-incli fork will vibrate twice
as often in a second as a -1-ineli one.

Tuning-forks may be made to vibrate more rapidly by filing

their free ends; more slowly by thinning their prongs 7iear

the base. Their speed may also be regulated by slipping
clampers up and down their prongs : the nearer these are to
the free ends, tho slower is tho vibration.

Discs of metal, glass, etc., can be made to vibrate by means
of a violin-bow drawn across their edges. If .sand and lyco-
podium be strewed upon them, the sand collects on certain
lines of comparative rest, while tlie lycopodium is blown by tlu^

air-currents into places where the vibration is

most active : the former are tlie nodal lines, ^
A, B, etc.. Fig. 123 ; the latter are the vibrat- / \ / V
ing sectors between the nodal lines. When / \/o \

the ear is held immediately over a vibrating
\ 7\ 1

sector, say over C, or better, if a tube be led V / \ /
from near C to the ear, a loud sound will be -c
heard: at A, B, etc., no sound will be heard : Fit,'. 123.
at 0 no sound will be heard, for the alternate
segments swing in opposite directions and neutralise one
another's effect upon the air above 0, so that this air remains
at rest.

In a drum we have a parchment membrane stretched

tiglitly and equably round a rim. When struck the
membrane vibrates as a whole, and its frequency is in-

vcrsebj as its radius or diameter, and directly as the
square root of the tension to which it is exposed. If

a Membrane be not equally stretched in all directions,

it would vibrate feebly in the direction in which it is

least stretched, and forcibly in the direction in which it is

most so. It comes to act like a number of cords laid
side by side, and cemented together so as to form a sheet :

the sheet as a whole vibrates with the same frequency
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as each coiuponent cord wo\il(l have done, under tlie same

tension per unit of transverse-sectional area. This is of

importance in reference to tlie mechanism of the Ear.

Wlien a bell vibrates we have two simultaneous modes

of viliration : the bell divides into sectors : tliese sectors

alternately dilate and contract radially, while con-

.
tiguous sectors are in opposite phases of

viljration, as shown in Fi^,^ 124. At the

same time there is an alternatins:; twist-

ing oscillation (jf the bell : the nodal lines,

down the bell at A, 13, C, D, are the parts

most subject to this twist ; and the parts

p.^^ which dilate and contract most are those at
"°' " ' which there is the least twisting movement.

In this twist A and C would twist in the same direction

round the circle, while B and D twist in the opposite

direction.

If we draw one point of a violin-bow along a stretched

string, we cause a longitudinal vibration of very high

frequency: the sound iDroduced is very shrill. The par-

ticles oscillate to-and-fro in the line of the length of the

string.

The Frequency is %=
^^. ^/^ where I is the length of the

string and 1) is the Young's Modulus of the string. For ex-

ample if a steel wire (p = 2520,000000 x 981, and density /)
=

7-8 of one metre in length (;:=100 cm.) be set mjnbration m
, , . 1 /2520,000000 x 981_^n,.

this way, the freipiency is
goo

^ V 7^8

vibrations per second. It will be observed that^ this frequency

does not depend upon the thickness of the string :
and hence

if the three catgut strings of a violin be treated in tins way

thev give out sounds of nearly the same pitch.

Glass or metal rods may be made to vibrate l°ngitudina y n

the same way : hold them by the centre and rub them length-

wise by a resined cloth ; a shrill sound is produced.

If a violin-bow be drawn obliquely across a violm string,

both transverse and longitudinal vibrations will be set up
:

a

shrill squeak will then accompany the proper tone
;
whence tlie
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bow should always be drawn straight across the striiii^, without

any oblii|uity.

One source of Sound \vlii(di is oF considerable inlercst

to the physician is tlie sound of eddies in Jjii|uids Ihiw-

in;4 in tubes. Siudi eddies occur where the How is in any

way broken ; and they are most readily heard in wide

tubes or with high velocities of flow. They are more

readily formed \\ heu the density or the viscosity of

ihe lii|uid i.s small; and they may be favoured by

irregular constrictions in the tube, or by the imper-

fect action of valves. In its relation to medical diag-

nosis the study of this subject is still incomplete.

Another is the deep-pitched boom of contracting

muscle, which may be heard by means of a stethoscope

placed over the muscle ; or by putting the fingers in the

ears and forcibly contracting the jaw-muscles, with the

teeth a little distance apart.

Another is the high-pitched sound of stretched
heart-valves vibrating under the impact of an arrested

b](jod-stream.

Harmonics.—In all the above cases of A^ibration of

bodies of regular form, we have confined ourselves to tlie

simplest form of vibration which a body can present.

But there is no case in which this form of vibration is the

only one present. In the Vibration of a String, vibrating

transversely, tlie motion will not be exactly the same as

that of an ideal string executing one vibration onl}', and
yet it may be practically periodic, that is, may repeat

itself at regular intervals. If this be the case, the motion
is made up of the fundamental or slowest vibration,

together witli others whose Frequencies are twice, three
times, four times, etc., that of the fundamental or slowest

viljration. (Compare Fig. 45.)

Tliiis the string in the prolileni on p. 202 will not only have
a vibi-ation whose frequency is 105 '15 oscillations per second,
Init will also have otliers whose I'recLuencies are 210-90, 316-35,
421-80, etc. per second.
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Til 11 tinkling pianoforte tlicsc " lianiioiiic " viljra-

tions, or coniiinni'iilH ol' llie lotiil vihniLioii, arc iiciually

more pinvciTul tlian tlie runilaiiiciilal vibration oj' coiii-

])()nent ; iu a violin Klrin,if, urged by a violin-ljow, tlie

2ml, 3rd, 4lli, 5tii, and Glh are weak, wliile the lii^her

components are ani])le, and render the sound ])enetrating
;

in a banjo or guitar tlie liarinonies are very pi'oniinent
;

in a pianoforte siring in good condition the lower har-

monics up to the Gth are well marked, hut those heyond

are absent or feeble. The amplitudes oi' tliese liar-

monic components, relative to the fundamental vibra-

tion and to one another, depend upon the mode in

which the string is set in motion—dragged out to an

acute angle by a resined violin-bow and escaping i'roiii

it when the tension becomes too great, plucked as

in the banjo, guitar, harpsichord, knocked Ijy a harder

or softer hammer as in the pianoforte—and according to

the point at which the Distorting Force is applied. The

same considerations apply to all forms of vibi'ation,

whether transverse, longitudinal, or twisting, and A\diether

the disturbances produced be compressional or distorting.

In most cases, liowever, the Total vibration, though approxi-

mately the saino at each recurrence, is not exactly periodic
;

and the Total Vibration is made up of a fundamental vibration,

together with others which only aiiproximately correspond to

true liarinonies. This is what occurs in a string, for instance,

hy reason of its stiEEiiess, that is, its want of ideally perfect

flexibility ; and in such bodies as stiff rods, or discs, or mem-

branes, 'the higher- freipiency components of the aggi;egate

vibration are far from corresponding to auy simple series of

true Harmonics.

Forced Vibrations and Resonance.— Suppose

we grasped the prongs of a tuning-fork, and pulled them

apart, and let them go at regular intervals, the quasi-

oscillations we produced would of course keep time with

the Distorting Forces which we applied. This would not

be a case of free oscillations of the tuning-fork, but a case

of forced oscillations. The principle would be the
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sainu if our distorting force were ajiplicd very frei|ueiil,ly :

tlie result Avould be a Forced Yiliralioii, M'liicli overji()\\-ej'ed

the natural tendency of the fork to free vib)'atiun at its

tiwn proper rate.

Two clocks on the same table will keep pace, for tlie im-
pulses of their respective ticks, conveycil aloiiif the table, cause

the one to hurry on and the other to slow down until the two
clocks agree. The two jirougs of a tuning-fork, even though
not cxactlj' equal iu size, approach and recede I'rom one another
simultaneously.

The more nearly the Frequency of the ajtplicd inter-

mittent Force agrees with the natural Period of A^ibi-a-

tion of the body set in periodic movement, the ampler
will be the oscillations produced.

If the externally applied Forces be so timed as always
to assist and never to thwart the natural vibrations of

the Ijody set in vibration, the body may be set iu ample
Vibration by very small forces.

Tins may l>e idiistrated by the ringing of a heavy bell with
the aid of a bell-rope. The ringer docs not try to pull the bell
over at once : lie gives a gentle tug to the rope, and then lets
it go up : a feeble swing of the bell takes place, and tlie rope
takes the bell-ringer's bauds up : when the I'ope next slackens
iu his hands, he pulls it down tightly : and so for each occasion
on whicli the rope tends to descend. lie thus always helps it

to descend, and never pulls against a tightening rope ; and
conserpiently the bell swings more and more widely, until at
length it begins to ring. It is kept ringing by keep'ing up the
same process of pulling regularly on a slackening roj'e. If the
bell-ringer pulled against a tightening rope he would thwart
the bell and check its movement.

If there be two tuning-forks of exactly the same frequency
of natural or fi ee vibration, and if we set both on the same table,
the one of them being in vibration, the other fork will presently
vdjrate and produce Sound : the impulses of tlie one fork have
disturbed the second at precisely the right intervals.

Even across the air of the room this efiect will be produced :

the small push upon the second tuning-fork, jirodueed by ally one
compression of the air, is very small : but the compression is
followed by a rarefaction, which releases the' fork and allows it
to swing back

; the next compression comes in at the ri^lit
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time, and tlic foric Is set more widely swinging. From small

bcgiiuiiiigs the vibration of the second tuning-lbrk is tlius

wo'i'ked up, a little at a time, until at length it becomes con-

siderable.

Ccuerally, if any body capable of vibrating at a certain

rate be exposed to impulses which recur at that particular

rate, the body will begin to vibrate, and the Energy of the

impulses will be absorbed by it. This pheuomenou is

known by the name of Resonance ; and the body whicli

is set in vibration is said to act as a Resonator.

If a body vibrate in such a way that it pre.sents a

Fundamental A^ibration and a nunrber of simultaneous

Harmonic Vibrations, and if a tuning-fork correspon<ling

to any of the harraonics be brought near, the tuning-

fork will give out the tone of the component harmonic to

which it corresponds. Such a tuning-fork, acting as a

Resonator, will therefore serve as a means of detecting

the presence of any particular harmonic vibration as a

component in the Total Vibration of a sounding body.

Another form of Resonator serving the same purjiose is a

globe of glass or brass, of the form indicated in Fig. Vlh. If a

Sound containing, eithei- as a fundamental or

as a harmonic tone, any tone corresponding to

the natural period of free vibration of the air

within the bulb A, be produced in the neigh-

bourhood of the resonator, the listening ear

placed at B will hear the air inside A loudly

vibrating in unison with that tone ;
ami a set

of such resonators will enable the different

harmonics of a Compound Vibration to be heard, and then-

relative intensities to be estimated.

The principle of Resonance is applied m many musical m-

struments, particularly of the wind order. In a reed organ-

pipe a vibrating reed produces a particular note ;
tlie an- m

the pipe resounds to it. In the Clarinet, the Oboe, the Bas-

soon, a reed of cane produces mi.xed vibrations when blown:

the air in the pipe responds to one or other of these, according

to the Length of the Resonating Column as determined by the

particular keys pressed down by the player. In the organ-

pipe a mixed set of vibrations is produced by a stream of an

blown across the mouthpiece, and the air m the pipe resounds
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to that vibration wbicli is in unison with its own natural iici iod

of true vibration. Tho fohuiin ol'air in tlie pipo lias to bo cun-

sidcrL'tl as if it were a solid rod of air bound at one end and IVcn

at the other ; luit not i|uite Tree. 11' it wcie (|uite free at ils

end tho l''rei|uency would bo determined by the rorniula « =

33:200 X \ T -H3~-2/, where / is the length of the column and

T the Absolute temperature ; but it is not quite free
;
tho vibra-

lions are hampered by the task of lifting the external atmo-
sphere at eaeh oscillation ; and so the vibrations are somewhat

slower than this. The longitudinal movements of tlie air are

greatest at the ends of the ]ii[ie ; at the midpoint the air is

neai ly at rest, but is alternately scpieezed together and relaxed.

An organ-pi[ie blown too hard breaks into a sound an Octave

above ; that is, with twice as many vibrations per second.

If tho upper end of an open organ -]iipe be stopped, the

column of air becomes like a rod clamped at one end, and the

Freijuency becomes half the frequency in the preceding case
;

that is, the sound produced becomes an octave lower.
If we ehang(! the gas in the pipe and use say hydrogen instead

of air, the pitch is altered : with hydrogen tho frequency is nearly

four times as great; for hydrogen is a lighter gas than air, its

density being only 0 •07072 times that of air; and then, instead of

the number 33200 (the velocity of sound in air, in cms.-per-

sec.) we would ha\-e to use a number expi'essing the velocity

of sound in hydrogen, namely, 33200 ^07072 = 33200 x 3-804
= 126,290.

If the Atmospheric Pressure be increased, the pitch is un-
affected. If the Temperature rise, the iiitch rises, for the
frequency is directly proportional to the square root of the
Absolute Temperature.

The Flute, the Flageolet, the Fife, and the Piccolo resemble
the Organ-iiipe in principle. In brass band instruments the
lips of the player are made to vibrate ; the cavity of the in-

strument resounds, according to the size of that cavity, as

determined by the construction of the instrument, or by the
keys operated by the player, or, in instruments of the trombone
class, by slides which lengthen or shorten the resonating cavity.
When a shell is placed near the ear, the warni-air currents

in the shell produce a very slight sound, to particular com-
ponents of which the shell acts as a Resonator, so that we then
hear the well-known "murmur of the tide."

The mouth-cavity acts as a Resonator to the sounds pro-
duced by the larynx, as in the production of Vowels (p. 216).

Many animals have special resonance-cavities, such as a
dilated hyoid bone, or their cheek-pouches, etc., which enable
them to emit a very loud tone.

P
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The pii.ssa^'c from l.lie (ixLerior to the ilniiii of the ear is apt

to reinl'orce certain very liii,'li-pitrliiMl .suumls, with diHagictable

ull'i'ct.

Ill iiiaiiy stethoscopes tlic upjicr part ol' ihi: iiistruinc-iit is

bcU-sliapcd, and the bell acts as a lli;sc)iiator i'ur a ]iarticular

sovrnd. Soiiictiincs tlicro is at the, top a rcsonatiiif,' cavity

whose si/.c is adjustable, so that it may Ijc made lu resound to

sounds of dill'crciit ]iiti'liL-s.

Many animals use tlieir ears as reflectors of sound into Die

car-passage ; and there is in sucdi a case a resonance-elfcct fm-

particular sounds. The hollowed hand, ap[ilied behind the

car, acts in the same way.

When the chest -walls are set in irregular vibration Ijy

being percussed with the liuger-tip, or with a rubber-capped

haniiiier, or with a liammer tipped with a hollow rubber cap

containing air, there is again a resonance-ell'ect ;
not in every

case produced by a resonance-cavity containing more or less

air, as in the lungs, but sometimes by semi-fluid material,

which is selectively set in resonance-vibration in a manner quite

analogous to that in which cavities containing air act.

Tlie air in a tube will sometimes resound to a

small flame introduced into it. Take a lamp chimney,

and let up into it a minute gas-flame from a blowpipe

nozzle : in most cases the tube breaks out into a loud

sound M'hen the nozzle has reached a particular height.

If it does not readily do so, the action may be started by

singing or whistling to the tube a note a little higher in

pitch than that corresponding to the natural period of

vibration of the air within the tubie. This note may be

found by blowing across the end of the tube ;
the air in

the tube will resound. The air in the tube vibrates

forcibly when the. " flame sings "
;
and the flame is raised

and lowered during this vibration, so that its image if

looked at in a rotating mirror, instead of being spread

out into a plain band of light, appears .spread out into a

band of light with large teeth
;

or, in some instances, it

may even be broken up into separate beads of light, as if to

.show that the flame had been extinguished at each vibration.

This device, a Rotating ]\Iirror used along with a gas-flame,

is frequently employed iu acoustic experiments. A cavity is
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divided into two parts (Fi<^. li;ti) by a menibvauu, .such as tliiii

j,'old-beatei-s' sUiu. The one moiety of the cavity i.s coiuicctcd

with a conical niouthpieco A ; tiiu other is

connected with a supply of coal-gas, which
enters at B, a-nd jiasses out at C on its way
to be burned at the jet D. This contriv-

ance is called Koenig's Manometric Cap-
sule. 'When a sound is pioducod at tlio

mouth of the cone A, sound-waves will

iinpingo directly upon the thin menibi'ane.
These waves will cause motion of that mem-
brane, which will pretty faithfully follow the variations of
pressure due to the sound-waves. The flame will demonstrate
this by its variations in height. If the tlamc be not looked
at directly, but if its image be viewed in a rajiidly rotating
polished mirror, the image .spreads out into a band of light
serrated by large teeth, wdiose outline is itself serrated by smaller
teeth. The large teeth correspond to the frequency and ampli-
tude of the slowest or fundamental vibration, tlie" smaller to
the harmonic vibrations. For rough purposes the ex])eriment
may bo carried out by prolonging the tube C into a lle.xible
rubber tube terminated by a rat's tail jet, and swinging the
flame in a circle before the eyes. The revolving mirror may
then be dispensed with ; and it is singular to note how the
slightest change in the tone of the voice affects the shape of the
serrations. It is often possible to find out by trial how to sing
so as to keep the larger serrations open and free from sub"
.sidiary serrations : the tone of voice is then very pvire, though
it must be confessed it is somewhat hollow in C(uality. 'instead
of a cone we may use a resonator at A ; the action of the
lesonator iu response to an aii]iropriate sound may then be
rendered visible as well as audible.

In the sphygmophone the supply of gas to a singing-flame
IS controlled by the pulse-beat; an audible ellcct is 'produced
keeping time with the pulsations.

The vibrations of the membrane in Fig. 126 follow the
peculiarities of tlie sound-waves in the air : and these follow
the peculiarities of the original vibrations of the sounding body.
II a writing-point were attached to the membrane, it could
make a mark upon a rotating smoked-glass drum

; this mark
won d be a straight line so long as the membrane was at rest but
would present little tremors when a sound was heme, iiroduced
outside the cone A

; and this was accomplished in instruments
called phonautographs. In Edison's phonograph an advance
wa.s made

; the writing-point was made to drive its way more
or less deeply into the substance of a strip of tinfoil on a rotat-
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iiig (Inun ; Uiis tinfoil Uiorcaftei' bore on ils surface a groove
of varying di^jlh ; and if at any time thereafter the same writ-

ing-point were made to travel in the same groove by rotation

of the tinfoil under it, the whole jiroccss was reversed. The

groove then actuated the Writing-point, the writing-point the.

Membrane ; tiio mendjrane acted upon the Air, Hubjei'ting it to

compressions and rarefaction.s resembling tin; origin;il ;
Sound-

waves were thus set up, again ri^scmbling the original ; and

these, when they reached the listening Kar, produced a sensation^

of Sound resembling the original sound. In the newer forms of

the plionograpli the groove is not pressed in tinfoil, but is cut

out of a cylinder or disc of wax, and a dillerent point is used

for reproducing from that which is used for cutting tlie groove

in the wn.x.

The Vibrations of a Mcuibrano do not perfectly follow tlie

variations of Air-Pre.ssui-e whiidi give rise to them ;
and henee

the reproduction of Sound by the Phonograph is not entirely

faultless. It often happens that the bigher components are

exaggerated ; and this results in a more or less nasal i^uahty >>i

tone.

The Human Ear.—If we luive ti series of Reson-

ators of any kind we may analyse any Sound-waves so

as to find their Component Vibrations. Each resonator

will resound to its own component ;
and a sufficiently

extensive series of resonators will enable us to trace out

all the components. If we can imagine such a series of

Resonators, each with its own observer, we would

have, in principle, a picture of what, according to Von

Helmholtz's theory, takes place in the Human Ear.

According to this theory, the human ear is, in effect, an

enormous battery of some thousands of resonators, each

with its appropriate nerve-end which, through the

corresponding nerve-fibre, reports the action of tlie

corresponding resonator to the brain. The component

Vibrations of the most complex Sound-waves are thus

reported separately ; and the Brain blends the nidi-

vidual reports into that summary which we call the

Sensation of Hearing.

There are serious ditticulties, anatomical, experimental, and

pathological, in accepting Von Helmholtz's theory as it stands ;
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but the student will do well to iiiiderslaiid that tlicoiy in liic

lirst |ilat'i', iis a basis tor his tiirlhcr study.

Tlie order ot events is, aceordiiii; to this theory :—

(1) The vibrations ot tlie air are eoinimniiciited to a nieinbi-ain',

tlie drum of the ear. The Amplitude is luueli decreased, ami

the Force correspondingly increased.

(2) The vibrations arc transniitted from the drum of the ear

through a jointed chain of osseous levers, the last ai'm of

whicir moves less than the drum of the ear itself, with corre-

sponding increase of Force : and arc taken up by a second
membrane.

(-3) This membrane comuiuiiicates them to a (piantity of

liquid in a closed sac, partly bounded by this membrane.

(4) They arc transmitted through this liquid to a triangular

membrane, the "basilar membrane," stretched trans-

versely and in contact with li(|uid on both sides. Of its own
accord this membrane could, being hampered by the liquid,

only oscillate much more slowly than it would in free air. It

enters into vibration by Resonance, not as a whole, but only in

localised transvei-se strips, whose proper rates of vibration

correspond to the various components of the mixed vibration

communicated to the membrane as a whole.

(5) Each localised vibration of the membrane affects a local

nerve-end apparatus, of which there are 16,000 to 20,000.

(B) Each nerve-end apparatus is continuous with a separate
nerve-flbre.

(7) The 16,000 to 20,000 fibres converge and form the
" auditory nerve, " which, by its separate iibres, conveys the

separate local impressions to the brain.

(8) The brain blends these impressions.

What the Ear, taken as a wliole, tlius perceives is tlie

impact of sound-waves : and as these differ in tlieir

Frerpency, their Amplitude and their Complexity, so do

the >Sounds lieard difl'er in their pitch, their loudness,
and their Quality or character.

Pitch.—The greater the Frequency, llie higher the

Pitch.

Take a long strip of iron say 4 feet in length : fix it in a
vice : pull it aside and let it go : it will oscillate transversely
at a rate such that the oscillations can be counted : remove it

and refix it so that only 2 feet of it are now free to move : it

will now oscillate four times as frequently : 1 foot, 16 times :

6 inches, 64 times as frequently as at first'; and so on, "When
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the oscillutiuiis bccuiiic Kulliciuiitly iVuijiunit, wi; lu;;tr u sound :

iuitl us tlio IVoc vibrating jiart oi' tlio strip is shortened, tljc

pitch rises.

The ]''itcli (li'i)('nd.s on the Frequency of the Funda-
mental Vibration of a sound in;.; body : i'or it is U) tlii.s

alone that our cars are accustomed to listen.

We may specify the Pitcii of a sound by stating tlie

Frequency of its fumhuuental vibration, or else by stating

its place in the conventional musical scale. In the

Musical Scale the starting-point is the a tuning-fork of

435 vibrations per second. Tlien the corresponding

notation, for the scale of pitch represented by the white

keys of a pianoforte, is the following ;

—

c' d' e' f g' a' b' c"

, . n . r. . 4 . 3

Sounds whose frequencies bear the ratios indicated Ijy

the last preceding line form a series which is found to

satisfy our ears and to be suitable for the purposes of

nuisical art. It will be noted that c" has twice as many

vibrations per second as c ; the interval between them is

an octave. Between c' and y\ or e and h', or /' and c",

the ratio is 2 : 3 ; and in each of these cases the interval is

a fifth. Between c' and /', or d' and cj', or e and a, or

tj and c", the ratio is 3 : 4 ; and in each of these cases the

interval is a fourtti. Equal intervals between two

pairs of musical notes thus indicate equality of ratios

between the Fundamental Vibrations of each pair.

The series of notes above given is repeated above and b?lo\v

the particular octave specified : but the difference between the

notes of one octave and those of the similar octave below it is,

that the Frequencies of the notes in any octave are twice those

of the corresponding notes in the octave immediately below.

For example, following up the octave given, we have <•
,

/" g" a", b", c", with frequencies 522, 587 -20, 6o2'o, 69b, tb-i,
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870, 978 '75 and 1044 per second ; nuniber.s wldrh ai-e twice
those pertaining to tlie octave "(iven aliove, lint which ju'csent

the same ratios, and a corresponding equality in the ninsical

intervals.

The sounds wliicli the Huniau Ear can perceive range

from about 16 to perhaps 40000 fundamental vibrations

per second : but there is a great dilference in tliis respect

between ditl'erent persons. Cats can liear a wdiistle wdncli

is too liigh-pitched for a man to hear.

The dcep-pitclied boom of contracting muscle corresponds to

about 19 or 20 impulses per second.

The Loudness of a Sound tends to be proportional to

the energy of the Vibration and tlierefore to the square

of the amplitude of vibration of the sounding bodj^ :

but -where wu have to do with sounds of ditl'erent pitch

we find that the apparent loudness also depends upon
the sensitiveness of the ear. And further, in the

open air the amount of Energy transmitted to the ear, and
therefore the corresponding Loudness of the Sound per-

ceived, varies invcrsehj as the square of the distance
of the sounding object. If, however, we do not allow the

sound-waves to broaden out in the open air, but confine
them within tubes, the sound may be carried to a great

distance, as along sewers, speaking-tubes, etc., without
great less of loudness

; and if we concentrate the

waves—as by hearing trumpets or as in phonograph
ear-pieces, or in those stethoscopes in which a conical

tube terminates in a narrow tube fitted into the ear,

or in two tubes fitted into both ears—we may render
sounds distinctly audible which without this it might be
diflicult to perceive.

Quality, Character, Timbre.—The degree of
complexity of a Sound (the number of Haimonies pre-
sent), together with the relative prominence or loud-
ness of each Harmonic, as reported to the brain by the
meelianism of the internal ear, is interpreted mentally as
giving a distinctive Quality or Timbre or Character to
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Ulc somul l:c;inl. AVc lu^iiv a violin soumlinj,' a note,

say (('
; wc can not, (july identily tin; ]iitcli of the ikjIc,

but we can wiy llial if is ])i'()ihicc(l liy a violin, and liy a

good or bad violin, or by a good or bad jdaycr. Wc do not

consciously bear llie harmonics, as a rule ;
wc; hear

the note n', of a certain quality, quite distinguislialjle

from tbe note «' ])roduce(l by a buinau voice or by a

pianoforte string. Wlicu a sound is almost free fi'oni

liarmonies we liave, in tbe biglier notes, a ihit(;-lil<e

quality ; and we bave already explained liow tbe vilira-

tions of a violin string diiier from tliose of a jiianoforte

string or of a banjo string. If we bave at command a

number of lUites wliicb produce notes wIkjsc Fre(pien-

cies are in tbe ratios 1:2:3:4:5, etc., and bave our

apparatus so arranged tbat we can cause tbese to sound

witb bjuduesses wbicb we can separately regulate at

will, we can build up any quality of Soinid
;
and

tbus tbe infinite variety of qualities of sound wbicb we

bear in Nature is very simply explained. Even tbe

different vowel-sounds tbemselves depend on notbing

otber tban tbis : a sound produced by tbe larynx, and

given a particular Cliaracter oi' Quality Ijy resonance on

tbe part of tbe moutb-cavity beld in a particular way,

is recognised by us, in virtue of tbat Character or

Quality, and of notbing else, as a A^owel-sound.

If we sbape our mouth as if for a particular vowel, and

sound a Jew's harp near the lijis, the vowel-sound is lieard.

If we listen to a tuning fork in the open an-, it seems to

say 66 if we press its shank against a table, it seems to say

0, for the table emits the octave as well as the fundamental

tone, on account of a certain jiressui'e exerted on the table Ijv

the fork at the end of each half-oscillation.

Tlie sounds wbicb we bear in Nature vary very mucb

in tbeir complexity. They range from pure Tones, through

tones witb Harmonics, and tones, still musical, witb har-

monic vibrations not well in tune witb tbe fundamental

;

but they are all more or less regular, witb more or less

well-defined Pitch.
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Noises, on the other liaml, arc due (o an admixture

(if siuiuds whose Frequencies bear no relation (o >mv

auollier ; i'or examine, the mixture of sounds wlucli make

up tlie hum of a town. K sounds of a low pitch i)iv-

dominate in llie mixture, the general cll'ecL is lliat- of a

low-pitclied roar or lium ; if sounds of a high pitch, the

result is a high-pilclied liiss or wliistling.

Discord.— AVliero two musical soumls are simultaneously

heard wliirli ilillcr by say 32 vibrations per second, there

will be 32 beats per secoi'id between the rundanicntal Tones,

and this is disagreeable to the car, as flickering is to the eye.

Furtliei', if two notes arc sinndtaneonsly sounded which are too

near to one another, the part of the IJasilar jMembrane which

lies between the regions ]iroperly set in vibration is also dis-

turbed, and there is difQculty in identifying the pitch ; and

this again is iiainful. Two notes may thus ju'oduce a painful

impression when sounded together, and are then said to

discord with one another. The harmonics of these notes

may also jiroJuco disagreeable Beats against one another, and

thus give rise to Discord. The combination of notes which
produces tliis ell'ect to the least extent is the common
chord, a Note, its Major Thii'd, its Fifth, and its Octave, with

the I'atios 1 : ^ : f : 2 ; for in such a combination the Harmonics
mostly coincide, and the Difl'erence and Summation Tones, of

which presently, belong to the chord itself. The Common
Chord is thei'efore the most jileasing or harmonious combination
of tour notes within the octave.

Difference and Summation Tones.—The drum of the
ear moves more readily inwards than outwards ; and Von
Helniholtz .showed that in any transmitter presenting this

peculiarity, when the original sounds produced were two, of

frequencies n and n', the sound transmitted corresponded to four,

of frecpiencies )(, n', n +n' , and n - x'. Again, it is assumed in

the elementary theory that the Displacement of the air ]irodnced

by the two sounds acting together is the sum of the displace-
ments produced by them severally ; but this is not quite the
case : this sum is not quite attained : and that is e(]uivaleiit

to the addition of a new vibration, whose fi-equency is n-ii'.
These conclusions are confirmed by exjierience. When two
sounds of Frequencies say 200 and 300 are sounded together
there are heard, faintly, a deep differential tone of 100
( = 300- 200), and a shrill summational tone of 500 ( = 300
-f200) vibrations per second. These dilferential and snnnua-
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Lioiial tones aro thus mainly subjuctivu in tlinir origin, and are

not duo to Boats, witli wliicli tliuy may uo-cxist.

The energy of sdiiiul-wavcs is (li'rived from llio

energy of vibration of the vilji'iitin^,' bodies; tin; pro-

duction of So\ind-\v;ivos robs tbese bodies of Enerj^y, and

tlicse vibratiiiL! bodies come to rest unless Enerfry be

continuously supplied to tliem ; and the Energy wliicli

has been given over to the air or other medium is ulti-

mately reduced to the form of Heat, while at the same

time the air or other medium itself tends as a whole to

reassume its original comparatively undisturbed condition.
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HEAT

We Iiave incidentally found, in dealing with the Properties

of Matter, that these properties are affected in various

ways hy the fempcrature to -which a substance is brought :

and thus we liave already considered the way in which a

change in the temperatuie of a gas aft'ects its volume

(p. 76), that in which a change in the temperature of a

liquid affects its volume (p. 113), its surface-tension (p.

117), the soluljility of gases in it (p. 119), its rate of

diffusion (p. 121), its osmosis and osmotic pressure (p.

123), its evaporation (p. 127), and its viscosity (-p. 158) ;

as also the way in M-hicli a change in tlie temperature of

a solid affects its linear dimensions and its volume (pp. 172
and 174); and the effect of temperature upon the pitch
of Sound produced by the vibration of a gas (p. 197).

We have also, by tliis time, Ijecome familiar with the idea
that the Heat of a body is the Energy of Transla-
tion, Spin and Vibration of the several Molecules
of the body

; and therefore we may say that Heat is a
form of Energy. Let us note, however, before pro-
ceeding farther, that the name Heat is also applied to a
wave-motion in the Etlier, which wave-motion is

induced by the Vibrations of the Molecules of a hot body
;

and the Energy of this wave-motion is called Badiant
Heat. Of this we shall have something to say later.

To distinguish the ordinary Heat of a hot body from this
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lladiant Huat, it is somcLiines callcil Sensible Heat ;
but

more generally it is simply calleil Heat.

Wo become awave of Uio lli-at of a liot body, in tlio lirst

place, through our cutaneous sense ol' lieat. We feel the

same body, at different times, to be warmer or colder : and our

cutaneous sense of heat (which is ipiite distinct from that ol

touch and is apparently duo to a dill'erent set of cutaneous

nerve-ends and nerve-fibres), reveals to us the iiresence of a

more or less heated condition in tlie body ;
for the molecular

ag-itation of a heated body affects the appropriate nerve-ends

in the skin.

A cave or larjj;e building, which retains much tlie same

temperature throughout the year, seems cool in summer and

warm in winter.

In the earlier years of science, it was supposed that

Heat was an invisible substance without Weight,

called Caloric ; but no one now entertains this idea.

The Energy of Work can be transformed into

Heat. ^Vhen we ml) a lucifer match on its box we

do Work : the Energy of this work is converted into

Heat; the match - head becomes heated, and ignites.

When the brake of a vehicle or railway train is put

on, the Kinetic Energy of motion, which disappears, :s

transformed into Heat in the brake. When metal is

filed or bored or turned. Heat is developed at the ex-

pense of the work done. When a bullet is stopped hy

its target, it liecomes hot and may even fuse
;
the Emetic

Energy of the flying bullet is transformed into Heat.

When a liquid 'is made to flow in pipes, the Energy

which is expended in keeping it in motion is nltimately

transformed into Heat.

Mr. Joule measured tbe quantity of Heat evolved by

doing Work upon a given quantity of water. He ex-

pended work to a known extent in churning water m a

vessel, by means of a paddle rotating in the water; and he

found that if he expended 77:^-55 foot-pounds of work

upon 1 lb. of water, he raised the Temperature of the

water from 60° to 01° F. This is as much as lo say that
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41,593000 ergs of Energy, in llie form of Heat, raise

the Temperature of cue gramme of water through 1°0.

Subsequent im-estigations have shown that this figure is

somewhat too low ; and we shall say that tlie amount
of heat required to raise the temperature of one
gramme of water by 1

' C. is 41,750000 ergs.

Heat, being a form of Energy, can be measured in

ergs (or in foot-pounds) ; and the Unit of Heat on tlie

C'.G.S. system would be one Erg. But this is not a very

convenient unit, being far too small : and we have to

consider five different units which are in practical

current use.

(1) The small calorie (abbreviated to ca) : the

amount of heat required to raise the temperature of

one gramme of water from 0° to 1
' on the Centigrade

thermometer : the C'.(t.S. unit
; 41,750000 ergs, as above.

(2) The large calorie or kilogrannne-calorie (Ga or

hjr.-ca) : the amount of Heat required to raise the tem-
perature of one kilogramme of water tlirough 1° C. ; the

Continental engineer's unit; 41750,000000 ergs.

(3) The British vinit of heat : the amount required
to raise the temperature of 1 lb. of water through l"

Fahrenheit; 11690,000000 ergs.

(4) The Pound - Centigrade unit : the amount
required to raise the temperature of 1 lb. of water through
r Centigrade

; 21042,000000 erg.s.

(5) The Joule: 10,000000 ergs; the "Practical
Electromagnetic " unit of heat : the amount of Heat de-
veloped during each second in an electric conductor whose
resistance is one Olim, when a current passes in it whose
strength is one Ampere.

Whenever Energy is liberated in a substance in a
way which does not guide it in any particular direction
or make it assume any specialised form, that Energy
appears in the form of Heat. Let us, for instance, burn
a bit of charcoal

; before combustion the Charcoal and
tlie Oxygen of the air had some potential energy of
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separation and mutual chemical attraction, and

upon combining l,hey lose tlii.s. Hut this Potential Enei'gy

must assume some other form. II' tlie cdiarcoal he hurned

in the open air, some of the Energy is expeiuled in

setting up Waves in the Ether, as Light and Radiant
Heat. The remainder of tlie Energy liberated is not

guided by the environment into any specialised form, and

appears as Heat, so that tlie carbonic acid produced by

the process of combustion is itself hot.

If, however, we conduct the combustion within a closed oiJaque

vessel
;

if, for example, we burn the charcoal within a closed

metal vessel fdled witli o.xygen, which we may surround witli

water ; then we find that there is no Light visible and no direct

Radiation of Heat ; that is to say, there is no loss

of Energy by transnussion thereof through the

Ether ; and in that case all the Energy liberated

on combustion is confined to the metal casing and

the surrounding water. We may measure the rise

in the Temperature of the surrounding water, and

thus find liow many units of Heat have been

liberated during the process of combustion : for

example, one gramme of pure carbon liberates

8080 ca or 337340,000000 ergs. An apparatus of

this kind is called a combustion-bomb, or a combustion-calori-

meter or measurer of the Heat developed during Combustion.

The combustion-calorimeter just described is a parti-

cular example of calorimeters or heat-measurers in

general. When we want to know the amount of Heat

liberated (as distinguished from the temperature

attained), we may surround the source of heat by M'ater

and ascertain the rise of temperature in tlie known

quantity of water : and this, at one calorie per gramme of

water per degree Centigrade, gives the number of

calories of Heat evolved. We shall see afterwards how

to allow for the vessel containing the water, which itself

takes up some of the Heat evolved.

The amount of Heat liberated on the Combustion of 1 gramme

of pure carbon, 8080 ca, is the "combustion-equivalent; ot

pure carbon. Different substances have different Combustion-
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Equivalents. For example, a gruinmo of carLonic oxide, on
combustion, liberates heat to the amount of 2-103 ca.

This example, of earbon and earbonic oxide, is instructive.

Our one gramme of carbon yields 80S0 ca of heat on complete
combustiou to carbonic acid (CO-j), whose amount is 13^

grammes : the amount of carbonic oxide which will yield the
same anunint of carbonic acid is 2^ grammes ; these 2^ grammes
will yield on combustion, at 2403 ca per gramme, 5607 ca.

The combustion of carbon into carbonic acid ]nay thns be
divided into two stages ; Hrst the combustion of carbon into
carbonic oxide, which liberates 2473 ca per gramme of carbon

;

and secondly, the combustion of the corresponding carbonic
oxide into carbonic acid, which liberates 5607 ca. The first

stage of the combustion tlius liberates a good deal less Jllnergy

than the second : and this is accounted for by the circumstance
that in the first stage the carbon is reduced from the Solid to a
Gaseous condition, a change of state which absorbs Energy.

If we take a certain volume of mixed hydrogen (2 vols.) and
oxygen (1 vol.) and explode the mixture by an electric spark,
so that water-vapour (HoO) is produced, we may distinguish
three stages in the condensation of the products, each with its

own corresponding evolution of Energy. First, we may take
the stage at which the water - vapour occupies the same
volume as the original gaseous mixture ; at this stage the
temperature is 136^-5 C, and the Heat liberated is 28580 ca per
gramme of hydrogen. Second, let the water-vapour cool
down to 100° C. ; it then comes to occupy two-thirds of the
original volume, and during this shrinkage more heat is

liberated, so that the total Heat liberated is 28738 ca per
gramme of hydrogen burned. Third, let the products condense
to liquid water and cool down to 0° C. ; then this change of
state results in the liberation of still more heat, so that the total
Heat liberated is 34462 ca per gi-amme of hydrogen burned.
A gramme of urea when burned liberates 2206 ca ; one of

starch 3901 ca
; one of dry albumen 4998 ca ; and one of fat

9096.
_

Hydrocarbons, such as heavy piiraffin oil, have, weight
for weight, a higher combustion-equivalent than pure carbon,
and still more have they a higher combustion-equivalent than
ordinary coal : so that the lieating value of paraffin oil, or the
amount of water which can be boiled by means of a given
amount of it, is greater than that of ordinary coal.
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CirANGK ov Statk

Every change of state or condition is, as a rule,

associated willi llie evolution nr Uie absorption of

Heat ; and it may be necessary to supply <jr in take away

heat before the Change ol; State can occur. 01" this there

are numerous examples.

If a gas be heated, it e.xpands if it can, but remains a

Ga.s. If it be cooled down, it shrinks in volume if it can :

and when it is below its Critical Temperature, it will con-

dense into a Lifiuid if the pressure be sufficient. Lique-

faction of a gas is thus associated with loss of Heat,

and loss of Heat with a tendency to liquefaction. Con-

versely, evaporation or volatilisati(jn of a liquid is

associated with absorption of Heat ; and aljsorption

of Heat by a liquid is associated with a tendency to

volatilisation.

If a liquid be heated it generally evaporates or

volatilises unless it is decomposed by the heat ;
if it be

cooled sufficiently it generally solidifies.

If a solid be cooled, it simply becomes cold, without

change of state ; if it be heated, if it be not decomposed

it is liquefied or fused, if the rise of temperature be

sufficient. In many cases the Temperature applied, in

order to melt or liquefy the solid, must be extremely

great, that of au electric arc for example ;
in others the

temperature at which Fusion takes place is considerably

lower, and in still others we ordinarily see bodies at tem-

peratures above that of their melting or fusing point.

Metallic mercury melts at -40° C. : hence we usually see it

melted or liquid, not solid. Platinum, on the other hand does

not melt below 1775° C. Alumina is infusible m all ordinary

furnaces, but can be melted in the electric arc.

In most cases of Fusion by heat, some energy has to

be absorbed in order to do the work of tearing the

Solid up into a Liquid.
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For example, wlien ice is molted, a considcrablo amount ot"

heat (80-025 ca per gramme) is absorbed by the ice during the

process of melting. This produces no eO'ect whatsoever upon
tiie Temperature : and thus if we communicate to a gramme of

ice at 0^ C. SO •025 ea of Heat, the result is one gramme of
water, still at 0° C. The 80 '025 ca of Heat thus scorn to have
disaiipeared, and as sensible heat they have disappeared : and
the Energy in the Ibrm of Heat, which thus seems to disappear,

was callcil in the days of the nuiterial theory of heat, and is .still

called, the Latent Heat of Water. The 80 '025 ca have not
been destroyed ; as Energy they remain, and will be restored as

Heat by the water upon its freezing or solidifying into ice.

Sujipose we have a gramme of water at 0° C, and that we expose
it to a still lower temperature, so that it loses Heat to sur-

rounding bodies : as it goes on losing Heat, more and more of
the water assumes the solid form : this goes on until 80 '025 ca
of Heat-Energy have been lost by the gramme of freezing water

;

not until all this Energy lias been lost will the whole of the
water be converted into ice ; and not until this has occurred
will the Temperature fall in the least degree below 0° C. Thus
the production of ice is not instantaneous, but goes on j^ari
pa.'isii with the loss of the so-called Latent Heat by the freezing
water.

In an ice-calorimeter, the amount of ice is measured which
can be melted by means of Heat evolved within a chamber sur-
rounded by ice : the number of grammes melted, at 80-025 ca
per gramme, gives the number of calories of Heat evolved.
How much ice will be required to cool 1 litre of water at 15°

C. to 5° C. ? One litre = 1000 grammes ; this quantity of water
must be deprived of 1000 x 10 = 10,000 calories of Heat. Each
gramme of ice will take 80-025 ca to melt it and 5 ca more
to raise it to 5° C. ; or 85-025 ca in all. The number of
grammes of ice required is therefore 10,000-^-85-025 or 117-6
grammes.

A_ hot--water bottle contains a considerable number of
calories of Heat, according to its size and its temperature : and
these can be liberated at any desired point. Better than a hot-
water bottle is a bottle filled with fused crystalline acetate of
soda (CH3COoNa,3H„0). When this substance is cool it is solid:
but if the bottle or tin case containing it be immersed in boiling
water, the salt first melts and then reaches a temperature o?
100° C. When allowed to cool, it first cools down to 58° -5 C,
and then remains at that temperature, continuously giving oif
its latent heat of liquefaction, until the whole of the salt has
assumed the solid form. Thereafter it cools down just as an
ordinary hot-water bottle ivould do.

Q
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111 suiiii; i--;is(ts tlic subsl.iuice, wliile uudur^^oiiig a ,

change of state ur ul' coiulition, witlidraws Kuw'i^y

tVoin its own molecules, whicli thurcupou Ijeconie

cooled.

Wlie.ii a Oas is suddenly coniprossed, Wurk is dum: u\>(>n

it ; this work appears as Heat iu the gas, and the gas

Ijecoiiies hot. If the compressed gas he allowed to return

immediately to its original Pressure and A^olume, it regains

its original comparatively cooler Temperature. If, how-

ever, it be ;dlowed, while compressed, to cool down to the

temperature of the surrounding air, it will, on being

allowed to expand, become very cold. While expanding,

it does exterior work against the Atmospheric Pressure;

and the Energy recpusite to enable the gas to do tliis

exterior work it has obtained by robbing its own mole-

cules of part of their energy, that is, of part of their Heat.

The gas as a whole therefore becomes colder.

A iet of higli-pressure steam, when liberated into the air,

suddenly expands; it thereupon becomes colder, ami partly

condenses into scalding droplets of hot water. A little farther

on by reason of Friction, the jet loses velocity and momentum ;

its Enero-y of flow is converted into Heat; and the drop ets

evaporate, so that the steam becomes transparent and dry.

When the steam is in this condition, it may even cause evapora-

tion of moisture from any moist surface on winch it play.s

Farther on, it cools down and forms droplets of hot water
:

it

is now again opaque and scalding. It then cools down into the

ordinary "cloud of steam" which we see left by a railway

locomotive engine.

Where evaporation of a Liijuid takes place without

a corresponding amount of Heat being supplied, again the

remaining molecules are robbed of part of their Energy,

and there is cooling.

As examples of Cooling due to Evaporation we may take the

cooling of the skin by perspiration or by a draught o air or by

wetting it and allowing it to dry ;
a dog cooling msel 1^>

pantinlwith his tongue exposed:
.
'tOoli^f/f \f

"

porous water-cooler, the water in which P^^'-tlv t^;.

^

,

surface and there evaporates: cooling a room In thioxMUg
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water on the floor: cooling of air in coal-pits by lilowing

water-spray into it : cooling of compressed air in refrigerators

anil compressed-air nicchanism, by the sa,mo means : cooling
of a liquid which is being rai)idly evaporated, as in the ammonia
process of ice-making, where liquefled ammonia is made to

evaporate very rapitlly under an air-pump and becomes ex-
tremely cold : and the evaporation of liquid carbonic acid,
which may become so cold that it assumes the solid foi'ni.

Liquefled air, when allowed to evaporate freely, assumes
temperatures below -210 ' C.

Chloride of ethyl boils at 35° C, a temperature lower than
that of the body (36' -f) C.) ; hence this liquid will boil, or at
any rate ennt vapour rapidly, if a bottle containing it be held
in the hand. If a little bottle of this liquid, with a line nozzle-
jet, be inverted and held in the hand, the rapid evaporation
forces liquid out through the nozzle : the jet of liquid will
rapidly cool any surface on which it impinges

; and if the
evaporation be accelerated by directing a blast of air on the
same spot as the chloride-of-ethyl jet^, complete local anees-
thesia, or numbness to sensation, may be set up within a few
seconds.

When a liquid has its temperatui'e raised sufficiently to
enable it to boil, the process of Boiling is rendered much more
regular by putting something with a rough sui-face into the
liquid. Bubbles are then formed at the sharp angles of the
substance so employed, say platinum foil : and molecules
escape into these bubbles, which thus expand and rise. If this
be not done, and particularly if the flask or other vessel be of
glass, the whole liquid may become heated to a temperature
above that of the vapour formed, and it may give way ex-
plosively, forming a tumultuous rush of vapour, while the
temperature falls back even l)elow the normal boiling-point •

and thus the liquid may "bump" and may even break the
Hask. At each bump, the momentary fall in temperature is
clue to the rapid transformation of liquid into vapour.

Where liquefaction of a solid takes place without
a corresponding amount of Heat being supplied, the
Energy recpiired to do the internal work of pulling
the molecules loose is obtained at the expense of the
Heat-Energy of the molecules themselves

; the liquefied
material is accordingly cold.

If we put a quantity of "hyposulphite" of soda into water
the temperature falls very greatly as the salt dissolves. This
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is Iho princiiilo of "freezing mixtures," in wliinh very .solul,li;

salts, sLicli as nilrat;u oi' aimiioiiia, aiu dissolved in cold water
;

the mixture becomes extremely cold. Solid carbonic acid,

dissolved in ether (C^IImO), I'alls to a temperature of - 100" C.

Fahrenheit intended the zero of his tliermometcr to re])resciit

the temperature attained by a li(|uelicd mixture of snow and

salt. When tlic pavements are cleared by means of salt in

winter wcath<ir, the brine which is iiroduced is at first at a

temperature of about 0" V., or "thirty-two degrees of frost" ;

and it therel'ore chills the feet of pedestrians, while it rel'uses to

dry, because it absorbs moisture. Salt should never be used for

any such purpose, except in oases where its ajiplication is to be

immediately followed up by tliat of the brush to sweep the

pavement clean.

If, on the other hand, there be Chemical Combination between

the .solvent water and the salt dissolved, or a break-up of the

molecules of the salt, with evolution of Energy, the Energy thus

evolved may suffice, or even more than suffice, to supply the

energy required and absorbed in the process of Liquefaction. For

exauiple, if carbonate of potash be dissolved in water, the

chemical combination between the carbonate and the water, in

which hydrates of the salt are probably formed, results in the

liberation of a large amount of Energy ;
the consequence is

that the solution becomes very warm ; the cooling due to

liquefaction of the salt is considerably more than overpowered

by the heating due to the chemical combination between the

carbonate and the water.

Wlifiii a Gas or Vapour becomes a Liquid, there is

generally an evolution of Heat.

When steam at 100' C. condenses to water at 100° C, r,A6

ca of Heat are evolved per gramme of steam condensed. Tins

is applied in low-pressure steam-heating of buildings
;
and in

steam-heating in chemical operations, in which the steam is led

throuo-h a worm or spiral metal tube which traverses the liquid

to be heated. The Heat so liberated is called the latent heat

of steam ; and in order to convert a gramme of water at 100 C.

into steam at 100° C, f,36 ca of Heat must be supplied to it.

When rain is formed by the condensation of moisture in the

air, the change of state from the vaporous to the liquid con-

dition results in the liberation of Heat, which is lost by the

water-vapour and taken np by the surrounding air. Ihe lall

of rain thus exercises a mollifying effect upon the climate.

When a Liquid becomes a Solid, there is generally an

evolution of Heat.
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For example, if we set aside a strong solution of sulpluite of

soda in liot water, and keep it at perfect rest, it may remain

liiiuid without depositing crystals, though it becomes cool
;

it

is then a supersaturated solution : but if wo drop in a

crystal of sulphate of soda, the whole solution becomes a solid

mass of crystals, autl at the same time becomes very warm,
When water is dropped >ipon unslaked quicklime, the lime

becomes very hot, partly on account of the chemical conibina-

tion between the lime and the water to form hydrate of lime,

and partly on account of the water assuming the solid form.

In all cases of evapoi-ation or boiling, the sub-

stance -whose state is being changed comes to occupy an

increased bulk or volume. In addition to the Energy

which has to be supplied in order to effect the change
of state, we have therefore to supply Energy in order to

do the work of raising the atmosphere. If evapora-

tion take place Avithout Heat being supplied from without,

there will be a still further amount of cooling due to this

cause.

In change of state from the Solid to the Liquid form,

or rice versa, we seldom have occasion to concern ourselves

much with the Work done by or against Exterior Pressures.

But these are not wholly to be neglected ; and one conse-

quence of the action of atmospheric or otlier exterior

pressure is, that the greater the exterior pressure the

lower the melting point of ice, liy -0074" C. per

atmosphere pressure.

When ice melts it contracts ; when it thus contracts, exterior

work is done by the exterior pressure ; and when the exterior

pressure is increased, the ice yields more readily into the melted
state.

This lowering of the melting point of ice by increased ex-

ternal pressure has some important consequences. If two pieces
of ice, not very much below 0° C, be pressed together, the
ice will melt at the points of contact ; and when the pressure
is relieved, the melted ice again freezes and the lumps of ice

cohere. If a block of ice have heavy weights hung upon it by
a wire which is passed over the block, that wire will cut its

way through tlie block, Tjut the ice will close up behind the
wire, so that the wire ajipears to traverse the block without
cutting it. When crushed ice is pressed through a narrow
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l)assa£;o, tho lumps of ice melt, cohere, are crushed, recoheix-,

aud so on, uutil the whole mass flows, very much as il it were

a Viscous Fluid : a circuuistance which has been called ni to help

in explaining tho How of glaciers. ,., , u-
Ice is one of the very few substances in which the melting

point is lowered by pressure, lu by far the most part ot all

fusible substances the melting point is, like the boiluif? point,

raised by pressure, and the li.iuid formed by fusion is niorc

bulky and lighter than the solid, so that the solid sinks iii the

melted liquid.

If we dissolve any s(jhil)le substance in a liquid, say

sugar in water, the freezing point of the litiuid is

lowered.

The lowering of the freezing point docs not depend on the

nature of the substance dissolved, but only on the numbj °f

molecules added to the solvent luiuid, and on the "^Ju
e ot he

solvent liquid itself. For every one molecule of any substance

dissolved ill 10,000 molecules of water, the freezing point is

lowered 0-0063'^ C. Salts when they dissolve m water gene.^ ly

break up more or less completely into ions (p. 123), and thus

1 r a e the total numbe/ of molecules. Sometimes, on he

her hand there is polymerisation or coalescence of molecules

upon solution, so thlat the freezing-point is not lowered so much

as the above rule would indicate.

Sometimes Solids become Gases or Vapours directly,

without passing through the Liquid state.

Thus cold high winds will remove snow from the surface

of a cmintry without melthig it, by a process of true evapora-

tion Arsenious acid and a few other substances evaporate

n tins way when heated ; and their vapour condenses di ectly

1 to the crvstalliue form. Such substances are said to sub-

W^^^ : hut the term is also applied to cases such

HiosS sulphur and benzoic acid, in which the substance

heat d does n It before eva,,orating, though the v-Pov"-s ar

condensed at once into the solid form without depositing in the

lirst place as a liquid.

The rate at which a given chemical or physical

Change of State or condition is .^fleeted is ot no con^

sequence whatever iu determining the amount of

Heat which will be liberated or absorbed.
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It' -we submit staich to clirc^ct combustion it will, on com-

plete oxidation, evolve a ccitaiu amount of heat, 3900 ca ]Kr

gramme. If wo expose it to putrefactive processes or to

slow oxidation in the body of an animal, so that it is ulti-

mately oxidised into carbonic anhydride and water in the same

ultimate condition, it will evolve in the long i-un precisely the

same amount of Heat, however long a time may be taken

in reaching this result. There will be no such high Tempera-

tures attained hi the slow process, because the Heat, as it is

grailually liberated, is continuously dissipated by conduction or

radiation ; but if this dissipation of Heat be checked, relatively

high temperatures may be attained, as in the heating, charring,

and ignition of masses of damp liay while undergoirjg too

rapid a fermentation. A candle burns away more rapidly in

compressed than in ordinary air ; but the amount of Heat evolved

by it remains precisely the same.

Beef or mutton fat has a heating value of about 9000 ca per

gramme, meat free from fat one of about 5200. The com-
bustion - equivalent of the whole diet, less that of the

excreted urea, etc., gives the amount of energy wliich has
to be accounted for in the human body : and this Energy is

accounted for as mechanical work done (about 15 per cent of

the whole) and heat produced (about 85 per cent). The
muscles are the principal thermogenic tissues ; and the glands
of the body also liberate much lieat when in action, through
tlie chemical changes going on within them. In the process of

digestion, lieat is absorbed during the reduction of solid food
to a fluid state, or liberated by the processes of hydratation or

dehydratation, or by synthesis of such things as haemoglobin or
blood-plasma. In fevers the nitrogenous compounds of the
body are being oxidised, and the evolution of Heat is greater
than radiation, evaporation by the lungs and skin, etc. can
carry away. On exposure to moderate cold, the nervous system
stimulates the system to increased activity, and Heat is more
rapidly generated.

If we Lave a number of changes of state or

condition going on at the same time, we have to make
up an account of the evolutions and absorptions respec-

tively due to eacli.

The combustion of one gramme of ordinary hydrogen with
eight grammes of ordinary oxygen, to form water at 0° C, yields
34,462 frt of heat

;
but the same quantities of nascent hydrogen

and nascent oxygen yield 54,623 ai. This shows that tlie true
phenomenon is, an absorption of 20,161 ca in breaking up
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the hydrogen and oxygen into atoms, and a sinniltaneons libera-

tion of r)4"623 on the combination of these atoms to form water ;

the balance of tlic account showing a liberation of 34,402 w.

Most clicmical compounds give out h'ss Heat \vhen com-

])letely burned than their component elements do. For example,

acetic acid liberates, upon complete combustion into carbonic

acid (CO,,) and water-vapour, less heat than its carbon and

hydrogen would do when supplied with an adequate amount of

oxygen and burned. The acetic acid is as it were already partly

oxidised, and complete oxidation will only bring about the

liberation of a certain balance or residuum of Potential Energy.

Acetylene, on the other hand, gives off more heat wdien

burned than its constituent hydrogen and carbon will do ;

carbon and hydrogen cannot be made by any process, direct

or indirect, to combine with one another to form acetylene

without the simultaneous supply of Energy : and when acety-

lene is heated to a sufficiently high temperature, it decomposes

explosively with an extremely bright Hash, for it is a substance

possessing stored-up or potential energy in virtue of a forced

combination. The bright flash which occurs in acetylene under

these circumstances seems to be, to a large extent, the cause oi

the Luminosity of Flames. In the formation of bisulphide of

carbon, by passing sulphur-vapour over white-hot carbon, a

liquid product is obtained. The carbon is liquefied by the

chemical combination: the absorption of Heat due to this

cause is, on the whole, greater than the liberation of Heat

which is due to the satisfaction of chemical affinities between

the carbon and the sulphur ; and thus, in order to prevent the

iirocess of combination coming to an end, Heat mu&^t be con-

tinuously supplied. On the other hand, carbon -disulphide

vapour can be exploded by a fulminate detonator ;
anc^ the

carbon and sulphur then fall apart, with a bright flash and the

evolution of Heat.

Oil of lemons, turpentine, and terebene all have the same

percentage composition ; but when they are burned, so as to

form carbonic anhydride and water, equal weights of them

evolve different amounts of Heat. This shows that these three

substances possess different amounts of chemical energy, and

hence the Potential Energy of the molecules is different, so that

the iutra-molecular arrangement of the mass must be dilierent.

Temperature

When we add Heat to a body, its Molecules bustle about

and spin and twist and vibrate more energetically than
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Ix'fore : the Locly becomes hotter
;

or, as is said, its

Temperattire rises. This increase of Teinperatnre is

an effect of the addition of Heat, and it is not to be

confounded with the Heat itself, tlie Energy which is

imparted to the molecules of the body.

The Temperature of a body depends upon the con-

centration of Heat -Energy in the inass of the body
;

that is, upon the number of units of heat per gramme.

In different substances, it also depends upon anotlier factor

called the specific heat ; but in order to defer con-

sideration of this, we conline ourselves in the meantime

to masses of the same substance, say iron. If a lump of

iron weighing say 10 lbs. be kept in boiling water for

some time, it will, on being taken out, possess a certain

amount, a certain number of units of Heat ; if the same

amount of Heat could by any means be concentrated in a

single lb. of iron, that iron would be at a very high

temperature, for it would be so hot that it would fuse

and even boil. The quantity of heat would Ije the

same in the 10 lbs. and the 1 lb. ; but the temperatures
would be widely cliii'erent.

We miglit find an analogy if we took two equal quantities of

salt, and with the one made a small quantity of very strong

brine, while with the other we made a large quantity of very
weak salt water ; the Quantities of salt in both would be the
same, but the saltness or salinity of the brine would be greater

than that of the weak salt-water. If now we had any instru-

ment for finding the salinity of the brine and of the weak salt-

water respectively, we would be in a position, if we 2)leased, to

calculate the quantities of salt in tlie two solutions respectively
;

but we would not be told this by the use of such an instrument
alone. The ordinary thermometer is analogous to such an
instrument

; it tells us the temperature, but does not directly
tell us the Total Qrrantity of Heat in the body examined.

One effect of a difference of temperature between two
bodies is that Heat tends to travel from the body of

higher temperature to the body of lower tempera-
ture

; and hence the Temperature of a body has been
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defined as llie relative, conditi(jn o( tlie body under which

Heat teud.s to travel towards or from it.

Temperature is analogous to Pressure in Fluids ;
lor these

tend to travel or How I'roni places of higher to places of lower

pressure.

Temperature is usually measured by a Thermometer.

In this instrument we have a quantity of mercury which

occupies known volumes at known temperatures, and the

apparatus is so contrived that the volume occupied by

the mercury can always be readily ascertained.

Suppose we have a cpiantity of melting ice, and a

Thermometer immersed in it ; the thermometer comes to

assume the same temperature as the melting ice, that is,

0° G. In this state of atfairs, the thermometer and the melt-

ingicebeingat the same temperature, there is equilibrium

;

and when equilibrium has been reached, the mercury in

the thermometer retains the same volume, so long as the

meltiu" ice retains the same temperature ;
that is, so long

as there remains any ice to be melted. Now put this

ice-cold thermometer into warm water: the warm

water is cooled, the cold tliermometer is warmed ;
during

the warming of the thermometer the mercury in it under-

goes continuous expansion ;
ultimately both the water and

the thermometer come to assume a common tempera-

ture, aud then the mercury ceases to expand. The

volume which the mercury now occupies is known to

correspond to a particular temperature on the scale

engraved on the instrument ; and thus the Temperature

may be measured. But observe that the temperature

indicated by the thermometer is not the origmal

temperature of the warm water ;
it is the common

temperature assumed by the warm water and the

thermometer. If we used a large thermometer to ascer-

tain the temperature of a small quantity ot water, we

would fall into error; for the common temperature

attained would be greatly lower tlian the original teni-

perature of the water: but if we used a very small
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thermometer to ascertain tlie teinperalure of a lai'gc

([uantity of water, then our error would be very small
;

for the couiuion temperature attained would in that ease

dilfer very slightly from the original temperature of the

water. A thermometer left inside a closed chamber,
the walls of which are at a certain temperature, will, if

no disturbing cause intervene, assume the temperature
of those walls, even though not in contact with them.

Heat radiates from the walls, and warms the thermometer.

In all cases a Thermometer must have some sort of a

scale attached, in order to show the numerical A'alue of

the Temperature observed. Therefore we have to make
ourselves acquainted with three scales employed, the

Fahrenheit, the Celsius or Centigrade, and the

Absolute Centigrade.

1. In the construction of a Thermometer which is to be

graduated according to the Fahrenheit scale, the iirst

essential is a tube of fine uniform bore. The tube

should be " calibrated," that is, tested for the uniformity

of its bore, by a drop of mercury being made to travel

from one part of the tube to another ; this drop should

occupy equal lengths at all parts of the tube. At one

end of the tube a bulb is blown. This bulb is heated
gently, while the open end of the tube is dipped under
mercury. The air in the bulb expands, and partly

escapes. The flame which heats the bulb is withdrawn
;

the heated air in the bulb then cools and contracts, and
Atmospheric Pressure drives some mercury up into the

tube and bulb. The mercury in the bulb is then heated
until it boils, and the open end of the tube is again

dipped under the surface of mercury. When the flame

is next withdrawn from tlie bulb, the bulb becomes
nearly filled with mercury. This process is repeated
until bulb and tube are completely filled with
mercury. The thermometer is then heated to some-
thing slightly above the highest temperature to which it

is intended to expose the instrument. The tube is fused
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iunl lor

0

11^

anil closed, at a Huitaljle distance from the bull

operation iu (^lass-Llowin;,' requires .some skill,

uase in accompUsliiu,^ it, a funnel-lieaa is gi-iierally Ijlown

on the open end of the tuhe, as a preliminary to the series

of operations just described. We now liave tlic tube, the

bullj, and the mercury completely iillinj.r these. Tlie

instrument next cools, and tlie mercury shrinks towards

the bulb, leaving a vacuum at the npper end of the

thermometer. Next comes the graduation of the ther-

mometer, au operation usually deferred for some month.'

so as to allow the glass of the bulb to .settle down int

its ultimate form. The instrument has its bullj im

mersed in the steam from briskly-boiling water
;

th

mercury stands at a certain height in the tube and, at

that height, a mark is made on the tube. The thermo-

meter then has its bulb immersed in melting ice, and

the height at which the mercury now stands is similarly

marked. If the bulb be too large, the mercury may

retract into the bulb before this temperature is reached ;

in which case the instrument is unsuitable for low read-

ings Next, iu order to graduate the instrument, the

meltincr-ice point is marked "Freezing Point," 32^

the steam -point is marked "Boiling Point," 212 ;

and the interval between these is mechanically

divided into 180 spaces or degrees, equal m length.

The division is carried on, above 212" and below 32 ,
to

the top and bottom of the tube, the graduation marks

being ecpiidistant throughout the scale. The instrument

so made is a Fahrenheit Tliermometer.

9 In the Centigrade Thermometer the instrument is

made in precisely the same way, but the boiling point

of water is mai-ked 100° and the freezing point ol

water is marked O'.

On comparison of these two scales it is not difticnlt to deduce

a ru e for \ranslation of any Temperature, given in degie s c,

the one .scnle, into degrees of the other scale. I'or example

what is 98-4 ¥J It is 66-4 Fahrenheit degrees above the
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IVeeziiig point of water (32° F.) : but 180 Fiilir. d.-rocs aro

equal to 100 Ccntignulo degrees : therefore tlie teniporaturo is

X 100 = 36-88 Centigrade degrees above the freezing point of

water: that is, it is 36-88 C. Again, what is 40° C. ? Since

100 Cent, degrees arc equal to 180 Fahr. degrees, 40° C. is

equal to -,Wx 180= 7'2 Fahr. degrees above freezing point : that

is, 7-2 Fahr. degrees above 32" F., or, in all, 104° F. Again,

what is -40° F. ? It is 72 Fahr. degrees below 32° F. : it is

tlierefore (72x
-l

!;j}) or 40 Centigrade degrees below 0° C. ;
that

is, it is -40° C*
'

;?. The Zero of lujtli these .scales is purely arbitrary :

and the (juestion arises, What would be the nieauiug of a

true zero of temperature ? If the Temperature of a

body were zero, there ought to be no temperature at all,

and therefore no heat-energy in tlie body. This is an

unattainable state of tilings ; but it gives an indication as

to what Absolute Zero would be.

The Heat present in a perfect Gas is proportional to the

product pressure-per-sq.-cm. into volume-per-gramme ; but

this product is itself, by Boyle's and Charles's Laws, proporlional

to (273 + 0, wliere t is the Centigrade temperature. The Heat
present will therefore be nil when (!= -273° C. ; for then the

expression (273 +t) = 0. But when the Heat present is ni/, the

Temperature will be nil also.

The temperature is a true or absolute Zero at

-273° C. ; and physicists make considerable use of a scale

—the Absolute Centigrade scale—in Avhicli -273° C.

is reckoned as Zero, and the freezing point of water is

called 273' Abs., while the boiling point of water (100°

C.) is called 373° Abs.

The law that the product pv varies as (273 + 0° C. is then
simplified, by conversion into the statement that varies as

r° Abs., that is, that varies as the Absolute Temperature.
Further, the Absolute Temperature of a body and its molecular
Heat-energy are directly proportional to one another ; and
therefore the mean Velocity of the molecules of a gas is pro-
portional to the square root of their Absolute Temperature.

* x" F. =

v° c.=

{(.>;- 32) x«}°C.

ay+32)° F.
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The iM'iiicipal kinds of thermometerB wliich interest

113 are mercury thermometers, sucli as liave Ijcen

already described. Alcohol tliermonieters are nsed

when very low temperatures are to be registered, for tlie

alcohol does not freeze : glycerine thermometers liave

lieen used for the same purpose. The advantages of

mercury are tliat it takes but little Heat to liring it to

a comparatively high Temperature, that it has a very

uniform rate of expansion between -36" C. and 100' C,

that it has a low freezing point, and that it can readily be

obtained pure. The whole of the mercury in a thermo-

meter ought to be at the same temperature : else the

portion iu the tube is cooler than that in the bulb, and

the instrument gives on the whole too low a reading.

The sensitiveness of thermometers to small differences of

temperature is increased by narrowing the tube. Enlarging the

bulb would have the same effect ; in that case the bulb should

be made cylindrical, so that it may more readily enter apertures

:

but it may, through its size, materially alter the temiierature of

the object tested, and is then also somewhat slow in its action.

The thread of mercury may be made more easily visible by

making the tube of flat elliptical section or flattening one face

or aspect of it, and enamelling the tube at the back.

The range of mercury thermometers has recently been

raised as high as 550° C. by the use of hard Jena glass and

the employment of nitrogen, instead of a vacuum, m the upper

part of the tube. At that temperature the internal pressure ot

the nitroo-en and mercury -vapour amounts to as much as 20

atmospheres ; and this checks evaporation from the mercury.

On the other hand, a fusible alloy of potassuim and sodnun

has also been used for high -temperature thermometers.

It is found that the Atmospheric Pressure slowly compresses

the bulb of most thermometers, so that the mercury comes to

stand higher than it should; the "zero rises tl"s way

continuously but slowly, even for years, and old nied cal

thermometers are sometimes found to be as much as 0 o to

0°-7 C iu error from this cause : but it does not so nse to any

notewm'thy extent in thermometers made of tj'e /^^"^
f^^'

which bear a distinctive longitudmal red filament of glass.

These thermometers are tested against air-thermometers

Long heating of an ordinary thermometer to 300 L maj

so far soften the bulb that the zero rises to 14 C. ,
that i.-,,
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rtt 0' C. the iiistniint'iit .stands at M
'
C. Strong lu'atiiji;' of a

thernionu'tt'i- lor a shoi-t time may lower the zero l)y luuising

expansion of tlie bull), which the instrument may take inontlis

to recovei' from.

In a maximum thermometer, above the mercury is a

small bubble of air ; above this a small thread of mcrcuiy.

The air tends to dilate and push up the thread of mercury, but

Friction keeps this in place. Wlien the temperature rises, the

air is sulHciently compressed to force the thread of mercury up :

when it falls the thread of mei'cury does not return.

In a minimum thermometer the liquid emjiloyed is alcohol,

and a little broad-Iieaded piece of wire lies loosely in the liquid.

As the liquid contracts, surface-tension pulls the wire down :

as it agaifi expands, the liquid flows past the wire ; and the
end of this nearest to the surface of the liquid indicates the
point to which the surface of the liquid had shrunk.

In metastatic thermometers, a little mei-cury can be
withdrawn from the working mercury in the bulb and tube, by
being shaken olT into a cavity at the apex or side. There is

then less mercury in the bulb and tube, and higher temperatures
can be measured with what remains.

For observations of the temperature of the skin it is well
to use quickly -acting thermometers, kept closely in contact
with the .skin, and covered, at a little distance from the bulb,
with a little cupola of cotton or paper. Breathing on the bulb
would disturb the reading

;
covering the thermometer up with

flannel and then leaving it too long a time would tend to make
the temperature assumed that of the interior, not that of the
skin itself.

Specific Heat.— Tlie effect of equal quantities of

Heat in raising the Temperature of equal quantities of

different substances is not in all cases the same. A kettle-

ful of mercury would mucli sooner attain a Temperature
of 100° C. when placed on a fire than a kettleful of water
will do ; less Heat is required in order to heat mercury
than to heat water. We have seen that this is one of

tlie advantages attendant upon the use of mercury, as the
liquid in a thermometer. Tliis is expressed by saying
that water has a higher Specific Heat than mercury,
and mercury a lower specific heat than water. We mnk,
however, have some standard, of reference

; and the
standard in use is tlie specific heat of water, which is
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tiikeu as unity. Tliat is to say, we lake as our measufe

of Speeific Heat the ciuantity ol' Heat required to heat 1

graunne of thti ^iven substance through 1" C.
;
in the case

of water this is 1 calorie; and so, measuring in

calories per gramme, we say the Specific Heat oi

Water is 1. A gi-amme of mercury is raised througii

1° C. by 0-033 cabrie of heat imparted to it; hence it

is .said that the specific heat of mercury is 0-033. Tlie

specific heat of copper is 0-9.^)
;
that of iron is 0-1 M.

Let us suppose that 100 gninunes of water at 100' C. ami

100 crammes of mercury at 0' C. are mixed : what wdl be the

resultant Temperature I If shaken together the water and the

mercury must come to the same temperature, the water being

cooled and the mercury being heated. Let this temperature be

r C - then the mercury has been heated through I G. and the

water has fallen in temperature through (100-0.
Y.r^ nol

cpiantity of Heat which the mercury has gained is (at 0 03.3

calories per gramme per °C.) equal to 0-033 x 100 x< =3 3 <

calories ; that which the water has lost is (at 1 m per g!-m

per °C.) equal to 1 x 100 x (100 - 0 = 10000 - 100 i. These must

be eqtial to one another, for the heat which the one gams is

the heat which the other has lost ; hence we have the .simple

eauation 3 -3 /! = 10000 - 100 < ; and on applying the ordinary rules

to this, we get the answer that < = 96-8. The common tem-

nerature attained is therefore 96° -8 C.

A^ain if 100 grammes of water at 90' C. are shaken with a

sufficlentquantity of mercury at 10° C, the common temperature

may be, say 50° C. AVhat is the appropriate quantity of mer-

cury? Here we have the mercury raised through 40 G.
_,

^ve

do not know the quantity of mercury, but let us call it m
rrrammes ; the quantity of Heat taken by the mercury from theS Is 0'-033 x\0 = 1 m calories. The -^^er 1 0 g..«
has fallen through 40° 0. ; the cpiantity of Heat lost by tjs 100

xlx40 = 4000 calories; whence 4000 = 1-3-2 m, and «*-o030

grammes. Under the given conditions, th^n, . 030 gramme

of mercury woubl be raised to a temperature of 50 C, while

the 100 grammes of water would be coo ed to 50 0.

The same ultimate temperature won d be attained, with the

same coolincr of the original hot water, if instead of using 3030

™nes of^inercury at 10° C. we used 100 grammes of wate at

f0° C 3030 grammes of mercury are thus, in problems of his

order equivalent to 100 grammes of water, and 1 gramme

of mercury is equivalent to 0-033 gramme of water.
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To find the specific heat ol' a substaiico, wo use prcei.sely

similar inethods. Let our aiui be to liud tho specilic heat of

irou. luto 1006 gramuios of water at 100' C. wo put, say 100

grauuues of iron at say 10" C. ; the temperature of tho water

falls to say SV2''-17 C. as ascertained by a thorinouictcr. Then
tho water, lOOQ grammes, lias fallen through y^S'S C. ; and the

Heat lost by the water is 783 calories. The Heat gained by the

iron is 100 grm. x 82""17 C. x the unknown spoeilic heat tr, that

is, (8217o-) calories. Heuco 783 = 8217cr; and (r = 0'114, the

specific heat of iron.

To what temperature would one caloric of Heat i-aise a

gramme of iron f Ans. O'll-l calorie would raise it through
V C. ; therefore 1 calorie would raise it through S°'77 C.

In a water - calorimeter we must allow for the vessel
containing the water. If this be of copper, whose .sp. heat is

0"95, and whose weight is C grammes, while the water itself is

W grammes, the whole calorimeter is equivalent to {AV +
0'95 C|- grammes of water.

In a mercury-calorimeter mercury is emj^loyed because,

its specific heat being lower, it is more readily heated than
water and thus provides us with a more delicate means of

investigation.

"When a gramme of hydrogen is exploded with 8 grammes
of oxygen, if there be no expansion, 28,580 calories of Heat are

liberated. The product is 9 grammes of water-vapour. If we
assmne first that the specific heat of steam, wdiich is 0'37

calories per gramme at ordinary steani-tem2)eratures, remains
constant throughout the temperatures reached during the
explosion, and secondly that there is no loss of heat to ex-

ternal bodies during the explosion ; then we would find that
the temperature which we might expect to find developed
during the explosion is 28580 ^(0 '37 x 9) = 8883° C. above the
original temperature. No such temperatures are observed, for

two reasons
;

first, the specific heat of steam (as well as that
of most gases) is not constant, but increases as the tempera-
ture rises

; and second, the action does not go on beyond a
certain temperature (about 3000° C.) at wliich the heat would
itself ettect decomposition of the steam produced : so that the
temperature approaches this limit, but as it is approached, the
combination is retarded, and only goes on so last as will,
through getting rid of the surplus Heat by radiation and con-
duction to surrounding bodies, enable the products to acquire
a temperature which shall not exceed this limit. Hence the
explosion is more prompt and rapid when the walls of the
explosion-vessel are kept cool, so that this surphis Heat is at
once withdrawn.

R
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The Specilic Heat of water is higher than tliat of
^

almost every other suli.stance. Tliere is, however, an

exception in the case ol' hydrogen. 'W, heat a gramme

of hyaro-eii through 1° G. requires 2-411 calories if the

Volume of the gas be kept constant, and 3'409 calories if

the gas be allowed to expand under a constant external

Pressure while being lieated.

We have already drawn attention to the fact that

Gases are more diiticult to heat, aud their Tliermal Capa-

cities are accordingly higher, when they are allowed to

expand under a constant external Pressure than when they

are maintained at constant Volume, Ijy confining thein

within a non-expansible vessel The reason for this is,

simply, that when they are allowed to expand tliey have

some external Pressure to overcome, and in overcoming

this pressure they do Work ;
then, in order to enable them

to do this work. Heat must be supplied to them, m addi-

tion to that which is required for the mere purpose ot

raising their Temperature. (See pp. 83 and 109.)

Thermal Capacity is simply another name lor

specific heat ; but we usually understand that when

we use the expression Thermal Capacity we measure the

Heat in ergs per gramme, while when we say Specitc

Heat we measure in calories per gramme, or else

content ourselves with a mere numerical comparison or

ratio between the Heat required to heat the sub-

stance in question, and that required to heat an equal

weight of water. .„

There is a noteworthy relation between the specific

heats of different Chemical Elements and their molec-

ular weights : this is, that tliey are, approximately,

inversely proportional to each other.

.y reason of interniolecular forces
;
<o>,-=°«^^^g^ °

same heat
theory of Gases, all molecvUes should P°«sess the same neax

energy when at the same Temperature ;
a molecule of h.dio
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gon the same as a molecule of oxygen, for example ; but tin;

number of molecules in a gramme of liydmgen is sixteen

times as great as the number of molecules in a gramme of

oxygen : whence a gramme of hydrogen would require sixteen

times as much Heat to heat it as a gramme of oxygen would,

and the Specific Heat of hydrogen would be sixteen times as

great as that of oxygen.

If we take, of any element, a number of grammes numeri-

cally equal to its Atomic "Weight, for instance 35.V grammes of

chlorine, we have what is called the "gramme-atom" of that

clement ; and the general law is that it takes neither much
more nor much less than 6'4 calories to heat one gramme-
atom of any element through 1^ C. This is otherwise ex-

pressed in the form of Dulong and Petlt's Law, that the

product of the Specific Heat into the Atomic Weight of an ele-

ment is always about 6 '4 ; so that the Specific Heat of an element
may be used as one means among others for ascertaining its

atomic weight.
The rule is only roughly approximate, however ; the

various elements are, as we usually encounter them, in different

physical states : in the metals, in sulphur, and in phosphorus
the rule is fairly well obeyed ; but in carbon, silicon, and boron
the specific heat is considerably smaller than we would expect,
until we come to high temperatures, at which the specific heat
rises so that the law comes to be more nearly obeyed, the
product being then about 5'5.

In the case of solids, the specific heat is not materially in-

creased, as it is in the case of Gases, by the necessity of pro-
viding Energy to do exterior work upon expansion

; but there
is some interior work to be done in separating the molecules,
and this requires an extra supply of Heat, known by the name
of the latent heat of expansion. This does not affect the
Temperatiu'e.

Conduction and Convection of Heat

Conduction of Heat.—When we heat one end
(jf a bar of any material, we mostly find that the bar, in
a shorter or longer time, becomes warmed along its

length
;
there has been a Rise of Temperature in its

substance. Different substances differ in the rate at
which a given temperature can travel along them

;

thus a given temperature will travel faster in copjier or
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in silver Ukul in iron ; an iron spoon will still have a

cool luuidle when a copper or silver spoon of the same

size clip])ed in the sanu', liot li([\iid jnay already he uii-

conifortahly hot. The rise of Temperature at any j,'i\'en

point is due to the fact that Heat Ijas travelled

through the substance, liy communication of Energy from

particle to 2)article ; but it does not follow that a

substance in which the Temperatui'e has travelled most

rapidly is the one which has conveyed the greatest

quantity of Heat from the point at which Heat was

applied.

The Temperature at a given point dftpends not only on the

heat-energy per unit of volume, but also on the density and

the speciflc heat of the substance itself: and these niay, from

substance to substance, dilfer in such a way as to produce

anomalous results. Thus if we cut out a little disc of bismuth

and one of iron, and coat them with wax and pass a hot wire

through the midpoint of each, the wax will melt on each, and

the melting will spread over the wax more rapidly in the disc of

bismuth. Therefore a given Temperature travels more rapidly

in this metal than it does in iron ; and yet the other metal,

iron, is the one which conveys or conducts the Heat-Energy

the more rapidly. The higher density and the higher siieeitic

heat of the bismuth have, however, disguised this fact, by mini-

mising the Temperature-producing effect of the Heat conducted.

Curiously enough, even air is a better conductor of a given

Temperature than copper is
;
though when considered as a

medium for conveying Heat-energy, trancpiil air is an exceed-

ingly bad conductor.

We have therefore to distinguish bet\veen a Flow of

Heat and a Flow of Temperature.

Suppose a block of copper, say 10 cm. thick and 10 cm. x

10 cm. in each of its faces A and B (Fig. 128) ;
and suppose

that its two opposed faces A and B form

the widls of two tanks C and D ;
while

the block AB is jacketted by felt, or other-

wise, so as to prevent any Heat from escap-

ing outwardly ; and let us supjiose that the

tank C is filled with melting ice, while D
is emptv, and that the copper block is itself wholly ice-cold.

Now fill the tank D with boiling water, and let us keep

:o!cs A
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that water boiling. The face B of the block is proniiitly

lieiited to nearly 100° C, wliile tlio bulk of the block remains
at first ice-cold ; but Heat travels in the block, and at tmy
yiven point in it the Tcnii>cratnrcs go on jirogressively rising.

We may make a diagram, Fig. 129, to show
tiio way in which the Tempcratnre in the
lilock is distributed after .successive inter-

vals of time. It takes some time for an
appreciable rise in temperature to reach any
given point in the line AB ; but if we study
any particular point such as E, we lind that at

the successive periods 2, 3, 4, 5, its Temperatures are progres-
sively higher and higher, until a point on the straight "line
AF has been attained. The condition ultimately attained is

that the Temjieratures in the block fall away uniformly, so
that at a point say half-way between B and A it is 50°. The
Temperature-Line FA is then a Straight Line and presents a
uniform slope ; but until that condition is attained, say when
the temperatures in the block are those represented by lines 1,

2, -3, 4, these Lines are curved ; and so long as they are
curved there is a flow of temperature as well as a flow of
Heat. When the line AF has become straight, the Tempera-
tures settle down and reuiain the same, .so long as the water
in the tank D is kept at 100° C, and the mixture in the tank
C remains at 0° C. Then the line FA has a certain slope, the
Temperature-Slope

: and when this temperature-slope has be-
come uniform, Heat is conducted steadily through the copper
from the boiling water to the melting ice ; but the flow of Tem-
perature has then ceased. The quantity of ice melted shows
hoAv much Heat is travelling. It is found that the quantity
of ice melted is .such as to .show that, across each sq. cm.
of the face A or the face B of the copper block, there jiass
(0 -88170 X 10°-f-AB) or 0-88176 ai. per second ; that is, since the
area of these faces is 100 sq. cm., 88-176 calories per second in
all. This number 0-88176 is a number called the CoefQcient
of Conductivity of Cop]ier ; if the block were of iron the
corresponding number would be only 0-15123

; iron allows less
Heat to pass than cop]ier does, and is a -worse conductor.
The general law for a slab acting as a conductor i.s, Heat con-
ducted (measured in calories) = 0. A. Sr/r/, where 9 is the Co-
efficient of Conductivity proper to the conducting material
A IS tlie cross-sectional Area (in sq. cm.), 8t is the diiTerence of
tempenitures (m ° C.) between the opposed faces or ends, and d
IS the distance (in cm.) between these. In this expression, Srld
IS the Temperature-Slope.

For ordinary rock the coefficient is only 0-0045
; and with
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the observed tcmpc'vaturc-slope of about O'OOOSii'C. per uui.

(corr(!S])Oiuling to a rise of 1° C. per 30 metres of vertical

descent), the Flow of Heat from the interior of the earth is,

per sq. em., 0-0045 x 0'0003;i = 0-0000015 calorie per second, or

4 7-3 calories ])er annum; only cnouj^li, jier annum, to melt a

biyer of ice 0-(M4 cm. or about ^ inch tliic-k. We therefore

(l('|iond now only to a.n inappreciably small extent upon the

internal heat of the earth Ibr the warmth neci^ssary to render

our globe suitable for the maintenance of life on its surface.

During hot weather, the surface of the soil becomes

warmer than the subsoil beneath. Tlie diHerencc of temperature

causes a flow of heat downwards ; but this flow is so slow that

at a considerable depth, .say 20 feet, it is nearly the end of the

ensuing winter before the influence of the summer's heat is

felt : and similarly it is nearly the end of the summer beiore

there appears a fall of temperature due to the preceding winter's

cold. The fluctuations here alluded to arc but small, and

rapidly become smaller at increasing depths. During the

winter there may, in keen frost, be a difference of temperatures

amounting to say 4° C. per cm. ; and the Flow of Heat from the

subsoil, due to the surface variations of temperature, is then

very considerable, so that the subsoil becomes cold. Water

pipes laid too near the surface may thus become frozen -. but

if they be laid at a sufficient depth, the whole frosty season

may pass over before any temperature at all approaching the

freezing point is attained by them. The earth then acts as

a badly conducting felting or blanket, and the water in the

pipes is not frozen. In Canada and Russia the water pipes are

laid at a depth of about 12 feet, and frozen water-mains are

practically unknown.

If two currents of liquid or gas pass a heat-conducting

partition in opposite directions, they may almost completely

exchange tempei-atures : for at every point the current which

enters at a low temperature is at a lower temperature than tlie

current which is passing in the opposite direction m its

immediate neighbourhood. This principle is applied m the

recovery of the Heat of waste industrial products of all kiiuls,

and in regenerative heating of air for buildings.

We liave thus seen that suhstances such as copper,

air, and rock, may differ very much in their conductive

power or conductivity. A vacuum is perhaps tlie

worst of all conductors of heat ;
down, hare's fur, sand,

asbestos, air, are examples of very had conductors. ^letals,

on the other hand, are mostly good conductors.
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When a hot body is siiiToiiiukHl by one or more conrcMitiic

jackets with layers of air between them, tlic loss of heat is

remarkably diminislied. A single layer of lincu diminishes

the loss of heat from the human body by abont two-thirds ; a

double layer cflects a much greater economy of heat. Hence
the inunber of garments is of more imjiortanco than their

weight : and the heaviness of clotlies is an incident to the

thick film of comparatively stationary air which lies in

their sjiongy meshes. In order that the wind may not dis-

l>lace this, tlie cloth has to bo thick and therefore heavy. The
use of double windows, in which a stratum of air stands between
the two frames, proceeds on the same jirinciple.

It is impossible to keep the hands in water at 52° C, while
it is quite possible, as observed by Banks, to remain for five

minutes in air near the boiling point of water.

A test tube containing cold water may have the upper part
made to boil by being held over a flame. The heated portion
of the liquid is lightest, and floats at the top. Even if ice were
made to lie at the bottom of the tube, it would not melt for a

very long time, if at all.

Flannel or cork appears warm when touched by the skin
on a cold day, cool on a warm day, because it carries from or

imparts to the skin less heat than the air had previously been
doing.

If the wetted finger be laid on a cold iron railing during
liard frost, the iron may carry away so much heat that the
water freezes and the experimenter is held fast to the railing.

Convection of Heat.—A hot body, in air, cools

down, jaartly by Eadiation and partly by setting np Avarm
air- currents, or convection -currents. The air im-
mediately surrounding the body becomes warmed ; the

warmed air expands and becomes lighter ; then heavier
colder air flows down and pushes up the lighter heated
air. In its turn it again is heated, and is similarly dis-

placed
; and thus a continuous stream of hot air is set

up, rising from a lieated body : this hot air soon becomes
mixed with the colder air amid which it travels, and
the temperature of the whole mass of air thus rapidly
becomes uniform. In the atmosphere there are con-
tinual convection-currents

; and it is these whicli keep
the atmosphere well mixed, and uniform in its com-
position. Mere Diffusion of Gases would take liundreds of
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thousands of years to restore uniformity of composition in

the Atmosphere, once tliis was effectively disturbed

Ci)nvectioii-Purrcnts on a great sciile wny he seen under a large

summer cumulus cloud: the massive-looking cloiul is itselt

the up]ier part of an ascending convection-current, the air in

which, when it reaches a sufficient height, is expanded so far

as to deposit its moisture in the form of droplets, whicli we see

ii,s a cloud. As a rule each droplet is formed round a particle

of floating dust. On the still larger scale, convection-currents

are caused over deserts and hot plains by the ascent of heated

air : coolci- air rushes in from elsewhere ; and this gives rise

to the disturbances in the atmosphere which we know as

storms. .

On the small scale we may observe convection-currents ol

air by looking along the top' of a hot wall leaking in the sun,

or by looking over the top of a kiln or furnace or boiler
;
an

ascending coKrmn of smoke, or a flame, is an example of a

convection-current which bears along with it solid particles of

unconsumed or partly consumed fuel ; and in water we may

readily study convection-currents by setting some wat&r m a

flask or beaker over a lamp, and throwing in a little sawdust,

which will circulate with the convection-currents, descending

with the colder water and ascending with the hotter. Con-

vection-currents of air or of water are utilised in A entdation

and in Warming.

Cooling Svirface.—The loss of heat by radiation and

convection, in free air, depends on the effective Cooling

Surface.

In many stoves we see radiating sheets of metal attached,

which increase the Cooling Surface of the stove, and thereby

increase the warming action of the stove upou the air both by

radiation and by setting up currents in the air I" ^ai-m

weather there is a natural tendency to he at full length, ami

thereby to increase the cooling surface of the body
;
in winter

the natural tendency is to roll the body up into small compass.

The loss of Heat by the human body depends upon tlic con-

ductiv ty of theUn; and the flow of heat outwards is

mactically greatly reduced by a layer of fatty tissue. In

ome cases the skin may be warmed or
^^^^^f^'^-^l^^^

supply of Heat may be brought to it from the in ernal pans of t e

body by increasing the circulation of blood in the skni, as foi

xample during exercise or when alcohol is used lu coId weather:

the skin feels warm because the blood-vessels of the skm are
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Julk-r than they usually arc, ami tlio scnsalion of warmlli is

really an indication that the Heat of the body is not Ijcuik con-

served, but is being lost by radiation, convection, conduction,

and evaporation at the surface. Such loss of heat may do no

harm if the iicrsoii bo well fed, so that there is a continuous

supply of Heat-energy from the oxidation of the tissues
;
but in

ill-uourishcd subjects, or with long exposures to cold, excessive

loss of heat from' the skin may prove disastrous.

A smaller animal has to jiroducc more heat, per gramme

of its substance, tlian a large one: for it has, proportionally to

its bulk, a larger surface-area.

Let ns return to Fig. 128, and instead of surrounding the

block AB with felting" so as to prevent the lateral escape of

lieat, let us leave its" sides exposed to the air. We may
suppose this air to be ice-cold, and wo may at the same time

lengthen our block into a bar or rod or -wire, as in Fig. 130.

Heat travels along the bar, but is lost in
^

two ways ; lirst by radiation, so that the "
"'°

hand or a thermometer brought near it may a b

be w-armed ; and secondly by the bar produc- Fig. 130.

ing convection-cui-rents in the surround-

ing air. There is, as before, a Flow of Temperature along the

bar until a condition of equilibrium is attained : but the

Temiieratures, when equilibrium is attained, are not such as to

present a uniform slope FA as in Fig. 129.

The line representing the temperatures at

the different points of the bar presents, on

the other hand, a form such as that shown
in Fig. 1-31. Near the source of heat the

wire is warm, but as Ave move away from it

w'B find the temjieratures rapidly fall off,

\mti], at length, we find that the wire is scarcely heated at all
;

for the heat wdiich might have gone to warm the wire at any-

given i^oint has, for the most pai't, been lost on the way
thither. Thus an iron wire 6 feet long may be heated at one
end so far as to melt it, while at the other end its tempera-
ture is not raised by as much as 1° C. We may burn the most
volatile oil in a lamp with a metal wick tube if that wick
tube be sufficiently long, for the Heat escapes on its way down
the tube from the flame, and the Temperature of the lower end
of the wick-tube does not rise to any material extent.
A wire heated at one end will not become as Avarm, at its

other end, as a thick rod of the same length would become,
for the wire has proportionally more surface exposed. If we
want to obtain a given rise of temperature in any part of a
piece of apparatus, and find that we can do what is required by
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means of a rod ol' metal say 20 iiiclie.s long, oi' wliich one end is

in boiling water, and whoso thickness is .} inch, we can produce

the same Temperature (with a slower How of Heat-energy) liy

means of a wire of the same metal say inch in diameter but

whose length is reduced to 10 inches: for the law is that in

bars of dilfcrent thicknesses, the distances from the lieateil

cxtrcnnty at which the same temperatures can be kept up by

licating ilic extremity of tlio liars to the same temperature arc

to one another as the s//iiiirc rwd of the thicknesses.

Transi-'Oumation of Heat into Work

When Heat is trausfornied into Work in a steam
engine, the movement of the piston is due to the

bombardment of its steamward face by tlie Molecules

of the steam. The piston has, at the end of its stroke,

to be put back in order to make another stroke
;
and

there is a limit to the proportion of tlie Heat available

which can be converted into work by any mechanism

of this kind. In a particular kind of imaginary engine

called Carnot's engine, which is an ideal not even

approximated to by any engine in existence, the proportion

of Heat which coukl be couverted into Work is ^V^"

of the whole, where Tj is the temperature of the working

gas or vapour, and t,^ is the temperature to which that

gas falls during expansion while doing work, all in

degrees on the Absolute scale.

Thus if the working substance became ice-cold on expansion,

the temperature to would be 273° Abs. ; if the working substance

were high-pressure steam at 120° C, Tj would be 393° Abs. : and

the utmost proportion of the Heat-energy oi' the high-presj?ure

steam wdiicli could be transformed into Work is ^-Hi^"-
=30.5 per cent of the whole. In actual steam-engmes the

proportion transformed into work is much less than this. In a

gas-engine the hot expanding gas is heated by internal com-

bustion during the explosion, and the temperature n is much

higher (some 1000° C.) than can be applied to steam
;
so that

the ratio above mentioned is larger, and the efficiency of a gas-

engine may be greater than that of a steam-engine. On the other

hand, the expansion of Steam is associated with condensation,
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aiul this with liberation of energy during tlic li([uef:ictioii, so
that the toiiipcr;itui-o does not fall as rapidly during the
ex]>ausioii as it would do in a ga,s ; and accordingly, expanding
steam iloes more Work than an ex|uindin<r cfas would do.

Tiic slatiMiicnt of tlio aliovii E.atio in known as tlie

Second* Law of Thermodynamics. Tlic Second
Law of Tiiermodynaniics also takes tlie form, wliich is

really another way of presenting the same fact, that Heat
cannot of itself pass from a colder to a hotter body, nor
can it 1)0 made so to pass by any inanimate material
mechanism

; and tliat no nieclianism can be driven by
any simple and simply reversible cooling of any material
object below the temperature of surrounding objects.

Whether this law applies, or ought to be expected to apply,
to animate material mechanism is not yet clear. About
fifteen per cent of the total energy of the food consumed
is capable of being utilised as Work ; and this is a pro-
portion much greater than corresponds to any apparent
differences of temperature within the human body, if the
body be con.sidered as a heat-transforming Engine. It has
been suggested that such differences of temperature as may
account, in compliance with the law stated, for the great
mechanical efficiency of the Ijody considered as an engine
may, after all, exist between the microscopic elements of
the tissues

: and evidence has lately been adduced to
show that this is so. But the Energy which is expended
by the body in doing Work seems to be drawn directly
from the Chemical Energy of the muscles ; and the work
is not done by the transformation of Heat-energy, as in a
steam-engine. If the muscles have no work to do, the
Energy liberated during the chemical changes within
them, having no specialised form to assume, takes that of
Heat as in ordinary chemical processes, and is dissipated

;

but if they have work to do, the Energy corresponding to
the ^\•ork done may not take the form of Heat.

* Tlie First Law is the statement that Heat can be measnred in er"s or
in calories, tins statement being usually coupled with a ,le(inition of the
calorie itself.



CHAPTER A^T

ETHER-WAVES

We have seen that when an object vibrates en masse,

it may produce Waves of Comiiressiou and Rarefaction in

tlic air. We have now to consider waves in the

Ether. These waves are produced either by the Vibra-

tion of Molecules, which is their ordinary source, or

by electric methods which will be mentioned later on.

These waves in the Ether are not waves of compression

and rarefaction, but correspond to transverse defor-

mations or displacements of the Ether, always at right

angles to the direction in wliich the Wave is travelling.

In this part of this l)ook we shall confine ourselves to those

Ether-waves which are due to the Vibration of Molecules.

We must in the meantime reserve opinion as to the nature of

the radiations discovered by Professor Runtgcu, which will

be referred to later on.

Whatever increases the aggregate kinetic energy

of Molecules, increases in the same proportion the Energy

of vibration of each molecule ; and in some way which

is not yet fully understood, the vibrating molecules

pull the surrounding Ether about, and set that Ether in

vibration. Thev do not simply dilate and contract, but

they distort the Ether as they vibrate, and the Waves

produced in the Ether are weaves of Transverse Distor-

tion The greater the amount of Energy possessed by the

molecules, the more energetically and also the more
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irregularly and rapidly will they vibrate ;
and liciice,

wliile tlie molecules of a comparatively cool body will

give rise only to waves of comparatively small Frequencies,

those of a very hot body will give rise to a mixture oi'

waves of many frec^uencies, up to the most rapid

known. All these waves are propagated through the

Ether with the same Velocity, about 30057,400000

cm., or 186000 miles, per second. The waves produced

by the vibration of molecules range in Frequency from

about 20,000000,000000 to about 40000,000000,000000

oscillations per second : and the Wave - Length
( = velocity of propagation -r frequency) in Ether, that is in

a vacuum, accordingly varies from about y.uoWo o"

about -gl-fj cm. The waves are therefore very small : and

their presence is a matter of inference from the

phenomena to which they give rise, especially the

phenomena of Light.

The Ether-waves, as they travel through the Ether, are

all alike in every respect except that of Size : and in that

respect they may differ in (1) wave-length and in (2)

the amplitude of vibratioiT.

Waves differing in AVave-length difl'er in the kind of

effect which they produce when they impinge upon a

solid body. Within a particular limited range of

Frequency—392,000000,000000 to 757,000000,000000
per second—if they fall upon the eye they produce a

sensation of Light. Of these, the slowest—the M'aves

M'ith the least Frequency and the greatest Wave-length

—

produce a sensation of red light ; as the frequency in-

creases the sensation produced by them is successively

that of what we call orange-red, orange, orange-yellow,
yellow, yellow-gi'een, green, greenish -blue, blue, blue-

violet, and violet light. Waves of greater frequency
than those which produce a sensation of violet do not
produce any sensation in the eye at all ; but they do
affect a photographic plate

;
they induce chemical

action and are called Ultra -Violet or Actinic waves.
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Note, liowcver, that there is no fixed line of demarca-

tion Ijetwccii li^'ht-inwlucing and actinic waves; tlie

former may also give rise to cliemical reactions ; Lut their

elVect is not, witli the majority of substances " deconi-

posaV)le by light," as great as that of the shorter ultra-

violet waves. Ether-waves too slow to be visiljle are

called infra-red waves ; and they are very effective in

heating a body upon which they fall ; tlieir Energy is

taken up hy the molecules of the body upon which they

impinge, and the body Ijecomes hot. Note again, how-

ever, that there is no line of demarcation Ijetween the

infra-red waves and the other kinds mentioned
:

for

light-producing or luminigenous waves can heat a body

upon which they fall, and even the infra-red waves can

effect chemical decomposition in particular chemical

substances, so that for example. Major Abney has suc-

ceeded in making a photograph of a hot kettle by means

of specially prepared photographic plates, exposed to

the invisilile infra-red waves radiating from the kettle.

As it happens, however, the Energy of the longer waves,

as we find them in sunlighf, enormously exceeds that oi

the luminigenous waves, and they are therefore more

powerful in their heating effect; and they are distinc-

tively called Dark Heat-Waves.
These kinds of waves may be produced all at the same

time, by the vibration of molecules ;
and the greater the

kinetic energy of tlie molecules, that is the higher the

temperature, the greater is the tendency to the

formation of light-waves and actinic waves.

When tlie rai'e and infusible earth called thoria, mixed with

a little ceria, is heated in the hot region of a ^^""seii flame we

have the bright incandescence of an Auer von Welsbach

mantle. Otlier rare earths present analogous eliects
;
mag-

nesia and lime and zirconia have also been variously apphed

for the nuvpose of producing luminous incandescence, as in

the limi-liiit, in which lime is heated by an oxyliydrogen

Tlie temperature wliich an electric spark causes the air in
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its track to attain makes that air glow brightly, so that a

luininous flash is proiluecil.

\Vheii a hydrocarbon gas or vapour is burned in a flame,

chemical changes occur : acetylene is produced ;
the acetylene

contains much stored -up energy: when heated to a certain

temperature it suddenly decomposes, with great evolution ol'

energy : the decomposition is explosive : the temperature of the

hydrogen and carbon produced by the decomposition is very

high, and a large proportion of the waves into which the

sill-rounding Ether is thrown consists of waves of high frequency
;

whence the^Luminosity of a candle or gas-flame. Besides this,

we have heavy hydrocarbonaceous residues from the hydro-

carbon molecules, "wliich are licatcd by tlie combustion of the

hydrogen ; they become white-hot and emit light, until they

meet sutKcient oxygen to burn them away, directly or indirectly,

into water and carbon -dioxide.

"When chemical itnion is rapid enough to raise

the temperature, light may be produced : copper

tilings produce a flash of light when dropped into chlorine
;

phosphorus burns brightly in oxygen. But if the process

of clieniical combination be slower, so that the Heat

liberated during the chemical combination is largely

radiated or conducted away as it is evolved, the Tempera-

ture therefore not rising materially, the Waves produced

may be all too slow to produce the sensation of Light.

Rut not always so : phosphorus left to itself in air combines
slowly with ox3'gen, and radiates light-waves : dry wood, during
oxidation by eremacausis or slow decay, often shines in the
dark : so do fish in the first stage of decomposition : and many
animals have some process of oxidation, not well understood, in

which nearly all the radiations are luminous, as in hydro-
medusidae, in the noctiluca, in the glow-worm, and in the

contracting muscle of some marine annelids ; while some
animals actually have the jiroduction of Liglit of this kind under
the control of the nervous system, ns in the glow-worm and
in a fish called photichthys, which' has an illuminating organ
with which it temporarily illuminates its prey.

The three kinds of Ether-waves are therefore essentially

one in their nature ; and it is only for convenience that we
divide them into dark heat-waves, light-waves, and actinic

or chemical waves. Ver}- frequently we liear of dark

i
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lieat Rays, liylit-rays and actinic rays; but lliis ex-

pression n-ally niL'uns the same tiling, with this dilference,
^

that wlien we speak of "rays" instead of "waves" we

pay less attention to the mechanism by which the

energy travels through the Ether, and more to the

directions in which it travels.

The wider the amplitude of the vibrati(jn, the greater

is the heating power of the radiation, or the bright-

ness or intensity of the light, or the power of eilecting

chemical decomposition ; these being all proportional

to the square of the Amplitude.

Colour. A succession of Avaves of one frequency

oidy, if the Frequency be within the limits of Visibility,

produces a sensation of some particular colour
;
just as

a succession of air-waves of a particular frequeucy, withm

the limits of audibility, produces a Sound of a particular

pitch. Each particular frequency corresponds to a

particular colour: within certain limits, from about

(395 X IQi--^) to about (480 x IQi^) oscillations per second,

each particular frequency corresponds to a particular

kind of Eed, the slowest producing the most crimson red

and the most rapid the most orange red; but we may

..roup these together and call them collectively the waves

of red li'dit. So for Orange, all the way from reddish

orange to' yellow -orange ;
Yellow, all the way from

orange -'yellow to greenish - yellow ;
Green, al the way

from yellowish-green to bluish-green ;
Blue, al the way

from greenish-blue to violet-blue ; and Violet, all the way

from bluish-violet to the limit of visibility.

In what we call the white hght of Dayhght there

is a mixture of waves, of dilferent frequencies. In tliis

li,dit, at sea level, the intensities or brightnesses of the

dUferent groups of waves are somewhat as follows :-Red

54, orange-red 140, orange 80, orange-yellow 114,yello.

54 creenish-yellow 206, yellowish-green 121, green and

blue-reen 134, cyan-blue 32, blue 40, nltramarme and

bl -violet 20, violet 5 ; total 1000. If we take this as
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standard daylight, and if the reJ and orange-red, Ibr

example, sliotild come to be i)reseut in a lai'ger proportion,

or the colours other tlian red and orange-red in a smalh'r

proportion than in standard daylight, tlie da}dight would
be reildish, as it sometimes is in the evening.

Suppose liglit-waves of all frequencies within tlie

limits of what we have called red light, from crimson to

orange, say from (395 x 10^-) to (4G0 x IQi-) vibrations

per second, struck the eye simultaneously, tiie im-
pression on tlie Eye would Ije that of Red light ; and it

would be an average red light. Precisely the same
effect would Ije produced on the Eye if the M-aves were all

of one Irequency, an average frequency, say about
(430 X IQi-) per second. Similarly if we had waves
striking simultaneously whose frequencies ran from say
(545 X IQi-) to (585 x IQi-) per second, the effect on the
eye would be that of a Green, an average green, such as
that produced by pure waves of a single frequency of
about (570 x lO^-) per second. But now we come upon
a curious phenomenon. If we allow the undulations of
the red group and tliose of the green group to enter the
eye simultaneously, the effect on the Eye is neither
red nor green, but Yellow, such as might be produced

waves of a single freqiiency of .saj' (520 x lO^') per
second, but somewhat paler or, as it were, diluted witli
wliite

;
and this occurs though there be no yellow light

whatever entering the Eye. The sensation of yellow
is therefore not necessarily due to the impact of wave.s
of the particular frequency which in a state of purity
produce the sensation of yellow : for the same sensation
may be produced by mixtures of waves of other
frec|uencies.

Tliis result is very singular. It is as if when we
listened to a chord sounded by an orchestra we heard
only one note, of a kind of average pitch : in tliat case
our ears would be unable to tell us what instruments
were playing, for the same average might be made up in

a
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au infinite variety of ways. Similarly, onr Eyes do not

enable us, in lookin- at a Colour, to say how that colour

is made up, iu what way the JCther is vibratuig :
an( the

particular impression received by the eye will depend not

only upon t he Vibrations communicated to it through the

Ether but als., uiion the behaviour of the eye itsell,

normal or otherwise, Avhen those vibrations impinge upon

it In many persons the impression received is different

frmn that received by the majority of mankind :
and

sucli persons are generally colour-blind, completely or

partially unable to perceive particular colours.

If in a similar way we try to blend yellow and blue

the resultant sensation is not one of green, but o\ white
;

yellow and bine are called complementary colours^

Greenish-yellow and violet produce the same result
;
and

so do many other pairs of colours, complementary to one

another, and producing white when blended.

Snnuose we take a yellow piece of glass and a blue one and

with l e e with the aid of Uvo lamps L, make a yellow spot
with tuose,

^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^.^^^^ g 3

. shift tlie lamps so that the position of tliese

\° two spots varies. Make them coincide ;
the

result is yellowish-white if the lamp which

/ makes the yellow spot be too near, hhusli-

/ white if the other lamp he too near aud

mixed - a circumstance which emphasises the part placed hy

B

FiK- 132.
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and tlio i\>suU is a (Irceii, wliicli is in such a case ahvaj's

wliitisli.

All this shows us that A\lieii we sec light produced,

whether white or coloured, we must have some juoans of

iuvestigatiou other than that all'orded us hy our eyes

alone. Our eyes alone will not enable iis to study the

composition of the light, that is, the presence or

ahsence and the relative strength or feebleness of the

dill'ereut component wave-motions which make up that

aggregate wave-motion, to wliicli the sensation of light is

due. This superior means of investigation is furnished
us by the Prism.

Let us fit up a box with a small slit at A ; behind A fit

ui) a glass prism B, with its length parallel to the slit ; and
at the back fit up a ground-glass screen
C. Turn the whole towards tlie sun, |— ^

and on the ground-glass screen there will a^^^^^^^r
be seen a many-coloured band of p|„ jgg
light. On a larger scale, this may be
done with a slit in the shutter of a darkened I'oom, a
prism immediately behind the slit, and a linen screen
on the opposite wall

; and a mirror may be used outside
the window in order to reflect the sunlight horizontally
through the slit. For many purposes, hoAvever, the simpler
apparatus described will serve. The end of the band marked
R is red

;
^

the end marked V is violet ; and between the red
and the violet we have all the intermediate colours, orange,
yellow, green, and blue. It will also be noticed that the
spectrum, as this many-coloured band of light is called,
is wholly to one side of the path wdiich the light would
have pursueil Ixit for the intervention of the prism. The
wa\-es which produce the red components of daylight
have been turned aside or refracted so as to reach not 0
but R

;
the waves of violet have been more refracted, and

have found their way to V ; waves of intermediate' fre-
quencies liave gone to intermediate positions. We thu.s
have all the components of the sunlight marshalled
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Ix'forc us side by side, and we can see wliat they are.

Tlie Bpectnua is really longer than it looks, for the

sliorter ultra-violet waves are redacted to positions

beyond V, thougli we cannot see tlieiu :
if we replaced tlie

tiround -glass screen by a pliotograpliic plate we could,

however, nialce a photograph of the ultra-violet invisible

part of the spectrum. The longer infra-red or heat

waN es, also, are refracted to positions between 0 and R.

Now let us try to ascertain the cause of the colour,

say of a piece of green glass. We look through our

apparatus of Fig. 133, and observe our sunlight spectrum

;

then between the sun and the slit A we insert our piece

of "reen glass. All at once a part of the spectrum dis-

app'ears • the red disappears ;
most of the orange and

yellow and some of the blue and violet also fail to come

through the green glass, being absorbed by it; but the

green part of the Spectrum continues to shine

brightly, perhaps with some of the yellow and blue or

with trices of the orange or the violet. Different samples

of coloured glass will cause different appearances m the

spectrum of the transmitted light. For example, some

simples of red glass entirely cut off all green light
;
others

will not do so, and are therefore not fit for use as a pro-

tection against green light in photographic woi-lc
;
and ye^

both kinds may, to the Eye, appear ecpally satisfactory m

their depth of red colour.
-, , i i +

The Spectrum enables us to find out a good deal about

the behaviour of the molecules, whose vibration

originates the Ether-waves. When the vibrating mole-

cules are those of a gas, the molecules are faiily mde

pendent of one another, and their Vibrations are then

Ts Smple as the constitution of the molecule will permit

them to be. The corresponding Waves are then as nearly

stople as they can be ; and in the Spectrum l-oduced the

nlht is restricted to mere bright li-s^^-h corr^^poi^d

to the narrowest possible images of the slit. As t ie as

^icreases in Density, say on compression, the molecules
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hamper one another and the lines spread out into bands
;

and as the compression still increases, the molecules enter

into the most irregular vibrations. The consequence of

this is, that in the liyht coming i'rom a Solid the lines or

bands of the spectrum spread out, so as continuously to

light up, more or less, the whole region from red to violet.

If we take a white-hot iron ball, the spectrum of

whose light is continuous, and watch its spectrum as

the ball cools, the violet end. of the spectrum is seen to

fade away. This fading away is continued down the

spectrum until there is very little left except the red
region of the spectrum ; at that stage the ball is "red-
hot"

;
and as the cooling continues, wdien the temj^erature

fixlls to about 525° C. this red region of the spectrum also

fades away ; but the ball still acts as a source of Heat-
waves, or "radiates heat," as may be felt on bringing
the hand near it. It never does cease to radiate
heat ; there may, it is true, come a time when it gains
as much heat from other bodies as it loses to them by
radiation, so that a condition of equilibrium is attained

;

and under ordinary conditions this is what con-
tinuously occurs: but if into the neighbourhood of
bodies at ordinary temijeratures we bring a block of
ice, we see that these bodies are radiating heat : for they
cool down while the ice melts. To the ice they act as
comparatively hot bodies : and the ice does not make
up to them for the Energy which they lose to it. Radia-
tion of Heat from a body could only cease if the mole-
cules were brought to rest ; that is, if the temperature
were reduced to absolute zero.

Hence we see how in a clear tropical nig-ht the radiation
from tlie eartli may cause so much uncompensated loss of heat
that ice may form

; and how dangerous it would be to sleep
outside under such a sky.

Accordingly, Radiation is always going on
; and two

bodies equally hot exchange energies by radiation
;

but they do this to an equal extent, and there is thus no
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cliiuigu in Uieir relalivt; TciiipcraUiirH. This is Prevost's

Law of Exchanges. If unu limly lie. liutU'i' tlian the

oLluT, Uie exuhiuij^re ol' radiations always lulls in favour of

tin; colder uiilil C'(pialily of t,eiii])era.ture is miched : and

the railiation from a li(jdy ^ocs on, whal(!ver he the

radiation to it from surrounding hodies. The Ijrij^htness

of a caudle or the amount of heat radiated from a lire

does not depend on the presence of ohjects to he illumi-

nated or warmed.

When a hody is surrounded by hot walls, the

radiation from the body to the walls comes to Ije e(]ual to

that towards it from the walls : then eriuilibrium is

attained ; but when this condition has been attained, the

temperature of the body enclosed is equal to that of

the walls surrounding it.

Hence in an incubator tor eggs, or in a tliermostatic nurse

for prematurely-born infants, the eggs, or the nilant, are kept

at the same temperature as the walls of the ai)paratus in winch

they are enclosed
;
except in so far as the needful current of air

may tend to prevent this temperature being attained.

The amount of Energy received by a surface,

through Radiation from a distant point, is inversely as the

s(puvre of the distance from that source.

A candle at a distance of 1 foot will illumine a printed page

as well as a 36-candlc lamp will do at a distance of 6 ieet.

If the source be a surface, the same law is approxi-

mately obeyed at sufficiently great distances.

A broad illuminating surface, such as a wliite wall, is equallv

bricrht when looked at at all distances through a narrow conical

tube. Close at hand it appears brighter, area for area :
but at a

.rreater distance more of it can be seen : the aggregate effect

upon the observer's eye remains the same
„

When we feel too warm near an open hre, A\e ^\lthdIa,\ to a

°"Sie liST^nount of illumination which is suitable for

ordinary work seems to be about ten " metre-candles ;
that is,

ten tilnes the illumination produced by a candle at a distance

of one metre, or 40 inches.
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Tlio Energy received per Unit of Areii ilepnids npDii llie

obliquity of tlic leceivin.^; siuiace.

If Iho source lie at A]! ami llie waves

How towards ("D, if tlie n-ceiviiiy surface

be tilted to the position CE, tlie enert,'y

receix'ed per unit of area is to that

received in tiie position CD, as CD : CE ; tiuit is, it varies

with the cosine of the Angle DCE.

Tlio illuiuination duo to sunlight is tlierel'orc gi-eatest at noon
and falls off as the day advances.

If a body readily radiate lieat away, it must, in order

that the Equilibrium of Temperature between it and sur-

rounding bodies should be kept up, absorb as much ; it

must therefore be a good absorbeut. Conversely, good
absorbents of the energy of ether -waves are good
radiators of the same.

A brightly -polished metal vessel is a bad absorbent, as is

shown by the citcunistance that it is a good reflector : being
a bad absorbeut it is a bad radiator, and it wiU retain a high
temperature a long time, nuicli longer than a thiidy-blackened
surface will. If soot bo sprinkled upon snow, the snow will

readily melt in the sun's rays : for the soot is a good absorbent
and itself becomes heated.

The Law of exchanges applies not only to the

aggregate Energy gained or lost by a body through

radiation, but is also true of each particular fre-

quency. As yellow glass absorbs blue liglit, so when
iieated it gives out blue light.

The phenomenon of Resonance, which we have met
witli in relation to sou ml -waves, applies also to Ether-

waves. A set of molecules impinged upon by a

mixture of Ether-waves, of which some lurve the same
Fre(juency as the natural free viliration of the molecules,

will themselves beset in vibration; but in this, tliey

rob the whole wave-system of the particular component
waves which effect this result. If Light from a white
hot iron ball, which has a continuous spectrum, be
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IriinsiniLtwl tlirou;^li llui vapour uf sodium, it is found,

on cxaniiniiiy the .spectrum of the transmitted lif^lit, that

it now presents a dark line in the yellow. A jiarticular

Idud of liight has heeu cut out from the aggrej^ate

radiation
;
component waves of a particular Frequency

have been denied transit, and their Energy has been

absorbed by the .sodium-vapour ; and the particular

Frequency of these waves is precisely that of tlie waves

emitted by hot sodium -molecules, as for example,

when salt is put in the wick of a spirit-lamp so as to

produce a yellow flame. This yellow spirit-lamp flame

has a spectrum which consists of nothing more than a

bright band in the yellow (this band being really

double). In sunlight there is a dark band at this

place in the siiectrum ; which shows that between the

hot body of the sun and ourselves there is a cooler solar

atmosphere containing sodium vapour. As in this

instance we are able to state the presence of .sodium in

the solar atmosphere, so in many other instances the

presence of particular chemical elements, or even of

particular conditions or combinations of these, may be

ascertained by means of the dark lines produced by

absorption, or by means of the distinctive bright

lines of the spectrum produced by incandescence.

This is the basis of spectrum analysis, which implies

a practical knowledge of the characteristic hands or lines

of each clement. In sunlight there are a good many of

these dark lines or bands, which are known as Fraunhofer

lines.

To olitain an incandescence-spectrum, with its

bright lines, we may volatilise the substance to be

examined, in a hot flame such as a Bunsen flame, and

examine the light of the flame.

To obtain a spectrum showing what light is absorbed

l)y a given transparent substance, we transmit a bright

white light through that substance, and examine the

licdit transmitted. For example, if a strong solution of
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blood be interposed in the palh of a boiuii of liylit

wliich is on its way to form a s]iectruni on a screen, all

tlie spectrum, with tlie exception of a portion of the

red piirt of it, disappears. As the li(pii(.l is diluted

rhe spectrum lengtliens out
;

orange, yellows, gi'eens,

blues, are successively added ; l)ut there always remain

two relatively dark bands ("absorption-bands") in

the spectrum, in the yellow and in the green, l)etween

tlie (lark lines in the solar spectrum known as the

Fraunliofer lines D and E. These dark bands are

characteristic ; and they enable the 2:)resence of haemo-
globin, and therefore of blood, to be detected.

If the blood be treated with suliiliide of ammonium, the

luiunoglobin will be reduced ; its chemical constitution

changes, and with it the alisorbent jiower : the absorption

band is now a single band situated between the two pre-

ceeding. Carbonic oxide and nitrous oxide also produce

distiuctive changes in the absorption-spectrum of hremoglobin.

If we look at a solution of blood as it is being

progressively diluted, we find that it is at first red, but

becomes more and more yellowish, as well as paler in its

hue. The same eff"ect is oljtained on looking at layers of

different thicknesses. If a strong solution of blood

be put in a wedge-shaped vessel, the thicker portion of

the solution looks red wdiile the thinnest portion looks

yellow. The reason of this is, that tlie different

colours are absorbed in different proportions by the

solution ; and small differences in these proportions

accumulate, so as to cause great differences in the com-
position of the light transmitted through different thick-

nesses.

For example, if we take as our original light four portions
of the spectruni of equal aggregate brightness, and if the first

mm. thickness of the solution allow jSj,
y'V, and j\ of

these respective regions to pass through, the ivatios of brightness
in the light transmitted by a thickness of 1 mm. will be
8:7:6:5; but the second mm. thickness will only allow

iTF of To, -iV of fo> Ttr of x'V, and -f^ of Jj- to pass. At the
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lOLll lUMI. Lllirkllcss, Uiii lalios of lili^^lltiirss will hr

O-S'" :
0-7*"

: 0-(i"' :
0-5"\ or 0-i07-i8 : ()-Q2H2i : O'OOtiO;") : 0-00008,

or about 8 : 2'11 : O'-lf) : 0-07. A f,'roup oi' rays wliirh is nn/rrly

sonuiwiiat less I'eailily Iraiisiiiittud liy a thin layer is tliiis,

relatively, almost entirely extiiif,'uislied by a thic:k layer, and

this iulluences the resultant colour ot the transmitted light

very Lji'eatly. Substances [jreseiitinj,' this kind of dillerenci;

of colours ill thick and in thin layers are said to bo dichi-oic.

Chlorophyll appears green in thin layers, I'ed in Ihic-k.

Iodine vapour transmits a blue grou]i and a red grouji, as

also ultra-violet I'ays
;
together these produce an iuiijression of

purple : through tluckcr layers the blue is alone tniusmitted,

and the vapour appears blue. Venous blood, or a solution oi'

reduced luenioglobin, appears purple-claret in thick layers,

greenish in thin.

If we take a piece of red and a piece of green glass

and try to look throngh both at the same time, we find

that hardly any light comes through ; what the red glass

lets through is what the green glass ahsorhs, and vice

versa.

If a substance allow liglit-waves to pass through it,

but will not allow dark heat-waves to do so, it is said to

be transparent Init adiathei-manous : for example, a

crystal of alum. If it allow dark heat-waves to pass

through it, but not light-waves, it is said to be diather-

manous but opaque ; for exan\ple, a strong solution of

iodine in bisulphide of carbon, or a very thin film of

vulcanite.

Lampblack is very diatliermanous to the slowest heat-

waves, and air very adiathermanous to some of them. Glass

is very transparent and diathermanous, but is somewhat

opanuc to the ultra-violet rapid ether -waves ;
a quartz prism

or lens allows a great amount of ultra-violet radiation to pass

tlu-ou'di it which a glass prism or lens would extinguish, so

that while with a glass prism the ultra-violet invisible part ol

the spectrum is comparatively short, with a quartz prism it is

from six to eight times as long as the visible spectrum. Silver

leaf, just thick enough to be opaque to light, transmits ultra-

violet rays.
, ,

• n f

A photograph can be taken through a very thin him of

vulcanite or of coal tav ; for these substances are largely

transparent to ordinary ultra-violet rays.
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Glass col.mro.l a i,arcnisli hhw \<y unoxidisecl jirotoxulo ol

ii-oii is siiiiiiilurly adiathermanous, and may be usiul as a

lu'at-opa,[uc flre-screen. Vov lamp-chimneys it i.s not so

useful, fur the eliinnu'ys becoine^ liol ami themselves vadnite lieat.

A substance which allows light lo pass through it, but at

tlie same lime scatters it in all directions, is said to be

translucent; cy. ground glass. If an electric lanij) be hchl

in the mouth, the c'lVeet of "trcanslueeney is very singular
;
aud

if it be let up into the post-iia.sal cavity, it is still more so, lor

the eyes themselves then appear to glow.

So far as we liave treated of tlie colour of coloured

objects, it lias been the Colour of transparent objects,

which is due to absorption and subtraction of some of

the light which endeavours to traverse the selectively-

transparent object. The colour of opaque objects,

as seen by ordinary reflected dayliglit, is also due to

absorption. This is not so obvious. A white object

is one which rcllects ordinary daylight witliout absorp-

tion ; a green object (for example) is one from which

the incident daylight is reflected, .sliorn of a number of its

components such as, together, correspond to a sensation of

red. The incident daylight liaviug lost its red during

Reflexion, appears green after reflexion. What is it,

then, that happens during Reflexion ? What liappens is

that the incident liglit, or a proportion of it, travels to

a certain depth below the surface of the coloured object

and is reflected there, not at the very Surface itself. In

its very short path in tlie substance of the coloured

object it is selectively absorbed. On the very small or

molecular scale, the phenomenon is one which may be

very roughly illustrated on a larger scale by mixing

chalk or magnesia ])owder with a blue solution of sul-

phate of copper : the mass looks like a bluish cream.

The incident light traverses the solution until it reaches

a particle of chalk, and is tlien reflected to the eye ; but

on its way it experiences the selectively absorbent action

of the copper solution, whicli robs it of red, etc.; so that

on emerging it can only be blue. In the same way a
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piece of blue material ri;llecl« light IVoiu a little way
below its surface : and the greater tlie thickiicBS through

which the light travels l)eR)re finally emerging on re-

flexion, the deeper will be the colour produced.

Thus wlien pigments are mixed witli oil, tlic-re is less re-

flexion at any given do[)tli, and the light penetrates farther
before being completely turned back tlian when the same
pigments are used as water-colours ; so the colours are deeper
and richer. Again, if there be but one I'ellexion, the colour

produced is not as deep as if there be many reflexions, but is

more mixed with white light reflected meiely at the surface

;

so that a gold vase appears of a much richer tint internally

than externally, because of the multiple reflexion whicli occurs

there. If on the other baud we limit the thickness of the

film wdiich the light can traverse, we partly eliminate the

efl'ect of absorption ; and thus if we nux soap with a brown liquid

and make soapsuds with it, the froth appears nearly white :

or if we grind coloured substances to powder, in many eases

they are much paler than the same substance in solid bulk
;

for example, coloured glass ground to powder is nearly white.

We may produce films of gold leaf thinner than the super-

ficial film within wdiicli this absorjitive action takes place on

reflexion. With such extremely thin films (such as may be

made by fixing gold leaf on glass and dissolving some of the

gold away by means of a dilute solution of cyanide of pot-

assium), we fiiul that the film is transparent to green or to

green and violet light, according to its thickness : the liglit

which passes through appears greenish-blue or blue or violet,

the last colour being that of the thinnest films. Films of

silver, in the same way, allow a pleasant greenish light to come
through ; and the object glass of an astronomical telescope

intended for solar observations is often very thinly silvered, so

that the heat-waves are reflected away, in order to protect the

eye of the observer.

There may be cases iu which the whole of the light

which impinges on the oLject is absorbed : the object

then appears black ; that is to say, no light comes from

it to the eye. This, in daylight, is the condition of

ordinary black objects ; but there is hardly any black

object which is wholly destitute of reflecting power, and

the usual cause of what we call Blackness is not that no
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Y\'j}\t comes I'rom the object to tlie eye, but that very

little comes.

The hhickest object looks gray in comparison with what is

calkiil Chevreul's black, which is wluit we sec wlicn wc look

at a hole in the side of a large box lined with black velvet.

Again, it we use, as our incident light, any particular

kind of light which happens to be wholly absorbed

by the object, that object will appear black : if for example

\ve loLik at a yellow and a blue flo\^'er by the yellow flame

of a spirit lamp witli common salt (NaCl) in the wick, the

yellow flower appears distinctly yellow, for it does not

absorb yellow light on rellexion ; but the blue flower

looks black, for it absorbs all tlie yellow light and

reflects none of it ; and as there is nothing else to reflect,

the impression in the eye is that of a black flower.

"When sunlight falls on a white wall, actinic or ultra-

violet waves are reflected from it along with the light-

waves, and what can be seen can be photograi^lied ; but if

it fall upon green leaves, the actinic waves are mostl}^

absorbed by the leaves, and there is very little of these

reflected, so that foliage is very diflicult to photograjih.

There is very little impression made on the exposed

plate, and in the resultant photograph, foliage conies out

disproportionately dark.

When Ether-waves are absorbed by a medium through

which they ;ire sent, the energy of the waves is trans-

formed into Heat of the molecules of the medium
;

but what passes through freely does not heat the medium.

In very clear air, on mountain tops for example, the sun-

shine streams through the air without heating it, and the air

may be very cold : but if there be dust in the air, the dust
becomes heated, and this dust then heats the air. Heat-waves
may pass through very clear ice without melting it : hut if

there be any dust in it, each particle of dust acts as a centre

round which the ice melts, forming star-shaped cavities con-

taining water.

When Ether-waves are absorbed at the surface of a

body, the surface becomes warm.
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A lilack siiil, 1)1' I'lollii'S lici'iiiiif.s waiin in tiic siilili^^lil wlii-n'

a wliil.c! suit will iciiiaiii coiiipaiat ivcly i-uol ; liut Iji.-iii;^ a

I)ettnr railialiii' as well as a liidtcr absnrlKtr, a lilack suit will,

II] )oii c.x piisurc^ til a, lower tein|ieratun', e.nol ilowu wlien- a while

suit woulil ti'iiil slill to iciiiaiii rciiujiai'atively wai'iii.

When a, bijily lias liccii slioiu; ii|ii)ii liy 1 i'jlit- \va\'es

aiul thus lieeuino wai'iiieil, ami is then luolcil ilowii Ly

railiatioii, tlie inultM'uli'H hav(^ l)(H:n slii iiui iijion hy shorter

waves, and have thfiiiselvcs oi'joinateil longer waves
nf ilark heat. Even within the limits of rreijucney

which charaeterise Li^lit- waves, a phenomenon simiiai*

to this occiii's, and is called Fluorescence. If we take

a solution of quinine snljihate or dichloride, and ]iass

a heani of light thi'ough il, the solution seems self-

luminoias for some distance along the track of the

beam of light. Ultra-violet, violet, and hlue rays fall

upon it and arc absorbed ; and the molecules are set in

slower vibration, Avhich gives rise to the sensation of

a greeni.sh-blue light, that light which is seen about the

edge of a solution of quinine in a phial.

There are a great many tluorescent sulistances, each of

which emits light of a distinctive colour
;
petroleum or shale

oil emits a green ; a solution of turmeric in castor oil a

green ;
chlorophyll in solution a red ; a solution of datura

stramonium in alcohol a greenislid^lue ; uranium glass a

greenish-yellow. The cornea and the rods and cones of the

retina, and the media of the eye, are also slightly lluorescent :

and this may account for some persons being able to see some

of the ultra-violet. AVhen we take a sheet of paper painted

with a lluorescent solution, say one of sulidiate of (piinine,

and use this as a screen upon which to form a spectrum,

we find that the ultra-violet rays make the screen .shine

over an area which, with a quartz prism, is si.x: to eight times

as long as the ordinary visible coloured spectrum : and the

elfect of the ultra-violet rays may thus be rendered visible.

If the liuorescence be continued for some time after

the body has ceased to be shone upon, the substance is

.said to l>e phosphorescent. A well-known example

of this is Balmain's luminous paint, which shines in

the dark after being exposed to light ; and the same
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prciperty is possessed to a small extent, the luminosity

bein-- eontinnetl I'ov a short time only, hy ilry pniier, silk,

anil "even the human teeth. The pi'operties of lluor-

er^eeneo ami ]ilu)sphoresccnee are \ ery widely ilistribnted
;

ami apparently all bodies are pliospliorescent when ex-

ceedingly cold.

Linht whieli has passed through a sunieicnt thidcucss of

(Unnine solution canuol cause lluorcseoneu in a second layei'

:

those \v,-ivcs which were competent to .set up the lluorescence

lune hecu absorbed.

It' \\e cause a body to absorb so much radiant

heat that the Euerny taken up by it raises its tempera-

ture, it may becomu hot, and even vvliitediot. "We may,

for e.xamjile, pass the lit^dit from an electric lamp, which

is accompanied by radiant heat, through a solution of

iodine in bisulphide of carbon ; the lieat-vvaves come

through, but not the light-waves ; these heat-waves juay

then be concentrated by a lens or mirror npon a solid

object, which may become wliite-bot, and will then emit

short light-waves as well as longer dark heat-waves.

This i)henomenon is called calorescence.

Apart from this, there are vei'y few cases in which tlie

inijiact of longer heat or light-waves causes the radiation of

shorter light-waves. Clilorophane, a kind of fluorspar, is

an exanijile ; it radiates an emerald green light wlicn dark

heat-waves strike it : and chlorophyll radiates a red light

when shone upon by a still slower red light.

The velocity of propagation of Ether-waves is

ascertained by two astronomical and two terresti-ial

methods, whicli are used to determine the Velocity of Light.

The mean result is that Light-waves tra\'el through the

Ether of space with a velocity of 30057,400000 cm.
per second : that light-waves of different frequen-
cies, at any rate from red to A'iolet, travel with the

same speed ; and it is inferred that there is no differ-

ence between the waves of Light ami the longer waves
of Radiant Heat or the .shorter waves of Actinic Eadia-

tion, except in respect of wavedength or amplitude.
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Just as \vc measure the Velocity of Sound by watcliing tlie

time which elapses between seuinf; the flash i'roui a distant

gun and heaving the belated report from it, so we employ

astronomical phenomena to ascertain the Velocity of Jjiglit.

Jupiter's satellites seem belated in their movements when
Jupiter is farther from us ; and the reverse when he is nearer:

the reason being that the light takes a measurable time to

come. Again, liglit actually takes some time to travel down
the tube of a telescope, so that we have to tilt the telescope

a very little off the true in order to enable us apparently to

look straight at a star, as the earth is being bowled along in

its orbit: and this tilt is measuralde. Again, we may make
light travel between two teeth of a cogwheel, go to a distant

mirror, be there reflected, and come back : but before it has

got back, the wheel may have rotated to such an extent as to

block its path by means of one of the teeth ; and then, if we

adjust the speed of the rotating cogwheel so as to allow the light

to return through the next gap between the teeth, we know

how long the light has taken to go and return. Or the light

may strike a rotating mirror, and go to a distant fixed miri-or

and back
;
by the time it has come back the mirror may have

rotated so as to reflect it, on its return, not towards the original

source but in another direction : and the amount of this

deviation of path is measurable.

The measurement of the brightness of a source of

light depends on the law that the illurninatiou, at any

place, varies inversely as tlie square of the distance of

that j)lace from the source.

In a Photometer, two sources of light are placed at such

distances from an illuminated surface that they appear to pro-

duce the same effect: the illuminations produced by the

sources A and B are then proportional to the squares of the

distances of A and B. Thus if B be a standard candle at a dis-

tance of 1 ft., and A a gas-flame at a distance of 4 ft, if the

effects be equal the sources are to one another in the ratio of

1- • 4'- or 1 : 16 ; and the gas -flame is equal to 16 standard

candles. The Equality of Effects produced is ascertained Iry

various methods : of these the simplest is that of Rnmford,

wdio used the two shadows of a stick produced by the two

lamps and adjusted until the two shadows appeared similar:

but if the lamps give differently coloured light, tlie shadows

seem diff'erently coloured and are difficult to compare. In

Bunsen's grease-spot photometer, a grease-spot is used in a

piece of opaque paper
;
light from towards the front will make
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tlu: sreiisc-spot ajipoiu- coiu[)arativoly dark : from licliiiid

tends to make the grease-spot culiiparatively lirij^lit ;
when tlic

distances are properly adjusted the grease-si>ot disapiiears.

Mirnu's are provided wliieh enable both sides of tlio paper to !)(

looked at at once. Apart I'roiii ine(|nalities in tlio two e.y(!S of

the observer, this nietliod would bo a sound one, provided that

the white paper rellected all the light which fell upon it while

the grease-spot itself rellected none, but was perfectly traiis-

juirent. In Lumrner and Brodhun's photometer this idea

is aiiplied by [lurely oi>tical methods. A block of glass, Fig.

1-j5(/, is cut through as in b : one

piisni is tlien ground away as

ill e : and the two prisms are

jiolished and put together as in

(/. Light from S', Fig. 135rf, is

seen by an observer at E to be e' "e

completely reflected from the
. pj„, i35_

rim : but the central part appears

dark, for the light striking it has gone completely through

towards E', and none is reflected towards the eye. Similarly,

light from S would come through the central part to his eye

at E, but none would come througli the rim. If the lamps at

S and S' be at proper distances the brightness of the rim and
that of the central part will be the same, so that no distinction

can be observed between them. lu practice, instead of lamps
at S and S', nnrrors are used at S and S' to throw light on to

the prisms from the opposite sides of a white-paper-covered

screen at L, which has its two sides respectively illuminated

by the two lamps to bo compared : and the distances of these

two lamps from this screen give the data rer^uired for the cal-

culation. ^Mth this instrument only one eye is used.

There has been a good deal of discussion about photometric
standards and methods ; one outstanding difficulty is that the
law of the inverse squares is only truly applicable \vhen the
sources of light are mere points ; and another is that it is

barely possible to obtain ei[uality of effects unless both sources
yield light of the same colour. Hence it has been necessaiy
to devise instruments called spectrophotometers, whereby the
brightnesses of the respective parts of the s]iectra produced by
two sources of light may be successively compared.

" Polarisation of Light."—During its transmission

through the Etlier, tlie wave, being a transverse-dis-

turtiunal wave, i.s transverse to the direction of pro-
pagation, as though the Ether Avere being pu.shed and

T
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Itullcd parallel to the wave-front, ucioss tin- line of

direction ol' pro])agiilioii ol' Hk; wave. fWe are fi]jeakiiif^

now of what occurs in free Ether or in air, not of what

liappi'ns inside a ci^ystal.)

yuppose A is a source of liglit-waves, and AB any

particular direction alonj^ wliicli tlie waves from A expam'

At tlie point 13 let lis suppose the motion of tli

Ether to be from side to side, along the pajicr,

at right angles to AB. If the wave-front he

broad, the movement will be participated in by

tlie whole wave-front, so that the

Avdiole wave-front will swing irom
Fig. 131;.

g-,-|g^ always at right angles

to a line drawn from the source A (Fig.

137).

If however we confine our attention to

what happens at one point B of the wave-
y-^^

front, wc are brought back to Fig. 136, and

light in which tlie point B oscillates transversely, from

side to side, in one plane is called Plane Polarised

Light.

Next let us suppose the point B to describe a little

circle, alternately rising above the plane of the paper in

Fig. 136 and sinking beneath it ; all points in the wave-

front will execute corresponding movements ;
such light

is said to be Circularly-Polarised Light.

Similarly if the point B describe little ellipses in the

same way, the liglit is Elliptically-Polarised.

Now let B, keeping always at the same distance from A,

describe the most irregular little transverse movements

that we can imagine ; the only condition imposed is that

there shall be no tendency to vibrate, on the whole, in any

one direction any more or any less than in any other
;

then, whatever B does the whole wave-front participates m ;

and \his is the condition of the wave-front in Common

or Natural Light, ordinary sunlight or lamplight.

The next thing we have to understand is the action of
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a polariser. In order to uiulevstaiid this we had l)c'Lti'r

look at the point V> along the line AB, as a line of sight.

Then the movement of B in Fig. 136 would
, .

ajipear to be simply a line executed in one

plane ; and this is our plane-polarised light.

Circularly-polarised light -would have its movement cor-

respondingly represented by the diagram Fig. 139 ((()

Q.,j or (h). But now let iis suppose that the

9. wave-l'ront in which the motion is that

_ represented by Fig. 139, finds ils way
.D into a region in which oscillation in tlie

direction CD is freely permitted, but

oscillation across the plane CD is pre-
vented. The result will be that on emertfence from
such a region, all the oscillations athwart the i^ane CD
will have been absorbed and extinguished, and only

those parallel to CD will come through. The
circularly polarised light has then been reduced to

plane-polarised light, of half the original intensity or

energy. Tlie region of space possessing this peculiar

property Avould, in producing this eflect, act as a
" Polariser." But there are crystals which act in the
w-ay imagined : a crystal of tourmaline does act as a
Polariser : and any light Mdiich finds its way through it

emerges plane - polarised, that is, with its vibrations
restricted, at any point of the wave-front,

to one plane.

A very thin layer of tourmaline may Fi'^uo
act as a partial polariser : that is, it

would not entirely abolish the movement athwart CD, but
would reduce it, so that tlie light would be "partially

^
polarised " and would, in the instance sup-
posed, become elliptically polarised, as in

° E>^B 6 Fig. 140.

Fig. 141.

JNext suppose that the light Avere
already plane polarised, its oscillations being in the
plane EF

: what would be the effect of the polariser

J'
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upon if, ^ If thick cnuugh Llw layur of tourmaline would

mlucu it to plane -polarised liglit whose- oscillations

weiv, conliued to tlie plane (Jl) : and it would reduce

its Auiiditudu ol oscillation Iroin 13K or BF to Be or

11' EF wore originally at right angles to CD, rd woidd

have no length at all ; the oscillation woidd have no

amplitude ;
that is to say there would he no oscillation

transmitted ; and the meaning of tliis is, that tlie pol-

ariser would be opaque to plane-polarised light oscil-

lating in a plane at right angles to CD. Tliis is wliat

takes" place if we take two crystals of tourmaline, lay

them across one another, and try to look ihrougli them
;

we .see nothing. The oscillations which have come througli

the first tourmaline are completely intercepted by the

second ; and thus crossed tourmalines produce perfect

darkness.

When the lit'lit is plane-polarised so that its oscillations are

conlined to the plane CD, it might be expected that if the light

in question were said to be plane-polansea

ill a "plane of polarisation," that that

i plane of polarisation would be the plane CD.

^ j , But this is not so. For reasons which are

I

° beyond the scope of this volume, plane-

polarised light whose oscillations are confined

=P'
to the plane CD (Fig. 142) is said to be plane-

polarised in the plane FP' at right angles

to CD (that plane being also at right angles to AB, the direction

of iiropagation of the wave), and the plane of polarisation is

the plane PP', not the plane CD in or parallel to which the

actual oscillations occur.

Under particular circumstances which will be explained

later, the plane of polarisation of plane -polarised

light mav be rotated, so that the oscillations swing

round as"' the plane -polarised light travels along This

phenomenon goes by the name of Rotatory Polarisa-

tion • and it must be understood before we can understand

the s'accharimeter, which is used in estimating the

sugar in diabetic nrine.
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Dark ILeal-Avavos and Artiiiic waves may 1h' jMilarisf,!

in precisely tlie same Avay as the Avaves of onliuary LIljIiI.

N /B

\
<3 \/o H

\\A'

Fit. . M3.

EeFLKXION and TvKFRACTION

If a ray of li.^'lit fall upon a smooth siTrfacc of glass or

other transparent medium, it is generally hofli reflected

and refracted : tliat is to say, if the light

tra\'elling in the direction AO strike the

glass at 0, part of the light is reflected at

O in the direction OB, and part is re-

fracted or hent at 0, irom the direction

AA' into the direction 00.

We have already seen (pp. 45 and 46)

what these directions are. The angle of

reflexion is ecjual to the angle of incidence : and

the sine of the angle of refraction is equal to the

sine of the angle of incidence multiplied by the

index of refraction.

If the incident light travel along a line A„ 0, at right

angles to the refracting surface, it pro-

ceeds along the same line towards C^,,

and is not refracted at all : if it go

along Ap, practically but not quite

parallel to the refracting surface, it Avill

be refracted into a direction 00^ (Fig.

144) ; and it is not po.ssible for any light

to be refracted into any direction between

00^ and OH ; for there is no possible Angle of Incidence

left Avhich could give us so large an Angle of Kefraction.

If therefore we take a thick slab of glass and cover it all

except one side and the bottom Avitli black
paper, Avith a .small aperture in this, in

the middle of the top at 0 : and if we
put a layer of white paper at LI and look
in at the side, Avhile the top of the slab is

exposed to the open sky : wc shall see

that the paper is illuminated between the limits K and L, but

Fi<'. 144.

Fig. I4.n
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that beyond these limits no light I'cticlies the ]i:ii)ei' through the

ajierture A.

Upon ivllexion iind refraction the light does not

swerve iit all to one side ; AO and ON (Fig. 143), nmnt

in any case be in one ]ilane, and then OB is in the same

plane, which is called the plane of incidence ;
and ()(!

is also in that plane. The Plane of Incidence is at

right angles to the reflecting surface.

There is always one particular angle of incidence

at which the Reflected and the Refracted rays are, or tend

to be, at right angles to one another. For example, if

the ratio of the velocities in the successive media be '.i to

4, as in air and crown glass, this angle

i of incidence is 53" 8'.

This angle presents some well-marked

])eculiarities. At that angle no vibra-

tion of the Ether which is effected in

the plane of incidence can be re-

flected at all ; and the whole of such

a vibration is refracted into the glass.

If we reflect common light from glass at this angle, all

the components of vibration in the plane of incidence enter

the glass ; and the vibrations in the reflected ray are

restricted (or rather, are approximately restricted) to

oscillation at right angles to the plane of incidence.

The ray reflected at this angle is therefore plane polar-

ised ; and reflexion from black glass at the appropriate

angle of incidence, the so-called Angle of Polarisation,

is one of the means of obtaining Plane Polarised Light.

The nearer the actual angle of incidence is to this angle of

polarisation, the greater is the proportion of the incident light

which is cut out in this way : so that all light reflected from

clear glass, water, etc. is partially polarised, to an extent

which varies with the angle of incidence or of reflexion. Ihe

refracted ray is partially polarised to an opposite extent.

Turn back to Fig. 144 : suppose the course of the rays

to be reversed. Let liglit come from C„ in the denser
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medium ; it will l>c refracted towimls A^^. It it come,

horn L\ it will be refracted towards very nearly

parallel 'to the surface of the glass. But let it come

from some puint between C, and H : there is no direc-

tion left in which it can he refracted at all : it is not

refracted at all : it is wholly reflected witliin tlie

glass, and the surface of the rarer medium is as effective

a rellector as a metallic mirror wonld have been.

By reason of this "Total Reflexion," a tumbler of clear

water held above the head gives a clear niivror-iniagc of objects

on the table below it ; a bubble of air in water, or a test-tube

containing air immersed in water, will, wlien looked at under

a certain angle, appear to have as bright a inirror-surfuce as that

of mercury. If AB, Fig. 147, be a glass rod, opposite the ex-

tremity of which a lanip-tlame is adjusted, ^
the light entering at the face A is mostly ^^^^
totally reflected along the rod, and that a b

repeatedly. At length it reaches the end- Fis. 147.

I'ace B, which appears very bright. Even
though the rod be moderately bent it may transuut light in

the same way : and a contrivance of this kind is used by
surgeons and microscopists in order to transmit light. If the

rod be silvered externally, there is no light lost laterally : but
if it be not, there is always a slight lateral loss along the

length of the rod ; and this lateral loss, which is greater when
the outline of the rod is irregular, is utilised in "illuminated
fountains," wherein vertically ascending columns of water are

illuminated from below, and act after the manner of the glass

rod of Fig. 147 ; the column of water loses light all the way up,

and that loss of light makes the colunm appear selfduminous.
A total -reflexion prism is sometimes used instead of a

mirror in order to rellect light, say at right angles. In that
case (Fig. 148), the face AB must lie at an angle
of 45°

; and in any case, the faces AC and CB
must be so cut that the light shall enter and leave
them directly, without any inclination ; else

there will be refraction, and

Fif. 148? different Colours will be pro-

duced, as in the prism. In
dissecting microscopes, a total-reflexion

prism is sometimes used to send a horizontal Pi.r. iji).

beam of light vertically downwards.
In a reversing prism light is refracted on entering, tin.
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totally rcflectoil, and finally refracted into its original dii'ection :

luiL on Idokiiif^ tlirouj,di such a ]jrisni at an

olijcct A I), \vc si.'c, it ii))sid(^ down. ]*"ii^nrc.

] li) cx]il:iins this.

Plane Mirrors.—If a parallel licam

of liglit, (lesceiidinj^ vertically, oiicoiiiiter

a ]ilaiiu iiiiri'or at 45°, it will Ini I'cdlecttnl

liorizontally, as in V\<^ 1 ;')(). 'J'liis ex-

plains the use of niiri'ors adjusted out-

side windows iu narrow passai^es, to lellect into the

apartment the narrow strip of sky li{,dit availahle.

A mirror at 45", with a central aperture, is sometimes in-

serted iu the body of a mici-oscope, so as to send light from a

lamii, placed to one side, vertically downwards, and thus to

illurciinate tlie object. The cavities of the body may some-

times be illuminated in the same way (endoscopes). The eye

looks through the central aperture in the inclined mirror.

Iu Fig. 151, AB is the plane substage mirror of a micro-

scope : l;he light which reaches any given point P

of the object, from an open sky, is the same as if

the mirror had been an aperture through which

an open sky, below the mirror AB, illuminated

the point P. The light which reaches P is limited

by the cone APB. As we turn the mirror this

cone diminishes or increases ; hut if we keep the

cone constant by restricting the apparent visible

area of the mirror by means of a Kg. 151.

diaphragm, it does not matter at

what angle the plane mirror stands. If, on the

other hand, the available light be itself limited,

as hy a distant window, CD, the cone of rays

which reaches P is narrower, and any one such

point as P is only illuminated hy a portion of the

ijlane mirror. If the jioiut P had itself been the

source of light, it is only that same limited area

of the mirror wdiioh would have reflected light out

throuo-h the window CD. The hgure shows how limited the

portion of the sky is whose light is turned to account in

illuminating the point P, by means of a plane nnrror, when

the daylight has to come in through a window.

When light from a point 0 strike.s a plane mirror

snrface, it is reflected so that after reflexion it seems to
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(livcri,'e IVoiu a ]ioiiit 1 lu'liiiid tlic mirror, Iln' saiin' dis-

tance belli lul llio mirror llial, 0 is in IVoiil, of il- (rompaiv

Fii,'. fji^V II' we traee out a lew rays

iVum O anil ilraw llie corresponding- re-

Heeted rays, willi llie aiiylc of rellexion

eiiual for eaeli lo tlie eorresiioiiding

antjle of incidence, we find tliaf llio

reliectcd rays will all, on Ijeiiin' con-

liiuied liaekwards, cross one anotlier at

the jioiut I : and I is tlie virtual

image of llie ]ioiiit O. The word "virliial" implies

that the reliecled rays do not actually eonie from ], hut

that their course is, after rellexion, the same /'/' they

liad come i'rom I.

When the source of li^dit is an extended object,

IiL;-ht radiates from every point of it ;
and as a virtual

image is foi'med for every point of it, we have a virtual

image produced of the object itself.

Let AB (Fig. 154) be such an object, and let BD be a piano

The observer's eye is at F. Rays from A,

rellected at E, enter the observer's eye at F ;

hut then tlioj' seem to the observer to have
come from A'. So for ever}' jioint in AB.
Let AB be a cliff and BD be smooth water

;

then the clifl' AB is reflected upside down in

the water. Again, let AB
(Fig. 15f)) be a cloud, and
CD be smooth water as

before : the observer at F,

looking at the water, sees the image of

clouds inverted in form, and at an apparent b',--''

depth, below the surface \a>''

cipial to the real height of
^^'^

the clouds above it. If a

jierson look at himself in a mirror opposite
the upper part of Iiis body he can see the
whole of his own ligure; for if AB (Fig.

Fi'k. inrs. L"i6) represent his own figure, the rays from
his feet B are reflected by the mirror and

ajipear to eonie from IV. A person does not see his own face
ill a single mirror as other persons see it : what he sees as tlie

di

rctlectinct surface

A

Fig. 1.54.
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riglit side of liis own image otlicr [ieoi>ln sec as Ins left side. In

order to see lunisolf as otliors see liini, lie must use two mirroi-s.

If one person look at another in a mirror,

and not ilireell)', if the ]icrson looked at look

at the ima;^c of the observer in the uiirror,

it will seem to him that the observer's
image is looking directly at him. In no

case can one ]jersoiL look at another in a

mirror without the mirror's being in a

position wherein the jierson observed could

in turn look at the oljserver in the nurror :

object and observer are always inter-

ctiangeable, as in Fig. l:<7, A sees B as if

at LV ; B sees A as if at A'.

A transparent nurror, at 45', is sometimes

u.sed in scenic illusions : a brightly illumin-

ated object, out of sight of the audience, is

rellected in the glass and appears as if it

were on the stage.

In the chemical microscope the under

surface of the object is looked at, and the rays from it are twice

rellected by a total-reflexion prism so that they assume a

direction more convenient for the observer (Fig. 1.58).

If a small aperture be made in a mirror, which

mirror makes rays from 0 appear, after

reflexion, as if they had come from 0',

a piece of printed paper or any other

object may be brought up to the same

point 0' ; and then the reflected image

of 0 and the actual object at 0' will,

on our looking through the small aper-

Fi

Vo'

159.
ture, seem to coincide ; for the one

seems as if it were at 0', while the other really is there.

In Lionel Beale's camera lucida the mirror is a piece of

tinted glass ; the object 0 is the virtual image produced by a

microscope held horizontal : rays emerging are reflected upwards

as if from 0'
; and at 0' is a sheet of drawing paper.

^

The eye

looking vertically downwards sees the image as if at 0'
;

it also

sees the drawing paper at 0'
; and with a pencil the oiitliues of

the object may be traced upon the paper. The object should be

brightly illuminated, and the paper not too bright.

In Soemmering's camera lucida a similar purpose is
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served hy a iiiiimtc uiirniv, .siiialler than the i)U])il of llic eye :

tlie centre of tlie pupil sees the rellected iiiuiye, its rim sees tlie

paper, botli at 0'.

Ill other foMiia of camera lucida the rcdectiiii,' inirror-stirface

is that of a total-reflexion prism ;
anil if in .such a prism the

light have to undergo two reflexions, there is no inversion of

the image. In Wollaston's there is a two-rcllexioii prism, and

half the"" pupil sees the rellected image, while the other lialf sees

the paper and pencil directly.

The image of an object in a plane mirror can never be

l)righter than the object itself.

Rays reflected b_y one mirror may be re-reflected by

another ; and this may, if the mirrors be suitably arranged,

be repeated so that multiple images are formed. We
see this when two mirrors face one another at opposite

sides of a room : the room seems to lengthen into a long

vista.

If we look along a groove made up with two slips of mirror,

we find that there is a series of multiple images of any object

situated within the groove ; and these images are symmetrically
disposed in a circle, round a centre which coincides with the

bottom of the groove. If the angle of the groove be an aliquot

part of 360°, say 60° or 45°, the images are symmetrically
arranged round this centre, and successive groups of images co-

incide with one another. This is applied in the kaleidoscope.

When a mirror is rotated, through a given Angle, the

reflected beam of light from an object is whirled

tlirough twice that angle : and to the eye at a fixed

point the virtual image behind the mirror seems to

travel across the mirror.

A spot of light looked at in a rapidly-rotating mirror has
its image spread out into a band ; for the successive positions
in which the image is apparently seen are blended into one con-
tinuous impression by the "persistence of images" in the
retina, which persistence endures for about one-sixth of a

second.

Concave Mirrors.—If a mirror be spherical and
concave, a fiat wave -front, travelling towards it as if

from an indefinitely distant source, is made to converge.
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approxiiiialely, upon a ]ioiiit called tlie principal focus

oi the mirror. After ]iassiiig Ihrout^'li iliis

( jioint, llie wave-front (_)]jciis out, and tlir,

9 rays diverge as if tliey had originated in

^
the point F, half-way hetweeu the niiiTor

,,. -, and its centi-e of curvature, CJ. Tlie point

F is therefore an image ol tlie very distant

source of light ; and it is a Real Image, hecause the

rays really do pass through F.

In order, however, that tliey should do this exactly, so that

the focus ¥ is truly a mere ])oint, the rellect-

iiig mirror should he not spherical but

parabolic, as in Fig. 54.

In microscopic vork a ring-shaped

parabolic mirror is sometimes used, sus-

jiended alxive the opaque object to be

illuminated, and a parallel beam of light Id-

is sent vertically upwards. In other cases

a paraboloid of glass is used, and sends rays to its focus by

total reflexion : the glass is hollowed out at its summit, to

admit the object to be illuminated.

If the source of light come nearer the mirror, that is,

if it be at any definite distance beyond C, the Eeal

Image is nearer the point C ; when the source is near C,

the real image is very near C ; when it is at C, the real

image is also at C, that is, the light is

reflected hj the mirror back to its source

;

Uif--^ when the source comes between C and F,^ the real image is beyond C, farther away

f^i from the mirror : when the source is at the

principal focus F, the reflected wave-

^ front is (approximately) plane, and the

> image is infinitely distant. When the source

\
coures between the principal focus F and

the mirror, the light diverges after reflexion

as if it had come from a Virtual Image

behind the mirror.

All this information is summarised in the formula
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ljd+\ (/'== 2/'/-, wlioru (I is tlie distiiuce of Uic soiuce u{

light from the'cuiK'ave niin-or, (/' is Ihci distuncc; of the

image, and r is llie nidius of cui'vaturc of Lliu mirror.

/vvt/y/«/«.—(1) Let tlio coiieavo mirror luivc a radius of

L'urvature ciiial to 10 uni. : kt tliu object l.e at a distance ot

say 100 cm. ; where will the imago be? hi the formula, tl-

100. and /=10: whence ^ + !,,
= („- and on working this out we

lind that or 5^, so that the image is 5 -i"o-
cm. in front

of the mirror.

(,2) If the object be at 6 cm. from the mirror, whore is tlio

image ; Here r'- 10, d=6 ; l + ^. = ro
whence d' = 30 ;

and tho

imago is at a distance of 30 cm., farther out than the object.

(3) If the object be at i cm. from the mirror, where is the

iuiage ; Here r = 10, d ^-i:
; \ + j, = ^o

: whence d' = - 20 : that is

to say, the image is at a minus distance of 20 cm. ;
it is 20

cm. behind the mirror, and is therefore a Virtual Image, as in

Fig. 162.

Pairs of points at the respective distauce.s d, and d', as

defined by this formula, are called pairs of Conjugate

Points.

Next suppose that the source (still considered as a

point) is not at A in a line joining C,
^,

^

the centre of curvature, with the mid-
t.^

/^'c A

point M of the mirror, Init is off the /

axis MA, at a point B, still at tlie same ^.^^
153

distance fr(_)ni C as A had been. For

such a point F' acts as a Principal Focus ; and if tlic

point A' be conjugate to A, B' will be conjugate to B.

Similarly, if BA be a curved object whose centre

of curvature is at C, every point in it will produce a

corresponding real image of a curved form, also with

its centre of curvature at C. The whole object AB will

therefore produce a small real and inverted image

A'B'. Conversely, if A'B' be the oliject, the image will

be at AB, also real and inverted, but this time larger

than the object.

The relative Distances of the object and the image
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I'l'oin llie surface of Uie iniiTor, along tlic axis MF(JA,

remain det,criiiiiie<l by tliu formula ^iveii alxn'u.

ir Uiu object A15 he straightened out, tlic invci tr(l image
is also stniij^liL(!iie(l out, but not coiiqiletely : it remains
soiuowliat curved. If A'B' be tlie object ami Iju stjaif^liteiied

out, tlie iiiiM.f,'c AIj is somewhat curved backwards. It is only

iu the central part of the image of a Hat object that the

inuige is approximately flat ; hence the formulae above ajijjly

to images and objects only when the breadth of the object <jr

of the image is small, that is when the angle ACJJ or A'CB'
remains comparatively small.

Let the student bring his own face nearer and nearer to a

concave mirror. At a distance he .sees an inverted picture

of liis own face. What he then sees is the little inverted and
slightly distorted real image A'B' of his own face AB, in

space between the principal focus F and the centre C, and

therefore between himself and the mirror. As he approaches

the mirror, the real image approaches him and looms larger

and larger, because the angle under which it presents itself to

his eye goes on increasing. As he comes still nearer, the real

image is too near his eye for him to see it distinctly witliout

strain ; and then it is so near his eye that he cannot see it at

all distinctly, though he sees that it is there. "When his eye

comes forward to C, the centre of curvature of the mirror, the

image coincides with his eye and of course he can see nothing.

As his eye still moves forward, the image is formed (or rather

would be formed but for the obstruction offered by his head)

behind his head, at a distance increasing to infinity as he

moves forward : and of course during this stage he sees

nothing. When his eye has moved forward to the principal

focus and beyond it, the image of his eye is now virtual and

erect, and behind the mirror, so that the observer may now,

if the image be not formed too near his eye, see the image of

his own eye reflected in the mirror. As he still approaches the

mirror, the image of his eye rapidly approaches him ; and

it may then come too near for him to see it distinctly.

The relative sizes of the image and object are

always proportional to their respective distances from

the centre of curvature of the mirror.

Concave mirrors are used for making parallel

rays, or rays divergent from a Limp, converge upon a

small spot, which is then brightly illuminated; or

again, for making divergent rays parallel. When a
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concave mirror is used for illuiiiinalioii, it is sdiiu'liincs

conveiiienl to liave a small hole at its centre, tlirougli

which the eye may look at the ohject illuminated.

In tlie Laryngoscope, a concave mirror, attaclicil lo tlic

forehead, concentrates light iVoni a laniji upon a littk: plane

mirror liehl at an angle of about iu" in tlie back of the nioutli.

This light is roJlccted downwards, and illuminates the larynx

and windpipe. These act as illuminated l)odies, and send

light in all directions, so Jar as they can ; that which strikes

the little plane mirror is reflected horizontally through the

open mouth, and reaches the eye of the observer through a

small hole in the concave mirror. The virtual image of the

larynx formed by the little plane mirror is correct as regards

right and left, but is inverted.

When a substage concave mirror is used to illuminate

an object under the microscope, the ell'ect is, under an open
sky, precisely the same—the same cone of rays reaches any
given point of the object—as when a plane mirror, vitli a rim
of tlic same stc, is used. "With a limited source of light,

however, such as a window, the state of matters is dilTerent.

In Fig. 164, P is a point of the object to be illuminated ; but
let ns assume that point to be itself a source of light, and see

under what conditions light would pass from it to the window.
If P be a source of light, light spreading from it meets the

mirror and is made to converge so as to make at P' an image
of the point P. Then this image radiates through DE so as,

as it were, to illuminate a large area of the sky.

Now reverse the course of the light. Light
from a comparatively large area of the sky
shines upon the point P' ; the cone of rays is

continued through P', is reflected by the mirror,

and illuminates the point P. The thin dotted

lines show the cone of skylight obtainable from
a plane mirror with the saine rim. Hence the rjrr. icA.

use of concave mirrors for producing brighter

illumination in microscopic work ; but in daylight work they
have this effect only in rooms lit by windows

; not under the
open sky or close to a window fully open to the sky. On the
other hand, su]ipose P' in Fig. 164 is itself a source of light,

say a lamp, the window being dark ; the concave mirror will

make an image of P' at P ; that is, it will concentrate light
upon the particle P so as to make it, as it were, solfduminous.
A plane mirror, on the other hand, would disperse the light
coming from P', for it simply reflects the ever-widening wave-
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IVuul ; :uul iiarliclc 1' would not lir pai tiuulai-ly well lighted

up by such a iidiTur, used wiUi a lamp.
In many casus, lor cxainiinii;; tin; cavities of the liumau

lidily, specula aie emplDyeil. 'These aie iJicjre or less conical

tulies, whose inner surface is (d' lii'i;^l]L polished metal. Li^ht

enteriuL; tlicm is repeatedly rellucteil, and il' they lie conical

it is concnmtraleil, no that the fundus of tlio cavity is illumin-

atotl. It there he an apel'ture in their walls, the jiart of the

wall of the cavity which corre'S]i(jnds to that aperture is

illuminated.

Convex Mirrors. — Jl' tlic mirror Lc convex, liiu

ruys from any actual soui'cc are always
made to diverge .so that they travel,

approximately, f(.s' if from a Virtual

Image behind the mirroi-. if tlie wave

be plane fronted and the ray.s parallel,

' they appear after reliexion as if they

come from the principal focus F,

again half-way between the mirror and

the centre of curvature C. When thi.s c

•siiurce of light i.s nearer tlian an in-

finite distance, the virtual image i.s

always .somewhere between F and the

mirror, as in Fig. 166. The formula which states the

relations is this time Ijd' = - 2//'.

Exaviples.~{l) Lot the radius of curvature Ije as liel'ore

10 cm., and the distance of the object 100 ciu. ;
tlieu (Z=100

and •/•= 10; by the formula, + ,7;
= -

H) !
wheuco f< = -

-jf

= _44^; or the image is ^1 era. behind the mirror, and is

therefore virtual, as in Fig. 166.

(2) If the distance of the oliject be 4 em., we liav

\ + whence = -2^ ; and the image is 2^ cm.

behind the mirror, and is again virtual.

Convex mirrors form virtual images of extended

objects, which are erect and always smaller than the

object.

"With a convex mirror a person always sees an erect small

image of himself.

e
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On a small drop of mercury Uiero is a iiiiiiuLo iclh'i lcil

picture of surrouiKliiit,' ubjccts, which is a severe test I'ur a

mici'oseo[)e.

Tlie image of a straiglit or phiiio object is curved in the

same sense as the convex surface itself.

From the position and size of llio reflected images of a

known object, such as a scale, we may calculate the radius of

curvature of tlie mirror ; and for the smooth rellcctiuL;

surfaces of the Eye, this is ellectcd by means of the Ophtlial-

mometer.

Refraction.—Let us put ii penny in ;i b:isiu ami stand

so that the penny is just out of siglit : if tlie basin

then filled with water the penny comes
into view. Fig. 1C7 explains how this

is : the rays from the peiin}' ai'e refracted

upon emerging, and tlie coin is then
pj,,

visible to the eye at E. A stick appears

bent when one-half of it is immersed in water : any given

point of it appears higher up in the water than it really is.

For this reason also we underestimate the depth of water

;

and if we look down at the table-clotli through a clear tumbler
of water, the table-cloth seems to stand at a

higher level under the water. The sun is

still visible when it has astronomically " set "

for some time : if S be the distant sun, really

below the horizon, the rays from it are bent
by the atmosphere so that they appear to

j^g come from S' ; and the same cause disturbs

the apparent position of every star in the
iieavens, except one which might happen to be vertically over-

head at any given moment.

Light-waves of different frequencies, or Colours,

are unequally refrangible.

We have already seen this in the production of a spectrum
by a Prism.

If Avhite light radiate fronr a particle S under water,

on its emerging into the air the red is least refracted and
the violet most so, while the intermediate colours of the

spectrum are refracted to intermediate extents (Fig. 169).

U
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Fis. 100.

Fig. 170.

Coiivei'isely, if li^l't travel from a ])iirliele in the air,

cm its eiitia'iiit,' water the waves cor-

rcspuudiiig to the different colours are

again differently refracted, the red least

so, the violet most so

(Fig. 170). The red
colour-waves are thus the

least refrangible, the

violet tlie most re-

frangible, among the radiations which

give rise to the sensation of sight.

This indicates that while in the Ether

all the waves travel with the same speed, in our oixlinary

transparent substances the red waves travel most slowly,

the violet most rapidly.

A stick immersed in water seems blue on one side, red on

the other; and such colours are often beautifully seen ui

aquaria and rock-pools.

If wdiite or mixed light, from a single point, were to

enter a slab of glass of some thickness through an ex-

tremely minute aperture, it would be refracted, the violet

most, the red least; and on emerging, all the rays

would travel parallel to their original

course. But they would have separ-

ated from one another to some extent

during their passage through the glass :

and if in Fig. 171a screen were placed

at RV, the spot of light received on it

would not be white, but would form a

Spectrum. If the source of light be an

extended source, the extended spot of light formed on

the screen will correspond to the overlapping of a number

of spots such as that indicated in Fig. 171 ;
and this

overlapping would result in white light everywhere

except at the edges of the beam, one side of which

would present uncompensated red, the other uncom-

Fig. 171.
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the Prism, a

peiisatcd violet. Tlic margins of the spot on Uic

.scivou will therefore lie coloured.

If the .sides of the .slab be not parallel, the light as a

whole Avill not re.siune its original direction,

undergo "deviation"; and the dill'erent

colours will be ilill'erently deviated, so that

tlK'v will be "dispersed" from one

another : aiul a screen, at a sulliciently

great distance, w'ill receive, in.stead u{ a

coloured spot, a coloured band of light, for

the red au<l the violet will, liefore reaching the screen,

have diverged or been dispersed mater-

ially from one another.

This is applied in

rod of glass or quartz,

of triangular section, usually equilateral

or right-angled (Fig. 173).

If a beam of white light be allowed

to fall upon one face of the prism, the

different colours are deviated and dis-

persed as shown in Fig. 174; and a screen suitably placed

will receive the Spectrum produced.

If we confine our attention to one colour at a time,

we find that the rays from a source S may come very

nearly to a focus and form a Real
Image at a point S' ; that this occiu's

when the angle of emergence, i', for

the particular colour, is equal to tlie

angle of incidence, i ; and that this

when the Angle of Deviation is a

That is to say, if we rotate the pri.sm back-
and-fore round its own axis, we find that tliere is a

particular position of the prism in wdiich the point S' is

higher up in the figure than in any other : and that the
image of S formed at S' is then tlie sharpest possible. It

is not possible, therefore, to have all parts of the spec-
trum sharply in focus at the same time : this position of

Fig. 17-1.

Fig. 175.

only occurs

minimum.
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Minimum ])evi;itioii iiiumI, Ik; loimd lor each colour in

succession, by l.tii'ning tlic prism.

When wo liiivo I'ouiiil this jiositioii for the ]irisin, we may
then nicasurii the angle of incidence, i, of tlie beam of lif^lit

upon Lhi! pi-isiii, Eig. 175 ; wo should already know the angle
A of the prisin ; and then wo arc in a position to lind the

Refractive Index (i of tlie glass of the prism, I'or the par-

ticular kiutl of light which is tlien mider oltservation, by means

of the foruuila /3 = sin i-^sin .V A. If the angle of the prism be

G0°, this becomes |8 = '2sin i: ; if 45", it is = sin i -I- 0-728.

The Index of Refraction may also be found Ijy measuring

the angle of incidence at wliicli total reflexion begins to

occur ; for then /3 is equal to the sine of that angk\

Sometimes a hollow prism is used, of glass, hlled^ with

bisulphide of carbon. When tlie prism is, for any colour, in the

position of minimum deviation, the whole of the refraction for

that colour is due to the bisulphide, none to the glass itself

:

for were it not for the bisulphide, the rays would enujrge

parallel to their original course, provided tliat the walls of the

hollow prism were themselves of parallel-faced glass.

The source S should be made as narrow as possible,

so that there may be as little overlapping as possiljle

in the resultant Spectrum, and that each colour may

accordingly be as pure as possible. This might be

effected by using, as the source of light, a straight wire

heated to incandescence by an electric current. More

usually it is effected by a " collimating " arrangement,

Fio-. 176. A is a screen in which there is a narrow slit,

widened out in the figure for the sake of clearness ;

behind this there is a lamp S. The lens L catches

some of the rays whicli traverse the slit A ; and if the

slit be at the focus of the lens, the lens will make those

rays parallel : such a lens is said to be a collimating

^ lens, or a collimator. The waves

are then plane fronted on their way

towards the prism. After emergence

from the prism, the rays are received

Fig. 170. jj-^ ]-;nd of opera glass or telescope

by whicli they are, for each colour successively, brought

to a focus on the retina of the eye. The eye then

292
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reoei\'os, for each colour, an image of thu narrow slit.

"I'liis combination is a Spectroscope ; and in tlie i>!iQ\

.<{ the rays between the cnUimating lens L and the }irisni

w e may insert solutions, etc., whose absorption-specti-a

we wish to study. When we wi.sh to study tlie emission-
spectra of did'erent llames, we put these at S.

In most s])cctroscopcs there are several prisms
;
by this

device the total amount of deviation and
dispersion is increased and the spectrum is

lengthened out. In some cases the number
of 2>risms is halved: if foi-

instance we use a half-

prism with its face i>

silvered, the refracted

rays are turned back when
they reach the silvered

face, and come out at the same face by whicli

they entered, dispersed to exactly the same
extent as if they had traversed the
entire prism. Some very convenient
forms of spectroscope arc made on
this principle.

In almost every table spectro-
scope there will be foinid a third
tube, a "scale tube," with a lamp.
This tube bears a graduated scale
and a lens, the mutual distance of
which can be adjusted so as to mahe
the rays frorn tlie scale parallel.
These rays are then reflected from the face of the prism into
the telescope tube, and the image of the scale can be seen in the
telescope, along with the spectrum itself.

To use a spectroscope : (1) focus the telescope on a very
distant object, and thus adapt it for receiving parallel rays

;

put it in its place in the instrument
; (2) remove the prism and

move the slit, or the collimator -lens, until the telescope,
directed down the colliniator-tube, can show the slit distinctly

;

the slit is then in the focus of the collimator-lens
; (3) put the

prism in place, and adjust it for minimum deviation ; that is,
turn It nito a position in which the selected colour is in the
middle of the field of view of the telescope with the telescope
as neaily as possible in a straight line with the collimator-tube •

(4) turn the scale-tube until its light enters the telescope, and
then adjust the scale and lens until the scale is distinctly

/'/ Lens i Tube

\Telescopc
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seen ill tlio tolusccjpc;
; (5) sec tliat, tlic vii tuiil iiiia;,'i;s of llie

slit and of tliu scalo coiiicidu, by iiioviiif,' Uio eye from sidi; to

side ; tluii-e oii;;lil- to 1)0 no relative iiioveiiieiit between the scale

and tlie speetrum ; if there be, carefully adjust tlie scale or its

lens.

If we combine two prisms of the same glass uud Die

same angle, as in Fig. 180, the two prisms togetlier act

like a slab of glass ;
there is then no resultant deviation

and no proper dispersion ; a beam

of liglit emerges eohnireil only at its

edges. If, however, we combine a prism

of crown-glass and one of flint-

Fig. ISO.
glass, thougli we may adjust the angles

of these so that there is no deviation, we find that

there still is dispersion, and a spectrum is formed.

Such prisms are usually connected by Canada balsam,

which has a refractive index intermediate between that of Hint

and that of crown, and therefore minimises the loss of light by

reflexion at the junction.

This result, dispersion without deviation, is rather

curious. It depends on what is called the " Irrational-

ity of Dispersion "
; which is, that in different trans-

parent substances tlie Deviation and the Dispersion are

independent of one another ; that is to say, the devia-

tion of any given Colour depends on tlie refractive

index for that colour, and the dispersion depends on

the differences between the refractive indices for

the successive colours. The refractive indices may on

the whole be small in any particular substance, and yet

the differences between them may be great, or rice vcrs<'.

Therefore to neutralise deviation is not necessarily to

neutralise dispersion. But when we are able to neutralise

deviation without neutralising dispersion we are able to

make a convenient form of spectroscope m which

there is a straight train of prisms, as in Fig. 181.

In this instrument, the Direct Vision Spectroscope,

there is a chain of alternating crown and Unit glass
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prisms: the lii,'lit is adiuittLMl by a slit at A ;
it coiiius

through to the lens L : tlie eye looking
fl:'7\/WV\ !a

througli the lens sees a spectrum situated

at the image of the slit : and the lens

can be adjusted so as to bring each colour successively

into I'ocus, l.)y focussing each successive local coloured

image of the slit.

Such trains of prisms ;u-c cni])luyed in the spectroscopic
ej^e-pieces of microscopes, whieli produce a short spcctriun in

which absorption-bands arc identilied with comparative ease.

These eye-pieces arc often provided with a total -reflexion

prism for reflecting, from one side, a comparison-spectrum
in sucli a way as to occupy half the held of view.

By properly shaped prisms of suitable material, we can

obtain deviation without chromatic dispersion.

If we take a flint-glass prism which will produce on a

given screen a spectrum whicli is say 3 inches long

between two definite colours ; and a crown-glass prism

which will do the same thing : and if then we set these

two prisms in the path of the beam of light so as to

neutralise one another's chromatically dispersive efl'ects,

the incident beam of wdiite light will come through

recombined and white : but it will (therein differing

from Fig. 180) have l)eeu deviated from its original

direction. The second prism has neutralised the disper-

sive action of the first and has only partially, not com-
pletely, neutralised its deviating action. One prism may
therefore be achromatised by anotlier ; and the pair of

prisms, acting together, form an Achromatic Prism, a prism
which produces deviation without producing colour-dis-

jDersion, just as a mirror does.

Lenses

If we examine a collection of lenses, such as spectacle-

glasses, we find that some of them are thicker in the
centre than at the edges, while some are thicker at the
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cdi^es Llian al Uio c(!)il,re. Lei us call these res])Oclively

tliin-edged and thick-edged Ijenses.

If we lake up a tliin-edj^ed lens, we see that we can

make it act as a magnifying -glass, as for exani])le

when we examine llie skin ol' tlie liand with it ; and Ikat

if we hold iL up between the Sun and a piece of white

paiier we can make it act, more or less elliciently, as a

burning-glass, for it produces a small image of the

sun on the paper if the pa2)er he held at a suitahle

distance from it.

When a tliiii-edged lens is used as a magiiifyiiig-glass to

cxaniiiie the skin of the hand, an image of tlie skin is seen

cnharged in size
;

but, though we would certainly not expect

tliis, that image seems to be fai-ther away than the skin.

The Eye has, when tlie magnified image is being looked at, to

adjust itself as if it were looking at a more remote object.

Thin-edged lenses difl'er from one another in respect of

the distance at which they can produce an image of

the Sun : and it will he found that the lenses which

are on the whole flattest in form will j^roduce such an

image when they are held at the greatest distances

from the paper ; while those which tend most nearly

towards a globular form Avill form such images at the

shortest distances. Each thin -edged lens has therefore

its own proper distance at which it will form such an

image of the Sun (or more properly, of an indefinitely

distant object) ; and this distance is called the Focal
Distance of the thin-edged lens in

question.
' Thin -edged Lenses are converg-

ent lenses ; that is, they make rays
Fig. 1S2.

jjgijj^ converge
;
they

bend them towards the axis of the lens,

towards the thicker part of the lens, just

as a prism does towards its own thicker ;|S5

part (Fig. 182).

Thick-edged Lenses cause light to diverge from the
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axis and are hence called divergent Lenses ; but llu-se

also bend tlie liylil towards the tliicker part of the lens,

that is, in this ease, towards the periphery (Fit,'. 183).

These thick-edged lenses act as diminishing-glasses.

If a landscape be looked at throngh sueli a lens, the

landscape is seen diminished ; but the curious phenome-

non is presented that, quite contrary to the impression

at first received, the diminished picture or image of

the landscape seems to be much nearer the eye than

the objects in the landscape Ihemseh'es are : in i'act it is

mostly some few inches only from the lens. When such

a lens is held up to view a landsca2:ie, and when the

landscape itself and the diminished image are alternately

looked at, with one eye, this will be felt to be true ; for

the efl'ort which the Eye makes in order to see the

diminished image clearly, is the same as that which it

makes in order to see a near object distinctly.

"We can obtain a diminished view of the landscape

even with a thin -edged lens: but in that case it is an

inverted one. Take any ordinary thin-edged .sjjectacle-

lens and hold it at arm's length between the eye and the

window ; an inverted image Avill be seen, small in size.

Where is that image ? It is as if there were a little

transparent jjicture of the window and landscape, liung

wp in the air between the observer and the lens. In

order to see this suspended image, we mnst be able to

get far enough behind the lens to look at that suspended

little picture as if it were itself an ordinary object of

vision at that place. It is be.st to use one eye only. It

will not do to bring the eye too near it, or to prevent
the formation of that image liy Ijringing the head too far

forward
; in the former case we cannot see it, because it

is too near the eye ; in the latter case the ]-ays of light

are prevented, by the interposition of the head, from
forming the image at all. We can easily satisfy ourselves

that this real image, as it is called, is foi-med in the air

between us and the lens, by moving a bit of tissue-
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paper or ci^'aretto-pfipor back-iiiKl-i'ore ljulween us and

the lens. We shall find some position in which the little

invei'ted picture is clearly delincd on this improvised

screen : and then w(i lind, cm slijijiin^' the paper screcMi

out of the way, that we must focus the eye, if we want to

see the image clearly, in exactly the same way as we had

done when the ])aper was in its projjer position. The

natural tendency is, when we remove the paper, to i\<>

something of the nature of looking through the lens
;

but if we do this, we lind that we do not see the imnge

clearly. We must get our eye back to the same focussing

as when we looked at the paper itself. A little paper

screen is thus a convenient means of finding out where

the real image is ; and if it be wetted or oiled, all the

better. But we may eipually well find out where the

real image is, by looking at the paper from the other

side : and we shall have no difficulty in finding that the

real image of a nearer object is farther from the

lens, that of a farther object somewhat nearer to the

lens; and that the imago of the Sun is nearest of all

to the lens.

If we lake a thick-edged lens, and try to lind out Ijy

the same means where it forms real images, we shall find

that there is no such place : no image is formed on the

screen at any distance on either side of the lens. It

only seems to us, on looking through the lens, as if

the image were at a certain distance on the other side of

the lens.

A Real Image, when formed, is formed at a real and

actual crossing-point of rays. Rays from any given

point of the object looked at, as they diverge from that

point, meet the thin-edged lens : the lens makes them con-

verge, so that they sooner or later cross one another, the

front of the wave from the point in question being then

reduced to the smallest possible dimensions. But once

they are through the crossing-point, they diverge as if

they had originated in that point : and our eye sees the
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coiTesiiondiug iiiiagi' ov iiietui'o at llie i)lace where these

crossing-points occur. A thick-edged lens, on tiie

contrary, makes rays ilivi'rge : and it Ihey are already

diverging from any one point in a given (jliject, it makes

them diverge more sliai'ply, ((•< if they hail come ri'om

a corresponding point in a nearer object ; and Ihns

tliey I'oiau an image whicli is not real, I'or it does not

correspond to any real crossing-point of rays, hut is

imaginary or virtual.

Full treatment of the subject of Lenses leads to some-

what complicated formulas, in wlncli we have to consider

among other things the thickness of the lens. But

let us, in the first place, set this thickness out of view

;

that is, let us imagine our lenses to he reduced to no
appreciable thickness, to mere films. Further, let

us take note that there is a convention or agreement among
physicists, that in speaking about lenses, they will assume

the source of hght to be somewdiere to the right, so

that its distance from the lens is Positive (distance to the

left being reckoned as negative). It Avill make matters

plainer if we adhere to this convention, at any rate in tlie

tirst place.

Let us take a convergent lens wliich makes an
image of the Sun at 30 cm. distance ; that is, one which
has a Focal Distance or Focal Length of 30 cm. We
denote the Focal Length by the .syndDol /. Now draw a

base-line, the Optic Axis, a line wliicli passes riglit

through the middle of tlie lens, at right angles to the

lens. Then we draw a vertical dotted

line to indicate the position of our •

ideally-thin convergent lens: and along ' b '

[ '~X
'

the axial line we measure off a number of p.^^ '^^^

distances, each equal to/, the Focal Length
of the lens. Thus the point A (Fig. 184) is at a distance

+ 2/ from the lens, and the point B at a distance - 2/.

Now let us assume a wave-front, travelling in the
line of the axis AB, to be converging towards any
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point 0, say at a distance from tlie luns equal to -/.

It does not matter liow it Las been ]iroduced : we may, if

L , we x)lease, assume that another convergent

F'J^i>-- lens has given it its convergence. 'Jlie

'
' o%--Cr ' ^'^"s will make it converge upon and pass

througli a ]ioint IR, also i\\>ou the axis,

^^'^^
at a distance - If, or If to the left ; in

this case 15 cm. to the left ; and a screen at 15 cm. to

tlie left will show a real image of D.

Next increase the distance between the lens and the

point upon which the wave is converging : let this distance

be say - 2/= - 60 cm. ; then the rays ^

are bent so that they converge upon IR,
^

^

f

where the distance between IR and the o'Tr -f
—~-

lens is -
J/,

= 20 cm. to the left.
Fit,'.'isc.

The farther 0 is carried away from

the lens to the left, the more nearly does the correspond-

ing point IR come up to the point F, situated at a distance

f to the left of the lens ; but it never quite comes up to

"that point until the point 0 is at an infinite distance

greater, that is, than any assignable number of inches

or of miles. When that is the case, the incident wave^-

front is quite flat, and the rays are parallel. Fig. 187

illustrates this case. Parallel incident rays are

brought to a Focus at F. The

--j?f

—

: rays of the Sun may lie and are taken
'—'---^'^d-^'^^^ as practically parallel, the Sun itself

being so distant : and if the sun be to

the Right, its image is formed at F,

to the Left. F is called the principal focus of the

lens ; and physicists say tbat a Convergent Lens has a

Negative Focal Length, because its Principal Focus is to

the left.

Ophthalmologists, on the other hand, speak of conver-

gent lenses as having a positive focus, or a positive local

length.

In the next diagram. Fig. 188, the wave-front is a
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Fi.'. 1S8.

Fig. ISO.

divergent one : it comes from a jjoint at a dislaucc

aluu-- the axis which ia gmilei' tliau ii/,

hut less than iiiliuity. It is made to

converge upon ami to traverse a point

farther away from the lens than ,F is,

hut at a distance numerically less than

•2f
to the left. "When, however, the source of light is

^

at a distance + 2/, the point of con-

vergence, the crossing-point of raj's, is

at a distance - 2/ (Fig. 189).

Again, so long as the source 0 is at

a distance less than 2/ hut more than /
to the right, the nearer 0 is to tlie lens L, the farther

towards the left is the point IR thrown
; i_

until, Avlien 0 is at a point at a distance

/ to the right, that is at a principal

focus, IR has receded to an infinite dis-
'°"

tance, and the rays which have traversed the lens L have

been rendered parallel by it (Fig. 190).

As the source 0 comes still nearer to the lens L, we
find that although the lens is convergent, it cannot alto-

gether do away with the divergence of the rays from 0
;

it only succeeds in rendering them less divergent than

before ; and after refraction by the lens, the course of

the rays is as if they had come fi'oni a

source more remote from the lens.

Figs. 191 and 192 illustrate this. In

Fig. 101. Fig- 191 0 is at a distance say etj^ual to

-j/ from the lens, and the rays then
travel as if they had proceeded from a Virtual Image
IV at a distance equal to 2/ from the lens

;
positive, to

the right. In Fig. 192, 0 is at a dis-

tance 1/, and in that case IV is at a ^ .

.
>

distance equal to /. As 0 approaches
the lens, therefore, the virtual image at

IV rapidly gains upon it ; and in order to get the greatest
possible distance between 0 and IV, the source 0 must
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stand at a distance from the lens as nearly as possible

ci|ual to/, liut at tlie same time distinctly less tlian /.

It will Ijo seen tliat this series of diagrams is sym-
metrical ; that the first resemhles the last in form,

though it is reversed in direction ; and so on. l)Ut the

series of figures may also he uschI to tell us what will

occui' if we give the source 0 a corresponding series of

positions to the left of the lens L. If we put 0 in the

position of IR, we always find that Hi occupies the

jirevious position of 0 : tlie Object and tlie correspond-

ing Real Image are interchangeable.

All this information, and a good deal more, as to the

relative positions of object and image along the axis, is

contained within the formula I jd' = 1 jd + I jf,
where d

means the distance of the object at 0 from the lens, d'

the distance of the image, and / the focal length, all in

inches, or all in cms. But in applying this formula to

any numerical problem, we must not forget that in a

Convergent Lens / has always a negative nunierical

value.

Numerical Examples.—(1) A convergent lens of 20 cm.

focus (/=-20); tlic object 0 at an indefinite distance

(f^^+co): where is the image formed? l/(Z' = l/--o - 1/20 =

0-1/20= -1/20 ; therefore rf'=-20cm. ; a Real Image, 20

cm. beyond the lens.

(2) The same lens with the object 0 at 6 metres (rf= +600

cm. ) ;
1/rf' = 1/600 - 1/20 = - 29/600 ; d' = - 600/29 = - 20-669

cm. ; I is at 20-669 cm. on the other side of the lens
;
a Real

Imaaje. ^ ...

(3) The same lens with the object at 40 cm. distance

(fZ= + 40) ; 1 /d'= 1/40 - 1/20 = - 1/40 ; fZ'= - 40 ;
a Real Image.

(4) The same lens, with the object at 12i cm. ((^=+123);

l/,r = 1/12 -5 -l/-20= +15/500; tf= +500/15= +33i cm.; m
this case the Image is on the same side of the lens as the

Obiect, and is virtual.
, . , ,

5) The same lens, with light from the right converging on

a point 10 cm. to the left {i.e. d= - 10) ;
- 1/10 - 1/20= - 3/20 ;

cf = -^= - 6| ; the light is made to converge upon a point

nearer to the lens.

Let us now turn to the other class of Lenses, the
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thick-edged or divergent. Their Ijeliaviour may be

sunnnarised in tlie same I'uriiiula Ijd' ^ !/(/+ 1//, in w]iicli

/, ilie focal length, is nuw positive.

Numerical Examples.— (1) A divorfCRnt lens of 20 cm.
focus (

/= +'20) ; tlic object 0 is at an iiilinitc positive distance
(i.e. parallel liglit from the ritclit; rf=-|-co); where is the
imago ? Ans. 1/^' = ]/oo + 1/20 0 + ,V = ; d' = -20; 20 cm.
to tlie right of the lens; a A'irtiial Image at tlio Principal
Focus.

(2) Tlie same lens with the object O at 6 metres (d= +600
cm.)

; 1/d' = 1/600 + 1/20 = 31/600 ; d' = 600/31 = + 19-355
;

19-355 cm. to the right of the lens; again a virtual image, a
little nearer than tlie principal focus.

(3)
_
The same lens, with the object at 6 metres to the left

;

that is, with light from the right converging- on a point 6
metres beyond the lens; f;=-600; - 1/600 + 1/20 = 29/600;
(/'=+ (.i00/29= +20-669 cm. The slig-htly convergent rays
have been made to diverge as if from a point to the riglit.

(4) The same with the object in the same way at 20 cm. to
the left : l/d'= ~,,\ + ^}^ = o- .

•. rl'=<x) ; the convergent rays
have been made parallel.

(5) The same, witli the object in the same way at 16 cm to

^'^^''/T^~] "^r;
^^1^,' = ~ ^''^ + = - x'. + ,V = - ,V

; = - 80 ;

cm. to tlie left
:
the convergent rays have been made to

converge upon a more remote point.

In all this it is assumed, in accordance witli the
physicists' convention, that the source of light is to the
right. Then a convergent lens has a negative focus (to
the left) and a divergent one a positive (to the riglit).

The practice of writers on Ophtlialmology is, however, to
consider the light as coming from the left ; and then a
convergent lens has a positive focus (to the right), and a
divergent a negative (to the left). Some writers on Optics,
too, do the same thing ; and therefore the student has to
be on his guard as to the sense in which terms are being
used in any particular book or paper.

Closely connected with tliis is another divergence of
modes of expression. The fraction 1//, which goe°s by the
name of the power of a lens, is used by physicists as
the measure of the divergence produced by that lens
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But it is convi'uicnt in niauy cases to take i//^as a

measure of the convergencG prod need by a lens. Then

this wouhl he positive in a convei'i^ent lens, negative ni a

divergent lens. VmI \( that l^e so, then a convergent .

lens must be described as liaving a positive local lenglh^

/, and a divergent lens a negative. This is the point of

view from which ophthalmologists have come to tlieir

present convention as to nomenclature. They have agreed

(Intcrnat Ophthalm. Congress, 1875) iu consider their

standard lens as a convergent lens whose focal

length is one metre. In such a lens the Convergent

Power is metre =1, unity, one Dioptre, or

1 D. In a convergent lens whose focal length is 5 cm. or

0-05 metre, the convergent power is l//= (1 0-05) = 20D.

A metre is taken as being practically 40 inches
;

so that

a convergent lens of 8 inches focal length has a convergent

powerof (l-/o) = -V- = ^ I^-
, ,

Now it happens that when we combine two lenses,

say of focal lengths / and /', then (on the express assump-

tion tliat we continue to neglect the thickness ot the

lenses) the Power of the combination is the sum ot

the powers of the two (or more) lenses taken singly.

If 1/F be the power of a combination of our two lenses,

^lYLllf+l If Suppose we want a combination whose

power shall be l/F, while we have a lens of focal length

/• we must hnd another lens whose focal length is / m

order to make up the rec^uired combination.
_

It may be, with a convergent lens, that / is too great

and our lens not sufficiently convergent. In that case we

nuist combine a convergent lens wit i the msnffl-

ciently convergent one in order to bring about the

desired result. Assume that we want to make paraUel

rajrconverge upon a point 30 cm. beyond the lens, and

that one of our lenses makes tl-ui converge upon a pom

40 cm away. Then F = 30 ;
/= 40 ;

find / .
Fiom the

e,urion 1/30 = 1/40 + l//' we find/' = 120; and the focal

length of the required additional convergent lens is 1 20 cm.
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Again, it' oar lens l>o too convergent, we uinst

combine a divergent lens witli it. Assume lliat we

want to make parallel rays converge as before (F = 30),

and that onr lens brings jiarallel ra}-s to a focus at 20 cm.

distance (/= 20) ; then we find from the e(|uation that

/'= - GO ; and we need a divergent lens of 00 cm. focal

length. This divergent lens has the effect of throwing

the image farther off.

The ophthalmologists' mode of efl'ecting these computa-

tions wouh I be the following. The required convergent

power or dioptry is 3},; D(=l-=-0-3 metre); the first

lens has a dioptry of 2^ D ( = 1 -^0-4 metre) ; we need

an additional dioptry of
jf
D (=3-J--2i); and the

lens to be used must therefore be a convergent lens,

and have a Focal Length of -% metres, or 120 cm. In the

latter case the lens has a dioptry of 5 D ( = 1 0'2) : but

we only need 3^^- D ; therefore we must reduce the

dioptry by a lens of - 1 j D ; that is, the lens to be

employed is a divergent one, whose Focal Length is -
-|

metre, or - 60 cm.

This is applied in the following manner. The human eye
when perfectly normal (emmetropic) and at absolute rest, as

when one meditatively contemplates space, brings parallel
rays, or rays from an infinite distance, to a focus on the
retina of the eye. Rays from nearer objects, under the
same conditions, tend to be brought to a focus at points
behind the retina, so that when they do impinge upon the
retina they have not yet come to a focus ; and they tlierefore,

under these conditions, produce no clear image. But the Eye
has itself a certain power of "accommodation," that is of
altering the curvature of the Crystalline Lens and making it

more convex. This is equivalent to oiu- liaving at command a
series of convergent lenses of all focal lengths from infinity
down to the least distance of distinct vision. Take a young
man of 20 years of age : he can usually see an object at 10 cm.
from his eye, but not if it be nearer ; the accommodation has,

I
as it w^ere, supplied him with a lens which, in conjunction with
the normal eye accommodated for infinity (that is not accom-
modated at all), forms a combination able to bring the rays
from the near object to focus upon the retina : the divergent

X
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rays IVom ilio near objcet,, sti'ikiiij^ the accommodated eye,

are ilini pij\iivalcnt to parallel I'ay.s Kti'ikiii^' llm unaccommo-
datedeyo rroiiiaii iiirniiU;ly(listai]tol]JiH;t: amliii tlio (.•ye.lichiMd

ilu! lens, Ihcy take a course the same as that wliicli rays iVoui an

iiiliiiitely distant oLject would have taken had the eye remained

uuaccommodaled ; whence the virtual additional lens has an

adjustable Convei'gent Power or ])ioptry ranging all the way

from 0 to 10 D. In short-sighted or myopie eyes, tlie eon-

vergence is naturally too ra]iid tor the shajie of the eye, and

jiarallel rays come to a I'ocus too soon, that is, in front of the

retina. In such cases it will be I'ound that there is a remote
point of distinct vision, let us say at 50 em. Kays from a

point at 50 em. distance are just able to come to focus ujion

the retina
;
rays from any farther ]ioint come to a focus too

soon ; so that the short-sighted Eye is itself jjractii'ally equiv-

alent to a normal eye ^i//t.s' a virtual convergent lens of

focal length 50 cnr. or dioptry 2 D. In order to enable such an

eye to see remote objects, it must be restored to the condition of

a normal eye. This is done by neutrahsing the virtual con-

vergent lens by adding a divergent lens whose dioptry is

-2'D; whence the use of divergent lenses by short-sighted

persons. Of course, questions as to whether it is expedient to

attempt to effect this neutralisation completely, and thus to

throw work upon the ciliary muscle which it has not been

accustomed to do, pertain to the domain of Ophthalmology and

not to that of Physics. In long-sighted or hypermetropic

persons, the eye is similarly equivalent to a normal eye plus a

virtual divergent lens, so that the rays do not converge to a

focus rapidly enough to suit the form of the eye ; in that case

the error must be corrected by the addition of a corresponding

convergent lens. In the case of a long-sighted person, how-

ever, it will be noted that the error can to a great extent be

compensated by making nse of the Accommodation of the eye

itself; and a person with a tendency to this defect naturally

does this unconsciously : it is only when he is approachijig

the limits of exhaustion of his accommodation, which itself

diminishes with advancing years, that he learns that he has

been habitually using his accommodation so as to provide him-

self with a virtual lens, when he should have provided himself

with an actual one. When a person is about 50 years of age,

with a normal eye, he generally has about 1h D accommodation

left ; that is, his least distance for distinct vision is about 40

cm. ; and if he wants to see objects at a less distance than this,

he must use convergent spectacle-glasses of say 2 D or 2i D, so as

to bring the combination of eye and lens up to a maximum

convergent power of say 4-5 D, which will enable liim to see
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objects at a distance of '22 cm., or of 5 T) which will ciiabh^ him
to see them at a minimum distance of 20 cm., if ]ic .strain lii.s

accommodation to tlie utmost.

Thus ^\e see that a i)air of lenses Biay act like a .single

lens : and we have seen what the formula in general

use is, whereby tlie Focal Length of a X'air of lense.s ma}'

be estimated. But this Ibrnuila is only an approximate
one, tliougli used as above for practical pui'poses. It is

implied in its use that not only are the two lenses in

contact, Init that neither of them has any thickness at all,

so that both are mere refracting' films, coincident in

position. The exact formula is mucli more complicated

than that given ; but it does not aj3pear to be necessary to

ti'oulde the student with it.

Non- axial Object and Image Points.—All that

has been said applies to rays coming from or converging

towards a point in the Axis of the lens, and converging

towards or apparently diverging from some other point

also in the Axis of the lens. Next, as to points not on
the axis, the elementary theory, which gives rough
approximations merely, ajiproximations only applic-

able wdien the objects and images are of no great
breadth, assumes that if we have two
points, one axial and one non-axial, but

'

both at equal axial distances LO and "p^

L'O' from the lens, then their images are
'' "

.

also at equal axial distances from the lens.

Then of the two points 0, 0', the respective image.s are I,

I': and if 00' be an object, the image of that object is IT'.

If we make this assumption we may say that in any
lens the distance d of the object, the distance d' of the
image, and the distance / of the princii>al focus, all

measured to the right, are stated by precisely the same
formulae as those which we have already given to .show
the relations between these distances when the objects

and images were axial points merely. And by similar
triangles, the linear sizes of the object and image
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are in iill cases proportional to Umir respectix'c dis-

tances from the lens, considered as a refracting film

merely, so tliat Llie ima;^'e may in many cases Le lar;,'er

than, the oliject. Further, when(;ver tlie image and the

object (real or virtual) are on opposite sides of tlie

lens, tlie ima;j,e is inverted; while when tliey are on

the same side of the lens, it is erect. And an object

is always interchangeable witli its ima^^e, if the

image be a real image ; so tiiat the photographic

camera and the magic lantern or ]ihotograp]ier's

enlargement lantern are converse cases, tlie one

making a small real image of a large and distant object,

the other a large and distant real image of a small object

near at hand. It will be borne in mind that virtual

images are never ibrmed upon a screen and are only to

be seen through the lens, while real images may

be seen either with the aid of a screen or by the un-

aided eye placed at a sufficient distance along the line

of the rays.

To illustrate the real images formed by a convergent lens,

we may take a long-extension camera with a short-focus

single symmetrical lens say of 5^ inches focus. For tlie

horizon or very distant olijects tlie ground-glass screen must

he 5Jr inches from the centre of the lens : for objects at 100

yards' it must be at 5-508 inches: for objects at 100 feet, at

5- 525 inches ; for -20 feet, at 5-629 inches ;
for 15 feet, at 5-673

iuches ; for 10 feet, at 5-764 inches ;
for 8 feet, 5-834 inches ;

for 6 feet, 5-956 iuches; for 5 feet, 6-055 inches; for 4 feet,

6-212 inches ; for 3 feet, 6-492 inches ; for 2 feet, 7-135 inches ;

for 1 foot, 10-154 inches; for 11 iuches, 11 inches; for 10

inches, 12-222 inches; for 9 inches, 14-141 inches.

Thus in order to catch any part of the real image of the

landscape on the screen, we must place the screen in an

appropriate position. Since we must put the screen m a

different jiosition with respect to the lens for each outward

distance of objects in the landscape, we may comprehend that

the real image of the whole landscape itself forms a cui-i-

ously distorted model of the landscape, invisible and sus-

pended in space behind the lens. In the instance just given,

objects less than 5i inches from the lens do not form a part ot

the real imago at all, hut form a virtual image extending to
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infinity in front of tho lens; objects from to 11 niclics in

iVout of the lens are represented by the real imago extending

fiom an inlinite distanee behind the lens to 11 inehes behind

it
;
objeets from 11 inches to 10 feet in front of tho lens lorni

a real 'image from 11 inches to 5'ti73 inches behind it ;
objects

from 10 feet to 20 feet, from 5-673 to 5'629 inehes; objects

n-om 20 feet to 100 yards, IVom 5-629 to 5-508 inches ;
anil all

(ibiects from 100 yaVds to an infinite distance have their real

ini'age compressed within a s]iace from 5-508 to 5-500 inches

behind the centre of the lens. The dilference between tho

focal distance for an object at a distance of 20 feet and tliat for

one at an infinite distance is thns small, being with a 5A inch

lens 0-129 inch, and with a 3i inch lens only 0-052 inch.

Hence instrument - makers construct small fixed - focus
"

cameras, in which it is assumed that all objects more than 20

feet distant may be fairly in focus on the screen at one time
;

and ophthalmologists assume in practice that an object at a

distance of 20 I'eet, or 6 metres, may be considered e(|uivalcnt

to one at an infinite distance.

When we put a screen in sucli a position S, Fig. 194, as to

display tlie real imag-e of any particular object, say one at

100 feet distance, sharply defined, the rays from more
remote objects liave already passed through their respective

foci and come to diverge, while those from nearer objects have

not yet reached their focus. The result is that each point of a

nearer or more remote object forms, instead of a point on the

screen, a '-circle of ditlusion," and the whole image of such

objects is blurred and appears out of focus. The screen is

too far forward for the nearer object.s, and too far back for the

farther ones. This result is explained by Fig. 194. Hence
only one transversely-cut slice or section, or

one plane of the landscape or object can

be truly in focus at any one time : but if

the circle of ditliision which represents each

object-point be not too wide, say not more
than YTTiT inch in diameter, the result may
be suthciently satisfactory, and the lens is then said to have a

certain "depth of focus," whereby it can form a satisfactory

image of objects not situated exactly at the
distance which gives the best definition on
the screen.

Let us use, close in front of the lens, in

order to limit its breadth, an opaque disc

with a central aperture in it ; such a disc

is called a stop : then as is shown in Fig. 195, tlie circles of
diffusion are smaller, and therefore the definition of variously-
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distant (ilijocts on the screen in iiioi'e nearly the same than it is

ill Fig. 194. Hence the definition ol' a lamlseape by a lens

with a stop ill front ol' it is sharper lur all distances hcyoiid

and witliiu the best-delinition distance than it is wlien the h-iis

is allowed a wide aperture ; a lens wlioii so stojjped down
therefore lias its Dc[)tli of Focus increased; and this ajiart

from all (questions as to Spherical Aberration, of which later.

Which gives the most artistic result— sharp diagrammatic

delinition all over the landscape, or the sharp doiiuition of

one object while the rest of the landscape is blurred, or

ail iiitorniediatc result obtained by a medium-sized stop— is a

question of lusthetics into which we need not enter.

When therefore we use a small stop, the angle under

which the rays roach the focus or screen is diminished ; and

the same result follows if we use a long-focus lens. Hence a

long- focus lens is said to have greater Depth ol' Focus than a

short-focus one of the same diameter ; and generally, where an

image real or virtual is formed by rays under a small angle of

incidence, the lens or combination of lenses which form tliat

image has great depth of focus.

The assumption of Fig. 193, that images of ex-axial

points are in the same plane as images of axial points,

is not true when tire objects are of appreciable angular

breadth, as viewed from the lens. The image of a

plane object, produced by a single lens, whether

that image be real or virtual, is not plane, but is bowl-

shaped.

Eor example, in the convergent lens of Fig. 196, the object 0
is plane but the image is bowl-shaped. If therefore we try to

receive this image on a screen, we find that

if we put the screen at a, the peripherical

parts of the picture are "in focus" while

the central are not ; and that if we put the

Fif. 19G. screen at h, then, though the central part of
°" '

the picture is distinct, the

marginal part is blurred and "out of focus."

The reason of tliis is that the central part of A, /

the object is nearer to the refracting surfaces 1-

of the lens than the ends of it are, and con-
\

sequently the image of the central part is ~----,,\

farther away than the image of the extreme pig, ir,;.

portions. Similarly if the lens be a converg-

inci- one, but the object lie within the focus, the virtual image
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Ibnued is again bowl-sliaiied, but wilh its (.'oiivi-'xity tliis lime

towards tliir lens, l<'ii,'. 197. Again, it' t\u\ Iimi.s be a divorging

one, tlic vii-tual imago is bo\vl-sha[iod with its convexity

towards the lens. Accordingly the virtual imago in a mici'o-

;3Cope is bowl-shapcd with its convexity towards the eye.

It is possililo to a great extent to moderate the curvature
of the imago by using a lens more convergent than is neces-

sary, and putting in front of it a plano-concave Hint lena

which tends to produce an opposite curvature ; and by this

means a fairly flat field, may be produced. This lougthens

the focus of the convergent lens and produces a larger and
Hatter image, farther olf; and a lens so used is called an

"amplifier." An amplifier may even boused in conjunction

with a microscopical objective for the projection of large

pictures on a screen. The eye-piece of a microscope may be

used for the same pui'jiosc, that of producing a large real

image. The virtual image with which it deals nmst lie out-

side its focus ; and this may be cfl'ected by raising the eye-

piece, within limits ; or by depressing the imago formed by the
object-lens, as by separating the object-lens and the object.

The real inuige then produced on a screen is, for photoniioro-

graphical purposes, better than that which would be produced
by the objective alone, in the absence of the eye-piece.

Thick Lenses.—In Mdiat precedes we have treated

the leiLS as if it had no tliickness, aiiil had been reduced

to a thin film of no appreciable thickness ; and the Focal

Distances and the respective Distance.? of the Object and
of the Image have been treated as if they -were distances

from this ideal film. The next c^uestion is, Where is

this ideal film supposed to be placed in relation to the

Lens? As might be expected, this will depend on the

form of the lens : and it might be said tliat the film is

l^laced across the axis at a particular point of tlie axis

called the Optical Centre of the lens. This leads to

the inquiry, what is tliat Optical Centre ?—Init no better

answer can lie given than that it is tlie axial point of the
ideal lens-film. Tliis looks like arguing in a circle : but
the student will see that if the ideal lens-film be itself an
ideal merely, the optical centre must be equally imagin-
ary : and he will not be .surprised to learn that there is

not in fact any such point in any single lens. On
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Fi','. lOS.

llie oilier hand it is coiivcniciii, Ity way of siniijlificatioii,

to afli=iuiiiu lliat llictre is a point on tlie axis whicdi may Ije

treated as the centre of the h-ns. II' tliere wcfi-e such a

point, all rays travelling towards it helore I'eacliiiig

the lens would appear to l)e travelling from it after

traversing the lens : and the result would he as shown in

Fig. 198. The non-axial ohject point

0' and its image I' would he connected

hy a straight line passing througli the

Optical Centre C : and the line O'l',

from a non-axial oLject ])oiiit 0' to

the corresponding image -point 1',

through the optical centre, would he a secondary axis.

If however we take a real lens, say a Inconvex one,

and trace the rays, we find that the rays from 0' are not

in the same straight line with those

passing towards 1'. More than that,

the cases are very limited in which

tliey can pcssibly even be parallel.

There is, indeed only one ray from

any given point 0' which can emerge
parallel to its former course : this is a ray O'R, which

meets the surface of the lens at such an angle that it is

refracted along a course RR', wdiich takes it to a point

R' where the surface of the lens is parallel to the

surface at R ; so that the ray RT is parallel to O'R.

There is only one sucli ray from any given object-point

0'
; but in its course RR' this ray, in the case of a

symmetrical biconvex lens, crosses the axis at the

very midpoint of the lens. All such ray.s as RR', formed

nnder similar conditions, come througli the same point
;

and this point is then called the Optical Centre of such a

lens. But it will be noticed that the axes of pencils of

rays, before and after transmission respectively, do not

pass through this point : the diagram shows that these

lionours are divided lietween two other points, which are

called nodal points or principal points, X and N'

:

Fig. 10!).
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i'av3 making for N before refraction appear after I'c-

I'raction as if tliey liad come from N', and the "distances"

of image and olijcct re.specti\-ely are ])n.)perly tlieir

respective distances not from the Ojitical Centre Imt from

these nodal points N' and N.

It is trne that in a biconvex lens, hotli N and N'

are inside the lens, and are not A'cry I'ar I'rom one

another : and further, the thinner the lens the smaller

will he their mutual distance, until when the lens is

extremely thin we may neglect their mutual distance, and

then assnnie l)oth N and N' to coincide with the midpoint

of the lens. If we assume this, we may deal A\ith the

midpoint of the lens as if it were a true Ojitical Centre,

the midpoint of the ideal refracting film of no apprecialde

-thickness. But where we have an appreciably thick lens

to deal with, or a lens of nnsymmetrical form, or a com-

bination of lenses, we see that a consideralde inaccuracy

is introduced by imagining that there is any one point

which combines the attributes of both N and K'.

Let us, for example, take a plano-convex lens. The ray O'R
is refracted into the course R'l' ; and it eniei'ges as if it had crossed

the axis at N'. The point N is represented

by the )ioint R itself, the apex of the con-

vexity of the lens ; and as the lens becomes
thinner, N' approaclies N or R until it ulti-

mately coincides with it: so that it is said

that R is the Ojitical Centre of such a lens,

and distances are commonly measured from it
; rig. 200.

wliereas the distance of the image ought to be

measured from N'. Similarly, in a plano-concave lens the

so-called Optical Centre is at the midpoint of the curved
surface. If we take a convexo-concave

V\ ,| lens (thin-edged) we find, as Fig. 201 shows

I
N[,A^

j
us, that of the rays crossing the axis at

N, that one which emerges parallel to its

^^/y!
[

original course will appear to come from N'
;

'''/i I '
. but the so-called Optical Centre (defined as

Pirr.'ooi. poii't where a line joining the extrenn-
tios of two pai'allel radii crosses the axis) is

at C, farther away from the lens even than N. Observe that
in this case the ideal refracting film is outside the lens, at a
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(;onsiik'i-ablu rlistaiu'u from it. All this i)oiiits to the fact tliat

tlio results of our liypotliesis that the lens is of a merely negligible

thickness are approxiniato merely : but so long as we deal with

single lenses the appro.xirnation thus obtained may be suliicient,

though it is less close than is usually supposed. For exani]jle, ,

let us suppose a convexo-concave thin-edged lens, with radii of

curvature 12 and 9 cm. and an axial tliickness of 0'8 cm.,

while the glass has an index of refraction of 1 '5 ; then parallel

rays, parallel to tbe primary axis and striking the concave

face, come to a focus at a distance G7'G9 cm. beyond the con-

vex face ; if they strike the convex face they come to a focus at

a point 64 '16 cm. from the midpoint of the concave face ; and

N and N' are respectively at distances 1 '47 and 1'16 cm. outside

the vertex of the concave face : whereas the ordinary fornmhi-,

which neglect the thickness of the lens, would represent this

lens as a convergent lens of 72 cm. focal length. (See Fig. 203.)

We must therefore conclnde that the so-called "optical

centre" of a lens does not really corresi)on(l to any

actually existing point, and is a mere convention, enalding

us to make approximate statements and calculations. If

we want to understand the action of any lens or system of

lenses fully, we must trace out the position of the nodal

or principal points N and N'; and in addition to these

we must find the position of the two focal points, or

points to wdiich the lens or system of lenses makes

parallel axially directed rays converge, according as these

rays come from one side or the other.

As will be seen from the numerical example last giveu,_ these

focal points are not necessarily erpiidistant from the lens itself;

and they can only be equidistant from it when the lens itself

is quite symmetrical in form.

We need not concern ourselves here with the circumstance

that when the medium on both sides of the lens is not the same,

there is a distinction to be drawn between the two prmcipal

points and the two nodal points. Principal points and nodal

points are not the same unless the medium on both sides of

the lens be the same, as it is with an ordinary lens in air.
_

Special Forms of Lenses.—There is a form of lenses which

is sometimes required by the ophtlialmologist, called plano-

cylindric lenses. Suppose that a patient has the front of his

eye " out of shape "
.so that it is like the side instead ot the end

of an ewer. In such a case the eye is said to be astigmatic.
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In one meridum the oyo will be too sharply or too little curved :

ill a meridian at ri<;ht angles to this tho error may bo less or may

be opposed, or there may be no error at all. Suppose that the

eye is too sharjily enrvcd in its vertical mcridau while its

liori/.oiital curvature is normal : then tho ima.<;e ot a point will

bo correctly focussed in a horizontal dii'cction but will be

blurred vertically, I'or the eye is ])ractically short-sighted in

that direction. Tlie i)atient will in that case see points as short

vertical lines, so that for example lie can see nothing distinctly

with a microscope. Let ns suppose that this vertical

myopism corresponds to an error of 2 D ; if now we nse a

divei'geut lens of 2 13, wo may correct tho vertical myopia, but

we at the same time gratuitously introduce a horizontal liypcr-

metropia, with the consequence that the patient now sees points

as short Iiorizontal lines. AVliat has to be done, then, is to

grind a lens which shall have a power of 2 D in tlio vertical

direction but none at all in the horizontal. This is accomplished

by cutting a lens out of a cylinder of glass, by a section parallel

to the axis. Such a lens looked at in one direction would have
a cross-section like that of a plano-convex lens ; and at right

angles to this it would present parallel lines. Such a lens

would not allect tho horizontal focussing by the eye, while it

would correct the vertical.

Li regard to all spectacle-lenses, however, there is a con-

siderable body of opinion that it is not well to have a convex or

plane surface next the eye ; for the distortion of objects a little

to one side is too great. Hence "periscopic" lenses are a

good deal used, in which the outer convexity is greater but in

which the back of the lens is concave. As we shall see

immediately, the three lenses shown in Fig. 202 might have the
same focal length and correcting power, the

factor (l//'-l/r') being the same in all;

hence for axial rays they would serve much
the same pur[iose, though the last causes the
greatest amount of deviation of axial rays
striking the outer part of the lens and con-
sequently the least distinct vision axially ; but the eye can be
turned more comfortably into different directions when the
third or periscopic lens is used. The axis of the eye is then,
in all directions, more nearly at right angles to the general
surface of the lens, and there is not, for this reason, so much
difference between the appearance of objects straight ahead
and objects above or below or to one side or the other, when
the eye is turned so as to look directly at these.

The same periscopic principle is applied in cylindrical
lenses. Instead of say a piano-cylindrical lens whose curved
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Kiivface lias a radius of eurvaliirc of 30 cm., a plano-cylimlrical

luiis would 1)0 takuu whose radius ol' curvature was say 10 cm.,

and in the hack ol' this a firoovo would he j^round which had a

ra.lius of curvature of 15 em. The concavo-cyliiidrio lens tlius

i.roduced would have a cross-section like that of a convexo-

concave lens, l''i<,'. 203 ; and its focal length would he the same

as that of the 30 cm. -radius plano-cylindric lens; for j'o

-

Focal Length of a Lens.—The formula usually

ffiven in order to find the focal leiigtli ui' a simple Icii.s

Oieglectin-^ the thickness) is 1 //= (/i - 1) (1 jr - 1/V), where

/3 is the refractive index ol' the glass of the lens when

the refractive index oi' air is taken as unity ;
is the

radius of curvature of the riglit-liand surface ;
r' is the

radius of curvature of the left-hand surface
; / is the focal

length.

In Fig. 203 («), let 9-=12 cm., positive, to the right ;
r' = 9,

also positive, to the right
; (3 = 1-5

;
whence /= -72

;
and the

focal length is 72 cm. to the left, or the lens is a

convergentoneof 72 cm. focus. If rays come from

the left, we may turn the whole diagram upside down,

and thus restore our working convention that rays

always come from the I'ight. The result is .shown

in Fig. 203 (h). The value of r is now - 9, because

the c"entre of curvature is to the left ;
that of -/'

is - 12 ; the equation now gives us the same value

for f, namely - 72 cm. ; or 72 cm. to the lelt.

Hence, so far as this fornnila can show us, we might

reverse a lens in its setting without afTecting the focussnig.

But this is not so. If the lens be O'S cm. m thickness, the

focal point will, in the case of Fig. 203(«), be not /2 cm. beyond

the lens, but 67-59 cm. beyond it; while m the case ol lug.

203(M it will be 64-16 cm. beyond it : and the Lens will only be

reversible on condition that we make its nodal points ex-

change places. Then each Focal Point is situated at a distance

of 66-12 cm. from the corresponding nodal point ;
and the t\\o

Nodal Points arc at a distance 0-31 cm. from one another, both

outside the convex face of this lens. If we wish, for any

reason, to swivel the lens round, so as to reverse it we must

rotate it round a point midway between N and N, so a. to

make these points exchange places : and it is only m a per ect j

symmetrical lens that this point, which we P^^^f ^^^'^l^^^,^^^,^

swivelling centre, coincides with the so-called Optical Ceutie
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of the lulls. Ill the example <,'iveii, this .s\vivelliM,i< eeiilre

wouUl be :it ii di.stiUiee aloiiy the axis ec|U;i,l to 1 '315 em. in

tVoiit of the vertex of the eoiivex face of the h.Mi.s.

The aiipnixiuKitu lens - formula iilxjve j^ivuii i.s

a[ipliealilu to all forms of Leii;<es, if we. t;il<e care of our

jiosilive aiul nej^ative .signs. i!ut it is far more aceui"Ue

to make au actual measurement of the Focal DLstaiice

of a ieiis tiiau it is to caleuhite out the focal length liy

meaii.s of a formula .siicli a.s thi.-:^, which neglects the thick-

ues.s of the len.s.

Tile distiiiciiou hetweeu the Focal Distance and

tlie Focal Length of a leu.s is, though the two terms are

often used synonymously, tliat the Focal Lengtli is tlie true

distance between tlie nodal point and the principal focus,

while tlie Focal Distance is the distance between the actual

len.s and the principal focu.s.

Tlie phrase Focal Distance is also used to mean the

distance between the object and the lens in the everyda}'

use of the lens. The .student must therefore be on his

guard, and must ascertain wliat is meant by the expres-

sion.s focal lengtli or focal distance, wliere these occur.

It is easy to liiul the focal distance of a convergent lens.

Taking the rays of the sun as representing parallel rays of light,

we may use our convergent lens after the fashion of a burning-
glass to make a sharply defined image of the sun on a screen :

and we then measure the distance between tlie lens and the
.screen. If we do this with our lens of Fig. 203, we find a focal

distance of 67 '59 cm. on one side and of 64 '16 cm. on the other
side of the lens. Again, wo may focus a telescope u[ioii the
moon or stars or upon a very distant object, so as to put it in

focus for parallel rays : and then we may put the lens we are

examining in front of the telescope, and in front of the lens
some delicate object, whose position in front of the len.s we
adjust until we find that we can see it distinctly through the
telescope. Rays divergent from the object are then trans-
mitted by the lens to the telescope in a parallel condition ; and
the object is at a distance from the lens corresponding to the
focal distance of the lens. The results obtained by this
method are the same as those obtained by the last. Or again,
we may take advantage of the proposition that when the object
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is lit (I distance ei|u;il to twice the Eoeal Loiigtli, the image is

also at an equal distance on the otlicr side of the lens : the

image is tlR'n-i'ore of the same size as tlie oliject. Aceoi-dinf;ly

we adjust the relative jiositions of an object (say a nieasui-inj^

scale), the Ions, and a screen, until wc find that the image on

the screen is of precisely tlie same size as the object ; then the

distance between the object and the screen is equal to four times

the focal length (plus the small distance between the nodal

points, which we neglect). In the instance of Fig. 2015, this

method would give as its result a focal length of GO '20 cm.

The True Focal Length, the distance between either nodal jjoint

and the corresponding local ])oint, is in this i-ase 00-12 cm.
;
so

that method (3) gives the closer approximation to the true focal

length.

For symmetrical convergent lenses, in which the focal dis-

tance is the same on botli sides of the lens, Bessel's method
is very ingenious. Fit up a bright object 0 and a screen 1 at a

known distance 01 apart; move the lens gradually from 0
towards I until a sharp magnified image of 0 is formed on I

;

then note the position of the lens, say at A. Next move the

lens still nearer to I, until a point B is reached at wdiich a sharji

diminished image is formed on the screen ; note the length of

the line AB. Then the focal length is (OP AB-)^40I ; and

the quantities in this expression are easily measurable.

The focal length of a divergent lens is not so easy to ascer-

tain. Practically it is found by ascertaining to what extent it

will weaken a stronger convergent lens. A convergent lens

of known focal length / is taken : the lens to be tested is

brought into contact with it ; the combination must still retain

some convergent power, or if it docs not, a stronger convergent

lens must be used ; the focal length F of the combination, con-

sidered as a single convergent lens, is found as above : it is then

assumed that both lenses are mere films and are coincident in

]iosition ; and this assumption enables us to ap])ly the formula

1^/-+ !//•' = 1/F, in which we know/and F and can accordingly

readily calculate out the value of/, the focal length of the

divergent lens. The value so obtained is generally only a very

rough approximation to the true Focal Length/' :
but it has a

value of its own ;
being an experimental result it enables us to

statethe eflfectivewealcening power, 1//', of the lenswhen used

in combination with a convergent lens, and in contact with it.

On the other hand, it does not enable us to use the figure so

obtained as a datum of the value of./" in problems involving the

use of lenses not in contact with one another :
and in order to

work out calculations of this order we must ascertain the curva-

tures of the divergent lens, its axial thickness, and the refractive
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iiulex of the glass of which iL is couiiiosuil, su that we may Icani

its Nodal INji'iits and its true Focal lA'iigtli means of Un' m<)i'(!

eomplieated I'oi'muhe ali'cady alluded to, whieh take aoeouiit of

the thiekness of (he lens.

Angle of a Lens.

—

TIuto is a shurt-liand way ol'

noting the course of rays in a lens which it may he uscd'iil

to exjilain, and wliich we lia^'e already nsi'd at Figs. ]!)G

and 197. .Suppose we liave a lens ol' kiujwn focal lengtli,

and an ohject at a kuo\\-n distance d : then, neglecting tlie

tliickuess of tlie lens, the diagi'am of the

course of the rays would be, if the lens be

a convergent one, as in Fig. 204 («). Jjut

for manj' diagrauuuatic purposes it is (juite

unnecessary to jjut in all these lines : and

it is often cpiite enougli, for such purposes,

provided that we do know the respective

distances d and d' of object and image, to

represent tlie action of the lens as in Fig. 204 (i), where
tlie distances are stmply drawn to scale.

This sliows that the picture on a photographic plate has been
taken under a certain angle : and if we look at a photograph
with one eye under this same angle, putting the eye where the
camera-lens had originally stood, we view the photograpli as
the camera-lens liad viewed tlie landscape, and we then see it in
perspective relief, tliough with one eye only.

"When we take into account that we have to do not
with a true optical centre, but with Nodal Points N and N',

the diagrams become as in Fig. 205, wdiere (a)

shows tlie effect of a convergent lens producing
a real image, (6) that of a convergent lens jiro-

I
ducing a virtual image, aud (c) that of a diverg-

eut lens producing a virtual image.

C'X^
\

Magnification by a Lens.—The term
Magnification, or Magnifying Power of a

Lens, seems somewhat ambiguous. Let us say
that a given convergent lens has a magnifying power of

5 diameters. Then the Virtual Image is formed at a
distance of say 10 inches when the Object looked at

N N'

Fig. 205.
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tUniu.^h llu' linis is ut ii particuliu' dislaiice from the eye:

ami tiii.s difsLauce will, in Lliis case, Le 2 inches. An ohject

at 2 incht'S IVom the eye is too near to

* ^ be seen : and tlie lens enables it to be

.seen distinctly as if it were a larger object

situated at the Least Distance of Di.stinct

Vision. F\<^. 206 shows that tlie near

oljject 0 is simply rendered visilile as if at I, subtendiiij^

(if we neglect the thickness of the lens) the original angle

at the optical centre of the lens, without change ;
and the

image is larger than the object in the rati(j 10:2, or 5:1.

Generally, if d and d' be the respective distances of the object

and the image from the optical centre (or more accurately, from

the corresponding nodal points), the Magnilicatioii iiL = d'jd. If

the image be nearer than the object, d' is smaller than and

the magnification is a fraction ; that is, there is a " diminishing

effect.

The case shown in Fig. 206 is not easy to realise, since

the combination of a lens 'plus the seeing eye is not the

same in its action as a simple lens alone : but if the eye

look partly through and partly over the edge of a thin-

edged lens held as close as possible to the eye, so that

both the object and its image are viewed at the same

time, it is easy to show that both the object and the

image tend very nearly to cover the same field of

view, and to differ only in distinctness, not in size.

They therefore subtend the same angle at the Eye.

Where, however, the eye is not laid so close to the

lens as this, the state of matters is different. In that case

tlie object stands at a certain distance from the Eye, and

subtends a certain angle at the eye : the image also

stands or seems to stand at a certain distance from the

eye, and subtends or seems to subtend a certain angle at

the eye : the two Angles subtended are in most cases

not the same, and hence there is a difference in the

apparent size of the image and that of the object, as

seen from the Eye. Eig. 207 shows how the result of
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Fig. SOf) is modilk'tl when the eye relreals to ;i (li.sl,;iii<'(i

From tile lens. Tlie olijeet and the inui^gc sulileiid ei|nal

angles at llie lens, but not at llic eye :

^

and the image appears larger than the p^5^^^^=^"
olijoet in the ratio ol" Ali to EF. "

„

This ratio of AB to EF will vary with

every position of the eye and with every adju.stnient ot

distance between the ohjeet and the lens.

I'o take an extreme cise, lit up a lens so ns In form an image

of 11 distant window (in a [lage of printed matter: make that

lens movi' towards tlu; [lapor through a very shoi t distaneo
;

tlien go haekwards towards the window, still looking tlirough

the lens ; the planted matter will appear exti'emcly distant and
huge in size in conijiarison with the printed characters them-
selves, for the virtual image of these is largo and remote.

Ilenee we have two things to distinguish; Magnifica-

tion as a measure of enlargement of the image i'ormed

at a standard distance (10 inches) i'roni the eye ; and

Magnification or Ampli hcation as a measure of the greater
visual angle under whicli the image is seen through

the lens (or system of lenses) eniphDyed. The former is of

importance in the microscope ; the latter in the tele-

scope and opera-glass.

In the former sense, the Jlagnification produced by a con-
vergent lens of 4 inches focus is times; i'or m = d'/d : ami
when ('' = 10 inches, d = -2i in. ; so tliat d'lil= 'i^. But in the
latter sense, the Apparent MagniRcatiou dejiends on the relative

l)ositions of the object, the lens, and the eye : for example, if

the object be at 3-9 inches from the lens, and the eye 32 inches
on the other side, the image seems 13 feet away, while the
apparent diameter of the image is 29-7 times that of the oliject.

The apjiarent Amplification is erinal to the ratio between the
tangent of half the angle subtended at the Eye by the image,
and that of half the angle subtended at the eye by the object.
AVhen the Eye practically coincides with tlie Lens, the amplitica-
tion in this sense is unity only, tor both angles are the same

;

but in that position the angle which the image subtends at the
Eye is the greatest possible. There certainly is a contrary
impression produced on the mind—an erroneous one, however

—

that the image is more highly magnified, in the sense of sub-

Y
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Uiudiiij;' a j,'i'(.'aler vi.siuil riii^'lc, wliuu Uii; uljji.-cL— say a book

—

iiml Llu' k'lis—May a rcadiui; f^lass—aru used at aim's leiiylli.

'I'lic anj^li'. subU'udud by tlu; virtual iiuaj^e is in that case really

smaller than when the lens is used at close (jiiarters
;
and so is

llie inuij^o ou the retina ; but there is in the lirst i)lace an

olivioiisly greater angular amplification, as may be at once

seen on conqiai'iiig the printed ]jage with its virtual image, and

in the next place there is a greater amount ot comfort in using

a lens under sueli conditions, since the Aecomniodation of the

eye is not strained as it is wlien we look at an image at tlie least

possible distance of distinct vision. On the contrary the image

is then thrown back and is very large, so that the ell'ort

which the Eye has to make is much the same as that which it

would have to put Ibrth in reading a poster on a wall.

Combinations of Lenses.—When w e have to deal

with a combination of lenses instead of with a single

lens, there is one guiding principle wliich helps n.s

through our calcnlations. This i.s, that we nuiy con-

sider each lens separately and dispose of its action

before going on to the next. If we have an Object in

front of the first lens of a combination, that k-ns must

necessarily form or tend to form an image somewhere ;

and this image may, according to circumstances, be real

or virtual. But the rays, now diverging from a real

image or conA'erging with the view of forming one, or

diverging as if from a virtual image, are acted upon by

the second len.s, and tliis second lens makes or tends

to make a second image of the original object. So on
;

the last lens of the combination is liound to make a Eeal

or a Virtual Image somewhere along the line of light.

Take an opera-glass, closed or very slightly lengthened at

haiihazard. Wc can see nothing when we look through it

:

this is because we cannot see the image ; but the image exists,

or tends to exist, either as a Real Image somewhere ni space

between the eye-piece and an infinite distance behind the eye,

or else, if the tube be somewhat lengthened, as a Virtual Image

inside the tube of the instrument, but too near the eye for the

eye to be able to see it distinctly. As the tube is further

lencrthened, the image, virtual within the tube, shifts forward,

awcay from the eye, until at length it reaches a position where

the eye can conveniently inspect it without strain.
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Wlial is called focussing of .such a cuiiiliiual ion as

an opera -i^lass, a iiiicnisco])e, or a Lclcscujic, implies

shifting llie Iniane, wliicli is always really or virlually

loriued somewhere, into a jjosiLion M'here the eye can

comlbrlalily insjject il ; and llie focussing oi llie imai^e

till a screen, say in j'hotographing a luicroscupical [ire-

|Mratiou, implies shil'ting the real image backwards vi

lorwards until it comes to coincide with tlie screen, oi-

' Ise shitting the screen until it comes to coincide with

1 he image.

It is soiiietiiues necessary to ]iroduce an image ot a deter-
minate size ou a screen. Su[ii>ose wo want a larger image
; liaii \\c actual]}' get sharply detined ; we must niuve the screen
to a greater distance, and then make the lens and tlu! oliject

a[i[uoacli one another so as to tlu'ow tlie image farther off,

and make its position coincide witli that of the screen. Con-
versely, if we want a smaller image, we must separate the lens

from the object. When a microscope is used for photo-
graphing, the larger the picture rc(pnred the more closely
nmst tlie front lens and the object ap]U'oach one another ; oi' in

some cases, as in Abbe's projection oculars, tlie more closely
nmst the upiiermost li.'iis and the last real image within the
nucroS(,'Ope tube approach one another, for a real image always
acts as if it were a real object. When a lens of short focus
is used iu a photographic camera in order to make a picture
(if ;i given object and of a given size, it nmst come nearer the
object than wlien a lens of longer focus is used. The tendency
to form larger images of nearer and smaller images of more
remote portions of the object is thus exaggerated. In the
photography of surgical cases, where it is of importance that
the photograph sliould represent the true form, the longest
focus lens which is conveiuent should be used, the object being
then placed at a correspondingly gi-eat distance I'rom the
camera.

Equivalent Lens.—Parallel rays, entering a com-
bination of lenses, mostly emerge iu a state of Convergence
or of Di^ergence, according to the nature and arrange-
ment of the lenses in the coml^ination. They have there-
fore been, on the whole, deviated to a certain extent

;

and the simple lens which \vould produce tlie same
deviation is called tlie Equivalent Lens. Anv com-
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biliatioii 1)1' Icnse.s if<, so I'ar txa re^unlK Ihe Dcviutioii

proiluccd by it,, c;(|tuviilent to .siicli un (Mj^ui valciit fiiii^^le

lens ; l>ul, it, lius ila nodal points in iiio.st instaucL-w

inucli farther apart tliaii tliey could possiljly Ije in a

«in!j;ic Icn.s.

The nodal points have tluiH an importance in a

combination of lenses far exceeding that wliicli they

can posfcje«s in a .single h;ns : but the properties oi' the

nodal points in a lens-conibination in no way dill'er IVom

those of the nodal points of a single lens.

In Fig. '208 let the nodal points of a convergent lens or

combination of lenses be N and N', and the ])i inci[ial foci be V
and F' ; and let 0 be an object point. Join

ON : the ray ON emerges from the lens

parallel to ON, but directed as if from N'
;

therefore draw N'l, ])arallel to ON. Again,

draw a ray from 0 jiarallel to the axis, as far

as the point M, in the plane cutting N':

this ray goes to the ]iriucipal focal point F : therefore join

MF and produce it until it cuts N'l in I ; I is the real image
of the object-point 0. The student may exercise himself in

showing, on the same lines, how a virtual image is produced

if 0 lie between N and F'. The rays N'l and FI do not, in that

case, converge and meet in I, but they diverge as if from a

point behind (to the right of) N'.

Again, with a divergent lens or combination, tlic corie-

sponding diagram is as in Fig. 209. Join ON ;
continue the

ray, but as if from N'. Again draw Oj\l as

before : tlie emergent ray seems to come from \m
F, along FM. FM and the ray through N' ^/jU'^r^^
travel as if they had intersected at I ; I is the "TA^' ^

virtual image of the object-point 0.
_

ifjj,. sent.

The distinction between the hctitious Optical

Centre of a lens and the two Nodal Points of a lens disappears

when the light does not emerge at the back

of the lens. There is then only one re-

fracting sru'face. Let the glass lens (Fig.

210) have a front surface F of spherical

form, of which the centre is 0 ;
and let the

back B be also spherical, with the same

centre. Let the object 0 be spherically

bowl-shaped, also with the same centre C. Then if the glass

be sufficiently refractive, or the lens FB be long enough, the
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inuii,'!! I will bo I'onncil within (ho lens: and it will lio s]ihori-

- ally bowl-slmpoil, with the same centre C. 'I'his ceni^re C is

I true optical centre ; and it is also said that in such a, cas(!

Ihoro is onl)' one nodal point, which is also the point C. IT

tho Ions FB be ol' tho rit^ht lenf;th, I will coiiu'ide with V>, and
the image oF the object 0 will bo formed on the back li, which
may be blackened.

In works on Physiology, tho student will lind that the Eye
is for simplicity's sake reduced to an ideal eye of this kind,
which is formed of water standing in air, and whose curvatures
are not the same as those of the actual eye : and tlien the true
optical centre or single nodal point of such an ideal eye is called
tho " Nodal Point" of the actual eye. P)Ut the actual eye, as
a i^Mnbination of lenses, has two nodal points, near one
another within the crystalline lens ; and the single so-called

Nodal Point of the ideal eye lies between these. The use of
this device enables diagrams to be simplified without too much
inaccuracy.

In myopic eyes this point is, relatively to tlie bulb, too far

forward ; it is therefore farther from the retina or back of tho
eye

;
and images formed on the retina are therefore larger

than they are in the case of normal-sighted persons.

Centring. — In all combinations of lenses it is of
importance that the component lenses shonld be well
centred ; that is, that their axes shonld all lie in one and
tlie same straight line. If this be not attended to, the
resultant image is thrown off to one side, so that it

rotates when the lenses which are in fault are rotated
;

and it lies at an angle to the general axis of the
apparatus, so that only one strip of it can be brought
to focus at any one time.

This consideration is of great importance in the adjustment
of spectacles : for if the optic a.ves of the lenses do not coincide
with the optic axes of the eyes, there is great strain \n\t xumn
the eyes, which suffer. Again in the use of binocular tele-
scopes, ojiera- glasses, microscopes, and the like, tlie distance
between the two oculars should always bo adjustable, so that
It may be made to agree with the distance between the centres
of the pupils of the two eyes. The ditforent parts of the eye
seem to be never thoroughly well centred on the optic axis.

Spherical Aberration is a fault inherent in lenses
and combinations of lenses ground in the usual \\-ay with
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spherical surfaces. Its iiaUire is illusli-ated \>y Fig.

211. 'riu! rays .striking the; axial ]iai't of the lens coiiu?

to a locus ;it F ; the desideratum
would be that tho.se strilciiig tlie peri-

plicral part of the lens should come to

a focus at the same point F. Tliis

would imply that the peripheral parts

of the lens should present a suitable

slope for this purpose ; but no such slope is obtainable

with spherical surfaces. The result is that tlie rays

striking the peripheral part arc always, in a biconvex

leus, refracted too much, and come to a focus at 1".

Hence if we cover up the peripheral part of the lens, the

focus is at F, whereas if we cover up the central part of

the lens, it is at F'. The distance FF' is called the

longitudinal spherical aberration. If the screen

be brought up to the position F in which the a.xial rays

are in focus, the peripheral rays, having already met, are

already divergent, and the result is that the image of a

point is spread out into a disc, whose diameter is GH.

The diameter GH is called the lateral spherical

aberration.

The most obvious means of checking Spherical Aljerra-

tiou would be to limit the diameter of the lens by means

of a stop ; but this would have the effect of diminishing

the amount of light available.

The theoretical way to get rid of Spherical Aberration, in a

lens ot the required aperture, would be to employ not si.heneal

but eUipsoidal or hyperboloidal surfaces ;
but this remedy

cannot be employed in practice. An ellipsoidal or hyperbo-

loidal surface may refract light coming from a point at a

definite distance in one medium so as to bring the rays to a

point-focus within the second medium ;
and this correction is

present in the human Eye. A lens gradually increasing in

refractive index from its surface to its interior might avoid

tliis fault : sucli a lens we actually find in tlie crystalUne

lens of the human Eye. What is done in the practice of lens-

makers is to use spherical surfaces and then to correct the.se.

In exceptional cases the surfaces themselves are altered shglitly
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v oai'L'ful polisliiiig, so as (o vary the Ibrin of their curvature,

tliis bciug ilonc by "a systeuiatio procoss of trial ami error. In

ordinary apparatus, ho.vever, the use of properly placed dia-

phragms is of advantage. Such Diaplirai^nis allow central ra,ys

to traverse the lens centrally: liut the only rays wliieli can

reach the margin of the lens are rays from margina,l ])arts of t he

object ; such rays, falling (Fig. •2'[-2) at a greater angle of incid-

eui'c upim the pei'i|ihoral parts of the lens,

have their focus thrown well forward ; and
thus the whole of the rays which can traverse

the lens all eomo to focus in the neighbour-

hood of V, the focus for axial or central pi„. o^.i

rays. The iris acts as an adjustable dia-

phragm in the human eye, and not only I'egulatcs the amount
of light which is admitted, but also tends to subdue .spherical

aberi'ation. Again, the form of lenses may be so devised,

even with sphei'ical surfaces, as partially to obviate or avoid

this fault. If we have an object at a distance d, the best form

of the lens to be employed in order to make a clear image of

that object will dcpeud upon that distance d. The limits of

this are, for example, that when the lens is of refractive index

1}. (crown-glass) and the object is at infinity, the radii of the

biconvex lens, nearer and farther from the object respectively,

must bo as 1 : 6. As the distance diminishes the ratio changes,

until when the object is at the principal focus the ratio of

the radii should be 6:1. Such lenses arc called Crossed
Lenses.

Again, in combinations of lenses called Aplanatic com-
binations another principle is utilised. In a thick-edgeil lens

the S[iherical alierratiou is opposed to that of a thin-edged one
;

the point F lies behind F'. If we combine a thin-edged lens

with a weaker thick-edged one, tliere is a tendency to compensa-
tion of the err6rs due to each lens singly ; and by suitable choice
of the refractive indices and curvatures of the two lenses, the
correction may be made very nearly perfect. Lastly, it is

found that there is less spherical aberration when we use insteail

of a single biconvex lens a series of weaker lenses : for in that
case the marginal rays are gradually brought more nearly into
line with the axial rays, and are on the whole more acted upon
by central parts of the lenses ; and thus the aggregate diHer-
ences of slope betweiMi the refracting surfaces wdnch deal with
marginal and those which deal with axial rays are on the whole
diminished.

Combinations of lenses in wliidi the Spherical
Aberration is got rid of, by adjusting the curvatures and
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refractive indices of the diflereiit lenses which make up

the coniljinatioii, are said to he aplanatic.

CiHiihination in which the s])herical aherration is

incompletely got rid of are said to he

under-corrected.
Conihinatioiis in wliich the correction

for splicrical ahheri'ation is too !.;reat, so

that tlie peripheival rays come to a i'ocus

beyond the axial, as in Fig. a I 3, are

said to be over-corrected.

It is not possible to make any coinbiiuition of s]ilici'ica]-

surfaccd lenses wliich shall be. ]icifcctly ajilanatie under all

circnnistaiices. If such a combination lie aplanalic for ]iiir:dlel

rays, and tbns bring all parallel rays to tlie .same focus, it will

not be perfectly aplanatic for convergent or divergent rays. If

it be aplanatic for rays coming from a ])oint in or near tlie axis

and a little beyond tlie focus, it will be .somewhat .sjiherically-

aberrant for points beyond that : and again, as tlie object ap-

proaches the lens -combination, this acts first more and more

decidedly as an "over-corrected" combination, then less and

less so, then as an aplanatic, and lastly as an under-corrected

combination. The two points, in reference to wdiich the com-

bination acts aplanatically, are called the "aplanatic foci."

Both over-correction and under- correction act detri-

mentally on the performance of a lens. To begin with

under-correction, or residual ordinary

" positive " Spherical Aberration. Tlie

ideal to he .sought after is, naturallj^,

that all rays from a point in the object

shoirld come together at a single point pj^,, 2U.

in the real image, and diverge there-

from as from a single material bright point. But if there

be Spherical Aberration (non-corrected or under-corrected),

the result is that shown, in an exaggerated form, in

Fig. 214.

The image is most distinctly seen at I, but is slirouded by a

haze of light from the peripheral parts of the lens, which light

has already come to a focus and diverged. At I', farther from

the lens, the image becomes more dim and foggy ; and at I" the
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point 0 proiluces, as its image, a disc. Towards I"' this disc

cidargcs. Hciiee if the lens and objert be broui,diL to tlic posi-

tion i"u wliieli the best delinitiou occuis, at I, and if tlifi screen

or eye-piece be tlien bvou.g-iit slii^ditly nca,rer to the lens, there

will" be less fog, but each bright jmint of

the object will be represented liy a disc of

light.

If the lens lie, on the other hand, an

over-corrected one (showing' "nega-

tive" s]iherical aberration), the result.^

are imlieated in Fig. 21"), wliicli is exaggerated in llie

.same way as Fig. 2 1 4.

Here the conditions are exactly reversed ; wlu'n the screen or

cye-pieco is brought vcarcr the lens than I, the resultant image

is more i'oggy.

\Vhen tiie lens and the oliject arc separated, the efl'ect is as

if the screen were shifted towards the lens
;
and with an over-

corrected lens the imago becomes more foggy, with an under-

corrected lens less I'oggy.

The hazes or fogs referred to may be i-eadily observed by
taking an ordinary single lens, with a candle Hanie at some feet

distance : if we try to make an image of the candle flame on
a screen, it will be observed that there is a lack of brightness

in the image, and a halo ronnd it. If a plano-convex lens lie

used, it will be observed that this effect is much more pronounced
if the plane side of the lens be towards the distant candle than
it is when the convex side is towards it. Conversely, if we want
to produce a fairly unilbrm parallel beam of light by means of

a candle near at hand and a plano-convex lens so placed that the
candle is in its focus, it is much Ijetter to tui-n the convex side

of the lens towards the candle, for the spherical aberi'ation is

in that position only one-fourth what it is when the other side

of the lens is turned to the light.

It is important that a lens or a system of lenses sliould

be aplanatic Avlien it is intended to nse it as a con-
denser. Tlie problem here is—Given a parallel beam
of light, how is that light to he brought to Ijear upon a

point in a transparent object, so that that object may
appear to sliine by its own light ? Necessarily the

answT-r is that both the axial and the peripheral parts

of the beam must come to the same focus, and the
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|iiiinl, (if llu( (ihjcrt M'liii'li it is (lesiri'(l so to illnniiiiaU;

inusL Ix^ ]iul ill tli.-il, focus. I!ii(, Mic jixiiil ami llie pcri-

[ilieral parts ol' a [larallcl Ijeaiii, or iiulecil of any Ijcaiii,

can only so broii^lit to a single point liy an alisoliUely

aplaiiatic Iciis-coinliinatioii, wliich is at the saiiu; lime

well a,clironialis(',(l ; and iience tlie value of the "achro-
matic condenser" in niicroscopy. By this a)iiiliaiK'c

a parallel lieani oi' light, ohtaiiieil by nieans ol' oilier (h^-

viees, is concentrated upon a point of the object, which

point in its turn acts as a source of liifht-waves.

It is founil th.at the l)C'st results arc obtainecl when the con-
denser briiir^s light to tiie olijcct under the same angle as

that under which the objective receives light

IVom it, as in Fig. 216 : for in that ease the

Diffraction - Fringes (p. 346), which tend to
J)li- I i 0

1

"I Cili.l

I

l''ii;.

1 1 1

lilli.

iilur the resultant real image, arc reduced to a

ininimnni breadth, and the outline of the object

is most clearly delined.

If by any nieans the Eays sent through

a spherically-aberrant lens were reversed,

their respective paths wonhl be retraced
;

the lens wouhl correct the errors and return the

rays in a parallel or otherwise nniforin Ijeaiii. If,

accordingly, the rays received by a spherically-

aberrant lens happened, for any reason, to have coiirses

resembling, in a reversed direction, those iiit(j

which a parallel beam would be thrown by the Hplierical

Aberration of that lens itself, that lens

wouhl make them parallel.
OLjpct J

This is applied in the correction - ob

-

jective of a microscope : by rotating the

correction-collar of tlic objective, the lens-

.system is somewhat distorted, through ap-

proximating the lenses of the objective

(generally by making the back-lens approach

tlie front one) ; and the lens-system is th\is

rendered somewhat spherically-aberrant or "under-corrected.

The rays from the object 0 (Fig. 217), when they liave traversed

the cover-glass, do not reach the lens as if they had
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aivc'VOTd from 0, but as if tliey lind uoiuc from a series of

points ranu;iii£; from O" to 0'. Hut if tlio objoclivo bu uiidrr-

corroctcil, tlio aistancc 0" (V, in air, may pivcisoly be ilie Loiioi-

tiulinal Splicrical Aiierratiou of tliat objoclivo ;
and il iliat be so,

the objective! will collect the rays and transmit them unitormly.

Hence' by adjusting- the ainount of under-correction of the

objective", the olijeetive may be made so to refract the rays from

0 that these travel as if from a somewhat nearer point, with

no intervening cover-g-Iass : and the adjustable collar thus

enables cover-glasses of any thickness to be used.

Distortion of Images.—TLo farther any !.;iveii

point of the object is from the axis of ,i thin-edged

lens, the less is the proportionate distance of the

corresponding part of the image from the axis : and con-

versely, in a thick-edged lens the greater is that propor-

tionate distance. The resnlt is that if we try to make an

image of a sri^uare set of black lines ruled in squares, a

biconvex lens distorts the image into a barrel-shape, its

corners being squeezed in ; and a biconcave lens distorts

it into wdiat is called an hour-glass shape, a sc^uare with

its corners pulled ont and its sides concave ontwards.

This ilefect, being a conseqnence of Spherical Alieiration,

is reineilied by correcting that aberration.

AVlien a photogra]ih of a determinate size has to lie nindc,

say on a " qnartcr-plate " (4^x3^ inches), if we nsc a short-

focus lens the plate subtends a wider angle than a plate of the

same size would do in a more extended camera with a longer-

focus lens. On a given plate, accordingly, a shortor-focns lens

will operate under a wider angle, and the resultant picture will

rciiresent a wider expanse, than where we have a longer-focus

leus used with the same plate ; hut this use of lenses nnder wide

angles brings in, with simple lenses, a certain degree of distor-

tion of the circumferential portions of the ]iicture. Tliis dis-

tortion is considerably less in the case of the long-focus lens,

merely through the plate not being large enough to take in

more than a limited central portion of that image which the

lens has the potentiality of producing. Long-focus lenses would
distort quite as much as short-focus lenses of the same form, if

we used them under equal angles and witli objects whose scale,

linearly, was ]iroportional to the linear dimensions of the lens ;

but for objects and images of a given size, the larger the lens.
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l is, loiio'c]' iis rocii.s, tlie less Llic proiiortioiiali; <lisloi tiij|i.

Ill ]iliol,()j,'rM|iliic l('iis(!s, tlierufore, Uic widur tlie anf;le tlie f,'reati:r

tlie tciiiloiicy to (lisLortioii by a single lens: Init iiioih.-i'ii leus-

tiiiik(>r,s li;i,vi! (!Xp(!ii(l(.'(l rjl'oat; skill in sliii])ii)f^ ,iiiil adjustiu;^

combinations of liuiscs .so as to <^t;t rid of lliis distortion as far

as possibli'.

Li respect of all loiisos it is to be noted tliat lines

wliidi are vertical and parallel to one anotlier in the

object will not a])[)ear vertical and parallel to one another

in the inia;4e I'eceived on the S(;reen, nnless tlie screen
lie also vertical.

JTeiico it is essential in the use of a Photographic Camera
that the groniid-glass screen should always lie kept vertical
liy the use of the Swing-back. Then if the camera liavi; to he

jiointed upwards, say towards a building, the screen must be

sloped forward so as to remain vertical, and then the vertical

lines of the building appear vertical in the resultant picture
;

whereas, if the ground glass ho kept at right angles to the axis

of the camera, the resultant picture will in that ca.se represent

buildings, etc. all sloping backwards and standing upon level

ground.

Chromatic Aberration.—In simple convergent
Lenses, the more refrangible violet and chemical rays

either converge upon a nearer focus, or .seem to diverge

from a moi'c remote point than the le.ss refrangible yellow

and red. Li simple divergent lenses, the virtual focus

for violet is nearer to the lens. The consefpience is,

for example, that the image of a very

small bright point, formed by a con-

vergent lens and thrown upon a screen

or received in the eye, is surrounded

either by a red or a blue halo. In the

fcn'uicr case the red rays have not yet

come 1o a focns : in the latter the blue and violet have

already traversed their focus, and are already diverging.

The distance RV between the focus for red and the

focus for violet rays is called the longitudinal chro-

matic aberration of the Lens ; the diameter of the halo,

at any point between the focus for red and the focus for
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viokt, is cmUlmI the lateral chromatic aberratiou al

that [mint.

if tlii; (iliject In' all cNtiMulcd oiir, one of sdiiK' lireadlli,

tlic lialos boluligili;^ to the (liU'rlrlit |)uiiits nf the ohject

will uvei-la[i one aiiutlier ; but the eili;es ..f the dhject, or

of ilill'ereutly illuuiiuated purtion.s Lhereof, will appear

coloured.

Ill ;i fiiiaplc convergent lens, say ot cruwn-gla.ss, Chro-

matic Aberration is got rid of and tlie lens achromatised,

so that it gives images not coloured at tlie edges, by

coiiibiuing with it a weaker divergent lens oi' Hint-glass.

Tlie combination acts us a weaker lens ; but it the

curvatures and the rclVactivc iiKlices lor the ditlcreiit coluurs

lie [iroiicrly chosen, the irrationality of dispersion between

Hint-glass and crown-ghiss comes into play, and two selected

colours, say blue and red, are brouglit to the same focus. For

ordinary microscopic objectives, the colours so dealt with

arc usually extreme blue and yellowish-green. If three lenses

lie used, three colours may be brought to the same focus
;
and

so on ; but this more complicated achromatic correction has

only been readily attainable since 1886, when the new varieties

of Jcua glass came into the market. In pliotog-raphic lenses,

the aim is to bring average actinic and average visible rays (or

in some cases, merely bhie and violet) as nearly as may be to

the same focus ; so that it is rpiite jiossible that a lens which
is really a hne one from the photographic point of view may
appear somewhat non-achromatic if used as the object-glass of a

telescopic combination ; and on the other hand there have been

photographic lenses made, as lor Kuthcrford's lunar plioto-

graphic work, in which the aim has been to bring the actinic

rays all to the same focus, and by means of which photograplis

of extraordinary clearness have been taken, while the dehnitioii

of the visible image on the screen remains somewhat blurred.

If one of the lenses have a plane face while the other lens is

symmetrical, as in Fig. 219, the ditference of dis-

persive powers must be in F twice as great as in C
;

tor the two curved surfaces of C are of the same form
as the single rel'ractinw surface of F. In flint-fdass11.. .

^ . .
^

the difference of dispersive powers is more than
twice as great as in crown ; so that the curvatures
must be somewhat modihed. Then wlieu the curva-
tures have been settled for Chromatic Aberration, they may
again liave to be altered in order to deal witli Spherical Aber-
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raliyii
;

.so lliaL Fi'^. 21!) may liavc to he altei-eil iiiU) V'\'^. 1^20

_ in order to secure this end. 'J'liis cliiiii^e need not
idl'ect tilt! ibcal leiif,'tli or the elii'oniatic-abei'ratiui]

eorreetion : Ijiit it is always desirable to sliajie the
ero\vn-i,dass lens synunetrieally, sineu this involves,
ou tho whole, the least dillieulty in ,'rindinj,' the

|.'i„. -i^u.
''JiiNi!''* to the re(iuired curves.

Chromatic aberration may be lemedied in a lantern
condenser by adjustiui; tlie mutual distance
of the two component lenses until the divei-g- =17===^
out spectrum - forming rays have so far sei)a- V^°°'~~([;>o

rated that the violet I'ays fall u[)on a part ol' V
the second lens distinctly less refracting than l-'in.

the part upon which the red rays fall. By
this means both rays may be made to emerge parallel. Con-
versely, parallel rays of white light are brought ap]iroxinjately
to the same focus 0.

If a lens or combination of lenses be corrected for

Clirouiatic Aberration in respect of rays parallel to the

axis, it may very well fail in this respect when the

rays fall vipou it obliquely ; and in general there i.<

always a certain amount of coloured fringe (the so-called

"secondary spectrum") round the image of any
bright object seen through a lens against a Ijlack back-

ground, or black object seen against a bright background,

this fringe being due to the imperfect correction
for colours other than the particular pair ior which

Achromatism has been attained.

It may always be ascertained, whether a lens is achroma-
tised, by covering lialf of its aperture with a slip of black

paper : then, as an object, view through the lens a small hole

in a black plate, held up against a bright light. If the lens be

under-achromatised oi- not achromatised at all, there will be

more refraction of the violet than of the red rays, so that the

image of the bright hole in the black plate has a blue or violet

border on the side corresponding to the black paper, and an
orange or red border on the side corresponding to the free

border of the lens. If on the other hand it be over-corrected,
it will present precisely the reverse phenomena : and if it be

accurately achromatised, there will be no such fringes. It is

possible that different parts of the lens may difler in respect

of the comnleteness with which achromatism has been secured.
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This may l>e ascrtaiiiecl by puLtiiij,' Uw. Iciim in tlir I'atli ol

l.aralk'l niys of lit;lit ami moving' about, as an objccL looked at,

a miniiti' liolc in a black plate with a bright backtcroinnl. It

may bo found lliat the holu appears colourless wlic^n ujiposUe

the' centi-e of the plate but colour-uiargined when ne;i.r its

lieriphery. Chromatic Aberration may be observed in the

liuman eye it a window, with window-bars, be looked at

past the edge of a black card: the edges of the window-bars

then appear" I'ringed with colour. In tliat event only hall' the

eve is in use : and when the whole eye is in use these colour-

margins all overla() one another, and produce togcllier a total

ctl'eet of fogg-ing the general picture by a haze ol white light, an

eU'eet of wliieli we are not generally conscious. If hciit-rays

and ultra-\-iolet actinic rays had given rise to visual sensation,

this haze would be so well marked as to blur our visual pei'ccp-

tion of external objects. As it is, eiiually-distaiit dillerently-

eoloured objects are not in focus at the same time ;
wdien we

look at eijiially- distant red and blue objects we are (puisi-

short-sighted for the blue ones, wdiich appear farther oil'.

Microscopic objectives wliicli are achroinatised for three

colours and have their spherical alierration corrected for two
I

colours are called apochromatic lenses.

Optical Instruments.— In the Astronomical
Telescope \vc have first an object -glass, tliat is, a

convergent lens (usually an achromatic doublet), which

forms an in\ erted real image in the telescope tube : tlie

other end of the instrument bears the eye-piece, a con-

vergent lens (iir acliromatic combination of lenses) wliich

is inoved backwards or forwards until it comes to stand in

a proper position in relation to this real image. In tliis

proper position, that real image is used as an object

for the eye -piece, at sucli a distance from it that a

virtual image is formed at the Least Distance, from the

i/ve, for Distinct Vision. In fact, the eye-joiece acts as an

(irdiiiary magnifying glass •wherewith the Real Image is

examined, as if that real image were an ordinary object

lirought to a certain distance from the eye-piece. And
as we have seen before, the real image of nearer objects

will be farther from the object-glass than the image of

farther objects ; so that the eye-piece mu.st be moved
away from the objective in order to examine the
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iiiiajiu (jf nearer olijccts, ami must Ije luoved towards it in

order to examine tliat ot i'artlier ones. Tliis description

applies [)roperly to tlie astronomical rel'racting telescope,

as also to certain "night-glasses," which give an inverted

image. In Fig. 222 the real image within the tele.scope

tube is at 1\, and the; resultant virtual image at V; and
the virtual image, though much smaller than the distant

oliject, subteiuls a greater angle at the eye of the observer

than the distant object could itseli' do.

(Compare Fig. 207.) Hence if the object

be looked at through the telescojie witli

one eye, and be looked at in the

ordinary way with the other eye, the

telescopic image will appear considerably larger than the

object itself does.

In the ordinary Terrestrial Telescope, the eye-piece

is not left in tlie above simple form : some device has to

be adopted in order to reinvert the image so as to make
it erect, like the original object itself. This is effected

by using a second lens (or usually a combination of

lenses) which shall treat the first Real Image, produced by

the object-glass, as its object, and shall produce a second
real image, an inverted image of the first inverted real

image, further up the instrument, that is, nearer the eye.

This second inversion has, of course, the effect of

making the second real image erect. Then the eye-lens

examines this second Real Image, and makes a Virtual

image of it. As might be expected, single lenses cannot

be used in actual instruments, for each lens must be

achromatic and aplanatic : and this can only be secured

by transforming each single lens into an appropriate

corrected combination.

The terrestrial telescope, with its erect image, has been

niodified for the examination of near objects in Ploessl's

dissecting microscopes.

In the Opera-glass there is, in front, a convergent

lens (the object-glass) and at the eye a divergent one
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liie eye-piece). 'I'ho olijcd -glass Ll'IuIs to luakc ;i lu-al

Image behind the eye-iiiece : Imt the c^-e-piece is niovrd
j

l.aclv until it gets into a jjosition where, catching the
j

.iiuverging rays, it makes them diverge, as if they had i

come from an erect virtvial imag-e, aliout 10 inches in
j

Tont of the eye or, generally, at the minimum distance
;

[•a- distinct vision. But this position is one in which ihe :

Acconunodation of the eye is strained to tlni utmost; and
j

• is better to withdraw the eye -piece si ill fartlier from
j

iie ofiject- glass, and thereby to throw the virtual

image forward, so that we luay look at it more

comfortaljly. This throwing forward of the virtual

image reaches its limit when the l\eal Image tends to l)e

formed by the object-glass at a point corresponding to a

principal Focus of the eye-piece ; then the rays emerge

from the eye -piece as if from an object at an infinite

distance.

In the Telescope and Opera -Glass, light falling on a

comparatively large object-glass is concentrated so as

to fall within the pupil of the eye : and thus objects

which are too dim, for want of light, to be readily seen

Ijy the unassisted eye may be distinctly seen by their

aid.

Opera-glasses are vei'y useful in this respect, and may be used

in a comparatively dim twilight or dusk. They are used iu

some college classes on the Continent in order to look at laiitern-

prqjectious which are too dim on tlie screen to be seen in tlio

ordinary way by the unaided eye. Mr. Francis Galton found
them useful at luglit in South Africa. Where the difficulty of

seeing objects arises from want of light, the larger the object-

glass the i)etter : for example, for seeing iiebuhe by means of the
astrononucal telescope a large aperture is rei juired. But for

resolution of detail, where the light is sutiicient, it is, in

telescopes and opera-glasses, not width ora[)ertuie but accuracy
of correction which is necessary : and a smaller telescope, if a

fine one, may resolve detail which one of larger size may be
unable to gnisp.

In the Microscope there are two modifications.

The easier one to understand is the microscope fitted
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willi ii ]{aiiiR(len eye-piece, wliidi Ik, liowever, not llie

usual form. In iliis case llie objective, a ]euf?-eoiii-

binatiou of short focus, A\ iUi its nodal points very

uearly coiuciiliiij,' with tlie lenninal I'aces of its Ic'iiscs,

foiins an inverted real image situated up the tube.

Let us say that tills real iiiiiif,a: is foi'incil 7h inches above tlic

ii|iper nodal point of the ohjcctivo, or practically, 7A incdii-s

above the objective itself, while the ti'ue Focal Length of tlie

objective is say 0'07r)75 incli. Tlien the oliject will be at

0'075 inch, nearly, from the lower nodal point of the objective,

or practically, from tlic lower or anterior face of the froi'it lens.

Sujipose the object examined to li ave a diameter of -^l^u incli ;

tlie real image formed nji tlio tube is larger in the ratio rJ' : </,

or 7"5 : 0'07.5, or 100 : 1, lineai'ly, and is therefore half an incli

in diameter ; so that the Magnification of this leal image then
has a value of 100, the Ileal Image actually having 100 times

the diameter of the Oliject.

This real image may be seen on removing the eye-piece

and looking down the tube from a distance ; and it may also

be rendered visible by letting down a little disc of tissue paper
into the tube until the paper, acting as a screen, coincides

with it.

The real image produced by the objective is itself

treated, in the complete microscope, as tlie object of tlie

Ramsden eye-piece. Tliis eye -piece is a convergent

combination adjusted so that the real image which is to

be inspected lies within its focus, and forms a virtual

image at 10 inches distance from the upper nodal

point of the eye-piece, or practically at 10 inches from

the Eye.

If the real imago be at 2i inches from the eye, the virtual

image at 10 inches froni the eye is 4 times as large as the I'eal

image in the tube : and thus our instrument has produced

an image (virtual and inverted), wdiich is 400 times as large

as tlie original object.

If, in the cfiso supposed, an observer look down tlie micro-

scope with one eye while with the other he looks at an incli

scale laid down at 10 inches from the eye, he will see the

image of the object (o-hi inch) apparently coincide with two

inches of the scale. If his object be itself a micrometer-scale,
finely engraved on glas.s, he can thus ascertain the magnify-
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ing power of his iiiicfoscopo ;
Inr if the nl .„,, nich

c.iiR'iclos in this way with 2 inches of a sealo, lie knows th;i

the inaii-nityini^ power of the instrument is -100 ;
aiuj then, il

any oth'er obiect of unknown size !,'ive an iniaf;e whicli coiii-

ci(ies, with say half an ineli on tlie scale laid down as belore,

lie knows thai: tiie size of that object is iiK^'i linear.
^

i'.ul

the observer may be short-sighted ; in that case a virtual

imane at 10 inches iVom his eye would not suit him. He will

malfe it a virtual imajie at'sayfj inches. This he does by

rackint; down the microscope so as to throw the lirst real

ima£;enirtherup, nearer the eye-piece : then the eye-piece makes

a virtual imacje also nearer the eye-iiieee, say at 5 inches from

the eye. Tins virtual image is, nearly, half the size of the

image jirodiiced by the former observer. If the short-sighted

ohsei-ver proceed to measure witli a scale in the same way, he

will find that in order to make the virtual image be at the same

distance as the scale (so that there may be no parallax, or

relative movement between tlie two, wdieu he moves his head

slightly from side to side), he must lay his scale not at 10

inclies hut at live inches from his eye ; and he will then find

that the image will apparently coincide only with aliout one

inch of the scale ; so that the mag-nifying power of the given

microscope is less for him, being only about 200 instead of

400 as it is for the normal observer. Similarly, a long-sighted

observer will work with images and scales at a distance greater

than 10 inches ; and for him the same microscope will have a

magnifying power greater than 400. But in all these cases

the visual angle under which the image is seen, and tliere-

fore the actual diameter of the image found on the retina, is

a]iproxiinately the same ; for 1 iiicli at 5 inches distance, and

2 inches at 10 inches distance, subtend the same angle.

Even the two eyes of the same observer may be unequal
ill power. Therefore it is of advantage to make one and the

same eye observe both the image and the scale. This is

clfected liy means of a device called a camera lucida, which
jiresents (litrercut forms, already described (p. 282).

To return to the E3-e-piece. The Ramsden eye-

piece consists of two equal plano-convex lenses -

with an intervening diaphragm, as in Fig. 223 ;

it prodiice.s comparatively small distortion and is

therefore well suited for micrometric work, while

it has also a broad field of view : but the eye-piece whicli

is generally preferred is tlie Campani or Huyghenian
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eye-piece. In tliis tliere arc: two lenses at a dis-

l.aiic-c IVoin oiH! anol.liei' : tlie lnwer ol' lliese, B, is the

fleld-lens, while tin; iqiper, A, is the eye-lens. 'Die

Ileal iinai^e produced by the ohjective is thrown well up,

so that ill the absence oi' tlie eye-piece it would be roriiied

actually outside the microscope -tube. The
rays coiiverf,'in}i' on their way to i'oi-m this

image are intercepted by the plaiio-conve.\

lield-lens B, and then more rapidly converge

so as to form a real image above the focus
of the smaller and more powerful plaiio-

]?i(r 094 J- 1

convex eye-lens A. At the level of this

image a diaphragm D is fixed. The lens A, in its turn,

makes a Virtual Image at an appropriate distixnce (10

inches) from the eye.

When we use a higher power eye-piece, the Focus of this is

nearer to the eye ; the Real Image to be inspected by the eye-

piece must therefore be formed higher up the tube ; and in

order to bring this about, the microscope-tube must be racked

down so as to make the objective approach the object.

In the Ophthalmoscope there is a concave
mirror which reflects light from a lamp : this light con-

verges upon and passes through a focus in front of the

Eye observed : as it diverges from this focus it meets a

convergent lens, which makes it converge on a

focus within the media of the observed eye itself ; and

from this focus within the eye, the light diverges so as

to illuminate the fundus or back of the eye. The

back of the eye, being thus illuminated, radiates light :

this light returns through the media of the eye, and on

emergence therefrom it meets the convergent lens before

mentioned, which forms a real image of the illuminated

retina, larger in scale than the retina itself. This Eeal

Image is looked at through an aperture in the mirror,

and may be still further magnified by a second lens

behind the mirror.

There is another ophthalmoscopic method, not so much used
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IIS Uk' runiicr. 'I'lio inii'i'oi-, willi (lie ;i|icrt.uro 1 lir(iiinli il,

roiiiaiiis IIS liclnn' : liiit it, is sd iisrtl as lo illuiiiiiialr llir

fiiiuliis of the observed eye iliivctly. II' the observed eye be

normal ami "accommodated I'or iuliiiity," a eoiiu of rays from

any point of tlio retina to the jmiul cmei'f^'es as a ]iarallel

beam ; and if the observer can dejiriv'e liis eye of all accom-
modation, as if lie were looking at an iiilinitely distant object,

these rays come to a focus exactly npoii liis retina, and lie sees

an erect virtnal enlarged image. Hut if the oliserved eye be

too long in the bulli (myopic), or if the patient use his accom-
modation, tlie rays emerge from the oliservcd eye not parallel

but convergent ; if it be too short (hypermetropic) they emerge
di\-ergent ; and lenses ma}' be needed to restore the ra^ s to

parallelism.

'•Focussing" any cliopti'ic ur purely transparent

apparatus, by looking- through it, is very largely a

i|uesliuu (if the amount of accommodation exerted hy
the eye of the observer. Let the prolilem be to find

out, by looking through it, what the proper position of the

draw-tube of a telescope is, for distant objects. Thi.s i.s

not so easily accouiplislied as might be expected. It will

be fouml that as the tube is gradually lengthened, the real
image formed by the objective is at first very near the

eye-piece, and the rays from it are too divergent, so that

the virtual image is too near the eye to be dis-

tinctly seen." But when the draw-tube is so far drawn
out that the virtual image formed is at a distance of not
less than 8 to 10 inches, the eye puts its accom-
modation to its utmost strain, and sees the image
distinctly. As the draw-tube is still further extended,
the image is thrown farther and farther back, and the
accommodation of the eye is relaxed, but the image
is still distinctly seen until the image is carried back to
an infinite distance. Then the eye is at rest, using
no accommodation at all. At that moment the Eeal
Image formed liy the object-glass is, as nearly as may be,
at the true focus of the eye-piece, and the rays
emerging from the eye-piece are parallel; but the
observer would probably not reach this result unless he
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luid ti'iiined liiiuHcjU' t(j look tliroiigli tliu appui'utus in the

.same restful coutemplutive luimuer as one might look at

the distant horizon. To be able to put one's eyes at rest

in this -way, in the use of dioptric a]tparatus, is an art

which is worth acciuiring by any one whose eyes are

normal and wdio expects to have much to do with Lenses
;

and it is illustrated by what we have said about the

Ophtludmoscope.

The practical rule for focussing a telescope would tljer(i-

Ibre be hrst to lengthen tlic instrument too much and then

to shorten it until the hnage lirst comes distinctly into view

as if at an inlinitc distance ; and this is what people who use

telescopes, opera-glasse.s, etc., usually do. The telescope oidy

"brings distant objects near" when the tube is too much

shortened down; and then it may bring the image of them

oven within a few inches of the eye ; but this ellect is (Uie to

the Eye itself being focussed upon a near point, and the Virtual

Image being brought up to that point.

When a lens is u.sed as a magnifying glass, the lens should

be at first too far from the object, and should then be made

to approach the object until the image first becomes di.stmctly

visible, virtual at an hifinite distance.

In the usual way of using the microscope, the tube of the

instrument is racked up and then gradually lowered into posi-

tion until the object comes distinctly into view, as a virtual

iraac'e at an inlinite distance. If the lens be first brought as

near the cover-glass as is safe, and the tube then racked upwards,

the object first comes distinctly into view as a virtual_ image

at 10 inches distance. The accommodation of the eye is then

strained to the utmost. The 10-inch method has, intrinsically,

only the advantage of giving a standard for ineasiu-ements _ol

Linear Amplification ; but as lenses are made, they are m
fact corrected for this distance, or even, in many Continental

lenses, for a still shorter distance of the virtual image.

A short-sighted person would not find the true I'ocus ol

a lens, or, generally, make the emergent rays parallel, in the

way described. The distance which he would find wouM be

such a distance as would cause the rays to enter his eye with a

divergence corresponding to his own greatest distance ot

distinct vision, say 20 or 25 inches
^

If, however, he were

provided with divergent spectacles which would give paratlel

rays this same degree of divergence, and thus extend his range

of vision up to the horizon, he would then be m nearly the
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siiiiR' |iosiliuii as a iioniial-siL^lilcd pcisoii. Siuiilaily a long-

sighted in'i-.soii, proviiled with Uk^ st roii.i^'L'.st converg-ent

louses whii'li would sLill allnw liiiii |o scu vury ilislaiit olijrcls

ilistiiu'tly, wuiiM also lio in Lhn saiiiu |iosilioii as a normal-

sightftl [icrsoii.

Inticul'krion'oI';

Light is known lu l>o a wave-motion, Uirongli Llic

eirennislani;e lliat it pivsunts pheiiuinLMia cxaclly cor-

ics[ioiulinj4- to the mutual interference of Waves.
When and wliofc the crest of uiu; wave exactly neutral-

ises tlie trough of another wave crossing it, there is

Rest : antl we lia\'e, in Light, eorre.sponding phenomena

of darkness where Light- \\'aves interfere witli one

aiKJtlii'i'. This darkness may manifest itself in two

ways : as actnal Darkness at particular points ; or Ly

the absence or cutting out, at particular points, of par-

ticular components of white light, so that the re-

mainder produces an impression of colour : and the

[ihenomena attendant on Interfereuce generally present a

heautiful dis])lay of Colours, as for example, the coloiTr.s

seen oil a soap-bublde shining in the sun.

Suppose a thin soap-bubble film AB, and .suppose a

ray of monochromatic light, light of one colour, of

one wave-length, to strike it. Part of the

light will be reliected at P and will travel

toward.s T ;
part will be refracted towards _

P' and will be there reflected and find its -

way out towards T. Now suppose that

the whole patli traversed by the light

within the film is exactly one wave-length : the light

reliected at P and the light reflected from P' would then,

we might expect, be in the same phase, both sets of wave.s

being at crests and at troughs at the same time. But there

comes in another circumstance, which is that the light,

in undergoing rellexion at P', at the surface of the less
refracting medium, undergoes loss of half a wave-
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length. 'I'lic jirdof of IJiIk ])i'o])ositiuii Ijeloiigs to llu-

Tlu'ory (A Waves. 'J'Ik- liglit-wavet^ iVom ]>' Ihen-foie,

iis ilioy iiri-ive at T, hit in opposition lo tlie liglit-

waves coiniii;4 IVuiii P : tlie crenl ol' a i'ellecU:(l wave iroiii

P arrives siiiiultaiieously wiUi lliu trouyli of a lel'raeled

anil I'dlected wave i'roiii J'' ; and llie Eye al T sees no
light, for at T tli(^ rcsnltant of the ojjposeil waves is

Jlcst. So for light of some one Ooloui', with a corre-

sponding derinite wave-length : hut if the light incident

at P be mixed white light, the other con)]joneiits will

not he entirely cut out, though some of tliem will he

weakened : and the Eye at T will ]»erceive some Light,

luit this will lie coloured, on account of the suhtrac-

licin of the ])articular coloured -light Avhich has l.ieen

eliminated by Interference. With some other thickness

of film, the light which will be cut out will have some

different wave-length and colour : and with difi'ei'ent

obliquities of the incident I'ay, similar results will f(jllow.

This accounts for the ]3h>y of colours on oil upon the

surface of water, on films of iron oxide, on steel, on

soap-bubbles, etc. If the film have a regularly graded
thickness, as the thickness increa.ses the wave-length ol'

the light cut out goes on increasing along with it, and

thus a sort of a spectrum may be produced. The film

may be a film of air, as between a cover-glass and a

microscojiic slide squeezed together : in this case the loss

of half a wave-length is at the upper, not at the lower

boundary of the film. When a shallow lens is squeezed

against glass, coloured spectra are produced which have

a circular form, and are known as Newton's Rings.

If we fit a convex lens into the hollow of a concave lens,

these Newton's rings will be obsevvahle at the midpoint if the

convex lens have the sharper curvature, round the edges if it

be tlie flatter of the two. When tlie curvatures are exactly the

.same, the Newton's rings disappear. These results are most

readily attained in monochromatic light.

Fine grooving of a reflecting surface may produce
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uiialo-tms n'siills; as in Llie iridescence nf mutli.T of

pwirl'^aiul of luillerllics' win-s ov in tlic IkuhIs of cilia

iu Otenopluira ; the liglit ivilecled IVoni llic ridges inUT-

lei'us with lliaL rciiected i'roni (lie grooves, simply on

account of its having travelled a sliofter distance and

being in advance of tlic other on arrival in the eye.

The twinkling of stars is duo tu this, that rays rcachnig

ililU'vcnt parts ot the pupil of the eye, linviu',' conic from what

is practically a mere ]ioint through irregularly-reli aetiiig streaks

of air (convection-currents, etc.) in the atmosphere, reach the

eye in dillerent phases. Now one coloin' is extinguished, now

another. If a star he looked at with an opera-glass, and the

opera-glass slightly but rai)idly waved about, the image of the

star appeals sjiread out into a many-coloui-ed band. If a

planet be looked at in the same way, the image spreads out

into a plain luminous band ; for planets, having an appreciable

disc, twinkle only at their edges.

That Light should travel in straight lines, as it

does, is itself a con.se(|uence of Interference. At any

])oint not in the straight course, the effects of the dillerent

pai-ts of tlie wave -front are such as to neutralise one

another ; that is, provided the breadth of the wave-i'ront

is great in coinpari.son with the wave-length. Objects

of appreciable breadth will thus cast a fairly sharp

shadow if the source of light he a point ; but an

absolutely sharp shadow is a thing unknown.

The projection of shadows on a screen from a minute source

of light, such as the lime-liglit, or sunlight concentrated by a

short-focus lens, is frequently of service in demonstrating the

action of apparatus.

One consequence of the travel of Light in straight lines is that

if a small hole, a pinhole, be made in a black card, a screen

placed behind this card will have formed
upon it a picture of external objects, as if

the pinhole contained a lens ; and if the

distance between the card and the pinhole

be sufficiently great, the image, though
dim, is as distinct as that wdiicli can be
produced by any lens. If the ajierture be jL

inch in diameter, this occurs at a minimum distance of 25U
iuclies

; but if, with that aperture, the distance be less, the
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|iicluio is bluncd, .siiu^! lliu ii[)t'rturc is not i;i|iiivalciit to a

[loiiit. ir tiu! aperture Iju .',( iiicli (No. 10 steel sewiiij,'-iieeille)

till) iniiiimiim distiuico is 8'51 iiiclies (pinhole photography)
;

Imt witli iipertiires as small as this, oi' smaller, iJillraclioii-

Friiiyes begin to coiifLise the result.

If till! source of lio-ht Iju of soiiu! breadth then;

is a penumbra or IViiii^u of half shadow round tin;

full shadow funned upon a screen. i''roni any point

within this penumbra, a part of the source of light can

be seen. If the source of light be a I'uiiit, there are \'ery

narrow fringes of alternate light and darkness,
which blur the edge or boundary of the shadow formed.

The production of these fringes is called Diffraction.

The shar[ily-Jeliiiod edge of the wave-front, as it pas.Sfcs the

obstacle, itself acts as a source of light : and the waves to wliieli

this gives rise alternately interfere with and help the wave-front

itself: and thus there are formed fringes of alternate light and
darkness. When the objects which form shadows are very

small, and the source of light very minute, these fringes may
encroach on the shadow so as to blur it altogether, and even

to form a central spot or line of brightness at its centre. This

may be seen by trying to cast the shadow of a hair from a

source of light coii.'-isting merely of sunlight let through a small

drop of glycerine in a minute hole in a card, or of electric light

concentrated to a point in the focus of a high-power lens.

If the liglit employed be mixed or white light, each

colour form.? its own breadth of fringe, and the fringes are

converted into narrow spectra.

Where we have light coming from a luminous point through

a region containing numerous small particles, the image of the

luminous point is surrounded by coloured rings, due to

dilfraction. We see this in the appearance of a distant lamp

as seen through a haze, or through a window-pane gently

breathed ou, or through glass covered with lycopodium ;
or in

the coloured rings seen round bright points in glaucoma, in

which disease particles float in the vitreous humour of the eye.

The smaller the particles, the wider the rings.

Where we have a number of luminous points at

very small distances from one another, as in luicro-

scopical structures, diatom shells, and tissues, we find
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IV;K'tioii assume ;i most iiiipoilauL boaring. Tlic wavrs

IVum llie several ]uiiuuou.s iH.iiit.s iul.TlViv with niie

a.iiutlR'i' aiul pi'(Kluec Diffraction Spectra. This is

most distinctly seen iu diffraction - gratings, whirl,

consist of plates of glass or metal lailetl with very

numerous grooves. Light is made to shine thnmgli or

14.011 these gratings, ami the transmitted or rellected

light, if it he monochromatic, is sent in dilfereut direc-

tions after the manner of Fig. 70. If it be coloured,

each conipouunt colour has sliglitly dilfereut paths.

There is thus formed a succession of spectra. These

spectra are very pure ; and they are preferable to pnsm-

spectra in respect that the deviation of each particular

coloured -light depends, Ibr any given grating, only 011

the wave-length (the sine of the angle of deliection

being proportional to the number of grooves and to the

wave-length only), instead of being also dependent

u[ion specitic anomalies associated with the particular

kind of glass employed.

A microscopical preparation of muscular tissue will olten

be found to act as a more or less cHicient dilfraction-grating ;

the striations on the fibres take the place of the grooves en-

graved on the glass.

Diffraction is of great importance in the study of the

behaviour of microscopical objectives ;
and attention

to this has enabled them to be greatly improved during

recent years. In Lenses, though it is convenient, and

approximately correct, to say so, it never is truly the

case that the image of a point is itself a point. It

could only be a point if the whole wave -system
originating in the object-point converged upon the image-

point. In that case all lateral effects would mutually

neutralise one another. But in the ordinary use of a Lens

we have only a portion of the whole wave -motion

passed through the lens ; and the mutual neutralisa-

tion of lateral effects is incomplete. The result is that

the image of a bright point is really a bright disc,
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Iiri^lilcsl ill tin; cciiiUv, lading away iiilo (larkiieh.s ex-

ternally, ami surroumled by coiicciitric rings of altei'nale

light and darkness, oi- by Hiu ccssive coloured annular
spectra. TIk; greater the proportion of the wliole

wavc-uiotiuii wliicli g(jeH tlirougli the lens, the more
nearly will the Image of a bright point itself correspon<l

to a bright point of light ; and hence it i« of importance
to get the lens as near to the object as jwssible when we
want excellence of definition of the image, or else—which
is eipiivalent for this purpose—to use a lens in which Ihe

aperture is as wide as possible, or the diametei' of the

lens as great as may be, in proportion to the distance

between the olyect and the front face of the lens.

In the object-lens of a microscope it is therefore

of iinpoi-tance to bring the object as near the lens as

possible, or otherwise to collect into the lens as wide as

possible a bundle of rays from the object. When
this is done there is undoubtedly a tendency to increase

spherical and chromatic aberration, and thereby to impair

the delinition in the resulting image ; but these aberra-

tions can be got rid of by suitable correction. The
im2)ortancc of collecting a wide bundle of rays into the

object-lens of the microscope is that we have to deal with

very minute objects which may he considered as

practically equivalent to points ; then unless a large

proportion of the whole wave-front be passed through

the lens, the image produced by a minute object may be

merely the product of a number of diffraction-fringes
;

and the result of the combination of such diffraction-

fringes may be an Image of some form quite different

from that of the structure examined. AVhen the breadth
of the object is several times as great as a w'ave-lengtli of

light, the image will resemble the object in its form, for

the object is in that case no longer comparable to a mere

point : any diffraction-fringe waves which may be pro-

duced travel closely along with the direct image-forming

waves : and in snch cases a fairly narrow angle of
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,i]iertui'o luay suffice t(.) admit tlio wliole diU'raction-lVingc

-ystein, ami Llms to form an aecuratci iina,ne of the object,

as in telescopes and opera-glasses. ]^ut when we liave to

do witli finely -grained structures, the diffraction-

fringes spread out at wider angles (I'lg. 70), and it

is necessary, in order to get them in to the lens and

thus to enable an accurate image to be formed, to use a

lens which presents a com[)aratively wide or extemled

front to the object. The image of a fine-grained object

will always resemble the object more, the wider the angle

under wliich the lens adnuts rays from any one point of

the object : and the finer grained the structure, the wider

should this angle be ; that is, the greater should be the

" Aperture " of the lens.

The " aperture " of a Lens is variously defined, to the

confusion of the subject. In the first place let parallel

rays in Fig. 227 be made, by the lens, to con-

verge upon the focal point F ; then the ratio

between the breadth aa' of the parallel beam,

or the diameter of the back-lens (as a numerator)

and the distance LF between the front face of

the lens and the focal point F (as the divisor) is

the Aperture, according to one definition (i).

Thus in a "i-inch objective" (an objective in

which this distance OF is ^-incli) whose back lens had a

diameter of ^7 inch, the aperture would be I'OO.

But a part of the diameter of the back lens might be

ineffective : light entering it from behind might, by
reason of diaphragms, mounting, etc., not reach F at all :

or conversely, light radiating from F might fail to fill the

a[iparent diameter of the back lens with light, and be con-

fined to a central disc of say -|--incli diameter. In that

case the effective aperture (ii) wonld be iy.L = l.

Then again, the Aperture of a lens has been defined as

the ratio not for parallel rays but for such rays as

traverse the lens during the actual use of the instru-

ment (iii)
; that is the ratio between the breadtli of
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the Im'iiiii eiiHtr^^i'iii at Uie liack imd the distance LO,
wlieii a brii^lit point of light is Hituated at G ; M'liere (1 ik

the poHitioii occupied by an object in tlic; ordinary use of

the instrument.

Af^^ain, the Aperture, or the " angular aperture," in

(iv) the number of degrees of angle Ijetween (JO and
00', where (10 and GO' are I'espectively the extreme
rays, from the object G, that can find tlieir way through

the condiination and out at the back lens.

fu ,1 siniplo Ions all this is simplified by the cii-curnstancc

that wo have not to consider tlic front and hack lenses of a

combination, but only the front and back faces of the lens.

But during recent years tliere lias arisen a new method

(v) of specifying the Aperture of a microscopic objective,

by stating its "Numerical Aperture." In air this is

the ratio between half the clear or effective diameter
00' (as a numerator) and tlie distance GO or GO' (as a

divisor) ; tliat is it is equal to the sine of half the Angular

Aperture OGO', G being, as before, the position of the

object. The greatest possible value that could be attained

by the Angular Aperture OGO' is 180° when the object G
conies close up to the point C : therefore the greatest

possible value of the angle OGL is 90°
: and as the sine

of 90° is 1, the greatest possible value of the Nnmerical

Aperture, in air, would be 1.

In ]iractice there is always some room required for the thick-

ness of the cover-glass, and for the play necessary in focussing,

so that the angular aperture cannot exceed 130^; and the sine of

half 130°, or 65°, is 0-906, the practical maximum Numerical

Aperture, in air.

Now let us suppose that the object G stands protected

by a thin cover-glass C, and that tlie space between

the cover-glass and the lens L is filled with water, "W.

The rays from G may be considered as meeting the cover-

glass up to a maximum angle of 180°, or 90° on each side

of the line GL. As they enter the cover-glass they will be
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refracted towards llio line OL ; but when tliey emerge

from it they will not resume parallelism

lo their former course, but will travel,

in the water, more nearly parallel to

the line CIL ; and thus a greater =-

nvimber of rays will lind their way

into the lens A\hen water occupies

the space between the cover-glass and the lens than would

ilo so when that space was occupied by free air.

The maximum angle under whicli rays could enter tlic

lens is, in water, about 83^; and the 180", in aii', liavc been

compressed into 83 J," in water. Tlic relation between these

angles is that sin (
4")° = 1 'a x sin (A x 83i)°, where tlie 1 '5 is

th(3 refractive index of water. Generally, the Numerical
Aperture is equal to /i sin ii, where ji is the index of refraction

of the medium, and u is half the angle undei' which rays enter L.

The value of this arrangement, in so far merely as it.

serves for picking up a greater number of Eays from the

object and sending them into the lens, is of merely

secondary importance ; a brighter illumination would

produce the same efl'ect. But it was early observed that

when wide-angle illumination was used, the micro-

scope showed details of structure Ijetter ; and then, if

the object were itself immersed in water, the resolu-

tion of details of structure was even better. This remained

unexplained until Prof. Abbe took up the subject. lie

found the key to the secret ; we must get the
spreading diffraction-fringes into the lens.

Suppose wc liave a structure presenting finely-grained and
regular markings, say a diffraction-grating ; and let the lines

on that dilfraction-grating be h to the centimetre. If we take
any one point in tliat object, any one line in that gi'ating, as
the thing winch we desire to see distinctly or to resolve," and
if we illunnnate tliat point from behind, then we know that
from any one point of such an object the various diffraction-
spectra pertaining to that point are propagated along dii'cctions

in space making certain angles 5', 5", o"','etc., with the axis of
the illuminating beam. (Sec Fig. 70.)

These angles are .such tliat sin 5' = //,\, sin o" = 27;X, sin 5"' =
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anil so on, whore X is tlio avcra;;!:; wavu- length of the

light omiiloycd ; ami therefore the smaller the wave-length, the

more closely an^ these (lilfraction IVinges oi' s]iectra packed

Logelher.

lint it will be observed that if the object be iinmersed in a

medium of higli refractive power, the wave-lengths are

smaller in that medium than in air ; and hence the diffraction

fringes from each point of the object pui'.sue courses whiyli do

not spread apart from one anotiier as much as they do in air.

iiesides this, there are actually a greater number of these

fringes within 180' in oil or water than there are in air.

iTi a medium of higher refractive ]jower it is therefore easier

to get one or more of these fringes into the lens tlian it is i-m
air. In water or in oil they may meet and enter the lens,

where in air they would pass outside it.

Then, if we take it tliat we cannot obtain any distinct

resolution of detail at all unless we can get at least the fli-st

dilfraction-fringe into the lens, we must get the object near

enough to allow this lirst difl'raction-fringe

to enter the lens, and not to pass away

outside it.

Ideally we ouglit to get them all in in

order to form a true picture : but if we

got none in, there may be no manifest

relation between the form of a line-grained

object and that of its image. If we stop out

soine of the dilTraction spectra which tend

to be formed, we may obtahi the most singular changes in the

resultant image. AVe may see these dilfraction spectra on

lookin- down the tube of a microscope (the eye -
piece being

removed), under which an object with a very hne-grained

pattern is being examined.
, .. v i, ,

On looking at the equation sin 5' = uX, lor the direction taken

by the first dilfraction-fringe, we see that the distance ol the

object G must be such as to make the angle O&C not less than

an angle whose sine shall be equal to vX

If, on the other hand, the medium be water whose refractive

index is *, the distance may be increased so that 0& =^0G, aiul

yet the li'rst diffraction-fringe will still enter the lens. rhis_is

because the wave-length X is smaller in water
:

herefo e t e

product nX is smaller: therefore sin 5 is smalle. a d the

minimum permissible angle 5' is a smaller angle, so that G

may be farther away than G.
„ . i f ,

,

L oil which has a still higher refractive index than water

the permissible angle is a still smaller one, so ha the object

may be still farther off, and yet be ciually well dehned.
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If now we make the object approach the lens, we liiul that

wo have passed beyond the eoiiditioiis which are at all possil)ie

ill any lens working in air. The iitinost tlnit a given air-Ieii.s

ran do is to show nuirUings distinctly when their niind)er, » pi'r

,111., is ecjnal (in consc(|uence of tiie eqnation n'm 5' - to

sin5'./.\, where 5' is half the actual angh; of aiiertnro. Thus

suiipo.so the light employed has a \vavedength X=.>,yko cm. in

air, and that the angular aperture, or angle OtIO', is 130

then 5' is C5' and the' sine of 5' is 0-90(5. Then the number of

markings which can be resolved is 0-90G -r7rTi-fnnj = 1S120 ])er

cm., or about -16000 to the inch.

in a denser medium, the wave-length is shorler than in air

;

it is X' = X/|3, where /3 is the refractive inde.Y of the nnjdiuni.

Ilenec if we use an oil -lens under a given actual angular

aperture 25, the number of markings which can be seen is

/('-sin d./\' = ii sin 5./X, where X is the wave-length, for tho

jiarticnlar kind of light, in air. Suppose again that the light

employed has a wave-length \ = .,„Stu cm. in air, and that the

actual angular aperture is 130", while the index of refraction of

the oil is'l-olo (cedar-oil) ; then the munber of markings per

cm. which cari be distinctly seen is )// = l'515 x 0'906-=-7rxrJ- „j7
=

27,452 to the cm., or 69,730 to the inch.

If the wave-length be diminished otherwise than by using a

medium of high refractive power
;

if, for instance, wo use only

violet light of a wave-length of ^hnv cm., we still farther

increase the value of n'. lience by photography with ultra-

violet rays we may resolve details -whicli the eye cannot

master. There is even a considerable gain in the use of blue

light, such as that filtered through a solution of ammonio-
snlphate of copper, or better, through a mimber of dill'erent

samples of blue glass.

These numbers are, however, somewhat exaggerated, for

they correspond to the markings for which the first dill'raction-

fringe can be got into the lens ; but for good resolution a

greater number of dilTraction-fringes than this must be got in.

The ideal true picture could only be secured by getting them
all in. We can get the second fringe in to the lens if the

number n be halved : the third if it be divided by three, and
so on.l

The value of n' may be made to rise so high that the product
/)'\ may be greater than I'OO; and there is no possible angle
5' whose sine could have such a value. Hence the oil-lens may
correspond to an air-lens with an impossibly wide angle of

aperture, exceeding IS0\
The product n'\ = j3ii\ = j3 sin 3', where the actual angular

aperture is 23'
; and this product, [3 sin 5', is what is known as

2 A
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I.lni Numerical Aperture, it ln;iiij; iiudcn'stooil, as lieforc, lliut

llic aiifijular iipci'Luru 25' shall Ije just that which is rcrpiisite,

and no nioru, to let the lirst IViiif,'(^ or S|jc(:tnini into the lens.

In air, /i— 1, and tin; M iinierical Apcrtme is equal to sin 5'

sinii)ly.

The name Nunieiical A|ierlui-e seenjs to he s(jniewhat con-

I'usiag, since the value of the ex])i'(!Ssion f:i sin o' depends not
only mion the actual Angular Apoj'ture 25' hut also u]>on the
KelVaetivG Index of the liquid (iinjiloyed, or directed to he
employed, with the particular ohjective ; and the product
?t'\ = /J sill 5' is essentially a measure of resolving power
rather than of actual Aperture.

If the nicdium between the lens and the object, the cover-

glass, and the lens, all have the same index of rel'raetioii (say

1"515, the liquid being cedar-oil), we have a Homogeneous
Immersion System, in which a gi'ained structure can be

resolved when its markings are more numerous (say ] '515 times

as numerous in the case supposed) than those which can be

resolved with a lens working under the same actual angular

aperture in air.

Zeiss's objectives are now made with a fiont lens of Hint

gla.ss of /3 = 1 72; ami the liquid used is nionobromide of naphtha-

lene (f3
= l'658). Hence the practical Numerical Apertui'c is as

high as 1'63 : and such lenses can resolve details which no air-

Icns, and even no oil-immei-sion lens, could gra])ple with.

vSuch oil-lenses also present some other advantages. For any
given quantity of light, the course of the rays being more dii-ect,

less light is lost by reflexion at the first face of tlie lens.

Again, the index of refraction of the cover-glass being the same
as, or more nearly the same as, that of the general medium in

which the rays travel, it matters nothing or comparatively

little whether there be a cover-glass or not, in this sense, that

the introduction or the absence of a cover-glass does not so

much affect the existing correction for Spherical Aberration ;
and

this renders the collar-correction (Fig. 217) a matter of less

importance than it is in len.ses wdiich work in air.

7, And for a given Magnification there is a greater
A working distance between the object and the

/A\ lens than there is when ordinary lenses are eni-

/ \\ ployed.

// \\ From the point of view of Diffraction, the over-

correction or under -correction of a lens for

^xsj/^ spherical aberration is also of importance. If an

Fig. 230. over-corrected lens be used, the second difTraction-

fringes, entering the lens at its periphery, do not

come to the same focus as the first fringe and the direct rays from
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^ <V 1

Fig. liSl.

the object, but come to a focus liigber up than the iui:i,ge

of tlie obicet ami iiret friuges : iiuil they tend to iiroduee a

ghostly image .sit\iateil in a phuie above tlie real image ol l ie

object ami showing, when thus i.solated, twice as many maik-

iugs as there are in tlie object. If an under-corrected lens be

used, the second fringes tend to form a similar image lying

below the image of the object.

The measurement of the ang-le of apertiire of

a lens or combination of lenses, in air, depeuds on the

application of Fig. 231. Here parallel

rays are brought to a focus at V and then

diverge ; flie distance between F the

focus and L the front of the front lens

is supposed to lia\e been ascertained.

Then a disc of liglit is formed at D : and the diameter

of the disc, together with tlie known distance DF, affords

the necessary data for finding the angle OFO'.

Or conversely, the light may travel in the opposite direction
;

and a diaphragm at D may be opened or closed or moved
towards or away from the lens, until the cone of light NFN',
from an open sky, is sucli as to fill the back of the lens with

light as far as it will fill.

Or again, the apparatus may be rotated back -and -fore

rouud F until a distant small source of light fails, on one side

and the other, to send any light through the instrument.

For immersion-lenses, the medium between L and D may be

made to consist wholly of flint-glass, with tlie appropriate liquid

between it and the lens : then a pair of pointers moved out to

N and N' will indicate the limits of the field of light, and
these may, as in Abbe's apertometer, have their position

ascertainable by moans of an engraved scale along which they
are slid.

Wide-angle microscopical objectives are thus

favourable to resolution of detail ; but not to depth
of focus, for they can only grasp one plane at a time.

In order to secure De].)th of Focus, the angular aperture

must he comparatively small, and the distance between
the lens and the object corresj^ondingly great. As the

powers increase, the depth of focus falls off with extreme
rapidity ; and with high powers, the .slice or section of the
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ol)ject which i.s in i'ocus is an excessively thin one. The
powei' of looking into Uie object along the line of si^ht

soenis to depend on two things : (1) the accommodation
of the Eye, M'hich acts like an additional lens ov rather

series of lenses ; but in relation to higli powers the effect

of this becomes iusignilicant : and (2) the circumstance

that the Eye is not sensitive to a moderate degree of

blurring, for it is itself incapable of resolving detail

presented to it under a less angle than from 1 to 5

minutes of arc ; and consequently the image is no worse

for being blurred to that extent.

Since it is necessary, in order to secure definition of

extremely fine detail with a microscopic objective, to use

wide angles in this way, it follows that if a real image
of a fine structure be made by a low-power or narrow-

angle objective, no amount of amplification of tlie

image, l)y high-power eye-pieces or projection on a screen

or otherwise, will show the detail which a wide-angle

lens can reveal. Such an image can only show the

general contours of the object, not the details of its struc-

ture, which may in many cases give no evidence whatever

of their existence. On the other hand, Avhen an object has

not a finely-detailed structure, narrow-angle lenses are of

advantage in respect that in virtue of their depth of focus,

they show the mutual relation of the various parts of the

object better than wide-angle lenses can do.

It is by means of Interference-Fringes that we are able

to measure the length of the waves of Light. By a

g glass biprism, B in Fig. 232, whose

-=-:::i'^^^^^^^yr^ angle is very nearly 180°, light from a

,-^-^<^^ ~^ point S will be refracted so that it travels

s"" as if it had come from two sources S'

and S". The source S itself may be the

Focus of a Lens through which a beam of light is passed,

this light having been rendered approximately monochro-

matic by absorption. If a screen, or the observer's eye,

be placed in front of the biprism, at N (Fig. 233), a series
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of allt'i'iiatiiig dark and bright fringes will bo sihmi. 'I'Ik'

breadth of these fringes can be measured
^

on the screen, and at N the two ai)i)arent —
.

N

sources can be seeu and their ai'parent

angular distance, the angle S'NS",
^..^

measured. The tangent of half this

angle can be found in trigonometrical tables, and the

wave-length is then equal to one fringe - breadth

nudtiidied liy twice that tangent.

Sujiposc the biprisiii gives the apparent images S' and S" an

angular distance of 17'20"
; half tlii.s is S'-IO" : the tangent of

this is O'OOif) ; if there are on the screen 100 fringes to the cm.,

the wavedength is 0-0025 x 2 x -Jyf =^ J cm. ; ami then, as

tlie velocity of light is, in round numbers, 30000,000000 cm. per

secoiul, tlio fre([uency of the undulation (the product of the

velocity into the wavedcngth), or the number of waves per

secomi, is 30000,000000 ^ ^TTfiinT = 600,000000,000000. This

gives an idea of the methods by which these apparently in-

credil)le numerical data are ascertained.

Double Eefraction

The study of Double Refraction is one Avhicli presents

consideralile difficulty : l>ut the results of double refraction

are of importance. Crystals have some kind of molecular

grain or directed structure Avhich makes light-vibrations,

in particular directions, travel through a crystal with

different velocities in different directions.

There is generally a particular Axis or direction in the

crystal called the principal axis ; and a slice of the

crystal, cut witli its face parallel to this

principal axis, is said to have been cut

in a principal section. In a crystal

of Iceland spar this axis joins the

opposite obtuse angles (Fig. 234).

If a slice of Iceland spar be cut at

right angles to this principal axis, and
if light be sent straight through this slice, it will travel
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as if llie ci'yslal were ordinary glass : ljut in no other

positinu will it do so. In every other direction of inci-

dence ami in every other mode of cutting tlie crystal, tlie

incident ray is broken up into two. Tlie result may

be seen on looking through a crystal of Iceland s))ar at a

page of print; every character on the page Jippears doubled.

The two rays into which an incident ray is s]jlit up

are called the Ordinary Ray and the Extraordinary-

Ray.

The Ordinary Ray travels in Iceland spar much as

ordinary light does in glass : the wave-front from any

point of disturbance Avithin the crystal is spherical : and

the light obeys the ordinary laws of Refraction. It is to

be noted, however, that if we find the plane in which the

incident ray and tlie crystalline axis l)oth lie, the ordinary

ray is polarised in that plane : that is, its viljrations are

restricted to directions at right angles to that plane.

The Extraordinary Ray has a more complicated

behaviour, which we need not follow up : its wave-front

is ellipsoidal : but the important point, for us, is that

it also is polarised in a plane at right angles (or nearly

at right angles) to that in which the ordinary ray i.s

polarised ; that is, its vibrations are restricted to directions

parallel to the plane containing both the incident ray and

the crystalline axis.

This division into two rays, both of which are polarised,

has been utilised in the production of polarised light.

There are various devices for this, of wdiich it

r-l^ may suffice to mention Nicol's Prism, Fig. 235.

In this the incident common light enters a long

rhomb of Iceland spar at A and is divided into

two rays. The crystal is cut across and re-

"T^ cemented by Canada balsam at B, at such an

p.^, 1,35
angle that the ordinary ray is totally re-

'°"

" fleeted away when it meets the cemented

surface, while the Extraordinary ray goes on through the

remainder of the Iceland spar. The face at which it
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leaves is cut to sncli an angle that the emergent light

nins parallel to the incident heani. The emergent
light, the Extraordinary ray, is therefore polarised.

ir plane-polarised light he rnn through a Nieol's prism,

and it' the prism he rotated round a longitudinal axis,

in a certain position the light will come through, as

through a transparent hoily. In rotational positions of

the prism at riglat angles to this, no light will he

transmitted. In intermediate positions some will jjass

through and smne will he turned hack.

In the most favnnrable position, the incident plane-polarised

light acts, relatively to the crystal, as an Extraonliuary ray and
is let through. In the most unfavourable position, it acts as

an Ordinary ray and is turned aside. In intermediate positions

it is bi'oken up into an Ordinary and an Extraordinary ray, of

wliich tlie one is transndttcd while the other is tui'ned aside.

A Nieol's prism is therefore a mean.s of detecting
pilane-polarised light as well as of producing it; for in

the proper position it is rpiite opaque to plane-polarised

light.

If the light be partially or elliptically polarised, the light
transmitted will wax and wane as the prism is turned, but
will not be extinguished in any yiosition. If the light be
circularly-polarised, or if it be common or natural light, the
light transmitted remains the same in brightness into what-
ever position the prism be turned.

A pair of Nicol prisms may thus he nsed, the one to

produce, the other to detect polarised light ; and when
the two prisms are turned into positions at right angles to

one another, no light comes through.

If the prisms he placed so that no light can come
through ; and if a thin film of mica or other doubly-
refracting substance, of uniform thickness, be caused to

intervene between them, the field may become filled

with light, coloured or white according to the position
of the interposed film.

Tlie explanation of this may be divided into two stages.
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Iji'I, us siippiisi' lliu li.i^lit wliicli hus i/diiic 1 Llii; lir.st

jirisiu, llie Polariser, tu \h: jiohu iscil in ii vertical ]il,uie: tlu;

only light whii'.h could conn; tlifouj^li tlii; sci;onil jiixsui, the

Analyser, would bn li.i^ht )iolarised in ii Horiy,oiil;il lilanc ; but

tliurc is no li,L;lit ]io]arise(l in a horizontal ]ilanc, scckin;^ tran.s-

niis.sion ; tlnuiironi none comes through. ])ut if a film of

mica bo intc^rposiiil, with its [iiincipal axis oblique to tin-

vurtic-al or to tlio horizontal |)lani', it acts as an ordinary' donblo
i-cl'ractinjf substauco ; and witliiu its own suVtstanrc it bi'i'aks

U]i the v(3i'tical-])lauu lifrht into an ordinary and an extra-

ordinary VAy. II' these two rays liad travelled through the

unea-ljhn at the same rate, the intei'iiosition ot that lilni would

have produecd no cU'eet, I'or these two rays would be again eom-

]iounded, on emergence from the liliu, into a ])lan(! polariseii

I'ay the same as that whi(di leaves the ]iolariser
;
but they do

not travel at the same rate. One or the otiier, according to

the nature of the crystal, is retarded more than the other:

and this dillerence gives rise to a condition either of elliptical or

of circular polarisation in the light which lias come through

the mica-film. When the analyser now comes to deal with

thi.s, it splits it into two rays, of which it transmits one :

and thus some liglit now comes tlirough the whole ajijiai-atus.

Secondly, in tliis operation each coloured -light acts

independently, and each is acted upon to a diifeit-nt extent Ijy

the mica, lilin. Eacli emerges from the mica lilrn in a different

state of Elliptical or Circular Polarisation ; and each i.s therefore

differently represented in the final Ordinary and Extraordinary

rays respectively. The natural consequence of this is, that the

various colours are extinguished to dill'erent extents, and the

light which comes through is not white but coloured, except

in particular positions of the mica.

When the interposed film is of varied thickness,

tlie field is filled with variously coloured light ; and

if it he of graded tliickness, a hind of a Spectrum is seen.

The doubly-refracting- power of a body may thus

be detected wdien it is placed between crossed prisms.

Eor example, we kno^v by this means that the dim bands

of muscle fibre ai'c doubly-refracting or "anisotropic." Glass

becomes doubly-refracting on being compressed or twisted or

stretched. Different starches present characteristic a]ipear-

ances, due to a quasi-crystalline structure.

Rotatory Polarisation is a name given to the

rotation of the plane of Plane-Polarised light liy certain
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sul.slaiiees such as Quartz ;
Iho light of each colour \o

a different extent. If ijuarlz lie used lieiwcen crosscil

Nirols, sli.niltl any kiucl of colouiv.l -lighl, oriKinally

I'drniiug ]>art of Iho incident ualural while liglil, ha]i|ien

to liave its ]dane rotated into parallelism willi the

]trincipal section of tlie Analyser, then lhat kind of

coloured -light is cut off: anii the light whndi eoines

through is iherefore coloiu-ed, by reason of this cut-

out. Each iiositiou o f the Analyser cuts out a different

colom\

A piece of (piartz 1 mm. thii'k rotates the plnun of ])olarisa-

tiou of a ]ilane-polarised beani of yellow light through about

•2-2'; and the direction in wliich it does so is towards the right,

that is in the same direction as the hands of a watch, when the

rav is looked at from behind, from polariser towards analysei'.

(luartz is therefore said to be dextro-rotatory ;
hut thei'e are

samples of quartz wdnch have an opposite elTect, rotating the

piano towards the left ; and such samples are said to be

IjBvo-rotatory. Cane-sugar and grape-sugar, insolation, are

dextro-rotatory ; fruit-sugar, starch, and alliumen are ]a?vo-

rotatory.

The fortunate circumstance that the rotatoi^y dis-

persion (the difference between the amounts of rotation

for the different Colours) produced by quartz is the same

as that for cane-sugar and glycose, enables the strength

of solutions of sugars to be approximately determined by

means of a Saccharimeter.

A Soleil's saccharimeter is made up of the following

parts :
—

(1) A Nicol's prism, achromatised ; this polarises incident

white light in a vertical plane.

(2) A Biquartz : this is a disc of cpiartz, made up of two
semicircular lialves, of erpial thickness and of equal but opposite

rotatory powers. Their thickness is so adjusted that they
rotate the Plane of Polarisation of incident greenish-yellow
plane-polarised light tlirough 90', in opposite directions : other
colours more, others less. After transmission, the grconi.sh-

ycllow component of tlie incident plane-polarised wliite light is

polarised, in a horizontal plane.
('>) A Liquid-holder, a tube or vessel to hold a thii kncss of

10 cm. of the liquid to Ijc examined.
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(1) A Compensator. This is iii'iictic.ally ii slah of quiirt/; of
ad justiiJilo tliicUiKiSH. Tliure lu'u two wedges of quartz, of
wliicli OIK! call 1)0 slipped ovv.v the oflicir more or less, and tin;

cenlnil lliickiiuss thus reffiilutcd. Tlu; aiiiouiit of inovcineiit is

controlled by a Screw and measured by a Vernier and Scale.
When the zei'o of the vernier coincides with the zero of the scale,

the thickness of the quartz is just sucli as to rotate the ])lane of
polarisation of the same sreeuish-yellow li^^ht through 90";

and in doing this it undoes tlie effect of one- half while it

doubles that; of the other half of tlio biquartz. No. 2. I'ut

in both cases it brings the Plane of Polarisation of that
greenish-yellow light, back to the vertical.

(5) All Analyser, generally a Nicol's |ii-ism.

(6) A Lens, to make a dist;inct image of the l)ii|iiartz.

We lill the ]i(piid-lioklcr with water ; we set the vernier to

zero ; wo focus tlie lens on the liiqnartz ; and then we turn the
analysei' round until a iiartienlar colour, between red and lilue

and rapidly shading off into either, comes to fill the held. The
appearance of that colour .shows that the analyser is then
parallel to the plane of the greenish -yellow light, for it then
cuts that colour out of the incident white light. Both halves
of the biquartz then appear of the same colour.

If now we replace the water by the li([uid to be tested, the

two halves of the biquartz cease to appear of the .same colour:

then we alter the thickness of tlie Compensator until they do.

If the comjiensator have to be thinned, its elfect is the same as

that of the liquid tested ; if it have to be tliickened, its effect

is opposite ; and therefore we must know beforehand whether
the compensator is made of la?vo-rotatory or of de.xtro-rotatory

quartz. This we may find ont by using it with a solution of

cane-sugar, which is known to be dextro-rotatory.

The instrument is usually so made that each step on the

.scale amounts to mm. in change of thickness of the quartz of

the compensator ; and with the aid of the vernier we may read

to -yi^ mm. A thickness of 10 cm. of water, containing 1 grm.

of diabetic sugar per litre, is equivalent to a thickness of 0'-342

mm. of right-handed quartz or to 3 '42 steps on the scale,

and so on, approximately in direct proportion ; so that if the

thickness of the compensator have to be diminished by sa\-

10 '26 steps on the scale, this .shows that the solution of diabetic

sugar contains ^^_^",f'=3 grms. per litre.



CHAPTER VIII

15T,EGTRICITY

Thk sulijoct i>r Electricity has been described as one in

which it is not possible to nnderstand the simjjlest ex-

periment without understanding the whole subject : and

to this it may be added that the whole subject cannot

even yet be said to be itself clearly understood. Then,

more than this, the language of modern Electricity is

based upon a reasoned and systematic way of looking at the

subject from the point of view of precise measurement
of Electric Forces. The results obtained in this depart-

ment of Physics cannot be properly appreciated without

having followed up a train of reasoning somewhat mathe-

matical in its character. On the other hand, the facts

with which it is of importance that the Student of Medicine

should be acc|uainted may be set before him in a fairly

simple manner, provided that the author be allowed to

omit here and there the explanation of the phenomena
under discussion, or of the origin of the modes of expression

employed.

Let the student, then, possess himself of a galvanic
cell of any kind. Tlie kinds which he will be most
likely to meet M'ith are those known as Daniell's (after

Prof. .1. F. Daniell of King's College, London), Grove's or

Bunsen's, the Leclanche, or the bichromate cell.

All these will be described presently.

It may, however, first be pointed out that none of these
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is I'cally ;is Hiiii])lu ;is ilu; ciu'licHl, funii ( vaiiic (Jell,

iiaiucly, a iiiece oi' copper ami a piece oi' zinc, lintli in

acid (say dilute liydroclilorie acid) and not in contact
wiLli (lue aiiDtlier (I'ig. 2!J0); or a ilisc of co])])ei' ami a

disc of zinc separated Ijy a ]iiece of wet cloth
°" or of damp ]ia])er.

I Let us first consider, then, the siniplc; foi'ni

I of cell shown in Vv^. 236. A j^ood form of

1 such a fiim])le cell may V>e made with a tin

"^1^3^ ca,n, filled with a solution of caustic soda, in

which a rod or ])late of zinc is partly immersed,
°' ' '' but is not ]5ermitted to touch the tin can. In

this tlie tin can itself corresponds to and j'ej)laces the

copper plate of Fi;^. 236. If the zinc he chemically

pure or if it be amalgamated with mercury,* tlie zinc

will not be attacked Ijy the liquid ; but ordinary com-

mercial zinc will be attacked and dissolved.

Tlie cell, if once put up as described, will appear to be

at rest, and so it is ; it will appear to present no phe-

nomenon worth note. This is, however, not the case ; for

between the parts of the two metals which stand

outside the liquid there is a condition of affairs which

in kind is the same as that existing during a thunder-

storm between the thunder-cloud aud the earth,

but which iir degree dilTers enormously therefrom.

Between a thunder -cloud and the earth there is some

kind of a prodigious stress, and the lightning discharge

may partially relieve this stress by means of a spark

tearing through a mile or more of air : between the two

opposed metallic surfaces of our simple cell there is a

similar stress and tendency to the production of sj)ark.s,

* By washing the zinc with dilute sulphuric acid (1 in 12); pour half a

fluid ounce or .so of mercury into the dilute acid ; lower the zinc into the

merciu'y aud rub the mercury in with a rag. Or make an acid solution ol

mercury by putting } lb. mercury into J lb. nitric and 1 lb. hydrochloric

acid ; wdicn the uiercury is dissolved add li lb. hydrochloric acid ;
immerse

the zinc in this solution for a few seconds : wash ami rnb it :
it will be

found amalgamated.
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but this is so slight tliat it is dilhcult oven to detect tlie

teinlency. Bear in mind, however, that tlie diU'erence is

one of degi-ee not of kind. Even \vith such a cell as we

have ileseribed, the stuilent may be able to satisfy himself

in a dai'k room that on bringing the two metals, the

copper and the zinc or the tin and tiie zinc, in contact

with one another outside the li(|uid, there are minute
sparks produced on making and on breaking contact,

particularly the latter.

Xow let U.S l;ui ii to I lie other kinds of cells referred to above.

First lot us take the bichromate cell. This is diagi-aniinatically

represented in Fig. 237. Instead of zinc and copper

we have zinc and carbon. There are usually two

[ilates of carbon, cue on each side of a central zinc

plate, hut; these are connected together so as praetie-

a\ly to form one carbon. The zinc and carbon plates

are innuersed in a liipud made of bichromate of

.
potash and dilute sulphuric acid ;

* and the cell is

generally made in the form of a Qask, with provision

for lifting the zinc out of the liquid when the cell 237.

is not in use. Tlie Leclanche cell is made up by
putting a cylinder of sheet zinc into a glass jar, fixing up in

the axis of the jar a solid rod consisting of a mixture of

powdered gas coke, black oxide of manganese, ami shellac,

and filling up with a solution of chloride of ammonium.
Sometimes, and specially in cells of very small

cu p zn p cy 8126 used for medical work, a wet mass of

chloride of silver or of subsulphate of mercury
is used between the two plates (zinc and silver),

instead of any liquid.

The Daniell cell is more complicated in its

structure. It presents externally a copper
cylinder, which may stand within a glass jar

(Fig. 238) or may itself form the walls of the
Fv^. 2SS. containing jar ; then inside this a liquid (a

saturated solution t of sulphate of copper)

:

then there is a porous pot, P, a pot of unglazed earthen-

* Bichvouiale of potash 1 part by weiglit, and hot water IS by weight

:

allow to cool
; cautiously add 2 parts ol' sulphuric and ^ part of nitric acid.

Use wheu cold.

t Thi.s solution is kept saturated by means of some contrivance wliich
suspends a quantity of sulpliate-of-copper ciystals in the upper part of the
liipiid.
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ware wliiuli allows lii|ui(l to Iravfl thi'oiij^li its walls ; then

ill lliis ]](ii(iiis |ii)t a (|uaiilil,y of dilute sulf)huric acid; and
lastly, ill llic Vfiy iniildh;, a rod of zinc. In this cell the

(;eiitral /.iiic and the e.xtcrior copper jilay the same jiart as

in V\<^. '236 ; hut the a])parcnlly more eumplieated arrange-

ment presents advantafres which we shall understand later on.

In Grove's cell, we have an arrangement similar to Daniell's
;

hut instead of ]iutting the zinc centrally it is usually ]iut ex-

tei'iially, and instead of cop^ier we have platinum
;

iurther,

iiisteail of a solution of sulphate of copper wo have nitric

acid. The arrangement is therefore, going from within

outwards, platiiuun, nitric acid, ])orous pot, dilute sulphuric

acid, /.inc. In form Grove's cell is usually made ilat and

Daniell's cylindrical ; l)Ut these forms may he exchangeil

without allccting the working, excojit in this respect, that

porous pots are tioniewhat more fragile when made ilat tlian

when made cylindrical. . In Bunsen's cell, the arrangement

is practically the same as in Grove's, with this dillerence,

that ill the lUmseii carbon is used instead of the central

platinum. In these forms the zinc always corresjionds to the

zinc of Fig. 236 ; the carbon or the platinum to the copper of

that figure.

In all cases the zinc must Ijc amalgamated, else it

will be eaten away, even when the cell is not at work
;

and in all cases tlie zinc and the copper (or carbon or

platinum) must be kept from direct contact or metallic

communication with one another, else again tbe zinc will

be eaten away by tbe liquid, even though amalgamated.

Assuming hoAvever that these conditions are attended to,

the cell will remain unchanged for a long time (evapora-

tion being of course always provided for by tbe addition

of water as required) ; and tbe copper and

tbe zinc outside tbe liquid will continuously

and constantly present a slight tendency to

form a spark from tbe one to tbe other, but

will at no time actitally form such.

Now let us solder to tbe respective plates

of a galvanic cell a couple of pieces of wire,
^'S- 239-

jjjj^y ijot-ii y,e of copper. Fig. 236 then

would assume tbe form shown in Fig. 239. But this

soldering is inconvenient : and in any actual cell the
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stiulent will lliul lliat in coiiuoctiuii with tlir zinc jii.ilu

or roil there is a " binding-screw," which may iissniue

various I'oriiis ; ami that .similarly there is a Liniliii,^-

screw connected with the copper or carbon or platinum

of the cell. This liinding-.screw serves to gra.sp tightly

the end of a cGpijier wire .scraped bright and inserted

into the a]ierture : the screw is turninl down until the

wire is held very tight. The wire must be bright,

and so must the lower end ol' the screw : any dirt or oil

or any film of oxide will interfere with the elliciency of

the apparatu.s. If then a iiipct* of wire be fitted to each

binding-screw of the cell, the wires themselves Ijecome a

kind of prolongation of the cell-jjlates
:

, and if the free

ends of the wires be brought n.e;ir one another, it will

be found that there is, between these free ends, a tendency

to spark, and that sparks may be oljserved if the free

ends are made to rub against one another in the dark,

provided tliat the cells are large enougli. Let us then lay

the free ends of the wires very near to one another,

but not so close that there is any actual sjjarking : and
let us consider the state of things in the space between
those free ends. There is acro.ss that space a condition of

stress of some kind ; and there is a tendency for tliis

stress to become relieved and to disappear through the

]iassage of a .spark. How has this state of Stress arisen 1

It is not easy to answer the question : energy has been,

at any rate, expended in setting it up. What is the
source of tliat Energy 1 It is the energy of combination
of a trifling amount of the zinc, which lias been, as it were,
bnrned up in the cell and dissolved in the liquid ; Imt
instead of its energy of combination being liberated as
Heat (as it would have been if the zinc had been pnt alone
into the acid) it appears as tlie energy of this stress, or the
energy of electric condition. What is it, then, that
is under stress bet\veen tlie J'ree ends of the wire ? To
all seeming it is the Ether, the luminiferous Etlier, of
which we have sj^oken before. Clearly it is not the air.
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I'oi' lliii Hiune couditious may lie lirouglit aljoiit in a vucuuai.

Tlu^ lOllu'.r, tluirc-rori', is uiidc-i' ^Uvaa ; liow it cojues U> be

.so \h aiiolluT i|insslioii, to which liit'i'c is as yel no aiiswei'.

Allow liowiivur tiial it is so ; tliuii lliu Ether, Ijuiiij^

elastic, umleavoiu's to discharge this stress and to return

to its original condition. "Jjetween the two ends of the

wires it is as it it had been stretched, uv scjueezed in

I'roni the si(l(-s : and the result of its

t tendency to return is that tliere is a

tendency to draw the free ends of the

><^5^\eS^^^S^ wire together. This tendency is very

I
small : and with thick wires it is not

Ki.r
recogni.salile ; Ijut if very long slender

strips of gold leaf he suspended upon the

wires and made to approach one anothei', it will be found

that these have a manifest tendency to fly together.

We say then that the Ether succeeds in pulling them

together ; but we might also say, looking at what occurs,

that the ends of the wires, or the two gold-leaf strips,

attract one another : and this is the usual way of

speaking on the matter. When we speak in this way we

say that the two ends of the wires, or the two gold leaves,

are in different Electric Conditions, and therefore tend to

attract one another ; but this does not really help us

forward.

There are plenty of experiments, as we shall see farther

on, in which this relative condition of two opposed bodies

or points, or this stressed condition of the Ether between

them, may be produced by other means than by chemical

action : and the general rule is that once the opposed

iDodies are allowed to tovich one another the stress may

disappear and the difference between the electric conditions

of the bodies may vanish. The electrical condition is then

discharged or brought to nought, and the phenomena of

Electricity disappear. A galvanic cell, on the other

hand, is remarkable in respect that if we bring together

the free ends of the wires from our cell, there is brought
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about ;i continuous peculiar cou<litiou of llio wlioK;

space surrouiuliug tlio wire auil tlie cell. How is the

Coulinuiiy of tliis cdiuliliou iiiaiulaiiicd 'I One tiling' at

any rate is clear, that it is kept up so loiii^ as chemical
action in the cell is maintained, ami no lon,L,'er. When
the zinc is all dissolved, or when Ihe li(piid in the cell

can no longer act on the zinc, ;dl plienomeiia due lo this

condition come to an end. We shall presently see what
tliese [)henomena ai'e, but may bel'ore doing so note tliat

they are in ordinary speech attributed to a Current of
Electricity. In this view Electricity would be soinc-

tliing which somehow passes along a wire as Avater passes

along a pipe. But the phenomena attributed to a Cur-

rent of Electricity are mainly phenomena in the Field or

Eegion of Space sui-rounding the cell and wire ; and it

is now held that if we had a perfectly conducting
wire "conveying a current of electricity," that wire
would be the only thing in all the region which was
unaffected.

Hence an apparent paradox ; it is not the Atlantic cable but
the Atlantic Ocean winch conveys the Energy ol'a cable messnge

;

it is not any current of electricity along the electric mains winch
lights a town or drives tramway cars, but the transmission of
Energy through the air, earth, btuldings, etc., between the
driving dynamo and the driven dynamo or the arcdamps kept
aglow. The reasons for this apparently singular conclusion
are probably at present too I'econdite for the reader of this
smaU volume : but there is now practically no difference of
opinion among scientific men on this topic.

Let us return to our Cell and its terminal wire.s, and
ascertain what the principal phenomena are which are
observable in connection with these.

Eirst let us keep the extremities of the terminal
wires apart from one another. Then the.se wires are in
different electrical conditions, and the wire connected with
the copper is said to be "positively electrified" in
comparison with the wire coming from the zinc ; and the
M'ire connected with the zinc is said to be negatively

2b
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c'luctrilieil ill coiiiicirisoii with llu; wire (;(jiiiiiij^ I'roiii Uic

co])]K!r. ]jct, it be (il)scrvcii lliiil, lliiw i.s ;i merely conven-

tional use of terms: we inij^lit liiive reverseil tlie uoiiien-

cJiiture witliDiit doiiif^ any liarm ; Imt it has heeu agreed,

ill tlie jiractiee (if scieiitilic men, to use- these terms in

this sense. Now let us connect thes(; wires
;

])heiio-

meuii are s(;t u]), mostly in Ihe surround iiijj,- Field, which

we tire in the hahit ol' attrihutinj^ Ui a "current" of

Electricity. But if Electricity is su]>])osed to " liow," it is

natural to say that when a X)ath is jjrovided for it, it

liows from Avhat is positively eleeti'ilied to what is

negatively electrified ; and conscciueiitly our so-called

Current is said to How, along the wire he it remem-

bered, from the { + )
copper to the (-) zinc terminal

ol' the cell. But i'urtlier, it is said to How in the liquid

of the cell, from the zinc plate to the copper

(or other) plate, and thus to periVji-m a com-
zu

\
)cu plete circuit. It is clear that the " current,"

whatever that may be, does exist in the liquid,

for the liquid acts in relation to the surround-

ing region in exactly the same way as a portion

of the wire would do if turned round so as to

point in an opposite direction ; and phenomena

occur wathiu the liquid which w^e shall consider presently.

But in all this we must not forget the arbitrariness of our

language : we do not know what flows ; ^ve do not know

that anything flows ; we do not know in what direction

any Electricity flows, if there be any flow of Electricity at

all It is agreed to speak of the " current " as " flownng

in the directions specified ; no more. The language used

bears the impress of a time when Electricity was believed

to be something which coi;ld flow, could be accumulated

and condensed and so forth ; and even now it is hardly

possilile to advance a step without making use of terms

wdiich imply some such conception. Let us then speak

freely of a Current of Electricity flowing, and of its flow-

ing in a particular direction along a wnre, that is, from the
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Copper (or carbon or platinum) terminal to tlu; Zinc ter-

minal of the battery or cell.

Wc may wisli to change the direction in wliicli tlic cuiToiit

is llowing ill a given wire. Wc might ellect tliis l)y discomicct-

ing the wire iVoin tlio l)attery and jinning its ends n|i witli tlie

oyipositc terminals. Rut it is more convonicnt, usually, to use

a Commutator. There are numerous forms of eonimutator
;

but we need only de.scrihe one of those. In

Fig. 242, A is a brass ]]lug connected by wii'e p £ a~+
with the copper of the battery : 1) is another,

rr?r^S«Cj*''*'i:"ii-'y

connected with the zinc ; C and I) the same,

connected with one anol liei' ; and E is anotlKM-. ° o

C and 1) hiive a binding screw G connected pj,,^ .lyi.

with tliem by a wire : E has another, F.

Across from AB to CED there lies a pair of strips of metal,

which can be rotated together round A and B so as to join AC
and l')E, or else to join AE and l^SD, at our pleasure. In the

former case the current runs in the direction +ACDG-FE1j-
;

in the latter it runs in the direction +AEF-GDB-. It will

thus be seen that the direction of the current along tlie circuit

wire between F and G is difl'erent in the two cases.

Whenever we have anything which is said to form a

current, there must be room for Variations or Differences

in the rate of flow. In the case of a current of Water
we .say that the current is one of so many gallons per

minute, or of so many grammes or cubic centimetres per

second ; in the case of Electricity, a current which is twice

as strong as another is .said to lie due to tlie passage or Flow
of twice as many "units of electricity" j^er second.

This is an expression which the reader will not at this

stage understand ; but he will find it again M'hen we
come to the phenomena of Electrostatics. For practical

purposes he will, however, note that the practical Unit-
strength of current is the strength of that " current

"

which is supposed to " flow " when the particular Unit of

Electricity known as a " Coulomb " is supposed to take
one second to pass any given point ; the Practical Unit-
Current is a current of one Coulomb per second

;

and such a current is known as a Current of one
Ampere. But we may obtain an idea of the Ampere
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witlioiit U'ouliliiij^ ()iirselvi;s with llic Cdiiloinl). J^ct uk

bike, nil (irdiiiary uvnriij^n pint Daniell cell and coiniecl

il,H teriniii.il liimliii}^' s('ri^ws liy means ol' a thick of

wii'e ; liic.
( 'iiiTiMiL jiassin.i; aloirj, tiial win; will lia\'i' a

strciiglii filial l-(i aJjoiiL
\
Ampere. if wc lake four

such cells, and if we liist, ((iiincrl all Um; zincs lo<^cilici-

luul all the c(i])iii;r.s UigcUicr Ijy tliick wuv.h and llicn

coinnict tlie conjoint zincs with tlie c(Mijoint coj)iicrs hy a

thick wire, tlie current llowiii^' alonj^^ that tliick wire will

have a streni^tli about equal to one Ampere. Thus

currents vary in strength, and the Htreuf^'th may hi-

measured in Amperes ; the current whicli keeps an

arc-lamp alight may ha of say (>0 Amperes: tliat whicli

keeps a galvanocautery wire aglow may be of say

25 Amperes ; that which jiasses through an electric

incandescent lamp of IG candle })ower may be one of,

say, I'rom h Ampi're to 2 Amperes ; the currents passed

by tlie medical man through the human body may be

say from 3 to 300 thousandths of an Ampere, or milli-

amperes ; the currents used by the telegraphist may

have a strength of say one-sixtieth Ampere : and a cur-

rent suflicieut to work a telephone may be say one

sixty -thousand -millionth of au Ampere. But these

strengths are all inferred from the phenomena to which

the current gives rise ; the strength of a current, in

Amperes, is measured by its effects.

The principal Effects of a Current are the following :

(ft) Production of Heat in the circuit, always.

(J))
Production of Light, in particular cases.

(() Electrolysis.

(d) The production of a Magnetic Field :—

(1) The action of Currents upon Magnets.

(2) The action of Currents upon other Currents.

(3) The action of Currents upon Soft Iron.

(c) Physiological Effects.
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,'() Tiiio I'KoimcTiox ov Heat r.v an Ei.i^ctrio Cuuhi'JNt

Let us take a piece of wvy tliiii pl.il iiiiiiu wire, iuid let

us eoniu'et (his w illi Uie leriiiiuals of a cell or battery ol

cells : liir e.\aui[ili.' we may briiii^' up a pair of thick copper

wires fruin the cell or hatter}' ami make their free ends

api)roach one anolJier, and then lay our short piece of \'ery

thin platinum wire across tliese free ends. The little

piece of platinum wire becomes warm or hot. It may
become white-hot or may e\eii melt. The stronger the

ciurent, the hotter the wire bei/omes : and for a given

jjiece of such wire the law is that a current of twice the
strength will produce four times as much Heat in

that wire in a given time ; one of three times the strengtli

will jiroduce nine times as much Heat ; or generally, the

strength of the current is proportional to the square

root of tlie (quantity of heat jn'oduced.

Suppose our little piece of platinum wire formed a

small loop, projecting from the end of a rod of gutta-i^ercha

ill which the two thick copper wires connected

with the platinum wire and with the battery

were separately embedded, and that the loop

^\as dipped in water and the current passed.

Heat would be developed in the wire as before, I

but it would be taken up bv the water : the

wiitev would rise in temperature, and with a °' " '

sufficient current might even be boiled by this means.
The amount of Heat lost to the water might readily be

measured by finding Avhat its rise in temperature M-as :

and the quantity of the watev we are supposed to know :

so that if we have say 60 grammes or 60 culx cm. of

water raised 5° C. in temperature by a given current in

one minute, and raised 5° C. by another current in 4
minutes with the same apparatus, Ave know that the
former current has twice the strength of the latter, because
in a given time it produces four times as much Heat
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Ofcour.su I'or iunnirati; work wi; vvouM liavii to allow foi- tin;

loss ill liolli cases by RailiaLioii of heat I'roiii tlio licatbd water
;

l>ut wc iivr, not coiicunied witli this at tlio jircsuiit iiiuiiioiit.

It will not be dillicult to uuderHtaiid that il' we can

liiid iiuNuis to regulate our current we can regulate

tlic temperature we obtain in tlie thin wire, and that we

can tlius lieat a spiral oi' ])hitiiiuiii wire only just enouj^h

to hatch an egg round which it i.s placed, oi- enouf^li

to cook it ; that we can heat a looj) of platinum wire

only I'nough to make it slowly char its way through a

tissue round which it is placed and through which it is

drawn, or can heat it sutliciently to make it rapidly cut

its way through at a white heat ; that we can heat a dome-

shaped spiral of platinum wire to a dull-red heat, ami

apply it for checking the oozing of hlood
;

tliat we can

fell a tree by pulling through it a platinum wire kept

aglow by a sufficient current. In all these cases the

amount of Heat produced is proportional to the square

of the Strength of the Current actually passing.

But one is apt to suppose, when one sees such a little

loop or piece of wire at a red or white heat while the rest

of the apparatus appears cool, that the Heat is only

developed in that glowing bit of wire, and nowhere else.

That would, however, be a mistake. It is a matter of

proportion. Heat is developed all round the cir-

cuit ; some—and this sometimes a very large proportion

—in the battery cells themselves ; some in the thick

wire ; some in the thin wire ; but generally, the worse

as a conductor any given part of the circuit may be,

the more heat will be developed in that part. The

thin piece of platinum wire is a bad conductor : it there-

fore grows comparatively hot. The thick copper wire is

a good conductor : it therefore develops less heat.

In an electric fuse we have a worse-conducting part of the

circuit made of fusible metal ; when the current becomes

excessive the heat developed melts the fuse, and the cm-rent

ceases.
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If there be any part of tlie circuit in wliicli a bad.

conductor is interpolated, tlie greater part of the

Heat developed in the whole circuit may under some

conditions be de^'cloped there : never the whole of it, by

any chance. Whenever, again, there is a flaw in the

circuit, tlu! conduction becomes bad at that point, and

heat is locally developed when the current [)asses.

Thus if in the wiring of a house for electric lighting there

be a bad j'oint in the wires, or if the wire be worn away

or gnawed away at any given [)oint, there will be Heat

developed to an undue extent at the ilaw-, and the tem-

perature nuiy rise at that point to such a height as to set

the building on tire. Hence the need for a thorough

belief in the danger of electric lighting rather than in its

immunity from tire-risk ; for it can only be safe if there

are no tlaws.

If a powerful electric current be passed directly from carbon

or metal to the dry human skin, the skin may be burned and a

slough formed. If it bo led to the skin through a wire brush,

and the skin brushed, a powerful tingling effect is produced.

We nuxy make artificial flaws in a Circuit, and

observe the heating which goes on. For example if we pass

a strong current through two pieces of carbon in contact,

they become hot, certainly, because tliey are bad con-

ductors ; but if we separate tlieni a little or allow their

contact to be very loose, we may see the electric arc
light produced.

Again, if in a circuit we make such a flaw between two
carbons (thus practically producing the arc-light) between two
hoUowod-out blocks of lime, which are non-conductors and
prevent heat from escaping, we have the Electric Furnace. By
this, with powerful currents, temperatures have been attained

and chemical decompositions have been etfected during recent

years, which had previously not been thought possible. Again
if we, still using powerful currents, pass the current through
two masses of metal which touch one another by a loose
contact, the point of contact is a place of bad conduction and
becomes lieated ; but the hotter it gets the worse the conduction
becomes, locally, for hot metal is a worse conductor than cold

;
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SO tliat llio two adjiUMiiil siirfiicu.s of tlie luuLal nijiidly htr.d up
;

iiiid liy Lliis Mii'au.s, l)y utilising' the Loal (lev(;l()]iud at tin; local

Haw ill the riri'iiit, larf,'!; masses ol' metal aru now daily welded
togethei" ill inaiiiiraid.iiriii;^' industry.

It 1k^ lioriif ill iiiiiiil tliat all this is a (|m;sti(jii of

(lo.^rcu; iiiid (if |in(jiorti()ii : evuu a flaw must havi; sonic,

Coiiductiiifi; I'uwur, (dse tlu; ciiiTunt would stop altof^etlier
;

liut if it liiivu any, then it acts as it it were equivalent

to a wire of sonic ascertainahlc Icn^ftli and tliickncss,

and ol' the .same conductin,^ ])ower as tlie flaw.

In order to clear our ground, \\c must now devote,

Koiue pages to a digres.siou on the ('unducting Tower and

the EcsLstaiice of a conductor, and shall return tliereai'ter

to the Heat developed in the circuit, generally or locally.

Resistance and Conductance.—In a Haw in the

circuit, or in a very long thin platinum wire, the Con-

ducting Power (or conductance) is very small : and

this is otherwise expressed by saying that the Resistance

of the flaw, or of the platinnm wire, is very great.

If we had a wire of a perfect conductor, there

would be no resistance, and no heat developed in the

wire on tlie passage of tlie cnrrent ; Imt there is no such

thing as a perfect conductor, though some metals when

excessively cold have marvellously .small resistances.

It is necessary that we should have some standard

of comparison of Conductances on the one hand or

of Eesistances on the other. The Standard Conductor

would have unit conductance and therefore unit

resistance : and it is a column of mercury 1 sq. mm.

in cross-section and 106-3 cm. in length. The Conduct-

ance of such a Standard Conductor is said to he one Mho
;

and its resistance one Ohm.
It is more usual to specify the Resistance of a

conductor in Ohms than it is to state its Conductance

in Mhos. With regard to any particular conductor it is

suflicient to know either of these, for the number of

Ohms is the inverse of the number of Mhos : and thus
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a coiuluctor wliose coiuluclam'L' is 10 Mlios lias a resist-

ance of Olini.

The liesislance of a coiKliU'tor (of niiironii (liaiucU'r)

varies ilindlij as its length ami iHVirsihj as its cross-

sectional area.

A uiiilViniL coluuiii of iiiercury / em. leiig anil o si|. em. in

transverse seetion, has a resistance eq\ial to {//o-MOGoOl Ohms.

Thus if it be 1 metre loiii^- (/=]00 em.) and have a, cro.ss-arcn

or A s(|, em., its Resistance' is |(100 -f- v^) -f 1 OliSOj =xf;:;;ir, Ohm.

The Ixesistance of a conductor al.so depeiul.s on its

material, and is jiroportional for each .siilistaiice to a

particular nuiiihor wiiicli lias to be found hy experiment

and which is called tlie resistivity of the sulistance.

Tiie inver.se of the Resistivity is called the conduc-
tivity.

Thus copper is a better couductor than mercury ;

nnder similar conditions a current passes tlirough it

Gl'TO times as strong as \vill pass through mercury : its

Conductivity is 61'70 times, and its Resistivity
(n;-7-y

times that of mercury.

It is more usual for us to iind Tables of Conduc-

tivities than it is to find tables of Resistivities. Thus A\-ith

regard to coppei', for example, the usual datum would be

that its Conductivity is 61'70 ; that of mercury being

taken as unity.

Lot us write the Conductivity as y ; then the Resistance of a

uniform conductor of any substance is {I/o^l0630y} . For
example, in platinum the Conductivity is 6 '46 ; and the
Resistance of a platinum wire 12 cm. long and h mm. in thickue.ss

is 12/o-f (10630 X 6-46) ; then we must find o, which is 0-7854 x
(0'05 cni.)- = 0'0019635 srp cm. ; so that the Resistance is

{(12H-0•0019635)-^(10630x 6-46)1 Ohm.s, or 0-089 Ohm.
The Conductivity of pure water is not greater than

0-000000,000025 times that of mercury. Hence a column
of pure water, 1 metre in length (^= 100 cm.) and 1 sq. cm. in

cross-section {o — l), has a Resistance equal to (//o)-^(10630 x
0-000000,000025) Ohms, =(100-^0-000000,265750) = 376,319000
Ohms, at least ; aiul it is therefore practically a non-conductor.
Gutta-percha offers a resistance far greater than even this.
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Kruiii 111 is \vc Hui; thill hii1)hI;iiicus (jI' the hiuuc size and
rnnii may dill'er very luucli in Ihuir power ol' conveying
nv ct)U(luctiii^ an electric current : some, as metals, allow

it to jiass with relatively little resistance : others oH'er

niiu;h resistance, and their conductivity is accordini^ly

small.

Ifi'iice a currcid passing,' aloii}^ a wire sullicii;iitly cuatcd
with giitta-percha may Ik; pruvciiitcd Troui tsca]iin<^, and kept
in its patli ; and in the natural electric currents iuuud in a

ncrvo of the hoily, the neurilemma and the fatty medulla
ot the nerve play the same part, iu I'chition to the con<luctive

axis-cylinder ol' each lihril, as the yutta-percha docs towards the
wire.

The tissues of the body are iniistly very had coiiduetoi's

and oiler hi^i,di resistances ; tor e.xanipile, tlie cyehall [tresents a

resistance of about 2;')00 Ohms, and an ei[ual hulk of brain-

substance about IGOO. A ]>air of needles connected respec-

tively with the terminals of a battery, and with tlieir points

apart, will, when inserted into the tissues of the body, give

only an imperceptibly minute current : hut if they come u\)ou

a-nd enter a bullet lodged in tlio tissues, the current-strengtli

goes up at once to a high value, and the current may be de-

tected by any appropriate appliance, such as a galvanometer
or a nucrophone.

Tire human skin when dry, or dried b}' drying - jiowder,

is a ]iarticularly bad conductor ; if it be wetted it con-

ducts mucli better, and allow.s current to pass into the dee[ier

structures.

We even find that moist air is a better conductor than dry

air: so that tlie vapour arising from his body adds an element
of danger to the position of a person in an exposed place

during a tliunderstorm, for that vapour affords an easier path

for the spark.

Any dust or grease or rust about a galvanic cell or batteiy

may, practically, wholly arrest the flow of current. Hence
the importance of clean, unoxidised surfaces.

The Resistances which may be interposed between one

point and another on a galvanic circuit, in order to

moderate the current, will usually be found in a " re-

sistance-box." This consists of a series of coils of

wire of known Resistance, measured in Ohms or decimal

fractions of Ohms, which are fitted up in a box and so
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iU'ranged tluit the current iniiy Ut made to pass Llirougli

tlieu/ all, or tlirougli any desired number of them a,t

will.

Eiieh of these eoils is inado of insulated Geniuui-silver

wire, or of an alloy of silver with 33-4 per ecnt of iilatiuuni.

The resistance of these materials is Ibund to vary extremely

slio-htly with the changes of temperature to wliieh the pass-

age of "the current gives rise. The two ends of each coil are

fastened to massive" cop[ier rods, and the eoil is imbedded in

piu-artin. In the ordinary state of the instrument these massive

copper rods are connected to one aiuithei' liy a massive brass

or copper plug, which "short-circuits" the coil; that is

to say, it provides a i)ath of iniUHuiscly less resistance than the

coil itself. Wheu the plug is taken out, ^

the current is obliged to pass through the

corresponding coil, "as at A, Fig. '244. By
taking out the appropriate plugs we can,

witli properly varying values of the respec-

tive coils, give the total Resistance put into

circuit a very large range of values, and
^ ,

thus modify the current-strength to any desired extent withm

the compass of the instrument.

Wheatstone's Bridge is an instrument whereby the Re-

sistance of any given conductor can be ascertained. In its

simplest form it consists, as shown in Fig.

245, of a diamond of conductors AB, BU,

CD, DA, a cross -conductor BD with a

galvanometer G, and a connection AZnCuC
in which there is a galvanic battery ZnCu.

Observe the use of the conventional sign

for a galvanic battery in the figure : the

short thick lines stand for negative plates

{e.ij. zinc) the longer and thinner lines for

positive {<•.<]. copper). The galvanometer
needle is at rest when the Resistances in the respective arms

of the diamond are in the ratio Rab : Rbc : ' Rad : Kdc- Hence

if we know two of the resistances, and have the means of

adjusting the third to a known extent until there is no
current through the galvanometer, we know the vahie of

the fourth.

The required known adjustment of the third arm's resist-

ance may be eflected by means of a Rheostat or Rheochord.
This consists of two cylinders : one of these, 0, is metallic ; tlie

other, B, is non-conductiug and bears a screw-thread. When
the rheostat is intended to ofier no resistance, the whole of the
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luiis iVdiii A 1-1

. 247.

wire is I'cjilcd <»\ In Lliu iiiutiillic cylinder: t)ie current Uiuij

till? iiictiilHu cylinder and on by 1). An the
c-ylindi'r li is rotated back, the wire is nn-
wound on to I he sci-ew-tlireaded iion-con(ln(;l-

in,i; cylinder li, and the current has to jiass

iDiiiiil the wire so wound u)ion 15. 'J'he amount
oi' this wire so wound on 15 maybe aseei-tained

IViim the number ol' I'evolutions of the cylinder.

This is howev(!i- a I'ough form ol' apparatus.
Another uiethod is to vary AlJ and ]_>C

to<i;ether by means ol' a Sliding Contact.
The wire from the galvanometer is so litted that it can slip

aloiif; and touch any point D between A and
C : tlien tlie resistances between A and 14

and between B and C beinf( known, the

same ratio AB : 15C :: Al) : AC .still holds
good in relation to the resistances. The
objection to this form of instrument is that

the sliding contact causes wear of the wires,

and interferes with the accuracy of the
results.

The use of Resistance-boxes is to be preferred to that of

sliding contacts, li', in a resistance bo.x the successive coils

are at 5000, 2000, 1000, 1000, 500, 200, 100, 100, 50, 20, 10,

10, 5, 2, 2, 1 Ohms each, we can, by talcing out the proper

plugs, give the resistance of the bo.x containiug these 16 coils

any value we please from 1 to 10,000 Ohms : and we may use

sueli a box as the Resistance between say B and C.

But we may go farther. Instead of u.sing resistances of

fixed value in AB and AD, let ns put resistance-boxes in tliese

also. It will not be necessary for us to give these any other

values than multiples of 10, say 10, 100, and 1000 Ohms each.

Suppose then that the resjiective resistances of AB, AD, BC
are 1000, 10, and 2784 Ohms when the unknown resistance

stands between D and C and the galvanometer is at rest : what
is the value of the unknown Resistance ? AB : BC :: AD : DC

;

or 1000 : 2784 :: 10 :
27 '84 ; whence the unknown resistance is

27 '84 Ohms. We have thus taken our measurement down to two

places of decimals, and extended the range of the instrument

down to O-Ql Ohm. On the other hand, if BC be greater

than 10000 when AB = AD, we then make AB = ii5- or -jhs AD,
and thus extend the range of the instrument to 100,000 or to

1,000000 Ohms.
In ])ractice these three resistance-boxes, AB, AD, and BC,

are arranged on the same board, and provision is made for

the insertion of the unknown Resistance between D and C :
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mill lui'tlRT, the battery stands between A ami I', and llic gab

\:uu)ineter between I! ami D, as in llie diagram of Iml;. 'Jirj.

big. 247 shows how tlio respective Resistanees are giMieiidly

arranged when the Whealstone's liriilge i.s

HKide up with resistance-iioxes in this way
; .

and it will be found that this ligure sub-
"

'
''

stantially agrees with Fig. •2M''. 'I'lie resist-

cance in any arm corresponds of eonrse with

the plugs which have been tii/,rii cii/ of tliat

arm.
^ ^

Fi-. ii is.

Tliei'e is, however, another kind of resist-

ance-bo.\: often to be met with in medical work, in wliich the

plug has to be put in in oi'der to determine the resistance, and

in which no current runs ludess the plug is in. The princiiilc

of this is illustrated by Fig. 240. The current comes in at the

.segment 0, and it ha.s to go forward from
tlie central metallic di.sc. Unless the plug
is in .somewhere in the circle, there can be

no current, for there is then no communica-
tion between the .segment 0 and the central

disc: if it be in at the segment 0, there is

(S'^^T^^X resistance : if it be in at the segment

As"^^^^^^ 1, the current has to traverse one of the

Fi„ o.|fi_ coils connected with the numbered seg-

ments : if at the segment 2, two coils, and
so on ; so that the nunrber of the segment indicates the number
of coils traversed. If there are five such circles, beai'ing

respectively 10000-Ohm, 1000-Ohm, 100-Ohni, 10-Ohm, and
1-Olim coils, 9 to each, any number of Ohms can be promptly
put in circuit, from 1 to 99999.

Sometimes very high Resistances are obtained by the use of
rheostats of fluid or of graphite, or even of mere black-lead
pencil lines on paper.

Branched Currents.—When a current is sent along

a branched wire, as in Fig. 250, the current arriving at

A is equal to the sunr of the two currents

leaving A by the two branches : and
conversely, the currents arriving at B
are together ec[ual to the current leaving

B. The strength of the current passing

along ACB is to the strength of the current jmssing along
ADB as the Conductance of ACB is to that of ADC ; or

otherwise, the relative strengths of the currents in
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tlie l>i';uiclics aro invftrxely pi'oportional to their respec-

tive resistances.

|''<ir cNiniipli', s\ii)|iosi! \V(; have a cuiTeiit ol' 'A^ Aiiiporos f,'oiii<;

rouiHl the cii'eiiit ; i)Ut, in iLs way it liiiils a liMiiiclied anaii^^c-

iiiont such as tliat ol' J''ig. '250, in wliicli tlie respective vn-

sislaiic.os of A('15 and AT)15 are 8 Olniis and 2 (Jliins. Wliat are

tlie i-cspcetive curriints in tlie two Ijraiiclies ? Let i be llie

curiMMit-strcngLli in tlie 8-Olini Ijrancli and (2"5-'t) tlie current-

strenfj,!)! in tlie 2-Olini branch ; then i : (2-5 --i) : : i : h ; and

on solving this simple equation we find '/ = i Anqiere in the

8-Olnn branch and (2'r)-'i) = 2 Anqiei'es in the 2-Ohin branch.

Suppose we have to insert in tlie circuit a piece of

apparatus which would be iirjured Ijy tlie I'uU curi'eiil,

we could divert any desired proportion ol' the current

by sending a part of it along a Ijranch or "shunt" of

sirtficient Conductance, that is, of sulficiently small Resist-

ance.

Suppose we desired a current in AUB to be reduced to -1^,77,

and that the resistance of ACB was as before, 8 (jhiiis : wliat

must be the resistance of the additional path, that is, of the

shunt ADB 1 We see that if of tlie current goes by ACB,
must go by ADB : therefore the Conductance of ADB must

be 99 times that of ACB : that is to say, the Resistance of ADB
must be -^V that of ACB, or Ohms.

In a bu-Bois-Raymond key, the current is practically

shunted off from a nerve -preparation by being made to pass

partly through a thick mass of brass : the .share of the current

wdiich the nerve then gets is inappreciably small. When the

key is opened, the nerve gets all the current which its resistance

will allow to pass.

Currents travel wherever there is a conducting path for

them ; hence they affect the more remote parts of the body

when applied superficially. For example, on electrifying the

face, it may be that the optic nerve is irritated.

After this explanation as to Resistance and Conduc-

tivity we may return to the Heat generated in a circuit,

or in any given portion of a circuit, on the passage of a

current. This Heat is, j:ier second, numerically equal to

the Amperes squared x the Ohms ; that is, on condition

that it is itself measured, not in ergs, but in Joules, of

10,000000 ergs each.
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Thus the Heat developed in a coil of wire, whose resistaiieii

is 12 Ohms, by a cun'ont of 7 Aiiiih'mvs is (7-x 12)^(-19 x 12)r-

:,SS .loules per'seeotul, or nSSO.OOOOOO ergs per seeoiid.

There is another mode of slating the same result

wliieh deserves attention. Sui)pose we have u conductor

whose resistanee is one Ohm and tliat the current pass-

ing is one oi' one Ampere : then the conductor is in

different electrical conditions at its two ex-

tremities, for if it were in the same electrical condition

at both ends no current would tlow along it. This

difference of condition is known as the Difference of

Potential, and will be more I'ully e.xplained later on
;

but it is analogous to a Dill'erence of Temperature in the

How of Heat, or to a Dill'erence of Pressure in the flow of

a Liquid. In tlie case specified (one Olim and one

Ampere) the two ends of the conductor are said to be

under a difl'erence of potential (sometimes called an

Electromotive Force or a voltage) of one Volt. The

Ohm, the Ampere, and the Volt are thus closely related
;

and if any two of them be known with reference to any

particular conductor or portion of the circuit, the value

of the third may be readily inferred, for llie three

quantities are related thus :—Volts = Amperes x

Ohms ; or Amperes = Volts Ohms ; or Ohms
= Volts Amperes.

Thus if in a given coil whose Resistance is 12 Ohms there be

a current passing whose strength is 7 Amperes, the Difference of

Potential under wdnoh that current passes is 84 Volts : for 7

Amp. X 12 Ohms = 84 Volts.

The statement of this relation is the extremely im-

portant law known hy the name of Ohm's Law.
The Heat produced is, therefore, in Joules per

second, also equal to the Volts x the Amperes ; and

it is, further, equal to the Volts squared the Ohms.

Problems.— 1. In an ordinary pint Daniell cell, the diflPer-

ence of potential between the two plates, when they are not
brouglit into metallic communication with one another, is about
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(iiiii Vnlt. 'r\\t: resistance of tlio cell ilsclf is iisuiilly nhout, !

Ohms ; dial, is l.o siiy tiui ((ill iLsull' is cijuivaluiil, :is ii cijiiiliiidor,

tr) ahdiit I'^ri"-! i-ni. uT Htaiidard iiHircin-y-coluiiiii. Now U.t us

riiiiiicci; l lir cDiiiiiT anil tlin ziint by a sli(ii-t thick bit ol' \vir(!

whii-h (jII'ci's iiracl.ii-ally no I'csisLaiici! to the How of a ciirn-iit.

A current then passes round tlie circuit ; and its strength is

Volls-f-Ohnis = i -f 4 — Anipei-e. Next let us find how niiu;li

Heat is devuloiied .srw/t'/ in the cell, wIkhi it is thus allowed

to run to waste. This is (Anipercis)- x ()linis = (.|)- x
-1 =.]- Joule

per second, or '2,r)(l000() erf,'s jior second. The same Ii<^nre is

I'cached by takiuff the IJ.eat, in Joules per second, a.s Volts x

Aniperes = l X:|- = .| ; or a.s (VoIts)'--^Ohrns = ] 4-4

2. Ne.\t, let us ])ut between the ternnnals a lc)n^' coil of thin

wire, whose liesistauce is say 80 Ohms. The wliole Kcsistanco in

tho circuit is now 84 Ohms ; and the Strength of the Current is,

in Amperes, = Volts-^Ohms = -sV Ampere. Now let us ascertain

liow much Heat is developed, iirst within the cell itself, and

second in the long connecting wire. First, then, within the

Cell : the current-strength is -^'4 Ampere and tho resistance of

tho cell is 4 Ohms ; the Heat in the cell is therefore (Ampores)-

xOhms = (sV)"X 4 = T5^V^ Joule per second = 5GG9 ergs per

second. Secondly, in the Wire; the current -sti'ength is ^'j

Ampere and the resistance of the wire is 80 Ohms ; the Heat in

the wire is therefore (sV)- x 80= gs^,T Joule per second = 118309

ergs per second.

3. What is the DilTerencc of Potential between the two
ends of the connecting wire in the last example ? We
know that Volts= Am])eres x Ohms. The difference of potential

in question is therefore J,: Amp. x 80 Ohms = |f = ff Volt.

The whole of the potential-difTerence obtainable from the cell

(one Volt) is not available for the service of the connecting

wire, for a part of it is absorbed in driving the current

through the cell itself.

4. In a C4rove cell the internal Resistance, that of the cell

itself, is smaller than in a Daniell of the same size, being about

i Ohm for a pint cell ; the Voltage is generally about 1 '8 Volts,

if we connect the terminals of a pint Grove cell by a short thick

bit of wire the current is 1-8 Volt -^0 '2 Ohm = 9 Amperes ; the

Heat developed per second is (Amperes)^ x Ohms = 9- x i = 16-2

Joules, or 162,000000 ergs. If we again use our 80-Ohm coil of

wire, the total Resistance becomes 80-2 Ohms
;
the Voltage is

1 -8 Volts, as before ; the current-strength is Volts -^Ohms =sV;j
= 0-0224 Amperes; the Heat developed within the Cell is

(Amperes)'^ x Ohms = (0'0224)'- x 0"2 = 0-0001 Joules per .second
;

the Heat developed in the Wire is similarly (0-0224)- x 80 =
0-4000 Joules per second ; and the Difference of Potential
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botwccii Uio ends of tho eoiiiieeting wire is AiiipiTi'S :< Olnns-

(^'s-rx S0) = l-79ri5 Volts.

5. Supposing wo liavc a Coll whoso internal resistance aiul

voltage we do not know ; but wo have a sot oF coils whoso

Rcsistauocs wo do know. Tako throe of those, say 5 Ohms, 10

Ohms, ami 20 Olims. With tho aid of those Uio problem is not

at all beyond tho reach of calculation, provided that wc have

some means of measuring the strength of the Current directly

in Amperes, as by means of instruments known as Ampere-

meters or Ammeters. Let the result of our measurcmenl.s be,

then, that with the o-Ohm coil interposed between the terminals

of the cell, the current is 0-2-1 Amperes : that with the 10-Ohm

coil it is 0-133 Amperes ; and that with tho 20-Ohin coil it is

0-0706 Amperes. If we set this out in an algebraical form the

problem becomes simple ; let r stand for the Voltage of the

cell in Volts ; let co stand for the internal Resistance of the

cell in Olims ; then w^e have the three equations 1^-^ = ^'^-^
'

'— = 0-133; —5—r = 0-0706; and from these equations the
w + 10 ' w + 20

student's knowledge of algebra will readily enable liim to find

that v'=l-5 Volts and co=l"25 Ohms.
6. Suppose we had a Daniell cell, 4 Ohms and 1 Volt as

before ; and we want to reduce the current to 2 milliaraperes,

that is, to y^ViT Amperes: what amount of i-esistance must
we interpose between the terminals? As before. Amperes=
Vol tsH- Ohms ; that is, 0-002 = 1 Volt-;- 500 Ohms

;
so that the

whole Resistance must become 500 Ohms, and the resistance

interposed must therefore be 496 Ohms.

We may have, instead of a simple wire between tlie

terminals of a cell or battery, a circuit in which the

different successive parts present difTering resistances, as

for example, an alternation of thick and thin lengths of

wire. Then the heat produced in the whole circuit

is distrib-uted among the different parts of the circuit,

to each according to its Resistance.

If a wire were a Perfect Conductor, it M'ould present

no resistance, and there would be no heat developed

in it ; and the conducting wire W'ould thus be unaffected

by the passage of the current. The Heat developed in

any given portion of a circuit is therefore a consec|uence

of the imperfection of the conductor employed.

2c
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We luivo, ill all llic; above, assumed the C'un-eiiL to do

iiotliiii,i4 l)ut trausfonn all its Energy into Heat, hut

tlie roriuula', ileal = (Aui]i.)- X Oiiiiis = Aiiip. x Volts =
(Volts)'-^ Oliuis, also lei'er, more broadly, to Energy in

any ol' the i'orms whicli it may assume, il' the ( urient

be made to drive an eleetromotor, tlie electromotor is

equivalent, i'rom the point oi view of the l)uttei-y and

circuit in general, to a wire ])resenling a certain Resistance

and a certain Dillerence of Potentials between its ex-

tremities; and the only dilierence in tlie situation is that

the motor more or less completely transi'orms the Enerj^y

supplied to it into the energy of Work done by it, instead

of transforming it all into Heat.

It may be proper in this place to explain wliat the measure
of Current is lor connnercial purposes. It is not the Strength

of Current, the Amperes ; this alone would not tell us liow

much Energy the consumer had taken from the electric mains
;

and from the point of view of the electric ligliting company it

is a matter of indilference what may be the special forms of

apparatus employed by the consumer. What interests them is

how much Energy they have supplied him with, and this is

what, by one means or another, they measure in the consumer's

meter. The rate of consumption of Energy in the consumer's

apparatus is etpial, when measured in Joules-per-second, to the

product of the Amperes into the Volts. Consequently, by one

means or another, tlie meter must register both the Amperes
and the Volts under which the Energy of the electric current

is supplied. But the meter must do more than this ; it must
also register the Time. The product (Amperes x Volts x no. of

Seconds^) gives the number of Joules of Energy taken up from

the circuit. The commercial unit of Electrical Energy is 1

Ampere xl Volt x 3,600000 seconds = 3, 600000 Joules = 1000

Ampere -Volt -Hours. It does not matter how this product is

made up, whether by Strength of Current, or high Voltage, or

length of Time, or all or any of these ; wlieuever this product

has been made up, the commercial unit of Energy has been

consumed ; and if, as is sahl, "the unit of current" costs 5d.,

the sum due is then 5d.

The same thing is often expressed in another form, namely :

—

the unit is ecpial to 1000 Joules-per-second continued for an hour

;

but the phrase "Joules-per-second" is abbreviated into

''Watts," a Watt being the unit of Activity on the so-called
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•PruL'tical Electromagnetic" systciii, in wliich thu Conlonib,

Ampere, Olim, ;uul A'olt serve us units systematically related to

one another; that is, thu Watt is an activity ol' 10,000000 ergs

per second. Then the cominercial unit is e(|ual to the result ol

an Activity of 1000 Watts, kept up Ibr 1 hour : it is said to

he equal to 1000 Watt-hours or to one kilowatt-hour.
_
On

the Continent ol" Europe the unit in use is not 1000 Watt-

hours, but 100; the unit is therefore a " hektowatt-hour,"

not a kilowatt-hour.

(/)) PllODUCTION Ol'' LiCinT BY A CuRHICNT

(1) Gaps in a circuit.
—

"\\'e lia\-e already alluded to

the prodttctiou ol' the aiow well-kuowii electric arc light.

In this, in air, the positive carbon wears away about twice

as last as the negative : so that coutrivauces Lave to be

resorted to for regulating the approach of the carbons

towards one another as tliey wear away. In some cases, as

ill lantern projection work, it is found expedient to regulate

the position of the arc by hand : in street lighting the

devices employed must be automatic. Tlie temperature
attained is about 3500° C, at which carbon volatilises :

and powerful lamps differ from weaker ones in the area

of carbon over which this temj^ierature is attained. Area
for area, the brightness of the luminous part of the

carbon is the same both in weaker and in more powerful

lamps.

(2) High temperatures in bad conductors.

—

The temperature assumed by any given portion of the

circuit will depend upon the amount of heat liberated

in it (measured in calories) ; and it will be greater the

smaller the mass of the portion considered, and also the

smaller its specific heat. A very thin badly -con-
ducting wire or filament ma}^ collect within itself, on
account of its relatively high Resistance, a very large
proportion of the total Heat developed in the whole
circuit ; and then, on account of its small Mass, its

temperature may become exceedingly high in a short
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time. AVlieii it i.s l)ot it will lose heat by radiation

and cdiidiicLioii oi' convection ; but it will attain a

teinpiiraturc at which its lo.sscs are balanced by tlu;

continuous supply (jf Jinergy I'roni tlu; liattery, in the

ibrni of llcat. TIk; smaller its radiating snrface, or the

KsHS air it has immediately around it, the less rapid will

be its losses, and the higher will its temperature tend to

become before equilibrium is reached. A sulliciently

strong current, passing along a very tliin and short ])iece

of platinum M'ire, may thus bring that jdatinum wire to a

red or a white heat, or may even fuse it. Tlien, of course,

when the wire becomes exceedingly hot it emits light.

The earlier suggestions as to the manufacture of small

electric lamps were that the current should be made to

pass through a thin platinum wire or a coil of thin

platinum wire. These forms of lamp were, however,

soon displaced by electric incandescent lamps in which

the filament of liigli resistance is made up of a car-

bonised organic fibre .such as a bamboo fibre, or—now-

adays—of prepared carbon paste. The Eesistance of tliese

filaments is very great, ranging, in an ordinary 16-caudle

lamp, from 16-2 to 181 Ohms.

Suppose tlie current is so regulated that its actual strength

as it passes through the lamp is 1-85 Amperes, and that tlie

lamp is one of 16-2 Ohms resistance; then the Dilference of

Potential between the extremities of the filament is Volts =
Amperes X Ohms = 1-85 X 16 '2 = 30 Volts. Similarly if the

current be 0-58 Amperes and the resistance 181 Ohms, the

voltage is 105 Volts. In the former of these cases, the Energy

transformed by the lamp is Joules per second = Voltage x Current

= 30 X 1-85 = 55 -5 Joules per second ; in the latter of these cases

it is similarly 105 x 0-58 = 60 '9 Joules per second. The average

consumpt of Energy by a 16 candle-lamp may be taken at from

50 to 56 Joules per second. The hghting power falls off to 13

or 14 candles in 100 to 200 hours ; so that the consumpt rises

to an average of 3| Joules T^er second, per candle-power.

The whole of the Energy radiated from the lamp does

not take the form of Heat, for some of it assumes the

form of the energy of Light ; but after all this is only a
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small percentage, some 5 or G iter cent at most. Ilence it

must be borne in mind tiiat an electric incandescent

lamp is not by any means heatless ; if immerseil in a

small quantity of water it may boil tlie water,, tlirouj^li

the absorption by the water of tlio Heat radiated Iroin tlie

Hlament ; and if such a lamp be wrapped up in gauze,

the gauze may first char, then smoulder, and ultimately

take fire ; and disastrous lires have actually arisen from

this cause. Again, when such lamps ha\e to be intro-

duced into cavities of the human body for purposes

of exploration, it must be remembered that quite as much
Heat is produced as if the same filament (or one of the

same resistance) had been used bare and applied as an

electro -cautery. Mischief may be caused by needlessly

keeping the lamp alight when introduced into position
;

for though the actual white-hot filament is not brought
into contact with any one point of the tissues, the Heat
is radiated from it and is absorbed by a certain area of

the tissues surrounding the lamp ; and any carelessly

protracted exposure of the tissues to this influence may
result in undue stimulation or irritation, or even in a

burn.

Lamps of this kind are very useful fnr microscopical
purposes for they may be made very small and may be brought
into the focus of tlie condensing lens or mirror, so as to afford a
sufKciently powerful and concentrated source of bright light, in
the best optical position.

(3) Geissler-Tubes.—If a glass tube containing air,

or other gas, only in very small quantity, that is, at a
pressure of only about jffVo atmosphere, have platinum
wires fused through the glass and entering its cavity at

opposite extremities ; then if these wires be connected
with the terminals of a frictional electric machine or a
battery of high potential -difterence, so that the rarefied

gas is, as it were, invited to act as a conductor of the
current, a very feeble current will pass through the gas

;

and the gas will then glow with a phosphorescent light-
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This li^'lit (It'iieiids, in reK])ect of its colour and the lines

in its s]i(!c,trnni, u])on the nature of the nniteriiil of the

S^'as. Many ])ro)K).sidH have l)ecn made to utilise the lijfht

produeed hy suidi vacuum - tul)es, or "Teissier's tubes,"

for illuminating' the caviticis of the human hody ; hut

nowadays they are very little used, for the light which

they produce is but feeble, and they have ])ractically been

replaced by the more convenient small electric incan-

descent lamps which are now obtainable. fJeissler-tubes

are nsually set in action l)y im^ans of tlui current from an

induction-coil, which will be described later.

In a Geissler-tube, the negative electrode is sur-

rounded by a dark region : and as the rarefaction

increases, this dark region lengthens until at length it

fills the tube. But the dark region is the scene of a most

vehement transport of molecules, repelled from the

negative electrode (or "cathode"): and if the negative

electrode be so shaped as to make the molecules, travelling

always at right angles to its surface, converge iipon a

limited area of the glass walls of the tube, that limited

area will brilliantly shine with a phosphorescent

light. There has been discussion during recent years as

to whether this is really due to molecules travelling in

the tube, or whether it may not be due to Longitudinal

Vibrations of the Ether. Professor Rontgen, in working

at this subject, discovered that the light from the

phosphorescent area of the glass contained some form of

apparent radiation which possessed extraordinary pro-

perties. It traverses paper, wood, aluminium, but not

most metals ; it is not regularly reflected and refracted

;

objects are more or less opaque to it according to their

physical density ; it makes fluorescent substances

fluoresce ; and it affects a photographic plate. Hence

if the hand be held between the phosphorescent vacuum-

tube and a photographic plate, the rays traverse the flesh

,
and cartilages pretty freely, while the bones are relatively

opaque ; and if a needle be embedded among the bones,
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it will lie very opaque ; so that a shadow-photograph
of the skeleton of the hand may lie iiiaile, ami will .'^how

the position of any metallie l'orei,L,ni body.

Wli.'it llu' nature of this riiiliation, it radialioii it he, is not

yet elear ; .soiiu' think it to he duo to long-ituclinal waves ol'

tlie Ether ; some think it due to an aelual permeation of (ho

transparent hody liy moleeules from Ihc source of li^i,dit : ami
otiiei's think it entirely a jihenonienon of stress in the eloetrie

field. It is reiiiarkahlo tlint simihir results are produced, in

less degree, hy the light from mcst oriliiiary phosphorescent
bodies, particularly I'roin artiticial blende (sulphide of zinc).

(() Electrot.y.sis

AVhen we pass a current of electricity along a wire of

metal, nothing particular .seems to occur within the wire,

in the way of any displacement of the particles of the

metal itself But if we pass a cnrrent through a quantity

of acidulated water, by immersing in it two platinum
jilates or "electrodes," wdiicli are themselves connected
with the terminals of a sufficient galvanic battery, then
we find that at the electrode connected with the
" positive or copper (or carbon or platinum) terminal
of the battery, oxygen gas is liberated in bubble.s.

At the .same time, on the other electrode, that connected
with the "negative" or zinc terminal of the battery,

hydrogen gas is liberated in the same w-ay, but in

volume equal to twice that of the oxygen
simultaneously liberated at the positive ^"M\f"'

electrode. The easiest and mo.st obvious I 1

conclusion to arrive at, on considerincr this c»ii.-\
f
+a„.

result, would be that the electric current has
decomposed the water into its constituent

elements, oxygen and hydrogen. This was
for a long time believed, and it is still usual
to speak of the decomposition of water by the current.

* 'I'liis positive eli-ctrode is called the "anode"
; tlie otlier, the negative,

is called the "catliode."
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I5ut riicciit rcseixrclies have made it dear that tin; (\n-

planiition ol' tlic, ]ilienoiiieii(Jii has to sought ioi' in

another (liicclioii.

Tin; incrliiinisiii ol' tlic reaction seems to he somewhat the

I'ol lowing;. The siilpliurie acid, JI-jSOj, when dissolved in water,

breaks up spontaneously into liydrof^eii and tlie f^roup SO4.

'J'liat iii|uid, whifh we call a Solution of siil|iliuric acid in wutei',

consists of water as an inert medium, ami ol' atoms und mole-
cule-groups of hydrogen and SO4 iinil'cjrmly disseminated
through it, together with some undecomposed molecules ol'

suliiliurio acid. The ]lydi-ogei:-atoms are positively chai-ged
;

the SO^-groups arc negatively charged. How this comes to he,

no one knows. Then the positively-charged hydrogen-mole-

cules are attracted hy the negative electrode, the cathode,

the electrode connectccl with the zinc ;
and they arc repelled hy

the opposite or positive electrode, or anode. Similarly the SOj-

groups arc repelled hy the cathode and attracted hy the anode.

Tlic H atoms therefore drift through the medium towards the

cathode, and the SO4 towards the anode.

"When the hydrogen-atoms reach the negative electrode or

cathode they give uji their positive charge, and they then

coalesce to form ordinary liydrogen-molecules, which aggregate

to form huhbles of hydrogen on the negative electrode. The

hydrogen thus appears to travel with the current from the

battery, from its copper terminal towards its zinc terminal.

In this the water has taken no part ;
hut if we follow up

the liistory of the S04-groups, we find that these accumulate

in tlie region of the positive electrode, and that there is a re-

arrangement of the atoms there, such that the reaction may
be expressed by the chemical equation S04 + Hi;0 = HL>S04-f 0.

The result is the liberation of oxygen on the positive elect-

rode or anode, and its aggregation in the same way to form

bubbles. But this oxygen is the product of a secondary re-

action, not of the direct decomposition of water by the current.

Again, in a solution of chloride of sodium, the chloride

spontaneously splits up upon solution into atoms of chlorine

and of sodium, wdiich iloat equably diisseminated in the water.

When a current passes, the sodium atoms drift in one

direction and the chlorine atoms in another, and accumulate

in the region of the respective electrodes ; the positive sodium

atoms towards the negative, and the negative chlorine towards

the positive electrode. Where the sodium atoms are in

excess, they act upon tlie water surrounding them, and form

soda hydrate, wdiich remains in solution, and hydi-ogen,

which escapes. Similarly, the chlorine atoms attack the
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phitinuin elodmac, corrode it, ami form platinum chloride ;

!uul if wc wisli the clilorine to hv. .volvinl as such, wo must use

elertrodcs of earliou or some sulistiince whieh is uot attiU'ked h>

cliloriue If the solution he one of chloride of copper, lie

copper is not deposited upon the iief;ativc eleetrode, lor it is

dissolved by the solution ; Cu + CuC;io = Cu.,( I...

The iihcnomemi of Electrolysis are thus pliciioiueiia of

Drift or Iknv of previously-dissociated atoms, or ;j;r()ups ol

atoms, from the substances dissolved.

As the particles come up to the electrodes, tliey dis-

charge into tlie general circuit the quantities of

electric charge with which they are, souiehow, endowed
;

and thus the current is kept up.

It is to be observed that the Quantity of Charge with

which a free atom is charged is always the same
;
m that

the discharge of a given Nnmlier of dissociated Atoms upon

the electrodes is associated with the passage of a given

Quantity of Electricity round the circuit, and no more.

This is'as much as to say that we may measure the

Strength of the Ciu-rent (that is, the Quantity of

Electricity which Hows per second), by the quantity of

the products of apparent decomposition which appear

at the electrodes during a second. The proportion in

which the former stands to the latter is given us by

Faraday's Law. To understand this law, we must

first understand what a Gramme-Equivalent is.

Hydrogen in an acid can be re]ilaced liy a metal to form a

salt. In° hydrochloric acid, for example, hydrogen can be

replaced by' sodium to form chloride of sodium. In this

instance, one gramme of hydrogen will be reydaced by 23

grammes of sodium. The 23 grammes of sodium are thus

equivalent to one gramme of hydrogen ;
and this quantity ol

sodium, 23 grammes, equivalent to one gramme of Hydrogen,

is called the gramme - equivalent of sodium. Similarly the

gramme-equivalent of potassium is 39 grammes; and the

gramme -equivalent of iron is 28 grammes in the ferrous

compounds, and ]8§ grammes in the ferric compounds.

This last statement will be understood when we look at

the formula of ferrous chloride, FeCli, and that of ferric

chloride, Ee-iCln ; in the former, 56 grammes of iron have
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ri'pliicud 2 (^i-iiininos of liydrogcn in hydroolilorio aeiil ; in

till! liittor 112 i,'niiinn(\s of iron Ikivo re])l;u'eil fi of hydroj^M'n.

'I'iii! (jrainino- l';i[uiviil(iMt of ii metal, llioii, is tiie number oT
1,'raniinc's wliii-li will replace on(i {^raiinnt; of Hydi-of;(;n in

rlirniical combinations. Afruin, tlio f5raninHi-e(|uiva]eiit of a
halogen, sntdi as (diloi'liiR, or of a salt-radicle, sucdi ii,s SO4, is

tlic, niimbur of grammes of tbat luilogen or salt-radiide which
will combine with one gramme of hydrogen. Thus, tlie

gi'iimmo-equivalent of clilorino in hydrocldoric aeiil is 35-!>

gi'amnics, l)ocaus(i in tliat aeid .3.') ',5 grammes of clilorine are
united with each gramme of hydrogen.

Faraday's Law is, tlien, that when a current passes,

whose strength is A Amperes, 0'000010,3.52 A Gramme-
Equivalents of the salt-radicle or halogen are liberated at

the positive electrode, per second ; and a corresjionding

quantity of the metal in the salt acted upon is lib(n'ate<l

at the negative electrode.

A current of ono Ampere thus liberates upon tlie positive

electrode 0'0000]0,3,52 gramrne-cquivalents of silver per second
;

that is, O'OOlllS grammes of silver per second, or 4 'Oio grammes
per hour. The Strength of a Current can, with the help of this

datum, be measured by iinding out how much metallic silver it

will deposit from a solution of pure nitrate of silver in a given
time.

The process of Electrolysis is utilised in electroplating:. The
object to be plated is made a negative electrode, or cathode, in

a solution of the metal ; that is to say, it is connected with the

zinc. of a sufficient battery, or witli the corresponding terminal

of any other source of electric current. The metal to be
deposited travels with the current towards the negative

electrode, that is, towards the oljject to be coated.

The solution tends to become weaker as it is rolibed of its

metal, atom by atom ; but there is a contrary tendency acting

at the same time, namely, the corrosion and solution of the

positive electrode by the halogen or salt-radicle liberated

there. For example, if a current be passed through a solution of

sulphate of copper between copper electrodes, there will be a

deposition of copper from the solution upon the ncf/ativc copper
electrode or cathode, and that electrode will be thickened ; but
the salt-radicle liberated in the neighbourhood of the positive

copper electrode or anode will cause the solution of some of the

copper from that electrode, with formation of sulphate of copper
in the solution ; this fresh supply of sulphate of copper is in its
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turn siilijoct to oloctvolysis, and ihc copper, originally a part of

the positive eleetrodc, linds its way through tlio solution to tho

neo-ative electrode, and contrihute.s to thicken it. Tlip whohi

ol'tho positive electrode may thus be eaten away, and its sub-

stance transferred to tho opposite electrode. In this way tlio

solution, or "bath," employed in electroplating is ia-pt saturated ;

the ]iositive electrode is made of the metal with which the

negative electrode is to be plated. If the current bo too

strong', so that tho solution is robbed of its Tnotal too rapidly,

the atoms from tho positive electrode have not time to conio

forward into the neighbourhood of the negative electrode, and

tlic soiutiou there become.s weak in metal, with consequences

detrimental to tho colour and consistence of the metal deposited.

There is thus always a well-marked tendency to corrosion of

the positive electrode ; and though this tendency may in .some

particular cases, such as that of plating above referred to, be

utili.setl and turned to good account, the tendency to corrcsion

of the positive electrode is generally dctiimontal, and must be

carefully kept in view.

Let us suppose that we are going to pn.ss a current through

part of the Human Body ; and that wo are nsing, as a positive

electrode, a plate of zinc : and suppose that the positive plate is

applied to the skin moistened with saltwater in order to improve

its conductivity, or to any natnrally moist surface, such as a

mucous membrane ; then the salt water or the mucous secretion

is electrolysed and chlorine is liberated at the positive electrode,

that is, at the zinc plate ; the zinc is attacked, with formation

of chloride of zinc, which has a powerful caustic efTect on the

skin or upon the tissues. In particular cases, this caustic effect

may be precisely what is desired, in which ca.'-e a zinc electrode

may be employed. Again, where it is intended to insert a

needle into the tissues, the corrosion of the needle which is to

be used as the positive electrode may be prevented or minimised

by gilding' it ; then in the neighbourhood of this needle tho

nascent oxygen, chlorine, salt-vadicles, etc., wdiich are liberated

on electrolysis, will produce their own effects on the surrounding

structures, and will cause coagulation of blood and check

bleeding or condense tho tissues. If such a needle be inserted

in an aneurism or dilatation of a large blood-vessel, and if a

current be passed so that it enters by the needle and finds its

w'ay out by a metallic negative electrode placed on some other

l>art of the body,—that is, if the gilt needle be made the

positive electrode,—the result is that the local liberation of

oxygen, chlorine, etc., within the aneurism causes coagulation
of the blood w'ithin the sac, begininng round tho needle, and
thns the sac may be blocked up and the danger of its bursting
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averted. If, on llie otlior hand, Uu; cuireiit ])c jtiLssod tlie

wroiifj way, so that tliu iieodli; iiiserlnd in the sac bwoiuos the
negative instead of the ]iositive uluetrodo, the eonseijuence of
the ehictrolytic action is tliat there is an evohition of bubhles of
liydrogeii round tlie needle, and bubbles of ^iia arc thus intro-
duced directly into the blood-circulation, a result which may
possibly liavc fatal coiise([uences.

In the electrolysis of tumours, the negative needle is

inserted into the tumour. Then the material round the necdh;
becomes alkaline, and frothy with lilierated hydrogen

; and it

is rapidly disintegrated.

Electrolysi.s fiiriiishe.s us witli ii ready means of
ascertainino- which is the positive and which tlie

negative terminal or pole of a battery. Take a bit of

blotting paper or filter paper, moisten it with a solution

of iodide of potassium, and touch it with tlie wires or

needles from the two terminals. At one of tlie two wires
the paper will remain white

; at the other it will darken,
on account of the liberation of iodine. The M'ire at

which the iodine is lilierated is the one connected witli

the positive terminal of the battery ; it is the Anode, or

the electrode connected with tlie copper or platinum or

carbon of the battery, if the battery Ije one made up of

galvanic cells.

It will be noticed that the corrosion of metal which is

caused by Electrolysis, occurs where the current leaves the
metal ; thus where electric lighting or electric tramway currents
escape and travel partly through the earth, taking advantage of
the presence ofgas pipes or water pipes to find an easy return path,
these gas pipes or water pipes are corroded at every point wliere
the current leaves them to enter moist earth, but are not affected

where the current leaves the earth to enter the metal. In such
cases damp earth acts as an electrolyte ; that is to say, it

acts as if it were a liquid solution of the salts contained within
it ; tlie salts are dissolved by the moisture present ; the atoms
travel as they do in a liquid ; and thus we may find, in the
neighbourhood of the wire or pipe towards which the current
Hows, aggregations of metallic sodium or potassium derived
from the soluble salts of the soil, or more generally, accumula-
tions of alkaline oxides or carbonates ; while in the regions

surrounding those points of the wire or pipe from which
current enters the soil, we find that the soil is acid, and
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iiR'tal, of wliich the wire or pipe has been robbocl, is found,

geiuTally in tlio i'ovm of oxide, to bo slowly making its \va,y

throu^!,di the soil towards some point wlifre tlu! current enters

the wire or jiipe.

Density of a Current.— In Electrolysis in ijar-

tieular, but also in considering the local development of

Heat in a conductor, it is of importance to keep in view the

so-called Density of the Current, tliat is, the number of

Amperes running across each sq. cm. of a transverse

section of the conductor. Where a conductor narrows

down, tlie heating or electrolytic effects are concentrated :

and in order to keep them from being excessive, a sulli-

cient transverse-sectional area will have to be given to the

conductor.

In medical applications of electricity, if a current of say 0'2

Ampere be passed through the body by means of large elec-

trodes applied to the skin, there may be no inconvenience
;

but if the electrodes be small, there may be pain, blistering, and
even sloughing produced.

(d) The Production op a Magnetic Field

The action of currents upon magnets, of currents upon
other currents, and of currents upon soft iron, is such as

to show that the region of space surrounding a
current is a Magnetic Field.

It will probably be found easier to understand the

bearings of this expression if we give at once a brief

resume of the main phenomena of Magnetism in this

place, and then show what the relation is between these

and the phenomena of a Current.

In a Magnet, for example in a mariner's- compass
needle, there is one line called the magnetic axis,
which always tends to lay itself in a particular direction.

This direction lies, roughly speaking, North and South.
A magnet also attracts soft iron towards the ex-
tremities of its magnetic axis.
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One end cjf tlie Magnetic Axi« has a .sjieciul lendeiicy

to move t(;\vard« tlie north, and tlje otliur lias a similar

and corresponding tendency iu move towanls tlie south.

It is as if a ])air of invisiljle iiands laid hold ol' its ends,

like the liands on the handles of a copying-press, and as

if the one of these hands pulled the one end towards the

north while the other pushed the ojiposite end of the

magnetic axis towards the south.

The result is that the magnet tends to rotate into its north

and south position, but there is no perceptible tendency to

make it change its position by any niovenieut of Translation :

the action is confined to a rotatory movement. The force iijion

the one end of the magnetic axis is equal to tlie op[iosed Force

acting upon the opposite extremity, and the two equal and
opposed Forces, acting at the two extremities of the magnetic

axis, constitute a couple.

In ordinarily accessible places, therefore, there are

Forces tending to work a compass-needle round into a

definite direction : these forces are called magnetic

forces
;
any region of space in which these Forces occur

is called a Magnetic Field : and the direction in which

the rotating couple acts, the direction of the puU-and-push,

or the direction in Avhich the compass -needle comes t('

lie in equilibrium, is called the direction or the Line of

Magnetic Force at the place where the needle is

situated. Tlirough every point in a magnetic field a line

may be drawn, which line represents the local Line of

Force : and the local magnetic forces tend to make the

magnetic axis of any magnet coincide with the local

Line of Force, so far as feasible.

The magnetic held whose forces work the ordinary compass-

needle is the Terrestrial Magnetic Field.

It is curious that the strongest attainable magnetic field

seems to produce no effect whatever on the brain.

The end of the Magnetic Axis which is impelled towards

the north is called the north-seeking or, simply, the

north pole of the magnet ; the other end is the south-

seeking or south pole.
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If wo L'ut a luagm't into little iiioccs, each of the portions

is a lictle magnet This can lie earried on iiRluliuitely, ami it

is believed that the Magnetism of a bar of magnetised sLeol is a

property of its constituent molecules. It is also believed that

the magnetism of a bar of steel tlc|iends npou its Jlolceules

(whicli are in truth atready magnetic) being turned round
within the solid metal so that their .similar jjoles arc turned the

same way, and their joint eifect then becomes i)erceptible.

This may bo illustrated by an e.vperiment in which a glass

tube lillod with steel hlings is laid within a coil of wire through

which an electric current is passed : the tube is shaken so as to

give the hlings some freedom of moveiueut. They thou lay

themselves lengthwise in the tube ; aud each filing becomes a

little magnet. If now the tube bo carefully withdrawn, so as

uot to disturb the hiiugs, the tube of steel hlings is (bund to

act in all respects as a magnet. ]5ut if it be well shaken, so as

to kuock the filings out of their position of parallelism to one

another, and to make them assume mutual relative positions

which are promiscuously discrepant, the magnetic properties of

the mass disa]ipear, although if auy particular filing be taken
out and examined, it will be found still to be a minute steel

magnet. The filings in this experiment each correspond to a

molecule of the mass of steel in the theory just stated.

There are two ways of descrihing the action of a

Magnet
;
by its Poles, and by the Magnetic Circuit.

The former, hy its Poles, is the more usual method.

A Magnet is said then to have two Poles, one at eacli

end of its magnetic axis ; and the Magnetic Forces in

the Field, acting upon the magnet, act upon its Poles,

which are as it were laid hold of and the whole magnet
rotated into position. Conversely, the Forces exerted b//

the magnet are said to be exerted by its poles ; and
the phenomena are explained by means of a form of

speech in which certain imaginary attracting or rej^ell-

ing magnetic matter is supposed to be situated at these

Poles. And further, these Poles are, in the elementary
theory of magnetism, mere points, so that the leading

problems of Magnetism are reduced to the very simple
form of problems of attraction to a point at one end and
repulsion from a point at the otlier end of the Magnetic
Axis.
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Tliis only ii|)|)roxiiiiato!y correspoiidis to the facts. II' it were
iiii a(lc(|uat() nipreseutatioii of tliu I'aut.s wo would be able to map
out Llio i'i';,non Kun'ouudiiif^ a laaj^net by moans of Lines of

Force, all ]irocee(liny from one ])oint anil con-

fvei'ginjf
upon anothoi', alter the iasliion of Fig.

1 252. Hut if we want to iind out how the Lines
I of Force are disposed in the neighbourhood of an
+ actual magnetic bar, we must use a quantity of

\ soft iron filings, lay them on a card lying u])0U

/ the magnet, ;ind shake tliem a little, so that they
may leap into positions s]iontaneously assumed

h'i". 25'J. ^'y t'leni ; then wo lind that each little illing lays

itself in its own direction along the local Line of

Force, and that the congeries of lilings assumes a form diagram-
inatically shown in Fig. 253. That is to say, the Lines oi' Force

do iioi; all start from a common point.

There is therefore no such thing as a true

magnetic Pole : there is, however, a polar
region towards the end of each magnet,
towards and from which the lines of force

converge and diverge. Fit;- 253.

There may, however, be particular con-

structions in which the actual state of affairs may approximate
more or less nearly to that of a true pair of Poles ; for example,

in a very long, very thin and uniformly magnetised wire :

and it is on the whole convenient, for simplicity of treatment

of the subject, to begin by assuming that the magnets of which

we speak are magnets of this somewhat ideal kind. A pretty

close approximation to fact is in many cases obtained by assum-

ing that a long thin bar has true poles which are situated, not

at its ends, but at some small distance from each extremity of

the magnetic axis.

By a pure convention, wliich happens to Imrinonise

with the conventional use of the terms Positive and Nega-

tive in Electricity, the North-seeking Pole of a magnet

is said to be its positive pole ; the South-seeking Pole

its Negative pole. Then in different magnets, poles

which are both positive or both negative repel one

another : poles which are dissimilar attract one

another.

Magnets vary in strength : some are stronger, some

weaker than others ; and the Strength of a magnet is

measured by the mechanical resistance which we must
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offer in order to prevent it from swinging round, when

suspended, into llie norlli-and-soutli position wliieli it

tends to assunie. 'riu'u a uiagnet is supposed to liavc, in

proportion to its strength, a eertain quantity oF the

imaginary Magnetic Matter at each of its poh-s : that is,

a positive quantity at its north-seeking pole, and an eipial

negative quantity at its south-seeking pole. And next,

magnets act upon oue another, if their poles he approxi-

mately mere Points, in a way which may be expressed by

saying that each pole acts upon every other with a

Force proportional to the Strength of each Pole and

inversehj proportional to the square of the Distance be-

tween them : a law which is of the same form as the

Law of Gravitation. Between similar poles this force

is one of Repulsion ; between dissimilar poles one of

Attraction.

Ill order to have a standard for measurement and comparison
we say that a pole is (in C.G.S. measure) a Polo of Unit
Strength when it repels an equal pole at a Distance (througii

air) ot one centimetre witii a Force of one dyne.
Terrestrial Magnetism. — Tlie neighbourhood of the

Earth is a great Magnetic Field, nearly uniform within small
distances. In this field the Lines of Force have, at each point
of the earth's surface, determinate directions. Tliey slant in
tlie northern lieniisphere downwards and roughly speaking
northwards

; in the southern hemisphere upwards and north-
wards. But they are far from being geograpliically parallel to
one another, so that for example at Greenwich they point down-
^yards, making an angle (in 1895) of 67° 15' with a horizontal
line and an angle of 17° to the west of north : whereas at
Valentia on the west coast of Ireland they make an angle of
68° 45' downwards and 22° 11' 54" to the west of north. The
local angle which a compass-needle makes to the west or east of
true or geographical North is called the Declination : sailors
call it the Variation. The downward or upward angle made
wil:h a horizontal line is called tlie Inclination or Dip. An
ordinary mariner's compass is weighted so as to prevent the
needle from dipping downwards; but there is an instrument
called a dipping compass in which the object is to allow the
needle to dip, so that we may ascertain wdiat the inclination is.

In this instrument the needle is poised on a horizontal axle
;

and it is turned round on a vertical axis until the dip of the

2d
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needle attains a niaxinmm : tlio magnetic axis of tlie needle
then lies along the local Lines of Force, and this contrivance t,lieii

shows the magnetic north and south as well as the amount of

the Dip.

At any place a vertical plane ])arallel to the Lines of Force is

called the "Magnetic Meridian " at that place. In jiliysical

maps of the cartli we lind irregular lines marke<l Magnetic
Parallels and Magnetic Equator. The Magnetic liquator is

a line at eveiy point of whicdi the dip is eijual to zero, so that

the needle lies horizontally after magnetisation if it lay hori-

zontally before being magnetised ; and the Magnetic J'arallcls

are lines joining localities at which the Dip is equal. These
lines are far from coinciding with the geographical Equator and
parallels of latitude. As we near the Arctic or Antarctic Poles,

we find the magnetic parallels become very irregular curves, and
the needle points to their Centre of Curvature. This gives tlie

impression that these centres of curvature are magnetic poles of

the earth : but a true Magnetic Pole of the Earth is a jilace where
the needle stands vertical, the dip being 90° there : and there

are only two such points, one in the Arctic, one in the

Antarctic region.

All the magnetic data or " magnetic elements " of any one

place undergo continual changes or variations : the magnetic

equator and parallels are always .shifting, the magnetic meridians

twisting, and the strength of the terrestrial magnetic field vary-

ing. Some of these variations are rapid, some are very slow

and take ages to accomplish their course : some depend on the

relative position of the sun and moon : some upon the physical

condition of the sun.

In a good many forms of apparatus it is, as in galvanometers,

of advantage to mask the Earth's Magnetic Field, or more or less

completely neutralise its efl'ect upon a magnetic needle. This

will enable a given magnetic needle to be deflected from the

magnetic meridian by a less powerful force. This weakening of

the field surrounding the galvanometer-needle may be accom-

plished by bringing another magnet, with its north pole

lying north, to an adjusted distance above the galvanometer

needle, so as almost to neutralise the earth's directive force ; or

by coupling together on the same suspending thread two almost

equal magnetised needles with their poles opposed. If the two

needles were exactly equal and had their magnetic axes parallel,

the system would be practically unaffected by the earth's direc-

tive action. Such an arrangement is said to be "astatic."'
_

The reason why a magnet with its north-seeking or positive

pole lying North tends to neutralise the Earth's directive forces

is this, that the Earth itself is really a magnet with its positive
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pole lying to the South ; for its positive pole is its Austral ov

Antarctic, not its Antarctic Pole. Then the linos of force due to

tlie Earth, and those due to the neutralising magnet, are

opposed in direction.

Magnetic Circuit.—Eefer again to Fig. 252. Wo
see there that the Lines of Force in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the magnet appear to emerge from one end

and to return to the other end of the Axi.«. But this

would be an incomplete view of their relations. Let ns

assuine an ideal magnet of some appreciable thickness,

a magnetised iron bar, perfectly uni-

formly magnetised throughout : then ^ '

^1

the lines of force would all emerge at . ,
,tt* ZT^^

one gnd and return, by a more or less

ample sweep, to the other end of tlie yv^. 254.

bar ; but they would also be con-

tinued through the bar, so that each Line of Force

forms a complete closed circuit, partly in iron, partly

in air. Then the Poles of such a magnet would be the

flat ends, at which the Lines of Force pass from air

into iron or from iron into air ; and the Lines of Force

would have directions such as those shown in the dia-

gram, passing from the positive to the negative pole in

air and through from the negative to the positive in the

iron itself.

If a little magnetised steel filing were laid in the

neighbourhood of this magnet, it would act as a compass-

needle does in the neighbourhood of the earth : it would
come to lie along the Line of Force passing through its

Centre of Mass. The positive pole of the filing would
come to lie as far away, along the line of force, from the

positive pole of the magnet as it can ; and the negative as

near to the positive pole as it can.

There is no limit to the distance at which a magnet acts
;

there is no point, however distant, at which Lines of Force from
any given magnet cease to appear

; but of course at distant
points the field of force due to any particular magnet may be so
exceedingly feeble that we have no means of detecting it. At
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i'c,asoiiM,l)ly i:lo.H(3 i|niirl,(!rs, liowovor, w(i may detect tlio cxisl:-

fiin'c, of t lio Magnetic Field oi'oiu! inii^'iiot liy the ciicmiistain'i!

tlial, another magnet temls to In; rotated into the direction ol'

the liiiii's of VnvcAi of tlie first
;
one oC its poles is ])ulle(], llie

oilier puslied ahiiig tliese lines ; and all tliis corresponds to

stresses and sl,ra,ins in the Ether. The extent to which siieh

a dote(!t(n'-niagnct will hn pulled or tend to he ])ulk;d out of

its lun-nial north- and -.south position will de])end upon two
tilings

; (1) upon the local "strength" or "intensity" of the
magnetic field in whicli it is swung; and (2) upon the
strength of the detector -magnet's own poles, together with
tlio amount of leverage provided l)y its greater or smaller
length. These two latter data may often he taken jointly ; we
may not know the actual Distance l)etween the "poles" of the
detector-magnet or the Strength of its poles, and yet we may
know the firodwi of these. This product is called the magnetic
moment of a magnet ; and for a great many purj)oscs it«is all

that we need know concerning a magnet.
Tlien if we assume that the magnet is uniformly mag-

netised throughout, so that any little bit of it would be jjre-

cisely like any other little bit, of the same size and shape and
cut out of the magnet in the same direction, we may divide

the Magnetic Moment of the magnet by its Volume and arrive

at the "Magnetic Moment per unit of Volume," say per cub.

cm. ; then we call this quotient the " intensity of magnetisa-
tion" of the magnet. This ought to bo uniform throughout a

bar magnet : if it -were, all the north and south poles of

the respective portions of the magnet (which would become
manifest if the magnet were cut across into pieces) will com-

pletely mask each other ; but generally there—
is a failure in this respect ; and this may go

s NN ss N go far that there is actually a reversal at

Fit'. 255. some spot, where south poles may face soutli

poles or north poles north, and thus we may
have "secondary poles." In such a case the Lines of Force

will be complicated after the fashion indicated

in Fig. 255.

The next case of importance if? that

of a very thin slice cut transversely
out of a uniformly magnetised thick

iron bar. Let AB be a section of stich a

slice
J
then the Lines of Force are as shown in Fig. 256.

It will be understood that a larger diagram would better

show that every Line of Force takes a sweep into space
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.mil relurus, foniiiiig a closed circuit lliroiigli llie

.slice nf iron. Those from near Lhv. tnlges luni .sliarjily

round and return ; llio.su fi'oni nearer the middle may
take very M'ide sweeps before tliey rclurn. Tlie face of

tlie disc lying towards N is it.s positive face, and that

lying towards S its negalive.

Now we come upon an extremely important propo-

sition, which is the connecting link between Electricity

and Jlagnetisni
; that if we take a loop of wire, of the

.same size and contour as the Magnet-slice or di.sc of

Fig. 25ti, and ])ass round that loop an electric current,
there will be, around that loop, a Magnetic Field
of exactly the same form as tliat shown in Fig. 256

;

and if we use a current of suitable strength, the

Magnetic Field due to the Current will be identical
in all re.spect.s with that surrounding the Magnet-slice
or disc already referred to. And further, if instead of
a single loop of wire we use a spiral of wire, wlio.se

outline shall correspond with the outline of our thick
bar magnet, Fig. 254, tlie magnetic field due to the
ciirrent will be in-ecisely the same as the magnetic field

of Fig. 254. With this difference, however, in both
cases : that whereas with an iron or steel magnet we
cannot get inside the metal, the loop oi' the spiral is

open, and we can ascertain that there is a Magnetic Field
in the interior

; so that the Lines of Force do truly form
Closed Circuits, as is alleged.

An electric circuit may tlius be said to be a
particular form of magnet : if it is a mere loop, it

IS like a magnetised disc, with a positive and a nega-
tive face

;
if it is a spiral, it is like a magnetised

bar, with a positive and a negative end. If the
current be stronger, the circuit corresponds to a stronger
magnet ; if weaker, to a weaker.

Attention to this has enabled a Magnetic System of Elec-
trical Units to be devised, which, with some modifications, has
led to the adoption of the Ohm, the Volt, the Ampere, etc.,
with which we are now acquainted.
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Since ji isiiiiple circuit Ijcariiii^ a current corresponds,

MS a wliole, lu the magnetised disc of Fig. 256, it follows

that the. Circuit as a wliole has itself a positive or north-

seeking face and a negative or south-seeking face, and

that it tends to lie, if it can turn into that position, Avitli

its faces magnetic north and south. Which, then, is the

Positive Face of the circuit ? 'J'he answer is that an ob-

server looking at the positive face of the circuit, if he

could see the current, would see it go round the circuit in

a direction opposed to that of the hands of a watch.

Then, the student will see that if Fig. 256 he taken

to represent a circuit -current, with its accompanying

lines of force, all looked at edgewise, the current must

be going away from him where it crosses the plane of the

paper at B, and approaching him at A. He will also see

that a magnet-needle, which always tends to lie along

a Line of Force in the magnetic field, will turn so as to

lie at right angles to the wire, with its nortli pole

driven in the direction of the arrows in the figure.

The action of Currents upon Magnets.—If we

now confine our attention to any particular small

part of the circuit, namely, to so many inches of

wire ; and if we bring that part of the circuit near a

magnetic needle ; that needle will tend to lie across

the wire if there be a Current in the wire, and its nortli

pole will be deflected in a direction which indicates in

which direction the current is flowing in the wire.

This direction may be remembered by the following rule,^

whicb appears to the author to be the simplest means of

calling to mind the relation in question which he can lay

before the reader. Hold a penholder in the hand, the

right hand, in the usual way; the pen points in a

certain direction, the direction of the natural flow of ink

in the pen, towards the point of the pen
;
suppose that

the penholder represents the wire, and the direction of

the flow of ink in the pen, towards the point, the

direction of the' flow of current along the wire. Then
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instead of allowing the thumb to lie stretclicil along the

jionliolder, lay it across it. The thninb then repre-

sents the magnet as (lis[ilaced by the induence of the

current: the thumb-nail represents it.s "marked" or

" north -seelviiig" end. When this is understood, the

penholder may be laid aside and dispense.d with ; and

tlie ivlation may be brouglit to mind by simply laying

the thumb across the forefinger of the riglit hand
;

then the forefinger may rej^resent the Current, flowing in

the direction in which the forefinger i^oiiits, and the

tlinmb the Magnet, with its north-seeking

end represented by the thumb-nail. With
the thnnib still lying across the forefinger,

these relations may, if convenient, be

exactly reversed, so that the thumb re-

presents the Current, flowing towards the

thumb-tip, and the forefinger the Magnet,

with the finger-nail marking off its north-

seeking end. The figure will also explain this relation

(Fig. 257).

In the Simple Galvanometer, or Galvanoscope, used as a

lecture-tablo aii})aratLis for demonstration purposes, the wires are

arranged as sliowu in Fig. 258. The mag-

I
^ netic needle NS is poised or suspended in

I
u ' ; ' any convenient way. The wire from a

\\ battery is brought first over the needle, then

Fie. 2oS. under it, and back to the battery. A key
serves to close or complete the circuit when

desired. The wires, which lie in the same vertical plane,
are brought round until they come to lie in the magnetic
meridian, that is, in the same plane witli the magnetic
needle in the position which of its own accord it tends to
assume, lying magnetic north and south. When the wires and
the needle are in the same plane, not before, the current is

turned on by completing the circuit. If the relations be those
shown ill the figure, the north-seeking or N-marked end of the
magnet is, by the part of the current lying above the needle,
turned into a position above the plane of the paper in the
diagram

;
and by the part of the current lying below it, it is

farther driven in the same direction.
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Tliu (Icllcclioii iiulucc'd may Uiuk Ijc niaile to .serve fur

I 111' detection uf u (Jui'renI, j)ai~Hiii[^ llirougli tlie wire :

and llif I'llccL will be iiiulLii)lied il' instead tA' one

oi' wire as iu the lij^ure, we fit u)) a COil ol' insulated

wire, so that tlie current may circulate several times

I'uund the needle. Each turn tlieji jiroduces its own
eliect ; and J'eebler currents nniy he (hftected with a coil

than Avith a simple loop of (jne turn.

But the deliection may idso be made to show the

strength of the current. The greater tlie deliection,

the greater the strength oi' the current : a feeble curi'ent

will cause a comparati\'ely small deflection as against the

pull everted by the Terrestrial Magnetic Field ; a stronger

one a greater.

Suppose two persons take hold at the same time of the two
handles of a copying -])ress, and try to turn the handles in

o[)posite directions ; the position assumed by the handles of

the copying-press will be something intermediate between the

positions into which either person coidd have brought the

liandles if unresisted. The two Couples are then in Equilibrium.

"When the action is of this kind, we have two cases of practical

\'ahie : {a) the Forces ai'e at right angles to the natural position

of the needle, in which case the current is jiroportional to the

tangent of the angle through winch the needle be-

comes deflected iu the passage of the current : thus,

B 7^ if BAG be the angle of deflection from the magnetic

/ meridian AB, then if BC be drawn at right angles to

/ AB, the current producing the deflection is propor-

/ tional to the ratio BC/AB : and (h) the case iu which

the Forces acting are always at right angles to the

actual position of the needle, in which case the

Fi" 259 current-strength is proportional to the sine of the

angle of deflection, that is to the ratio BC/AC.
These two cases are utilised in the Tangent Galvanometer and

the Sine Galvanometer respectively.

hi the Tangent Galvanometer, there is a coil of wire

wrapped round the cireunderence of a circle. This coil is

mounted vertically, but in such a way that it can, as a whole,

be turned round a vertical axis ; the current to be tested can

be passed round this coil, there being binding screws provided

for this purpose. In the centre of the vertical circle there is

poised a very short magnetic needle, which naturally tends to
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]ioiut iiortli ami south. Tlio coil is liruuglit rouiid until its

]ilaiie cuiiiridi's with tlii) iiortli-and-.soutli (lireetiou assuiiiuil^ by

the ucoill.' ; :uul thoi the current is i.assed tiirouf^h. Tlio

ueudle now dcllouts. Thu amount of its diilkictiou is obscrvod,

and by the aid of tables wliich inform us as to thu values ol

the tangents of dillerent angles, wo ina.y eakniliite the proj>or-

tionate values of the current-strengths whicli give rise to the

dillerent dctleetions observed. 'J'iie iiistrnnieiit should be

standardised : that is, it should be ascertained \vhat dellcc-

tion is produced when the eurrcut actually passing is one

Ampere: then the delleetions produced by currents of other

strengths are proportional to the tangents of the respective

angles of dellection : and an instrument so

standardised may serve as an Amp6re-meter.
The iustrnuieut may be so constructed as to

enable us to dispense with reference to

mathematical tables. If in Fig. 260 the

needle NS, poi.sed at 0, be jirovided with a

long pointer, and if the deflections be read

olf on a straight scale, the readings on this

scale represent the tangents directly, and the

strengths of the current are proportional to

those readings : so that we need not trouble ourselves about

the inunber of degrees in the angle of dellection.

In the Sine Galvanometer, we again have a vertical coil

of wire IVee to rotate round a vertical axis ; the needle is

poised as before, but may be longer than in the Tangent Gal-

vanometer. The difference lietween the Sine and the Tangent
Galvanometer is that in the former the current passes continu-

ously ; the needle deflects : the coil is rotated so as to try to make
it lie parallel to the needle ; this somewhat alters the position

of the needle itself : but the attempt is pursued until it is suc-

cessful, and the needle and the coil lie in the same plane.

Then the strengths of the currents are proportional to the
sines of the angles of deflection produced ; and if the instru-

ment be ])roperly standardised, the strength of the current
passing can be ascertained in Amperes.

Both in the Tangent and in the Sine Galvanometer it is of
great importance that the coil should not itself offer sucli a
resistance as materially to modify the strength of the current.
Hence these instruments are often made with a single thick
copper strip instead of a coil : but . the advantage of a coil is

then lost, namely, that each turn of the coil acts so as to
increase the effect, for each turn of the coil is ec|uivalent to
an increase in the strength of the current passing round the
needle.
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To ^ivii iui iik'a iif thu vvorkiiif,' of a Tangmit (Jalvauoinotcr,
it may bu stated tluit at Gruonwii.-li in tlio year 1890, with a tan-
f,'(iiit yalvaiioiiiuter of oiui turn, in which tliG vertiwil cireh; lias

a radius nl' 10 cm., the dullcctioii pi'oducod by a current oi' one
Am])ei'c is 18" fi.'Ji' ; and tliat produced liy a cui'rent of 100
Amperes would be 88' 19^', for tlie tanfj;ent of the latter anj,de
is c(|ual to 100 times the tangent of tlie foi-mei'.

Again, the tendency of the needle to be deflected may be
restrained liyaspring: and the amount of Tension orofTorsion
which must be applied to the sjtring in order to jirevent tln^

needle from detlecting at all may be measured.
In a Differential Galvanometei" there are two coils,

wound together round the .same needle. Currents are sent
round these coils in opposite directions

; and if these be equal
there is no effect on the needle ; if one be stronger than the
other, there is a deflection, due to the difference between the
two currents.

The ordinary method of Telegraphic Signalling is liy the
use of a Key, by which the circuit can be closeil for longer or
shorter jioriods. The longer or shorter currents cause a
galvanometer needle to twitch visibly in accordance with
the signals transmitted. Sometimes the signals are not short
and long, but positive and negative, the key being devised so
as to commute the direction of the current sent round the
circuit, according to the way in wliicli it is handled ; in that
case the signals will be right and left deflections of a galvan-
ometer needle ; or right and left defiections of a spot of light
on a screen, produced by a small mirror attached to the small
deiiecting needle ; or they may be higher and lower notes on a
pair of bells rung by one of two electromagnets in fixed

magnetic fields.

The action of Currents upon Currents.—To
understand this we may refer again to the comparison

of an electric circuit to a magnetised disc.

Two such Magnetised Discs, witli their

similar faces looking the same way, tend

to slip together so as to have the same

centre : and so will two circular Circuits,

Fig 201
bearing Currents which run parallel to

one another (Fig. 261). If their similar

faces look opposite ways, the two magnetised discs slip

off one another, and rotate, so as to make their similar

faces look the same way : and so will two circular currents
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whose directions are opposite. Tiic position ol stable

equilibrium of two such current-bearin^,' circuits is at-

tained when their respective currents run parallel to one

another, and as close together as possible.

If tlie two coils bo ono larger and the other smaller, and

both mounted on the same vertical axis, so

that the smaller one may rotate >ithin the

larger one, they will, when currents arc

passed through both, tend to come into the

same plane with their currents parallel

to one another ; and then in order to turn

the inner one out of that position we must

employ Force, that is to say a rotating Couple

or Torque. .
- ^

This rotating coui)le is such, at any given
_

an<de of detlectioii, that it is proportional to the sine ot tlio

angle of deflection (that is, in Fig. 263, if BAC be the angle

through whicli the inner coil is twisted ^irom a

position in the line AC, it is proportional to BC/AB),

and also to the product of the current-strengths

in the two coils : it also depends on the number of

turns in each coil, and on the relative sizes of tlie

two coils. But now let the instrument be so con-

structed that the same current losses through

both coils ; then instead of the product of tlie two

current-strengths we have the rotating couple pro-

portional to the sqwirc of the one current - strength, that,

namely, which we may wish to measure. Therefore if we find

how much Torsion we must apply to a spring in order to force

the two coils to stand at right angles to one another (instead

of allowing them to stand in the same plane), we have an easy

means of ascertaining directly, when once we know how much

torsion is required for one Ampere, what is the square of the

current-strength (in Amperes) : and from this we may readily

calculate what the current-strength itself is. Or else the in-

strument-maker, instead of graduating the torsion - dial in

degrees, may graduate it himself in such a way as to enable

the number of Amperes to be read olf directly. This double-

coil principle is the principle of construction of Siemens's

Electrodynamometer.
Let a current be passed through an outer bobbin of insu-

lated wire ; if an inner bobbin be free to move up and down

along the axis of the former, and if a current be passed through

the inner bobbin, parallel to that in the outer, the inner
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Iiolibiii is sucked in Ui Lhe oiiiui- one, lor all thu turns of llie
two coils tend to lie as ('lose toi,'(;thcr ;is possihlu. It the same
current jmss Ihrouf^li botli boliliius suceessivoly, the Force
pulling the inner bobbin into tlie outer a;,'ain varies as the
.fi/uaiy ot the current-strength. We may prevent the inner
lioiil>in being sucked in, by trying to withdraw it by means of
a spijing, until wo get it into a standard iiosition : and vviien
it is in that standard ]iosition tlie spring will be stretched to a
certain extent, ou the princijile of a Hjiring- Balance. Then we
know, by reading tiic s.^ale, how much Force is being exerted,
and, as before, the instrument may be standardised.

Wherever the indication of a current-nieasui-ing instruinent
is pro|iortioinil to tlie square of the current jiassing, it will
always be the same, whatever be tlie direction of the
current.

Of conr.se in the mechanical construction of instruments of
this cla.ss, the actual movemenls or the siiring-torsioiis or -ten-
sions to bo comiiared may be rendered manifest and measurable
by making them move pointers ou a dial, by means of appro-
priate gearing.

Tlie subject of the action of Currents upon other
Currents was not ajiproaclied by the earlier experimenters
from the magnetic point of view, or from that of the

behaviour of complete Circuit.s. Tliey looked at the more
obvious action of a simple wire, bearing a current, upon
another wire bearing a current ; and they arrived at the

following propositions as the result of experience.

Two currents running parallel and in the same
direction attract one another

; that is to say, the

current-bearing wires tend to approach one another.

Two currents running parallel and in opposite
directions repel one another ; the wires tend to move
apart.

When the currents are not strictly parallel, but both

have the same general direction, they attract one

another and tend to assume parallelism. When they

have directions Avhich are on the whole opposed to one

another, they tend to move apart and also to rotate into

a position in which the currents run parallel and in the

same direction, in which po.sition they attract one another.
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Two cm-rents nuinincj in tlio same direction, end-on to

one another, repel one anotlier.

Suppose a cari'eiit is passed tlirougli a solenoid or spiral coil

of wire : in the dill'erent turns the currents are ])arallel to one

another and in the same direction ; the dill'erent turns of tln^

coil attract on(^ anotliei-, and the <'oil lends to shorten.

Action of a Current on Soft Iron.^ -In order to

explain tiiis, we may return to our magnetic circuit,

tlie lines of which tliread the axi.s of a current-bearing

spiral or "solenoid."

If we choose, we may saj' tliat the air within sucli a

spiral is itself a magnet made of air. The essence of

a magnet is not that it be made of iron or of any other

substance, but that Lines of Force, or, as we shall now call

them, lines of induction, run directly tlirough it.

Tlierefore, wherever there are lines of induction passing

tlirongli air, the air itself becomes magnetised : strongly

^^dlere the lines are crowded together
;

feebly where they

are few or have diverged much from one another. But

be it more or less at any given point, this magnetisation

of the air affects the whole Magnetic Field ; and it there-

fore generally involves the whole Ether of space in

those strains and stresses which we represent to ourselves

by means of Lines of Force or of Induction.

The lines of induction must form closed circuits : and in

ordinary magnets the magnet itself only furnishes a part of
the path traversed by the lines of induction. It is possible

however to arrange matters so, in some cases, that these Lines
may travel wholly in metal : in such a case tlie lines do not
escape to the outer air. A good dynamo machine sliould

present a good metallic circuit for these lines : and one's watch-
spring ought not to be at all aSeoted by being brought into the
neiglibourhood of an ideally good dynamo, which would con-
fine its magnetic field wholly within its own metal.

Confining ourselves in the meantime to the region

within the spiral, let ns replace the air in that region

by an equal bulk of soft iron, by slipping a soft iron

bar into the spiral. The magnetic field surrounding the
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spiral is llien say 300 to 400 times as strong as before
;

ami tlie sol't iron acts like a magnet 300 to 400 times as

strong as the original air-magnet liad been : 300 to 400

times as many lines traverse its suljstance. Wliy this

should be so is a mystery.

Tliis iminljcr, 300 to 400 in tliis case, is called the Magnetic
Permeability of tlic .substance acted upon. In iron, this

permeability dejiends upon the (|uality of the iron ; and there

are some alloys of iron known which make magnets not a wliit

stronger, as magnets, than our original air-magnet.

Suppose that instead of leaving our soft-iron core wholly

in the siiiral or "solenoid" coil, we withdrew^ it gradually, in

the direction of its length. Fewer and fewer of the turns of

the solenoid would surround the soft iron : the effect of the soft

iron in increasing tlie number of lines which thread the solenoid

would become less and less. When the core has come com-

pletely out of the coil, the effect of the soft iron is not nil, for

it still receives some of the lines, those in a weaker ])art of the

field, and it increases the total number of lines which thread

the coil ; but the extent to which it does this diminishes as its

distance increases : and thus the strength of the Magnetic

field, within the coil diminishes as the core is withdrawn, and

may be regulated to any nicety between its full value when
the core is wholly in, and its mere air-value when the core is

wholly removed. We may see this in Medical Induction Coils

:

there are two coils, of which one slips over the other ; the inner

one carries an interrupted current : the field of force is occupied,

within the coil, by a soft-iron core whose position is, in some

models, capable of adjustment for the purpose of modifying the

strength of the field in the way above explained.

If the iron be very soft it loses its magnetic jjro-

perties the instant the Current ceases : but few specimens

of iron are as soft as this. Steel does not strengthen the

field to the same extent as soft iron does ; it has not so

great a Magnetic Permeability ; but when the current

ceases, the steel retains in large measure its magnetic

properties and is a so-called permanent magnet, vnth

its Magnetic Circuit and (if it have free ends) its Poles and

its surrounding Magnetic Field.' All steel magnets are

now made in this way.

The lines of force which remain tend to shorten and slirink
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Lil[

niul disiip])ear. Tliis accounts for their form as sliowii in Fig.

253 : and it accounts for a certain slow spontaneous demag-
netisation of a magnetised steel liar. Hence
steel magnets should always be ke])t in the

manner shown in Fig. 2t)4, with cross-bars

of soft iron : but the whole should be arranged
so as to provide a complete magnetic circuit p^„ 2m,
for the lines, all (or as far "as may be in view
of the needful air-gaps) within the substance of the ningnots

riiemselves. If magnets be of a horse-shoe shape they .should

always have a .soft-iron cross-bar or "Armature" on, for the

same reason : the lines tend to pass through this instead of

through the surrounding air. The field in the neighbourhood
of a horse-shoe magnet is thus very much weaker when the
armature is on than when it is off ; it is weaker even when
the armature is almost on, than when it is removed to a

distance ; and thus it is ]iossibIe to regulate, not the Strength
of a iMagnet, which for a steel magnet remains ]U-actically the
same, but the strength of the field between the poles of a
horse-shoe magnet, by bringing a soft- iron armature to a
greater or smaller distance from its poles. This is found
utilised in the common medical magneto-electric machine,
in which, as is said, " the strength of the magnet is regulated

"

by an adjustable piece of soft'iron which,' when it is brought
near the magnet poles, weakens the field by di'awing off,

through its substance, some of the lines of that field.

A bar of soft iron acted upon in the way described,
is an Electromagnet

; and the jjower which very soft

iron possesses of instantaneously losing- its magnetic
field when the current ceases, just as air will do, is of the
greatest value

;
for it can be applied in the most varied

forms of apparatus. Again, if we push up the strength
of the exciting Current, increase the number of turns of
the spiral round the iron, and use a thick bar of soft
iron, we may make an immensely stronger magnetic
field in its neighbourhood than we could by any com-
bination of permanent steel magnets of the same
size.

Electromagnets have been used, stronger than steel ma cruets
of the same size could be, for drawing iron out of the eye ''steel
needles through the skin, etc.

'

Some Energy is lost in setting up the magnetic condition of

II
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oluctroinagiicts ;
iiml this is restored, as Heat, wlien the ex-

filin;^ iniiTciil, is arrestwl.

TIk! exciting curruiit can lju readily made and broken
liy closiii^f a key K, Fig. 205, and letting it go ; when the

current is made, the soft-iron bar be-

comes an J<>lectroniagnct, and it attracts '

a ])iece of soft iron ])oi.seil in the neigli-

bourhood of one of its extremities
; wlien

the current is broken by tlie release of

the key, the electromagnet loses its mag-
netic properties, and the attracted piece of soft iron re-

turns towards its original position ; and the movements
of this attracted piece or " armature " of soft iron may
be utilised so as to work any form of mechanism which

may accomplisli the particular purpose in view.

For example, in telegraphy, sometimes the current which
the operator at the sending station sends on does not go all the

way to the receiving station, which may be too distant to receive

the signals with ease or certainty. In that case the currents

sent may simply govern the movements of a small armature of

soft iron at an intermediate station ; and this armature may,
by its movements, make and break the current for a circuit lying

beyond it. By this device, known as a Telegraphic Relay,
signals may be sent over very great distances.

Round a limited portion of the circuit, say a few inches

of the wire, we have analogous results. We have seen that

the lines of force close to the wire are small closed

crrrves, almost circular ; and a laar of soft iron, laid

along any of these Lines of Force, will become, for the

time being, an Electromagnet.

Let a wire be made to pass vertically through a hole in a

piece of card, and let the card be held horizontally, with the

wire at right angles to it ; and let soft-iron filings be sprinkled

on the card. The iron filings will of course lie on the card as

they happen to fall, and their directions will be promiscuously

discrepant. Now let a Current be passed along the wire, and

let the card be slightly shaken so as to pennit the filings to

take up any position which they may then tend to assume. It

will be found that they arrange themselves on the card in closed

lines, almost in circles, round the wire. Each filing has, under
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the iiirtucucc of the current, become ii little iiiagnot like a .small

coiuiKiss-ueeclle : and like a compass- needle it tends to turn

rouiuL so as to lie across the curreiit-bearinf,' wire, and along

the local Line of Force.

If in h'Uj;. 2.')", p. 407, the needle there shown be one ol soft

iron, it wiTl, if laid across the current in the manner shown,

become an eleetroniagiiet : and its induced polos will be the

same as those markeil in that lignrc. The flnger-ancl-tliumb

rule alreadv given is therefore also apiilicable to the position

of the indubed poles in their relation to the inducing current.

Mag-netic Induction.—Whether the jMagnetic Field be due

to a magnet or to an electric current, it is identical in its pro-

])erties ; and it is usually said that one of the properties of that

Field is the power of producing Magnetic Induction. Tlii.s is

nothing more than that a bar of iron laid along the Lines of

Induction in a magnetic lield assumes magnetic jiroperties, as

we have just seen. If wc lay a bar of soft iron end to end with

a )icrnianent magnet it becomes temporarily magnetised ; if it

be of steel it becomes permanently so. If we bring a bar of

soft iron near one end of a magnet, it becomes magnetised, and

its farther end is repelled while its nearer end is attracted ; but

the farther end, because it is farther olf, is in proportion less

repelled than the nearer end is attracted, and therefore on the

whole the bar of soft iron is attracted by the magnet. A bar

of soft iron is always attracted by a magnet, for it has of

itself no magnetic properties and its nearer induced pole is

always dissiniilar to the nearer pole of the attracting magnet.

A permanently magnetised bar of steel will, on
the other hand, have its one end attracted and
its other end repelled.

The Lines of Induction may be contintied
through several bars as if through one long one

;

and thus a magnet may support a chain of soft-

iron nails, of which each becomes for the time being

a magnet.
If the iron acted upon by induction be not per- i.-jg. 260.

fectly "soft," it may not lose all its magnetic
]iropei ties at once when the exciting magnet or current is with-
drawn

; but if it be shaken, hammered, or heated, it may lose

them completely.

In the instance of soft iron, the induced magnetic

positive pole is as far away from the inducing po.sitive

pole as it can go ; and the bar ranges itself lengthwise
along the Lines of Induction ; hut in most substances it is

2 E
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ii.s near its it can coiuu, suid tlie induced po.siLive pole lies

bflweeu iJie iuduciu;^' ]>osit,ive jjole and the induced nega-

tive i)(ile. Such Huhslanccs are caHed diamagnetic sub-

stauiies : and these, instead of lyiny with their lenj^ths

ailing the Lines ol' I'^orce, tend to lie with their lengths
across these, so that tlu;y are magnetised transversely,

or these substances, bismuth is an exainjde : but all

diamagnetic substances are only very feebly all'ecled by

magnetic induction, and dili'er very little i'rom mere air.

From what luis been said as to tlie identity of action in tlie

field of magnetic force surrounding a magnet and tljat .sur-

roimding a closed current, and I'roin tlie obvious fact tliat

Magnetism is a [iroperty of the siualie.st particle of a magnet,
it has been inferred that in a magnetised body the molecules
themselves have electric currents circulating round them.

Of these any two contiguous ones neutralise

one another's external efl'ect (Fig. 2G7)
;

but the outer parts of the currents in

the outer molecules remain, and these,

taken together, correspond to the current
Fii,'- 207. along the wire of a solenoid coif As to the

directions of these currents, it is inferred

that if we look endwise :it the north-seeking- pole of a magnet,
and could sec the Molecular Currents to which the magnetism
of the magnet is due, we would see them How in a direction

contrary to that of the hands of a watch, as in Fig. 267.

If we have only air in the magnetic circuit, the

Strength of the magnetic field is directly proportional to

the strength of the current : and this gives us a means

of ascertaining the relative Strengths of two Currents

passed through the same spiral of wire. If there be

iron in the magnetic circuit, we do not get say ten times

as strong a magnetic field by using ten times as strong a

current ; for the permeability of ii'on falls off in

]3roportion, the stronger the magnetic field in which it

is placed.

The Intensity of Induced Magnetisation which soft iron can

acquire under imluctiou tends to rise to a maximum limit.

This limit is called the Limit of Magnetisation ; and a bar

magnetised up to this limit is said to be "saturated with

o
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niai^iictism " or ' luagnetised up to its full capacity
_

for

luagiictism. " The reason lor the existence of sueli a limit

appears to bo tliat the i)roouss d( magnetisation, i.e. of turning

the already magnetised molecules of the iron round into the

same direction, is then completed, and there are then no niole-

cuh's to be turned into position.

If we estinuitod the strength of a current by means of the

suction of a soft-iron bar into a currentdieariiig solenoid, the

result would not bo suitable for the measurement of large

currents, because the induced magnetisation of the soft-iroii bar

is not quite proportional to the exciting current, and the read-

ings of the instrument are not (pnte proportional to the square

of that current ; but this dilliculty is got over in Ayrton and
Perry's Ammeter (('.(. Ampere-meter) by using, not a soft-iron

bar, but a very thin soft-iron tube. In tliat case tlie thin tube

very soon reaches its limit of magnetisation ; and when this

limit has been attained, the magnetic strength of the tube

remains constant ; and the pull upon the spring is then directly

proportional to the number of Amperes, not to the square of

that numbei'. For small currents a soft-iron bar does well

enough : and in that case we may find what the suction of the

bar into the coil is by balancing it against the weight of known
masses from a "box of weights," as in the Electrical Storage
Co.'s Ammeter. Or, as in Schuckert's Ammeter, we may
see how much this suction into the magnetic held of a s])iral

current will displace the bob of a pendulum, which bob consists

of a mass of soft iron.

(e) The Physiological Effects oe a Current

We need merely mention here that Current Electricity

was first discovered through an accidental observation by
Galvani that the contact of two metals with the nerve of

a frog's leg made the muscles twitch. The student will

become familiar with the physiological effects of a cur-

rent in later stages of liis study. Intermittent currents

produce contractions and relaxations of a muscle
;
rapidly

intermittent currents produce tetanu.s.

We have thus stated the principal properties and
effects of a Steady Current of electricity, and shown, in

passing, how these properties may be used as means of

measuring the strength of the current.
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When once we know lliai a current is of a certain

streiij^tli, it does not matter in tlie least what its

SOUX'ce was ; it niit^ht liave come IVom a small cell, or

it might have come from the electric mains of a town

and been reduced |jy the interposition oi' suitable Kesist-

ances ; or it migiit have come I'roni a I'rictional machine

worked continuously without sparks, or I'roni a sullicient

tliernio-electric pile. If the strength (and, it may Ije,

the lluctuations of the strength) be the same, the effects

in and near the conductor along whicli the current passes

will be the same.

But a medical man who applied an electric current witliout

knowing its Strength would be working in the dark : he must
always measure his currents by an Anipere-nieter or ratlier

Ijy a milliammeter, wliich measures from 1 to 300 thousandths
of au Ajupere.

Quantity of Electricity

We may recall the definition of strength of cur-

rent as the quantity of electricity whicli is supposed

to liow past any given point of tlie conductor during

each second : and we must now ascertain what is

meant by the expression " Quantity of Electricity."

Quantity of Electricity.—A Cui-rent may in par-

ticular cases be uniform ; it nuiy be kept up, as it is Avhen

a galvanic cell or battery is used as the source ; but the

distinctive constant condition of the neighbourliood of a

wire in which a " steady current " is passing, and the

continuous evolution of Heat in a wire or the continuous

Chemical Decomposition of an electrolyte through which a

" steady current " is maintained, do not help us directly

towards the idea of a "current." That concept comes

from another part of the subject, namely, the discharge

of a "charged" body through a wire. Let a body be

"charged" or "electrified" ; we may connect it with the

nearest gas or water pipe, or otherwise bring it into com-
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municatioii with tlic earth, as by moftns of a. louij; tliin wire
;

its charge will disappear ; it is said tliat it escapes

to eartli along- the wire ; hut the iiiiiiorlaiit i>oiiit to

note is that during a very brief period of time tliat wire

jiresents all the piieiioiuena of a current-bearing wire.

If we use an exceedingly long and ihiu wire we may

protract the time which the charge takes to escajic :

we are therefore in a position to measure the strength

of the current at successively equal intervals of time
;

and from tliis we get data which ciial)le us to calculate

^^hat the original cliarge or quantity of electricity must

have been : for tlie Strength of the Current, considered as

a rate of escape of electric Charge or Quantity, depends

on what that Quantity had originally been.

When we compare the strength of tlie current, so

obtained, with the strength of the current through the

same wire from a galvanic cell, we find that the Current-

Strength or rate of flow in the case of a galvanic cell

is far greater than in the case of any ordinary cliarged

or electrified body ; and therefore the Quantities of Elec-

tricity with which we have to deal in the former case

are far greater than they are in the latter.

One consequence of this is that the Practical Unit of Qiiantitj',

with which we liave become acquainted under the name of a

Coulomb, is far larger thnn the Unit of Quantity to whicli

we are led when we contemplate only the phenomena of chai'ged

conductors and their discharge through wires. The latter unit

is called tlie C.G.S. electrostatic unit ; and the Coulomb is

erpial to 3, 000, 000, 000 C. G. S. electrostatic units. If we were to

measure the electric cpiantities, with which we usually have to

deal in electric currents, in C.G.S. electrostatic units we would
have to use the most inconveniently large numbers. But the
student must take care not to confuse the Coulomb, which is

used as a practical unit of quantity, with the C.G.S. electro-

static unit of electric quantity, of -which we shall soon reach a

definition.

If we put a piece of glass and a piece of resin
together, Ave find after pulling them apart that they

attract one another. If we use tw(j such pieces of glass
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and ])i(!cos of msin \vc find that either ]iiece of glass is

attracted liy eiLlu!r piece of resin ; ljut tliat, tlie two
pieces of glass oi' Uu; two pieces of I'esin repel one
anotiier. 'I'liis may l)e ascertained by susjx^nding these

objects on thin silk tlireads ; if they attract tliey aji-

proacli one another, when sufiiciently near to one anotiier

to make the phenomenon manifest; if they repel they

recede from one another, and the suspending,' threads

diverge. These bodies are theref(jre in a condition differ-

ing from that in which they were before the rubbing

;

they are said to be " electrified." Similarly electrified

bodies repel one another
;
dissimilarly electrified bodies

attract one another. The Ether lietween the electrified

glass and resin is in a stretched condition, the same
as that which has been already described in reference to

the Ether between the two terminals of a Galvanic Cell.

A body may be very i'eebly electrified, as by a very

little very gentle rubbing ; or it may be more highly

electrified, as by firmer rubbing in very dry air. A
body more or less highly electrified is tlins said to be

more or less charged with Electricity, to bear a greater

or less electric charge, or to jwssess or be charged

with a greater or less Quantity of Electricity. We
thus find that liodies may vary in their electric charge, and

it is necessary to have a standard, for the sake of measure-

ment of this electric charge or quantity of Electricity.

This standard is the so-called Unit of Electric Quantity.

In order to reach such a standard, advantage is taken of

the further observation that the attraction or repulsion

between two electrified bodies diminishes as their mutual

distance increases ; and the law is that the Attraction or

Rejiulsion varies inversely as the square of the distance

lietween them. Then, again, the more highly a body is

charged, the more powerfully is it attracted or repelled,

and the more powerfully does it attract or repel. On the

whole, the phenomena may be brought together and sum-

marised by the formula that the Force of Attraction or of
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Repulsion, in dynes, is e(|ual to tlie Charge on ll:e one

Ij.nly nuiltipliod by tlie Charge uii llie olhcv body,

divided by tlie xijHinr dt' tlie Distance between llieni.

T]ien,' wluit would be the Unit of (.'ImiKe or of

Quantity '? Suppose the Force was one dyne : and also

that the l^istance was one cenliiuetre ;
then tlu' ])roduet

of tlie two Charges will be ec|ual to 1 ; and if they are

ecpial to one another, they arc sneli that the figure 1 is

the proper number to employ in reference to each of

them : that is, each is a Unit-Charge.

Thus^vc arrive at the definition of the Unit of Electric

Charge or the C.G.S. Electrostatic Unit of Electric

Qtiantity; this is a r[uantity such tliat, if two small

bodies be each charged Avith it, and placed at a mutual

distance (between their centres, in air) of one centimetre,

they will attract or repel one another with a Force equal

to one dyne.

Such, then, is the C.G.S. Electrostatic Unit of Quantity
;

luit it may now be noted that it is foimded on a mere

convention. It is agreed, because it is found to be

convenient so to do, to speak of Electricity as a thing, a

kind of imaginary matter, which may be distributed

as a film on the surface of a charged body, or which

may run along a wire and thus escape from a charged

body to the earth. We say that this imaginary matter

attracts or repels other electric matter, ec[ually imaginary,

according to laws quite analogous to that of Gravitation

in reference to ordinary Matter ; but all this is merely a

mode of stating the observed forces in the region sur-

rounding an " electrified " body, that is in the " Field

of Electric Force " surrounding that body. This mode

of statement serves its purpose very Avell : and perhaps

if more accurate phraseology were adopted, and everj''-

tliing referred at once to strains and stresses in the Ether,

the language which would have to be employed would

not be intelligible to the beginner. We must therefore

go on nnhesitatingly, using the language currently in use,
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and I'efiiri'inr,' clci'froslatie ]ili('iioiii(;)i,'i to dislri1julii)iiK ami
attracl.iiiiis of this imaginary electric matter, with

<icca,Kii)nal iligroKsiitiis to ex])laiii Iimv tli(! same plieiiomeiia

may be otherwise accounted for in tei'ins oi" disturbances

aiul local conditions in the ]Othei\

In the iii-st place, then, this imaginary electiie mailer

may be + or-, positive or negative. (Jertainly a

piece of glass rulibed with resin is in a different con-
dition from the ]iiece of resin on Mdiich it lias been

i'ul)bed ; for the former will attract while the latter will

repel a piece of resin, similarly ruljbed on glass. There-

fore the glass if? said to l)e charged M'ith vitreous and

the resin with resinous Electricity ; and it is found

that if any body be electrified at all, it must be charged

either with Vitreous or with Resinous electricity. We
thus have only two " Kinds of Electricity " to deal with.

But further, if a body charged with resinous and another

equally charged with vitreous electricity be brought into

contact, the charges of both apparently disap])ear, and the

bodies resume a neutral state. To add a quantity of

vitreous to an equal quantity of resinous electricity thus

leads to the absence of electrification, just as the addition

of -fa; to — x in algebra gives a result which is equal to

zero ; and thus Vitreous and Resinous Electricities bear to

one another the same relation as Positive and Negative

quantities in Algebra. Which is, however, the positive

and which the negative ? This we do not know ; but it

is agreed that we shall call the vitreous " positive,"

and the resinous "negative." Therefore we say that

when a piece of resin is rubbed on glass, the glass

acquires a positive and the resin a negative charge. Our
adjectives might, however, have been reversed without

affecting our results.

When a body is charged, and if it be a conductor of

electricity, tlie charge is distributed only over its

surface. Inside the conductor there are no electrical

phenomena at all. In Faraday's ice-pail experiment,
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a rliai-ed hodv was lei, down info (lie interior ol a

l.ollou- "metal vessel, and allowed to loneli tlie sale or

botluni : the whole charoe of the ehart^ed body

disappeared, but was found distributed on llie

outer walls of the metal vessel surroundint^- it.

So long as the body A did not toiudi tlie walls

of the vessel it retained its charge, but lost il-

when it touched the vessel B.

In the language of tlic Kther-stress theory wc Fi.u'. 2t>s.

vould say : Round the olectrilied body there is a

rc'don or field of electric force in which the Ether is siih-

jocted to Stress. At each jioiiit the Ether-stress lias a particular

'aninunt and line of action. At any one point m the lield a

small electrified hodv would, by reason of the stresses in the

lather, be drawn or driven in some determinate direction

with a determinate Force. It wouhl be drawn or driven

away from the point in question along some Line passing

thi-o"ugh that point : and if we traced out its snbsequent

movements, we would find that its course liad been raajipcd

out for it before it came into the field, and tliat it followed

the trend of what are called the Lines of Electric Force

in the Field. These are lines whicli show at each point the

direction in which an electrified body would tend to travel if

it were bronglit into the field and were allowed to move freely

under the intiucnce of the existing Forces there. Fig. 269 shows

these Lines of Force in the neighbourhood of

a small charged body in a large space ;
the

attractions and repulsions are at all points

practically straight from or directly towards

the charged body. Fig. 252, p. 400, also shows

the Lines of Electric Force in the neighbour-

hood of two oppositely charged conductors ;
a

])Ositively charged body placed at any point in

the field would not travel straight towards the

negatively chai'ged body, but would take a devious path,

along the local "Line of Force, in order to reach the nega-

tively while at the same time avoiding the positively charged

body. These Lines of Electric Force are oppositely directed

at their two ends, much as a piece of stretched indiarnbber

pulls one way at one end, and the opposite way at the other.

The Lines of Force terminate on the surface of a comluctor

and do not penetrate it ; and they thus have free ends
on the surface of any conductor which they may encounter.
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l5iiL wliuro tlioro arc Froo Kiids of Lines oC Force, tliere ;iik1

Uicie only is Uierc wliat we call a ili.stributioii of electricity,
or of electrical quantity or Charge. 'I'licse Lines of
lilcctric Foi'co, are thuniselvcs somewhat arbitrary means of
sotting forth ilu! forces actually existing in the field ; hut tliey
servo to emphasise the lact that the iihenomena are not phe-
noinona of the l)odi('S moving in the Held, hut of the electrostatic
field itself, that is to say, of the Klhcr surrounding the charged
lioilios. It will not he (lillicult to understand, from the analogy
of a band of indiarubber, that each and every Line of Force must
necessarily have two ends

; tliat if the essence of the phenome-
non is that the lather is sulycctcd to Stress, it nnist be stressed
between two points at least ; and hence, if any body be
" charged," tliis means that at the Surface wliich is said to be
charged there is one free end of the corresponding Line of Force.
Then the other end of that line must be somewhere

; wlience
the following proposition.

For every given charge of Electricity on any cliarged

liody, there must always he. an equal charge of tlie

opposite electricity somewhere.

Thus, when a little pith ball, charged positively, is hung
upon a silk thread within a room, the equal and opjjosite

negative charge will be found on the walls of the room, and the
space between the charged body and these walls is a Field of
Force. If the charged body be out in the open air, the opposite
charge is on the surface of the earth and, it may be, upon neigh-
bouring clouds or even on the surface of the heavenly bodies,
distant though these be.

Tlie stress across the Ethor is measurable. In the
neighbourhood of a charged conductor it is as if the Ether were
made up of strings or cords, each of the shape of the corresiwnd-
ing Line of Force, and all stretched ; so that these cords or lines

of force tend to shorten themselves and to push each other
aside. The lines of force therefore repel each other. These
two tendencies on the part of the Lines of Force, to shorten
themselves and to repel each other, account for all the move-
inents of electriSod bodies in the Field of Electric Force.

Where the Forces in the field are greater, we figure to ourselves

the Lines of Force as being more crowded together ; and it is

agreed to suppose them present in just such numbers that where
the mechanical force on a unit of electrical quantity—not the

Coulomb, but the C.G.S. unit of quantity—is one dyne, there

is one line of force to be found crossing that region per
square centimetre of area, this area lieing set otl' at right
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aiK'k's to tlie (lireotion oC tlio lines of lorco Uicinsolycs ;
and so

oii'^iu iimiiortioii. la tlio field us tlius reiirosenUHl, tlio direction

of the lines of force shows the direction of tlu! Korces actin<( on

a unit-quantity of eloctricity at any point and the '"''itive

crowdin-- toL,'ether of the lines of force shows what is oailed the

strength ov Intensity of the field of electric force, i.f. the

value, iu dynes, of the Force acting uiuui a Unit ol Quantity

when placed there.

When ii body clnirgcil with a C.G.S. elcctvostalic unit-

quantity of Electricity is put at some point iu the field,

say at a place where the Force acting upon it is one Dyne,

aiul is then allowed to move a certain distance, say one

Centimetre, a certain amount of work is done upon it, in

that case one Eri,' ; then in driving the charge from the

one position to tlie otlier, one Erg of potential energy is

sacriflced by tliat electrical system which consists of

the attracting and the attracted, or the repelling and the

repelled bodies, as the case may be. Let us now take

the unit-charge away from the field, and look at the field

itself ; let ns consider the two points whicli formed

the beginning and the end of the path of the body moved.

We might describe these two points by saying that they

are, relatively to one another, in such conditions that if

a unit-charge were placed at the one the system would

have one unit of Potential Energy more than if that

charge were placed at the other ; and we might express

this briefly by saying that the one point is at a higher

"Potential" than the other, by one unit. The Differ-

ence of Potential betw^een the two points measures

the work done upon the unit of quantity, wlien it is

allow^ed to travel freely from the one point to the other

in obedience to the existing Forces in the field
;
conversely,

it measures the Work which must be done bij exterior

forces in order to make the unit -charged body move

from the point of lower potential to the point of higher

potential against the Electric Forces in the field ; and the

Work done by or against the electric forces, when a body

bearing any charge, Q units, is moved from the one point
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to tlic oilier, is to llic jji'oducl ol' Q into tin; J )i(rcr('iice

of PiilonI

Tlic I )ill'erciice of I'oiiiiitiiil Ijctwcc'ii two I'oints is a

maltui' (if iinportiince tlirou}^liout the tlieory of Jiiectricitv.

Mfiinly is it so for tliis reason, tliat if 1jy any means a '

(lin'ei'cnct! of ])otential lias once been set nj) })et\veen anv
two points, and if a conductor hearing a charge of electricity

be laid across fi'oni the one of tliese ])oints to the oilier,

tlie charge on the conductor so laid across will alter in
its distribution ; it will tend to accumulate towards

the point of lower potential ; in order to effect this, it will

flow, and there will he a current of electricity along

the conductoi'. A Current of Electricity along a Conductor

is therefore due to a Difference between the Potentials at

its extremities. The difference of potentials between any
two points may be itself ascertained and may be measured,

in Volts or in CCJ-.S. units as we please, by finding out

what the tendency is for the passage of a current along a

conducting wire laid along from the one point to the

other ; that is by measuring the Current which actually

passes in a wire of known Eesistance. The principle is

the same both as between two jDoints in an Electrostatic

Field, and between two points of a Galvanic Circuit, though

this method is not by any means the most suitable in the

case of an electrostatic field, because the current produced

is so brief in its duration. In an electrostatic field, the

effect of laying a wire across from the one point to the

other is to equalise the potential of the two points,

and the current by which this is effected is extremely

brief and small in quantity ; but in a continuous
Current the Difference of Potential between any two given

points of the conducting wire is kept up.

When our aim is to measure the Difference of Potential

between two bodies according to electrostatic methods, we must
find out what the JMechanical force or Traction is across an

electrostatic field, between two plates at a known distance apart,

which plates are resjaectively brought to the same potentials as
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I he two bodies to ho tcatud; iiiul Irom tliis the dillbrunuu of

[lotoutials i-au be calculated.

Dillcreuce of Fuleiitiul is aimlo.^'ou.s to DillVivucc of

Teniperatuie, aiul dctcniiiue.s a flow of Electricity as tliu

other dcteriiiiiK's a Flow of Heat.

The expression ^-Thc Potential at a Point" is sonictiiiie.s

made nse of. It seems as well to exiihiin this. We can ux-

lierimeutally know nothing about I'otential except as a

.lilferencc of potential between two points, and we know

nothing as to the absolute valne of the Potential at any one

point. If we did know anything about this, it would be the

elilfeienee of potential between the point in question and some

other point wholly remote I'roni any electric inlluence whatsoever ;

tor example, a point at an infinite distance from all electrihed

bodies.
. , „ ,

Hence we have The Potential at a point deliiicd as the

number of Ergs of work which wouhl be done by a repelling

system in repelling a unit-cliarge to an infinite distance, or

which would have to be done in bringing np a re])cllcd unit-

charge from an infinite distance to the point in question against

the electric Ibrccs.

All we really can do however is to say what is, at any

particular moment, the potential of the point in question with

reference to the Earth. For all we know, the Earth may be

electrically charged, positively or negatively ; and perhaps its

charge, if it have any, may lluctuate in accordance with the

development of electricity elsew-hcre in the Universe, say on the

occurrence of storms in the Sun. But we are not aware of such

charges, or of their amount ; our knowledge is all reUrtive ;
we

assrrme the earth to be in a constantly uniform electric

condition ; and we make the very arbitrary a.ssumption tliat it

has no potential at all. Then a body which is at the same
potential as the Earth, that is, one I'rom which no current flows

towards the earth (or vice versa) when that body is connected

with the earth by a wire, is said to be at zero potential. All

bodies from which a current flows towards the earth through a

connecting wire are then said to be at positive potentials,

while those in vfhich a current flows from the earth towards the

object on similar connection being made are said to be at

negative potentials.

For example, iu a dynamo circuit where the dihcrence of

potentials between the terminals is say 500 Volts, if tlie mid-
point of the dynamo be at zero potential the terminals are

rcspectivel}' at potentials -i-'250 and -250 Volts ; and a person
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(.oui^liinfi iJii'se witli Ijiiro liuiids would liavu a current ruiiniiij^

Llir()Uj,di Inin to tlio fartli, or ruiunug tlirough him I'roni tlio

I'.'irtli, as I he casi; niij^ht ho.

VVliat liapiicns diirin,tf the redistribution of cliai'j^'c

during a brief current of eh;c.ti'icity may be understood
from Figs. 270«- and h. In Fig. 270(t

A is a b(_)dy bearing a surface-cliai'ge of

electricity, and very far i'r(jm any sur-

rounding objects. The lines of force

radiate out from it practically as straight

lines at riglit angles to its surface. In

Fig. 2706 there is brought np into the

neighbourhood of A another body V>,

and A and T> have been connected by means of a

wire ; the Lines of Force radiating from both A and
B taken together are exactly the same in number as

they were before, when radiating from A alone. They
have however assumed new positions ; each of them
has taken up a difterent position in the held ; and
during the passage of the Current, each of them mu.'rt

have slipped along, transferring the stressed condition

of the Ether along with it from one place to another.

This enables us to understand how it is that during

the passage of a Current, the Ether is the carrier of

the energy, and that the conducting wire, if a perfect

conductor, is really outside the phenomenon, which is

confined to the Field of Force external to the wire.

There is also a corresponding displacement of the lines of

force at their opposite extremities, at the opposite

boundaries of the field of force. While a continuous

current is passing along a wire the Lines of Force go

slipping along the surface of the wire with the velo-

city of light, and very few of them are present at any

one point of the conductor at any one instant of time.

Take for example the case of a wire along which a current

whose strength is one Ani25ere is jiassing. If the whole of the

lines of force which pass any given point in a second—that is,
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the iiHiuhcr of lines whicli correspond to oiiu Coiiloinli, or

3000,000000 L'.G.S. units of (luautity— were |nvsent in t lu

uci-libourhoodof thatpoiutatan}' oiu'tiiiu', the E(nrufi wouUl bo

])rodi-ious, and sparks of enormous len,i,'tli would bo produced.

But the electrostatic forces in Hie nei^dibourhood ot a wire

bearing a current of electricity arc very sniall
;
the Ether does

not transmit more Energy to any given point of the condiuaor

than is instantaneously taken up and transformed either into

Heat, into the energy of Work, or into some form of Energy

other than that of electric condition of the wire, or rather,

that of electric stress of the Held itself.

If a body be charged and placed upon an " insulat-

ing " sui)port, tliat is, a support made of a material

wliich does not conduct electricity, it ha.s no means of

losing its charge, and retains it for a very long time.

Not indefinitely, however ; for there is no substance

which is entirely destitute of conducting power, and the

air itself, through bringing dust and depositing moisture

upon the insulator, causes deterioration of its insulating

qualities. The most ordinary form of insulator is a

glass or sealing-wax rod, carefully dried and, if need be,

sheltered under a protective glass case. A partial vacuum

is not favourable to insulation, for it has itself some con-

ducting power ; a good vacuum, on the other hand, is a

good insulator.

"When a person is made to stand on a stool with glass legs,

he may be very highly charged with electricity from a frictional

machine, so that the hairs of his head may, being similarly

charged, repel one another, and stand erect : and if another
person standing on the ground touch liim, the charge will

escajie with a spark. If these sparks be taken oft' the bare skin,

weals may be produced, resembling an eruption. In extremely
dry climates, a person standing on a thick carpet may so far

charge himself with electricity by rubbing liis feet on the
carpet that he can light the gas by bringing his linger near the
burner ; for a spark then passes.

At the same time, it has to be noted that there does appear
to be something of the nature of loss of electric charge by
Radiation, which is liindered or prevented by surrounding the
charged body by a metal sheath or by yellow glass.

Even if supported in air upon a good insulator a body
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will not Liiku II]) indefinitely great charge of

cli;cLricily.

1 1, can l)u (•liiuf^ctl at, all, iu all', so a,s tci have a chaij^i;

ijNccudiiii;' C. (l.S. units ]k;1' si|uaru cciiLiim'tn-. When that

is the ease the sl,i-ess a(M-()ss tiie air in the neij,'hl)(jurhooil ol' the

conduetor is (iii, 70K dynes per s(|. eni., and there is a disehai'j^e

by spark aeross Uiu air. Miudi smaller densities of (diarf^e

than this will eaiise s^iarks to lly across the intervening,' air

lictween two op[iositely eliarged conductors broui^ht near to

one another.

Capacity.—When ;i coiidiiclur wliicli is charged with

Electricity is hroiight into coutiictor into iiiotallic couiiuuni-

cution with another which is uncliai'gwi, or not chargecl t<^

the same potential, then, if the two conductors Ijc exactly

similar and .similarly situateil with respect to one another,

the Charge, or the sum of the charges, will he equally

divided between them ; but if they he iine(jual in size,

or be unsymmetrically situated wdth respect to one

another, the Charges borne Ijy each respectively after they

are moved apart will not be equal, though both con-

ductors have come to the same potential. In the

latter case, to bring the two conductors to the same

Potential reijuires different amounts of Electric Charge
;

and the one of the two which ret|uires tlie greater sliate of

the joint charge in order to equalise its Potential with that

of the other is said to have the greater Capacity

for Electricity.

The work done in charging a conductor is, in ergs,

equal to half the product of the Charge into the Potential

acquired. We might have expected it to be the pro-

duct and not half the product, for when a Current

passes, the Work or Energy is, in Joules, the product

and not half the product of the Amperes into the Volts

into the Time—that is, it is the procliid of the Coulombs

into the Volts : but it will be observed that as we

go on charging a conductor, the potential, which is

at first nothing, goes on steadily rising, so that we en-

counter a steadily increasing Resistance to further charging
;
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ami the Average Resistance to cliargiiig, the average

teiulency to a back-How, wliieh we ha\-e to overcome in

consequence of the cxisLing potential, is eijual to tlie

avei-ag-e potential during tlie charging; and tliis

average potential overcome is half the potential ulti-

mately attained. It the charge lie allowed to escape to

earth along a wire, the cpiautity which escapes travels

under steadily diminishing potential ;
so we again sec

that the Work which we can get out of a charged con-

ductor pure and simple by discharging it through a wire

is e(|ual to the product of the average potential into the

quantity allowed to escape ; that is of half the maximum

Potential into the Quantity. In a steady cm-rent, on

the other liand, the Potential in the circuit is kept up, and

remains steady during the working of the battery ;
so

that in this case we have the Energy liberated measured

by the product and not by half the product of the

Amperes into the Volts.

In the case of Steady Currents we may look for an analogy in

a stream of water flowing in a water-pipe ;
there are two

respects in which such streams may differ, the quantity of

w;iter which flows and the pressure at which it is supplied.
_
A

stream of water small in quantity but supplied at a high

pressure may deliver the same amount of Energy per second as

a stream larger in quantity but supplied at a lower pressure
;

and the analogue of the Rate of Flow of water is the Amperes,
while that of the Pressure is the Volts. In fact, the A'oltage

is often spoken of as the Electric Pressure ; and thus we hear of

high-pressiu'e aud low-pressure currents. In some cases it is of

advantage to supply currents at a high Voltage and a low

Amperage ; for the loss of energy by transformation into

Heat on the way from a distant source is proportional to the

square of the Amperes, and does not depend on the number of

Volts. It is therefore well to keep the former low, but to keep

the Energy, which depends on the product of the Amperes and
the Volts, up to the mark by increasing the Voltage, that is,

by delivering the current at a high electric pressure.

2 F
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]''li5C'J'R().s'I'at](; Induction

AVlie'U ;i Ijody A, cliafncd witli elccli'icily, is Ijivju^IiI

near an uncliai'gcd one, I!, il is fmiiid tliat the end of tlie

body J') which is nearest lo tiie chai-ged hody Inxoinefj

charged witli (dectricily of a kiml

(V) (- " ») opposite to that of tlie cliavf^'od liody,

Pj,, „„j wdiile llie remote end Id-coiiies simi-
larly charged. H' J3 he touched, tlie

similar cliarge u])on it escapes : and tlieii if A and E
are separated, A is found still to retain its original.charge

unaffected, while B has acquired an opposite charge,

which it retains. Any nundjer of successive
charges may be induced in successive bodies similar

to B, by similar exposure to the inductive action of the

charged body A.

A Line of Force never penetrates a Conductor
; and wlicrevcr

a line of force has a free end on the sniface of a conductoi-, the
surface of that conductor is in a condition in which we say it

has a Charge of Electricity. Let a small pith-ball, or the like

object, be charged with electricity and isolated in an open space.

The Jjincs of Force radiate from it as sti'aight lines, equally in

all directions, as in Fig. 269 ; and their other ends are to be
sought for at the opposite boundaries of the field of force. Now
let us suppose that we place around this charged body a com-
plete closed, shell of conducting material,

say metal, and that we so arrange it that the
charged body is precisely in the centre.
The metal shell then jiroduces no effect upon
the lines of force, except to interrupt them to

the extent of its own thickness (Fig. 272).

The Lines of Force have free ends at the
inner surface of the metal, and also at its

outer surface. In other words, the metal Fig. 272.

bears on its inner surface a charge opposed,
and the outer surface a charge similar in kind to that of the

charged body. The number of lines of force is not affected,

and the charge on the inner surface is equal as well as oppo-

site to the charge on the charged body. The number of lines

exterior to the shell is the same as it was at first, and the whole
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exterior charge is equal as well ns siiniliir to the clini-go nii

the chari^cd body, tlie so-ciillod "inducing" clmrgc. Tlic two

"charges" inside the sliell, the iiuhicing and the inlerioi- in-

duced,' together produce no ellcct upon ;in external body : and

thus the only "charge" acting upon any external l)ody is the

external induced charge on the shell. All this can be (piito

easily understood from tiie ligurc, Fig. 27"2
; tlie original field

is divided into two parts which are independent of one

another. Naturally, tlierel'ore, any body externa,! to the shell

is only acted uiion by tin; Lines of Force in the exterior lield.

Again, if the exterior of the shell be touched, the exterior

field is destroyed ; for conducting communication is then set

up between the shell and the earth : but the inner field is not
affected by this, and it persists until such time as it in its tui'n

is destroyed hy contact being made between the charged ball

and the shell If this be done, all electrical charges disappear.

If again, while matters are in tlie condition of Fig. 272, eon-

tact bo made between the charged ball and the inner siarface of

the shell, the inner field is destroyed and the outer alone
remains ; and then, as we can thereafter find no electrical charge
within the .shell, but iind the original number of Lines of Force
coming from the outside of it, we say that the whole of the
charge has been transferred to the exterior surface of the shell.

If the shell itself be already charged it makes no diflerence
;

the lines from the charged ball are all added to those already
passing from the exterior of the shell : and thus we may, hy
successively touching the interior of such a shell (in which a
.small hole is made sufRcient to admit of tlie insertion of the
charged ball) with a ball charged with electricity, make a very
strong external field. In this way we may, as is said, accumu-
late a considerable charge of electricity on the outer surface of
the sliell, thus raising it to a high iiotential.

If instead of an enveloping shell we take a cylindrical con-
ductor (Fig. 271), the phenomenon is quite similar. The in-
ducing charged conductor A has its lines somewdiat concentrated
towards the induced conductor B brought into its neighbour-
hood : where these meet B, its surface is oppositely charged

;

where they leave it, it is similarly charged : and on toucliiug
the induced conductor the part of the field fartlier from the
inducing charged body is destroyed, and thereafter the induced
conductor is found to bear a charge opposite to tliat of tlie
original charged body.

This kind of phenomenon in the electrostatic field is utilised
in the Electroscope, the pui'pose of which is to detect elec-
trical

_

charges and ascertain their nature, wdiether positive or
negative. In tliis instrument, A is a glass vessel, closed by a
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vnloiiiiito liil 15, tlirouf,'li wliicli ](assft.s a niotiil rod C, sur-

iiiimiitiitl liy :i iiKital (li.si; 1), and terminated liy two Kli])s of gold
leaf 10. Tilt! apiiroauli oT an electrilied taodj'

towai'ds the iiictalliu disc D causes a similar
charge to bu duvclo))i;d in the f^old leaf strips

l<; : hut as these two strips ai'e similarly ehai'ffed,

they repel each other and diverge, 'i'iiey

thus iiidieato electrittal charj^'e in the boily

brought near D. If the disc \) be touched

with the hand, the cliarge of E disajjpears

and the leaves fall together and remain t(j-

gether, so long as the inducing charged body

is retained in its position. If, liowevcr, the charged body

bo removed, the induced o]iposite cliarge of D is distributed

all the way from D to E. The leaves again become electrilied

similarly "to one another, and repel one another once more.

Let a body charged with a chai'ge of electricity of unknown
sign be now brouglit near the cliarged electroscope. If it

be of the same sign as the original charged botly, it will

cause the leaves to collapse as it approaches from a suiiicient

distance : if on the other hand it be of the opposite sign, it

will cause them to diverge still farther. The reason of this is

the following. Suppose the original charged body was %msi-

tivdy charged. Then the charge left in the electroscope after

touching was, on the removal of the charged body, a negative

charge. If a positive charge were brought near, it would tend

to induce a positive charge in B wdiich was already negatively

charged : the result, at a sufficiently great distance, would be a

fall-off in the divergence of the gold-leaf strips ; at a particular

distance there might be non-electrification of B ; but the in-

duced positive charge would tend, at closer quarters, to over-

power the existing negative charge, and again there might be

divergence. If a negative charge, a charge opposed to that of

the original body, w^ere brought near, the effect, at all distances,

would be an increase in the divergence of the gold-leaf strips.

The practical rule for use of the Electroscope is therefore :

bring up the charged body ; observe the divergence ; touch the

disc and remove the charged body ; then cautiously bring up
from a distance a rod of sealing-wax rubbed with dry flannel or

bearskin, this sealing-wax being then negatively charged : if

the divergence of the gold-leaf strips increase, the electrifica-

tion of the sealing-wax is of opposite sign to the original charge,

that is to say, the original charge was positive ;
if it make

the divergence diminish, the original charge was negative.

Induction is also utilised in the Electrophorus. This in-

strument consists simply of a plate of vttlcanite upon wdiieh
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rosts a disc of metal willi an insulating haiHlIc. Krmovc he

disc - beat the vulcanite with a dry and warm catskiii
;

the

vulcanite becomes negatively ehargeil : lay tho iiiCLal tlisc

ui.on it; the metal is never perfectly in contact with the vul-

canite and is for the most part seiiaratod from it by a lilm ol

air • its lower surface becomes positively and its upper surlaco

negiitively charged. Now touch the upper surface ol the

md:al with the linger ; the up]icr negative charge escaiies, and

now tliere is only left a very thin Field of Force between the

vulcanite plate and the metal disc. Do Work upon this held ot

force by stretching it against the electrical forces in the held
;

that is, Uft the disc away from the vulcanite plate. The result

is that though the Quantity of positive induced charge on the

metal disc cannot increase, the potential of that charge becomes

very high, and now the linger, applied within a shoi't distance

of the metal disc, may draw a spark from it. Small original

charges may thus give rise to successive charges of high poten-

tial.
^
In some of the best electric machines the same principle is

applied, with this dill'erence, that tlie contrivance is so devised

as to act continuously by rotation, instead of intermittently as

in the electrophorus (Holtz machines).

Ill Electrostatic Condensers we have an application of

the properties of Electrostatic Fields of limited dimensions.

Suppose a charged spherical body : it does not matter whether

this be solid or hollow, for lines of force

cannot in any case penetrate the surface of a

conductor. Let this be charged : lines of

force pass away from it to the very distant

boundaries of the field of force. Now sur-

round this with a concentric shell : as in

Fig. 272, we produce an inner and an outer

field of force. Now destroy the outer field :
'

i

we then have only an inner field, annular pfg. 074.

on cross - section. The Capacity of this

inner field, or of the conjoint system of concentric spheres, is

greater than that of either of the spheres taken alone : and the

underlying reason of this is that we are dealing with a more
limited field of force, in which there must be larger charges

before we can get up equal differences of potential (Fig. 274).

This kind of ajiparatus is to some extent realised in the

Leyden jar. In this instrument we have a glass jar lined

internally and externally (not quite to the top) with tinfoil.

Inside there is a chain, or some other means of causing metallic

communication between the inner tinfoil and a metallic knob
situated above the cork which closes the top of the jar. The
inner tinfoil may be charged by contact of the knol) with a
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c'liiu-f(Liil liddy or some source ol' ehictricity : the interior eliurf,'e

|ii-oiluees a field of force wliieli extemis thi-ough the glass
i,o llie oilier l.iiilbil uiid lieyoinl it uxtei'i(jrly alter the fashion

ol' 'M i. Ill other wonis, tlie outer tiul'oil beai's .-ui opposed

eli;irf,'c intcM'iorly and .'i. similar ehiu-L;e extei'iially. W'e j^'et rid

of the latter, (U'stroy iiij.; the exti;i ior part of the lield, by eou-

]U!ctini( tlie out(!r tinfoil with the earth ; and we then liave lei't

simply that linnt(!(l field of force which lies between the two
tinfoils. In this limited lield of force the electric stresses aie

not throuf^h air but through glass. If we char;^e a Leyden
jar with a j^ivctn iiuantity of eleelrieity, the potential attained

is small ;
but if we idiarj^'c it to a given potential-dili'erenee, as

we in;iy do if we connect it with the terminals of a powerful

galvanic battery or a I'rictional machine, the (juanlily (jfidiarge

wdiiidi it will take up is relatively great, because the electro-

static capacity of the limited lield is high-

"When a condenser has to be discharged, a pair of discharg-

ing tongs may be used. This is a metal rod ternnnated by

brass knobs and supported by an insulating handle

Yof glass. One of the knobs is laid on one of the

coatings and the other knob is brought into metallic

communication with the other : the lield of force is

thus discharged, with the production of a spark.

pi„ .1-5 This s}>ark, though apparently instantaneous, in

reality consists of a vast number of electric oscilla-

tions which follow one anotlier with waning vigour. The rate

of oscillation depends on the size of the jar and on the resistance

ottered by the wire wdiich connects the opposed plates ; but tlie

frequency may be stated, with a pint Leyden jar and a pair of

discharging tongs, to be about two million ]ier second. This

violent oscillatory shattering produces a peculiar effect on any

part of the human body through wdiich a Leyden jar may be

accidentally or of set purpose discharged. This discharge may
occur when the knob is touched, for then the arm, the body,

the earth and the table, play the part of the dischai'ging tongs

and the discharging current passes through them. To jirevent

accident of this kind it is advisable always to apply the dis-

charging tongs to the outer coating first, and then to the kuob.

Leyden jars may be arranged in batteries, and there are

two main ways of doing this. The lirst is to connect all the

inner coatings and all the outer coatings respectively : this

virtually makes one great Leyden jar of increased surface aud

correspondingly increased cajiacity. The second is to connect

the outer coating of the fli'st with the inner of the next and

so on ; the inner coating of the first is charged ; the induc-

tive eifect runs down the series of jars, and the Potential of the
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whole battery is the dillereuce between the potential ot the

lu-st inner coating and that of the h.st outer eoa_tin^j_; bu he

advantage is that a given potential -dillerence is distubute.l

among a great number of jars, so tliat no one jar has i s glass

subioeted to too great a mechanical stress across ifj,
force, ami the risk of spoiling a jar by perforation ol the glass

is obviated. ^.

The capacity of a condenser is e([ual to x (surface

^distance between the plates). In air K = l; and therefore

the capacity of a Hat condenser consisting ot two opi)0.sed plates

each of area say 100 sq. cm., at a mutual distance ol { cm., would

be ^^a„Txl00-f-i = 31-8.31 ; and to bring its plates to a poten-

tiaUlillbrlnce of 1 C.G.S. nnit (or 300 Volts), 31-831 C.G.S.

units of charge would be required. But if other substances

than air intei'vene between the opposed plates, K has other

values • if a slab of sulphur were interposed between the plates

instead of air, then instead of 31-831 units being the qnantity

reiruircd for this purpose, the quantity necessary would be 3-2

times 31-831, that is, 101-86 units. The letter K in the lormnla

has for sulphur a value equal to 3-2
; and this is what is called

the specific inductive capacity of sulphur. Other substances

give us diiferent numbers ; so tliat each substance has its own

Specific Inductive Capacity ;
and for convenience that of air is

taken as a standard of comparison, and is said to have a value

= 1. In the higher study of Electricity, this property of each

substance is of considerable importance ; but it is not proposed

to follow up its consideration in this place ; let it sutlice to say

that the particular inductive capacity which Air happens to

have plays a part in determining the value of the Forces in the

field, and indeed the value of all numerical data throughout the

facts of Electricity : and that all our statements apply, unless

otherwise stated, only to the case where air is the medium in

the Eield of Force.

Production of Difference of Potential

What the electrician sets himself to do when lie means

to produce a Current of electricity, or to produce the

phenomenon of the Electrostatic Field, is really to produce

Difference of Potential Such difference of potential may

be produced in many ways : but we can hardly explain

the real nature of any one of the methods. We shall
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liowcvi'i' HOW islalc llu; ]ii'iii( i]ili'.s ol' llic nielliods eiii]ilij3'eiJ,

under tin: Inllnwiipj; liciul.s ;

-

J. I^leulriliciiliou \>y coulact of iidu-iiietuls.

II. ]<]lecU'i[icali»u hy eoiilact of luetalH.

III. ( lalvanic-cell luutliods.

iV. Tlienuo-elucLric luuUiodi^.

V. DyiuuiLO-ElecLric Macliiiics.

VI. Friction of water aj^ainst fsteani or air.

VII. Evaporation.

VIII. Pressure.

IX. Heating.

X. ElccLro-capillarity.

XI. Electrification Ijy Flames.

XII. Physiological Currents.

Of tliese the first five are the most important.

I. Contact of Non-Metals.—IIow it comes to lie

that a piece ol' glass laid in contact with a piece of resin be-

comes positively charged while the resin becomes negatively

charged remains at present wlroUy unexplained ; what the

relation of the glass, the resin and the intervening Ether,

or the relation between either the glass or the resin and

the surrounding Ether before contact may be, we do not

kno\v. We must be content in the meantime to accept it

as a fact that there is a Difference of Electric Condition

between the glass and the resin : and we infer that there

is a Stress across the Ether. Different substances act

differently in respect of the degree of electrification set

up : and in the following series the substances first named

Ijecome positive to those following them, negative to those

preceding them, when brought into contact : Cat and

Bearskin—Flannel— Ivory— Feathers—Rock Crystal

—

Flint Glass—Cotton—Linen—Canvas—White Silk—the

liaud—Wood— Shellac—the Metals (Fe, Cu, Brass, Sn,

Ag, Pt)—Sulphur—Soapstone. Mere contact how-

ever produces a very small effect, for the points of

contact are always in reality very few ;
and friction
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increases tlie (.ll'ect by multiplying the points ol contiict.

Hence the one substance is in practice always rubbed on

the olher : and one of the most (H)nvenient means oi pro-

ducing a small charge of high potential is to rub sealing-

\va\ (shellac) with dry llaunel, and then to use the seal-

ing-wax as a body charged with negative electricity.

The potential is high because the charge is coniined to

the points which have actually been in contact ;
and there

is no dili'usiou of the charge, and consequent lowering ol

the original poteulial, by auy spreading of the charge over

the surface.

Metals (it duly insulated) may be cliarged in the same way
;

but the iiotential is less, ibr not only is the charge, wliicli is

generated at the points of contact, spread over a larger area by

eouductiou along the surface, but the metal conducts back

electricity so as to produce partial discharges during the process

of rubbing. Again, a difl'erence of potential is developed not

only between surfaces of dilferent substances but also between

surfaces of the same substance in dissimilar conditions :

so that the production of Electricity and the transformation^

of Electrical Energy into Heat is probably a phenomenon of

constant occurrence in every case of Friction.

A stick of sealing-wax rubbed wdth flannel serves as a

means of producing small charges : but the same result

may be more conveniently attained on a larger scale by

the continuous working of a " frictional electric

machine."

In this a glass or vulcanite disc or cylinder is continuously

rotated on an axle, and rubs against a silk rubber or rubbers.

The glass or vulcanite rubbed becomes positively and the silk

rubbers become negatively charged. The charge of the silk

rubbers is allowed to escajje to earth through a metallic chain :

and in order to facilitate this escape the conductivity of the silk

rubbers is improved by anointing them with a mixture of fat

and metallic mercury. The positive charge cannot be taken

directly off the rotating glass or vulcanite, for its surface is

non-conducting ; and an ingenious device is resorted to in order

to get round this difficulty. A comb-like series of sharp points

of metal almost touciies the disc or cylinder as it rotates : the

ends of the points, near the rotating disc or cylinder, become
negatively charged by induction, while the back of the comb
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lici'oinos positivuly cliai'guil ; or rather, it would bwoiiji; posi-
tively eli:u>,'i!il were it not lor tlic I'act that this liaclc ol' the
metallic eoliib is itsell' metal lieally eoiiiieeted with some (jlijeot

which is to Ijc charf^uil by the machine, so tliat it is this object
ami not, tluj back of the ooiiib which Ijecoiues positively chai'i,'ed.

This object may Ijc either a lai'f,'e cylinder of metal or else a
shell of metal siirnniiidinf^ the W(jrkiiig ]iarts ol' tlie machine, in
which latter case the back of the comb is mailo to coniniunicatu
with its interior

;
or it may bo the inner coat of a Leyden jar,

or tlio inner coat of one of the jai's of a battery of Leyden jars.

When the object charfjed is a plain metal or metal-coated
cylinder or inetiillic shell, it is called a "conductor"; a uanje
which is more or less apt to lead to confusion.

If tliis conductor be connected by metal witli the chain iVom
the rubber, a Continuous Current of electricity, of very small
current-strength, will pass in the connecting metal : but if the
rubber be connected with a metallic ball and this ball lie

brought near the conductor, a tori'cnt of sparks will pass
through the ga[) between the two. If a Leyden jar or battery
be used instead of a plain conductor, the sparks will be longer.

XL Contact of Metals.—When two metals, say

copper and zinc, are brought into contact, they become
electrified. The copper becomes negatively and tlie

zinc positively charged. The student must not

suppose that this statement in any way contradicts the

former one that in a Galvanic Cell the terminal connected

with the copper is the positive terminal, for we shall

presently see how the one statement is connected with the

other. Copper is therefore said to be electro-negative

to zinc : and for each surrounding medium it is possible

to arrange the metals in a series running from the most

electro -positive to the most electro -negative. As the

surrounding media vary, the order of the terms in such a

series may also vary ; which shows that the phenomenon
depends in some way upon chemical action between

the metals and the gas or liquid in which tliey lie. The
modern explanation of Avhat happens is the following.

Copper surrounded by air is always negative to the

air ; zinc surrounded by air is also negative to the

air, but more so than copper is, by about J Volt.
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When tlio copper i« l"'o»Kl't i'^to contact with the /.inc,

their potentials become equalised: l.ut tlu; air m t ic

hmneJiate nei-l.bourhood o( the /.inc u.i.l Unit m the

un mediate uei-libourliood uf tlie copper come to dillerenl

potentials, so that across tliat air there is a field o
I

force

between the tu'o metahs. The air in the nei^hlKuirhood

ot the zinc is positive to that in tlie nei-hhourhood ol the

co].per. Now separate the zinc and the copi.er :
there

remains a Fiehl of Force across the air between the sejiar-

aled i>ieces of metal : and this we express by saying that

the zinc is positively and the copper negatively charged

The Field of Electric Force in the air is mamtamed,

through the air being a dielectric or Non-Conductor.

The result will be precisely the same iF the two metals,

instead of being put in direct contact, are connected by

a metallic wire or rod ; and it does not matter of what

metal the wire is made, nor even whether the connecting

wire or rod is made up of one or of more metals :
the

Field of Force is that between the two terminal metals,

even though local fields of force may have been set np

between the different metals which make up the connecting

wire.

Suppose that the air was a conductor ;
it would be

impossible to maintain such a Field of Force in it, and the

whole system w^ould revert to its original condition, in

which each metal stood at its own potential and the air

was all at the same potential.

III. Galvanic Cells.— Ne.xt, instead of air let

us use a conducting liquid, such as dilute sulphuric

acid. The copper is again negative, say by x volts :

the zinc is again negative, by about (.v+l) Volt: the

acid is all at the same potentiah Now connect the

copper and the zinc by a wire : the copper and the

zinc come to the same potential and a Field of Force

is formed in the acid, as formerly in the air, but

with a potential-difference across it of about one Volt.

Only for an instant, however : the Field of Force is
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broken down find a brief current pusses, the Kiierj^y

ol' wliicli i,s originally derived IVoiii the eiieri,'y ol' a ti illiii;^

amouuL of soluticjii of the /inc. This current runs across

the Field of Force in the direction Zinc to C'o])per. Uut
the Field of Force is instantly restored at the expeiise

ol' the energy of a further amount of combination of the
•/.luc, and it is as promptly discharged. The held of
h)rce thus being set up and broken down, the Energy of

condjinatiou of the zinc with tlie salt-radicle of the acid

to form sulphate of zinc becomes liberated as the energy
of a Continuous Electric Discharge through the li(piid

from the zinc to the copper, with an accompanying
current along the wire in the direction copper to
zinc.

Polarisation.—In action, a one-fluid Galvanic Cell

is subject to a gradual decay of the current produced
by it, due to the following cause. The current takes

positively -charged hydrogen -atoms towards the copper
plate ; these positively-charged atoms ouglit at once to

coalesce and form bubbles, giving up their positive charges

to the service of the general circuit ; but they do not do
this promptly

;
up to a certain limit they fail to agglom-

erate, they retain their charges, they linger in a charged

condition about the copper plate, and they tend to repel

the approach of other positively-charged hydrogen-atoms.

They thus obstruct the current : they diminish its

strength. Various devices have been adopted to get rid

of this effect, which is called Polarisation ; the means
adopted are either to get rid of the hydrogen mechani-
cally, as by rubbing or blowing it off or by making it

deposit upon a very much roughened plate instead of a fine

one (as in Sniee's cell, in which platinised silver is em-
ployed), and thus to induce it the more readily to agglom-

erate into bubbles ; or to get rid of it chemically, as by
the device adopted in Daniell's and Grove's or Eunsen's

cell, already described.

In the former of these the hydrogen is got rid of hy being
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nuxdo to do work on a solution of .sulphate of copper aiul to

vo.lui-o it to sul[)liurio acid and metallic copper, wlncli is

deiwsited on the copper of the cell. The dc^.osit ol this metallic

coniier instead oniydroseu upon the copper jilato presents no

disa(lvanta<,res, ami there is no loss of i)0\ver m the cell hy

reason of any Polarisation. In Grove's or Luiisen's t\w hydrogen

is dissolved by nitric acid, ^vith ibrmatiou of nitric peroxide or

nitrous acid : the products are, however, corrosive poisonou.s

fumes.
. II-

Two-fluid cells arc usually ])referablc for medical work
;

lor

in one-fluid cells the decay in the current, due to Polarisation,

is apt to be very troublesome.

In Reniak's modilicatioii of the DanicU cell, lor medical pur-

poses, with constant current, the copper forms a rosette at the

bottom and is surrounded by a solution of copper snl]iliatG, with

crystals of the same : then a porous bowd is inverted over it, and

is covered with paper pulp wdiich supports the zinc. The zinc is

covered with water merely : but when the circuit is closed the

sulj^huric acid ditl'uses through the porous bowl and paper pulp,

ami attacks the zinc.

A simple effect of Polarisation is well marked in

electrolysis. The separated components, or Ions, of tlie

material electrolysed are themselves charged
;
and as

they accumulate on their respective electrodes they repel

the next-coming particles of their own kind, because they

are similarly" electrified. They do this up to a certain

limit ; and if we attempt to electrolyse an electrolyte

under too small a Voltage, the result is that we simply

load the electrodes with these charged ions ; and these

bring the Electrolytic Conduction to a stand-still. Before

the electrolytic conduction can go on, the oncoming ions

must be propelled towards the electrodes with a force

snfiicient to overcome this repulsion ; and therefore the

current cannot continue to pass unless the voltage across

the Electrolyte exceed a certain limit. The voltage of a

single Daniell cell is not sufficient to cause the electro-

lysis of acidulated water ; that of a Grove cell is.

If now the electrolysing current be stopped, there is a

tendency for these accumulated ions to disperse, and to

form a reverse current in the electrolyte and round
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Lln' circiiit. Tlii.s nii'cunislancu lia.s Lccu uliliwud in tlic

so-callcil Storage Cells, or Secoiulai'y (Mh.

In llii'si; llii^ i-lrcli'dilcs avi: so c'()}i.sl i ui:I<m1 as to exaggerate
llic li'iiili'iicy lo i'ulai-isal inn, l,lii oii};li tlicir structure ^sjii>ii;.'y

lead), 111' cN'cii to favour I lie i'slalilisliiiu;iit oi' secondary re-

actions which render LIk; eh'eliodes different instead of sinnlar

ill cliaraeli!!'. l''or exanipli!, let llie eh'ctrudes be eaeli ]iia<h' up
ol' ri'ilu{-ed lead, or of r(.'(l lea<l, or a. mixture- of litijarf^e, red li-ad

and lead snlpliate, ])aeked into a fraineworlv or ^fi-atinj; of lead
;

I lien when a eiirreiit is jiassed Ijirouifli ai'idulati'd water by nieans

of sutdi (dectrodes, tlii' hydrogen liberated at the neg:ilive (.'lectrodu

eoinpletcly roduites the lead oxide lo metallic lead, while on
the other hand the positive electrode becomes oxidised as fai- as

])ossible, to peroxide of lead, m' I'bO-j. Wiien the cliar;.Mng

current ceases, the peroxide of lead acts like the copper in

an ordinary cell, and the clean lead plate acts like the zinc :

a (liscluu-ging current passes round the circuit from the I'bO^,

to the Pb in the connecting wii'e, and from the I'h to the I'bOo

in the dilute sulphuric acid. At the same time the PbO^ ami
the Pb arc I'espectively reduced and oxidised to PIjO which, in

the yiresence of the sulphuric acid, becomes PbS04 on both
plates. AVhen a charging current is again sent through, this

again becomes PbO-j, free sulphuric acid, and Pb respectively.

Such a Storage or Secondary Cell is very useful, for it may be

connected with an ordinary Galvanic Cell or

ct,?=^?t^'''°'''^-~ battei-y as in Fig. 27ti
; then if the charging

^ )^ current be not too sti'ong, it will go on
^-"fe P'-^iir'' charging the secondary cell until the con-

pj„ .Tjg tinually increasing tendency to a back-

current through the charging battery be-

comes equal to the tendency of the charging battery to pass

a current through the secondary cell ; at which period, and
whereafter, there is equilibiinm. If the current be stronger

than is necessary for this, the storage battery wdien fully

charged goes on bubbling or "boiling" bj^ mere ordinary

electrolysis. In the arrangement of Fig. 276, the tendency of

the secondary cell is to reduce the current until it has itself

become fully charged, but after that it does not interfere

with the main current. On the other hand, if the battery CuZu
flag or be withdrawn, the secondary cell will go on producing a

current in the original direction round the working circuit.

Such a cell or a battery of such cells therefore serves as a

steadier of the current coming from a source (such as a dynamo)
the How from wdiich is not quite steady ; and in that way a

Secondary Cell or Battery plays a part analogous to tliat of a
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llv-whtH'l in mechanism. Fiirtlicr, whmi .such a sloraj^e cell ov

battery is cliariroil, it can be carried about with its eiiviiiL

open :'aiul tlicn, whenever its eireuit is closed, it will f?ive a

current which may lie utilised lor (he meandcsceiice ol an

electric lamp or an'clectric cautery or knife or eauleiy-wuv. A

secondarv cell should never lie fully discharged : and it cannot

be overcharged, for if the attempt be made to ovcndiarge it, it

"boils," evolving electrolytic oxygen and hydrogen. If a cell

be discharged, its voltage "should not be. allowed to fall below

1-90 Volts, and then its Elticiency will bo from G5 to 70 ])cr

cent : that is, from tif) to 70 per cent of tlie J'^nergy of charge

will be recovered ; but it is not safe to allow the rate of dis-

charge to exceed about one Amjierc per .square decimetre of

plates, for there is a tendency, if there be too little Resistance

in circuit, for the plates to break up and crumble, '^^'ith^

tliese precautions, a lithanode battery (compressed peroxide of

lead) will give out, after being cliarged, aliout 5 Ampci'e-hours

per lb. of material, at from 2^ down to 'i'l Volts per cell.

If we try to fiiul the resistance of a galvanic cell or an

electrolys'able liquid or of the human body by the means

suitable for oi'dinary conductors we fall into confusion
;

for

Polarisation complicates the results. If however we put a

known Resistance in AB (Fig. 247), and the unknown in BC
;

and a Telephone, not a galvanometer, at G : and if we connect

with A a single wire leading from the secondary coil of an

ordinary medical induction-coil
;
then, if we slide the wire at

D back-aud-fore until there is no sound heard in the telejihoiie,

the ratio of Resistances given at Fig. 247 tlieii applies. The
angle C has nothing connected with it.

Arrangement of Galvanic Cells.— Wlien -we

liave a number of cell.s of any kind at our command, we

may in the use of them liave eitlier of two objects in view :

to w-ork them as economically as possible, or to get tlie

greatest possible current-strength or Ampereage.

In order to work them as economically as jjossible we
must keep down the Resistance of the battery. This

is efl'ected by joining all the cells "in surface," all the

zincs to one another and all the coppers to one another.

Suppose we have an external Resistance of 10 Ohms, and that
we have at disposal say 60 Grove cells, in each of which the
resistance is 0'6 Ohm and the Voltage say rS Volts. Joining
all the ]>]atinums together and all the zincs to one another, we
form a virtual single cell of sixty-fold .surface : and the Resist-
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jiiico of lllis i.s oim-.sixUi;Ui of the resistance! of a sinf^h; etU ;

thai; is, it isO'Ol Ohm. lint not liiiii; has liaiijiciiod to alter Ihc

voltai'c, wliic.ii remains at 1 'S V(ilt, just as it a siiii^'l(! (irove cell

liad simply hi't'ii littud of oiioriiious size. Tlio Current

])r()iluucHl iiy this arrauf^miuMit is, in Anipures, (;(|ual to Volts4-

Olims. Tho Volts arc 1 'H simply ;
hucausu the cells act virtually

as one large ciill. The Ohms are O'Ol internal and 10 exti;rnal,

= 1(1-01. The Current is therefore
, J ox = ^'"^'^8 Ampere. 'J'hc

total Enurj^y transformed in this circuit ( = (Anipcr(fS)- x (Jlinis)

= (0-1798)- X 10-01 = 3-23B7 .loules per second ; whereof

an insigniiicant proportion, is wasted by triinsfoi-mation into

Heat in tho battei-y itself. The current produced is small for

such a battery, but .such as it is, it is nearly all applied in the

circuit, while hardly any is wasted in tlic Ijattery itself.

To get the greatest po.-^sible Strengtli of Current we

should so arrange our cells as to make the internal

resistance of the whole battery as nearly as possible

equal to the resistance of the working- circuit, fruni

terminal to terminal.

"When cells are arranged tandem-fashion, in Indian fdc, or

"in series," the zinc of each cell lieing connected with the

copper of the next, the Resistance of the battery is, if there are

n cells, equal to n times the resistance of a single cell, for the

same current has to traverse all the cells in succession.

When we have ah cells (say 60 cells) arranged in u groups

(say 12 groups) of & cells each (say of 5 cells each), with the h cells

of each o-roup arranged in surface and the a groups connected in

series, the Resistance of the battery is ajl times that of a single

cell. The pos.sible groupings of 60 cells would be ffl = 60, b-\
(arrangement in Series); ft = 30, h = 1; 20, 3; 15, 4; 12, 5;

10, 6
;

6, 10
;

5, 12 ; 4, 15
;

3, 20
; 2, 30 ; and 1, 60 (arrange-

ment in Surface). The relative Resistances are 60/1 = 60
; 30/2

= 15; 20/3 = 6t; 15/4 = 3J; 12/5 = 2|; 10/6 = 1*; 6/10 = i;

5_ .

; ;

Jg. ; and iy\ times the resistance of a single cell.

With cells of 0-6 Ohm resistance each, the Resistances of the

whole Battery, in Ohms, would be 36, 9, 4, 2\, 1-44, I'O, 0-36,

0-25, 0-16, 0-09, 0-04, ami 0-01. Of these the nearest to our

external resistance of 10 Ohms is the second; 30 groups of

two ce]ls each, the groups in series and the two cells in each

group arranged in surface.

Then what is the current produced by this arrangement ?

The Amperes = Volts Ohms. The Volts are 54; because all

the 30 groups in series back one another up ;
and 30 x 1 -8 = 54.

The Ohms are 19 ; 10 external and 9 internal. Therefore the
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Ainp^ves arc 'JiS=2-8-l. The total energy transforinocl in tlio

cinniit, \m- secoiul, is equal to (Ami.cn^s)- x Ohms = (2-8-1)- x 1

9

= 153-4.« Joules per seeoml ; and of this 1 1:
i.s wasted in tiie

battery, by transformation into Heat.

If the External Resistance be greater than that which can

beoft'ered by the battery oven though all its cells be grouped

series, the best we can do is to group all our cells m series. It

with our battery of 60 cells, of 0-6 Ohm resistance each, we had

to send a current through a resistance of 100 Ohms, we would

arrantro all our cells in Series, thereby making the resistance ot

the battery equal to 36 Ohms ; and the data would be, Volts

ICS ( = 60x1-8); Ohms 36 + 100 = 136; Amperes J§i^ = 0-794
;

Energy (0-794)- x 136 = 63-06-2 Joules per second, whereof f'^'V is

wasteil as Heat in the battery.

^Ve may want to send a determinate current through a

cdven Resistance. For example we may want to send an actual

steady current of 30 milliamperes {^i'i!,^ Ampere) througli some

part of the human body, say the arm. We may have au idea that

the resistance of the arm is likely to be greater than the internal

resistance of our battery, even when all our cells are arranged in

series ; and accordingly, on the lines of what has just been said,

we may determine to put all our cells in series. If our

apparatus be such as will enable us to switch each cell inde-

pendently into the circuit, we ought not to begin with the full

battery power, tor we might by chance do mischief: we should

put cells successively in circuit, in series with one another,

until we obtain the strength of current required, as shown by

our milliammoter. If we do not get the required current with

the whole of the cells in series, we shall not get it at all with

our battery, which is insutticient for the purpose. If we get it

before we have introduced all our cells into circuit, we let

matters rest as they are, for with a large external resistance the

arrangement in series is already the most economical, and the

limited number of cells in series has proved itself sufficient.

Another method would be to adjust the current as a pre-

liminary, through a resistance-box having a resistance some-

what greater than the expected value of the resistance of the

arm. When the current through the resistance-box is the

required Ampere, put the arm in the circuit, so that the

current goes through both arm and resistance-box. By this

the current will be materially reduced : but tlie resistances in

the resistance-box may be gradually I'emoved by operating

successive plugs until the current again comes to its adjusted

value. The plugs wluch have been put in or taken out, as the

case may be, then indicate the total Resistance of the arm intro-

duced into the circuit, which docs not remain constant. Care

2 G
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would iiiiUirally be taken not to l)Of^in liy throwing too largo a

r(i.sistiin(^(!-('.oil out of circuit at first ; it will bo w(;l! to work up
to tlio ilcsirod r.urront-sli'ciigtb nioro tontatively, and to roplaro

suooossivo grou]iK ol'snuillcr coils oach l)y (nio lai-gor ono.

It may bo notoil tliat as a matter of course, wberovcr instead

of keeiiing down the power of tbo battery itself we put resist-

ances into a circuit in order to modei'ate the slrenglb of the

current, there is a waste of energy through pi'oduction of heat
in the resistances so ]]ut into the circuit, and a coi'responding

waste of zinc in the battery. This is manifest wlnni an electric

incandescent lamp is nsed as a Resistance ; the Light and
Heat produced are generated at the expense of the I'jnergy of

the electric cuvront.

IV. Thermoelectric methods.—-Let bismutli, Bi,

and antimony, Sb, be connected (Fig. 27 7)

at the two junctions H and C. Let one of

these two junctions, H, be heated ; let tlie

other, C!, remain cool ; a current will pass

round tlie circuit, BiHSbCBi, in the direction

bismuth to antimony across the hotter

junction H. This current is very feeble, but

tlie effect may be multiplied Ijy increasing

the number of hotter and cooler junctions in the circuit,

after the fashion of Fig. 278.

The slightest difference between

the tempej-ature of HHHH and that

of CCG causes a very small current

to pass. But since it is veiy easy

to detect very small currents, it is

very easy to detect very small differences between the

temperatures of HHHH and CCC.

This principle is applied in the Thermoelectric Pile or

Thermopile, in which the alternating junctions HH are verj-

numerous and are gathered together into a facetted face which

is exposed, say, to radiation, or to direct heating from any

particular source. The circuit is completed round a delicate

galvanometer, or through any other current-measuring con-

trivance.

Another application of the principle of the Thermopile is the

thermoelectric thermometer sketched in Fig. 279, and used,

Fig. 27S.

ifflliiiiftliiltfiffinn
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VIII THERMO-ELECTRICITY

I

Tlie temperature of H may be ascei'taiiieil

either from the readings of tlic g-alvanometer, witli (lie aid of

a eah^ulated or observed table of corresponding temperature-

differences, kept for reference : or else by altering tlio

temperature of C until the instrument G indicates no
current ; C and H are then at the same temperature. Tlicn

tlie temperature of C may readily be ascertained by means of a

thermometer, and therefore tliat of H is also ascertained. In

thermoelectric needles we have the principle of the Tliermo-

cleetric Thermometer applied to apparatus which may be used to

explore the temperatures of the human body. Tliermoelectric

thermometers are far more sensitive to small differences of

temperature than mercury thermometers are. They can indicate

the rise of temperature which occurs when the brain is active.

Thermoelectric Piles are also used as sources of current,
though not much so ; but where they are used they are very

convenient, for they require no preparation beyond lighting the

gas, which, by bunsen-burner flame.s, keeps the junctions HHHH
hot. In Giilcher's thei'mopiles, the metallic junctions H and
C are between tubes of argentan (a nickel alloy) and hollow
cylinders of a hard antimony alloy : the Resistance, with 66
elements, is from O'o to 0"65 Ohm, the Voltage is 4 V^olts, and
the Ami)eres consequently about 6 '4 as a maximum

; the con-
sumpt of gas is about 170 litres (6 cubic feet) per hour ; and the
Efficiency, that is, the proportion of the energy of combustion of

the gas which is converted into the energy of electric current, is

about r04 per cent as a maximum. In other forms of thermo-
electric pile, the maximum efficiency does not usually exceed
0"35 per cent. Considered as a form of apparatus for conversion
of one form of Energy into another, the thermopile is therefore
very wasteful ; but it is cleanly and convenient, and its waste
is that of a sufficiently cheap form of fuel, while the flame can
be turned on and off without any trouble.

V. Energy of Rotation.—The means hy Avhich

Differences of Potential are produced by dynamo

-

electric machines or "dynamos" will be described
later on (p. 458).
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Other Methods.—Tlie other methodK of proiluciiig

(liirureiiciiH of poLoiilial may lie. liriedy discUKscH], Kiiice

Uiey av(i ol' coniparaLivdy small practical wm.

VI. Wlion ii Jet of parlly-coiidcnsc'd steam or lA' suddoiily-

uxpandiiig umh-ied air is driven tliroiif(li a conical iio/.zlc of

metal or glass or wood, tlio stream of air becomes positividy, tin;

vessel from wliieh it is driven becomes negatively charged. If

the nozzle be of ivory tliero is no charge. If the vessel contain

some tiu'peiitiiic oil, tlie charges ar(! reversed. These facts \v(;re

discovered by accident at Messrs. Armstrong's works at New-
castle, and very powei'I'ul electric machines have been made to

replace the IVictional machines used for high-tension dischai-ges.

A lii[uid in the spheroidal state (see ]). 127) is generally fonnd

to lie electrified.

A^II. In the tran(pul evaporation of water, there does not

seem to be any electrification set uji
;

ljut if there be any

friction of the vapour against the liquid or, in the case of

solutions, if there be any friction of the crystals upon the vessel

or upon the hot solution, or any crackling of the crystals, there

will be a diil'erence of electric condition between the vapour

and the licpiid evaporated. If such a dilference be set up

in the evaporation of water, the steam is generally positively

charged.

VIII. When pressure or traction is applied to tourmaline
crystals along the crystallograpiiic axis they become dilferently

charged at the opposite ends of this axis.

IX. Similar results follow when such crystals are heated or

cooled.
X. When mercury oscillates under water in a conical

tube, so that its upper surface goes on changing in its area, the

electric condition of that surface between the mercury and the

water undergoes corresponding alterations, and

there are differences of potential or altered differ-

ences of iMtential set up between the mercury and

the water. This principle is applied in a form of

microphone due to Lippmaun, in which vibra-

tions of a membrane A cause corresponding vibra-

tions of the surface of the mercury at B ; above

B lies acidulated water. Into the mercury and

the acid respectively there are wires inserted which

form part of an electric circuit ; and in that circuit

a current runs, which fluctuates in strength in accordance with

the vibrations of the membrane A.

XI. Flames may sometimes be used as means of producing

dilTerences of potential, as in the case of a gas-flame which gives
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tl.e suiTouiuling air a negative d.argo, while Ihe con.hnslion of

'lowiiii; eaibon gives it ii [lositivc charge.
n , ;,,

"
Xll FhM'trit^ currents are also found to e.vist, natura ly, in
All.

, rp, weakened during
living nerves and muscies. mi-.)^

contnietion of the muscle or the active state ol 1

Hecucrel found that an alkaline and an acid Ihi d sepaiate by

an animal membrane, developed a current 'i'-'''
';\! ' >.

connecting wire, from the alkali to the acul. He ^^ .s mc d

to attribute the natural currents ot nerves and muscles to his

Xlll. Some animals have distinct electrici y-gciicrating

organs. The electric torpedo (Raja torpedo) has a loiir-

lobed apparatus cuiivalent to a battery ot 2000 plates. 1

dorsal region of the lish is positive, the ventral negative :
and

the hsircan, if irritated, keep an electric incandescent amp

aglow. The evolution of Energy in this form is said to cool the

tish itself distinctly.

Tiic

The Variable Period

Tiie various plienomena of Electric Current of which

we have hitherto spoken are those of a current when it

has once been fairly .set up and is in a steady or uniform

condition. We have now to mention certain phenomena

of the period during which a current i.s being set up, or

being varied in its strength from one value to another.

This period, which is called the Variable Period, is

a period of adjustment throughout the whole Magnetic

field; and during this period the Ether in the Field

seems to be gathering up or giving out Energy. When

a current is being set up, there is a certain retardation

or holding -back of the current, which does not at once

reach the distant end of the circuit in full strength, but

takes some time to attain a given proportion of its full

ultimate value. For this reason signals on a long line,

such as the Atlantic cable, take some time in reaching

the other end ; not that any appreciable time is taken in

producing some effect at the other end, but that the

current remains too small to lie perceived by any but a

most delicate instrument at the distant station ;
and the

more delicate the recording instruments, the more rapidly
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m;iy iJic urriviil (jf tlu' si;^'ii;il-(;ufi'eiits be detecled Jind tlie

.signals i-c;ul ulT. \Vlu!ii Uk; cui'i'ciiit is Hiulilciily stopped
al llir licjiiu; enil idUtv having alLaiiiLMl a Steady Statu, tlic

cessation of tlie ciirrunt at tlie distant oud is again
dclibi'ratii and retarded.

During tliu Variable Period the Field is, as has been
said, in a state of adjustment. One result ol' this is, that

if in the field there Ije any wire iu which a current

can How, in that wire a ciirrent will flow, so long as the

variable state of the Field endures, but no longer. The
liehl nuiy be brought into this disturbed state by two
methods, which are, after all, essentially the same, namely,

(1) the production of a new current or the cessation or

diminution of an existing current, or (2) the approach or

strengthening or the recession or weakening of a magnet.
Both these methods involve in reality only one

alternative, that is, the strengthening or weakening
of the surrounding Magnetic Field. The direction of

the Current which is induced in a wire in the field is such

in both cases as to satisfy only one criterion, namely, that

the existence of the new Current tends to prevent the
change which is going on in the condition of the Field.

Let the student look at any ordinary medical in-

duction coil. He will there find that a bobbin, wound
round with a coil of insulated wire, is slipped over

another bobbin also wound round with insulated wire,

and that this inner bobbin may or may not have, but

usually has, a soft iron core, generall}' of soft iron wire.

Now let a current be passed through the inner coil,

and be kept steady by tying the oscillating hammer up
so that it cannot approach the soft iron core ; then the

Magnetic Field in the interior of the inner coil accj^ufres a

certain strength ; but should the current increase, then

the interior field will become stronger. Nextly, if we
may imagine that while the inner current had been

increasing, and the interior field accordingly becoming

stronger, there had been at the same time an opposite
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current aev.loped by any means m the outei coil ll ,

ellect ot that outer current would have heen t. weak n

the interior lieUl, and thn. to neutrah.se or tend to neu-

tralise, the lield-strengthenu.g etlect ol the increase ot

current in the inner coih This is exactly what uxypeus.

There is sponta>icously developed in the outer eoil, during

the period of increase of the current in the inner coil and

no longer, a current whose direction is opposed to that

of the increasing current in tlie inner coil
;
and this

induced current tends to thwart the Held-strengthenmg

effect of the increasing primary current.
_

On the other hand, if the current in the inner coil

fall off, there is again a Current in the outer coil, wliicli

is on this occasion in the same direction as the waning

current in the inner coil ; and this induced current m the

outer coil again lasts only during the period ot the waning

of the primary current. Currents so induced in the outer

coil are called Secondary Currents, m relation to the

waxina or waning current in the inner coil, which is, in

relation to them, called the Primary Current
;
and

correspondingly, the inner coil is called the primary

coil and the outer one the secondary coil.

From this we may understand that even m the

simplest ca.se, that of two circuits laid side by side,

as in Fig. 281, when a current is abruptly

made in the primary circuit P by pressing

down the key K so as to make contact

there and close the circuit, a Secondary

Current of extremely brief duration and

opposed in direction is formed in the

secondary circuit S ; and if we look only at

the parts of the respective wires which lie

alongside one another in the neighbourhood of the arrows

in the figure, we may say that the setting up of a current

in one wire is accompanied by a very brief current in an

opposite direction in another wire laid alongside the

former. When the current wanes or is abruptly stopped.
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Ukuv iH ;iL;,-iiii ;i Si^coiiilai'y Oiinviit,, Uiis Liiiut in Llic same
direction ;i.s llic \vaiiiii,L; or lu-okcni ciuwcuL.

I t is (,(, 1),! iviiiui kcil Lliiit Uic Secoiiilary Ciinviil, is liinitci] ii,
ivsp.-ct „l lis clumLion

; a cltLiuii ,|uanUly of Klecti icit y I,as lo
li.ny wliidi IS (luk-niiinud ),y tl„, rulalivo i.roporUiHis and
liosiliuii (,1 llic two (.•ircuits ; and if Uu; Sui.'ondary Coil Iju out <,rhigh resistance and many turnn, tliu voltage ol' tliu secoudai v
eoil will be high, HO as to ir,t tl„, current tl,ron«h in the time,
ilierclore il a secondary circuit, in wliicli there is a secondary
coil wl.ose turns oi wire are numerous in comnarison with
those ol tlio primary coil, be broken by an air-L'ap, sparksmay leap across that air-gap, a<,'ross a distance wliieh the
primary current could not have leajied over; and further as
the break or sto],page of a current is more abrupt than' its
establishment upon the closure of tlie circuit, the secondary
circuit may ]iresent sparks across such a gap at the break of
the primary current, even when the same circuit does not i.resent
any such sjiarks at the making of that current.
A magnet swung in a copimr box soon comes to rest

; bv its
motion it produces induced currents in the copper • "and
these induced currents are such as to oiler l{esistance to the
motion which gives vise to tliem. By this means the oscilla-
tions of a galvanometer -needle may be cliecked or damiied, so
that the instrument becomes aperiodic or "dead-beat."

In tlie "Induction coil," the primary coil, the
inner one, is made of a few turns of thick insulated
wire

;
tlie secondary, the outer one, is made of many

turns of thin insulated wire. Each coil has its own
pair of terminal binding screws ; the primary is connected
with the battery (say a single bichromate cell) and with
some contrivance for making and breaking the circuit

;

the secondary is connected with ^vhatever we may ^\•isll to
pass the secondary currents through. When the primary
current is made, there is an abrupt current of high voltage
in the secondary circuit; when it is broken there is

another current, in the opposite direction (that is, in the
same direction as the broken primary current), still more
abrupt and of still higher voltage.

Instead of using a key to make and break the current in the
primary circuit, we may use a "contact-breaker" to make
and break the current witli great frequency. This may be
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a mechanical contrivance, .sucli as a co<,'-w1il.c1 with lc.it.1,

pressed upon by a metal sin-ing, iiiter|iolate(l m the prnna,ry

circuit and rotated by \uwd ; or it may bo automatic, as in

Neef s Hammer. In thia tlie soft-iron core witiim tlie primary

bobbin, bec.uuing powerfully magnetic when the current passes

attracts a i.ieco ot soft iron poised near its end, which piece ol

soft iron forms an integral part of the primary circuit this

piece of soft iron moves towards the soft-iron core
;
but in so

doing, the movable piece of soft iron moves away Iroin a

metallic screw, contact with whicli is necessary to the con-

tinuity of the primary circuit. The continuity ot tlio i)rimary

circuit is thus broken, and the primary current suddenly stops.

If the contact bo made and broken in vacuo, the action is

very abrupt. If the contact be madi' and broken by lilting a

wire up and down at the surface of mcrcnry, it is advisafile to

cover the mercury with water, in order to jirevent si)arks.

Wlicn the ]irimary current ceases on being thus broken, the

soft-iron core loses its magnetic properties ; it then ceases to

attract the soft-iron mass ; this soft-iron mass is fetched back

to its original position by a spring ; and then the continuity of

the circuTt is restored, again to be broken in conseipieiice of tlie

action of the current ifself as before. This cycle is repeated

with great frequency, which may be modilied by adjusting the

distance which the soft-iron mass or armature lias to travel

baek-and-fore, or by adjusting the tension of the spring which

tends to keep it pressed against the contact-screw.

In the Secondary Coil we then have an alternating

succession of abrupt currents of high voltage, in opposite

directions ; and a rapid succession of alternating abrupt or

intermittent currents of this kind is called, in medical

work, a Faradic current, as distinguished from a steady

or Galvanic current.

The Strciigtli of the induced Faradic Current may be regu-

lated fiy sliding the secondary coil more or less completely over

the primary-

If the construction of the instrument be reversed, that is,

if the primary coil, still inside, be one of many turns and the

outer secondary coil be of few turns, the secondary currents

are of lower voltage and greater Strength than the primary
;

and this is the principle of the Transformer used in electric

lighting work. In the use of transformers, the primary currents

employed are not abruptly made and broken, but oscillate

back-and-fore, their variations of current-strength correspond-

ing very closely to the vibrations of a string. Such currents
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iiiiiy jicciirdiiit;!)' \iv said lo |)i-cs(Mit iiotliiuf,' hut, the Viiriiiljlu

I'crunl, 1111(1 :i.s tlicy oscilliili; back-aiid-ruru, a Srcoiidary Cur-
rciit, nf lowv.v voltaift! and f^'n.'aLer i|uaiil,ity, oscillalns i'orc.-aiid-

lia(d< in Uiu HituDiidaiy i-oil. Oscillating^ miri'eiit.s of cxucssivu

Voltaffi), .sii]i])lii;d IVoiii " altornaliiig current " electric iiiaiiis, are

thus " tiiiiisrornicd " into oscillatiiif; luirreiits of more iiiaiiage-

ablo and saler voltage, for use within dwellings and other
luiildings.

A rriniary Circuit may even act to some extent as it.s

uwu SecdiRlary Circuit. This plieuomeuou is known as

Self-induction. If we try to pass a current abruptly

through a coil (for example the primary coil of au induc-

tion coil), the different turns act on one another, and

each turn of the c(Al tends to induce an opposed
current in the other turns, during the Variable Period.

The result of this is a certain Eesistance to the setting up

of a current in a coil. Conversely, when the current is

broken, there is a corresponding resistance to its stop-

page, so that the current, as it were, plunges on and

piles up an electric charge at the extremities of the M'ire
;

and if the coil be large enough, there may thus be pro-

duced a high Voltage, with corresponding sparking, at

the ends of the broken wire. There is no case in which

this phenomenon of Self-induction is entirely absent,

even in a single-loop circuit ; but practically we must,

in order to encounter it, have either a very large

simple circuit, such as a deep-sea cable line, or a circuit

containing a coil of many turns.

In Von Plelmholtz's arrangement of jSTeefs hammer, for

physiological purposes, the current is never completely cut

otf, so that the effect of self-induction is minimised, and the

shock at the break is the same as that at the make.

Dynamo-Electric Machines.—We have already

said that when a Magnetic Field is strengthened or weak-

ened, a coil in that field has a Current induced in it.

But there may be cases in which while the Field itself

remains unchanged, it may in efi'ect be rendered weaker

or stronger relatively to the coil. Take three posi-
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tions of the coil iu the lichl. In Fig- 282 A the .-oil .staii.l.s

nu-iug all the liekl lines, or Lines ol' Magnetic I'orce,

end on, and the greatest possible nnnihcr of tliese ]«ss

throngh it : relatively to the coil, there- _
fore, the Field is then at its strongest. 5!^^^^^
In Fig. 282 n, the luunher of lines whicli ^|

traverse the coil is smaller than in Fig. "

282 A, and relatively to the coil the Field

is weaker. Next take the position of Fig. 282 c. Thei'C

the coil is at right angles to its former position ami no

field lines pass through it at all
;
relatively to the coil,

the Magnetic Field is then as though it were m)t. Now let

us make the coil rotate, round its own diameter, from

position A through position B to position C. During this

movement the Field is gradually weakening relatively

to the coil ; and during that period an induced current

passes in the wire of the coil Next, will the current

l)e uniform, or not, during the (|uarter- revolution

shown '? We can see that in the position A, an exceed-

ingly small displacement produces no effect upon the

Number of Lines which pass through the contour of the

coil. Therefore, if the coil be subject to continuous

rotation, there is no current at the instant when the

coil is passing through position A. When, on the

other hand, it is passing through position C, the change

in the Number of Lines is the most rapid possible : the

Lines of Force are then being cut (and left ontside the

coil) not obliquely but directly across. When the coil

is passing through the position C, the induced ciurent

is therefore a maximum. If the course of events be

followed during the next quarter-revolution, it will be

found that the current still continues in the same direc-

tion round the loop but with waning curi-ent-strength,

nntil the coil assumes a position the same as that of

A in Fig. 282, but with this difference, that the Imck of

the coil is now where its face had been. When this

angular position is reached, the current has fallen back
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is

Lii zero. In tJir, lialf - ic\'i)lulion, tlicn, l-lie (nii'iciit-

.sLreiij^lJi has i'Ihcii IVoiii '/a'Vo Uj u Alaxiiiiuiii and I'alluii

liiick III Zci'u. \V(! may I'cpi-uscint l.liis, il' tliu r()tati(;ii be

unil'onii, by a diai^raiii, J<'i^'. 283. Tliis

(ufve, wlieu worked out in detail, is of

t!.\actly tlie same form as tlie harmonic
. curve wliiuh indicates the successive dis-

1^,.,,
pkiccmeiits of any f,'i ven jtoint of a vibrat-

inif .sti'iiig (lurinf^- one liall'-oscillation.

Durinj^ tke next lialf- revolution, the result is pre-

cisely similar, with the exception that the back of the
loop now takes the place of its former front. The
induced current now runs round the back of the coil in

the same direction as it had run round its front in the

first half- revolution, waxing and waning in the same
way. It will be seen on taking a coin in the hand and
passing the finger round its rim in a given direction

;

and then turning the coin face-over and ngain passing the

finger round the rim in the same direction ; that the

movement of the finger in the latter case is really, as

regards the rim of the coin, opposite in its direction to

the movement of the finger in the former case. In a

similar way, the two current-directions during the

two half-revolutions, which are the same in relation to

the Field, are in reality opposed in reference to the

Coil considered alone, because between the two half-

revolutions the coil has reversed the aspect presented by

it to the field. Along any given bit of the wire of the

coil, then, the current is, starting from the position A,

first in one direction waxing and waning, then j^assing

through a zero value, and then waxing and waning but

in an opposite direction. The whole

cycle of variation of current -strength

jnay be represented by the diagram, p.„

Fig. 284, which is the same as one

complete wave-length of a harmonic cm-ve. Each

complete cycle is called one Alternation.
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The c-oil, as we have seen, rotates ou an axle :
and we

,nav Imn- out the ends of the wires to .uelal r.uKs 1.1 Um

ou'the axle. WliiW. the coil is rotatni- on its axle, let

us touch these two rings with the two

ends of a metal wire ; then that wnv

will form, along with the rotating coil,

a complete circuit. In that circuit

a Current will pass, which current will

oscillate or alternate in its direction

of How, waxing and waning at each liall - alternation,

after the fashion of Fig. 284. One complete alterna-

tion corresponds to eacli revolution of the coil :
and

the more rapidly the coil is rotated, the more rapidly

will the alternations follow one another.

There are numerous possible variations in the application

of this priuciple. For example, the coil may not rotate round

its own diameter, hut round some other axis of rotation par-

allel to that diameter; the consequences are similar, one

complete alternation, that is one positive and one negative flow

of current, to each complete revolution.

Ac'ain we may not desire to have our resultant current an

alternating one : in which case we use a Commutator, mstoad

of tlie plafn rincrs of Fig. 285. A Commutator m its simplest

form di" 286) is made of two half-rings ranged opposite to one
° another and mounted on a wooden or other-

wise isolating portion of the axle. One of

these plates is permanently connected with

the one, and the other with the other end

of the coil-wire. The external circuit has its

free ends (flat flexible plates or "brushes")

y„ OS,- so arranged as each to touch one of these
''

half-rings: and as the axle rotates, at the

instant the direction of Uie current changes in the coil, the

brushes exchange the half-rings upon which they rest, so that

the Direction of the Current in the ex-

ternal circuit remains always the same.

But the current in the external circuit

fluctuates in strength : it varies after the

fashion shown in Fig. 287. Therefore a simple coil with

a simple commutator is not a satisfactory contrivance for

practical purposes in the production of a direct current. Great

ingenuity has accordingly been expended in tlie development

Fic;. 287.
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of tlio ino(l(!rn dynamo iimcliiiic, in wliicli many loops or turns
or (:oil.s of win! are af,'<,'ro^aU-il into a I'otalin^ coni,'(n'ie.s called
tlie Armature : but the action of each .several turn of tlie

wii'o in iJie Armature; is in jii-ineiple tiie same as that of the
simple loo]i just descrihcd : and by iiK^ans of a more complex
(commutator the diU'ercnt loo])s or coils, or groups of these, in
tile armature arc made to deliver their several cui'i-ents to the
(sxterual circuit in such a way that thcsi; overlap one another
and thus get rid, apiiroximatcly, of the lluetuations of current-
strength. It will be obvious, therefore, that the armature of a
dynamo luis to be dillcrontly designed according as it is intended
to ])(,' used for producing Alternating Currents or for having tlie.sc

commutated into a Direct Current ; and tliat it will have to be
dilfei-ently constructed according to the Voltage and Ampereage
which will be required as the output of the machine.

We have assumed in the above tliat a Magnetic Field

exists for the loop or coil to rotate in, and that tliis

magnetic field is uniform. If it be not uniform, the

current-strength does not vary precisely after the fashion

of a vibrating string ; but the curve still bears a general

though distorted resemblance to the harmonic curve.

In the earliest machines actuated by the rotation of coils

within Magnetic Fields, permanent steel magnets
were used to produce the required field.

The permanent steel magnet survives in the medical mag-
neto-electric machine. In this the required weakening
or strengthening of the Field, relatively to the coil, is accom-
plished not bj' rotating the coil round a fixed axis in the way
just described, but by bodily moving bobbins, bearing coils,

from stronger to weaker parts of the field a.nd vice versd. These
bobbins, a pair of them, are made to rotate so as to flash past
the poles of a permanent steel magnet, and are thus pulled in

and out of the strongest parts of the field : currents are thus
formed in them, which may or may not be directed by a Com-
mutator so as to make them travel in the same direction. The
Strength of the Field itself may be regulated in the way
already described (p. 415), by an adjustable bar of soft iron.

Then again, the required Magnetic Field was, in many
forms of machine of this kind, that between the Poles of

soft-iron electromagnets excited by a separate cm--

rent from an independent machine or batterj^ But the
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..reat slriilo in ailvamu' which reiuleml Uiosc, macliinos

practical was the discovery of tlic " dynamo-electric

principle." Tliis is, that the current lioiu tlic machine

itself may be made to excite the electromagnets, and

thus to keep up the required Magnetic Fiekl.

Tlie startiiit^'-point is, that if the e.lcctvomagiiets bo not of

too soft a sample of iron, they always retain a trace of magnetic

coiulitioii, oven when the excitinf; current ceases. There is

therefore a Matjiietie Field. True it is an exceedingly feeble

one, but it generates a certain very feeble current when the

machine is set to work. If the current produced be led round

the electromagnets, this current strengthens the electro-

magnets : these in their turn give rise to a stronger Tilagnetic

FieTd and to tlie induction of a more powerful Current :
and

this train of action and reaction is repeated until the strengths

of the electromagnets, of the magnetic fields, and of the in-

duced currents attain the maximum possible under the exist-

ing conditions. Various modilications of this principle have

been adopted, such as sending a part only of the current round

the electromagnets, sending a part at all times and the whole

of the current only when the external circuit is active, adjust-

ing the relation of the parts of the current so sent, and so

forth : but these are details wliieh we now pass over.

Some dynamos which deliver alternating currents are driven

at extreme speed : others use a device analogous to that of the

medical magneto-electric machine, and flash a series of coils

past a number of alternately positive and negative electromagnet

poles ranged in a circle.

Electromotors.—When a Dynamo Machine is re-

versed in its action, that is when a Current is sent

through a dynamo instead of its sending out a current,

tlie dynamo tends to rotate backwards, and to trans-

form the Energy of a Current sent through it into the

Energy of Eotation ; but this would make it run against

its brushes. If, however, the brushes be set backwards,

any ordinary dynamo will serve as a more or less efficient

Electromotor, driven by the current supplied to it. When
an electromotor is put into the circuit of a dynamo, and

allowed to run, it may be that the actual current
perceptible along the two wires which connect the

dynamo with the motor is greatly reduced ; for the
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motor itself acts, wlimi I'lniiiiii!^', as ii ilyiiariio, and il

jinHlucos a harlvwanl or Reverse Current wliicli tends

to ueulralisc. llu! i)ri<^'iiial ciiiTciiL of ilynaiiio.

15y lilectroinotors (;Ntr(Miic .S])eeil of rotation oaii bu pro-

(liicod, as for iiistaiico in dentists' apparatus and in tlie

hypnotic fascinator.

Tii(3 law for the Transmission of Encrj^y by direct currents

is the same as tliat for the production of Heat in a (conductor,

namely : Joules jier second = the Anipei'es x the Volts con-

sumed in the motor : and it will be remembered that one
Joule per second cori'csponds to an Activity of y^-^ horse-jiower :

so that a current of 5 Ampoi'es, if the terminals of the runninf^

motor are at potentials diU'ering by 200 Volts, corresponds to

an absorption of Energy in the motor of TOGO Joules per second,

or a 'fransmission of Energy from the driving dynamo at the

rate of -V"t(t" horse-power.

At,ternating Ccrrknts

The successive alternations of the induced current

delivered by an alternating-current dynamo follow one

another with a frequency ranging from about 40 to about

150 per second. This order of frequency is very different

from that of the oscillations in a Leyden jar discharge,

which run from say 1 to 10 millions per second or more :

but even with the currents from an alternating-current

dynamo, there are certain peculiarities to be observed

which are common to alternating currents of all

except the lowest frequencies. The higher the rate of

alternation, the more does the current tend to be confined

merely to the outer skin of the conducting wire, that is

to say to the Electric Field, the Ether itself ; and hence

tubes convey such currents as well as rods do.

It has long been considered in medical practice that Faradic

currents were much more superficial in their action than con-

tinuous currents.

The Apparent Kesistance of a wire to an Alternating

Current is therefore something very different from its
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Resistance to u Steady Current ;
ami it (ends, as llie IVe-

i^uency increases, to ac(iuire a value pniporlional mil

inversely to the cross-section of tlu! wire, but inversely

proportional to its circumference. This resistance is

called tlie Impedance of tlie conductor
;
and it is not

constant like the Resistance, hut varies according to the

way the wire is coiled up, and according to the I'requenciy

of the alternations.

Alternating currents produce Heat, whicli is propor-

tional to the iircraijr value of the squair of their Current

Strength ; and they can produce Light, as in arc and in-

candescent electric lamps : hut in arc-lighting they have a

tendency to produce noise in the lamp. Being not pro-

perly directed to that efl'ect, they can not produce any

electrolytic ell'ect, because w'hat they do at one half-

alternation, tliey undo at the next.

A coil through wluch an alternating ciuTent is passed acts

in a non-uniform magnetic field not like a magnet, but like a

Diamagnet ; it is repelled into the weakest part of the field,

and tends to lie across the field-lines.

When an alternating current is passed into a coil of many
turns, there is a tendency for it to choke down so that no

current passes ; for the Impedance, or apparent resistance, then

becomes very great.

If an object be hung by one wire upon a wire bearing an

alternating -current, that object becomes, with corresponding

rapidity, alternately positively and negatively electrostatically

charged ; and this may result in such a sliattering of tlie outer

molecules of tlie object itself, and of the adjacent particles of

the air, that the surface of tlie object and the air around it

become heated or may glow brightly. This effect is very

easily produced with the air remaining within a Geissler-tube
;

and if a Geissler-tube be held in one hand wliile the other hand
is connected with one of tlie terminals of the secondary coil of

an Induction Coil (in which the primary current is itself

subjected to alternations of extreme frequency, as wliere a
Leyden-jar is put in the circuit of that primary current and is

made to discharge itself continuously), the Geissler-tulie glows
in the hand. The charging and opposite cliarging of tlie

Geissler-tube must be effected through tlie human body, and
alternating currents must run through the body with

2 II
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exLn!ino Froi|uniu;y iimler an eiioiiiious VoHagc
;

y(!t no liarni is

iloni' ; no more tliaii liy tlio iiiiiiaet ol' Lif^lit, wliicli apjicar.s l(j

lie nil ciiLiriily analoj^'oUH iilioMoiucnoii, one o{ (^xtreinuly rapiil

alLcrniiUoii.s dl' clc.cti'ic (omliliiiii in I, lie I'ltJicr. ExpcriiiKjnts ol'

tlii.s or(l(!i' ai'e nunierous and vai'ied, and ai'it due to Mr. Nicola

Tesla.

Ill the Telephone .ludilile sounds, Die lluinaii Voice,

etc., iire reproduced at a distance by means of electricity.

The Sound to be reproduced lias its nieclianical ei^uivalent

in the air-waves which j^ive rise to the sensation of

sound. These air- waves are complex -harmonic
viljrations of the air, and they will exert a correspond-

ingly varying Pressure upon any meni-

—^ brane or disc exposed to them. In the

A H"ivi—1^ simplest form of Telephone, to which we
confine our attention, they are caused to

'

.igg impinge upon, and thus to exert varying

pressure upon a soft - iron disc A.

This disc yields more or less to the fluctuating

pressure. In some cases this disc is only the central

part of a more yielding membrane. The next part

of the apparatus is simply a coil -bearing bobbin B,

with a magnet M serving it as a core. The complex-

harmonic movement of the soft - iron disc A in the

neighbourhood of the magnet M causes a corre.sponding

disturbance of the Magnetic Field of IM ; and the conse-

(pience of this is a corresponding complex-harmonicaUy

alternating induced cm'rent in the wire wound

round the bobbin B. The original variations in the air-

pressure on the soft-iron disc are thus reproduced in the

Oscillations of Electric Current in the bobbin. The wires

of the bobbin are connected by long-distance wires with

a similar instrument at the receiving station. The

oscillating currents, as received at the receiving station by

the bobbin B', cause variations in the Strength of the

magnetic field of the second magnet JI'. These

variations cause corresponding variations in the Force with

which the receiving soft-iron disc A' is pulled upon.
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TIio receiving soa-iixni disc yields to Uk'sc varying iurccs

ill an oscillating manner, and causes oscillatory varia-

tions in the pressure of tlie air at tlu; surface of the

disc. These variations are [iropagated through the air to

the listening Ear, and the original sound is heard repro-

duced.

Not porfoctly, however. Apart altogether from ihv^ distor-

tions ill the oscillating signals eausod liy so many transmissions

from one part of the ai)paratus to another, there arc distortions

of the si'Hials caused by the nature of alternating currents and

their peculiarities of trausnussion along wires. The higher

coiiiponeuts, those of greater frequency, arc not transmitted at

the same speed as the lower components, and tliey tend to thin

away and wear out more rapidly tha,n the lower ones ; so that

the ipiality of the sound, as transmitted, is changed.

Ill the microphone, a Steady Current is made to pa.ss

through a carbon rod supported loosely betw een two

hollowed-out carbon blocks, or through a quantity of

loose carbon dust : vibration causes variations in the

contacts through which the current can be conveyed

and a corresponding variation in the conductance ot

the circuit. A Steady Current is thereby made a slightly

varying current, and its variations will be detected by

the receiving Telephone.

A microphone mounted on a stethoscope may he made to

record heart-sounds, through generating a current wdiich acts

upon a muscle-nerve preparation.

In the pliotophone a mirror, itself flexible, reflects light

to a distant point: the back of the mirror is spoken at; it

vibrates, and the light rellected to the distant point under-

goes corresponding fluctuations in brightness as the mirror

becomes flatter or more concave. At the distant point the

liglit, thus varying, falls upon crystalline selenium. Curiously,

tlie conductivity of selenium varies in accordance with the

brightness of the Light falling upon it. This selenium forms

part of a circuit in wdiich a current runs, and in wdiich a

Telephone is inserted. As in the case of the Microphone, the

variations of conductance of the circuit are rendered manifest

in the receiving telephone by the reproduction of the original

Sound in that instrument.
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